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for the same manpower resource. Some pays, such as Selective Reenlistment Bonuses, lended
themselves to highly sophisticated, statistical analysis techniques, while others, such as
Leprosarium Duty Pay, dictated a more intuitive approach.

The volume contains a compilation of the legislative histories of each of the pays, a detaile
description of the analytical approach employed, and a comprehensive discussion of the groups'
findings and recommendations for change, when the findings so dictated. The information in
this volume is presented in such a manner that it is understandable to the average reader yet
technically correct and highly revealing to the econometrician.
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PREFACE

The Nation and its leadership have a responsibility to the men and

women in uniform. Without adequate numbers of high-quality personnel, -
our defense structure is powerless, our sophisticated and expensive
equipment useless. Numbers alone, even of the highest quality, are not
enough. Our mission readiness and national security rely on the loyalty,
dedication, ant proper leadership of this professional manpower force. -, .- .
We must be ready to give them the honor and respect that is truly theirs.

Compensation is but a part of our appreciation and the overall system
of Uniformed Services compensation must be configured to contribute to
the mission readiness that is essential to supporting our national secu-
rity objectives. To assess the effectiveness of the current military
compensation system to achieve this goal, the Fifth Quadrennial Review " -- '

of Military Compensation (Fifth QRMC) was organized in September of
1982. The Fifth QRMC was directed to focus attention on the retirement -
system, its associated benefits, and the Special and Incentive pay ,
system.

The Fifth QRMC complies with Title 37, United States Code 1008(b).
The code requires a complete review every four years to examine the prin- ..

ciples of the compensation system and to evaluate their implementation ,-..

in compensation provided to Uniformed Service members.

President Reagan designated the Secretary of Defense to be his execu-
tive agent for the review; he, in turn, instructed the Assistant Secretary
of Defense (Manpower, Reserve Affairs & Logistics) (ASD(MRA&L)) to conduct
it. On October 1, 1982, a technical staff was officially assembled with
members, either full-time or advisory, drawn from all the Uniformed Ser-
vices. To provide overall policy guidance and to review the study efforts, .

a Steering Committee was formed. This was composed of the Assistant Sec-
retaries for Manpower from the Military Departments, the Deputy Assistant

Secretary of Defense (MRA&L) (Military Personnel and Force Management)
(MP&FM), the seven Uniformed Service manpower and personnel chiefs, and " .
the Director, J-1 (Manpower and Personnel) Office of the Joint Chiefs of - " ' -
Staff. The ASD(MRA&L) chaired the Steering Committee, with the DASD
(MP&FM) serving as the deputy. The scope of the activities undertaken
by the Fifth QRMC can best be understood by reviewing this and related .

volumes of the final report. The subsequent paragraphs describe the -. ..

conceptual reference of the work, as well as resources, data sources
and analytic approaches used. ......... .

In the analyses, the value of total compensation to the servicemem-
ber, in Fiscal Year 1982, was used as a point of reference. First, the
history and implementation of retirement benefits, pays and incentives bN-.-...

were reviewed in detail. Previous studies and resultant proposals to .. ,,

change the retirement system were thoroughly examined. Then, proposed -..- .. :. .
changes in compensation were assessed by evaluating their ultimate impact
on force structure, related force effectiveness and resultant costs. -70

Analysis of the retirement system focused primarily on its effect-
tiveness as a general long-term force management tool, which must attract .

... *. ... .....-..-.. -..]
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and retain the high-quality career force essential for our national secur-
ity, and support the development of P ready pool of reserve manpower f or
immediate recall. In a substantial portion of this analysis, alternatives
to the existing retirement system were developed and evaluated. An addi-
tional focus of this analysis was a consideration of how the retirement

* system assists in the transition of servicemembers to the private sector
* upon retirement, and the extent to which it provides adequate compensation

when they later reach old age.

The individual Services provided the force structure data which
formed the baseline against which to assess the effectiveness of the re-
tirement system and the Special and Incentive pays. These data were con-

* structed in a steady-state mode, using established career field and skill

* level requirements, and the Fiscal Year 1982 manpower level ceiling. To
permit detailed analyses, the data were provided at pay grade and year of 2
service levels of disaggregation. Finance and personnel records, both
in the form of automated data and special, subject-specific reports were
also provided by the Services. Civilian earnings data were obtained from'0 e
the Bureau of the Census, Internal Revenue Service and the Social Security
Administration. These data formed the basis for comparisons of Service .*--

and civilian earnings.

Numerous Federal agencies, professional associations, labor organi-
zations, consultants and businesses in the private sector, and prof ession-
al researchers, were contacted in the course of the work. They provided
invaluable data, shared their experiences in understanding similar issues
and often supplied a judicious, critical perspective on our task.

The Fifth QRMC benefited from its access to individuals, both on its
staff and in consultive capacities, capable of using many different analy- --

,'.1

tical techniques~~.-. Sttsia moeln, trndaalss ndcstbnei

.',Ianays, a mon sp otthers eeelo pltoye in hea ours of herview Thpo efr-. -• .

* steady-state personnel flows of alternative force structures, together
with the associated costs (i.e., maintenance, Special and Incentive pays,
gains, losses, and retirement) were evaluated using a modified Defense

officer Personnel Management System (DOPMS) Model entitled Defense Man-
- power Static Model (DMSM).

A new and significantly enhanced version of the Annualized Cost of%
Leaving (ACOL) Model was developed to evaluate retirement system alterna-

tives. It allows for careful examination of the implications of change
for all Services, officers and enlisted personnel, as well as for broad
occupational and quality groupings, under varying economic assumptions. " -i. " -
Results from the modified ACOL were linked to both the DMSM and to the
DoD Actuary Retirement Valuation Model (GORGO) to establish resulting.

* alternative force structures and to calculate the force costs, retirement .

costs and make retiree projections. These results provided the Fifth ... .

QRMC with the capability to consider, realistically, force structure and 'y.'..-
cost issues which would result from the proposed changes to the retirement
system.
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The associated benefits which encompass the Government-provided
estate program were also analyzed. These benefits include Death Gratu-
Ity, Burial Expenses/Burial Flag, Dependency and Indemnity Compensation
Survivor Benefit Plan, Servicemen's Group Life Insurance, and Social
Security. Each benefit was evaluated independently for adequacy and then
integrated into the full range of the Estate Program of the Uniformed
Services to insure against overlap or duplication of purpose.

The assessment of the current structure of Special and Incentive pays
concentrated on their effectiveness as specialized short-term management
tools, which must attract and retain personnel in highly technical occu- O
pations (critical skills), as well as those working in hazardous or
undesirable conditions.

These pays were reviewed by weighing their suitability in meeting
stated or legislated goals against their costs. The reviews included
examination of the military's competition with the private sector for
critical skills, and of private-sector parallels for financial incen- .O ..

tives paid to individuals working in hazardous occupations. The complete
Special and Incentive pay structure was examined for internal consistency
and cost effectiveness. Several issues related to Special and Incentive ." -

* - pays required special attention; these were the payment of multiple pays, .-.

the utilization and role of pays in wartime, and the relationship between -
pays and force quality considerations. MI.

tofliln t eiedmsin h it RM ogtt mrv .. ..'-....* -

This report represents the final product of the Fifth QRMC. In addi- . ..
S tion to fulfilling its defined mission, the Fifth QPRMC sought to improve' -- "-"-

compensation system management, proposing changes which will better serve -
our total and full commitment, and to provide a solid starting point for
future reviews. This additional task took the form of archiving extensive
documentation, and making provisions to maintain and update analytic -,7 .
models and associated data bases developed in the course of the work..-..
These data are fundamental to any future review of comparable scope.

This review could not have been completed without the tremendous ,.. .
spirit of cooperation, and commitment to fair and open review, that was
shown by the Uniformed Services and the many assisting agencies and indi-
viduals. A very difficult and complex job was made manageable and pro-
ductive as a result of their efforts. The true results of the work re- : .'
ported here can be achieved only through acceptance of the recommenda- . '. "
tions, and subsequent willingness to work towards the passage and imple-mentation of relevant legislation and force management policies.
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Defense Technical Information Center
%4 Delta Airlines, Inc.

,.- Department of Energy
Department of Labor
Department of Transportation, Maritime Administration
Drug Enforcement Agency ;
Eastern Airlines, Inc. .
Edison Electric Institute
Environmental Protection Agency
Fairfax County Va. Police Department -
Federal Aviation Association
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Forest Service
Future Aviation Professionals of America

General Accounting Office
General Motors ::

* General Research Corporation .

Helicopter Association, International - -

Institute for Nuclear Power Operations ' " '

International Brotherhood of Electric Workers Union
Jet Research Center, Inc.
Library of Congress .
Mary's Help Hospital
Metropolitan Police Department, Washington, D.C.
Montgomery County MD. Police Department

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Air Transportation Association / - " "
National Business Aircraft Associates
National Hansen's Disease Center ..

National Pilot's Association --. '"--'-
National Science Foundation i...
Navy Personnel Research and Development Center . 7
New York Bankers Trust

Northwestern University
Nuclear News *,..

Nuclear Regulatory Commission ... -
Oak Ridge Associated Universities
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
Office of Management and Budget .
Office of Personnel Management . . . - .
Piedmont Airlines, Inc. ..-

Professional Pilot Magazine
President's Private Sector Survey Cost Control Group
REHAB, Inc.

"p Taylor Diving and Salvage Co.
* .>, Tennessee Valley Authority

United Airlines, Inc. . % %
U.S. Marshalls Service -" " '

U.S. Secret Service
Veterans Administration ' 't :

Virginia Electric Power Co.
Western Airlines, Inc.
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I, SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 0 0

The Fifth QRMC review and analysis of the overall suitability and the

appropriateness of current payment structures of all Special and Incentive
pays are summarized below. The general findings and recommendations are
presented first, followed by a discussion and summary of each Special and

.. Incentive (S&I) pay.

A. GENERAL.

1. Except for the following, all S&I pays were found to be necessary:
-- Glider Duty Pay
-- Intelligence and Investigator Pay (Proposed)

Leprosarium Duty Pay
-- Nuclear Annual Incentive Bonus - recommended to be phased out
-- Proficiency Pay - selected categories

2. Flexibility must be retained for the Services' effective use of
S&I pays, especially in view of differing Service supply and demand con- * ;
ditions, e.g., one-year Aviation Officer Incentive Pay contracts or Nuc-
lear Officer Annual Incentive Bonuses.

3. Bonuses should be paid in a lump-sum to be cost effective and

achieve the desired behavior.

4. Short-term officer bonuses were considered less effective than
desired, e.g., one-year Nuclear Officer Annual Incentive Bonuses. ... .-.-

5. A general updating (increase) of rates resulted for the majority "- "-
of the pays reviewed.

6. Several pays required restructuring to improve effectiveness.

7. Eligibility criteria was tightened in a few pays to insure proper

utilization.

8. The officer/enlisted differential was eliminated for seven of the
Hazardous Duty Incentive Pays:

-- Flight Deck Duty -- Parachute Duty
Demolition Duty -- Toxic Fuels & Propellants
Experimental Stress Toxic Pesticides & Dangerous

-- Non-Crewmember Flight Pay Organisms

9. The newness of certain pays or rates precluded a complete analy- ,*-. -- :-.
sis, in some instances.

10. The multiple pay condition clouded the ability to isolate the

effectiveness of several pays.

V 11. The lack of meaningful data limited the analysis of most medical '

pays.
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12. The changing definiton of personnel quality, combined with the
Services' minimal documentation of specific selectivity, precluded an in-
depth discussion of quality-related issues.

13. The continuance/discontinuance of the various S&I pays during war-
time is not consistently applied; additional consideration of this issue . .

is warranted.

B. HAZARD RELATED. Pays in this category provide special compensation
to members of the Uniformed Services as an incentive to perform hazardous "'_ '

__ __
- ''

duty required by orders involving certain skills. 0 0

1. Air Weapons Controller Flight Pay. The purpose of this pay is to
provide an incentive for Air Weapons Control Officers (AWCOs) to volun-
tarily participate regularly in aerial flight, a hazardous duty, aboard . ..

an airborne warning and control system (AWACS) aircraft. It was estab- -_..._'_"_"'_"

lished in October 1981 to resolve Air Force shortages of experienced - 0 *"

flying AWCOs. The recipient's monthly pay is dependent upon the officer's
cumulative years of AWCO service, whether performed in the air or on the .--. ' -

ground, and grade. However, to qualify for the pay, the officer must be -

assigned to a flying AWCO position.

a. Findings:

(1) A special pay for flying AWCOs is necessary for the Air
Force to attract and retain sufficient volunteers possessing the appropri-
ate experience to meet its needs.

(2) This pay has been in effect for too short a time to
realistically evaluate the appropriateness of the rates.

.'4..,-' -- '. - .. ''.-

b. Recommendation: Retain AWCO Flight Pay in its current form.

c. Legislative Implications: None. "-"->- : "

d. Minority Position: None.

2. Demolition Duty Pay. The purpose of Demolition Duty Pay (DDP) is : , , y ..

454. to provide an incentive for personnel to perform hazardous duty involving . ' 4'

the use or rendering safe of demolitions. Established as a Hazardous R. P.

Duty Incentive Pay in 1949, DDP has undergone no major changes in struc- ., .

ture and only minor changes in rates since that time. The majority of ..
personnel receiving this pay perform duties involving explosive ordnance -- 7-

disposal (EOD), a field of increasing size, complexity, and importance.

a. Findings: -'-:".---S.- .- * . . -.- - .-

(1) A valid need for Demolition Duty Pay currently exists ,

and will exist in the forseeable future.

,-. 5,.-.,- . ,.
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(a) Demolition duty, particularly in the explosive
ordnance disposal (EOD) field, exposes personnel to greater risks than
those encountered by most Service personnel.

(b) Enlisted manning in demolition fields, especially O O
EOD, is below required levels.

(c) Low attraction of personnel to the demolition fields
is a primary cause of undermanning.

(d) High attrition in rOD training is also a major cause
of undermanning.

(e) Retention of personnel in demolition fields is .

generally satisfactory.

(2) Current rates of Demolition Duty Pay are generally
adequate to compensate for the hazards of demolition duty.

(a) The rate of DDP should be uniform for officer and
enlisted personnel.

(b) A DDP rate of $110 per month for both officer and
enlisted personnel is currently appropriate.

(c) Judicious use of other Special and Incentive pays,

i.e., Enlistment Bonuses, Selective Reenlistment Bonuses, and Special .*. "
Duty Assignment Pay for members outside the SRB window, along with other .
management actions should continue in order to resolve manning, attraction
and retention problems and maintain satisfactory retention levels.

b. Recommendations:

(1) Continue Demolition Duty Pay. "

(2) Amend Title 37 to entitle both officer and enlisted

personnel to $110 per month for performance of demolition duty.

c. Legislative Implications: Amend 37 U.S.C. 301(c) (1) to

increase the enlisted rate to $110.

d. Minority Positions: '%.- -. -.

(1) The Navy prefers rates scaled by pay grade which they
consider necessary to obtain volunteers in the required numbers and
quality.

(2) The Air Force believes DDP should be incentive-based -% '
versus hazard-based; therefore, the officer/enlisted differential should -

remain. The officer rate proposed was $165 per month. 'o ,-

.,
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3. Experimental Stress Duty Pay. The purpose of Experimental Stress
Duty Pay is to provide an incentive to uniformed personnel for the per-
formance of hazardous duty required by orders involving acceleration or
deceleration testing, thermal stress experiments, and high or low pres-
sure chamber duty. The pay was established in 1955, as an addition to
the Hazardous Duty Incentive Pays, for duty as a low pressure inside-
chamber observer or as a human acceleration or deceleration experimental
subject. The change was in recognition that these duties are dangerous - -"" -

to health, or in some instances to life, and subject the volunteers to
considerable discomfort. Thermal stress and high pressure chamber duties
were added to the group of Experimental Stress Duties in 1957 and 1963, 0 0
respectively.

a. Findings:

(1) There is a need to provide special compensation to per-_ .. .,

sonnel performing duties involving acceleration/deceleration testing, " 0
thermal stress experiments, and high or low pressure chamber duty.

(a) The Services are obtaining sufficient volunteers for
acceleration/deceleration and thermal stress duties, both of which are
limited in duration.

(b) Low attraction to pressure chamber duties contrib-
utes to undermanning in the Navy. -

(c) Retention rates of pressure chamber personnel in %.*
the Air Force and the Navy for both officer and enlisted are below desired ...

levels.. - -

(2) Current rates of payment are generally adequate to corn- .
pensate for the hazards and degree of incentive associated with experimen- -.

tal stress duty and to provide an incentive. .. -

(a) Officer and enlisted personnel should receive equal
compensation for exposure to experimental-type duties.

,,- * (b) An appropriate rate for both officer and enlisted

-.5 personnel receiving Experimental Stress Duty Pay is $110 per month.

b. Recommendations: -,'. . . .

(1) Retain Experimental Stress Duty Pay for personnel per- -

forming duties involving acceleration/deceleration testing, thermal stress
experiments, and high or low pressure chamber duty.

(2) Increase the enlisted rate to $110 per month.
.4- 0o

c. Legislative Implications: Amend 37 U.S.C. 301(c)(1) to in-
crease enlisted Experimental Stress Duty Pay rates to $110 per month. .

.:- . .. ,.. .. - 4 . ....
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d. Hinority Position: Both the Navy and the Air Force do not
believe that officer and enlisted Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay rates

-: should be equalized. The pay, they believe, should provide the proper
inducement for individuals to undertake and continue in these duties. -

The Navy prefers rates scaled by pay grades which they consider to obtain -

volunteers in the required numbers and quality. The Air Force stated that ' 0
providing a greater incentive to officers is consistent with the greater
responsibilities of an officer in an operational setting.

4. Flight Pay (Crewmember/Non-Crewmember). The purpose of this pay .

is to provide an incentive to Uniformed Services personnel, who do not

otherwise qualify for Aviation Career Incentive Pay (ACIP), for the fre-
quent performance of hazardous duty required by orders involving aerial

flight. Originally no distinction was made between crew/non-crewmembers
or rated/non-rated officers. The differentiation between flying (crew)

*. , and non-flying (non-crew) personnel was established in 1933 as an . .

economy measure. In 1974, ACIP was specifically designed to address the - ....-
problems associated with rated/aeronautically designated officers. At * , °.*
the same time, authority for officers was removed from Crewmember Flight
Pay, necessitating the payment of non-rated officer crewmembers as non-
crewmembers. Finally, in 1981, AWCO Flight Pay was created for this

4. . specific category of non-rated flying officer. Currently, Crewmember
*. Flight Pay is authorized only for enlisted personnel and is based upon

grade and length of service. Rates range between $83 and $131 per month. " '----

Non-crewmember levels are set at $83 for enlisted members and $110 for
officers.

a. Findings:

(1) Crewmember Flight Pay:

to attract (a) The Services require an air crewmember incentive
pay to attract and retain volunteers in sufficient quantity to meet

their needs.

(b) The current rates are too low and distributed across

too many steps to provide an effective incentive.- ,

warranted. (c) Reestablishment of Officer Crewmember Flight Pay is . .
, warranted. A -..°.., ,- ' '

(2) Non-crewmember Flight Pay:

(a) Sufficient potential hazard exists to warrant an
additional pay for those personnel who participate in frequent aerial
flights on a non-crewmember basis.

(b) Although a need for an incentive exists to some

extent, the dominant factor associated with non-crewmember duties is the
hazard associated with performing tasks in the air, rather than on the -O OS
ground. Therefore, a flat rate of $110 per month is sufficient to rec-

ognize the risk and serve as an incentive for this category of officer
and enlisted flyers.

% % ".-. - ....-.. . . . .. .
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b Recomendations:

(1) Crevmember Flight Pay:

(a) Compress and raise the FY82 enlisted crewmember 0

rates as proposed in Table 8 of the study.

(b) Reestablish officer Crewnember Flight Pay in accord-

ance with the schedule proposed in Table 9 of the study.

(2) Non-Crewmember Flight Pay: Raise the enlisted rate to O .

equal the current officer non-crewmember rate of $110 per month.

c. Legislative Implications:

(1) Amend 37 U.S.C. 301(b) to increase rates for enlisted ..... * ._

crewmembers to a maximum of $200 based upon pay grade. * O" •"

(2) Amend 37 U.S.C. 301(b) to include officer crewmember pay "

authority to a maximum of $250 based upon pay grade.

(3) Amend 37 U•S.C. 301(c)(1) to increase enlisted noncrew-

member rate to $110.

d. Minority Position: Air Force and Navy object to the elimin-

ation of the officer/enlisted differential for non-crewmembers (recom- .

mendation b.(2)). The Air Force suggested rates of $165/$Il0. The Navy

believes that incentive is required to continue to attract highly quali-

fied volunteers. Flat rates of $150/S110 are considered by the Navy to be

necessary to provide that incentive.

5. Flight Deck Duty Pay (FDDP). The purpose of FDDP is to recognize -

that individuals who perform tasks on the flight deck of a sea-going

4, vessel, during flight operations, are exposed to a greater risk than is

the typical servicemember. Although FDDP was originally restricted to -.

flight deck crew of fixed-wing aircraft carriers, eligibility was extended

to personnel performing similar duty aboard any ship which accomplished a .-. .

.4,, minimis number of aircraft launches and recoveries. This modification to .'.'

the qualifying criteria was a result of the expanding role of helicopters

in Naval warfare. The Department of the Navy is the only user of FDDP at

this time.

a. Findings:

(1) Sufficient hazard exists to warrant a special Hazardous ...-.-..-

% Duty Incentive Pay.

(2) Since the performance of flight deck duty is generally

nonvoluntary in nature, the dominant feature of this pay is the hazard,

not the incentive.
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(3) Officer and enlisted personnel are exposed to the same -

potential hazard.

(4) The rate of $110 per month for both officers and en-
listed is sufficiently high to achieve the purpose of this pay. ." .---

b. Recommendation: Eliminate the officer/enlisted differential
associated with this pay by setting the monthly rate at $110 per month
for all.

c. Legislative Implications: Amend to 37 U.S.C. 301(c)(1) to
increase enlisted rate to $110 per month.

d. Minority Position: None.

6. Glider Duty Pay. Glider Duty Pay was established to attract per-
sonnel to service involving substantial danger. Its original primary
purpose was to persuade personnel to volunteer for and remain in duties
involving the frequent and regular participation in glider flights. In .
enacting Glider Duty Pay in 1944, Congress' intent was to place the
glider units, who were subject to hazards comparable to those of person-

nel currently receiving flight and parachute pays, on parity with the " , j
pay of the air forces and paratroopers of the other Services. Gliders
went out of operational service in the early 1950's and no funds have
been expended for Glider Duty Pay for over 25 years. The regulation
governing administration procedures was rescinded in 1955 and has never '" '" " -
been replaced.

a. Findings:

(1) Gliders have not been in use since the 1950's, with the
- exception of limited use in training scenarios.

(2) There are no current operational plans for future glider
flights.

(3) No personnel have received Glider Duty Pay since the
S19508."

(4) Nonaviator-rated officer personnel could be assigned to

duties involving glider flights; however, this has occurred only once in .--. <, ....
the past 25 years.

(5) Enlisted personnel involved in glider duty are authorized . " .6
crewmember or non-crewmember hazardous duty incentive pay in Title 37,
United States Code, clause (1) and (2) of section 301(a).

-- " .. *b. Recommendation: Repeal the provision referring to duty in
gliders.

c. Legislative Implications: Repeal 37 U.S.C. 301(a)(3) contain-ing reference to duty in gliders.

7
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d. Minority Position: None.

7. Leprosarium Duty Pay. The purpose of this pay is to provide an
incentive for personnel to volunteer for hazardous duty involving inti- --"-'-__"-"_,"

mate contact with persons afflicted with leprosy (Hansen's Disease). O "
The Public Health Service, which staffs the only existing federal lepro-
sarium, the National Hansen's Disease Center, Carville, LA, is the sole . .

user of this pay.

a* Findings:

(1) While the probability of being infected by Hansen's
Disease is higher for the attending staff than that of the endemic
population, the low pathogenicity, i.e., the disease-producing capacity
of the microorganism, coupled with the tightly controlled clinical condi-
tions in which the medical officers perform their duties, results in a
considerably less hazardous working environment than has been true in 7'""" . -
the past. Consequently, individuals who, in a hospital setting, have
intimate contact with persons afflicted with Hansen's Disease are not "..'.... -

exposed to an unreasonable hazard.

(2) The Uniformed Services are not experiencing significant -C

problems in attracting or retaining quality personnel at the Federal
leprosaria. . -C-

(3) Program Costs are approximately $33,000 per annum.

b. Recommendation: Eliminate Leprosarium Duty Pay. Repealing .-.-
legislation should include a provision to allow those individuals receiv-
Ing LDP at time of enactment to continue to receive the pay for the
duration of the qualifying assignment. -

.... --- - .. . ,'.

co Legislative Implication: Repeal provision 301(a)(5) of 37
U.S.C. but allow for continuous receipt of pay until individuals drawing ,"" -"
the pay at the time of the legislative action terminate their qualifying .
assignments.

d. Minority Position: None. d,.. . -

CIN

8. Parachute Duty Pay. Parachute Duty Pay serves as a management .... *..,.-- ,.-
tool to assist the military services in attracting individuals to assign-
ments that imply substantial danger. The primary purpose of Parachute
Duty Pay is to provide an incentive to those uniformed personnel for the -

performance of hazardous duty required by orders involving parachute -- -'-..

Jumping. When rates were initially set by Congress, officer rates were
based on both the hazards of flying and parachuting since each was in-

4: volved, However, this rationale was not used in establishing enlisted
rates as Congress applied a "properly compensated" standard to enlisted
personnel setting the rate at one-half the rate for officers. In 1948, * "
the Hook Commission downplayed the theory of payment for the risk and
indicated that the pay's primary purpose was as an incentive to volunteer
for and remain in a hazardous duty. ...- ,.-

8
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a. Findings:

. (1) Parachute duty is sufficiently dangerous to warrant a
" special pay for hazardous duty.

(2) Adequate data is not available to clearly determine if
actual manning problems exist; however, if isolated manning problems are
present, they are best handled with incentive pays designed to eliminate
significant shortages, such as the SRBs. If it is desirable to recognize .

achievement of unusual skill levels or responsibilities, then the proposed
Special Duty Assignment Pay (replaces Proficiency Pay) should be used.

(3) An appropriate amount for performing basic parachute duty -...- . .
is $110 per month. This rate should be the same for officer and enlisted
jump personnel since they are exposed to the same risks.

(4) High Altitude, Low Opening (HALO) jumpers are exposed to
significantly increased risks and should receive compensation equal to 0 'O0
regular jump pay plus 50%.

b. Recommendations:

(1) Retain Parachute Duty Pay. --.

W. .#'
(2) Compensate for added responsibilities in isolated posi- ..

tions, i.e., Jumpmasters, through incentive pays designed to eliminate
shortages such as the proposed Special Duty Assignment Pay (replaces Pro-
ficiency Pay).

(3) Increase enlisted Parachute Duty Pay rates to $110 per 6 - . ,r4r.-
month, eliminating officer and enlisted rate differentials.

(4) Add a provision to Title 37 U.S.C. 301 to compensate HALO
jumpers at a rate of 50% above basic jumpers.

J..

c. Legislative Implications: .. ."

(1) Amend 37 U.S.C. 301(c)(1) to increase enlisted rates to -
[- .'e$110. ''"' °,..,..-.

(2) Add provision to 37 U.S.C. 301 to compensate HALO jumpers
at a rate of 50% above basic jumpers.

d. Minority Position: The Navy and the Air Force do not concur
that the officer/enlisted differential should be eliminated. The Navy
proposed variable, by grade rates which they believe are necessary to
attract the proper volunteers. The Air Force believes that providing a
greater incentive to officers is consistent with the greater responsibil-
ities of an officer in an operational setting...... -

- • - N. . °.
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9. Toxic Fuels and Propellants (TF&P) Exposure Pay. This relatively
new pay provides an incentive to service personnel performing hazardous .-.-

duties involving the servicing of aircraft or missiles with highly toxic
fuels or propellants. Approximately 600 servicemen, predominantly Air " -

Force, qualify for the pay. This number is projected to remain generally 0 0
constant through the foreseeable future. Recent implementation of this -.

pay precluded an in-depth analysis.

a. Findings:

(1) There is currently a need to provide special compensation

to personnel performing duty in the TF&P field.

those normally (a) TF&P duty exposes personnel to greater risks than -

'those normally encountered by most service personnel.

(b) Manning levels within the field are satisfactory. ' '

adequate. (2) The rates of TF&P Pay are generally believed to be['." 'adequate. "" ""

(a) Officer and enlisted personnel serving in the TF&P
field should receive equal compensation for exposure to TF&Ps.

4"* (b) The effectiveness of TF&P Pay rates cannot be - -
determined because of the recent authorization of the pay. However,
$110 per month for both officer and enlisted personnel appears to be ..

appropriate at this time.

(3) Certain personnel in the chemical munitions field risk .. • -O "
exposure to chemicals, of an equal or greater toxicity than many highly
toxic fuels and propellants, for which no hazardous duty incentive pay
entitlement exists.

b. Recommendations:

... .. .
(1) Continue Toxic Fuels and Propellants (TF&P) Exposure Pay.
, .-..- +...- .. . . : -

(2) Amend Title 37 to: - Z:-..-,'

(a) Entitle both officer and enlisted personnel to
$110 per month for performance of TF&P duties.

(b) Include duty involving the handling of chemical "".... .... '
munitions within the definition of hazardous duties. . .-.......

c. Legislative Implications: Amend 37 U.S.C. 301(c)(1) to . .. ,
increase enlisted rates to $110 per month and to include duty involving
handling chemical munitions. Amend 37 U.S.C. 301(a)(12) to include duty 'O 0
involving the handling of chemical munitions. .. -

... -. ...-.. ... .,. ,+
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d. Minority Position: Navy recommends a flat rate of $125.00
per month.

10. Toxic Pesticides and Dangerous Organisms Exposure Pay (TP&DO).
The purpose of this pay is to provide an incentive to personnel required 0 •
to perform hazardous duties involving highly toxic pesticides or live,
dangerous viruses or bacteria. This pay was only recently implemented,
in May 1983. Payment to a limited number of personnel under the Toxic
Pesticides provision is expected, while payments to personnel under the
Dangerous Organisms portion of the law is not expected in the foreseeable
future, although applications of this provision may develop. The relative 6 0
newness of this Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay precluded a full evaluation
of the effectiveness of the pay.

a. Findings: . -

(1) There is a need to provide special compensation to per- * 0 ,
sonnel performing duty involving highly toxic pesticides. Duty requiring
the use of pesticides of high acute toxicity exposes personnel to risks
greater than those normally encountered by most Service personnel. .-

(2) The current Executive Order governing the payment of
Dangerous Organisms Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay provides reasonable -

criteria for receipt of this pay.

(3) Although there is currently no demonstrated need to .-. ... ,
provide special compensation to personnel working with dangerous organ- -...
isms, future applications for this pay may yet evolve.

(4) No basis yet exists to evaluate the adequacy of the pay
*-."-' rates for these areas; however, the rate should be consistent with other

payments to personnel required to frequently expose themselves to uniquely

hazardous conditions.
" b. Recommendations:

(1) Continue Toxic Pesticides and Dangerous Organisms Expos-
ure Pay (TP&DO).

(2) The rate of TP&DO Pay should be consistent with the
rates for other Hazardous Duty Incentive Pays.

c. Legislative Implications: Amend 37 U.S.C. 301(c)(1) to
increase the enlisted rate to $110 per month. -..

d. Minority Position: The Air Force believes that in developing
the implementing Executive Order, OSD has an excessively restrictive in-
terpretation of the skills eligible for coverage.

..... ..

C. INCENTIVE. This category of pays provides special compensation for
the purpose of increasing the ability of the Uniformed Services to attract
and retain personnel in certain skills.

I~~~~~~~ ma Z-6 -,- 7-
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1. Aviation Career Incentive Pay (ACIP). The purpose of ACIP is to
provide an incentive for officers of the Uniformed Services to volunteer
for and remain in the field of aviation on a career basis. Although it
shares a common origin with Crewmember Flight Pay, there are striking
differences. Rated/aeronautically designated officers (except Flight
Surgeons) who perform the minimum years of operational flying duty by

.E specified points in their careers (gates) are entitled to receive ACIP
L ~ on a continuous basis, irrespective of their flying status. Flight Pay

is awarded only when an individual is assigned to a position requiring

* flying and a minimum number of flight hours are actually performed in the
given month. In addition, the level of ACIP payment is based upon length 6 "
of aviation service (except beyond 25 years), not grade and length of
active service. ACIP was structured in this manner, primarily in response
to serious losses of experienced pilots immediately following termination
of obligated service. Naval Flight Officers/Navigators were experiencing -

* similar, though less severe, manning problems. The rates were increased
to their current levels ranging from $125 to $400 monthly by the Military
Personnel and Compensation Amendments of 1980, in recognition of the dete- "". "-."
rioration of the incentive value of ACIP since its inception in 1974.

a. Findings:

(1) ACIP is necessary to maintain the Services' ability to

attract and retain career aviators in sufficient quantity and quality
to meet their needs.

(2) The full effects of the current ACIP rates on attraction
and retention are not yet known; however, the following conclusions -. -

can be drawn:

(a) The rates are sufficient to maintain current inven-
tory-to-authorization ratios through FY87. However, if the major air-

lines begin to hire new entrants to the pilot pool in significant numbers,
as is expected to happen no later than 1990, the current ACIP rates may
not be able to prevent serious losses.

(b) ACIP in itself is not sufficient to support -Inif-
icant growth. For example, some of the aviator shortfalls are not a func-
tion of continuation, but of accession policies (0-1/0-2), and, therefore, .,...
cannot be corrected by means of ACIP. Other shortages (0-3 and above) ."

exist in spite of ACIP. This situation may happen when authorizations ''-4

increase at a higher rate than inventory over an extended period of time,
necessitating exceptionally high continuation rates or, when the type of
aviation duty to be performed is viewed as particularly unattractive.
In these cases, other force managemert tools in addition to ACIP must be -. ..

. - .4 " -- -, - .-..Y.-. -

,. *employed. .-

(c) The rates are targeted toward the appropriate length-
of-service cells.

(3) The ACIP gate system is an effective means of encouraging

12
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officers to participate in the maximum operational flight time that their -

respective Services' manpower structures allow.

of ACIP nb. Recommendations: Re-evaluate the effectiveness of the rates ------

ofAI no later than the end of FY86._______

c. Legislative Implications: None. . '

d. Minority Position: None.

2. Aviation Officer Continuation Pay (AOCP). Established as a sup- -

plement to Aviation Career Incentive Pay (ACIP), AOCP's purpose is to

help alleviate, when needed, current or projected shortages of career
officers in aviation specialties determined by the Secretary of the Ser-

vice concerned to be critical. Authorized in 1981, AOCP consisted of
payments of up to four months' basic pay for each year a qualified offi-
cer agrees to remain on active duty beyond the expiration of his obli-
gated service. Spurred by shortages of pilots and navigators/naval
flight officers (NFOs), AOCP was additional to any other pay and allow- 0-

ances, including reduced ACIP, to which an officer was entitled. The
bonus was paid to Navy and Marine Corps aviators in FY81 and FY82. The .
Air Force and Army supported AOCP but believed that their particular ... '-.'-.. -

aviator shortages would be solved by the use of increased ACIP rates and
internal management programs. Although not currently in use, AOCP was
examined to determine its effectiveness in decreasing aviator shortages
and its appropriateness for future use. -. -

a. Findings: -

(1) AOCP for the Navy has been effective in terms of reten-

tion and cost avoidance. Both pilots and NFOs should continue t( receive u
AOCP until inventory levels are adequate. Aviator inventory levels should
be reviewed annually to determine its continued need.

(2) Although AOCP for the Marine Corps assisted in retaining
experienced pilots, it will not solve current Marine Corps shortages. "..

Analysis indicates that AOCP is not currently appropriate for Marine Corps
pilots and NFOs. However, pilot and NFO inventories should be reviewed
periodically to determine the future need of AOCP in preventing or cor-
recting mid-career shortages. -.

(3) Payment of AOCP to aviators with more than 11 years of
service did not significantly decrease aviator shortages. Unless reten-
tion becomes a problem in these years of service (YOS) cells, payment at - .0
should be limited to a single AOCP bonus to aviators with 6 through 10

4 years of service. However, it may become necessary to offer a second ,. ..

bonus opportunity in the 10-15 YOS cells during periods of increased air- .

line hiring. -

(4) One- and two-year contracts are not an effective means ,- .
of increasing retention in the critical mid-career years (6-10 YOS). Con- ..

tracts in these YOS cells should be established at 3- and 4-year minimum . . .
commitments. -

13 "" " "
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(5) Lump-sum payments appropriately discounted would be more
cost effective and more productive than the anniversary payment schedule.

(6) If ACIP rates are adjusted for non-bonus recipients, ACIP
levels for AOCP recipients should be reviewed.

(7) Data on aviation communities should be maintained to
enble evaluation of bonus applicability to the various communities. -

(8) AOCP should be continued for future use, when other

actions are not effective, to assist in alleviating Service aviator' 0'* 0 "
shortages.

b. Recommendations:

(1) Continue AOCP to Navy Pilots and NFOs until inventory
levels are adequate.

(2) Discontinue offering new AOCP contracts to Marine Corps
Pilots and NFOs until necessary to prevent or correct future mid-career
shortages. .....,,......./ ..-

(3) Amend Title 37 U.S.C. 301b(a)(4) and 301b(a)(5) to limit
AOCP eligibility to aviators with 6 through 10 years of service and estab-
lish 3- and 4-year minimum contract lengths. .-, - -"

(4) Pay AOCP as a lump-sum bonus.

(5) Maintain data by aviation community to enable evaluation ..- ,

of bonus applicability to the various communities.

(6) Establish a periodic review of AOCP and aviator inven-

tories to determine if eligibility criteria are valid and if further use -.

of AOCP is necessary to prevent or correct mid-career shortages of pilots, " "' ' "
navigator/NFOs or both, in any service.

c. Legislative Implications:

(1) Amend 37 U.S.C. 301b(a)(4) to limit AOCP eligibility to
aviators with 6 through 10 years of service.

(2) Amend 37 U.S.C. 301b(a)(5) to establish 3 and 4 years as
the minimum contract lengths. Q.. 9e

d. Minority Position: None.

3. Special and Continuation Pays for Dentists. The purpose of these
pays is to provide additional compensation to military dentists, thereby
increasing the ability of the Uniformed Services to attract and retain ...... ...
volunteers in the discipline of Dentistry. Additional pay for dentists - .. .

began in 1947 as a $100 per month increase over basic pay and increased to

£ ~~~14 \.. ..
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its current maximum of $350 per month plus 4 months' FY80 basic pay annu-
ally in 1981.

a. Findings:

(1) Manning levels for dentists are good. This indicates

that there is no need for compensation above the current levels.
.- " -.. .. o " %.. 9.°.

(2) Earnings levels for military dentists lag behind those ., . .'.-

of their civilian counterparts for the greater part of their military _ _ _

careers. _ .- .""'

b. Recommendations: Retain the Special and Continuation Pay for
Dentists in their present forms. -

c, Legislative Implications: None.

d. Minority Position: None. ''

4. Diving Duty Pay. The purpose of this pay is to increase the

ability of the Uniformed Services to attract and retain sufficient volun-

teers to perform the arduous and hazardous duties involved with diving.

Diving Duty Pay has been authorized in one form or another since 1886. -

Most recently, in July 1982, the rates of Diving Pay were increased to a Ort,'"mof M.-
maximum of $300 per month for enlisted personnel and $200 per month for

,." officers. This was the first adjustment in the rates since 1962 and con-

stituted a fairly significant change from the old maximum rate of $110 per
month. Because of this recent change, definitive conclusions pertaining . -'-.--. -

to the effectiveness of the new rates could not be made.

a. Findings:

(1) There is a need for Diving Duty Pay now and in the future. .

of the Navy, (a) Undermanning currently exists in the diving programs "
of the Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force.

(b) Inability to attract sufficient personnel to diving '-.:V- .

,'/4. is considered to be a major reason for current manning shortfalls. ,' . --
.* '.. '.:"-' ",-.".' " .

(c) The most serious current undermanning is in the ,

Navy, specifically in the Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) and Fleet

diving programs. ZOO

(d) Manning shortfalls in the Fleet diving program are " . ..... ,

at all levels of diving skill. A need exists within the Fleet diving

program to provide incentives for skill advancement within the program. ,

(e) Navy requirements for divers are projected to .0 --

*... increase in the foreseeable future. This will compound current shortages
in the Fleet and EOD communities, and may create new shortages in the
SEAL Program.
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(2) The effectiveness of recent increases in Diving Duty
Pay in meeting the noed for Service divers is not yet fully evident.

This precludes specific findings concerning the appropriateness of the
current rates at the present time. _______________I

(a) The full effects of current rates on diver attrac-
tion and retention should be evident two years after implementation. A

determination of the effectiveness of current Diving Duty Pay rates
should be made at that time (July 1984).

(b) Many divers are not being compensated for all the
hazardous duties they perform under orders because Diving Pay legislation , .

r "restricts them to receiving only one Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay. Auth-
orizing payment of all Hazardous Duty Incentive Pays to which a member
is entitled would increase the attractiveness of both the SEAL and EOD

programs and could improve manning.

b. Recommendations: ..

(1) A joint Service review to determine the effectiveness

of Diving Duty Pay rates should be conducted after July, 1984.

(2) Entitle personnel receiving Diving Pay to receive not

more than two additional payments under 37 USC 301, Incentive Pay: Haz- .,*,r,.
ardous Duty.

c. Legislative Implications: Amend 37 U.S.C. 304(c) to entitle

divers to receive not more than two additional payments under 37 U.S.C.
301.

d. Minority Position: The Navy concurs in principle; however,

they believe that an additional increase in the pay rate may be necessary
in the future to provide an increased incentive for saturation divers.

5. Engineering/Scientific Career Continuation Pay (ESCCP). ESCCP is

authorized to provide an additional incentive for officers with certain 4q.. W
engineering and scientific skills to continue serving in the military in
those skills, after completion of initial obligated service. The Air
Force is the only service using this authority and has been doing so since

September 1982. The pay is in the form of a bonus with associated obli- -..- -. ,.
gated service. It is unique in that eligibility criteria is based on
academic background first, with duty specialty a secondary criterion.

a. Findings:

(1) Notwithstanding some difficulties associated with the f . '' -,-'

application of the continuation bonus, it should be left in its present '.
form to determine improvements achieved over time. In view of its recent .. ' -.
implementation, there is currently no real basis for change. I " ..

(2) There is a disparity between military and civilian , .... ..,

,1 .,. . -S v .
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starting pay; however, the effects of the increased ROTC scholarships and
the continuation bonus should be examined before considering any major

. modifications such as an accession bonus.

(3) Title 37 U.S.C. authorizes this pay for the "armed
forces." Public Health Service and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric .
Administration are "Uniformed Services" not authorized to use this bonus.
Although there is no immediate critical need in these Services, they
should not be precluded from the authority to implement this incentive
in the future if the need should arise. The statute should apply to all

Uniformed Services. "" ___

b. Recommendations:

(1) Retain Engineering and Scientific Career Continuation Pay
in its present form.

(2) Amend Title 37 U.S.C. 315 to read "Uniformed Services" O "=,
,-. , vice "armed forces".

c. Legislative Implications: Amend 37 U.S.C. 315 to authorize
the pay for all "Uniformed Services" vice "armed forces".

d. Minority Position: None.

6. Enlistment Bonus. The purpose of the Enlistment Bonus (EB) is to
increase the number of initial enlistments in the military specialties
experiencing critical personnel quantity or quality shortages. Monetary
incentives, in addition to regular pay, date back to 1776. The current EB
program had its beginning in 1971, when a bonus was offered to certain
persons who enlisted in a combat element of an armed force for at least -

three years. Expanded in 1974 to include any skill designated as critical,
the bonus currently pays up to $5,000 for enlistment in the Army, Navy, ....- "..-
Marine Corps or Air Force in skills that suffer from quality or quantity
shortfalls. Each service establishes its own maximum bonus within this
limit. In addition, the Army is conducting a test of an expanded bonus
program which authorizes bonus payments of up to $8,000. Current bonus ,O'
legislation expires September 30, 1984.

a. Findings:

(1) Enlistment Bonuses are an appropriate managerial tool
for channeling quality individuals into critically undermanned skills.

(2) Use of the Enlistment Bonus is improving the mix of high -.-- '-
quality recruits for the Army, Marine Corps and Air Force. These Services
either currently restrict recipients to AFQT Categories I-IIIA and High
School Diploma Graduates or have plans to do so in the immediate future.

* (3) Enlistment Bonuses should not be extended to Armed Forces -

Qualification Test (AFQT) Categories IIIB or IV except when it would be .
disadvantageous or uneconomical to limit a particular skill to higher ... .

17 %
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categories, or necessary to meet accession goals in a particular skill, or
under adverse recruiting conditions.

I..

(4) The criteria by which the Services add, change or delete
bonus skills are meeting their needs and are appropriate to maintaining
a flexible and responsive program.

(5) Enlistment Bonuses are cost-effective, as they may reduce
accessions and their associated training costs.

(6) Current Enlistment Bonus payment limits are appropriate
and provide the necessary flexibility to adjust payment based on Service • 6
needs.

b. Recommendations: Retain Enlistment Bonuses as a management

tool to obtain quality personnel in critically undermanned skills.

c. Legislative Implications: None. "' ..

d. Minority Position: None.

7. Nuclear Officer Pays. There are approximately 135 commissioned
nuclear reactor powered ships in the U.S. Navy of which 13 are surface
ships and the remainder are submarines. Approximately 3,650 Navy offi-
cers are nuclear-trained. Because of the skills and training, with
associated civilian marketability, required for these officers it tra-
ditionally has been difficult to recruit and retain them at desired
rates. These special pays are intended to reduce these particular
difficulties. The policies and administration of this set of special
pays is clearly delineated from that of other special pays, such as Sea
Pay and or Submarine Pay, that may also be applicable to these officers
through the course of a normal career.

a. Findings:

(1) General. Present special compensation available to nu-
clear officers is sufficient to maintain retention above 40% in the short-
term. Current retention is expected to be at least 42%. To sustain this
FY83 high retention rate on a long-term basis would require an estimated

$3,300 increase in annual pay for junior officers. The Navy has docu-
mented a need to maximize retention of experienced officers in forthcoming
retention year groups because of accessions shortfalls for these groups.
The ability to achieve retention rates near or above 50% among these groups ______._._______

at a realistic cost is doubtful.

(2) Annual Incentive Bonus. The Annual Incentive Bonus may

have been an important factor in causing an improvement in the number
of people retained for 3 years in the 11-17 year group (from 80% to 85%).
However, the 3 year retention for the group with less than 11 years has

declined, suggesting that the AIB may be in competition with the Continu-
ation Pay, thereby reducing its potential effectiveness in allowing the

18
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Navy to secure satisfactory management control over attrition.

(3) Continuation Pay. Continuation Pay should be enhanced as .
soon as legislation can be passed to:

(a) allow 3-, 4-, and 5-year contracts at a maximum of 0
$7,000 per year of obligation, instead of the current restriction of 4-

* year contracts only;

(b) authorize and pay the bonus in one lump-sum when the .-. "
"" agreement is made; and

" (c) allow the Navy to offer a maximum of 4 Continuation
Pay agreements per servicemember for obligated service not beyond 24 years -'-"-.-.-

of service. The pay should be structured in such a way that the service- ..-.. -..

member accepts the offer within I year of eligibility or forfeits one of
the remaining opportunities for Continuation Pay.

(4) Accession Bonus. The Accession Bonus and other policies,
i.e., E-3 pay and nuclear scholarships, are working well at this time
and should be retained in their present form.

(5) Nuclear Trained and Qualified Enlisted. Title 37 U.S.C. -.
section 312a "Special Pay: Nuclear-trained and qualified enlisted mem-
bers" should be repealed. Insofar as the Selective Reenlistment Bonus . . .
(SRB) authority of FY75 was equal in value and structure to the authority -"- .. "'"
that expired under this section, the SRB has served well in its place. .. * -.- ,

b. Recommendations.

(1) The provisions authorizing the Annual Incentive Bonus

should provide for its phase-out no later than the end of FY90, provided .-....
that the recommended enhancements to the Continuation Pay have been made

and proven effective.

(2) Authorize contract lengths of 3 and 5 years in addition
to the 4-year contracts currently authorized.

(3) Authorize up to 4 agreements for each officer payable -"' ... -

for obligated service not beyond 24 years of service.

(4) Repeal the provision for a "Special Pay: Nuclear-trained -:..1.

and qualified enlisted members."

c. Legislative Implications:

(1) Amend 37 U.S.C. 312(a)(4) to authorize contracts of 3,
l.." e, 4 and 5 years, provided the period of new service does not extend beyond

~ 24 years of service. ,

(2) Amend 37 U.S.C. 312(a) to provide for lump-sum payments
only.

"....-.......- ,.:. :.
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(3) Amend 37 U.S.C. 312(b) to authorize up to 4 agreements .. ......

for each officer otherwise eligible and eliminate 312(a)(3), which re- .-. : .

stricts bonus eligibility based on years of commissioned service.

(4) Repeal 37 U.S.c. 312(a), "Special Pay: Nuclear trained
and qualified enlisted members."

(5) Amend 37 U.S.C. 312(c) to extend the authority for Annual
* ' Incentive Bonus to 30 September 1990. However, future legislation to fur- .- - -

ther extend this expiration date should not be enacted unless the enhanced • 0
Continuation Pay proposal has not been adopted, implemented or judged

effective.

d. Minority Position: None.

8. Special Pays for Optometrists and Veterinarians. The purpose of .*O "
these pays is to provide additional compensation for Optometry and Veter- ,

inary service personnel to increase the ability of the Uniformed Services "'. '

to attract or retain officer volunteers in those skills. An outgrowth - -
of the orginal special pay for Dentists and Physicians, these pays haveremained at the $100 per month rate since they were first began in 1953.

.4, a. Findings: ',-r ' .@ .

(1) Manning levels for optometrists and veterinarians are in -. .
the good to excellent range. This indicates that there is no need for
compensation above the current levels.

(2) Earning levels for military optometrists and veterinar- "-
ians lag behind those of their civilian counterparts, for the greater

part of their military careers.

(3) Any reduction in the Special Pays for Optometrists and .... ...-
Veterinarians would exacerbate the existing earnings gap. ",,---.. -.,

(4) The Special Pays for Optometrists and Veterinarians

should be maintained in their present forms.

b. Recommendation: Retain the Special Pays for Optometrists and
Veterinarians in their present forms. - .'..-

co Legislative Implications: None. ,. ..-.

d. Minority Position: None. , . .. ..

9. Overseas Duty Extension Pay (ODEP). This special pay, only re-
cently established, provides an incentive for enlisted personnel in

certain skill specialties to extend their tours of duty overseas. This
pay actually encompasses three incentives only one of which is the .'.
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' special pay provision of $51) per month. Other incentive .,It i include
a thirty day "rest and recuperative" absence and a fifteein day "rest and
recuperative" absence coupled with round-trip transport aitTfl

, , it. 1,overn- .'.

. ment expense, between the overseas station and the itearust ,,rt in the
U.S. The newness of the pay and the accompanying lack t , i'oerning
overseas extension rates precluded definitive findin,- ,c.,rTi1g the - -
effectiveness of the pay in feeting its intended purpnses .

a. Findings:

(1) ODEP serves an appropriate purpose, espec:ially for those

Services having substantial overseas requirements fo certain skills. 0 0

(2) Collection and maintenance of extension and CONUS turn- .

around-time data for ODEP specialties by the Services will facilitate a

future review of the effectiveness of ODEP after stabilization of Service .-.- '•

programs.

(3) The recent implementation of this pay, coupled with a -
lack of prior data on overseas extensions, precludes specific findings

concerning the current rates. Adjustment of the S50 per month rate may

be appropriate; however, increases in the rate should be subsequent to a
determination of the effectiveness of the pay. .. . ...

b. Recommendations:

(1) Retain overseas Duty Extension Pay (ODEP)...

(2) Services using ODEP should collect and maintain extension '

and turn-around-time data to facilitate a later review of this pay's
effectiveness.

c. Legislative Implications: None.

- d. Minority Positions: None.

10. Medical Officer Pays. The purpose of "Special Pay: Medical
% Officers of the Armed Services" is to provide additional pay for officers. -'

' of the Army or Navy Medical Corps or officers of the Air Force or Public *

Health Service who are designated as Medical Officers, thereby increasing . .

the ability of the Uniform Services to attract and retain officer volun- .%.'.

teers in the disciplines of Medicine or Osteopathy. It began in 1947

as $100 per month and has increased to a possible maximum amount of ,O.

$29,000 annually, when all categories of payment are applied.

a. Findings:

(1) Manpower indicators for physicians have shown some im-

provement since the implementation of the Special Pay for Medical Officers

of the Armed Forces. 7
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(2) A determination as to the specific effect the special pay
has had on the Medical Officer community can not be made because:

(a) insufficient time has elapsed since its implementa--. ,. --_... " _.'''

tion;

(b) the Services do not keep the data in a manner con-
ducive to determining the full effectiveness of the pay; and

(c) many other factors could have impacted on the at-
traction and retention problem thus masking the effect of the pay.

(3) A comparison of civilian and military income for selected -

specialties shows that the military physician's income is significantly
below that in the civilian sector. j----'.

*.,..2.-. .. % .% "

(4) The Special Pay for Medical Officers should be maintain-
ed in its present form. - .

b. Recommendations:

(1) Retain the Special Pay for Medical Officers of the Armed .
Forces in its present form.

(2) The Services should maintain their data in such a manner , .: -
- that retention rates for physicians, after completion of service of obli-

gations, can be computed. -

c. Legislative Implications: None.

E
d. Minority Position: None.

11. Proficiency Pay. Proficiency Pay is designed to provide an "
attraction and retention management tool for shortage category enlisted

specialties; to attract additional volunteers to unique duty assignments .
outside the member's normal skill-progression pattern; and to stimulate
outstanding performance in any enlisted specialty, thereby improving the
proficiency of the Armed Forces as a whole. Conceptionalized by the .-. ... .- . - . ., ,•- " .;

Cordiner Committee in 1957, Proficiency Pay has been in effect since .
1958. For a time it was used as the major reenlistment incentive. Since
the inception of the Selective Reenlistment Bonus (SRB) it has been used
to provide a pay differential to persons in special duty assignments.

It also has been used by the Navy as a means of providing a monetary r-_.O O ' '

reenlistment incentive in conjunction with SRBs.

a. Findings: .... .. "" " "

(1) Proficiency Pay should be discontinued in its present
form based on the following: ."ti

(a) Proficiency Pay Grade Method: This method of payment •. .. - --

0.-.., ',~~~ ~~ -"',-' - .'. - A ' -.
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has never been used and it is unlikely that it ever will be.

(b) Proficiency Pay Rating Method:

Shortage Specialty Pay - The actual effect of this.-- -

pay on reenlistments is not documented. The money spent on SSP could be
better managed if it was moved to the SRB program where reenlistment
shortfall problems are more properly addressed. However, certain QRMC
proposed enhancements to the SRB program, such as removal of the dollar
ceiling on bonus amounts and the addition of a 7th multiple, should be
implemented as a first step to eliminate this pay. SSP recipients should
continue to receive payments while assigned to their current billet.

Superior Performance Pay - This pay category is no
longer employed by OSD. Only the Coast Guard continues to use it (32 .

1,' people). It should be discontinued with consideration given to incorpo-
rating Coast Guard requirements into revised Special Duty Assignment Pay. -

Special Duty Assignment Pay - This category should ' ,
be retained and become a separate pay replacing Proficiency Pay in its
entirety. The rates should be enhanced to the maximum level of $275 per -

month.

(2) The OSD proposed Special Pay for Enlisted Recruiters
should not be adopted since the creation of Special Duty Assignment Pay p'r,.
will fulfill the same purpose and continue to provide for other special
duty assignments. The policy that limits payment of Special Duty Assign-
ment Pay for recruiter supervisors should be changed to acknowledge the
special circumstances of selection and assignment as a recruiter at
headquarters.

(3) Career areas currently drawing SDAP should be carefully
reviewed and, if they do not meet the established criteria and fulfill '-

the purpose of this particular pay, they should be eliminated. - -

3' b. Recommendations:

(1) Discontinue Proficiency Pay in its present form, thereby .
S , eliminating: -

(a) the Pay Grade Method;

(b) Shortage Specialty Pay (contingent on implementation
of the 7th SRB multiple and elimination of the dollar ceilings on SRB

.,.*. amounts);

(c) Superior Performance Pay; and

(d) the present form of Special Duty Assignment Pay. ..

% -. ~
(2) In place of Proficiency Pay institute the new form of . ..

-. ,: -. ', .3'..
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-" Special Duty Assignment Pay, based upon the extreme difficulty of the job

or the high degree of responsibility.

(3) Establish the maximum allowable amount of payment for
this Special Duty Assignment Pay at $275 per month.

= (4) Special Duty Assignment Pay policy should be reconstruc-
ted to permit payments to recruiters at all levels of command at the
same levels payable to field recruiters.

c. Legislative Implications: Amend 37 U.S.C 307 by rewriting
* major portions to replace Proficiency Pay with Special Duty Assignment Pay 0 0

to include name change, eligibility requirement, saved pay, and new rates,
conditional upon the removal of the ceilings on SRB bonuses and the addi-
tion of a 7th multiple.

d. Minority Position: None.

12. Career Sea Pay. Career Sea Pay provides special compensation .. ',.

to personnel serving on sea duty in recognition of the unusually arduous
nature of such duty and as a means of improving retention of personnel -. '
in sea service skills. The most recent major change to this pay was
effective 1 January 1981 when an entirely new structure of special pay
for career sea duty was introduced. The new law retained the philosophy '

of pay for cumulative years of duty at sea with rates ranging up to $310
per month. The pay applies to all enlisted personnel in pay grades E-4
and above, to all warrant officers and to those commissioned officers in
pay grades O-IE and 0-2E (prior enlisted) and 0-3 through 0-6. However,
commissioned officers must have also accumulated at least 3 years of

* sea duty to be eligible to receive the pay.

a. Findings: ' -

(1) Career Sea Pay is, with some eligibility exceptions,
..-. achieving its dual purpose of compensating for the hardships of sea duty -

and selectively improving retention of personnel. -

* what. (2) The incentive value of Career Sea Pay has eroded some- .
what.

(3) Incremental rates beyond 12 years through 20 years of .-.-- '..-

sea duty should be established with a new maximum of $410 per month.

(4) Commissioned officers should be eligible for Career Sea
Pay after accruing three years creditable sea service, regardless of pay ,-, .---

grade.

b. Recommendations: %

(1) The effectiveness and value of Career Sea Pay should be
closely monitored and reexamined in about two years.

.-.'•-..-.-..•... ., ,
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(2) Legislation should be submitted to establish incremental .
Career Sea Pay rates for up to 20 years of sea duty with a maximum rate of
$410 per month. This legislation should provide for payment of Career Sea - -

"" Pay to commissioned officers in pay grades 0-1 and 0-2, provided they have
* accrued 3 years of sea duty. --

O' 'O
c. Legislative Implications:

(1) Amend Title 37 U.S.C. 305a(b) to revise and expand rate
table, to change rates for years 10, 11 and 12 for certain pay grades, and
include rates for years beyond 12 years of accrued sea duty to 20 years of
sea duty with a maximum rate of $410 per month.

(2) Amend Title 37 U.S.C. 305a(b) to allow payment to all
officers after they accrue 3 years sea duty.

d. Minority Position: The Department of the Navy concurred ex- -.-

cept as follows: ...

(1) A 24 percent increase in rates is required now to restore
Career Sea Pay value to 1981 levels.

(2) A method of triggering legislative response to the deter-
ioration of the incentive value of the pay is necessary. A maximum of '
$500 per month is desirable.

' a'- ... -- "; -

13. Selective Reenlistment Bonus. The purpose of the Selective Reen-
..... listment Bonus (SRB) is to serve as a retention incentive paid to enlisted -- ' .

members in certain selected military specialties to reenlist for addi-
tional obligated service. The bonus is intended to generate additional
reenlistments in those critical military specialties characterized by
retention rates insufficient to sustain the career force at adequate
levels. Each skill is designated a "criticality factor" from zero to six -
to indicate the magnitude of the need to obtain added reenlistments above . . -

-: the numbers likely to reenlist in the absence of additional compensation.
Bonuses are then computed by multiplying this factor times the indivi-
dual's monthly basic pay and the number of years of additional obligated *"-'-**-.

f.-J service incurred by reenlisting.
a. Findings:

(1) These bonuses should be paid in lump-sum instead of the
current installment payment method to maximize the effectiveness of the

,- .. incentive. -,-..-.-.--

(2) The dollar ceiling should be removed from bonus amounts
A:. to prevent disincentives for longer reenlistments.

(3) The practice of allowing forgiveness of obligated service "-'-'. .-
" is not efficient and should be discontinued when all other enhancements,

- including the "7th multiple" proposed in Finding 6, are implemented.

."
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The authority for this provision should be retained while the effect of

other enhancements is evaluated, but should not be extended beyond
30 September 1987 unless it is clearly necessary to resume the practice
in order to improve retention and if other measures are not practical.

(4) Zone A and Zone B bonuses continue to be effective.0 .
management tools to induce additional reenlistments, although their
marginal cost is currently high due to higher reenlistment rates and ." -...

RMC. If the reenlistment behavior of the past several years continues,
the Services should recognize that Zone C SRBs are marginally effective
at best, and may be ineffective relative to other factors that influence

reenlistment decisions beyond 10 years in the military. Bonuses should 0 -
not be used in Zone C when conditions are like those in existence during
the period examined in this study.

(5) Skills with high reenlistment rates are the most costly '- "-. *--

additions to the SRB program. Manning shortages alone should not deter-
mine SRB policy under such circumstances. Services should be particular- .
ly selective at this time in designating skills for reenlistment bonuses.

(6) Provided that Proficiency Pay or the practice of for- "-.

giving previously obligated service is discontinued, a "7th multiple" "-...
should be authorized in Zones A and B. This would provide adequate reen- -

listment incentive in skills that would otherwise pay maximum SRB and
Proficiency Pay.

-' (7) The Uniformed Services should strongly consider an effort
to develop a uniform framework to aid decisionmakers for all Services
in assessing bonus effectiveness. As a minimum, the framework should
focus on behavior differences by zone and Service. It should account
for replacement cost by skill and length of service. Finally, it should
use a consistent measure of bonus effectiveness throughout, such as bonus
elasticity.

b. Recommendations:

(1) Continue SRB authority through 30 September 1987. ' 0
'j .-...'~~.- ,- .- " .- '

(2) Amend Title 37 U.S.C. to:

(a) Allow bonuses of up to 7 months of basic pay multi-
plied by the number of years, or monthly fraction thereof, of additional .,

obligated service. (Allow the criticality factor to range up to 7.) "....--.*

-.,. (b) Eliminate the provision restricting maximum bonus

amounts to $20,000.

(c) Provide for lump-sum payments only... W .. ..

(3) Discontinue the practice which allows previously obli- ,-.- .

gated service to be used in bonus computations when recommendation (2)

.064
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above is adopted. While the effect of other enhancements are being evalu-
ated, the authority that permits the practice should be retained, but not .
but not beyond 30 September 1987 without clear justification. .. ,..

c. Legislative Implications:

(1) Amend 37 U.S.C. 308(a)(1) to allow bonuses of up to 7
months of basic pay multiplied by the number of years, or monthly fraction
thereof, of additional obligated service.

(2) Amend 37 U.S.C. 308(a)(1) to eliminate provisions re-
stricting maximum bonus amounts to $20,000. .": .

(3) Amend 37 U.S.C. 308(b) to authorize only lump-sum .
bonus payments.

(4) Discontinue funding authority for 37 U.S.C. 308(e), which
allows previously obligated service to be used in bonus computations sub- r O 4

sequent to the enactment of Amendments (1) through (3) above and delete .. ,
this provision not later than 30 September 1987. -

d. Minority Position: Air Force views the authority to forgive
previously obligated service as a necessary provision of the law to pre-
elude inequitable treatment of enlisted members extending for the purpose
of obtaining retainability for relocation or training.

14. Submarine Duty Incentive Pay. Until January of 1981 Submarine
Duty Incentive Pay was categorized as a Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay.
Pays in this category are intended to attract and retain sufficient .
volunteers to perform certain hazardous duties. In January 1981 the .

Military Pay and Allowances Benefits Act implemented an entirely differ-
ent approach to special pay for submarine service. For the first time
this special pay was not considered compensation or incentive for per- ,..',..

formance of hazardous duties. Instead, it was considered a career incen- ,'
tive without regard to potential or actual hazards of the duty. Since " ..

the pay could be received while not performing operational submarine
duty, operational "gates" were established at 12 and 18 years of service.
Submarine Duty incentive pay stops at these "gates" for members who have '- .. ,-'.
not spent a sufficient portion of their careers performing operational '- --
submarine duty. .

• '.-.. ',_U.-

a. Findings:

(1) The primary purpose of Submarine Duty Incentive Pay is
to encourage members of the Navy, both officers and enlisted, to pursue
a career in the submarine service. Additional incentive is necessary ." . " ,
due to the adverse conditions associated with an operational submarine % .... ,
duty career. These conditions exceed the arduous nature of surface sea
duty and, thus, it is appropriate to provide compensation over and above
that provided by Sea Pay.

-% .,% , .*%
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;u h~ rn, , ; t,,' vIncentive Pay has resulted in improved re-
tent ion t of ti ick. r min nLi sted submarine resources . The most notable
improemeiints that caii bc attributed to this pay have occurred among the
more senior enli,td tmtps. The ,RMC recommendation for expanded im- __-. __.,

plementation ot , U " c, it Of! i cr Continuation Pay should help correct i i
the problemn of, sciviot rin, officer shortagres by increasing both the
magnitude and dtr,t ion t ovar i lable special pay. QRMC proposals to
enhance the Se ,rt 'r, i"krnl rtiett Bonuses and the Nuclear Officer Incen- .......

[-'', tive Pavs shotv,1 ,roi t, Iuid improvements in retention incentives for .-

other rersaute(t

-lmhr2rin.1o Pay is paid to an individual before he re-
ports for doty ;,, his first peravional submarine. This is uncharacter-

istic of other special pays (e.g., Aviation Career Incentive Pay and ...

Hazardous Dut iv centi, ye' authorized while in training, in that, "
individuals -re nt,)C e :.,osd to the arduous aspects of submarine duty
until after the completion of training which is frequently a year and a

half in duration. This aspect of Submarine Duty Incentive Pay is designed
to augment the other attraction incentives associated with a career in ,-.' --
Submarine Service. The relative newness of Submarine Pay while in train- .
ing coupled with the len..th of the training pipeline has resulted in "
little data to properly evaluate it effectiveness. It should be retained
during the training period, but evaluated for effectiveness in about 2 -.-.- ,
years when its impact can properly be measured. ".O'r':W@V

(4) The requirement that enlisted personnel incur suffi-

cient obligation to allow assignment to submarine duty upon completion
of shore duty is an effective personnel management tool. Implementation

of the COPAY enhancements recommended by the QRMC is expected to have a
similar effect for officers while satisfying other needs as well.

b. Recommendations:

(1) Retain Submarine Duty Incentive Pay in its present form. . .

(2) In about 2 years, review the provision of Title 37 that
permits payment of Submarine Duty Incentive Pay upon commencement of

training leading to duty on an operational submarine. At that time '
there should be sufficient data for analysing it effectiveness.

c. Legislative Implications: None. . ..

d. Minority Position: None.

D. Other Pays. Pays in this category are neither clearly hazardous nor
incentive, but provide compensation for or recognition of rigorous duty,
unique responsibility, or other special circumstances.

1. Special Pay While on Duty at Certain Places. Certain " --
Places Pay (CPP) was initially designed to act as an incentive or addi-
tional compensation for duty overseas. However, because the rates have .. .."--
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not changed in many years, the purpose of CPI hoo eh.v- . to that of a
token payment for rigorous foreign duty. The current tiurm of CIP was
established by the Career Compensation Act of 1949. It is paid onlv to
enlisted personnel on an ascendant scale based upon payvradu,. Athough
it initially all enlisted personnel serving outside the cooti gos United
States were entitled to CPP, it is now paid only to ,wrsonnel stationed O 0
at arduous overseas locations.

a. Findings:

(1) Special Pay While on Duty at Certain Places is of little -..-.. ___',..--

value in its present form. . •

(2) The eligibility criteria are too lenient, and the author- - - - -
ized locations are too extensive. The pay should be restricted to only

those isolated or remote locations where dependents are not authorized.-.
and the environment presents more than normal discomforts with little or - - .
no opportunity for travel. * O" ."..

(3) The value of the pay has decreased since its inception
in 1949 to the point that it is only a small, insignificant token. :"-'",

(4) The pay is needed and should be retained, but it should
be properly structured and implemented to provide a highly useful tool
to assist the Services in manning selected world-wide locations.

(5) Both officer and enlisted personnel should draw the pay. .4 " -

(6) The rates should be sufficient to reward those performing "'" ,
duty in remote areas as well as provide an incentive to assist the Services
in manning isolated stations.

(7) The modified flat-rate method, described in the study, .-

J..-.' " is appropriate because it provides the same level of pay to those experi- "
encing similar hardships while providing an incentive by establishing a
relationship to pay grade. ".. % -

b. Recommendations: ., , ..

(1) Restrict CPP to only those personnel (both officers and

enlisted) assigned to isolated or remote locations wher dependents are
not authorized and the environment presents more than normal discomforts -
with little or no opportunity for travel. However, provision should be

ted criteria on an individual case-by-case basis.

..'..". . " . " -"
(2) Adopt an ascendant scale rate based on pay grade, with the

amount ranging from $25 for E-1 through E-3 to SI' for 0-6.

c. Legislative Implications:

-'.4 i  ~~~.... .. •...-

.4 "..%. " ...
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(1) Amend 37 U.S.C. 305(a) to change rates ranging from $25 to
.$180 per month.

(2) Amend 37 U.S.C. 305(a) deleting prohibition against pay- -

ment to personnel serving in the United States or its possessions. •

(3) Amend 37 U.S.C. 305(b) deleting prohibition against pay-
ing to members who are residents of the state, possession, or foreign...... ....-
country in which they are serving.

(4) Amend 37 U.S.C. 305(a) to restrict payments to members
in locations where dependents are not authorized. Provide a clause for - .

Service Secretary approval of exceptions to dependent restricted criteria
on a case-by-case basis.

(5) Amend 37 U.S.C. 305(a) deleting the word "enlisted"
thereby extending entitlement to all members of a Uniformed Service.

(6) A "save pay" provision should be included for those in-
dividuals drawing CPP under the current system at the time of enactment
of the amending legislation. .' ,. .

d. Minority Position: . . . -. . . . .

(1) The Air Force prefers to maintain CCP in its present
form.

* (2) The Joint Chiefs of Staff (J-1) is concerned with loss
*: of recognition of many overseas locations.

2. Family Separation Allowance (Type II). FSA II is the only allow- - . -

ance that was reviewed by the 5th ORMC. The purpose of FSA II is to re- ..-. . . .

imburse, on an average basis, the miscellany of non-quantifiable added ... ....

expenses that result from family separation. It was created in 1963 as .- -...-. ..-

$30/month for all personnel, and has remained unchanged since that time. -

a. Findings: ,

(1) FSA II fulfills a useful purpose in the Service compensa- -, ".

tion package and should be continued. -" "

(2) FSA II should continue to reimburse, in part, those mis-
cellaneous and non-quantifiable expenses created by family separation. '

-

(3) An increase in the FSA II rate to $60 per month is be- - , -,/' -
lieved appropriate. ' - \;'..

b. Recommendations:

(1) Retain FSA II in its current form.

(2) Raise the FSA II rate to $60 monthly. • .-.. -

,,. *%, **-" ,.,C, -.- . -
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c. Legislative Implications: Amend 37 U.S.C. 427(b) to increase
the allowance from $30 per month to $60 per month.

d. Minority Position: The Navy desires a $96/month rate. _'..___._.__-_

3. Hostile Fire Pay (HFP). Hostile Fire Pay is unique. It is not ,, -

designed to compensate for the hazards of, or act as an incentive for,
participation in armed conflict. The purpose of HFP is to provide an
additional payment during periods of nominal peace, as a token of recog- " "'" '--.
nition, to personnel serving in a hostile fire area, and to personnel of
a vessel, aircraft, or unit that engages in hostile action, outside of a
designated hostile fire area. It originated with the inception of Combat 0 O
Badge Pay and Expert Medical Badge Pay ($10 per month) during WWII and .-.
evolved through the Combat Pay of the Korean Conflict ($45 per month) to '
its present form ($65 per month) as a direct outgrowth of the Vietnam
Conflict.

a. Findings: r O "

(1) Hostile Fire Pay should be retained, but modified to
improve upon the current and previous systems.

(2) Alternative #1, described in detail in the study, should
be adopted because: W a!wT_

(a) It fulfills the intent of Congress by providing a"token of recognition." ,. ". -'-, .

(b) It strengthens the eligibility criteria so that ""---".-:
individuals regularly receiving it must be directly engaged with the enemy ;
on a continuing basis.

(c) It provides for a closer working relationship with . ".
the Department of State in the administration of the pay. " '-

(d) It is easier to administer than other alternatives
because it keeps the pay simple and straightforward. ".;7:;*.

(e) It is reasonable in terms of total cost, provided
the eligibility criteria are strictly enforced. %

(f) The amount of payment maintains a constant relation- -"''.

ship with the Hazardous Duty Incentive Pays. 77 77I....O .

(3) A name change to better describe the pay is appropriate,
preferably "Danger Pay." This name is compatible with that used by the
Department of State and, therefore, provides for consistency within gov- -
ernment agencies and recognizes the political acceptability that the.. .-'..

Department of State pay has enjoyed over the years. ""
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(4) A comprehensive DoD directive should be developed to ---.-.-.-. ..-

provide general guidance and procedures for: '-. --...-..

(a) responsibilities at all levels of the commandO' O
structure ; ...... ..

(b) area designation by the Secretary of Defense, either "" """i'' "'i' i

independently or in association with the Department of State; and "'" """ '"

(c) certification when a individual is subjected to a -
hostile act outside a designated danger area sud e vlp

provieb Reco endations: (On July 21, 1983, in an action independent
of and subsequent to the completion of this study, the House passed an

amendment to 37 U.S.C. that, among other things, changed the name of this

pay to "Special Pay: duty subject to hostile fire or imminent danger."

While the amendment bore some relationship to selected recommendations '. O -

herein, it did not abrogate the study.) -.

(1) Retain Hostile Fire Pay.

(2) Adopt the eligibility criteria contained in Alternative -

#1 of the study.

(3) Change the name to Danger Pay.

a. (4) Set the rate of payment equal to the lowest Hazardous

Duty Incentive Pay at the time.

(5) Develop a comprehensive DoD directive which includes

but i's not limited to the issues presented in paragraph a.(4) above. ... :...

c. Legislative Implications:

",..., (1) Amend 37 U.S.C. 310(a) to include tightened eligibility

criteria and increase payment to lowest Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay.

d.nger". (2) Amend 37 U.S.C. 310 to change name to "duty subject to ***.
danger ". '"--:- :' ""

L".

d. Minority Position: None.

4. Intelligence and Investigative Pay (Proposed). The purpose of

this proposed Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay (HDIP) would be to provide an

incentive to uniformed personnel for the performance of hazardous duty "

required by orders filling intelligence and investigative positions. The I
QRMC review of this proposed pay was requested by the Air Force which be-
lieves such a pay would promote increased retention and enhanced experi-

ence levels within the ranks of Air Force Office of Special Investiga-

tions (AFOSI). .a. ... '..
"o" -}',%-',* -% , . .,." "-i
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a. Findings: -

(1) Duties in intelligence and investigative field may present
potential hazards greater than those experienced by some servicemembers. __.___,-._--._

However, sufficient evidence is not currently available to indicate a
hazard level warranting a Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay for all agents. -'

(2) Aggregate current manning and that in the recent past,
within the AFOSI career fields is generally satisfactory. Attraction "
and retention are comparable with overall Air Force norms.

(3) Officer compensation is comparable to that offered for
similar work in the civilian sector of the economy.

(4) Enlisted agent compensation is significantly lower than
compensation received by civilian criminal investigators; this may create
some draw to the outside market. However, competition for these positions
is considerable, particularly for the more prestigious and higher paid
agencies. .

(5) Authorizing HDIP for the entire career field is not con-
sidered an appropriate method of increasing compensation for the enlisted .
force. Greater financial incentives can be offered and more effectively
targeted through use of the SRB should significant manning problems
develop.

duty b. Recommendation: A new HDIP for intelligence and investigative
duty should not be adopted. .

c. Legislative Implications: None.

d. Minority Position: The Air Force believes a special HDIP is

justified for enlisted AFOSI agents. -'-- ',

5. Special Pay for Officers Holding Positions of Unusual Responsibi- ' "-"., .-. .. .-

lity and of a Critical Nature (Responsibility Pay). Responsibility Pay
provides an additional payment for officers in special assignments
carrying responsibilities over and above those of other officers of the
same grade. The pay is simply recognition for the heavy, direct personal
responsibility required of personnel in selected duties. First authorized "

in 1958, Responsibility Pay was intended as the officer counterpart to
enlisted Proficiency Pay. Except for limited use during the late 1960's
and early 1970's for Army and Navy advisors in Vietnam, the pay has been _'_._

used only for commanders-at-sea in the Coast Guard (since 1973) and the -

Navy (since 1979). -.

a. Findings:

of a critical nature, is appropriate and has been effective in providing
~~(1) Special pay for positions of unusual responsibility, and S'-',g',O:: .

proper recognition. It should, therefore, be retained.

_ 33* • .' ,.. . -. o, -
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(2) The provision allowing the Secretaries concerned to des-
ignate which positions are truly of a highly responsible and critical na-
ture is appropriate.. .

0.6
(3) Eligibility should be expanded to include grades 0-I,

0-2, and W-1 through W-4. Payment should be limited to 5% of the person-
nel in each of these pay grades. Similar recognition of enlisted person-
nel should be achieved through the judicious use of the proposed Special
Duty Assignment Pay (replaces Proficiency Pay).

(4) Responsibility Pay rates should receive a fair and rea- • 0
sonable adjustment.

b. Recommendations:

(1) Retain special pay for positions of unusual responsibil-
ity and of a critical nature. 1 O •

W-l through(2) Set Responsibility Pay rates as follows: 0-1, 0-2 and -

W-1 through W-4 at $50 per month; 0-3 and 0-4 at $75 per month, 0-5 at - .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... _..

$150 per month and 0-6 at $200 per month. -
. " o. " -. °

*' (3) Limit payment to 5% of the personnel in pay grades 0-1,
0-2, W-l, W-2, W-3 or W-4. Limits established for other pay grades " "
should remain unchanged. -

c. Legislative Implications: .

(1) Amend 37 U.S.C. 306(a) to include active duty officers in t . ..
pay grade W-I through W-4 and 0-1/0-2 at $50 per month and to increase the '.. . -

rate for 0-3/0-4 to $75, 0-5 to $150, and 0-6 to $200. ' . .
41 . - . - - -- . .

(2) Amend 37 U.S.C. 306(c) to include not more than 5% ac- . -

tive duty officers in pay grades H-i, W-2, W-3, W-4, 0-1 or 0-2. .-. --. ".'.

d. Minority Position: None. .--- , -

E. Related Issues. "

1. Multiple S&I Pays. In the past, Congressional or Presidential
Executive Orders have placed limitations on multiple S&I payments. Addi-
tionally, when addressing problems of the military compensation system, _______

-
__

.
_

,
__------ -- ---- "------- ' -

frequently the focus is given on receipt of multiple pays. The issue is
further complicated by an apparent misunderstanding regarding the differ- .
ence between a pay and an allowance. The purpose of this study was to -,.-..-.

determine the extent to which the Services rely on the multiple use of .
the S&I category of pays within individual occupational skills, and

4 whether these payments are necessary and appropriate to acquire and p-.-.gO ,,-,"
maintain these skills at stated force management levels. :: .:--

tFindings:-

I,.,.,.,
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(1) The practice of using varying combinations of S&I pays

is an efficient, cost-effective means of addressing manpower problems, ".....
particularly since the character and severity of the problems tend to
differ across Service and generalized occupational lines.

(2) No Service utilizes multiple S&I pay authority to excess. O' 'O

(3) Over 80Z of all multiple S&I pay recipients are enlisted "
members; an overwhelming proportion of whom are in pay grades E-3
through E-6.

b. Recommendation: The Services should periodically review their - "
use of multiple S&I payments to ensure that they continue to use them only -.....-

in cases where this practice is necessary for the achievement of force
management objectives.

c. Legislative Implications: None.

d. Minority Position: None. r O *

2. Wartime Application of S&I Pays. Statutes providing authority
for several S&I pays allow for their suspension during wartime or periods - -', .-

of national emergency. These provisions, however, are not consistently .

applied to all S&I pays. Some may be suspended at the discretion of
the President or the Secretary concerned, a few are automatically ter- NO
minated upon declaration of war, and still others are not addressed - -.-..-. -
at all.

a. Finding: In initial periods of war or national emergency,
operators and planners should not be expected to turn their attention
to making determinations about the payment/non-payment of the various -

S&I pays. -

b. Recommendation: A Joint Service Group headed by an OASD
representative should be formed to develop a plan capable of being
implemented within a short period of time that clearly states the re-

quired actions for each S&I pay. tm;h erh

c. Legislative Implications: None at this time; however, the'..
recommeded plan will likely result in amendments to 37 U.S.C. Chapter 5 -

when developed. .
• " . * % % %. , %

3. Quality. The ORMC review and evaluation of Special and Incentive
pays was not without regard to quality considerations. For the most part
the S&I pays were assessed in terms of their capability to attract and
retain the required quantity and desired quality of personnel. The pur- .
pose of this review was determine what impact S&I pays have or should ..
have on quality force considerations. ,-. -.

a. Findings: . , T-
; -, ~. -. = _. * .
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( There are many indi 'itors which can be used to assess the
capabilities abiliies and skills, or "quality, of military personnel

to perform their missions. Compar ztive anialvses, across Services and -'-'-'.-.--'-'

over time are difficuIlt, since "quo, itv" is a f unction of accession and
reenlistment p,1licies, training , :x,.eriencte and performance as developed

by the individual Services and reinforced by promotion systems. .

(7) (rrently, most S&I pays bear only indirect relationships "

to the issue of qlolitv. The Services control their own "quality destiny" '
through various force inana ement devices. These inc lude Service-specific
entry standards , promotion system, and policies gioverniing reenlistments
and discharges. The S&I pays are viewed as management tools -- used to •
"fine tune" the system, after other management techniques have been

employed. However, a robust S&[ pay policy, one which is tied -- whenever
possible -- to well-defined quality standards may assist in maintaining
and improving the quality profile desired.

(3) The quality of accessions, as measured by educational 0' .

- attainment and AFOT, has shown significant improvement since the low -
point of 1979.

(4) Given the increased number of 1976-1980 accessions scor-

ing in AFOT Category IV, there is a potential "bow wave" of these personnel
should they exhibit higher retention rates than desired bv the Services. R.,O,°O

(6) There is a need to maintain adequate compensation, and to -.'.
ensure that the Services have flexibility in both Special and Incentive
Pays and in manpower policies to address potentially adverse shifts in
the quality of personnel.

(5) Across various measures examined in this review, there

-,_ is a suggestion that a decrease in the quality of the career force can "
%.' be expected if the Services ignore that Category IV problem in their 7

reenlistment policies; an oversight which they are not likely to let
happen, but a problem which should be closely monitored. .

(7) An in-depth study which would determine what impact Spe-

cial and Incentive pays have or should have on quality force considerations - .

is required. While on-going studies of accession and attrition may bear , %
on this issue, special attention should be paid to retaining quality ''-"\"" - -.

personnel, via S&I pays, currently in the force.

b. Recommendation: The Department of Defense should pursue an . ". '-
in-depth study of the existing and potential relationships between Special
and Incentive pays and the attraction and retention of quality personnel. - .. . -

c. Legislative Implications: None

4. Officer/Enlisted Differential for Certain Hazardous Duty Incen- . -
tive Pays. During the process of reviewing the various hazardous duty
incentive pays, it became increasingly clear that, although there is -

!.% .%
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some incentive associated with certain pays, the primary purpose is
for the hazards or risks involved. It was, therefore, believed that
officer/enlisted personnel should receive the same level of payment
for seven of the Hazardous Duty Incentive Pays -- Parachute, Demoli-
tion, Experimental Stress, Toxic Fuels, Toxic Pesticides, Flight Deck,
and Flight-Non-crewmember. (The reasons why these particular HDIPs
were so identified are addressed in their respective studies.) Based on
the concerns (pro and con) of the Services regarding elimination of the
differential that currently exists, this issue was briefed to, and dis-
cussed with, the 5th QRMC Steering Group.

a. Findings: The officer/enlisted pay differential should be . . .
eliminated for Parachute Pay, Demolition Duty Pay, Experimental Stress

- Duty Pay, Toxic Fuels and Propellants Pay, Toxic Pesticides and Danger-
~_~"g ous Organisms Pay, Flight Deck Duty Pay, and Non-crewmember Flight Pay.

b. Recommendation: Eliminate the officer/enlisted differential
for the seven Hazardous Duty Incentive Pays cited in the Findings. S '

c. Legislative Implications: Addressed in the individual studies. -

d. Minority Positions: The Air Force preferred to retain the
differential, believing that an HDIP differential is warranted based
on mission-related activities and responsibilities and that it is not pre-
dicated on an assumption or quantification or risk. The Navy believes
that for duties requiring the assignment of volunteers exclusively, rates
should be scaled by grade. For duties in which the assignment of non- -

volunteers is acceptable, elimination of the differential is appropriate.

E. ESTIMATED COSTS OF QRMC RECOMMENDATIONS. Estimated costs for FY85,
based upon assumed Congressional enactment of QRMC recommendations for
S&I pays, appear in the tables below. Estimates are as of 1 December 1983.

4, ,. ,.
Category I - Costs reflected in this table are additive to current

projected budget levels for these pays and are very tentative depending on
changing manpower requirements, "save pay" provisions, and conditional - -

situations associated with several recommendations.

,~~~, ., - .,"-','-
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Category I - Estimated Additive Costs

Pay $ in millions

Aviation Officer Continuation Pay 21.30
Demolition Duty Pay 1.10 - **.

Experimental Stress Duty Pay .20
. Flight Pay (Crew/Non-Crew) 13.90

Flight Deck Duty Pay 4.60

- Parachute Duty Pay 9.20
Toxic Fuels & Propellants Pay .70
Toxic Pesticides & Dangerous Organisms Pay .02
Diving Duty Pay 2.20
Nuclear Officer Pay (portion shifting from Annual 2

to COPAY) 2.20
Proficiency Pay (new Special Duty Assignment Pay) 25.00
Career Sea Pay 1.70
Family Separation Allowance (Type II) 42.60
Hostile Fire pay (renamed Danger Pay) .10
Responsibility Pay .50

TOTAL 125.32
C...- - .

Catgeory II - Budget changes reflected in the following table are
necessary to accommodate a shift in the method of payment for certain pay
categories but do not represent increases in the benefit level caused by
rates or structural changes to these pays. Payment by lump-sum instead .-

of installment payments results in a temporary budget increase due to the -. ,
obligation incurred in the past but not reflected in the budget for the
year in which the obligation was made. As these obligations are reduced,
the budget will return to levels lower than projected FY85 levels because
of the increased effectiveness of lump-sum bonuses on retention. Exact -
savings cannot be estimated.

Category II - Estimated Budgetary Impact Due to Shift
in Method of Payment

Pay $ in millions

Selective Reenlistment Bonus $300.7
Nuclear Officer Pays 69.2

TOTAL $369.9 . . ...

C.....-'. C . .'.-. .
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II. OVERVIEW OF SPECIAL AND INCENTIVE PAYS STUDY

A. PURPOSE: To conduct analysis of specific Special and Incentive (S&I) .......

pays to determine if they are fulfilling the needs for which they were
designed, based on force management considerations and cost effectiveness.

B. ASSUMPTION: The Uniformed Services will continue to require certain . -... .

Special and Incentive Pays in order to provide the necessary acquisition
and retention levels to sustain the force.

C. SCOPE: All Special and Incentive pays contained in Title 37, U.S.C. " .
Chapter 5 were reviewed, except those specifically designated for the
Reserves. A proposed pay for investigators submitted by the Air Force . '.'
was also evaluated. Although not in the category of special pays, Family
Separation Allowance (Type II), was included as a study item based on a

* commitment made by OASD (MRA&L) (MP&FM) in 1981 that it be referred to
the next QRMC. A complete list of all pays studied is located on the O
following page.

D. DATA SOURCES: The primary sources of data were the Service Staffs -.-

and the Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC). Numerous other public and
private agencies were extremely helpful and provided data that was val-
uable to the overall analytical efforts. These agencies are listed in
the individual issue papers found in Section IV.

-" E. FIELD INTERVIEWS: Although not a primary data source, field inter- .
views were conducted at a number of locations throughout the country
to obtain first hand impressions from individuals either drawing or, _-.-'.--;..__,

involved with the utilization of Special and Incentive Pays in various - s.
occupational skills. A complete list of field trips is located in Sec- :
tion VI.

F. STEERING GROUP: A Steering Group was formed for the purpose of pro-
viding high level guidance and review. Its membership comprised of the
Assistant Secretary of Defense (MRA&L), the Deputy Assistant Secretary
of Defense (MRA&L) (MP&FM), the Department Assistant Secretaries, the
senior manpower and personnel representatives of all the Uniformed Ser-
vices and the J-1 of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. More detailed informs-
tion pertaining to Steering Group activities may be found in Volume IV. "..

G. RELATED ISSUES: During the course of the S&I analyses, it became evi-
dent that several issues required attention apart from the individual ,
analyses for each pay. These included: Multiple Pay which concerns the
simultaneotus receipt of two or more Special or Incentive Pays related "',-'''i-.:._

'., to the same occupational skill; Wartime Considerations an issue pertaining , ..
.7. to the authorization of Special and Incentive pays upon declaration of war;
[. the role of Special and Incentive pays on quality with respect to the ac-

quisition and retention of personnel to meet force management require- "
ments; and the officer/enlisted payment differential associated with .'-
certain Hazardous Duty Incentive Pays. These issues are addressed in .0-%

% i detail in Section V. ."- .V'.".
%
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11. OVERVIEW OF SPECIAL AND INCENTIVE PAYS STUDY

A* PURPOSE: To conduct analysis of specific Special and Incentive (S&I)_______
pays to determine If they are fulfilling the needs for which they were 0 '

designed, based on force management considerations and cost effectiveness.

B. ASSUMPTION: The Uniformed Services will continue to require certain- -<.- .

*Special and Incentive Pays in order to provide the necessary acquisition
and retention levels to sustain the force.

C. SCOPE: All Special and Incentive pays contained in Title 37, U.S.C.
Chapter 5 were reviewed, except those specifically designated f or the

Reserves. A proposed pay for investigators submitted by the Air Force _ _
was also evaluated. Although not in the category of special pays, Family
Separation Allowance (Type II), was included as a study item based on a
commitment made by OASD (MRA&L) (MP&FM) in 1981 that it be referred to-
the next QRMC. A complete list of all pays studied is located on the0
following page.

D. DATA SOURCES: The primary sources of data were the Service Staf fs
and the Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC). Numerous other public and *.-*

private agencies were exctremely helpful and provided data that was val-
uable to the overall analytical efforts. These agencies are listed in
the individual issue papers found in Section IV.

E. FIELD INTERVIEWS: Although not a primary data source, field inter-.
views were conducted at a number of locations throughout the country
to obtain first hand impressions from individuals either drawing or, s -

involved with the utilization of Special and Incentive Pays in various
occupational skills. A complete list of field trips is located in Sec-
tion VI. -

F. STEERING GROUP: A Steering Group was formed for the purpose of pro- S..**

viding high level guidance and review. Its membership comprised of the :
Assistant Secretary of Defense (MRA&L), the Deputy Assistant Secretary
of Defense (MRAWL (MP&FM), the Department Assistant Secretaries, the ~ ~ *\.

senior manpower and personnel representatives of all the Uniformed Ser- C~Nf

-... vices and the J-1 of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. More detailed informa- K..Z

tion pertaining to Steering Group activities may be found in Volume IV.

G. RELATED ISSUES: During the course of the S&I analyses, it became evi-
dent that several Issues required attention apart from the individual r1 7-

*,V analyses f or each pay. These included: Multiple Pay which concerns the
* 'S ' simultaneous receipt of two or more Special or Incentive Pays related

to the same occupational skill; Wartime Considerations an issue pertaining...
to the authorization of Special and Incentive pays upon declaration of war;
the role of Special and Incentive pays on quality with respect to the ac- *'

quisition and retention of personnel to meet force management require- S I
,,~ ments; and the officer/enlisted payment differential associated with -*

certain Hazardous Duty Incentive Pays. These issues are addressed in
detail in Section V.
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H. GENERAL OBSERVATION: Although limited by data in some areas, this re-
view constitutes the most complete and most comprehensive treatment of

*Special and Incentive pays ever undertaken. It should, therefore, serve
as a benchmark for subsequent S&I studies and/or legislative proposals.
The multitude of data, both hard copy and on magnetic tape, is invaluable 0--
and should be of great benefit to future QRMC efforts. "'-

SPECIAL AND INCENTIVE PAYS
(Title 37 U.S.C.)*

Sec.
301. Incentive pay: hazardous duty. (10 pays presented individually) .

301a. Incentive pay: aviation career.

301b. Special pay: aviation career officers extending period of
active duty.

301c. Incentive pay: submarine duty.
302. Special pay: medical officers of the armed forces.
302a. Special pay: optometrists. * O
302b. Special pay: dentists.
303. Special pay: veterinarians.
304. Special pay: diving duty.
305. Special pay: while on duty at certain places.
305a. Special pay: career sea pay. -
306. Special pay: officers holding positions of unusual responsi-

bility and of critical nature.
307. Special pay: proficiency pay for enlisted member. .. ..

308. Special pay: reenlistment bonus.
308a. Special pay: enlistment bonus.
308f. Special pay: bonus for enlistment in the Army.
310. Special pay: duty subject to hostile fire. ,
311. Special pay: continuation pay for dentists in the armed

forces.
312. Special pay: nuclear-qualified officers extending period of

active service.
312a. Special pay: nuclear-trained and qualified enlisted members.

312b. Special pay: nuclear career accession bonus.

312c. Special pay: nuclear career annual incentive bonus.
314. Special pay: qualified enlisted members extending duty at

designated locations overseas.
315. Special pay: engineering and scientific career continuation

pay.
427. Family separation allowance (Type II only)

(Proposed) Hazardous duty incentive pay: intelligence and ___ ..___

investigative duty " "" ""• '

* For simplicity and ease of reference, abbreviated names of the S&I '" *-" "

pays will be used throughout this volume.

NOTE: Unless otherwise indicated in the text describing the tables or "" -- " -- "
9 noted on the tables themselves, the information contained therein are

ORMC tabulations of Service-provided data.
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III. STUDY METHODOLOGY AND FLOW PLAN

A. STUDY METHODOLOGY: A basic uniform analytical approach was used in
the review of the various Special and Incentive Pays. Each pay was
examined from two perspectives. First, it was studied to determine if

*the pay is necessary for the Services to attract and retain personnel in
* sufficient numbers to meet their needs or in some cases, provide the * ~*-
* ~proper recognition for certain duties. Second, the rates of each pay .- f* . 2

* were evaluated to ascertain if they are properly structured and set at '

*the levels necessary to effect the desired behavior or provide the appro-
priate recognition. 0 0

B. STUDY FLOW PLAN: A study flow plan was developed to indicate the
general flow of the project leading from the conceptual and planning........

stages through data gathering and compilation, to analysis, findings,
and recommendations. The complete review of the Special and Incentive
(S&I) pays commenced with the development of a basic study plan (depicted
in the chart on the following page). The flow began with extensive data 2 .>. .

collection from various sources both within and outside the Uniformed
Services. Comprehensive, detailed data requests were developed and ' ~ *

forwarded to the Service Staffs, the Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC)
and numerous other agencies to provide information in either hard copy
or magnetic tape form. During the early stages of the study, several t
related issues were identified for attention in association with the - ~ ::

individual pay analyses, i.e., multiple pays, wartime considerations,
* * etc. These are discussed separately in this report. ~

It was also decided that field interviews should be undertaken to ~
gain further insight into perceptions in the field and their relationships
to the data provided by the Services. Accordingly, numerous field trips ------

V were conducted, primarily during the data collection period, but before
the bulk of the analysis was conducted.

The major portion of the analytic phase was dedicated to the individual
analysis of each pay and development of issue papers. Although some
advanced work was completed on the identified related issues, most of
the detailed analysis in these issue areas came later. During the analy- C~
sis phase, the issue papers were submitted to a thorough review process:
a Preliminary Draft was forwarded to the Services' Deputy Chiefs of
Staff for Manpower and Personnel for comments, a second draft, For Coord-
ination, was sent to the Department Assistant Secretary level, and a
Final Draft reviewed by OASD before presentation to the QRMC Steering
Group for final comments.

Once the review process was complete, the individual issue papers
were prepared in final form for publication in the S&I volume.
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IV. REVIEW OF SPE2JIAL AND INCENTIVE PAYS STUDY0

A. Hazard Related: This category of pays provides special
compensation to members of the Uniformed Services as an0 0
inetv o efrac of hazardous duty required by
reies begoling on rpage n skills. The hazard-related pay ..

B. Incentive: This category of pays provides special compen-
sation for the purpose of increasing the ability of the
Uniformed Services to attract and retain personnel in. *

certain skills. The incentive-related pay reviews start -
on page 215.%

C. Other: Pays in this category are neither clearly hazard- --

* .~ ous nor incentive, but provide compensation for or recog- !r~
nition of rigorous duty, unique responsibility, or other- .*** -.

special circumstances. Family Separation Allowance (FSA
II) is an allowance, not an S&I pay. Investigator Pay
is a proposed pay submitted by the Air Force. These
reviews begin on page 705.

.1
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T .P-7 7, 7,:" 1
AIR WEAPONS CONTROL OFFICER FLIGHT PAY

I. PURPOSE. To provide an incentive for performance of hazardous duty
required by orders involving frequent and regular participation in aerial
flight by an officer (other than warrant officer) who is serving as an O 0
air weapons controller crewmember (as defined by the Secretary concerned)
aboard an airborne warning and control system aircraft (as designated by .
such Secretary) and who is not entitled to incentive pay under 37 U.S.C. . -

301a.

II. DATA SOURCES. The majority of data were provided by the Service -
staff of the Air Force. Although not a primary source of information, -.

informal interviews were conducted with members of the USAF's 552nd Air-
borne Warning and Control Wing on temporary duty in San Diego, CA.

III. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. When Aviation Career Incentive Pay (ACIP) ..

was established in 1974, the officer crewmember Flight Pay authority was . * .

abollished (see the Historical Perspective of the ACIP and Crewmember/Non-
crew member studies for greater detail). This resulted in flying air
weapons control officers (AWCOs), along with all other non-rated officer :.
crewmembers, receiving a significant Flight Pay reduction -- from a
maximum $245 per month to a flat $110 per month. Through the late 1970's
and early 1980's, the Air Force expressed concern in regard to signifi-

cant manpower shortages in the Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACS)
Controller career field (AFSC 17XX). During the House debate on the

Uniformed Services Pay Act of 1981 it was stated that,

... the Air Force is 20 percent short captains,
majors, and lieutenant colonels in weapons
controller duties. ...Field grade volunteers
have been almost nonexistent. For example,

'2 since the beginning of fiscal year 1980, the-..- ..

Air Force had only 17 field grade volunteers ..--..-

for 78 mission crew commander positions... -

As a result of this deficit, the Air Force
has been forced to accept inexperienced avi-
ators to fill senior weapons controller.
positions. [1 1 '.

It was theorized that the major reasons for the shortage of volunteers :"

were: the ardousness of the duty; frequent, extended no-notice family

separations; and the disparity between ACIP given pilots and naviga-
tors and Noncrewmember Flight Pay earned by the weapons controllers.

In response to these concerns, Congress, in the Uniformed Services
Pay Act of 1981 (Pub. Law No. 97-60, 95 Stat. 992-994), authorized a .'..' .

special Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay for this category of officer, com-
,* -- manly referred to as Enhanced Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay (EHDIP). It . .

was structured specifically to resolve Air Force shortages of experienced
AWCOs by basing the monthly rate on the officer's cumulative years of
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* rrsrvic in tha dutyr ~ whehe pefome in th ai,-r r o-r-w onwrc1 the-w- grun -2 --,

and grde Hoevr to* quaif fo EH , an iniida mutbeflln

servicein at duston whThe perfore initheard orin Thbe grun [21,came

effective October 1, 1981. ACIP recipients and warrant officers are _______

specifically precluded from drawing this pay. - S

Table I
ERDIP Flight Pay Rates

Year. of Service

under Over Over Over Over Over Over Over Over Over Over Over Over Over Over
Poy Crade 2 2 3 4 6 8 10 12 14_ 16 18 20 22 24 25

0-7 & up 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 110
0-6 225 250 300 325 350 350 350 350 350 350 350 300 250 250 225
0-5 200 250 300 325 350 350 350 350 350 350 350 300 250 250 225

*0-4 175 225 275 300 350 350 350 350 350 350 350 300 250 250 225
0-3 125 156 188 206 350 350 350 350 350 350 300 275 250 225 200

0-2 125 156 188 206 250 300 300 300 300 300 275 245 210 200 180

0-1 125 156 188 206 250 250 250 250 250 250 245 210 200 180 150 -0 4

IV. METHODOLOGY. Although the implementing legislation did not restrict
eligibility for the pay to Air Force officers directly, it is currently
applicable only to that Service's members. Therefore, this study addres-
ses the needs of the Air Force exclusively. In that context, the pay
was put to the following tests:

1. Validity of Purpose. Is this pay necessary for the Air
Force to attract and retain volunteers in sufficient numbers to meet its
needs, both current and projected?

2. Credibility of Rates. Are the rates properly structured
and set at the appropriate levels to effect the desired behavior?

V. ANALYSIS,. a. .

A. MANNING. The AWCO career field includes authorizations both in
the air and on the ground, though the total number of ground positions ~ ,

is expected to decrease during the next three years. It is projected a

that, when all the airborne systems are fully developed, 45 percent of
all AWCO authorizations will be flying related [3]. Table 2 contains %%,.

the manning data for the total career field (ground and air) from FY78 ..

through FY82 for Lieutenant through Lieutenant Colonel. These figures do
not include students, transients, basic training, and temporary duty
training. The manning profile seen here is reminiscent of nearly all
other career f ields studied that is, it is characterized by relatively
low manning in FY78 and FY79, with a generally improving trend since a'

that time.

%J6 %'
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Table 29
% Total AWCO Career Field Manning

CFY AUTH ASGN % MANNED .:

781,699 1,416 83% ..................................................
79 1,808 1,636 90
80 1,882 1,803 96

81 1,928 1,875 97 J

82 1,944 1,880 97

Although some shortfalls are indicated, one's initial reaction is

that the career field is reasonably healthy. However, a closer exatain-

ation of the manning of flying AWCO positions by grade reveals a very

different story. Figure 1 exhibits manning for FY81 through 1983 (pro-

jected). Clearly the authorizations were manned at or near 100% only

through significant overmanning of the junior grades, particularly Lieu-

tenants.

Figure 1

FLYING AWCO MANNING
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* If those individuals assigned to flying duties in February 1983 are
distributed by length of AWCO service, it 1s apparent that the experience .. .

- . shortage caused by grade imbalances is even more serious. Figure 2
shows the number of grades (FREQ) represented in each length-of -experience
cell, the actual grades, and the number of officers having that amount_______
of experience (TOTAL). As can be seen, many captains and some majors
possess much less AWCO experience than their grades would suggest.
Therefore, although on paper certain AWCO authorizations are manned at
slightly better than 100%, in reality a shortfall, in terms of desired-
level of experience, exists.

Figure 2 0

AWCO FLT PAY RECIPIENTS
BY YEARS OF AWCO EXPERIENCE

OVER FREQ TOTAL
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Table 3 -
FY82 Air Force

Flying Hours Per Crew
Per Month for Selected

Aircraft Types

Aircraft Type Avg. Hours O' O

A-10 22.9
B-52 25.1 .

C-5 20.7
C-130 29.9 ___ ," .". "..".
C-135 17.3 .O 0
C-141 30.3
F-4 15.2

-5 15.71%
F-16 15.8 """""-
F-111 17.8
FB-111 16.9

. °"o .. °

Another factor is the extended family separation associated with
assignment to AWACS aircraft. In 1978-1979 the Rand Corporation, as
part of the Manpower, Mobilization, and Readiness Program sponsored __-_.-_.""--__

by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower, Reserve
Affairs and Logistics) conducted a survey of DoD officers and enlisted -
personnel [5]. Air Force officer responses to the question regarding
the amount of time they were separated from their dependents in the -. -. '-. '.
preceding 12 months is summarized in Table 4. The average time flying 1.-

AWCOs are separated from home during a year is 5 months 131. This is
longer than 91.3% of the 78,150 Air Force represented by the officers ""____"__-_-
survey. In view of the expanding role of AWACS aircraft in global affairs, - -

it is reasonable to expect that this time will increase in the foreseeable .

future.

Table 4 '

Amount of Time Air Force Officers
Were Separated from Their Dependents

in 12 Months Preceding Survey , . , .

Months Separated % of Total* Cumulative %*

none 47.0% 47.0% _O______1-2 29.4 76.4- -"-.- -'-.°, .'. .'
3-4 14.9 91.3._-.-. .

5-6 5.3 96.6 -7-8 1.3 97.9

9-10 0.7 98.6
11-12 1.5 100.0

*Rounded
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These expectations are reflected in the projected flying AWCO author-

izations contained in Table 5. Total authorizations are planned to

increase over 9% by the end of FY87. The greatest growth will occur at
the grade of major (12%), which is already critically undermanned at 51%. .....

Table5 O
Projected Flying AWCO Authorizations.. . :: ~~~-. K-. - .*-..- ::

FY ILT CPT MAJ LTCOL TOTAL

83 132 210 155 53 550 .

84 143 219 163 55 580
85 147 232 167 56 602

86 147 229 173 58 607
87 147 225 173 57 602 "

B. HAZARDS. It is a generally accepted belief that the potential -

hazards presented by frequent aerial flight are great. A review of .' O.
Table 6, the number of aviation fatalities and major accidents which
occurred from 1979 through 1982, supports that belief. It should be ..

noted that these numbers do not include long term disabilities or other '-.'.-,.

serious injuries known to result from these accidents. In addition, . -,...

when asked to list the ten most hazardous officer and enlisted special- ,- .. L. ,- ..- .. ,
ties based on Safety Center data between FY78 and FY82, each Armed Ser-

vice included the various aviation occupations.

. Table 6
" Armed Services Major Aviation

Accidents and Resultant Fatalities

Calendar Major Resultant f air
Year Accidents Fatalities

1979 256 182
1980 246 211 - .
1981 227 236 - -
1982 215 287

TOTAL 944 916 %

C. RATES. Based upon the character of shortages identifed, the cur-
rent rate structure should prove to be a positive influence. Whether or "-- ." ...

not it will be sufficient is too early to tell. As was mentioned previ- .;O ,. ,

ously, EHDIP was not authorized until October 1, 1981 nor implemented
until December 1981. It is believed that a minimum of two years of data .-.-.-.-

is necessary to determine whether observed behavior represents a trend
or simply an unrelated action.

D. COSTS. There are two aspects of this issue: the cost of the
program itself, EHDIP dollar outlays, and the cost of replacing those

AWCOs who choose not to volunteer for flight duty. The difference

*!• .-4,b.- ' .% -. I-.
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• 0

between the tvo represents the actual cost/benefit of the program.
Table 7 reflects the training costs per AWCO by AWACS crew position,
which were used to compute a weighted average cost of $134,800. Assum-
Ing that an officer commences AWCO duties as an 0-2 and rotates between
flying and non-flying positions for the next 20 years (flying AWCO O
positions beyond that point are extremely limited), he will have earned -

. about $42,000 EHDIP in 1982 dollars. Table 8 contains the actual and
*projected program costs for FY82 to FY.87 and the number of AWCOs who

could be trained for the same dollar amount. Clearly, the number of*. possible replacements falls far below service needs, strongly suggesting -".-___"_-_--that this is a cost-effective program. 
0 O

Table 7
Length of AWCO Training and Average Total Cost

Crew Position Weeks Cost*
Weapons Director 35 $184,800
Air Surveillance Officer 32 120,900
Mission Crew Commander 17 76,400 . .. . ..

*Rounded

Table 8
EHDIP: AWCO Flight Pay Program Costs

Compared to Number of AWCOs Who Could
Be Trained for the Same Dollars .

FY COST($000) #AWCOs - , %

82 actual $1,325 10 .. *.*- -
83 1,535 11 - .'
84 1,829 14
85 1,898 14
86 1,914 14
87 1,906 14

VI. FINDINGS.

A. VALIDITY OF PURPOSE. A special incentive pay for flying Air - -
*. Weapons Control Officers is necessary for the Air Force to attract and

retain sufficient volunteers possessing the appropriate experience to
meet its needs.

B. CREDITABILITY OF RATES. This pay has been in effect for too
short of time to realistically evaluate the appropriateness of the rates. . ..

,i .
4 -  '~- . ".- - '.-. .
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS.

A. Retain AWCO Flight Pay in its current form.

B. Reexamine the pay no later than the end of FY 85.0 0
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Summary of Responses

Air Weapon Control Officer Flight Pay i..-.

* Issues: *. *

1. A special incentive pay for flying AWCOs is necessary for the 0
Air Force to attract and retain sufficient volunteers possessing . ~.-*-
the appropriate experience to meet its needs.

2. The pay has been in effect for too short a time to realistically
evaluate the appropriateness of the rates.

Department Comments

Army Concurrs.

Navy Concurrs. 0 '

. - .

Air Force Although Air Farce fully con-
currs with the preliminary
draft, they specifically con- .- *..-

cur only with Issue 1 at the
departmental level. They
stated that it is not clear *

at present that the current --

S rates will be adequate in
view of growing requirements.
Since Issue 2 does not make
a judgment in this regard,
this statement is considered

d a qualified concurrence.

Coast Guard Defers to the QRMC.

0Public Health Service Concurs.

National Oceanic and Defers to those Services *

Atmospheric Administration which employ AWCOs..*

Joint Chiefs of Staff Concurs.
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DEMOLITION DUTY PA

I. PURPOSE. To provide an incentive to those Uniformed Services person- -

nel for the performance of hazardous duty required by orders involving -'""___"___._-_"
the use or rendering safe of demolitions.

II. DATA SOURCES. The data utilized in this analysis were obtained from -- '
the Uniformed Services in response to 5th QRMC requests. Other sources - *- -

of information include the police departments of Montgomery County, MD, .

Fairfax County, VA, and the Metropolitan Police Department, Washington,
D.C., the Office of Personnel Management, the U.S Department of Labor,
Control Demolition Corporation and Jet Research Center Inc. Interviews
were held with Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) personnel at Naval
Amphibious Bases, Little Creek, VA and Coronado, CA, Edwards AFB, CA,
Fort Bragg, NC, and Camp Lejuene, NC. A thorough review was made of
prior compensation studies, including those of the Hook Commission (1948), .. --

The Strauss Commission (1952-53), The Gorham/Randall Panel (1962), and
Staff Research Papers of the Third QRMC (1975-76). '

III. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. In 1948, the Hook Commission identified
the demolition of explosives as an activity "... associated with except-
ional risk and danger," and recommended that extra pay be authorized for
demolition duty.1  Subsequently, the Career Compensation Act of 1949 " "'"'"..i ."
(Public Law 81-351) included demolition duty in the list of duties quali- 1e7I.-I
fying for hazardous duty incentive pay at the rate of $100 per month for .- "-.
officers and $50 per month for enlisted personnel. These rates were .

identical to the rates set for several other Hazardous Duty Incentive , .
Pays, such as Glider Duty, Parachute Duty, and Experimental Stress. - -

The Career Incentive Act of 1955 (Public Law 84-20) Increased Haz- . ,
ardous Duty Incentive Pays to $110 and $55 per month for officers and
enlisted personnel, respectively. No further change in the rate of DDP
was made until 1981 when the Uniformed Services Pay Act (Public Law
97-60) increased the rate of all Hazardous Duty Incentive Pays by 50%
for enlisted personnel. This brought the monthly compensation to $83. ,.-. -

The Hook Commission recognized the incentive value of these hazard- :-..
ous duty pays, stating, ... the additional pay is now regarded frankly .
as a supply and demand differential, to induce capable men to undertake "'
the known or assumed risks of flying, undersea operations, or other -. . ,
hazards." 2  The Senate report accompanying the 1981 pay increase reaf-
firmed the incentive value of these pays, justifying the higher rate
with the statement, "The current rates have not been adjusted in more _________
than 20 years, and this increase is needed to enhance the incentive r

value of this pay."
3  %

IV. METHODOLOGY. This analysis of Demolition Duty Pay (DDP) will be

accomplished in three sections. The first section will identify and .

describe by Service the number of personnel receiving the pay, project
future requirements and cost, and then discuss the hazards involved in
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demolition work. The second section of the analysis will investigate
manning, attraction and retention within career groups of each Service.
Finally* section three will address the appropriateness Of demolition pay2

%rates,

%V. ANALYSIS.

A. SECTION ONE.

1. General. Of the seven Uniformed Services only four, the ____Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps, utilize Demolition Pay. The6 0numbers of personnel who received the pay from FY72 through FY82 are
shown in Table 1.

Table 1
DDP Recipients FY72 -FY82* 4

Fiscal Year Number of Personnel 
-

*1972 3842 . .-1973 3383
1974 3301
1975 2989

V1976 2982
1977 2814
1978 3005 

-
1979 3236
1980 3402
1981 3534
1982 3656 ~.

0I 0

4.-

%~ %.

.
' S .%



A breakdown of FY82 Demolition Duty Pay recipients by service is
shown in Figure 1.

.,

Figure I

FY 82 DDP RE 'CIPIENTS -
BY SERVICE
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The number of Demolition Duty Pay recipients is expected to grow
through FY84 and then remain relatively constant at about 4,500 through ..

FY87. The bulk of the increases results from growth in Navy requirements. .. .

*Figure 2 shows the historical and projected cost of Demolition Duty Pay.*-- -

COST OF DEMOLITION DUTY PAY
FY72-FY87

0000-

C
S4000 -- -- -- ---

T

1 3000-
N

0 2000 -
0

S 1000 -

7777 677778888888 4 6 8 7

YEAR

The increased cost from FY81 to FY82 is due primarily to the higher
rt ofDemolition Pay for enlisted personnel authorized in 1981. The

alight decrease from FY82 to FY83 reflects a migration away from Demo-
lition Pay to diving pay by groups such as SEAL/UDT who dropped either
Demolition or Parachute Pay in order to receive diving pay. (Prior to the * *.,
1981 Pay Act, personnel receiving Diving Pay were prohibited from receiv-
Ing an additional Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay.)
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2. Composition Of Service Programs. The majority of Demolition
*', - Pay recipients are members of Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) units. . '.

.. ,* These units are tasked with the detection, rendering safe, and the disposal
:. of unsafe or unstable explosive, incendiary, chemical, biological, and
~ nuclear ordnance and devices. The second major group of Demolition Pay

recipients is personnel utilizing explosives in an offensive capacity,
such as Navy underwater demolition teams, who use explosives as a combat

.' skill. Finally, a small number of Air Force DDP recipients are personnel
ii assigned to civil engineering duties.

.1 a. Army. All Army DDP recipients serve in the EOD field. 2
The Army had a FY82 requirement for 142 officer and 772 enlisted EOD O
personnel. For enlisted personnel, EOD is a career field, and soldiers
can remain continuously assigned to EOD duties through pay grade E-9. -:

.W Back-to-back assignments in the EOD field for officers are not looked " .-.
; upon favorably by promotion boards, and officers serve only about 4
_* years in EOD during a career.

fr4 b. Marine Corps. The Marine Corps had a FY82 require-
ment for 45 officer and 155 enlisted EOD personnel who comprise the
total population of Marine Corps DDP recipients. Within the Marine .-
Corps, EOD is a restricted career officer MOS which is fed exclusively .'...
by warrant officers. EOD is also a career field for enlisted personnel,
and members can expect to serve continuously in EOD assignments through-
out a career.

c, Navy. There are two groups of personnel within the

Navy who receive DDP, EOD and Underwater Demolition/Sea-Air-Land teams
(UDT/SEAL). FY82 Navy requirements for UDT/SEAL and EOD personnel
include 319 officers and 1,191 enlisted men. .- ,___".__,

-. EOD. Navy EOD personnel perform duties similar to those performed -

by EOD personnel in other services except they often do so under-
4,:e water. Enlisted EOD members will serve continuously in EOD through- -'

out a career while EOD officers will spend approximately one-half
of a 20-year career in EOD billets.

- UDT/SEAL. The second group, UDT/SEAL, conduct unconventional war-
fare, which includes demolishing underwater and land obstacles, ship .-

attack, and demolition raids. UDT/SEAL officers will average 16 r , ..

years in the demolition field while enlisted personnel will serve - - "
-- ', ~. 16 to 18 years.

It must be stressed that these groups of personnel (UDT/SEAL/EOD) are not
-.. " just demolition personnel. In the course of performing warfare missions,
\'. their duties require the use of demolitions and diving skills. All SEAL/

-. UDT and EOD personnel are trained in the use of advanced mixed gas scuba
.. , systems. Further, all SEAL/UDT personnel and about one-third of EOD per-

sonnel are required to parachute as a primary duty.
• _ ~~..,:..*,-.•..- ,. .

.'..~~... ,.. ..
* .- . . . w . - ... . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ........-. ,..
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d. Air Force. FY82 Air Force requirements for personnel
serving in the demolition field total 1,374 and include about 120 offi-
cers and 150 training positions. The bulk of these authorizations support .. ...

the Air Force EOD program. A second group of DDP recipients are members
-. of Combat Control Teams (CCT). The mission of CCTs is to establish -

assault zones in austere and nonpermissive environments including the S S
placement of navigational aids, control of air traffic, provision of
command/control communications and the removal of obstacles and unex-
ploded ordnance with demolitions. These personnel may receive Parachute
or Diving Duty Pay in addition to DDP. Lastly, a small group of person-
nel in the civil engineering field, primarily serving in Red Horse (civil
engineering) squadrons, are required to maintain a qualification in
the use of demolitions. Both EOD and CCT are career fields for Air .

-. Force enlisted personnel. EOD officers will typically serve 8-12 years
in the field during a career. Members assigned to demolition duty in
the civil engineering field will serve only random tours.

3. Hazards Associated with Demolition Duty. The hazards of dealing -A
with explosives are obvious, but just as threatening is the potential for O
hazard. For no other field is this potential greater than in Explosive
Ordnance Disposal (EOD). This is also the field in which most DDP recipi-
ents serve. The task of EOD groups is to locate unexploded ordnance or
devices, determine the hazards involved, render devices safe through
neutralization or destruction, and to dispose of the devices. The types
of ordnance or bombs that are handled may include explosive, incendiary, O .
chemical, biological, or nuclear. Ordnance may be domestic, foreign
made, enemy, or terrorist and may, for a variety of reasons, have become
unsafe or unstable. Bombs or other explosive devices may be magnetic,
time delayed, acoustic, proximity, or employ trip wires. Fail safe or
tamper-proofing features may also be involved. Because of age or chemical
deterioration, the device may present an even greater potential for harm. "-, or ..... I
Ordnance that has been activated and failed to detonate due to a mechanical
malfunction may yet explode if disturbed. There is an endless variety .- .... -

of explosive devices with which EOD personnel must be familiar. The
fact that new types of ordnance and explosive devices are developed and
placed in use does not alleviate the necessity to remain familiar with '

all devices which have previously been in existence. Foreign-made , . O.... •
ordnance and devices greatly increase the variety of devices with which
the EOD technician must remain familiar. Most recently, an increase in
terrorist activity has expanded the contingencies and dangers for which
EOD personnel must prepare.

EOD personnel face real and potential hazards beginning during
initial training that is continued throughout their service in EOD at a
minimum exposure of once per month. Demolition personnel train and work
with live explosives; accident and fatality data reflect the exceptional

: training, expertise and professionalism of these groups (Table 2).
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Table 2
Demolition Casualty Data - All Services

FY 78-82

FY Non-Fatal Injuries Fatalities l "

78 1 0
79 1 0
80 1 3
81 3 0
82 5 0 0 0

Total 11 3..
a., : ..: -

As Table 2 indicates, reported casualties are few, and this record
is believed attributable to the safety-oriented nature of the EOD/ demo- O .** '
lition fields. Neither data documenting the number of bombs or pieces %
of ordnance rendered safe, nor the number of explosions triggered are -
available. Thus, a casualty rate cannot be calculated. More recently,
however, in March 1983, a mishap at Fort Dix, NJ killed four Army EOD ..-. ' .
personnel and left two others critically injured. This accident illus-
trates the lethal hazards of demolition duty. Personnel working with _
explosives whether in an EOD capacity or as a combat skill are surely

a-.-, exposed to greater risk in peacetime than most other members of the
,% Uniformed Services. The potential for injury or death is compounded for
./.,, those personnel utilizing or disarming explosives underwater, where

., .total concentration required for the demolition task at hand may be
disrupted by other concerns required in the course of diving.

B. SECTION TWO. This section examines manning, attraction, and
-s,* retention in the career demolition fields. Career demolition fields - -

with populations sufficiently large to allow meaningful analysis include -
e., the EOD programs of the Army, Navy, and Air Force, the Navy UDT/SEAL, .-.

and the Air Force CCT programs.

1. Manning. For the purposes of this analysis, manning levels -
were determined by comparing the number of personnel assigned to demoli- %'-, - -

V'", tion duty to the number of personnel authorized in demolition duty posi- "-
tions. Historical and current manning levels for the Services are exhibi- .. -

ted in Table 3. . . -,-
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Table 3
Manning in Career Demolition Programs 4

44 Authorized vs Assigned

Service FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY820 0
aNavy 1666/582 735/587 701/659 791/741 792/783

-SEAL/UDT (87.4%) (79.9%) (94.0%) (93.7%) (98.9%) ~
377/330 391/302 397/271 400/276 399/315

*-EOD (87.5%) -(77.2%) (68.3%) (69.1%) (79.0%)
871756 898/718 907/723 914/797 914/859 _______

Army (86.8%) (80%) (79.7%) (87.2%) (94.0%) 0
4.Air F orce L not 770/762 804/771 8/73 949/841

- EOD avail (99%) (95.9%) (86.9%) (88.6%) .... . .

- CCT not 236/211 234/243 -284/272 -3-3-834-1
__________ avail (89.4%) -(103%) (95.8%) (100%) . .

Marine Corps3 not not not 204192 2007177
__________ avail avail avail (94.1%) (88.5%)- *

44s 1 Manning reflects enlisted personnel only. . . .

2 Air Force f igures do not ref lect manning of approximately 87 non-
career Red Horse demolition authorizations.

.4 ~3 Exact manning levels prior to FY81 unavailable. :'~;'-~

Table 3 shows that some manning shortfalls exist in the demolition
.4fields of all Services except CCT. In FY82 the Navy UDT/SEAL and Air

Force CCT manning was the highest. In comparison, the Navy EOD field
was the lowest and has suffered severe shortfalls for a protracted period .

of time. The attainment of 94% manning for Army EOD is recent; Air Force 4
EOD manning shows a slight downward trend. Overall Service manning in
FY82 was approximately 92%.

Table 4 displays current and projected authorizations for demolition
duty by service. Navy projections show substantial increases (over 500)
from FY 82 through FY87 due to increases in both SEAL and EOD programs.. i

The size of other service programs are currently projected to remain ~
relatively constant through FY87.
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Table 4
Demolition Duty Authorizations

FY 1982- FY 1987 .

Actual Projected O "

Service 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987"

Army 914 965 965 965 965 965

Navy 1510 1574 1917 1937 1966 2025
USMC 200 188 184 184 184 184 -

USAF 1374 1420 1420 1420 1420 1420

TOTAL 3998 4147 4486 4506 4535 4594

2. Attraction. Assignment to demolition duty is accomplished -.

on a volunteer basis. Thus, attractiveness must be maintained in order
for demolition duty to successfully compete with other career fields.
The hazardous nature of the duty is a disadvantage in attracting qualified

applicants. A second disadvantage is that demolition training provides '. .-

minimal applicability to civilian sector jobs unlike many other career
fields for which a substantial civilian job market exists. There are
relatively few civilian jobs to which demolition experience may be rele- .... .-

vant. These facts provide substantial disincentives for volunteering
for demolition duty.

Inability to attract sufficient volunteers to the demolition field - " " "

is a problem. The Navy states that shortages of qualified enlisted
volunteers for UDT/SEAL and EOD training are the primary reason for
chronic manning shortfalls in these programs. Table 5 shows the actual __-_-._-___

input of Navy enlisted personnel to UDT/SEAL and EOD training as a per-
centage of planned input for FY79 through FY82.

, . ~~~Table 5 . . ---
CaeoyInput to Navy Demolition Training Courses "

Category.FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82

UDT/SEAL 87.8% 66.8% 67.2% 84.4% . .

(351/400) (267/400) (168/250) (211/250)
EOD 46.7% 50.9% 95.0%* 74.9%

(42/90) (89/175) (190/200) (131/175) .

*High input for FY 81 reflects trial program which sent
.. personnel directly to EOD training upon completion of

basic pipeline training. Program discontinued because'* q%, - .. - ,

of high training attrition rates for these personnel.

Fill rates for Army EOD entry level training are also low. Table 6

shows actual input of Army enlisted personnel to phase I demolition

training as a percent of desired input for fiscal years 1978 to 1982. %....
"-
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Table 6
Inputs to Army Demolition Training Courses

FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82*

52% 48% 72% 44% 55%
(221/425) (167/347) (229/320) (253/570) (53/97)

* The drop in FY82 requirements and input was due to an

alternate training pipeline for new accessions. "'-____.----".

Table 6 shows that the Army has encountered difficulties in obtaining

their desired number of volunteers for initial demolition training. On
1 October 1982, the Army instituted an enlistment bonus program for .'. -..-.

personnel recruited for a four-year enlistment in the EOD field. The
current bonus level is $3,000. * * '.

The Air Force initiated the use of an enlistment bonus in 1980 for'

personnel entering the EOD career field in order to increase attractive-
ness and, concurrently, manning levels. The EOD career field is one of .'-*. .
only four fields for which the Air Force offers an Enlistment Bonus. .-.

Enlistment Bonuses are used by the Air Force only for those fields which
continue to be characterized by a particularly difficult recruiting
environment and high training attrition. Presently, an Enlistment Bonus .. ,. ,
of $2,000 is offered for personnel entering the EOD field who successfully - .- .

complete training and obligate themselves for six years. Even with the".
enlistment bonus, attrition rates in EOD training are quite high. In
FY80, the Air Force enlisted 144 personnel in the EOD skill, yet only 15
actually qualified for the bonus. For FY81, only 74 of 198 EOD enlistees -
met all requirements for the Enlistment Bonus. For FY82, 332 entered - .--. -
the EOD Enlistment Bonus program. As of March 1983, only 51 were working ,- --- " -
in the EOD field having qualified for the bonus, while 98 still remained ---- .

in training.

3. Training. Service personnel serving in demolition duty
positions receive extensive screening and training prior to undertaking -7-: . I
their duties. Training courses are demanding and lengthy, particularly
for EOD personnel. Most EOD training is conducted in several consecutive
phases, and may include an introductory phase. The Army provides chemical
training for all service personnel at Redstone Arsenal, AL. This phase ^ . -

of training is about three weeks in length. After the chemical phase,
EOD personnel receive approximately 20 weeks of ordnance training at the
Navy EOD School, Indlan Head, MD. Course content for all service person-
nel during this phase is the same with some exceptions. Navy personnel .,,., ".,
receive additional training in underwater ordnance, and not all Army
personnel receive nuclear ordnance training. Thus, initial EOD training
is approximately six months in length. The training for Navy EOD person- , .
nel is extended by an additional five months for diver training. (UDT/ ..

SEAL training totals six months for both demolition and diving training.) ":'-°.. ,-
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The rigorous academic training required of EOD personnel contributes ' - .

to substantial in-training attrition and severely hampers accessions in
the demolition fields. Navy enlisted EOD and UDT/SEAL training attrition
is between 55% and 60%. However, the diving portion of the training _ .__.___.__
accounts for a substantial part of the attrition. The Air Force reports 'W
an overall attrition rate of 49%, with 23% attrition in the introductory
phase, 11% in the chemical phase, and 25% in the explosive ordnance
phase. Both the Army and Marine Corps have a 22% to 23% overall enlisted .,, . .'-<...
attrition rate in EOD training. "

Training costs for enlisted EOD personnel range from $12,400 for
Air Force personnel to over $30,000 for diving-trained Navy EOD person-"- O
nel. For officers, training costs range from $23,200 to $47,000.

4o Retention. Figure 3 shows FY82 service requirements for
officers within the demolition field. Analysis of continuation data for

these small groups of officers is not meaningful. The Navy has the lar-
gest requirement for demolition-qualified officers and is generally sat- 0 '
isfied at the present time with officer accessions and retention in both'" -

the UDT/SEAL and the EOD communities. The Marine Corps has a very small
requirement for EOD officers and this community constitutes a restricted " . -,'.

, HOS with accessions from the warrant officer force. Army EOD officers
"' will serve in the EOD field periodically throughout a career, but continu- -

ous service in EOD is discouraged . Air Force EOD officers are also not I-W
d. continously assigned in the EOD field. On balance, there is not an offi- .

cer manning problem.

Figures 4, 5, and 6 show reenlistment rates for groups of demolition-
qualified enlisted personnel within the Navy, Army and Air Force, respec- -..... _ .,
tively. Data are displayed for first-, mid- and career-term reenlistments
and are compared with the overall reenlistment rates for the Service

involved. -.. -.

a. Navy (Figure 4). Navy EOD reenlistment rates are quite ,. . .
high in comparison to the all-Navy rate except for the third reenlistment - -
point. The latter may be attributable to a strong civilian market for
these personnel as experienced divers. EOD reenlistment rates also
compare favorably with those for the UDT/SEAL community. High retention.'- ..

within the EOD community may be reflective of the older, more mature, ,,"4"i
career-oriented population comprising this field. The Navy enlisted .
KOD force has an average length of service of approximately 12 years. %.P ... I
UDT/SEAL reenlistment rates are also generally high in comparison to, . -
the all-Navy rates, yet consistently lcwer than EOD reenlistments for
all but the third term. Reenlistment rates for both groups show a general -' *'-

upward trend. -. : ... "

b. Army (Figure 5). First term Army EOD reenlistments gen-
orally reflect overall Army first term trends in direction (up or down)
although they are changing in greater increments. EOD reenlistment rates
exceeded all Army rates in FY80 through FY82 at the first-term. Mid-term ).. . .
BOD reenlistmepts closely follow all-Army reenlistments and, while gener- . .,~:-...,,

,, .4- ,.., ' '
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Figure 3

OFFICER DEMOLITION REQUIREMENTS ___

BY SERVICE
SUM OF NUMBER GROUPED BY TYPE

NAVY
319 * '

"CM

4S.

FY 82_ _

ally high, are on a downward trend. Career term EOD rates are also high
and comparable to all-Army rates until FY82 vhen they dropped below.
The low FY-82 rate reflects the reenlistment of 59 of 66 eligible career-
lots. Because of the small number of personnel in this zone, rates may
fluctuate widely. %; %i --

c. Air Force (Figure 6). In comparison to the overall Air .> t
Force rates, CCr reenlistment rates are good at all terms, particularly %.
first-term. ROD rates also exceed the all-Air Force rates in most in- '

stances. ~~A

d. Marine Corps. Recent overall reenlistment rates for
the small group of Marine Corps EOD personnel also exceed or equal overall ... *.-

Marine Corps rates.

5% In summary, reenlistment rates for career service demolition duty
personnel are high, generally exceeding the average rates f or their * ... ,

Service. This is in sharp contrast to the problem of initial attraction C'

k to the field.
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Figure 4.i
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Figure 5
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Figure 6

AIR FORCE DEMOLITION REENLISTMENT RATES
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C. SECTION THREE. In this section of the analysis, the financial
compensation that is offered to demolition personnel is investigated, and.
comparisons, where possible, are made with personnel doing similar work
in other sectors of the economy. -

1. Current Rates of DDP. Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay is cur- O 0
rently paid to qualifying members at the rate of $110/month for officers -.

and $83/month for enlisted members. Since the institution of DDP in
1949, these rates have increased by $10/month for officers and $33/month -

for enlisted personnel. The rates have not kept pace with either infla-
tion or basic pay. Table 7 shows DDP as a percentage of basic pay for

selected years from 1949 to 1983. While in 1949 DDP amounted to between
21 and 40 percent of basic pay for the categories of personnel displayed, . -

it now represents between only 5 and 10 percent for those same categories. -

It is clear that DDP does not currently provide the level of compensation
it once did. - .'

Table 7 ' - "
Demolition Pay as a Percentage of Base Pay* ".

. Pay Years of Oct Apr
Grade Service 1949 1955 FY81 FY82 FY83

E-4 3 40% 39% 8% 11% 10%

E-5 6 31% 29% 7% 9% 9%

E-6 10 25% 24% 6% 8% 7%

E-7 14 21% 20% 5% 6% 6%

0-3 6 29% 27% 6% 6% 5%
Effective $100/ $110/ $11O/ $110/ $II0/

DDP Rate 1$150 $ 55 $ 55 $ 83 $ 83

• Rounded

- . -2 ..- ..W

There are three broad categories of duties performed by DDP recipi- "
ents: EOD, combat-related, and civil engineering. Of these categories, ."

it is likely that EOD duties generally pose the greatest risk because "
these personnel deal directly with defective or often unfamiliar devices. . . .
The offensive use of demolitions under simulated combat conditions or
underwater may pose a lesser threat to personnel because the explosives -..- ,

.r. utilized normally will be in sound working condition and of a type
familiar to the user. The use of explosives in an engineering capacity -

may represent the least threat, as their use generally will be in a
controlled environment. - .

80,. .. ,- .. . . .
W_4 W
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7. . - +~~ .-.

Categorization of duties may initially suggest different rates of
fe DDP. However, different levels of pay for various categories of duty is

p not considered appropriate. Inequities between generalized categories _ _ _ I
~. of personnel may arise with varied rates based upon category. For exam-

ple, an EOD unit, because of its location or assignment, may be called
upon only infrequently to perform, while during the same period a combat
demolition unit or civil engineering group may conduct extensive oper-
ations or training. In this case, a higher rate for the EOD unit would
appear inequitable, because it was not as frequently exposed to the
risk of demolitions. Also, an exact measurement of the degree of risk

.' experienced by the various categories would be difficult if not impos-
sible to determine, and would vary considerably from unit to unit.

Therefore, personnel qualifying for DDP under the provisions of the DoD 6 O
Military Pay and Allowances Entitlements Manual and Executive Order ..- , .

11157 should receive the same rate of pay, regardless of the nature of
-. < their duties. .- ...... ..-.... -.. ..

A second issue is the concept of varied DDP rates based upon individ-

ual skill level. For example, a "senior" EOD technician would receive '"

a higher rate of pay than the "basic" level and a "master" EOD technician
" higher rate than a "senior" level. This structuring of rates is also
not considered appropriate. While a rate increase within the DDP rate
structure may have some incentive value, the increases would be neces-
sarily quite small. Further, as personnel advance in skill and profici- - _'

ency, the degree of hazard they encounter may actually decrease due their vsrO ~ iU
increased competency.

A third related issue is the difference between rates for officers ' : - -

and enlisted personnel. In the case of the EOD field there may exist some .-.... .,

difference in the degree of exposure encountered by officer and enlisted
personnel. This difference could also be said to exist between enlisted
men of different pay grades and officers of different ranks. To precisely

K quantity this difference and provide compensation based on exact degrees --
, of risk for each level is not considered feasible and would probably

•., generate additional perceived inequities. Therefore, rates should be e

equal for both officer and enlisted personnel.

From Table 7, it is seen that DDP currently provides between only
5% and 10% of the basic pay of typical recipients. To restore the value

of DDP to levels represented by the $100/mo rate for officers and $50/mo % %
for enlisted members in 1949 would require increases in current rates
to over $300/mo for enlisted and almost $600/mo for officers. These
rates are not appropriate when evaluated in light of other special and
incentive pay rates presently in effect. Further, as recently as 1980, o r

i' Congress took note of the rates of the Hazardous Duty Incentive Pays and
increased the enlisted rate to $83/mo. Assuming that $83/mo represented

*'? the appropriate rate in 1980, the current rate of DDP for enlisted members
based upon CPI increase should be roughly $100/mo. In order to avoid -...-.-- ,
reduction in payments to officers, and because the $100/mo rate is based
upon a generally increasing CPI, a flat rate of $110/mo for both officers

. and enlisted personnel is believed currently appropriate.

4%%
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2. Total Compensation. In attempts to meet requirements for
personnel in the demolition field, the Services use other Special and
Incentive pays in addition to Demolition Duty Pay. Additional pays
currently offered to personnel in in the demolition fields are discussed
below by service.

a. Navy. Selective Reenlistment Bonuses (SRBs) are offered
to SEAL/ UDT and EOD personnel at a multiple of 6 for zone A (21 mo- 6 -

yrs) and B (6-10 yrs) reenlistments. The SRB is also based upon Service -- -
need for divers, and personnel in these fields also receive Diving Pay.
As divers, SEAL/UDT and EOD personnel also qualify for Shortage Specialty
Proficiency Pay. The Navy does not offer an enlistment bonus, but perfers
instead to recruit EOD personnel later in their service careers believing
more mature, service-familiar individuals will be more successful in EOD
training and the EOD field.

b. Army. In recent years the Army has paid SRBs to EOD per-
sonnel in Zones A and B with an average multiple of 2. The SRBs were

terminated in June 1982. However, an EOD Enlistment Bonus of $3,000 was
-J recently initiated.

c. Marine Corps. The Marine Corps currently offers EOD
personnel an SRB at a multiple of 3 for Zone A only.

d. Air Force. The Air Force currently utilizes SRBs at a
tiple of 2 for Zone A reenlistments and at a multiple of 1 for both
Zones B and C (10-14 yrs) in addition to the previously discussed Enlist- "K-'.- "
ment Bonus. CCT personnel also qualify for SRBs which are presently .-. ' .

offered for all Zones at a multiple of 3. CCT members also qualify for
either Parachute or Diving Pay. ,

Varying combinations of Special and Incentive pays based
upon the requirements of a given Service appears appropriate.For example, .

* while the Air Force is having some degree of success in attracting person- -. -
*' nel to the EOD field utilizing an Enlistment Bonus, high training attri-

tion may, in part, be caused by the relatively youthful and inexperienced
Air Force student population. * .

3. Comparison. The types of duties performed by Service DDP -. ,.
*, recipients do not lend themselves to direct comparison with civilian
*,' occupations. Working with explosives, bombs, and ordnance, the clearance ,. . , ".

of underwater obstacles, demolition raids and target attacks are activi- . . ,

ties normally falling within the realm of the military services. In
fact, the Services provide bomb disposal services for a great number of vL O*' '

local jurisdictions. The following paragraphs provide limited comparison
with compensation offered to employees in other sectors of the economy.

a. Public Sector. A pay differential is offered to Federal -. .

employees for work with, or in close proximity to, explosive or incendiary %-'.

materials. For General Schedule (GS) employees, a 25% differential is !1 .i.O

authorized. Wage Grade (WG) personnel receive either an 8% or 4% pay

..-.°..- .- °- % .% .,$-
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differential, depending on whether the work presents a high or low degree
of hazard. The Metropolitan Police Department of the District of Columbia

maintains an Explosive Ordnance Disposal Unit and provides to police offi-
cers assigned to EOD duty an annual incentive of $2,270 in addition to
basic compensation The Fairfax County, Virginia Police Department has
recently implemented a system which provides a 5% increase in compensation
to officers having specialized experience, skill and training. Qualified ---

bomb technicians are eligible for this incentive. .- -.-.-. L

b. Private Sector. During 1977, the U.S. Civil Service
Commission conducted two studies of compensation practices for unusual

or hazardous working conditions. One study consisted of a survey of
* - non-federal compensation practices for employees exposed to risks and
; physical hardships. The second was a study of major collective bargaining
-% agreements which provided identifiable "add-ons" for work under hazardous

or unusual conditions. The results of these studies indicated that per- -

sonnel working with explosive or incendiary materials who received identi- -

fiable extra compensation for the hazards were compensated at a variety
of rates including $300/yr, $100/mo, 10%/mo, 100%/hr and between $.15 and -- '- - "

$1. 00/hr .4

More recent information provided by Control Demolition Com- ..-i-- ---$ .

pany of Baltimore, MD and Jet Research Center, Inc. of Arlington, TX,

indicates that the job market for demolition-qualified individuals within
the private sector is limited and that often demolition personnel or

"blasters" will be hired only to work a specific job or project and will
be let go upon completion. Average annual salaries for demolition person- .

nel are in the $15,000-$18,000 range. Structural or civil engineering " """'-."
trained demolition personnel may earn higher salaries. .-.--. v

c. Foreign Armed Forces The Armed Forces of several countries
- with military structures similar to that of the U.S. make special payments

for the use of demolitions. Australian specialists handling "unpredict- ..

able" explosive ordnance receive about $17 per occurrence to a maximum -..

of approximately $100/mo. Canadian demolition pay amounts to about . .,'.'
$85/mo, while the Federal Republic of Germany pays demolition handlers .
between approximately $17/mo and $435/mo based upon the type of work
involved. 5  .. '-.. .

S:.N VI. FINDINGS.

A. A valid need for Demolition Duty Pay currently exists and will " J. .

exist in the foreseeable future. Z a$O "* v.

1. Demolition duty, particularly in the Explosive Ordnance
Disposal (EOD) field, exposes personnel to greater risks that those en- %
countered by most Service personnel. I".

2. Enlisted manning in demolition fields, especially EOD, is . '0
below required levels.
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3. Low attraction of personnel to demolition fields is a pri- -
mary cause of undermanning.

4. High attrition in EOD training is also a major cause of _-_-"__"-_"___

undermanning. 0 0

5. Retention of personnel in demolition fields is generally -
satisfactory.

B. Current rates of Demolition Duty Pay are generally adequate -'
to compensate for the hazards of demolition duty.

1. The rate of DDP should be uniform for officers and enlisted " -
personnel. .

2. A DDP rate of $110 per month for both officers and enlisted . -.
personnel is currently appropriate. - -" -

3. Judicious use of other special and incentive pays, i.e. En-
listment Bonuses, SRBs, and the proposed Special Duty Assignment Pay ' -
(replaces Proficiency Pay) along with other management actions should
continue in order to resolve manning, attraction and retention problems J.-...-
and maintain satisfactory retention level.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS.

A. Continue Demolition Duty Pay.
,* . % ..- .. :.'.'

-... B. Award officer and enlisted personnel $110 per month for perfor-
mance of demolition duty.

• .. ..- . .
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES . ~

Demolition DutyPa

Issues:

1.Th rate of Demolition Dut Pay shul be uniform for officer and

enlisted personnel.

2. A DDP rate of $110/month for both officer and enlisted personnel is .*..-9-

appropriate.*. *

Department Comments

Army Concurs.*.,.-

Navy Concurs except proposes
rates scaled by pay grade
so pay level acts as an
incentive to obtain volun-
teers in the required 9

numbers and quality.

Air Force Nonconcurs. Believes pay
should be incentive based

a..' ~~versus hazard based. Officer/ .... ~ ~.
* .4* enlisted rate differential .

*should remain. Officer rate
should be $165/month. ,

Coast Guard Defers to QRMC Staff.

NOMA Corps Defers to Service using
Demolition Pay. .

Public Health Service Concurs.

Joint Chiefs of Staff Concurs.*

R M in a 5
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LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS . ... ..

Demolition Duty Pay

Amend 37 U.S.C. 301(c)(1) to reflect the increase in the enlisted rate by 01 '
eliminating any reference to an enlisted rate and deleting the word
"officer" in regard to the $110 rate. .' .'.. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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37 U.S.C. 301(a)(7), (8) AND (9)
INCENTIVE PAY: HAZARDOUS DUTY INSIDE A HIGH OR

LOW PRESSURE CHAMBER; AS A HUMAN l !
ACCELERATION OR DECELERATION EXPERIMENTAL - -'.4-"..:;':- "

•'4, SUBJECT; AND AS A HUMAN TEST SUBJECT IN
THERMAL STRESS EXPERIMENTS, RESPECTIVELY ~~~~~~. .. ,.:* -:.; ,:
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EXPERIMENTAL STRESS DUTY PAY

I. PURPOSE. The purpose of Experimental Stress Duty Pay is to provide
an incentive to uniformed personnel for the performance of hazardous
duty required by orders involving acceleration or deceleration testing,
thermal stress experiments, or high or low pressure chamber duty.

II. DATA SOURCES. Data were obtained from the Service Staffs of the
Army, Navy and Air Force. The Marine Corps, Coast Guard, Public Health
Service (PHS), and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
do not use Experimental Stress Duty Pay. Additional information was " - -.-

obtained from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the 0 0
, V. Federal Aviation Administration. Although not a primary data source, a

field interview was conducted with Experimental Stress Duty Pay recipients

at Edwards AFB, CA.

" III. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. In recognition that certain duties "sub-
ject volunteers to considerable physical discomfort and danger to health .
and, in some cases, to life,"l duty as a low pressure chamber inside
observer and duty as a human acceleration or deceleration experimental .
subject were added to Hazardous Duty Incentive Pays. These were set
forth by the Career Incentive Act of 1955 (Pub. L. No. 84-20). Pay
rates were established in line with other Hazardous Duty Incentive Pays - .. "
at $110 per month for officers and $55 for enlisted personnel engaged in p :,, .
these duties. The Act of August 28, 1957 (Pub. L. No. 85-208) further

..;., amended the 1955 Act to provide incentive pay for human test subjects in".

f:. thermal stress experiments. In a letter to the President of the Senate, ..
4~ The Secretary of the Air Force cited the need "to provide the necessary
, volunteer subjects and to compensate them [test subjects) for the serious

hazards involved," plus provide "hazard-incentive pay similar to that ,

now awarded human subjects in acceleration-deceleration experiments.-2

Damage from the risk involved, he said, "May not be reversible." 3

The pressure chamber pay provision was further expanded by the
Uniformed Services Pay Act of 1963 (Pub. L. No. 88-132) to include -

high or low pressure chambers, since with the "increased endeavors in
space and underwater warfare, there Is a growing requirement for personnel .
to engage in experiments involving physiological and biological changes "
encountered in unusually high or low pressure environments." 4  Collec- -

tively, these are more commonly known as experimental stress duties. The
original rates remained in effect until the Uniformed Services Pay Act -.
of 1981 (Pub. L. No. 97-60) increased the enlisted rates to $83 a month -
in recognition of the fact that Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay rates had Li&00- -Ay

•" "not been adjusted in more than 20 years, and this increase is needed to
ae" enhance the incentive value of the pay."5 .

•.. .. *, .',. *.

The number of personnel receiving Experimental Stress Duty Pay, and --. -
its annual costs, are shown in Table 1. .'"-
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Table 1-
* Experimental Stress Duty Pay

Recipients and Costs .C'*

Fiscal Total Cost Cost Cost
Year Personnel ($000) Officers ($000) Enlisted ($000)

1972 969 $748 162 $214 807 $534
e,1973 922 727 177 234 745 493

1974 943 760 217 280 726 480
1975 1,088 863 219 289 869 574
1976 1,125 894 229 302 896 592 .

*1977 948 780 234 309 714 471
1978 931 771 237 313 694 458
1979 895 746 235 310 660 436
1980 894 749 241 318 653 431

*1981 829 745 205 269 624 476 -

Fiscal Year 1982 Service breakouts appear in Table 2. Some Ser-
vices keep combined figures, therefore, division by specific duty (i.e., . .

acceleration/ deceleration, thermal, or pressure chamber) was not possi-
ble. Increased 1982 costs are the result of the increase in enlisted
rates and a 1982 DOD Military Pay- and Allowances Entitlements Manual
change which allows rated physiologists to receive the pay for high/low
pressure chamber duties.

Table 2
Experimental Stress Duty . -mz.

FY82 Pay Recipients by Service *-.:-:i'.

Service Number Costs ($000) % :-..'

C.ArmyV

officer 1 1
Enlisted 37 37 ,.

Navy ~~.
officer 87 114 C,

Enlisted 155 152

Air Force
Officer 160 211
Enlisted 432 345

Total
officer 248 326
Enlisted 624 534

FY Total 872 860 "J

92 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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IV- METHODOLOGY. Since Experimental Stress Duty Pay is categorized as .. -. .
a Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay, this analysis is aimed at determining if
more than normal risk is involved and if the pay is assisting the Serv- ."

*'. ices in meeting their force management requirements. """.''-_-_."'

91 OW
With these factors in mind, the following questions were addressed

during the review of this pay:

1. Is experimental stress duty sufficiently hazardous to war-
rant a special payment? .. .. ,

2. Are the Services experiencing problems with attracting and 0
retaining sufficient volunteers for experimental stress duty? -.. 4- .- . S& . ". ;

3. Are the current rates appropriate?

S V. ANALYSIS. 'J

A. HAZARD ISSUE. Is experimental stress duty sufficiently hazar-
dous to warrant a special payment? The three duties, which collectively
comprise experimental stress duty, were the result of increased techno-
logical advances in military aviation and increased need for personnel
to perform effectively under differing or unusual environmental condi- ,
tions. The assignments for which a member is entitled to hazardous
duty pay include (1) duty as a human acceleration or deceleration experi-
mental subject, (2) duty as a human thermal experimental subject, or (3) .
duty inside a low (altitude) or high pressure (hyperbaric) chamber as a , , .
human test subject, research technician, or inside observer. Each of
these positions has its own unique hazards. While many dangers are ., "
documented, the experimental nature of such work does not guarantee that
unexpected or irreversible physical damage might not occur.

1. Acceleration/Deceleration. Assignments involving duty as a '
human acceleration or deceleration experimental subject consist of two
types. First are those involving personnel who serve as test subjects
on the human centrifuge. This consists of a suspended cab or gondola at
the end of an arm which duplicates a circular path on a horizontal plane.
As the cab is rotated around a vertical axis, centrifugal force is applied
to the individual inside. Second are operations with the crash deceler-
ation sleds and ejection seat towers. These experiments are conducted .- '"
to determine the effect of high speeds and stoppages on humans, and to ,-.
develop both protective harnesses and downward ejection seats for escape ,--
from high-speed aircraft. The forces exerted in these duties subject 0 PF m

; volunteers to considerable physical discomfort and health dangers, and,
at times, possible loss of life.

6

2. Thermal Stress. Personnel who perform duty as human thermal
test subjects are exposed to uncomfortable and hazardous hours of temper- " "" .
ature extremes. On occasion, the experiments are carried on to a point '. -%'U.1
approaching the physical collapse of the subject. Tests may be conducted .-- "
in temperatures ranging from minus 50*F to 3500F, and at altitudes of up
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tor/observer and students; however, the Navy has recently recommended mod-
ification of its injury reporting system to do so.) Approximately 5% of
all personnel exposed will experience decompression sickness. Depending
upon severity, this may or may not preclude the individuals return to
active duty. The Navy had no fatalities during this period. 0 -0

Table 3
- Navy FY82 Low Pressure Chamber Injuries

TYPE NUMBER*

Barotitis Media 457
Barosinusitis 157
Aerodontaglia 13
Abdominal Trapped Gas Expansion 7
Altitude Decompression Sickness 21 '0 ,

* Approximately 70,000 exposures per year.

% Table 4 represents major and serious accidents for all Air Force
personnel receiving high/low pressure chamber flights/dives. A major
accident is defined as a reaction that requires removal from the chamber.
Any reaction that requires removal from the chamber and admission to the
hospital is categorized as serious. Fluctuations in injuries are attrib-
uted by the Air Force to the increased/decreased number of exposures of
assigned personnel. The Air Force experienced no duty related deaths
during FY79-FY82. "

Table 4
Air Force High/Low Pressure Chamber Accidents

Category 1979 1980 1981 1982

Major 191 329 267 292 '....-....

Serious 32(3)* 33(6) 51(4) 42(13)
a a a

° 
" " f' 1

*( )-instructor/inside observer; same break-
out not available for major accident category.

Overall Air Force injury rates for experimental stress duty are
shown in Table 5. While these rates include all categories, the predomi-
nant number of the injuries were the result of duty/exposure inside high/
low pressure chambers.

= -. * . .
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Table 5
Air Force Injury Rates: Experimental Stress Duty/Exposure*Air Force Injury FY 1978 - FY 1982 ' .

Precluded Personnel Rendered Temporarily Dis- O O
Further Duty Medically Unfit for abling Injuries ".'.". - . - '.
in Experimental Continued Active not Precluding

FY Stress Duty Return to Duty "'""". ".

V 1978 .8% 0 N/A -

1979 .4 .2 31 O O
1980 1.2 0 50
1981 2.4 .18 39 '"'' -' "
1982 1.5 .96 41 " " : "

* Breakouts by categories and by student or instructor/observer are

not available.

The actual inquiry rate does not identify experimental stress duty . -

as hazardous, rather, the potential for one of the many known or unknown
injuries that could occur. It is difficult to ascertain what will happen -. " .
or might happen after repeated exposures to the hazards in these duties.
The very nature of human experimentation implies substantial risks even
when conducted under closely monitored conditions. The potential dangers .-.

exist when personnel are repeatedly removed from their natural environ- .-"-"-.- .-

ment, to one which exposes them to cumulative effects which have not been -'- . '"
fully delineated, establishes experimental stress duty as sufficiently ".
hazardous to warrant a special payment. .. '

B. ATTRACTION AND RETENTION. Are the Services experiencing problems
with attracting and retaining sufficient volunteers for experimental ..-

stress duty? Currently, only the Army, Navy, and Air Force have personnel '
assigned to experimental stress duty. Generally, personnel who partici- .

pate in the first two types of research, acceleration/deceleration or . .
thermal stress experiments, do so on a voluntary basis for projects of
limited duration. The majority of them are recruited separately and
volunteer individually for each experiment. At the conclusion of the -
research, these personnel return to their normal duties and may or may %

not perform experimental work again. The Services have not reported a
problem in obtaining volunteers for these two types of experimental \'.. A-.''
stress duty. .

In contrast, there is an on-going requirement for high and low pres-
sure chamber personnel in the Army, Air Force and Navy. In fact, botb .
officer (non-rated) and enlisted pressure chamber personnel will normally
perform this function in the Air Force for a full career provided they
remain medically and professionally qualified. It can also be a full- p.,.., -

time career for officers in the Navy, while Army personnel generally
perform duties for only 24 to 30 months. Unlike the other two types of -
Experimental Stress Duty Pay, retention becomes an additional element in -.-.... '.-.. '
reviewing the effectiveness of the pay for pressure chamber recipients. : ::
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Table 6 shows the Air Force authorized and assigned pressure chamber
personnel f or FY78-FY82. These figures do not include approximately 23
flying personnel or flight surgeons who may be assigned to such duty.
The Air Force has experienced occasional problems with attracting suffi-....
cient enlisted volunteers for pressure chamber duties.0 0

Table 6
Air Force Pressure Chamber Personnel

FY78 - FY82

Officer 9166 AFSC Enlisted 911X0 AFSC

FY Authorized Assigned Authorized Assigned

78 67 67 398 403
79 57 61 394 373
80 58 63 403 422
81 60 61 420 423
82 65 67 417 394

Of particular concern, however, is the need for better retention for

both officers and enlisted personnel because of educational entry re-
quirements and the considerable service-unique training provided by the
Air Force. Overall retention for officers during FY77-FY81 has been
63.3% for those with over 4 years of service and 54.8% for those with

N. I over 10 years of service. These compare to 85% and 95%, respectively, %
for all specialties of the Bio-Medical Services Corps (a related field) - -

for the same period.

Enlisted retention rates appear in Table 7. With few exceptions,
these compare unfavorably with overall Air Force reenlistment rates. *-~.-~
Although first-term rates are are approaching the overall rates, due to
the nature of the work and the potential hazards involved, the Air Force
would like to see even higher rates for these airmen.no

Table 7 *2-~~~..
Air Force Enlisted Retention Rates(%

FY78 - FY82

Experimental Stress Personnel Overall Air Force ______

FY lot Term 2nd Term Career 1st Term 2nd Term Career

78 23% 50% 58% 41% 60% 91%
79 25 50 68 38 60 91

80 29 78 55 36 63 92 . -

81 33 85 70 43 72 94_______
82 54 64 67 57 81 95

~%
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The Navy reports that major difficulties associated with obtaining
the required numbers of volunteers are the unknown long-range effects of . .

continuous or prolonged exposure to conditions created during experimental
, stress duties. High and low pressure chamber authorizations and the

number of Navy personnel receiving the pay are reflected in Table 8.
Breakouts by type of chamber duty were not available.

Table 8
Navy High and Low Pressure Chamber Personnel

FY78 -FY82 • •

*"' Officers Enlisted
FY Authorized Assigned* Authorized Assigned*

78 35 50 124 125
79 30 50 124 108 S "
80 30 48 131 118
81 45 48 135 128
82 85 72 135 119

*Assignment data based on numbers receiving Experimental .
Stress Pay for chamber duties.

As for retention, Navy data are somewhat limited. Although specific
assignment data were not available for high pressure chamber duty, com-
mands having sizeable populations receiving the pay reported officer
retention rates of about 92% and enlisted rates of 75%-80%. Twenty-eight
officers are on orders for low pressure chamber duty, 50% of whom are .
from the U.S. Navy Reserve; the other 50% are career designated U.S. . .,...
Navy. Enlisted retention rates for low pressure duty appear in Table 9. "

"V Table 9
Navy Enlisted Retention Rates - Low Pressure Chamber **.. .

FY79 - FY83

g Aerospace Physiology Technicians Overall Navy

FY lot Term 2nd Term Career Ist Term 2nd Term Career -.

79 0 % 53.8% 100.0% 38.0% 45.0% 91.0%
80 23.1 70.0 100.0 37.0 51.0 92.0
81 75.0 66.7 87.5 42.0 57.0 94.0

*82 44.4 83.3 100.0 50.0 63.0 95.0
83* 70.0 100.0 100.0 54.4 67.1 96.9

= "AD

AVG 53.1 74.1 97.5 44.8 56.6 93.8 :7.-.---

*Thru 5/83 -" '-. .'
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The Army reports that they have experienced no manning or retention
problems in experimental stress duty positions. Because of the small
numbers involved, actual retention rates would n~ot be statistically .

meaningful. Army personnel data are shown in Table 10. -

Table 10 .v-
Army Experimental Stress Personnel

* FY78 - FY82

Officer Enlisted
FY Authorized Assigned* Authorized Assigned*

78 5 2 34 30
79 5 1 34 38
80 5 1 34 30

*Assigned numbers do not include aviation personnel who
were assigned, but did not receive Experimental Stress
Pay. Actual numbers of aviation personnel were not
available, but Army reports all positions were filled. V--

-IMF W.

C. RATES. Are the current Experimental Stress Hazardous Duty
(V Incentive Pay rates appropriate? The purpose of Experimental Stress P

Duty Pay is to provide an incentive to participate in duties of an exper- 'imental nature, and to compensate somewhat for the actual risk involved J
in such duties. Current rates for experimental stress duty are, as
with other Hazardous Duty Incentive Pays, $110 per month for officers *-

and $83 per month for enlisted personnel. %

Since the overall hazards are generally the same for all personnel
assigned to experimental stress duties, it is appropriate to establish a
single rate for Experimental Stress Duty Pay. To attempt to quantify 1* P
differences in risk and incentive and provide compensation based thro, e~ ~- .

Is not feasible and would possibly create perceived inequities among "
personnel involved in these duties. Therefore, the enlisted rates should .. v
be increased to equal the existing officer rate of $110 per month.

Do CIVILIAN INDUSTRY. The Federal Aviation Administration reported $. .

that it obtains the services of human test subjects from a contractor on *7~..

an as-needed basis.* The employment Is part-time; minimum wage is usually
paid. Personnel are compensated only for the time they are participating

- ~. in the testing and receive no special additional compensation for experi-
mental duties. Subjects are used In research involving the effects of
drugs, alcohol, fatigue, aging, hypoxia, work schedules, and workload on
aviation personnel. In addition, test subjects have been used to evaluate -. .

protective breathing devices and oxygen masks for aircrew and passengers.*
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At the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, astronauts

who are Federal Civil Servants have duties involving high and low altitude

chambers, thermal stress, weightlessness, or acceleration/deceleration .

testing. Such duties are considered normal job requirements. The astro-

nauts do not receive a pay differential for such tests, since these are
taken into consideration when determining the position's grade level.

Unless experimental stress duties have been taken into consideration in
determining the grade level of the job, other employees qualify for a - .. '. .*.-'

differential of 25% of basic pay paid for all hours in pay status onI the day the duty is performed.

60
E. FOREIGN NATIONS. Three foreign countries report a monetary in-

centive for experimental stress type pays. 9  Table 11 represents Exper-
imental Stress Duty Pay rates in foreign military services as of December -....- ,

1980. (US $ as of April 83)

Table 11
Experimental Stress Pay - Foreign Military Service ....

Canada: C$5/day (US $4.00) Hypobaric Chamber Allowance i* , . .
C$15-C$35/day (US $12-$28) Experimental Saturation -.-..-.. -..-

Dives

Germany (FDR): DM45/month (US $19.00) High Altitude Flight Tests
DM150/month (US $62.00) Flight Physiological Train-

ing Programs . ".

United Kingdom: 3.0 pence per minute (US $.04) (77-106 meters) to -. ,__....__
5.1 pence per minute (US $.08) (below 183 meters) . 1
Experimental Dives in Shore Establishments .

VI. FINDINGS.

A. There is a need to provide special compensation to personnel "

performing duties involving acceleration/deceleration testing, thermal r-' - -.

stress experiments, and high or low pressure chamber duty., . •~5 *~S* . .S - ."•

1. The Services are obtaining sufficient volunteers for ac-

celeration/ deceleration and thermal stress duties, both of which are ..

limited in duration. -. "-

2. Low attraction to pressure chamber duties contributes
to undermanning in the Navy. ...

.5 , - . . - - '

3. Retention rates of pressure chamber personnel in the Air

Force and the Navy for both officers and enlisted personnel are below . p -""

desired levels. -v

; % B. Current rates of payment are generally adequate to recognize .'..-'.''".... .""...
the hazards and to provide a degree of incentive.
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1. Officer and enlisted personnel should receive equal compen-
sation f or exposure to experimental-type duties.

2. An appropriate rate for both officer and enlisted personnel-
receiving Experimental Stress Duty Pay is $110 per month. *

VI I. RECOMMENDATIONS.

A. Retain Experimental Stress Duty Pay for personnel performing
duties involving acceleration/deceleration testing, thermal stress experi-
ments, and high or low pressure chamber duty.

B. Amend title 37 U.S.C. 301(c)(1) to increase the enlisted rate
to $110 per month, eliminating the officer/enlisted pay differential.-
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

Experimental Stress Duty Pay

Issues: .- ...

1. There is a valid need to provide Experimental Stress Duty Pay.

2. Eliminate the officer and enlisted differential and establish
a $110 per month rate for Experimental Stress Pay for all ranks. '

Department Comments .

A r m y C o n c u r s . -'"N

4- N a v y C o n cu r s w i t h f i n d i n g s w i th -6 -
e x c e p t i o n o f e l i m i n a t i o n r - - .

-, ' of officer/enlisted dif-
ferential. Proposes var-
iable, by grade rates.

Air Force Concurs with findings with
with exception of elimin-

4 , ation of officer/enlisted
differential. -

* Coast Guard Defers to judgment of QRMC
Staff

Public Health Service Concurs. % .%

NOAA Defers to Services which .
utlz xprmna Stress **,*~*

Duty Pay.

J C S C o n c u r s . ,

% %

4~%

S. .% % ,

J, P N.'- 'e 
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LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS

Experimental Stress Duty Pay

% 'N Amend 37 U.S.C. 301(c)(1) to reflect the increase in the enlisted rate
by eliminating any reference to an enlisted rate and deleting the word
"officer" in regard to the $110 rate.

'A.
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37U.S.C. 301(a)(1)I ANDf (2)

INCENTIVE PAY: HAZARDOUS DUTY INVOLVING FREQUENT AND0 0
REGULAR PARTICIPATION IN AERIAL FLIGHT .

AS AN ENLISTED CREWMEMBER OR NOT AS A
CREWMlEVIIMBEf, RESPECTIVELY .*A
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CREWMEMBER AND NON-CREWNEMBER FLIGHT PAY

I* PURPOSE. To provide an incentive to Uniformed Services personnel -

for the frequent performance of hazardous duty required by orders involv-
ing aerial flight. 0. O

.%I. DATA SOURCES. The majority of data were provided by the Service
Staffs of the Army, Air Force, Marine Corps, Navy, and Coast Guard. . -

Although not a primary source of information, extensive field interviews -

were conducted at the following locations:
• 0

Andrews Air Force Base, MD
Coast Guard Air Station, Elizabeth City, NC

.4. Dover Air Force Base, DE - "."

Langley Air Force Base, VA
March Air Force Base, CA

* Marine Corps Air Station, El Toro, CA
Naval Air Facility, Andrews Air Force Base, MD
Naval Air Station, Oceana, VA . . -..'e .-.

Naval Air Station, Patuxent River, MD --

USS Eisenhower (CVAN 69)
USS Kitty Hawk (CVA 63)

III. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. Aviation Career Incentive Pay (ACIP);
HDIP: Crewmember Flight Pay; HDIP: Non-crewmember Flight Pay; and
HDIP: Air Weapons Control Officer (AWCO) Flight Pay have common orgins.

- . It was not until 1933 that the law differentiated between crewmembers
(flying personnel) and non-crewmembers (non-flying personnel). The di-

vision by skill category was instituted with the establishment of ACIP ..'.
forty years later. This created an Incentive pay especially for aero- --. Vi' WRF-
nautically designated/rated officers while concurrently abolishing the
officer crewmember flight pay structure. In 1981, a further delineation -

of Flight Pay occurred when AWCO pay was created. The following chron-
ological listing of related legislation and recommendations of applicable
pay commissions is grouped accordingly. Appendix A contains a complete
discussion of the reasoning behind these actions.

A. FLIGHT PAY.

Public Law No. 62-401, 37 Stat. 707, March 2, 1913 .' .t:'4
- Army Officers
- detailed to fly heavier-than-air craft
- 35% of basic pay and allowances

Public Law No. 62-433, 37 Stat. 892, March 4, 1913 .%.. .. :.. ' .

- Navy and Marine Corps officers

%. - same as above

Public Law No. 63-143, July 18, 1914 ,"," -,. : "

- Army only

,- . -.,, .. %-. .- .
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i-- mlitary aviators (0-3 and above) - 75%
-- junior military aviators (0-3 and above) - 75%
-- student aviators - 35%

*..- - enlisted members - 50% _ _-. .. _

38 Stat. 939, March 3, 1915
- Navy and Marine Corps

. - duty involving actual flying of "balloons, dirigibles and
aeroplanes"

- based on percentage of basic and longevity pay:
-- fully qualified aviators - 50%
-- student aviators - 35%
- enlisted members - 50%

Act of May 18, 1920, Chapter 190, Section II
- made pay and allowances of Naval officers applicable to

Coast and Geodetic Survey Officers...NOAA Corps subse-
quently covered by 37 U.S.C.

Army Appropriation Act of June 4, 1920
- abolished aviator classes
- established 50% of base and longevity pay for both officer

and enlisted members "•.N:-

Joint Service Pay Act of 1922 (Public Law 67-235)
- set uniform flying pay rates of 50% of base and longevity "-''"'

"*. pay for all members of all the Armed Services branches *.\Y'."' ..

- type of aircraft not specified ,
- directed establishment of uniform entitlement standards .- \*. -'

Executive Order (E.O.) 3705-B of July 1, 1922 1:
- 10 flights per month, or
- at least 4 flight hours per month

Executive Order 4610 of March 10, 1927 ,''. . a.-.-
- 10 flights must total at least 3 hours

Act of June 16, 1933 (Pub. Law 73-78, 48 Stat. 307) . "

- authorized President to distinguish between degrees of haz-
ard (flying and non-flying) and adjust flight rates accord- .
ingly % % k.P%-%

B. HAZARDOUS DUTY INCENTIVE PAY: CREWHEMBER FLIGHT PAY. . '.

1948 Advisory Commission on Service Pay (Hook Commission)
- introduced "incentive" as major element of Hazardous Duty

Incentive Pays (HDIP) -. , ::.:. .

Career Compensation Act of 1949 (Public Law No. 81-351) S .... -. -
- fixed pay structure based on pay grade
- highest amounts paid to "peak-usage" pay grades
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1952 Commission on Incentive Hazardous Duty and Special Pays ..-.
(Strauss Commission)

- recommended pay as percentage of basic pay to prevent
depreciation of incentive value over time (not implemented
in entirety but served as major impetus for Career Compen-
sation Act of 1955)

1954 Appropriation Act
";" - exempted members with 20 years or more of aviation service .- .-

from proficiency flying

Career Compensation Act of 1955
- increased rates set by Act of 1949
- introduced longevity step increments

a,1962 Appropriation Act
- extended excusal authority to aviators with 15 years or

more aviation service, or remote assignments , ' w

1971 Appropriation Act
- extended flight pay to members in schools of ninety days -

A or more who were prohibited from flying

1972 Appropriation Act
* - restricted proficiency flying to members in anticipation -

of combat operation assignments
- authorized payment of flight pay to members assigned to

non-flying jobs without regard to four hours per month rule

1973 Appropriation Act
- retained provisions of 1972 Act except: terminated entitle- .--. _ ..

ment for 0-6 and above in non-flying positions after 31 .'.

May 1973, except for those serving in South East Asia.

Aviation Career Incentive Act of 1974 -
- eliminated officer crewmember flight pay authority under

HDIP
- established Aviation Career Incentive Pay (ACIP) as sep- .

arate entitlement
%P

Uniformed Services Pay Act of 1981 (Pub. Law No. 97-60, 95 Stat. *

992-994)
- created Air Weapons Control Officer Flight Pay ______ L__

- increased Crewmember Flight Pay minimum to $83 per month .'.--.

C. HAZARDOUS DUTY INCENTIVE PAY: NON-CREWMEMBER FLIGHT PAY.~~~~~. ... / .. .- ,,.

Navy Appropriation Act of March 15, 1934 (Pub. Law No. 73-422)
- capped Flight Pay at $120 per month for "non-flying"

Navy and Marine Corps Officers in grade of 0-4 and above "

*". * . ...a .
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Army Appropriation Act of April 26, 1934 (Pub. Law No. 73-176)

- placed same cap on Army "non-flying" officers

Navy Appropriations Act of June 25, 1935 (Pub. Law No. 74-163)

- extended $120 monthly ceiling to non-flying Naval officers
and "observers" regardless of grade 0 "

Military Appropriation Act of April 26, 1939 (Pub. Law 75-44)
a.. - capped Flight Pay for flight surgeons at $60 per month

"-I Military Appropriation Act of June 13, 1940 -

- reduced the cap to $60 per month for all non-flying officers •

Career Compensation Act of 1949 (Pub. Law No. 81-351, - - ...

63 Stat. 802) .

,'.'-" - established non-crewmember Flight Pay rates as follows: - .".." -. -.
officers: $100/month-. --

enlisted: $50/month r *

Career Incentive Act of 1955 (Pub. Law No. 84-20, 69 Stat. 18) -

- raised rates by 10% as follows: " .'. - -

officers: $1 10/month .-
enlisted: $55/month "

Uniformed Services Pay Act of 1981 (Pub. Law No. 97-60,
95 Stat. 993)

- raised enlisted rates by 50% to $83/month

IV. METHODOLOGY. The stated purpose of both Crewmember and Non-crew- 

member Flight Pay is to provide an additional incentive to personnel to a--..

enter upon and perform hazardous duty involving aerial flight. However, -

these pays targeted toward two distinct categories of individuals and are
structured quite differently. Since, under current legislation, only
enlisted members can qualify for Crewmember Flight Pay, the analysis of
that pay emphasized enlisted crewmember inventory, authorizations, reen-
listment behavior, and individual career fields based on the needs of
their respective Services. The need for reestablishing officer crewmem- .- , --- .

ber pay authority, which was abolished upon enactment of the ACIP legis-
lation, was also considered. Each pay was put to the following tests: , .- -...

1. Validity of Purpose. Is an incentive pay necessary for " -"-.' -

the Services to attract and retain personnel in sufficient numbers and - -' .-
quality to meet their needs?

2. Credibility of Rates. Are the rates properly structured .-ANiA-a '...'"
and set at the correct levels necessary to effect the desired behavior?

D" ,.0 '.;. '
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V. ANALYSIS.

A. CREWKEMBER FLIGHT PAY.

1. 'Enlisted Crewmembers. Although the greatest number of-
enlisted crewinember authorizations occurs in the Air Force and Navy0 0 .

(Figure 1), this section analyzes the health and welfare of this general
enlisted skill category, considering each of the Service's needs. It .-

then addresses the current rates in terms of both level and structure
to determine whether the pay meets these needs.

Figure 1

ENLISTED AIR CRZEWMEMBER
AUTHORIZATIONS- 1982 _

PERCENT OF TOTAL01

AIR FORCE

ARMY / ~

COAST GUARD

,i.e , -.

MARINES55

5.84X NAVY*

a. Enlisted Manning and Reenlistment Behavior. For the
*- purposes of this study, manning is defined as the percent of the author- ~
Sizations which are being filled by individuals holding the qualifications

. 5S specified by those authorizations. Reenlistment rates are the ratio of

.- the number of people who reenlisted to the number who were eligible to
./J reenlist. --

V. %I~

*. .. * .. ,
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1)Air Force. Table I shows that air crewmember

first-term reenlistment rates have been approximately 30 percentage
points higher than the servicewide rates for the same group since
FY79. In fact, as can be seen in Figure 2, they have actually equalled-.
or bettered the service-wide second-term rates. The results of the same
comparison f or second-term and career reenlistment behaviors have been * 0
similiar, though the differences have been less pronounced. This would
suggest that the Air Force is experiencing no difficulty attracting and
retaining enlisted crewmember personnel. However, a review of the rates
by individual career field reveals that this relationship is not consist-
ent. Pararescue Specialist (AFSC 115XX), commonly known as PJ, and __

Aerial Gunner (AFSC 111XX) second term reenlistment rates, for example,
have often dropped well below even the service-wide rates. -

a.'. Table 1I.*
a, ~~~Air Force Air Crewmember Reenlistment Rates.-*'. :-

(rounded to nearest percent)

FIRST TERMI SECDND TERM CAREER

pCARE~k FIELD FY781 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82

*Aerial Cunner 47% 692 702 65% 712 601 331 322 6U2 841 921 952 972 921 100Z
Inf It Refueler 57 57 68 76 86 57 63 78 8s 92 99 99 94 100 100 a
Fli ght Enginkeer 93 85 62 75 84 74 77 83 88 86 97 99 99 100 too
Loadwaster 52 60 75 74 83 59 82 74 81 93 96 96 93 100 98
Pararescue( PJ) 70 56 59 59 64 50 70 44 57 77 91 100 85 97 100

Alrborrw Cou - 73 45 71 81 - 82 83 82 86 - 94 4 93 100

'aOverall 058 602 682 692 721 812 642 732 782 832 892 962 972 962 992 1002
1'.Service-W4ide 41% 382 362 43Z 57% 652 602 632 722 812 922 911 922 94% 952

% . . ~ . . .

.1114
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S encing manning shortfalls, though not thaeverialGes are alroreso expei-
tions Operations (AFSC 294XX) and Flight Engineers (AFSC 113XX). While

% %. the other crewmember skills are manned overall at 1002, they are all
:. experiencing grade imbalances to some extent. In every case, the Air
PS Force has overmanned certain paygrades to compensate for inventory short-

falls. While this procedure has ensured that the overall manning goal .

is generally achieved, the experience mix of the air crews Is not In .- I-

line with the service needs as defined by the authorization structure.*- -~-

Even if one aggregates the authorizations and inventory Into three
4general skill levels, i.e., Semi-skilled, Skilled and Superintendent/

Manager (Supt/Mgr), grade and experience manning imbalances continue to
exist (Table 2). LS~
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(2) Navy. Unlike the Air Force, Navy enlisted air

. crewmembers, with the exception of Anti-Submarine Warfare Operators
(ASW OPR, the AW rating) do not remain in flight status throughout their

careers. Consequently, various crewmember skills, Navy Enlisted Code
(NEC) 82XX, include a number of source ratings (career fields). Although

NEC 82XX personnel are assigned to duties requiring their air crew speci-

alty whenever possible, the sea/shore authorization structure as well
as the timing of the individuals' transfers may preclude their assignment
within their respective NECs [I]. Under these circumstances, they are .--
assigned on the basis of their ratings alone. ,For these reasons, the -

reenlistment behavior of all but the ASW OPRs may be influenced equally
by factors other than flight duty (Table 3). It should be noted that

there are approximately 30' separate crewmember NECs resulting in very
small numbers of individuals holding the same NEC eligible for reenlist-
ment in any given year; therefore, the rates themselves can be greatly -

affected by the career decision of only a few individuals.

Table 3
Selected Navy Air Crewmember Reenlistment Rates

(rounded to nearest percent)

FIRST TERM SECOND TERM THIRD TERM

Rating FY79 FY8U FY81 FY82 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 + .

'.* Antlsub Warfare OPR 46% 40% 522 57% 642 712 79% 90% 73% 75% 98% 96%..

utility Helo Crew 57* 40* 27 58 - - 67* 80* - - 100* - -.

s Belicopter Rescue 40 24 46 33 60 41 67 60* - 100* 100* 100
Vertical Replenish 33* 33* 50* 47 67' 50* 40* 100" - - 100' 100* • .." , - . ". .

"" Utility Crewmen 35 25 47 31 46 40" 55* 1000. - 100* 100"

FIt Communications 67 56' 59 60 25 45 60 - - 80 67* 100* -

P p3 FIt Engineer - 100* 67* - 30 72 80 83 75 - 100 100*

El x har.are Intel - 72 52 76 39 22* 53 - - - 100 86,

Average Crewmeiber 46% 49% 50% 52% 47% 49% 63% 86% 74% 85% 92% 97"

..7 Navy-wide 38% 37% 42% 50% 45% 51% 57% 632 91% 92% 94% 93%

Note:
- Only those skills having 10 or more enlistmnc eligibles in at least

-+" one cell displayed.
- No value given if cell contained less than 5 eligibles (-).

' indicates cell contained at least 5 but loe than 10 eligibles.. . . '..

Figure 4 displays the relationship beween ASW OPR
. reenlistment rates (the largest and only true crewmember career field)

... and the Navy-wide rates. Both first-term and second-term rates exceed

-"Y those of their service cohorts. The cause of the reversal of this situ- '

ation for the third-term (career) ASW OPR in FY79 and FY80 is not evident. ' '- S

An examination of the FY82 manning levels of the

various crewmember skills reveals that the Navy, too, is experiencing .

grade imbalances. Figure 5 represents the FY82 manning level of crewmem-
. i ber positions overall, ASW OPRs and the four NECs manned at less than

100%. It appears that the ASW OPR career field is a healthy, well-bal- .

anced community. However, this is not the case for the crewmember NECs - v7 -,,-.,-..

.*.. and, therefore, crewmembers overall. The Navy has overmanned the senior

117
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enlisted grades to compensate for junior grade shortfalls. Even this

action, however, has failed to alleviate the manning problem for the
Transport Crewchief, P3 Inflight Maintenance Technician, TACAMO Operator,
and Medical Technician NECs.

(3) Army. As in the case of the Navy, Army air crew- O O

members do not remain in flight status throughout their careers. The

reenlistment rates contained in Table 4 are for those specialties (MOSs)
whose members can expect to have repetitive flight duty tours. Whether

they are classified as crewmember, non-crewmember or ground crew depends
on their actual assignments at any given time. Further, the majority

of personnel who fly in these specialties are in grades E-5 and below; " O

when promoted to E-6, most no longer fly as crewmembers [2]. This type
of career pattern explains why overall crewmember reenlistment behavior, ..-

Figure 6, approximates that of the Army overall. Normally, during much .. .
of their careers, crewmembers are exposed to the same decisionmaking .

influences, both in terms of personnel and compensation policies, as -- , :W
other Army members. v O .

Table 4
Army Air Crewmember Reenlistment Rates

(rounded to nearest percent) '

FIRST TERM CAREER
sEgCIATY FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 82 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 '..-.

£ICPaIun Repairer 392 382 502 612 422 642 73% 582 662 852
Utility Halo Repairer 26 38 54 45 55 64 71 79 73 80-":.
Tact Tranap. Halo Repairer - - 30 32 50 - - 100 79 88
Hadiu Halo Repairer 23 59 50 35 53 75 72 75 72 81

overall Crem..ber 262 452 522 432 542 66 712 762 722 82. .. ....
my-wide 36% 43% 51% 552 58 69 66% 6 69 73% 78,

• ". - . " ...,-.g "-.

An examination of the manning levels of these

specialties by grade reveals that the grade imbalances identified in the . ., . . N

other Services are repeated in the Army (Figure 7). Again, overmanning .

of some pay grades is required to overcome shortages in others. V-.-

"* .. .,.-., N,,>
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(4) Coast Guard. The aviation ratings listed in Table .

5, are, in fact, career air crewmembers. Each of these aviation skills
has enjoyed higher first-term reenlistment rates than those of the Coast
Guard in general since FY78.

Eletriian s ate However, career reenlistment rates for Aviation
Eletriians ate(AE wre well below the service average until FY81

and did not exceed that rate until FY82. This somewhat explains the .
noticeable, though not severe, grade imbalance of AEs as compared to .- *'-

Vthe other ratings (Figure 8). The E-9 Aviation Survivalmen manning
shortfall is not considered serious since there are more than enough
E-8's possessing experience roughly equivalent to that of E-9' s to comn-0 0 1pensate for the shortage. 

*

Table 5
Coast Guard Air Crewmember Reenlistment Rates________

(rounded to nearest percent) *
FIRST TERN CAEE % %

AVIAXION RATING FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY78 FY79 FY0F8%Y2.

Machinist's Mate 342 232 352 51% 54% 642 682 732 912 89 .~,.~~:.Electrician's Mate 39 20 26 67 41 55 54 59 86 91 la
Structural Mechanic 27 20 33 54 51 78 67 74 95 92 *SurVivalsen 32 19 33 56 76 78 75 33 90 84

Coast Guard-wide reenlistment rates. Again, first-term rates are higher
than the service average. However, career rates closely approximate -.-. *

those of their nonflying counterparts.
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0%(5) Marine Corps. The reenlistment behavior of Marine4

ted members. Table 6 contains these rates for FY80-FY82 for the three
largest specialties which involve aerial flight on a career basis. While :--A______
the Loadmasters have demonstrated particularly high rates throughoutW lo
that time period, this is not true of the Navigators. The reenlistment -

behavior for this group, although generally favorable, is somewhat erra-
tic, actually dropping below the Marine overall second-term rates in .

FY81 and FY82. Figure 10 shows that the highest rate of improvement -

have far exceeded the Marine Corps-wide rates; however, the differential
diminished significantly between FY81 and FY82. ---

Table 6
Marine Corps Air Crewmember Reenlistment *: .

(rounded to nearest percent) -

FIRST TERN_ SECOND TERM CAREER*

Specialties FY80 FY81 FY82 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY80 FY81 FY82

FIt. Engineer 22 312 452 842 812 862 1002 1002 1002
Navigator 25 38 35 82 67 72 100 100 100 0
Loaduaster 45 76 89 72 100 100 100 100 as .

Average Crewmember 302 492 572 802 832 862 1002 1002 952 4.4

marine Corpe 232 272 34Z 502 732 752 502 752 782 4-.-

*Believed artifically high due to manner in which lateral transfers were handled ,..*- ..

-~~ - .. Marine Corps air crewmember manning data, Figure . .

11li is also reminiscent of the other Services. Here, too, one may ob-
serve prominent overmanning in an effort to surmount grade-specific

"' shortages. In the case of Flight Engineers and enlisted Navigators,
these actions have not been entirely successful. 4N

rp ~ ~ ~ , 1 4 V ;W'v f
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(6) Summary. The Services in general appear to be
experiencing little or no difficulty in attracting or retaining crewmem-
ber personnel. Reenlistment rates of these individuals have demonstrated
an upward trend since FY78. However, this was largely a recessionary " ..-.-

period characterized by high unemployment and high inflation; therefore,
the gains achieved by the Services cannot be wholely attributed to the
recent increases in the overall compensation package. In nearly every
case a reduction in the rate of improvement for reenlistment rates
occurred between FY81 and FY82. This seems to imply some amelioration
of the economic situation. Further, while crewmember manning overall is
at or near 100%, grade imbalances, and therefore experience imbalances,
continue to exist. In some crewmember skills these imbalances are
quite severe.

b. Rates. The current enlisted crewmember rate structure,
which varies by both grade and longevity, was established by the Career
Compensation Act of 1955 in the belief that a direct relationship to

basic pay offered a greater incentive. The pay levels for E-1 through * *
E-3, E-4 with under four years of service and E-5 with less than two
years of service were increased from $63 to $83 by the Uniformed Services' -.. . •
Pay Act of 1981 (Pub. L. No. 97-60). The remaining levels were last
adjusted by the Military Personnel and Compensation Amendments of 1980
(Pub. L. No. 96-343). For a detailed discussion of the evolution of
this pay, see Appendix A. '' " '

The Service manning and reenlistment portion of this ""
analysis has shown that, while reenlistment rates for air crewmembers

,. are generally higher than those service-wide, grade imbalances and, in a .- .......- *.

Jd few specific skills, overall manning shortfalls continue to exist. Can
an adjustment to the Crewmember Flight Pay structure or rates serve to .
alleviate this situation?

Table 7 shows Crewmember Flight Pay in its present
form. As can be seen, the rates range from $83 to $131 monthly, a dif-

ference of $48 stratified by nine pay grades and 14 longevity steps,
resulting in an average incremental increase of $6. The incentive . O
value of such an amount is questionable. Previous studies have shown,
through the use of personal discount rates, that the greater the monetary.-.".-..

incremental change provided (in these cases, lump sum bonus payments), *-"--".

,'; the more likely an individual will exhibit the desired behavior [3,4]. " ."- . -

In addition, as stated previously, incentive pay is most effective.-.
when related to basic pay. For example, while $100 per month may serve
as a strong incentive for an E-1 whose basic pay is $573 per month, the "
incentive value of that same amount would be considerably less for an
E-9 receiving $1,881 in basic pay monthly. . -

A",e". . . . . . . . ._
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Table 7

FY82 Crewmember Flight Pay

Years of Service

PAY 2 OR OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER 0 0
GRADE LESS 2 3 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 22 26 30

,-9 $131 $131 $131 $131 $131 $131 $131 $131 $131 $131 $1U, $131 $131 $131
E-8 131 131 131 131 131 131 131 131 131 131 131 131 131 131
K-7 IO 106 106 106 113 119 131 131 131 131 131 131 131 131
E-6 88 94 94 1U0 106 113 119 119 125 125 125 125 125 125
E-5 83 88 88 100 1O 106 113 119 119 119 119 119 119 119
E-4 83 83 83 88 94 IO 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
E-3 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83
E-2 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 63 63 83 83
E-. 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 63 83 83 83 83 83 -

-

E-1 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 63 83 83 83

• , Two actions can be taken to improve the incentive value
of this pay: significantly increase the range of the allowable rates, or e ,
compress the pay table structure and increase the rates to a lesser degree -.-

The first alternative is believed to be too costly and does not directly
address the specific manning problems, that is, the grade imbalances.
The latter, however, provides for greater incremental changes at lower
program costs, since fewer steps are required. If the rates are differ-
entiated by grade only, the incremental increase will appear greater
then the actual dollar outlay by taking advantage of the pay raises
coincidental to promotions. The scale cannot be compressed by longevity
without losing this advantage.

The raising of the junior enlisted Flight Pay rates in % ' %.. -.
FY81 without a commensurate increase for the middle and senior grades
decreased the grade and longevity spread which was established upon its
inception. At that time, the most senior enlisted crewmember drew 110%
more Flight Pay than the most junior member. That differential has
diminished to 58%. The incentive value of the pay has been eroded further .,
by wage inflation. Table 8 proposes a new Crewmember Flight Pay structure .
which incorporates these concepts. The range was computed by reestablish- -. " -
ing the original grade differential ($83 - $175) and then applying the
Consumer Price Index (CPI) to reinstate the purchasing power afforded
in 1980. The distribution across pay grade was determined initally by
its relationship to basic pay and then tempered by the general crewmember
authorization structures of the Services. That is, a higher concentration .AN P - .
of these positions falls in the low-to-middle pay grades, therefore, a ,.
higher volunteer rate is necessary for these grades than for the senior
enlisted grades, while a lesser incentive is required for E-7 through

7. E-9 to meet the Service needs.
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Table 8
Proposed Enlisted Crewmember Flight Pay Table .. -

Comparisons with FY83 Basic Pay (BP) -

Current Proposed 4 0 4

Grade Max % Max BP Rate % Max BP -,"----,."-

E-9 $131 6% $200 9% %
E-8 131 7 200 10 :O 0
E-7 131 7 200 11
E-6 125 10 175 13

. E-5 119 11 150 14 - .
E-4 100 11 125 14
E-3 83 11 110 13 " " "

E-2 83 13 110 15
E-1 83 14 110 17

2. Officer Crewmembers. Most officer air crewmembers are .- - -

either aeronautically designated/rated and, therefore, covered by ACIP, -.

or are in the Air Force's Air Weapons Control Officer career field
which was recently extended its own incentive pay (to be addressed

separately). However, there are currently about 750 officers who by
,~i. definition are crewmembers, but, due to the abolishment of officer crew-

member pay authority in 1974, are being carried as non-crewmembers for -
pay purposes. Prior to the enactment of ACIP, rated and non-rated officer
crewmembers received the same flight pay (up to $245 per month). Officer ." -- o__
Non-crewmember Flight Pay has been held at a flat rate of $110 since -

1955; consequently, it is not unusual for an enlisted member with
-.. '( equal or less experience to draw a higher incentive pay than an officer

member of the same crew. For example, an E-6 flight engineer with 8 -....
-e'. years of service (Basic Pay - $1,102) is entitled to $113 per month, . . "

while an 0-4 flight nurse with 12 years of service (Basic Pay - $2,434)
earns only $110 monthly. This situation is contrary to one of the basic
principles of an incentive pay, that is, to be effective it must bear
some relationship to basic pay. (See Appendix A for a detailed discus-., . . -

, .-. sion of the legislative history of this pay.) .-.-...

a. Manning. As can be seen in Figure 12, 85% of officer 4
crewmember authorizations are found in the Air Force, hence, this '

.. , analysis emphasized that Service's needs.

Officer non-rated crewmember positions are distributed
"', across a wide range of skills; however, 94% of them can be aggregated
-% into six general skill groupings: Communications, Intelligence, Missile
U Operations, Flight Nurse, Science and Engineering, and Weather. Figure

-'* 13 displays the FY82 manning levels of these skill groupings. All but -. O
the communications field are manned at less than 100%. In fact, it
appears that scientists and engineers are seriously undermanned. (This,., ..... ,. -

.,,'-;,' , ,', -. .. .'.n
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Figure 12
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however, may be as much of a function of the fact that this skill in
general is undermanned as the fact that these specific positions require
aerial flight.) Further, the grade imbalances identified in the analysis
of enlisted crewmembers are repeated for the officer corps. Since these
officers can expect viable career opportunities on the ground and must
be volunteers for flight duty, a need for a greater incentive than that
currently being provided is indicated.

b. Rates. The basic reasoning and methodology employed
to develop the proposed enlisted Crewmember Flight Pay rates were used ' -

for the officers. The major exception is that it was not assumed that
the rate range (with CPI adjustments) as they existed upon the establish-
mnent of Crewmember Flight Pay in 1955 are still valid today. At that
time, most of the officers in this category were pilots whose continuation

. behavior was considerably different from that of non-rated officers.
Further, the need, as defined by the authorization structure, for this
type of officer is considerably less than that for rated officers; there-

* fore, smaller numbers are needed to be induced to volunteer. However,
*the same compression of the table and relationship to basic pay were

applied. As in the case of the enlisted rates, some rounding was used
to simplify application. It is intended that this scale apply to all
officers not otherwise qualified for ACIP who are required by competent
orders to perform as air crewmembers (e.g., airborne communications
officers). Table 9 contains the proposed rates and a comparison of them
to the maximum basic pay which can be drawn at each applicable grade .-- - -

level.

Table 9 ________

Proposed Officer Crewmember
Flight Pay

Proposed % Max

Grade Rates Basic Pay

0-7 and above $110 2%
0-5 and 0-6 250 6-8
0-4 225 8le.- .

0-3 175 7
0-2 150 9 -- 4 .

0-1 125 9- - .
W-4 250 10
W-3 175 8

- FigtaW-2 150 8... .

W-1 125 8
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B. NON-CREWNEMBER FLIGHT PAY. The structure of an S&I pay is
predicated upon the type and magnitude of the problem. For example,
there are a number of duties that are hazardous in nature for which
there are no hazardous duty pays as such. Additionally, the existence -- "__'..__--_.,-
of a greater than normal exposure to hazard may be only one of several O '
reasons that a special pay is necessary. Other common factors are:
family separation, long working hours, strong private-sector draw, or
simply distastefulness for the duty. The purpose of an incentive pay is
not to compensate the individual for these stresses but to provide suf-
ficient motivation for the individual to volunteer for the duty in .

spite of them. 0•
Although non-crewmembers do not perform the operational mission

of the aircraft but support it, they are not merely passengers. While
their responsibilities are primarily on the ground, they may be assigned-
to positions which require them to accomplish a part of their tasks in
the air. For example, a Communication Electronics Systems specialist
may be required to perform a final check of a radio that he repaired ' '.
in the aircraft; however' he does not normally fly with that aircraft
but is assigned to a ground facility. Flying is incidental to his career.That is, a very small percentage of individuals in the same career ,.... . ..%-
fields as the recipient will be in flight status at any given time. --
If the particular skill is experiencing accession or manning problems, '

it is doubtful that the aerial flight aspects of the duties have an
overwhelming effect on the member's career decisionmaking process. The
dominant feature, therefore, is the occasional hazard associated with
the duty.

It is agreed that one cannot be adequately compensated for loss "-".___"'-_'"__"-
of life or physical disability through a generalized pay system. There-
fore, this pay is not intended to recompense the individual for the
hazard as such. It is a recognition of the fact that those individuals -.. .. \. -

when performing their tasks in the air are exposed to a somewhat greater ;,
risk than when they are performing the same or related tasks on the ,%. ..... ,....

ground. "... ..

The inducement required for non-crewmembers is considerably less
than that needed for the enlisted and non-rated officer crewmember and
for the rated officer force. Therefore, it is believed that $110 per
month, which raises the current enlisted rate by $27, is sufficiently -'- -

high to recognize the hazard as well as to provide the incentive required
for both officer and enlisted personnel.

C. COMMON ISSUES. ""- ' .'e"

1. Hazards. It is a generally accepted belief that the poten- ...

tial hazards presented by frequent aerial flight are great. A review - ... %
of Table 10, the number of aviation fatalities and major accidents which A b AA

occurred from 1979 through 1982, supports that belief. It should be noted " O
that these numbers do not include long-term disabilities or other serious
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injuries known to result from these accidents. In addition, when asked
to list the ten most hazardous officer and enlisted specialties based on -. .
Safety Center data between FY78 and FY82, each of the Armed Services -.
consistently included the various aviation occupations. ... ,,.,.._,

01 1@
Table 10

Armed Services Major Aviation Accidents - . '
and Resultant Fatalities

Calendar Major Resultant _-'-""_-.-."-

Year Accidents Fatalities 0 .

1979 256 182
1980 246 211
1981 227 236
1982 215 287 --... +.-.-_.- __.-

TOTAL 944 916 0 '4 Y

2. Program Costs. In order to determine the costs of the pro-
posed pay scales, one must examine the Crewmember and Non-crewmember pro- -- -. '

.

grams concurrently. Enlisted noncrewmembers would experience a $27
increase. At the same time, a number of officer authorizations would Vill
shift from the non-crewmember category to crewmember and the crewmember
rates would slightly increase. .>,. -

S. Table 11 shows the actual program costs from FY72 and
FY82 expressed in 1982 dollars. The significant drop in costs in FY75 " . '\
is coincident with the establishment of ACIP. Table 12 reflects the
estimated program costs based on FY82 authorizations. As can be seen,

, .~ non-crewmember costs are expected to be reduced slightly; however, total
program costs (crewmember plus non-crewmember) would increase by about ... .

$14.4 million. This cost is still $3 million less than in FY75, the first ---

fiscal year in which officer crewmember pay authority did not exist. n '
fact, the added cost of adopting the proposed officer crewmember rates
($479,000) represents less than 1% of the new program costs. 4:2 .. . :
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Table I11
Historical Program Costs

(1982 dollars in thousands)

Creimember Non-cre wmembe r
____ __ _ ___PROGRAM_

FY Officer Enlisted TOTAL Officer Enlisted TOTAL TOTAL

72 $650,693 $91,639 $742,332 $3,803 $13,553 $17,356 $759,688
73 511,873 72,343 584,216 2,635 10,226 12,861 597,077
74 410,450 55,340 465,790 1,864 7,290 9,154 474,944
75 - 47,381 47,381 2,942 6,332 9,274 56,655
76 - 40,564 40,564 2,425 5,432 7,857 48,421 :

477 - 36,139 36,139 2,166 4,348 6,514 42,653 -

478 - 34,007 34,007 2,264 4,244 6,508 40,515 *

79 - 31,174 31,174 2,164 3,726 5,890 37,064
80 - 28,328 28,328 2,256 3,403 5,659 33,987

81- 31,729 31,729 2,212 3,205 5,417 37,146 '

82 - 29,897 29,897 3,006 5,158 8,164 38,061

Table 12
Estimated New Program Costs ($000)

Based on FY82 Authorizations f~TJ

Crewinember Non-crewmember TOTAL

Enlisted $42,688 $6,214 $48,902

Officer 1,662 1,823 3,485

TOTAL $44,350 $8,037 $52,387

VI. FINDINGS.

A. CREWNEMBER, FLIGHT PAY.

1.* The Services require an air crewmember incentive pay to
attract and retain volunteers in sufficient quantity and quality to meet . .

* their needs.

2. The current rates are too low and distributed across too S.

many steps to provide an effective incentive. ..

3. Reestablishment of Officer Crewmember Flight Pay is warran-
ted.
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* B. NO-CREWLtM K FLLIH PAY.

1. Sufficient potential hazard exists to warrant an additional
* pay for those personnel who participate in frequent aerial flight on a-

non-crewmember basis. 0.7

the 2. Although the need for an incentive exists to some extent, *

tedominant factor associated with non-crewnmmber duties is the hazard
associated with performing tasks in the air rather than on the ground.
Therefore, a flat rate of' $110 per month is sufficient to recognize the . .*. -

risk and serve as an incentive for this category of officer and enlisted ..-

flyers. 0
V.* REOMMENDATIONS.

A. Raise and compress the enlisted Crewmember Flight Pay rates as
proposed in Table 8. ____

B. Reestablish the Officer Crewmember Flight Pay rates in accord- ~
ance with the schedule contained in Table 9.

C. Raise enlisted Non-Crewmember Flight Pay to $110 per month.
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DETAILED HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

The practice of providing additional compensation for individuals .%%
participating in "aerial flight" has a long and rather involved history.
In 1913 the role of military aviation was growing rapidly as were the
number and variety of legislative packages introduced to recompense
participants for the "exceedingly hazardous" nature of military flying. .. -..

Unfortunately, there was no coordinated effort. Public Law No. 62-401,
37 Stat. 707, March 2, 1913, authorized an increase of 35% of the basic
pay and allowances of Army officers actually detailed to fly heavier-than- - 46,

air craft; however, pilots of other Services were not considered. Two
days later, on March 4, 1913, Public Law No. 62-433, 37 Stat. 892 was
enacted which extended the same pay differential to Navy and Marine ..-.
Corps officers detailed to aviation duty. Both Acts limited the number
of aviator authorizations to 30 officers per Service.

Each Service's flyers continued to be addressed in separate legisla-
tive actions. On July 18, 1914, Public Law No. 63-143 authorized the
Army Signal Corps to increase its strength to allow for an aviation
section comprised of 60 officers and 260 enlisted men. It further estab- .. '. -

lished two classes of aviators: "military aviators" (0-3 and above), who
were awarded 75% of their basic and "length of service" pay for regular
and frequent participation in aerial flight, and "junior military avia- .

tors" (0-2 and below), who were compensated at a rate of 50% of their .
basic and longevity pay. Student aviators received a 25% differential.
This Act also extended Flight Pay to enlisted members for the first
time. It was set at 50% of the individual's basic pay. Additionally,
a gratuity equal to one year's basic pay was awarded to the widow of

any aviator upon his death, if it occurred as a result of the performance .
of his flying duties. * ,

Navy and Marine Corps officers continued to be paid at the old rates

until the enactment of the Act of March 3, 1915 (Pub. Law 63-271, 38 Stat.
939). While this Act did incorporate the 50% enlisted differential, Navy
and Marine Corps officers were not grouped in the same manner as those of
the Army. Instead, Naval and Marine aviators, while duly ordered to duty
involving actual flying of aircraft, "including balloons, dirigibles and '
aeroplanes," received 35% if students, while "Naval Aviators" (fully
qualified aviators) were granted 50%. Authorizations were increased to 48
Naval officers and 96 enlisted and to 12 Marine Corps officers and 24 en- .

listed. It is interesting to note that this legislation precluded Navy
0-5's or above and Marine Corps O-4's or above from drawing Flight Pay.

Between 1915 and 1922 a number of bills were passed which attempted %:..-...- "
to compensate flyers for the hazards associated with their duties. In . .- '.--'

1916, the death gratuity program was expanded to include pensions. If a . .
flyer died or was disabled, the "pension allowed" was double that author- .. ...

ized should the death or disability have not occurred as a result of an .. ..... , .,
aviation accident. The Act of June 4, 1920, created the "Air Service" O 'S .. O
of the Army (later to be designated the Army Air Corps) and brought the '"-.
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Flight Pay structure in line with that of the other Services by concur-
rently abolishing the aviator classification system and establishing a
standard 50% rate for all officer and enlisted personnel. However,
uniform Flight Pay rates were not formally established until the Joint
Service Pay Act of 1922 (Public Law No. 67-235, 42 Stat.625), which O
provided that, "all officers, warrant officers, and enlisted men of all -
branches of the Army, Navy, Marines Corps, and Coast Guard, when detailed
to duty involving flying, shall receive the same increase of their pay...
as now authorized for the performance of like duties in the Army." Addi-
tionally, the necessity of specifying uniform entitlement standards ____ _. _

was addressed for the first time by this Act. The resultant Executive O .
Order, E.O. 3705-B of July 1, 1922, directed that a member make 10

flights or be in the air at least four hours per month to qualify forFlight Pay. Executive Order 4610 of March 10, 1927 further specified
d*e that the 10 flights must total at least three hours.

The Great Depression motivated Congress to enact a number of *
innovative cost-saving measures. One, the Act of June 16, 1933 (Pub.
Law No. 73-78, 48 Stat. 307), authorized the President to "...distin-

*'* -: guish between degrees of hazards in various types of flying duty and
make different rates of extra pay applicable thereto." Although no . . . -.

such action was taken at that time, the Navy Appropriation Act of ' '"
March 15, 1934 (Publ. Law No. 73-422) and the Army Appropriation Act of
April 26, 1934 (Pub. Law No. 73-176, 48 Stat. 618) placed a $120 monthly

, ceiling on flight pay for "non-flying" officers of the grade of 0-4 or
above, thereby establishing Non-crewmember Flight Pay (though it was not -

called that at the time). Since this was roughly what the typical 0-4 -
was receiving, the action had very little immediate impact. The grade - .
qualifier was removed with the enactment of the Navy Appropriation Act
of June 25, 1935 (Pub. Law No. 74-163) and the Army Appropriation Act of ..
1935. The rate was further reduced to $60 per month for flight surgeons
only (then classified as "non-flying officers") by the respective Army .... '
and Navy Appropriations Act of 1939. The Flight Pay for all other .
non-flying officers followed suit by FY41, Act of June 13, 1940 (Public """'' ''
Law 76-611, 54 Stat. 343). The accompanying House Appropriations Com-

mittee Report justified the reduction by stating, "The hazard (for non- .-7 O-- ..
flying officers) is certainly not as great as in the case of flying
personnel who are in the air vastly more often and generally under more
hazardous conditions."[1] Although the definitions of "flying" and
"non-flying" officers changed from time to time, the two Flight Pays %
remained essentially the same until the findings of the 1948 Advisory
Commission on Service Pay, more commonly known as the Hook Commission, . .._.._._._ .

which studied several of the Hazardous Duty Incentive Pays.

The Hook Commission first introduced the incentive aspect of the
-"'-. Hazardous Duty Incentive Pays (HDIP). It stated, in part, "Close examin-

% ation of the nature of hazardous duty and their expressed or implied
reasons for accepting risks indicated that incentive to engage and remain "
in hazardous occupations provided a more realistic and practical basis r----

,';..) for determining the rates of special pay than the theory of recompense .%-. ""
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for shorter career expectancy."[2). The Commission further found that
the differential offered is apparently most effective as an incentive
compensation. "Experience and good sense dictates the need for a greater
differential for individuals whose earnings are higher and thus have
more to lose through death or disability. The differential should be S S
adequate to attract and keep men in these pursuits at the grade and age -

at which they are most effective."[2] As a consequence of the Hook
Commission recommendations, the Flight Pay rate schedule (displayed at -. "---..-.."
Table 1), which indirectly tied Crewmember Flight Pay to basic compen- .-...- "",",
sation by establishing grade differentials and targeting the greatest ->*>.. '
incentive toward mid or "peak usage" officer grades, was incorporated
into the Career Compensation Act of 1949 (Public Law No. 81-351, 63 -
Stat. 802). Noncrewmember Flight Pay was set at $100 monthly for offi-

"'." cers and $50 per month for enlisted members. - ' "-

Table 1
Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay

Crewmember Flight Pay (1949-1954)

GRADE s/MONTH GRADE $/MONTH

0-8 $150 W-1 Thru W-4 $100.00
0-7 150 E-7 75.00
0-6 210 E-6 67.50
0-5 180 E-5 60.00

% 0-4 150 E-4 52.50
0-3 120 E-3 45.00

0-2 110 E-2 37.50
0-1 100 E-1 30.00 V,

In October 1952 another study group was formed to examine all special ..-. .-.

and incentive pays. This group was called the Commission on Incentive
Hazardous Duty and Special Pays and was later known as the Strauss Commis-
sion. On the subject of these pays in general, the Commission stated, g .

"...increases in base pay and allowances, without corresponding increases
in incentive pay, depreciate the incentive value of these pays."[3] " .
In effect, they were recommending the abolishment of the fixed rate ,...,,
established by the Career Compensation Act of 1949 and institution, or
probably more correctly, the reinstitution of the percentage-of-basic-pay
system. While the then-new Eisenhower administration chose not to act
upon the recommendations of the Strauss Commission, the report did play
a role in the drafting of the Career Compensation Act of 1955 by reen-
forcing the concept that the purpose of HDIP was that of attraction and

retention. This Act not only increased the Crewmember rates per grade
set by the Act of 1949, but also introduced longevity step increments.
The Senate Report justified this departure from the 1949 fixed-rate
system in this manner: "This approach causes the amount of incentive *.. .•. ..

.... . . .. .4 ..
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pay to vary not only between grades but within a particular grade based'

on years of service. The direct relationship of incentive pay and basic ' " 
.* ." -.

pay offers a greater incentive for retaining qualified air crew...mem-
bers in hazardous duties".[41 While not a percentage system per se, the
influence of the Strauss Commission reasoning is clear. The resultant 0 6
rate structure, with the exception of the addition of grades 0-10, 0-9, . .
E-9, and E-8 which were not established until 1958, remained in effect

- until the Aviation Career Incentive Act of 1974 (Table 2). This Act al-
so increased the Non-crewmember rates by 10% to $110 and $55 for officers

The non-crewmember rates remained the same until October 1, 1981, -'

*iii when it was recognized that the enlisted rates for the flat-rate HDIPs,,.. - -

in general had "not been adjusted in more than 20 years, and this in- ... -

crease is needed to enhance the incentive value of this pay."[5 Officer -.

. rates were not addressed. Crewmember Flight Pay, on the other hand, was
continuing to change in both structure and rates. °* 4

In 1974, Congress established Aviation Career Incentive Pay by the
Act of May 31, 1974 (Pub. Law No. 93-294, 88 Stat. 177), which abolished

Crewmember Flight Pay for officers. However, the enlisted rates remained
in effect until the Military Personnel and Compensation Amendments of 1980
(Pub. Law No. 96-343, 94 Stat. 1123) increased the rates by 25% across-the- -
board. The rates are the same as those currently in effect except for
members in pay grades E-1 through E-3, E-4 with under four years of ser- -

vice, and E-5 with under two years of service (Table 3). These rates , .- .-
were increased to the current $83 when it was realized the crewmembers -

in these pay grades were drawing less Flight Pay then were non-crewmembers. " -

The correction of this perceived inequity was included in the Uniformed .

Services Pay Act of 1981 (Pub. Law No. 97-60, 95 Stat. 993).
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Table 2

Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay - Crewmember Flight Pay (1955-73) " " -

(Dollars per Month)

Years of Service 0 "

PAY UNDER OVER OVEk OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER
GRADE 2 2 3 4 6 8 10 12 14 36 '8 22 26 30

0-10 $165 $165 $165 $165 $165 $165 $165 $165 $165 $165 $165 $165 $165 $165 -
0-9 165 165 165 165 165 165 165 165 165 165 165 165 165 165
0-8 155 155 165 165 165 165 165 165 165 165 165 165 165 365
0-7 150 1so 160 160 160 160 160 160 160 160 160 160 160 160
0-6 20u 200 215 215 215 215 215 215 215 220 245 245 245 245
0-5 190 190 205 205 205 205 205 210 225 230 245 245 245 245
0-4 170 170 185 185 185 195 210 215 220 230 240 240 240 240
0-3 145 145 355 165 180 185 190 200 205 205 205 205 205 205
0-2 115 125 150 150 160 165 170 180 185 185 185 185 185 185
0-1 100 105 135 135 140 145 155 160 170 170 170 170 170 170
W-4 115 115 115 115 120 125 135 145 155 160 165 165 165 165
W-3 110 115 115 115 120 120 125 135 140 140 140 140 140 140 " .
W-2 105 110 110 110 115 120 125 130 135 135 135 135 135 135 % -
I-I 100 105 105 105 110 120 125 130 130 130 130 130 130 130
E-9 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 0 "
E-8 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 105
E-7 80 85 85 85 90 95 100 105 105 105 105 105 105 105
E-6 70 75 75 .80 85 90 95 95 100 100 100 100 100 300
E-5 60 70 70 80 80 85 90 95 95 95 95 95 95 95
E-4 55 65 65 70 75 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 - ""
E-3 55 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60
E-2 50 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60
E-1 50 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55
E-1 50

* Under 4 months and Aviation Cadets .

5"."- .'.. -".- ' -

Table 3
Current Crewmember Flight Pay

(Dollars per Month)

Years of Service .

PAY 2 OR OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER
GRADE LESS 2 3 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 is 22 26 30 "

E-9 $131 $131 $131 $131 $131 $131 $131 $131 $131 $131 $131 $131 $131 $131
E-8 131 3 131 131 131 131 3 13 131 131 3 31 131 131 131 131
E-7 100 106 106 106 113 119 131 131 131 131 131 131 131 131-- -- .

E-6 88 94 94 1oo 306 113 119 119 ld5 125 125 125 125 125 - . . .
E-5 83 88 88 100 300 106 113 119 119 119 119 119 119 119 . ..
E-4 83 83 83 88 94 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 % ,

E-3 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 -...

E-2 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83
E-1 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83
E-1 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 , - -
Aviation 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83
cadet

- . ' .
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

Crewmember/Non-crewmember Flight Pay

Issue:.--

A. Crewmember Flight Pay:

1. The Services require an air crewmember incentive pay to :0 0
attract and retain volunteers in sufficient quantity and quality to meet
their needs.

2. The current rates are too low and distributed across too
many steps to provide an effective incentive.

3. Reestablishment of Officer Crewmember Flight Pay is warran-
ted.

-Z."

.4, B. Non-crewember Flight Pay: ' ' "

1. Sufficient potential hazard exists to warrant an additional
pay for those personnel who participate in frequent aerial flight on a -- y v

non-crewmember basis.

2. The dominant factor associated with non-crewmember duties
is the hazard associated with performing tasks in the air rather thanon:.-*
the ground, not the incentive aspect of the pay. Therefore, a flat rate
of $110 per month is sufficient to recognize the risk and serve as an . W'.".'-.

incentive for this category of officer and enlisted flyers. .-.,;,.-..'. "

, a s Department Comment." ".

Army Concurs.*

Navy Concurs with all findings ex- - ..

cept B.2. stating, ".. .Non- '.4..%.
crewembers. must be compensat- . .
ed in a manner that will provide -.. ,
an inducement for them to under-
take their occasional flight

duties. This can only be
accomplished by providing a
non-crewmember f light pay that
is somewhat proportionate to
their basic pay." A flat rate
of $150 for officers and $110
f or enlisted was proposed.
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W-I

Department

Air Force The Air Force strongly objects
to the QRMC recommendation to
equalize officer and enlisted
non-crewmember flight pay,
Finding B.2. They, "consider

it absolutely essential to .

preserve the incentive-based
differential pay concept ..." -- :.~..-

They further state, "In short,
we have been unable to identify
any problem that could be resol-
ved by changing the law to re-.
categorize this non-crewmember
incentive pay as hazardous."A

Coast Guard Concurs. . .4

Public Health Service Concurs. .

NOAA Concurs.

Joint Chiefs of Staff Concurs.

414
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LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS0

Crewmember/Noncrewmember Flight Pay

1. Amend 37 U.S.C. 301(b) to increase rates for enlisted crew-0
* members to maximum of $200 based upon pay grade.

2. Amend 37 U.S.C. 301(b) to include officer crewmember pay*.authority to a maximum of $250 depending upon pay grade. . .......

3. Amend 37 U.S.C. 301(c)(1) to increase enlisted noncrewniember 0
rate to $110.

% :.o :. .

5'%.%



37 U.S.C. 301 (a)(10)
* INCENTIVE PAY: HAZARDOUS DUTY INVOLVING FREQUENT AND

REGULAR PARTICIPATION IN FLIGHT OPERATIONS
ON THE FLIGHT DECK OF AN AIRCRAFT CARRIER

* OF A SHIP OTHER THAN AN AIRCRAFT CARRIER-
FROM WHICH AIRCRAFT ARE LAUNCHED

LCD SHIAHM HNER S

FLIGT DECKY DUT PANUAY
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FLIGHT DECK DUTY PAY

I. PURPOSE. To provide recognition for the performance of hazardous . .

duty required by orders involving frequent and regular participation in
flight operations on the flight deck of an aircraft carrier or of a ship *, *
other than an aircraft carrier from which aircraft are launched.

II. DATA SOURCES. The majority of the data were provided by the Service
Staffsof th Navy and Marine Corps. Although not a primary source of"..--
information, extensive field interviews were conducted at the following <_ .*'---
locations: 4 -

Naval Air Station, Oceana, VA
',N USS Eisenhower

USS Kitty Hawk

III. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. Flight Deck Duty Pay (FDDP) was created by
the Act of August 28, 1965 (Pub. Law No. 89-149, 79 Stat. 585). It was j ., '9.
passed in response to a Department of the Navy proposal which primarily
expressed a concern for the exceedingly hazardous nature of the duty. ..
The proposal stated in part,

s/V ...compilation of fatality and injury statistics
shows that duty on the flight deck of an attack __

or antisubmarine aircraft carrier during flight
operations is one of the most hazardous types of
duty in the Navy. As to fatalities, it ranks nextafter duty involving flying. As to injuries, it ""

ranks first by a wide margin. [1]
The Navy also addressed a number of "collateral reasons" for establishing

FDDP, generally the contention that this pay would increase reenlistment
rates of the aviation boatswain's mates (E-4) and non-rated personnel
(E-3 and below) who comprise the largest portion of individuals performing 5.. - -

flight deck duty and, thereby, reduce the number of injuries/fatalities .

and property damage attributable to inexperience.

The House Committee on Armed Services unanimously agreed that enact-
ment of FDDP was completely justified, but expressed concern regarding %....-..-\.,

the possibility that indiscriminate award of the entitlement was possible. .

'16 Therefore, the Committee specified that the following minimum performance . .
criteria be included in the departmental regulations implementing the ;,*._ ._ ;
legislation: _ ___I

1. Only personnel assigned to billets requiring . .'
frequent and regular participation during flight . "'-'-...,:.
operations as flight deck crewmen on the flight %

deck of an attack or antisubmarine carrier would .
be eligible for this pay. %

145 %*."-
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2. Personnel will only qualify for this pay during
the calendar months in which they serve in such bil-
lets and their parent carrier conducts a minimum num-
ber of flight operations.

3. A minimum monthly qualification for the parent 0 0
carrier should be approximately 4 days of flight

* operations; or in the alternative, a minimum num-
ber of aircraft launches or recoveries as might be * * -

specified by the Secretary of the Navy.

4. Flight deck crewmen will not qualify for this 0
pay during calendar months in which carriers are .-- 4-4 *4

undergoing overhaul or otherwise do not conduct
* the minimum number of flight operations. Nor will .

flight deck crewmen qualify during those calendar
months in which the units are conducting training 4'

operations ashore. [21*

Since FDDP was placed under the Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay (HDIP) . .
umbrella, the officer/enlisted differential advocated by the Hook Commis- F .L -

4 sion (1948 Advisory Commission on Service Pay), by then $110 and $55 per
month, respectively, was applied to this pay. It was the Hook Commission *-. 4

that first introduced the incentive aspect of HDIP stating, "Close exam- ."

ination of the nature of hazardous duty and their expressed or implied -. .*

reasons for accepting risks indicated that incentive to engage and remain *..

in hazardous occupations provided a more realistic and practical basis - '

for determining the rate of special pay than the theory of recompense --

for shorter career expectancy." [3]

The implementing Executive Order 11157 of June 22, 1964, as amended W
at the time, restricted FDDP to flight deck crews operating aboard fixed
-wing aircraft carriers. However, as time passed the role of helicopters 4.-.-.*

in aviation warf are grew considerably; helicopter carriers were added to
the f leet, and with the introduction of the Light Airborne Multipurpose
System (LAMPS) program in 1971, the launch and recovery of helicopters
aboard other than carriers became commonplace. However, it was not
until the Uniformed Services Pay Act of 1981 (Pub. Law No. 97-60, 95
Stat 993) that the eligibility criteria was expanded to include that
group of people. The accompanying Senate Report explained that the
action was recognition of the "... extensive personal sacrifices made
by military members ... whose routine duties involve hazardous working *.*-*... 4-

conditions." [4] That Act also increased the enlisted entitlement for
all f lat-rate HDIPs by 50% to $83 per month. Of ficer rates were not ON. %
addressed.

specifies that the minimum exposure for personnel performing flight deck -

duty on a full-time basis is 4 days or a minimum number of aircraft --

launches or recoveries, or both that is prescribed by the Secretary ~
concerned as the equivalent participation. It further states that FDDP ' .- '.
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may not be paid to any member for any month he is also eligible to re-
ceive incentive pay for other hazardous duty under 37 U.S.C 301. This .

latter provision was orginally interpreted to mean that officers in
receipt of Aviation Career Incentive Pay (ACIP) were precluded from re-
ceipt of FDDP. However, the DoD Military Pay and Allowances Entitlement________
Manual was changed in 1981 to allow for simultaneous payment of ACIP and
HDIP. This change was based on the decision that, "... ACIP was to be . '
considered a career incentive pay and not hazardous duty pay." [5]

* "Although governing legislation does not restrict FDDP authority to
the Department of the Navy, of all the Uniformed Services, only the
Navy and Marine Corps have implemented the pay.

IV. METHODOLOGY. There are two elements of FDDP: the hazard and

the incentive. Each of these elements was put to the following tests:

1. Validity of Purpose. Are individuals who perform flight
deck duty being exposed to a greater potential hazard than the typical
service member? Is an incentive pay necessary for the Services to '
attract and retain sufficient numbers of volunteers to perform the duty?

2. Creditability of Rates. Are the rates properly structured
and targeted to accomplish the purpose of the pay? Are they set at the
appropriate level to effectively perform the function of FDDP? .....

V. ANALYSIS. "- .

A. HAZARDS. The types of hazards to which flight deck personnel -.--.

are exposed are perhaps best described in the House Report on the sub- " - -- "
ject:

...[They] perform their duties under, around, and in close
proximity of moving aircraft. They are exposed to hazards
from jet intake, jet blasts, propeller wash, whirling pro- ---

pellers, flying objects detached from aircraft in faulty
landings, aircraft crashes and fires, and accidents caused . .-. ..-

by breakage of faulty arresting gear. They must work at
great speed, in winds of at least 30 miles per hour, and ..
frequently in bad weather or darkness. [21 '": """

There are 30-50 aircraft with idle exhaust danger zones of 40-50 feet " -
o and intake danger zones of 15 feet operating on a flight deck smaller

in area than three football fields. This static hazard is multiplied
by the dynamic working environment created by the constant movement of -O''

aircraft relocating to be launched recovered, refueled, re-armed and
C~f~ maintained. Individuals performing duties aboard the flight deck must . .,'-.

be constantly aware not only of the status of their own aircraft but also
,-V.' of all others in their vicinity and of the life-threatening hazards .. " .

posed by these aircraft. - ,
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Table 1 displays the number of on-the-job injuries/fatalities sus- - - --- -

tained by Navy personnel in FY78 through FY81 (FY82 statistics were - - 1
incomplete) on flight deck duty and overall. It further expresses these " - "o 

-

numbers in terms of occurrences per thousand man-years performing the
given duty. As can be seen, flight deck duty accident rates have been

over three times that of the Navy overall for nearly that entire period.

Table 1 .
On-the-Job Serious Accident Rates "'

While Performing Flight Deck Duty Navy Overall

Injuries/ #per 1,000 Injuries/ #per 1,000 -. *"*,. -.
FY Fatalities Man-years Fatalities Man-years .. "-".,"

' 78 73 10.2 2,881 5.1
79 112 14.9 2,616 4.7 0 1 S,

80 101 14,2 2,051 3.7
81 117 13.9 2,221 3.9

B. INCENTIVE. Flight deck duty in itself is not a career field, -

nor is it necessarily voluntary. Although most Navy aviation ratings
(occupations) will have repeated sea tours, there is no guarantee that
members will ever operate on the flight deck. [6] This is also the case ... , ., .-

with the Marine Corps, where this duty is not considered a normal part ". . " . -.

of a Marine's career pattern within any occupational field. [7] Each .... 
4 '  '

ship, sea-going squadron, and detachment which utilizes flight deck .

billets is given a FDDP quota which, in turn, is distributed to the vari-
ous divisions having personnel working on the flight deck. A person is
then ordered in writing to a billet for a specific period of time, nor- .-
mally one month. Consequently, it appears that the concept of providing -. .-

an incentive is not applicable to this pay. One need not provide a
monetary inducement when an individual can be ordered to perform the -

duty. Additionally, if a particular skill is experiencing manning or
accession problems, it is doubtful that the rather remote possibility of
having to perform flight deck duty plays any role.

V. C. RATES. It is agreed that one cannot be adequately compensated
4, for loss of life or physical disability through a generalized pay system.

Therefore, in the cases where the duty is non-voluntary in nature, there-

by negating the necessity for an artificial incentive, the purpose of a
hazardous duty pay is to recognize that the individual is being exposed
to a greater risk than is the average service member. Since all
individuals on the flight deck during operations are being exposed to
the same hazard, it follows that all such persons should receive the
same "recognition pay," irrespective of grade. It is therefore proposed .-. .
that a flat rate of $110 per month, derived by applying the CPI (Consumer " "" " .
Price Index) to the current $83 value paid to enlisted personnel and pro- . .. ......

jecting to FY84, be paid to all qualifying personnel. 'i- :
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D. COSTS. Table 2 contains the actual and projected FDDP program
coats based on the current payment schedule in 1982 dollars. The sudden
increase in man-years beginning in FY82 (officers) and projected in FY83
(overall) can be attributed to the decision that of ficers in receipt of
ACIP are riot disqualified from concurrently receiving HDIP and the expan-________
sion of the eligibility criterion to include ships other then aircraft
carriers. Adoption of the proposed $110 flat rate would result in a
projected program cost for FY84 of $16 million dollars, an increase of- -.

* approximately $1.6 million.

Table 2___ ___

Flight Deck Duty Pay Program Costs 0
(1982 dollars in thousands)

Man-years
FY Officer Enlisted Cost

72 292 7,901 $12,891 @ '''

73 369 8,998 13,812 ~ ~
74 324 7,702 10,575
75 307 7639,719

76 307 7,520 8,542
77 280 6,727 7,654 _______

78 250 6,850 7,096
79 270 7,200 6,647
80 270 6,819 5,612
81 275 8,112 8,863
82 443 9,613 10,159 '

83* 800 13,000 14,004
84* 850 13,300 14,369

*projected -..

VI. FINDINGS.%P%

A. VALIDITY OF PURPOSE.

1. Flight Deck Duty presents a sufficient potential hazard
to warrant a special pay.

2. Flight Deck Duty is non-voluntary in nature, therefore, ~.aa'-
the function of FDDP is to recognize that such duty Is more hazardous________
than those assigned to the typical service member. .

B. CREDITABILITY OF RATES.

1. Since the concept of an incentive pay is not believed -

applicable to this pay, an officer/enlisted differential is not con- N A %-.,

sidered valid.-':--
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L. Th-prpit level of payment is $110 per month, irre-

spective of grade.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS.
W . 'l t

A. Eliminate the officer/enlisted differential.

B. Set the FDDP rate at $110 per month.

1. Department of the Navy, Of fice of the Secretary, ltr to Honorable
John W. McCormack, Speaker of the House of Representatives, dated
Jan 7, 1965.

2. House of Representatives Report, Incentive Pay for Performance of *
Hazardous Duty on Flight Deck of Aircraft Carrier, No. 171, accompany %*. ..

ing H.R.3044, 89th Cong., 1st Session.

3. Career Compensation for Uniformed Services, "A Report and Recommen-
dations for the Secretary of Defense by the Advisory Commission on *-*.

Service Pay," December, 1948.

4. Senate Report No. 97-146, accompanying S.1181, 97th Congress, 1st
Session. .-. -

5. Department of Defense, Deputy Assistant Secretary (Military Personnel h'

and Force Management) ltr dated August 12, 1981. *

6. Department of the Navy, Office of the Chief of Naval Operations memo
597F/32-83 dated 24 February 1983.

7. Department of the Navy, Headquarters United States Marine Corps, memo
NPP-37A-msh 5000 dated 8 March 1983.
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Summary of Responses .

Flight Deck Duty Pay

Issues: 1. The officer/enlisted differential should be eliminated.

2. The Flight Deck Duty Pay rate should be set at $110 per
month. .. .

DEPARTMENT COMMENTS *

ArmyConcurs.*

Navy Concurs.*

Air Force Defers to Department of
Navy.

Coast Guard Concurs. Further recommends
that the term "Hazardous Duty k

Incentive" should be dropped ~
Inasmuch as "FDDP Is to serve
as a recognition of extra .*

hazards, and that assignment -.-

to positions on f light decks .-

is neither voluntary nor a ---- ,,-

career field in itself..."

Public Health Service Concurs.

National Oceanic and Defers to Armed Services.*
Atomospheric Administration

Joint Chiefs of Staff Concurs. _______
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LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATION

Flight Deck Duty Pay 
]

Amend 37 U.S.C. 301 (c) (1) to ref lect the increase in the enlisted rate* 0

by eliminating any reference to an enlisted rate and deleting the word
.officer" In regard to the $110 rate.
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W •. I

GLIDER DUTY PAY

I. PURPOSE. As with other hazardous duty incentive pays, Glider Duty
Pay was established to attract personnel to service involving substantial _"-------_-__'_

danger. Its primary purpose is to persuade personnel to volunteer for O
and remain in duties involving the frequent and regular participation in -. -.-".
glider flights. Since no funds have been expended for over 25 years,
Glider Duty Pay is being examined to determine its continued need. .- "

II. DATA SOURCES. Data were obtained from the Service Staff of the --------- ,
Army, Navy, and Air Force and selected historical reports and studies. O 0 .
The Marine Corps, Coast Guard, Public Health Service and NOAA have never
used Glider Duty Pay.

III. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. In enacting Glider Duty Pay (Act of

July 1, 1944 (Pub.L. No. 78-409)) Congress' intent was to place the .

glider units, who were subject to comparable hazards of personnel cur-
rently receiving flight and parachute pays, on parity with the pay of
the air forces and paratroopers of the other Services. Based on the - ..

existing flight pay (50% of basic pay), and parachute duty ($100 for
officers, $50 enlisted), the act achieved "parity" by establishing rates ; -
at 50 percent of basic pay but not to exceed $100 a month for officers
and $50 a month for enlisted members. In essence, the authorized amount -

provided for persons who participate regularly in aerial flight, but was .--

limited to the parachute duty pay rates at that time. % %

The Career Compensation Act of 1949 (Pub.L. No. 81-351) continued
the authorization for Glider Duty Pay and restated it as a hazardous
duty incentive pay at the monthly rates of $100 a month for officers and -

$50 for enlisted personnel. Gliders went out of operational service in .
the early 1950's and the Strauss Commission of 1953 recommended the repeal . ,-
of Glider Duty Pay,1 but the pay authorized for such duty was never res-
cinded since the Services felt that unforeseen tactical requirements ". '
could again require its utilization. Along with other hazardous duty --.

incentive pay rates listed in Title 37, United States Code, Glider Duty -

Pay was increased to $110 and $55 for officers and enlisted personnel, -
respectively, by the Career Incentive Act of 1955 (Pub.L. No. 84-20).
The 1975 Third Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation recommended
repeal of this pay because its established purpose was no longer valid. 2

Notwithstanding this action, Glider Duty Pay remained in the law. In
recognition of the fact that the rates had "not been adjusted in more .

than 20 years, and this increase is needed to enhance the incentive
value of this pay,"3 the hazardous duty pays were increased by the
Uniformed Services Pay Act of 1981 (Pub.L. No. 97-60) to $83 per month '"-;.

for enlisted personnel. Since Glider Duty Pay was carried in the same
1 .< section of Title 37, it, too, was increased despite the fact that no .

one had drawn it in years. Gliders are presently in limited service at -*. ,... '.-'.
. the United States Air Force Academy's airmanship program and at the -7

Navy's Test Pilot school; however, no personnel have received Glider
Duty Pay at these stations. The regulation governing administrative . - --
procedures was rescinded in 1955 and has never been replaced.
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IV. METHODOLOGY. The fact that Glider Duty Pay has not been used in more
than 25 years precludes an analysis of the type typically associated with
a hazardous duty incentive pay. There are no data available to establish
the incentive value of the pay since gliders have virtually been out of
service since the 1950's. There must be a determination, then, of the
need for such pay now or in future training or operational scenarios.
With these factors in mind, the appropriateness of Glider Duty Pay was
addressed.

V. ANALYSIS. The Army has no gliders in its inventory and has no future .

plans for teir use that would be applicable to either a training or -
operational scenario. The Navy, on the other hand, uses gliders as part " 0

--' of the Naval Test Pilot syllabus. This program, established in the mid
1960's, consists of approximately 7 flights and 2 hours total glider
flight time. In the past, individuals performing duty in these gliders
have received Aviation Career Incentive Pay (ACIP) since they are career -.

aviators.

Although there are no gliders in operational units, the Air Force '- -

V introduced gliders in 1968 in support of the Air Force Academy Soaring!
Airmanship programs. Fourteen active duty officers and one active duty
enlisted individual are assigned to duty in the program. All officers
receive ACIP and the enlisted individual receives crewmember flight pay.
These personnel fly approximately 2 hours per week, with the exception
of the enlisted individual who gives FAA examinations for the program,

flying 2 to 5 hours a week. The Academy is authorized to fill up to four
soaring positions with non-rated officers. It is expanding its soaring
program during 1983 to include powered sail planes.

Title 37 United States Code provides for payment of non-aviator rated
personnel involved in frequent and regular participation in aerial flight

-._ as an enlisted crewmember or non-crewmember. In addition, the Code pro-
vides for flight involving participation in gliders. These entitlements
are subject to regulations prescribed by the President. Executive order
11157, as amended, has defined aerial flight, as "flight in an aircraft,
glider, or spacecraft."4  Therefore, a separate provision for glider duty
pay is unnecessary. The Department of Defense, Office of the General I .
Counsel agrees and has stated," provided that all other provisions and

requirements pertaining to entitlement under clauses (1) or (2) are
satisfied, member& performing glider flights are entitled to hazardous
duty incentive pay under those clauses.

5

VI. FINDINGS. .r-.O 6',.7:
1. Gliders have not been in use since the 1950's with the ex-

ception of limited use in training scenarios.

2. There are no current operational scenarios for future glider
flights. , -. *,*

3. No personnel have received Glider Duty Pay since the 1950's.
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4. Non-aviator rated personnel could be assigned to duties. .'-
involving glider flights; however, this has occurred only once in
the past 25 years. ,.

5. Personnel involved in glider duty are authorized enlisted O
Crewmnember or Non-crewmember Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay in Title -
37, United States Code, clause (1) and (2) of section 301(a).

6. The provision for Glider Duty Pay in Title 37, United States
Code 301(a)(3) should be repealed. __...-_--'_-__-_

VII. RECOMMENDATION. Repeal provision 301(a)(3) of Title 37, United -.
States Code referring to duty in gliders. -

References , " "'.

1. Report of the Strauss Commission, "Differential Pays for the Armed
Forces of the United States", Report of the Commission on Incentive-
Hazardous Duty and Special, Volume I, page 31, March 1953.

2. Report and Staff Studies of the Third Quadrennial Reivew of Military
Compensation; Military Compensation: A Modernized System, Draft
Final Report (Long Version), page 75, 1976. -'-.

3. Senate Report No. 97-146, p.8, accompanying S.11811 97th Congress,
Ist Session.

4. United States Code Annotated, Title 37 Pay and Allowances of the
Uniformed Services, Executive Order No. 11157, page 81, 1981.

5. Office of the General Council Letter to Chairman, Special and Incen- ... ,....A.
tive Pays, 5th QRMC, Subject: Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay for .

Glider Flights, Washington, D.C. April 28, 1983. -

Other Sources ' V-.- .

' Compensation Elements and Related Manpower Cost Stems their Purpose and " . .--
Legislative Background, Military Compensation Background paper, Second
Revised Edition, Office of the Secretary of Defense, July 1982. -
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

* Glider Duty Pay

Issue: Elimination of provision for Glider Duty Pay. Payment for glider
* . duty Is authorized under other flight Incentive or hazardous duty pays.

Department Comments

Army Concurs.

Navy Interposes no objection. -v

Air Force Cnus

coast Guard Concurs. '

Public Health Service Concurs. Pr

NOAA Concurs. ,

JCS Concurs.*. .
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LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS

Glider Duty Pay

Repeal 37 U.S.C. 301(a)(3) containing reference to duty in gliders. *
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LEPROSARIUM DUTY PAY- -
I, ; ----- -?-- "; -.-'

I. PURPOSE. To provide an incentive for personnel to volunteer for haz-

ardous duty Involving intimate contact with persons afflicted with leprosy ""__-""-_____._
(Hansen's Disease).. . .4

II. DATA SOURCES. The majority of data was obtained from the Service .

Staffs of the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard and the
Public Health Service (PHS). Background information was provided by the -..-.

Hansen's Disease Clinic, Mary's Help Hospital, San Francisco and the
American Medical Association. Published Hansen's Disease studies and
interviews conducted with recognized authorities as reported in various ,. ..

periodicals and professional journals served as supplemental data sources.

MeII HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. Although Leprosarium Duty Pay (LDP) has
existed in one form or another since the early 1900's, it was not included
under the Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay (HDIP) umbrella until the passage of
the Career Compensation Act of 1949 (Public Law No. 81-351, 63 Stat. 802). ?' 6 .
This Act, which extended LDP for the first time to other than just Public,'" .

4. -'I Health Service personnel, was passed largely in response to the recommen- .

dations of the 1948 Advisory Commission on Service Pay, commonly known ..-

as the Hook Commission. It was this commission that first introduced _'-- --
the incentive element of HDIP• It stated in part, "Close examination of .. -,--..

the nature of hazardous duty and the expressed or implied reasons for
accepting risks indicated that the incentive to engage and remain in F-
hazardous occuoupations provided a more realistic and practical basis .. . -'
for determining the rates of special pay than the theory of recompense

for shorter career expectancy."

HDIP rates were fixed at $100 a month for officers and $50 a month for _
enlisted personnel, approximately 25% of basic pay of the typical recip- -.

ient upon its inception in 1949. These rates were raised to $110 for--.... - ,.-
officers and $55 for enlisted members by the Career Incentive Act of 1955..*C. " , '

(Public Law No. 84-20, 60 Stat. 18) and remained in effect for over twenty *.-'... '. . '
\

years. During 1981, in recognition of the deterioration of the incentive SJ *'

value of the rates (then only approximately 5% of the recipients' basic - b-.--','

pay), enlisted HDIP rates were increased by 50% to $83 per month. This

increase had no effect on leprosaria staffing since, by policy, enlisted .
personnel are not assigned Hansen's Disease patient-care duties.

Executive Order 11157, which implements the Career Incentive Acts,
defines the term "duty involving intimate contact with persons afflicted . .
with leprosy" to mean duty performed by a member of the Uniformed Services
assigned to a "leprosarium" for a period of 30 days or more. The only
federal leprosarium currently in existence, the National Hansen's Disease ..

Center in Carville, LA, is operated and staffed by the Public Health Ser- .''"-
vice. This situation has existed since the 1960's when the Tinian Lepro-
sarium was transferred to the Department of the Interior and the Navy
medical officer billet there was disestablished. Hawaii assumed charge of .-
the only other federal leprosarium in 1942. Consequently, members of the

PHS are and have been the primary recipients.
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The Department of Health and Human Services, upon recommendation of
the PHS, included in the draft versions of the 1981, 1982 and 1983 Health
Amendments Acts submitted to the Speaker of the House of Representatives
proposals to repeal the LDP authority of 37 U.S.C. 301. However, the LDP O O
pay provisions were not addressed in associated testimony of subsequent
legislative actions.

IV. METHODOLOGY. As discussed earlier, there are two elements of this
pay: (1) to recompense an individual for the hazardous nature of the duty __.____-.-..-_
itself, and (2) to serve as an incentive to engage and remain in these O •
duties. The following tests were applied to each element to determine
the appropriateness of LPD:

A. Validity of purpose. For example, does a significant hazard
actually exist? Are the Services experiencing difficulty in attracting _-_-.__-._._____

and retaining volunteers for the duty? p

B. Creditability of rates. If indeed a significant hazard does ..;

exist, are the rates currently in use set at the minimum levels necessary , ... .,
to effect the desired behavior?

V. ANALYSIS.

A. HAZARD ELEMENT...

1. Validity of Purpose. Are the attending staff members actual- ' - -
ly being exposed to an unusual risk? Despite a long history of recognition
and study, leprosy remains the least understood of all the major infect- - "

ious diseases. Its mode of transmission and degree of communicability = W ".'

are still unclear. A study conducted in 1973 showed that 88% of health ."

personnel working in a leprosarium for over one year were infected by the ...-
disease.[l However, while this and other studies indicate that the
disease is highly infectious, they also report that the infection, which -
in most cases can be can be detected only as a result of specific test-
ing, has low incidence of actually developing into the active disease,
A study of 240 cases of Hansen's Disease cases that were known to have
occurred among veterans serving between 1940 and 1968 showed that only 46
developed as a result of exposure while in the Service.[21 While this is . -
a very small percent of the total veteran population, it does demonstrate - '-"-'

that military personnel can develop the disease upon exposure even if that . ..
exposure occurs only incidentally. The implication is that where the
exposure is more than incidental, as at Carville, the risk is probably -
greater than that for the general populace. On the other hand, the pre- .y ' 

'  '

dominance of evidence indicates that a considerable portion of leprosy ...-. ).'.

cases have no discernable history of "contact" with other cases.[3] A
study in southern India, where the prevalence of the disease is highest, e
showed that leprosaria workers displayed a lower incidence of active
Hansen's Disease than well-matched control groups not working in this .
environment.[4] Further, RADM John R. Trautman, Assistant Surgeon Gener- .--

al, Public Health Service and Director of the National Hansen's Disease .- - - "
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Center, indicates that, while the bodies of a large percentage of the
a Carville staff have probably been infiltrated by the Hansen's Disease

bacillus, no staff member in the past 25 years, to his knowledge, has con-
tracted the clinically active disease.[5] Finally, although the reported
cases of leprosy have risen almost 500% since 1960[6), this increase is
attributable to imported cases rather than indigenous transmission. For '.. .,

example, of the 91 cases reported in California in 1980, only one was a "..
member of the U.S. natural-born population.[7]

2. Creditability of Rates. Are the LDP rates set at the appro- _'_-'__.'"_-_-_

priate levels to compensate the individual for the added risk of perform- ' " .
ing such duty? Medical officers of all the uniformed services are routine-
ly exposed to highly infectious diseases, including Hansen's Disease,
outside of the carefully controlled leprosarium environment. For example,
the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) operate a program for epidemiologi- .-.
cal training. The officers in the program, known as the Epidemic Intel- "
ligence Service, travel to various areas worldwide when disease outbreaks t- ..*

occur. Such duty may expose the officers to highly contageous and some-
times previously unknown diseases. Yet, they are not eligible for any '-

form of HDIP. Consequently, any level of compensation greater than that
afforded these individuals who are being exposed to an equal or greater '"
hazard than leprosaria staff members would appear to be inappropriate.

B. INCENTIVE ELEMENT.

1. Validity of Purpose. Are the services experiencing any man- -. - -.
ning shortfalls at the federal leprosaria? If so, are these shortfalls
due to a lack of qualified volunteers? The long duration of the disease
process, the frequency of disabilities and strong prejudices create
special problems often absent in other diseases.[81 Historical and _

biblical references to leprosy have given the disease a mythical aura. --"
Moreover, these ancient sources have been important in setting apart
not only the patients but also doctors and students of leprosy from the
medical community at large.[9] While a social stigma is still somewhat : '
attached to those who are exposed to the disease, the National Hansen's
Disease Center has not experienced any significant difficulty in attract- -

ing and retaining volunteer staff members in sufficient numbers and
* quality to meet its 25 medical officer requirements. In fact, the Public

V~ Health Service reported that the stigma may be self-perpetuating. That ,- . --
is, "Those who treat Hansen's Disease patients receive extra pay, there- .. '...

, fore these patients must be somehow different than people with other K.a.V .-

illnesses."[101 For this reason, the pay in actuality may be serving as
a disincentive.

2. Creditability of Rates. Are LDP rates set at the minimum
level necessary to attract and retain leprosarium duty medical officers ' ;...

despite the social stigma associated with such duty? As can be seen in ,'..a.' ..
the following table, the current LDP rate of $110 per month represents
approximately 2% of the total monetary compensation afforded the average a, a .'

LDP recipient. While this extra income is certainly welcome, there is - . .. -. ,-..: a--, a- a- aa4aa

, -. a. '.- a. ' - ' - " f
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little evidence that the availability of LDP had any impact on the physi-
cians' assignment decisions. In fact, leprosaria staffs successfully

4. weathered a substantial special pay cut in 1949, when LDP was designated
as Pandtherebyreduced.pay to approximately 25 o
base pay at a time when the social stigma attached to treating "lepers" • 0
was significantly greater.

.+, .d

Table I
Total Monthly Compensation

For Typical 1982 LDP Recipients

TYPE PAY GRADE

0 -41 0-52

%" Regular Military Compensation: - -

, Basic Pay $2,305 $2,695
BAQ 452 506 N: ' " '

BAS 98 98
VHA (Carville, LA) 145 150

TOTAL $3,000 $3,449

Special Pays:""-.--".-•"_-_-"_

Variable Special Pay $ 791 $ 750
Additional Special Pay 750 853
Board Certification Pay 166 208
Incentive Special Pay 3 0 0
LDP 110 110

TOTAL $1,817 $1,921

, Total Monthly Compensation
for Typical LDP Recipient: $4,817 $5,370

LDP as a percent of
total monthly compensation: (2.3%) (2.0%)

NOTES: .
0-4 with spouse and 2 children . "*.

10 years' of service for Basic Pay purposes." '.2>
6 years' creditable service for Special Pay purposes ""

2 0-5 with spouse and 2 children -' -'

14 years' of service for Basic Pay purposes
10 years' creditable service for Special Pay purposes3 ........ 4.4..4

3 PHS has chosen not to implement this pay; however, if these were ..-....
DoD physicians, they would receive an additional $416 per month . . .. ..
in ISP.
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VI. FINDINGS. - .-..-- .

A. While the probability of being infected by Hansen's Disease is

higher for the attending staff than for the endemic population, the low

pathogenicity, i.e., the disease-producing capacity of the microorganism, O .

coupled with the tightly controlled clinical conditions in which the med-
ical officers perform their duties result in a considerably less hazard-
ous working environment than was true in the past. Individuals who, in
a hospital setting, have intimate contact with persons afflicted with
Hansen's Disease are not exposed to a sufficient hazard to warrant a ..____ '."-.

special pay. " .

B. The Uniformed Services are not experiencing significant problems -

in attracting or retaining quality personnel at Federal leprosaria. "-.

C. Program Costs are approximately $33,000 per annum.

VII. RECOMMENDATION. Eliminate Leprosarium Duty Pay. Repealing legis-
lation should include a provision to allow those individuals receiving .... ...

LDP at time of enactment to continue to receive that pay for the duration .,.

,,? of their qualifying assignments.
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

Leprosarium Duty Pay

Issues:0

1. Sufficient hazard does not exist to varrant a special pay.

2. A saved-pay provision should be included in the repealing legislation.

Deprten Repos

Army Concurs.0

Navy Concurs.

Air Force Concurs. N

Coast Guard Concurs with Issue 1, -'Idid not address Issue 2
in respect to Uniformed -

Services recipients..2

PBS Concurs.

.5..NOMA Defers to P115.

JCS Defers to PHS.______

W it

.7%
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LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS

"9. Leprosarium Duty Pay

Repeal provision 301(a)(5) of 37 u.s.c. referring to leprosy. Provision
should be made f or individuals in receipt of LDP at time of enactment
to continue to do so for the duration of their qualifying assignments.

% %
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37 U. S. C. 301 (a) (4)4
INCENTIVE PAY: HAZARDOUS DUTY INVOLVING PARACHUTE0 0

JUMPING AS AN-ESSENTIAL PART OF
MILITARY DUTY .'

* 0

CAPT~~- BAR .FANUA

PARACHUTE DUTYLPAY
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PARACHUTE DUTY PAY - '

I, PURPOSE. Parachute Duty Pay is like other Hazardous Duty Incentive
,. Pays in that it serves as a management tool to assist the military services

in attracting individuals to assignments that imply substantial danger.

The primary purpose of Parachute Duty Pay is to provide an incentive to
those uniformed personnel for the performance of hazardous duty required -.....

by orders involving parachute jumping. .

II. DATA SOURCES. Data were obtained from the Service Staffs of the
Army, Navy, Air Force and Marine Corps, from the Forest Service of the
United States Department of Agriculture and from selected historical re-
ports and studies. The Coast Guard, Public Health Service and NOAA do z.- .
not use Parachute Pay. Although not a primary data source, field inter-

views were conducted with parachutists at Fort Bragg, NC; MCAS, Cherry . - ,
Point, NC, Naval Amphibious Bases, Little Creek, VA and Coronado, CA; -.

and Norton AFB, San Bernardino, CA.".O

III. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. When Congress initially set the rates for -.. *,'..'. .
Parachute Duty Pay with the Act of June 3, 1941 (Pub. L. No. 77-98), they

developed a costing based on both the hazards of flying and parachuting,
since each was involved. Having determined that the $750 per annum basic -" .

flight pay already in effect represented compensation for the "direct "-..
hazard of flying which is the same for all"' (flight pay calculated on k OWl-ma
50% of base pay of a 2nd Lt. with less than 5 years), Congress concluded
that parachute officers should receive this $750 as recompense for their --. . ....
flying risks. In addition, since an operational parachute jump is not
required of other flying personnel, a "reasonable amount" of $500 a year
for jumping risks was added, yielding a combined annual total of $1,250
per year. After rounding to $1,200, the officer rate was set at $100 a
month. The "career hazard" of Flight Pay, which considers the "cumulative . -

%- stress and strain over a period of years" was not included because of the
- " need "to change the personnel of these units frequently in order to meet%" the requirements for young and vigorous men."

Even though they are exposed to exactly the same flying and jumping
risks as officers, the Senate Military Affairs Committee, in determining
the 1941 Act rates, applied a "properly compensated '2 standard to enlisted""

'.", parachute personnel fixing the rate at $50 per month, one-half the rate
for officers. The 1948 Hook Commission supported this differential in -

• .. t rates with the following rationale:

"(1) Any special pay must be in proportion to the
basic pay, so that at all times the compensation for .'..

the primary responsibility will be considerably .
greater than that for any additional duty..-

(2) The rates proposed for hazard pay serve as an
inducement to undertake and continue special duties; .

and such an inducement need not be as great in mone- ....- ...-. --

tary terms for lower paid and less advanced personnel

as for higher paid and more highly trained personnel. -

* N.
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(3) Officers are usually given greater special '

responsibilities, aside from normal military
control, than enlisted personnel in hazardous
assignments."

3

The Hook Commission, during its study of the military pay system, "
indicated that although Parachute Duty Pay, along with similar special
pays, originally was designed to compensate for arduous and hazardous "..' ." .

duty, its primary purpose was an "incentive to engage and remain in

hazardous occupation"4 . The report downplayed the theory of payments
for the risk of shorter career expectations as the sole argument for a
hazard pay. These reasonings and recommendations resulted in the Career
Compensation Act of 1949 (Pub. L. No. 81-351) which established $100 a
month for officers and $50 a month for enlisted personnel as the rates .. -
for Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay-Parachute Duty. The Career Incentive
Act of 1955 (Pub.L. No. 84-20) raised the rates to $110 and $55 and they •
remained at these levels until the Uniformed Services Pay Act of 1981
(Pub. L. No. 9760) when enlisted rates were increased to $83 a month. ':* ...
(Reserve and National Guard units had been extended the pay in 1962 -
(Pub. L. 87-649) in a daily amount equal to 1/30th of the rates authori- "-

zed for Active duty.)* a.?,--.
.,a,.-. ,.-.,

Current Parachute Duty Pay requirements and minimum exposure stand-
ards were established in Executive Order 11157 of June 22, 1964. One
jump qualifies a member for Parachute Pay for a consecutive 3-month per-

iod. If military operations or lack of equipment preclude the performance "' .
of a jump during a 3-month period, a member may qualify for the pay for -
the missed quarter plus the following nine months by performing four jumps ' ' .
at anytime during the 9 month period. During combat operation in a hos- ...- _.*.'.-.._.*
tile fire zone, these requirements may be waived. Additionally, the Pres-
ident may suspend the payment of Parachute Duty Pay "in time of war."

During consideration of the Fiscal Year 1974 Department of Defense Vol,
Appropriation Bill, the House Appropriations Committee questioned the . --

need for the approximately 32,500 paid parachute positions since large ,

numbers of helicopters had been added to the Army to allow for entry into
combat by air instead of by parachute.5  The committee did not "question" L'
the need for paratroop forces, but did reduce the Army authorized parachute ,'€'- -, ,- .p* ,' .-''-a , |

position strength to 27,500, a restriction followed even today.

The cost of Parachute Duty Pay has varied greatly as shown in Table 1. "

Table 1 l--.
Cost of Parachute Duty Pay .:-....%... -

FY72-FY82 "- -- " '
-'-'-''----: "-- " "-'

1972 $26,820,000 1978 $21,028,000 .
1973 25,967,000 1979 20,793,000 .
1974 22,455,000 1980 21,350,000 _-_._____ _____

1975 20,206,000 1981 21,052,000
1976 19,122,000 1982 29,481,000 '".'.-.

1977 19,621,000 .,

-174 -..~174

-_ .. , ,-.-' , ..... .a " " ,
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IV. METHODOLOGY. Since Parachute Duty Pay is categorized as a Hazard- " --

oua Duty Incentive Pay, this analysis is aimed at determining the degree . ....

of risk and the usefulness of the pay in assisting the Services in meet-
Ing their force management requirements.

With these factors in mind then, the following questions were
addressed during the review of Parachute Duty Pay:

1. Is parachute duty sufficiently hazardous to warrant a special .-.*.--*--.-"

payment?

2. Are the Services experiencing problems with attracting and 0 O
retaining sufficient volunteers for parachute duty? " -

V. ANALYSIS.

A. HAZARD ISSUE. Is parachute duty sufficiently hazardous to 4d
warrant a special payment? In performing jump duties, a jumper is sub- 0 .. O'

ject to the control of numerous personnel, each of whom can commit an
error during the preparation and execution sequence. Additionally, there
are the specific hazards associated with jumping and flying. Hazards *%;. .

4... include, but are not limited to, those of exiting the aircraft, entangle- . -.. -

ment with another jumper, parachute failure, dangerous landing conditions, ..

and aircraft crashes. These can cause a reluctance on the part of the
many individuals to remain in jump status for an extended period. ' 4 .-. .

The hazards of parachute jumping are exacerbated during mass airdrops
and combat situations. For example, during Gallant Eagle, a massive Army
troop jump in 1982, there were 150 injuries and 6 deaths resulting pri-
marily from impact with the ground and/or equipment on the ground.

HALO (High Altitude, Low Opening) jumps are executed at altitudes of

of greater than 10,000 feet with a free fall to low altitudes before par- 4- .'
achute opening. Specially designed parachutes, oxygen bottles and release %-" '.

.V timers are used during these jumps. HALO jumpers incur additional hazards %
such as uncontrollable spins during the free fall portion of the jump, mal- {:

function or depletion of the oxygen system, malfunction of the automatic
release, and greater opening shocks.

Additional information collected during field interviews indicates %. - - .

that the cumulative effects of Jumping over a period of years may cause- .'-'

medical problems during a jumper's career or later in life. Although no -._....-
definitive study has been conducted, Medical Officers at the Army's S w
82nd Airborne Division have observed that long term jumpers have more
incidents of neck and spinal injuries than non-jumpers or short term .4 . .4.. =• o,

jumpers. The compounding effects of continual exposure to jumping result .
in spinal disc, knee, shoulder, ankle, and general bone problems. Doctors ..-. ' ..

also have seen many instances of severe spinal arthritis in jumpers who ,."- .-.. -
used the older parachute systems and attribute this to the opening
shock of these systems. The parachute in use today has less opening .
shock. Accordingly, doctors are now observing medical problems attributed..4...

more often to the cumulative effect of impact with the ground. % %

175.:. ,. .- ,4
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Because of the differing service methods of collecting and reporting

*'' accident information, detailed casualty data reflecting these hazards are -

not practical to obtain. The information contained in Table 2 below rep-

resents the available parachute casualty data as reported by the Services:

Table 2 .
Parachute Duty Casualty Data .'"- -

FY78-82 Auth (FY82) No. of Injuries No. of Deaths

Army 26,897 1923 31 0 0

Navy 1,084 28 3
USMC 595 8 3
USAF 763 34 2

While these numbers show that risks are involved in parachuting, addi- i' ' "0 .

tional data to conduct a more meaningful analysis of casualty rates are
not available from the Navy, Marine Corps, or Air Force. The Army,
however, which comprises the largest numbers of total DoD parachute
positions, has collected the greatest amount of safety data. These data,
shown in Table 3, will be considered representative of parachute safety

rates,

Table 3 , : . . .
Army Parachute Duty Casualty Data ,..

No. of Jumps Injuries per Deaths per

(rounded) Injuries 1000 Jumps Deaths 1000 Jumps '

78 276,000 360 1.3 2 .007

79 265,000 355 1.3 8 .030 .. '........
80 246,000 314 1.2 7 .028
81 265,000 378 1.4 4 .015

82 209,000 516 2.5 10 .048

An increase in both injury and death rates occurred in 1982. This

increase is attributed to the Army's effort to establish more realistic

wartime training scenarios, i.e., more night Jumps, more Jumps at lower .'." *

altitudes, and a greater variety of drop zones. Army paratroopers are e e

now jumping with a full complement of combat equipment loads during ;.- .. ; __

training. Although these enhancements increase the warfighting skills of

Army jumpers, they also increase the likelihood of injury. Since safety ...-

data is not avaiable by skill, no direct comparison can be made to deter- . .. -

mine if personnel on jump status incur more hazards than members would . .

generally expect to be exposed to in other skills. More importantly, .- %.. - .. .

though, it is not just the rates themselves that establish parachute duty .

as hazardous, but rather the added potential for death or injury. It is '
for this reason that parachuting is sufficiently hazardous to warrant ".

special payment. -. , .

.-.. .-. .... -'* :-. ,.,..:..:.....I. 4 .176 - - - " -
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B. ATTRACTION AND RETENTION ISSUE. Are the Services experiencing
problems with attracting and retaining sufficient volunteers for parachute .. .
duty? The Army, Navy, and Air Force have requirements for airborne
personnel in career specialties. The Marine Corps, on the other hand,

* has a continued need for highly motivated jumpers in limited assignments.
While parachuting is clearly a required skill associated with an airborne 0 .

career, it is not normally an actual career field in itself. Retention .' --

* and reenlistment data, which are compiled by skill, are not maintained
for members on jump status. Therefore, no definitive statement of -,.--'---.
retention patterns of personnel performing parachute duty can be made.

The Army has 92% of the DoD parachute duty authorizations. It is
. also the only Service that maintains a fully deployable airborne division.

% While the Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force have personnel in parachute
status, such duty generally complements other primary duties such as

rescue, diving, and demolition. In fact, many personnel in Services
other than the Army do not draw Parachute Duty Pay because of Title 37,
United States Code limitations regarding the number of hazardous and .. *,
special pays that can be drawn concurrently. Accordingly, this analysis
has relied on Army data.

Parachute authorizations for FY78 through December 1982 and projected

. FY83 through FY87 are shown in Figure 1. The Services experienced rela-
tively small but continued increases in their parachute authorizations
through the entire period. Increases include, SEAL and EOD growth in

.. the Navy and in the Army Special Forces. Additionally, the Army has re-
quested that their current 27,500 limit on the total number of Army jum- -. -

-.- pers be lifted. . ....

As can be seen in Table 4, the Army fell slightly below 100% of .

authorized in nearly all of the last five years and a significant drop of
enlisted personnel occurred in FY82. With the exception of officer

4'. billets in the Army and the Marine Corps at the end of FY82, all Services -
were below desired manning. "....

Approximately 65% of the Army's parachute positions are located at
the 82nd Airborne Division, Ft. Bragg, NC. Manning data provided by the

82nd shows that, as of 7 December 1982, the Army listed 94 skills as .
,4 undermanned. Although some skills are undermanned Army-wide, many of , , ,
. the Military Occupation Specialties (MOS) are fully manned Army-wide but
Se . undermanned at the 82nd Airborne. For example, at the 82nd, the Artillery
.. i Specialist (16R MOS) authorizations are manned (as of Dec 82) at 78%

' while Army-wide manning stands at 107%. Combat Engineers (12B MOS) are
manned at 89% and 101% 82nd and Army-wide, respectively. This may

---- indicate a reluctance of personnel in these skills to volunteer for -'-....

parachute duty.
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Figure 1

PARACHUTE DUTY AUTHORIZATIONS :

FY78 PROJECTED THROUGH FY87
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Table 4 _ _ _ _

Parachute Duty Manning Data w Ur'
(Number assigned/percent of authorized)

FY78 FY79 -FY80 FY81 FY82
Army

Of ficer 2330/90% 2410/93% 2356/90% 2448/94% 2611/100%
Enlisted 24239/101% 23770/99% 23864/99% 24172/99% 22264/92% - '

Navy. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Officer 171/97% 177/114% 180/112% 248/120% 238/94%
Enlisted 588/72% 614/77% 740/98% 792/98% 755/91% K~c~~ .-

USMC # NV4
Officer N/A N/A N/A N/A 77/100%
Enlisted N/A N/A N/A N/A 443/86%

USAF-

Officer N/A N/A N/A N/A 138/89% I-
Enlisted N/A N/A N/A N/A 495/81%
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The Navy attributes shortages to a lack of volunteers for duties that
include parachuting. The Air Force has had problems in the past obtain- -

ing volunteers for the Combat Control Teams. Recent policy changes (1983)
have expanded the accessions base into the career field. According to ________

the Marine Corps, the dynamics of the assignment system are responsible
for their shortfalls. Their shortages often occur because personnel are.
in the assignment or training pipeline.

V The Army's shortfalls stem from a lack of volunteers for training
slots. Projections are used to estimate the inputs required each year to-
man the Army's parachute duty positions. In 1982, budgetary constraints
limited the training input required to approximately 12,000 against a
projected requirement for 14,000. Training input is expected to increase
through 1984 as a result of increased training authorizations. However,
actual training inputs and graduates remain below requirements and are
decreasing. The Army has recently established an Airborne Improvement
Plan to attempt to solve the problem of decreasing volunteers. Basic

parachute training school data f or the Army are shown in Figure 2.4

Figure 2

ARMY PARACHUTE TRAINING
-~ ENLISTED PERSONNEL FY78 -FY84
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Fiscal Year 1982 training costs for the various types of training
required of the numerous airborne positions are reflected in Table 5. -'

Table 5
Parachute Duty Training Costs * .

, .,-,*'.-. ,- . .'

Type Training Officer Costs Enlisted Costs

Parachute $ 3,300 $ 2,400 ".
Ranger 18,700 16,700 _____-__"-" ""
Pathfinder 5,100 4,500 0 0

Rigger N/A 13,400
Jumpmaster 8,100 7,300 •
Special Forces:

Qual Course 26,500 40,600 . -
Underwater Ops 9,000 7,600
Ops and Intel N/A 22,900 ,- .-.. ...

Free Fall 10,400 9,100

Actual training costs are basically the same for officers and
enlisted. The variances result from differing pay and allowances and
per diem. Since the Army conducts parachute training for all the other
services, their costs will be similar.

Losses of trained personnel can be quite costly. Based on the figures ..
in Table 5, for example, the loss of one trained ranger would necessitate - -
training a replacement at $19,100. The Special Forces (SF) enlisted
soldier would cost $43,000 and jumpmaster costs could be added to either . '.
of these examples, making replacement expenditures even more significant.

Attrition rates for officers attending the basic course during FY82
were 19.4%. Enlisted attrition was 22.62, almost one fourth of the al-

ready short supply of volunteers and up from 18.8% the year earlier. . , .,.

Moreover, the Army reported 8% to 9% enlisted attrition from permanent- \''
party airborne positions in FY82. This loss of about 2,300 personnel . -

equates to a training cost of approximately $5.6 million just for the
basic course alone. Training attrition data is difficult to obtain and '
is limited to the Army data contained in Table 6.

Table 6 Z- %--

Training Attrition Data

Officer Enlisted

Training FY82 FY80 FY81 FY82 "

Parachute 19.4% 20.9% 18.8% 22.6% - -, - '
Ranger 27.3% 29.5% 37.6% 32.1%
Special Forces 32.8% 55.2% 61.3% 62.8% %e' _.

.P 'r.. 
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blesfficin dataicare notailbe ocery determine iftesotal r assctal

with the actual jumping, the skill that requires the jump qualifications,
or local unit or Service-unique problems....-

C. FOREIGN NATIONS. Many foreign countries have seen the need to
provide monetary incentives for their paratroopers. 6 Table 7 represents
Parachute Duty Pay rates in foreign military services as as of December ;7-*
1980. -

Table 7
Parachute Duty Pay - Foreign Military Service

(US $ as of April '83)e

Australia: A$6.45 (US $6.00) per jump (Trainees) '

%5 5

A$354 (US $306.00) per year (Qualified)
- 3% of E-5 pay. -

A$809 (US $700.00) per year (Instructors)
- 7% of E-5 pay ________

Canada: C$75 (US $61.00) per month (unless receiving
aircrew rescue specialist, or air duty allowance) J. ~
- 52 of E-5 pay

z.j

C$20 (US $16.00) per jump (max paratroop allowance -

C$75 (US $61.00) per month for casual ~w

France: Aeronautical Service Allowance (amt. not given) ... ~

Germany (FRG): DM150 (US $62.00) per month (Tax exempt) 5

- 12% of E-5 pay

%i14DM45 (US $19.00) per month
- 4% of E-5 pay4
(qualified personnel but not assigned to duty)

Israel: Supplemental Pay (amt. not given)

*UK: 1339 (US $58.00) per month (all ranks)
- 7% of E-5 pay

.11 644.40 (US $66.00) per month (instructors)

D. CIVILIAN CAREER OPPORTUNITIES. Civilian career opportunities of
jjumpers are limited. The United States Department of Agriculture Forest r
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L
Service hires personnel during December and January of each year for work mr*

I$.'/-"as smokejumpers. A smokeJumper's primary job is fighting fires with more

weight being given to their firefighting capabilities when selecting
candidates. First-year smokejumpers are employed at the GS-5 level ($6.43
per hour, approximately $5,200 per season). Experienced smokejumpers are
hired at the GS-6 level ($7.16 per hour, approximately $5,700 per season). 0 0
Overtime hours are paid at one and one half times the hourly rate. Smoke-
jumpers receive a hazardous duty differential but it is for duty unrelated "" -

to parachuting. Smokejumping is seasonal work and employment usually -.-

lasts approximately 5 months each year. The lack of, and instability .'. .. .-.
of, outside career job offers do not create a pull to the civilian market
for paratroopers as in other fields. 0

E. RATES. Do Parachute Duty Pay rates, as currently structured, .';.
"- . 'support the purpose of the pay? The purpose of Parachute Duty Pay is

twofold: to provide an incentive to participate in parachute jumping,
and to compensate somewhat for the actual risk involved in jumping. -". * *

Current rates for Parachute Duty Pay are $110 and $83 per month for %
officers and enlisted personnel, respectively. This equates to 6% of an
E-5's Basic Military Compensation. During field interviews, both officers

4i and enlisted personnel indicated that they volunteered for other than

monetary reasons. Most believe that the value of the payment has dimin-
ished to the point that it is inadequate compensation for the hazards
they encounter in jump status. The pay is viewed as a reward for risk
and has no measureable effect on their decisions to volunteer for or

V remain on jump status.

Since the hazards are the same for both officer and enlisted jumpers, Z- -
*it is appropriate to establish a single basic rate for Parachute Duty

Pay. This same rate would apply to Novices, Senior and Master jumpers ', .', .1,@t -
(Army badge categories) since it cannot be demonstrated that the hazard

of jumping increases with higher jump rating with one exception, HALO ..--.
jumpers. The establishment of a higher pay rate for these free-fall ". -... -..-

jumpers would more adequately remunerate personnel who assume the extra
risk of HALO duties. Currently, the Army is revitalizing special opera-
tion units. These units are trained to conduct unconventional warfare i- .. . '@

in denied areas -- behind enemy lines. Insertions into denied areas are ... .

. accomplished using HALO techniques. 
%

Since a hazard rate should be the same for officers and enlisted -.- '..-

"personnel, the enlisted rate should be increased to $110 per month. '" - "
Futhermore, while it is recognized that HALO jumpers assume greater risks
it is difficult to gauge the degree of these added dangers to arrive at -.

an appropriate amount. We believe, however, that a reasonable amount of
compensation for taking on risks significantly greater than the basic
parachutist is an additional 50% of the regular rate, i.e., $165.

The estimated additional cost for the aforementioned Parachute Duty

Pay increases is reflected in Figure 3.
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Figure 3

.1 COST OF PARACHUTE DUTY PAY
PROPOSED CHANGES

FY82-FY87
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VI. FINDINGS.

A. Parachute duty is sufficiently dangerous to warrant a special
pay for hazardous duty. _______--____-.

B. Adequate data is not available to clearly determine if actual '
manning problems exist; however, if isolated manning problems are present,
they are best handled with incentive pays designed to eliminate signifi-
cant shortages, such as SRBs. If it is desirable t6 recognize achieve-
ment of unusual skill levels or responsibility, then the use of the pro-

posed Special Duty Assignment Pay (replaces Proficiency Pay) would be

more appropriate. , 0

C. An appropriate amount for performing basic parachute duty is
$110 per month. This rate should be the same for officer and enlisted
jump personnel, since they are exposed to the same risks.

D. HALO jumpers are exposed to significantly increased risks and * O O..

should receive compensation equal to regular jump pay plus 50%. -.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS.

A. Retain Parachute Duty Pay. i r,,-.':u.v;

B. Compensate for manning shortages in isolated positions through
incentive pays designed to eliminate shortages such as SRBs. Compensate '
for added responsibilities in unique cases, i.e., jumpmasters, through
the proposed Special Duty Assignment Pay.

C. Increase enlisted Parachute Duty Pay rates to $110 per month,
eliminating officer and enlisted rate differentials..9•. -.,. -• - - .- ,, ,.,

D. Add a provision to Title 37 USC 301 to compensate HALO jumpers ,-..-.....
at a level equal to basic Parachute Duty Pay plus 50%.
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VI. FINDINGS.

A. Parachute duty is sufficiently dangerous to warrant a special
pay for hazardous duty. ________

B. Adequate data is not available to clearly determine if actual
manning problems exist; however, if isolated manning problems are present,
they are best handled with incentive pays designed to eliminate signifi-
cant shortages, such as SRBs. If it is desirable t6 recognize achieve-
ment of unusual skill levels or responsibility, then the use of the pro-
posed Special Duty Assignment Pay (replaces Proficiency Pay) would be
more appropriate. S

$10C. An appropriate amount for performing basic parachute duty is
$10per month. This rate should be the same for officer and enlisted

jump personnel, since they are exposed to the same risks.

D. HALO jumpers are exposed to significantly increased risks and Pk ,'
should receive compensation equal to regular jump pay plus 50%..* - . .

VII. RECOMENDATIONS.

A. Retain Parachute Duty Pay.

B. Compensate f or manning shortages in isolated positions through
incentive pays designed to eliminate shortages such as SR~s. Compensate :...-

for added responsibilities in unique cases, i.e., jumpmasters, through - -'-

the proposed Special Duty Assignment Pay.

C. Increase enlisted Parachute Duty Pay rates to $110 per month,
eliminating officer and enlisted rate differentials. 7-:%

D. Add a provision to Title 37 USC 301 to compensate HALO jumpers
at a level equal to basic Parachute Duty Pay plus 50%.

18
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SUMHARY OF RESPONSES

Parachute Pay

Issues:

1. There is a valid need to provide Parachute Duty Pay.

2. An appropriate amount for performing parachute duty is $110 per .--.---- =--

month. This rate should be the same for officer and enlisted
* jump personnel, since they are exposed to the same risks.

3. HALO jumpers are exposed to significantly increased risks and

should receive compensation equal to regular jump pay plus 50%.

Department Comments

Army Concurs. W

Navy Concurs, except proposes
variable, by grade rates. .S*- 9

Air Force Concurs, except desires
to keep officer/enlisted ' -.PIIgil
differential. -

Coast Guard Agrees in principle. Does 4 , .9

not currently use the pay. '

Public Health Service Concurs.

NOAA Defers to Services utilizing .- -*--h
%:the pay.

JCS Concurs. % .
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1. Amend 37 U.S.C. 301(c)(1) to reflect the increase in the enlisted6
rate by eliminating any reference to an enlisted rate and deleting the .:;. *

word "officer" In regard to the $110 rate.

2. Add a provision to 37 U.S.C. 301 to compensate HALO jumpers at a rate
of 50% above basic jumpers.
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TOXIC FUELS AND PROPELLANTS EXPOSURE PAY
, ~ ~.." i-.,..:-:'

I. PURPOSE. To provide an incentive to those Uniformed Services person-

nel for the performance of hazardous duty required by orders Involving the
servicing of aircraft or missiles with highly toxic fuels or propellants.

l~n ' .sl,* . .s .5,

II. DATA SOURCES. Much of the information used in this analysis was
obtained from the Services in response to 5th QRMC requests. Other "..
sources include the Office of Personnel Management, the Environmental '" .

'

Protection Agency, and the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
A field interview was conducted with personnel receiving this pay at
Edwards AFB, CA. O

III. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay for personnel
working with toxic fuels and propellants was first authorized in law by

the Uniformed Services Pay Act of 1981 (Public Law 97-60). The addition
of this category of hazard to Section 301, Title 37 came about as a __-._-_-_...",_-

result of DoD initiated legislation proposing that Service Secretaries P " .
be authorized to determine those duties within their respective depart- ".

ments which qualified for Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay. Included in the
legislative proposal was a description of various duties for which the "

Services would consider authorizing special pay. Toxic Fuels and Propel-
lants (TF&P) was one such category. The House of Representatives' version
of the Pay Act (HR3380) had such a provision and would have allowed pay-
ment of Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay to members performing duties which .. .

were determined by the Secretary to be either unusually hazardous or
:. e performed under unusually severe working conditions1. The Senate Bill .. -- ,.-'

(S1181) did not provide the same flexibility but did recommend the addi- -

tion of three new categories of Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay, including
toxic fuels and propellants, stating: -:.

"5 - This section recognizes the extensive personal sacrifices ...-.

made by military members whose daily duties place them in '-." -'
imminent danger from hazards such as toxic, lethal, or
carcinogenic substances or whose routine duties involve
hazardous working conditions. 2  -L-. --..- _ ,

The Senate version of the bill prevailed in the joint conference
. and 37 U.S.C. 301 was amended to add duties involving the servicing of .'.'.'.. ..

aircraft or missiles with highly toxic fuels or propellants as a category_'

° - i qualifying for Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay.
3  '.'". ' .,

After extensive coordination among the Services, Executive Order

*,-. 12394, dated 18 November 1982, implemented the provisions of the Pay Act
of 1981 with respect to toxic fuels and propellants. This Executive

,o, Order defined duty involving the servicing of aircraft or missiles with
highly toxic fuels or propellants as a primary duty, which requires:-

. 5. % % % -

......... ....o e . .. .•
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- Removal, replacement, and servicing of the emergency power unit
of an aircraft with H-70 propellant (including participation in

K.. an emergency response force, spill containment, or spill cleanup -.- *. -

involving H-70);

- Handling and maintaining the liquid propellants used in the Titan
weapon system providing the duty requires qualification in the use
of the Rocket Fuel Handler's Clothing Outfit and further involves
the performance of specific operations involving the fuel system;

- Handling and maintaining the propellants used in the LANCE missile
system; or

- Handling and maintaining the toxic substances contained in missile
or aircraft weapon system propellants as determined by the Secre- .

tary concerned.4

Members qualifying for TF&P Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay receive .
compensation at the rate of $110 per month for officers and $83 per
month for enlisted personnel.

IV. METHODOLOGY. Because this special pay was only recently authorized, - a.-

an in-depth analysis of its effectiveness is not feasible. However, this
review will provide a descriptive baseline from which future analyses may
draw. The first section will identify the number of personnel receiving
the pay, current and projected costs of the pay, and a brief description
of the duties performed by TF&P Pay recipients. The second part will
discuss the hazards involved in handling toxic fuels and propellants and "".
manning of TF&P authorizations. The final section will evaluate the
rates of TF&P Pay and discuss possible future applications of the pay. F "

V. ANALYSIS.

q A. SECTION ONE. Of the seven Uniformed Services, only the Army
and Air Force use TF&P Pay. The number of TF&P Pay authorizations by
Service is shown in Table 1. Projections of TF&P authorizations for p ... s-

FY84 to FY87 are found in Table 2. ". .

Table 1 -

Toxic Fuels and Propellants Pay -"-- -"-
FY83 Authorizations by Service

-*Service Officer Enlisted Total '

- 4. - . %
Army 0 21 21

. Air Force 26 596 622

26 617 643

- " " ..- -... ,

.. %*.' .'\ _,P -'% 14
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Table 2
Projected TF&P Authorizations by Service

FY84 - FY87

Service Fiscal Year O' O '

FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87

Army 21 21 21 21 -"

Air Force 659 589 523 566

Total 680 610 544 587

Army authorizations for the pay are projected to remain constant
over the period shown. Air Force authorizations indicate an overall
reduction from FY84 to FY87, with a small increase between FY86 and * '"
FY87. This trend reflects gradual drops in the number of authorizations
(from 252 in FY84 to 91 in FY87) for personnel working in the Titan
missile program as the system draws down. The projections also reflect
small annual increases in those skills required to service emergency
power units as additional F-16 aircraft are brought into the Air Force
inventory. The increase in authorizations from FY86 to FY87 results
from an increase of 45 authorizations in the F-16 maintenance area.

Table 3 shows the projected costs of TF&P Pay from fiscal year 1983 - ..
to 1987. . .'. -.

Table 3
Projected TF&P Costs

FY83 - FY87

YEAR COST

FY83 $648,852
FY84 $688,944 ...
FY85 $615,336 .. h"\.

FY86 $546,036 .
FY87 $609,456

. , .- 
Within the Air Force there are two general occupations which qualify

personnel for TF&P Pay. The first group of personnel perform duties which
require the handling and maintainance of the liquid propellants used in the "
Titan missile system. Personnel in this category qualify for the pay pro- .
vided they are required to maintain qualifications in the use of the
Rocket Fuel Handler's Clothing Outfit and perform duties involving launch
duct operations, set-up, installation, or tear-down for fuel oxidizer

193
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flow, decontaInation of equipment, venting or pressurizing fuel or

oxidizer tanks, removing or replacing missile components while missile

fuel and oxidizer tanks are loaded, transferring propellants between
holding tanks, or certain preventive maintainance activities. -_"_ ....

Personnel performing such work are normally Missile Maintenance
* Specialists (AFSC 443XOE), Missile Liquid Propellant Systems Maintenance "-.".....

Specialists (AFSC 445X1), or Missile Maintainance Officers (AFSC 31XXF). .....

The second group of Air Force recipients are certain Aircraft Fuel -.'-.... . -

Systems Mechanics (AFSC 423X3) who service F-16 aircraft, including the p
emergency power unit. Servicing of this system is required whenever the

system has been activated.

The 21 Army positions authorized to receive TF&P Pay are assigned
to the LANCE missile system. All of these personnel belong to MOS 27L,
Lance System Repairer, and are assigned to duties as members of a Pro-
pellant Drainage Kit (PDK) Team. In the course of their duties they

are required to don protective clothing, including an oxygen generating
breathing apparatus, in order to drain propellant or oxidizer from the
missile system.

B. SECTION TWO.

1. Associated Hazards. The potential hazards faced by personnel
in the previously described fields lie in the possible exposure to the

. liquid propellants (both fuel and oxidizer) utilized in missiles and the
emergency power unit of the F-16 aircraft. The propellant for the Titan

* missile has two components: unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine (UDMH), the ._ . -4

fuel; and nitrogen tetroxide, the oxidizer. The LANCE missile system - -_Mt1o.X..
also uses UDMH as the fuel and inhibited red fuming nitric acid (IRFNA)
as the oxidizer. H-70 propellant, a mixture of 30% water and 70% hydra-

zine, is used in the emergency power unit of the F-16 aircraft.

Hydrazine, in either its pure form or as contained in UDMH, is an
oily, colozless, fuming, and flammable liquid. It is highly corrosive
and a severe skin irritant, causing second and third degree burns on --.

short contact. Hydrazine may also be absorbed through either the respir- .:SL \#. . - -.

atory system or the skin. Exposure to vapors will cause swelling and

blistering of eyelids, skin, nose, and throat. Absorption or ingestion .-.. Z--Y-Y-'-
causes nausea, dizziness and headache. Severe exposure to hydrazine or . 4.

UDMH may even cause death. Hydrazine is also a suspected carcinogen. se.-

The maximum permissible exposure to hydrazine (threshold limiting value)

set by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) is , . % .-

.1 part per million (PPM). The National Institute for Occupational ,% .... -. .

Safety and Health (NIOSH) has recommended a work place limit of .03 ppm
which is the lowest detectable level of exposure.

5
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Nitrogen tetroxide is a dark brown, fuming, liquid or gas with a
pungent acrid odor. Exposure can occur through either contact or inhal-
ation. Inhalation poses the most serious threat with the first effects
usually delayed by several hours. Symptoms of exposure may include
fatigue, coughing, difficulty in breathing, and in some instances, pul-
monary edema where the lungs fill with water. Because nitrogen tetroxide
interferes with the exchange of gas in the lungs, unconsciousness and
death by asphyxiation may result. The maximum allowable exposure limit .
to nitrogen tetroxide as determined by OSHA is 5 ppm. NIOSH has recom-
mended that this ceiling be reduced to a level of 1 ppm averaged over
a 15 minute period. Nitrogen tetroxide is also violently reactive with
hydrazine or any other combustable such as wood or cloth.O

Red fuming nitric acid (RFNA) is a colorless to light brown liquid,
emitting an acrid, choking odor. It reacts violently with combustable .'-.* .

materials such as wood or metal powders. When nitric acid is exposed to
air or organic material, it decomposes to yield a mixture of toxic gases
and vapors. Contact with nitric acid or its vapor may cause severe 0 O

''. burns and can result in permanent visual impairment if it enters the
* -• ,eye. Exposure to high concentrations of nitric acid vapor or mist can ...

-:: cause pneumontis or pulmonary edema which may be fatal. The current " -
OSHA standard is 2 ppm averaged over an eight-hour work shift. NIOSH - .

has recommended a permissible exposure limit of 2 ppm averaged over a
work shift of up to ten hours per day, forty hours per week.

7  . O.. .

In the course of their duties, the technicians qualifying for TF&P

pay are repeatedly subjected to potential exposure to these lethal chem-
icals. Protective clothing, including an elaborate breathing apparatus, "-"
is essential in their work. Other hazards can result from major spills
or explosion of these volatile fuels. Additionally, the corrosive action
of the chemicals on the protective suits and equipment tends to increase
the chances of exposure.

Injuries occurring in the toiLc fuels field for FY78 to FY82 are
shown in Table 4. The predominance of the reported casualties occurred
in the Titan missile area. While the actual number of casualties are
not great, it should be realized that extraordinary safety precautions
are required throughout the missile program, since an accident could

impact personnel and property throughout the local community. Repre-
sentative of the catastropic hazards involved in handling toxic fuels
is a 1980 accident near Damascus, Arkansas, where fuel leaking from an

"on duty" missile caused an explosion, destroying the missile and silo, -:
killing one airman, and injuring six others. ; -A
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.4 Table 4
TF&P Casualty Data

.4 FY78-82

Type Number

Temporary disabling injuries 10 - .~ ,

Injuries rendering personnel unfit 2 ~
for continued active service '

Fatalities 3

TOTAL 15

2. Manning.
0" vo *f

a. Army. Army authorizations for TF&P Pay in FY83 are dis-
4 played in Table 5.

Table 5
Army TF&P Authorization Structure

FY83

* ~Pay Grade No. Authorizations 4 .. -4

E-6 3 -- "

E-5 6 W, -6-1 14 9r1
E-4 10.-.

E-3 2
TOTAL 21 -*.

Volunteering for duty in the TF&P field is not a prerequisite to .,...,

an assignment requiring the handling of the fuels. Assignment to these ~- .*.- ..

pstosis made by selection. Manning has been 100%. .4

that personnel handling toxic fuels be volunteers,.o euie~'

(1) AIRCRAFT FUEL SYSTEMS MECHAN~IC (AFSC 423X3). Within ~
* this career field, only those mechanics servicing the F-16 aircraft

-qualify for TF&P Pay. In f iscal year 1983, 372 positions are expected
to receive the pay. This number will grow to 475 by FY87. The projected .

'4 FY87 authorization structure is shown in Table 6. :..-:

%9 %* %.
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Table 6
FY87 TF&P Authorizations

AFSC 423X3

Pay Grade No. Authorizations 0

E-8 I
E-7 27
E-6 41

• E-5 106

E-4 153
E-3 147

TOTAL 475

Overall manning in this AFSC currently ranges from 962 to 100% .

throughout the Major Commands. A manning problem in this area cannot --- .
be identified due to: moderate growth in authorizations between FY83
and FY87, current healthy manning levels for the AFSC, and an FY87 autho-
rization structure with the bulk of authorizations concentrated in the
lower pay grades (85% E-5 and below, 63% E-4 and below). '".

(2) MISSILE MAINTENANCE OFFICER (AFSC 31XXF). Requirements .- , -1 _ -.
for this officer specialty will decrease from 36 in FY84 to 12 in FY87.

.. * Shortages do not exist and adequate manning of these positions is expected.

(3) MISSILE MAINTENANCE SPECIALIST (443X0E) and MISSILE , - -
LIQUID PROPELLANT SYSTEM MAINTENANCE SPECIALIST (445X1). Current and
projected (FY 87) authorizations for personnel within these two career "-',-'-..'-

fields qualifying for TF&P Pay appear in Table 7.

Table 7

TF&P Authorizations for FY83 and FY87

AFSCs 445X1 and 443X0E

Pay Grade FY83 Authorizations FY87 Authorizations -"

E-8 3 0 *. .-" *'-" : -
, .,E-7 4 4 . / '. " 5 ." "

E-6 24 13
- ,. •E-5 43 19

E-4 47 17
E-3/2/i 103 26
TOTAL 2 79

% *,.

Overall manning in these AFSCs is good despite some mid-grade
, - NCO (E-5, E-6) undermanning which is partially compensated by overmanning

in positions E-4 and below. Current manning coupled with decreasing -... ,

requirements should preclude serious manning difficulties within these
.-. '.:.: positions. -
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In summary, positions qualifying for TF&P Pay are satisfactorily

manned and are expected to remain that way in the foreseeable future.

C. SECTION THREE. ________."__-___
* S

1. Rates of TF&P Pay. The rates of TF&P Pay are identical to
the rates for other Hazardous Duty Incentive Pays. The enlisted rate of
$83.00 per month was increased by 50% from $55.00 per month at the same -

time TF&P Pay was authorized. Assuming $83.00 per month was an appropriate
value at the time of the 1981 Pay Act, the current rate of TF&P Pay for
enlisted members based upon CPI increases should be roughly $100.00 per •
month.

Here, the issue of different rates for officer and enlisted person-
nel should also be addressed. In determining the degree of hazard to
which personnel receiving TF&P Pay are exposed, it is difficult, if
not impossible, to gauge an exact measure of hazard in comparison to p': .....
other types of duty. To discern a measurable difference in the degree

4 of hazard to which officers versus enlisted personnel are exposed would
* prove equally futile. Thus, equal rates of hazard pay for both are

believed to be appropriate as each is subjected to the same general . ....

degree of hazard. The current officer rate is $110 per month. As previ- .- '.-.
ously discussed, $100 per month is believed to be a generally appropriate
enlisted rate. In order to avoid reductions in payments to officers, and
because the $100 rate was based primarily on a generally increasing CPI, .. ' ".-. - -".

a flat rate of $110 per month for both officer and enlisted is believed '-.... ...
appropriate. . . . ...

2. Comparison. -________

a. Public Sector. Federal employees performing work
similar to Uniformed Services' TF&P Pay recipients receive a hazard pay
differential. For General Schedule (GS) employees the differential is - .
25% for working with, or in close proximity to, toxic chemical materials V-.

p,.. when there is a possibility of leakage or spillage, tankin and detanking -"
of missiles, and arming and disarming propulsion systems.# An 8% hazard
differential is offered under the Federal Wage System for participation -
in missile liquid or solid propulsion situations including assembly, -- -- "-"
disassembly, or repair of plumbing contaminated with hypergolic fuels,
and fueling/defueling operations. 9

% °. % %% -. -

Eighty-three dollars per month currently represents between 11 per-
cent (E-3 over 3 years of service) and 6 percent (E-7 over 14 years of -- e v -

service) of basic pay for the majority of Service recipients. The civil-
ian differentials are paid only for those days actually engaged in the
hazardous duties while military members receive TF&P Pay on a monthly
basis. However, Service Personnel are assigned to these duties on a
full-time basis and the handling of toxic fuels and propellants is their
primary duty. " ,~~ .-.- . .-+-
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b. Private Sector. The handling of toxic fuels or pro-
pellants is generally an area of work restricted to the Federal sector.
Therefore, no direct comparison with this type of work in private enter-
prise exists. However, a 1977 "Survey of Compensation Practices for "'"-"-__""_-__"

Unusual Working Conditions" conducted by the Civil Service Commission 4 0
found that among 111 companies employing personnel to handle or work -
with toxic chemicals, 18 paid some form of pay differential. Reported

differentials varied widely and ranged from 5 cents per hour extra up to
a maximum of 50% of the hourly wage. No one differential rate was pre-
dominant."

3. Future Applications. The language of Title 37 U.S.C. cur-
rently restricts the payment of TF&P Pay to personnel servicing aircraft .

and missiles with highly toxic fuels and propellants. Within the Services . ........
there are personnel who also handle highly toxic fuels, propellants and " '

munitions but, because their duties do not involve either aircraft or
missiles, are precluded from receiving the pay. The Air Force estimates . *O O

that approximately 84 personnel assigned to either the Air Force Rocket
Propulsion Laboratory (AFRPL) or the Rocket Sled Track Facility (RSTF)"-

* •". fall within this category. Performing research in pursuit of improved - ..

.4. propulsion systems, AFRPL personnel risk exposure to a variety of experi- -
mental propellants. Also, a small number of personnel at the RSTF fre- -
quently handle propellants, including unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine &--" -- " - -

and red fuming nitric acid which power rocket sleds. The Air Force has
proposed legislation ammending Title 37 to allow payment of TF&P Pay to
these personnel, correcting what appears to be an inequitable situation.

A number of Army personnel face the risk of possible exposure to
highly toxic chemicals. Approximately 400 members, assigned to arsenals.-"" ""_- -__.

and depots, perform duties including processing, refurbishing, and main- I
taning chemical munitions containing GB and VX nerve agents. These
vapors and liquids are designed for quick acting lethality, are rapidly
absorbed through the skin and respiratory system, and can cause death in
between one and ten minutes. As would be expected, the toxicity of
these chemical agents is substantially higher than the toxicity of most
fuels. In comparison, the current OSHA threshold limit value (time p-.. ".
weighted average over an 8-hour shift) for exposure to hydrazine is
.1 MG/M3 , while the Army has set work place concentration limits (time

weighted average over any workshift) at .0001 MG/M3 for GB and .00001
MG/M3 for VX vapors. Although strict safety measures, including pro-
tective clothing and a breathing apparatus, are employed when working ...

with these munitions, the potential for inadvertant exposure remains.

Personnel assigned to duties requiring the handling of chemical

i munitions belong to a spectrum of career fields (2 officer and 7 enlisted
, MOSs). Assignments are not made on a volunteer basis and thus, manning -

' shortfalls in these positions do not exist. Department of Defense
Civilian Personnel involved in chemical munitions maintenance are paid
environmental differentials of 8 or 4 percent, depending on whether the '.O O "

.. .- .. . . - 4 . . ,-
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Job represents a high or low degree of hazard. Under the current provi- .

sion of Title 37, military personnel are not entitled to Hazardous Duty
Incentive Pay for handling chemical munitions.

VI* FINDINGS. 0 0

A. There is currently a need to provide special compensation to
personnel performing duty in the hazardous TF&P field.

1. TF&P duty exposes personnel to greater risks than those nor-
mally encountered by most service personnel.

2. Manning levels within the field are satisfactory.

B. The rates of TF&P Pay are believed generally adequate.

1. The effectiveness of TF&P Pay rates cannot be determined , . ,.

because of the recent authorization of the pay.

2. Officer and enlisted personnel serving in the TF&P fields
should receive equal compensation for exposure to TF&Ps.

"-l 3. An appropriate rate for both officer and enlisted person-
nel receiving TF&P Pay is $110.00 per month. .O- .

• ... ~~ ~~.-- . ...-. .- :-

C. Certain personnel in the chemical munitions field risk exposure
to chemicals of an equal or greater toxicity than many highly toxic fuels .. '.
and propellants for which no Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay entitlement ---

exists.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS.

A. Continue Toxic Fuels and Propellants Exposure Pay (TF&P).

B. Amend Title 37 to:

1. Entitle both officer and enlisted personnel to $110/month ..
for performance of TF&P duties..

2. Include duty involving the handling of chemical munitions
within the definition of hazardous duties.

.4. . 4 .. . .. . . .'

NO % % %

% %
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES
.%

Toxic Fuels and Propellants Exposure Pay

Issues:

1. Toxic Fuels and Propellants Pay should be continued and expanded
to include personnel in the chemical munitions field.-

2. It is too early to determine the effectiveness of the pay.

3. There should be a flat rate for both officer and enlisted person- .- *....~'.

nel. ~:4---~--

4. A flat rate of $110/month is appropriate. . * 6~

Department Comments .4.

Army Concurs. %e

*Navy Suggests flat rate of
$ 125/month.

Air Force Concurs.

Coast Guard Concurs. .

Public Health Service Concurs.

NOAA Corps Concurs..

JCS Concurs.
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LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS

Toxic Fuels and Propellants Duty Pay

1. Amend 37 U.S.C. 301(c)(1) to reflect the increase in teenlisted
rate by eliminating any reference to an enlisted rate and deleting
the word "officer" in regard to the $110 rate.

2. Amend 37 U.s.c. 301 to include duty involving the handling of
chemical munitions within the definition of hazardous duties.*
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REGULAR EXPOSURE TO HIGHLY TOXIC PESTICIDES
OR INVOLVING LABORATORY WORK THAT UTILIZES 0 60
LIVE DANGEROUS VIRUSES OR BACTERIA

TOXIC PESTICIDES AND DANGEROUS *
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TOXIC PESTICIDES AND DANGEROUS .-
ORGANISMS EXPOSURE PAY

I. PURPOSE. To provide an incentive to those Uniformed Services per-
sonnel for the performance of hazardous duty required by orders involving - -
frequent and regular exposure to highly toxic pesticides or involving
laboratory work that utilizes live dangerous viruses or bacteria.

4 II. DATA SOURCES. The information used in this analysis was obtained -...-- .
% from the Services (including the National Institutes of Health and the --"'"-..

Centers for Disease Control) in response to 5th QRMC requests. Other -.-

sources of information include the Environmental Protection Agency, the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration and the Office of Personnel
Management.

III. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. This Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay was first
authorized in law by the Uniformed Services Pay Act of 1981 (Public Law

97-60). The addition of this category of hazard to Section 301, Title 37,
U. S. Code came about as a result of DoD initiated legislation proposing O
that Service Secretaries be authorized to determine those duties within - .- "-'-" "
their respective departments which qualify for Hazardous Duty Incentive ." '..r..,
Pay. Included in the legislative proposal was a description of various
duties for which the Services would consider authorizing special pay. . -.-. ,-..'.
Toxic pesticides and rabies diagnosis were two such categories. The _-_-'_' ____

House of Representatives' version of the Pay Act would have authorized
such a provision, allowing the payment of Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay to . ...
members performing duties, as determined by the Secretary, to be either
unusually hazardous or performed under unusually severe working condi-
tions. The Senate bill did not contain such a provision but did recommend
the addition of four new categories of hazard pay including toxic pesti-
cides and dangerous organisms. The Senate report stated: -

This section recognizes the extensive personal sacrifices

made by military members whose daily duties place them in .,* ... *,.

imminent danger from hazards such as toxic, lethal, or '. ".*';-. *-,.
carcinogenic substances or whose routine duties involve

hazardous working conditions.
2

The Senate version of the bill was approved in joint conference and toxic
pesticides and dangerous organisms were added to Title 37 as categories

"' qualifying for Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay.
3

After extensive coordination among the Services, Executive Order " -
12420, dated May 11, 1983, implemented the provisions of the 1981 Pay Act __1_. ___

with respect to highly toxic pesticides and live dangerous viruses or .
_.,., bacteria. Duty involving highly toxic pesticides was defined as fumigation

.e'%_ tasks utilizing phosphine, sulfuryl fluoride, hydrogen cyanide, methyl

- bromide or other fumigants of comparable high acute toxicity and hazard
.,.potential........-

14~ %
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The term "duty involving laboratory work utilizing live dangerous
viruses or bacteria" was defined as duty performed by members working with
microorganisms that:

1. cause disease with a high potential for mortality
for which effective therapeutic procedures are not
available; and

2. for which no effective prophylactic immunization
exists, while such members are assigned by competent

orders for a period of 30 consecutive days or more to_______
participate in or conduct applied or basic research 0
that is characterized by a changing variety of tech-
niques, procedures, equipment, and experiments.

4

Members qualifying for these pays receive compensation at the rate
of $110 per month for officers and $83 per month for enlisted personnel.

IV. METHODOLOGY. These special pays were authorized only recently, and . ...

payment under this authority has not yet been made. An analysis of the
effectiveness of these pays is, therefore, not feasible. However, this - .-.--

review will provide a descriptive base from which future analysis may
draw. The first section of this paper will address the toxic pesticides ..-.-. ,-... .

portion of the pay, identifying the proposed recipients, the projected
costs, and investigating the hazards associated with duty in the pesti-
cides field. The second prinof the review will relate tothe d."anger--. ••..,'..2
ous organism portion of the hazard pay and discuss its merits.

V. ANALYSIS. " .Y"-

A. TOXIC PESTICIDES. At the present time, only the Army and Air "
Force plan to utilize Toxic Pesticides Pay (TPP). The number of projected

recipients along with estimated costs are shown in Table 1. These figures
are expected to remain constant through fiscal year 1987.

Table I ., . -ii
Projected Toxic Pesticides Pay Recipients and Costs

FY83 - FY87 ,,/..,.-\.,-
• . .'- .•.' I

SERVICE OFFICER ENLISTED ANNUAL COST ($000) .
ARMY 2 2 5 .

AIR FORCE* 0 34 10 * W.
TOTAL 2 36 15 * ,
* Air Force cost estimate reflects payment of TPP ' " "

to 34 personnel for only those months during.. " .,,
which fumigation is expected to occur. .

Army personnel expected to qualify for the TPP are Entomologists " ""..'P..," ,.

(68G) or Environmental Health Specialists (91S). Air Force recipients
will primarily come from the Pest Managment Specialist and Pest Manage-

~~*%*%
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ment Technician career fields. Volunteering is not a requirement for an
assignment involving the handling of toxic pesticides. Thus, personnel
could be involuntarily assigned to these duties in the normal course of
a career in pest managment. - .- 

0 6
To qualify for TPP, individuals must perform a fumigation task,

.'.', during a given month, with one of the following pesticides: (1) phosphine,
(2) sulfuryl flouride, (3) hydrogen cyanide, (4) methyl bromide, or (5)
a fumigant of comparable high acute toxicity and hazard potential. All

r' of the above pesticides have been rated by the Environmental Protection
Agency as being pesticides having high acute toxicities. In comparison,
pesticides such as clorodane and diazinon have been rated as having only •
medium acute toxicities.

While personnel doing fumigation work wear protective clothing
and breathing apparatus, contamination by small amounts of these toxic
chemicals are often unavoidable and may come in contact with the skin
or be inspired or ingested. Some of the pesticides may be cumulative in 0 'O
effect, although conclusive documentation of the chronic effects of many -..-

pesticides has not been made. The possibility of severe exposure to
. these chemicals is always present, and experienced and knowledgable

"'V personnel are required to ensure their safe application.

B. DANGEROUS ORGANISMS. The recently signed Executive Order
pertaining to dangerous organisms allows receipt of the pay by personnel
who conduct research with microorganisms which cause deadly disease for -

which neither immunization nor effective therapy exists. The hazard
presented in this type work is obvious in the definition; the microorgan-
isms must present a high potential for death, for which there is no .-

effective prevention or cure. Under this wording of the Executive Order, .
nope of the Services presently plan to use Dangerous Organisms Pay.

"' differing In coordinating the implementing Executive Order, there were
differing opinions as to the restrictiveness that should be placed upon
the pay. On one hand, it was believed that the pay should be defined to
include laboratory workers at base level hospitals. This level of re-
striction would have allowed payment to a number of service personnel.

- On the other hand, several Services felt that there was not adequate

justification for entitlement to the pay except in certain, very limited,
cases and that the Executive Order should necessarily be restrictive in
order to entitle only those personnel working with organisms requiring:i high hazard containment facilities to the pay. This would exclude those " -
who work in routine, clinical, diagnostic or reference laboratory set-

., tings. It was believed that there are appropriate safeguards in all
.- laboratories to protect employees against exposure to potentially lethal

r' organisms and Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay should not be authorized
r.._.. where adequate safeguards exist. In short, there would be justification -

..-. for Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay only in highly unusual situations.

-9-O, X0.O0
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An additional concern is the potential impact on the perceptions
of the general public about the safety of laboratories if the federal
government should pay hazardous pay to a significant number of personnel
working therein.

Thus, we believe there is sound reasoning behind the wording of O ,
the current Executive Order implementing the dangerous organisms portion '
of this pay. While there are many organisms which present a risk of
disease to humans, it is believed that the pay should reasonably be re-
stricted to those situations where a greater risk is present than that .- .

encountered by most service personnel (including medical personnel who ...,_- ..-
routinely treat diseased persons). O 0

Although the Services have not yet identified recipients for the
pay, it is reasonable to conclude, given the newness of the pay, that " """.

applications for its use may prove necessary in the future.

C. RATES. Personnel who qualify for Toxic Pesticides and Dangerous
Organisms Pay will receive compensation at the rate of $110 per month
for officers and $83 per month for enlisted personnel. For officers,
this rate represents between 8% (0-2 over 2 years of service) and 4.5% . -

(0-4 over 12 years of service) of basic pay, while for enlisted personnel . -

it represents between 11% (E-3 over 3 years of service) and 6% (E-7 over
14 years of service) of basic pay.

A hazard differential can be authorized for Federal General -

Schedule workers for exposure to toxic chemicals or work with "materials
of a micro-organic nature, which when introduced into the body are likely ..-

to cause serious disease or fatality and for which protective devices do "
not afford complete protection." 5 The hazard differential is 25%. Federal "-.-.
Wage System employees can also receive an environmental differential for "
work with either toxic chemicals or dangerous microorganisms. Differen-

€,- tials are paid at the rate of 8% for high degrees of hazard and 4% for .- %. .--
'

i........-..

low degrees of hazard. 6  -.-

A 1977 "Survey of Compensation Practices for Unusual Working
Conditions" conducted by the Civil Service Commission found that among 9 ..
I1 companies employing personnel to handle or work with toxic chemicals,
18 paid some form of pay differential. Reported differentials varied -'

i ...... .. -" -.- ;,, ,,- ....

widely and ranged from 5 cents per hour extra up to a maximum of 50% of % -

the hourly wage. No one differential rate was predominant. Of forty - .-

companies who had employees working with microorganisms, 8 paid some ,-
sort of pay differential. Reported differentials ranged from 20 cents i :O -O .
per hour extra to 6% hourly extra. 7

VI. FINDINGS.

A. There is a need to provide special compensation to personnel
performing duty involving highly toxic pesticides. Duty requiring the

use of pesticides of high acute toxicity expose personnel to risks greater
than those normally encountered by most Service personnel.
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B. The current Executive Order governing the payment of Dangerous
Organisms Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay provides reasonable criteria for
receipt of this pay.

C. There is currently no demonstrated need to provide special

compensation to personnel working with dangerous organisms; however,
future applications for this pay may yet evolve.

"". theseD. No basis yet exists to evaluate the adequacy of the rates for . .--. -- - -. -

these areas; however the rate should be consistent with other payments .................
* made for incentive purposes to those personnel required to continually

expose themselves to uniquely hazardous conditions. ' "

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS.

A. Continue Toxic Pesticides and Dangerous Organisms Exposure Pay " -

(TP&DO). -

B. The rate of TP&DO Pay should be consistent with the rates for - .-
:,. other Hazardous Duty Incentive Pays.

References ' -- "" -

1. H.R. 3380, 97th Congress, 1st Session, p. 5.

V-'i 2. Senate Report No. 97-146 accompanying S. 1181, July 8, 1981, p. 7. '-,.

4
3. House of Representatives Report No. 97-265 accompanying S. 1181,

October 6, 1981, p. 22. r "

4. Executive Order 12420, dtd. 11 May, 1983.

5. Federal Personnel Manual Supplement 990-2, Appendix E, "Background
Information on Appendix A to Part 550," July, 1969.

6. Federal Personnel Manual Supplement 532-1, Appendix J, "Schedule of " - " """

Environmental Differentials," April 14, 1980.

7. "Summary of Compensation Practices for Unusual Working Conditions,"
U.S.Civil Service Commission, 1977. ""
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

Toxic Pesticides and Dangerous Organisms Exposure Pay

O O

Issues:

1. Toxic Pesticides and Dangerous Organisms Exposure Pay (TP&DO)
should be continued -

2. The newness of the pay precludes specific findings concerning . 0

its effectiveness.

3. The rate of TP&DO pay should be consistent with the rates set
for other Hazardous Duty Incentive Pays.

4. The current Executive Order governing the payment of the Dangerous p . ,o
Organisms portion of TP&DO Pay provides reasonable criteria for, -

entitlement.

Department Comments

Army Concurs. -, 'p r

Navy Concurs but suggests flatrate of $125/month.

Air Force Does not concur with Issue 4.
Believes that in developing
the implementing Executive W '. .1.f-.

Order, OSD chose an exces-
*' sively restrictive interpre-

tation of the skills eli-
gible for coverage. 'C'

Coast Guard Concurs. .*_-

Public Health Service Concurs. .- .

NOAA Corps Concurs. . . -

JCS Concurs.
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4 LEGISLATIVE IMPLI CAT IONS

V Toxic Pesticides and Dangerous Organisms Duty Pay

Amend 37 U.S.C. 301(c)(1) to reflect the increase in the enlisted rate by 6 O

.. 4 eliminating any reference to an enlisted rate and deleting the word -- . .

"officer" in regard to the $110 rate.
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AVIATION CAREER INCENTIVE PAY " "

I. PURPOSE. To provide additional pay for aviation service so as to in-
crease the ability of the Uniformed Services to attract and retain officer
volunteers in an aviation career.

II. DATA SOURCES. The majority of data was provided by the Service
Staffs of the A~rmy, Air Force, Marine Corps and Navy. Additional materi- -

.. al was obtained from the Coast Guard, Public Health Service, National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Corps, a number of military / .
and civilian professional associations, and private sector businesses.
Although not a primary source of data, extensive field interviews were
conducted. Appendix A is a complete listing of these outside sources.

III. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. The following is a chronological listing - ->

*.. of related legislation and recommendations of applicable pay commissions. .
Appendix B contains a complete discussion of the reasoning behind these
actions. O

A. HAZARDOUS DUTY INCENTIVE PAY - FLIGHT PAY. ' -

Public Law No. 62-401, 37 Stat. 707, March 2, 1913

- Army Officers
*4 _ ,, - detailed to fly heavier-than-air craft " --

- 35% of basic pay and allowances ---

Public Law No. 62-433, 37 Stat. 892, March 4, 1913 %

- Navy and Marine Corps officers -
- same as above

Public Law No. 63-143, July 18, 1914

- Army only
- based on percentage of basic and "length-of-service" pay

-- military aviators (0-3 and above) - 75% .-. '-..-.

-- Junior military aviators (0-2 and below) - 50%
-- student aviators - 35%
-- enlisted members - 50% .- 4.-." 4.

38 Stat. 939, March 3, 1915 .

• - Navy and Marine Corps
- duty involving actual flying of "balloons, dirigibles and ....

aeroplanes" -

-"- - based on percentage of basic and longevity pay % -. .
-- fully qualified aviators - 50%
-- student aviators - 35%
-- enlisted members - 50%

219
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Act of May 18, 1920, Chapter 190, Section II

- made pay and allowances of naval officers applicable to
Coast and Geodetic Survey officers (NOAA Corps subsequently
covered by 37 U.S.C.) O 0

. .. Army Appropriation Act of June 4, 1920

- abolished aviator classes

A - established 50% of basic and longevity pay for both officer
and enlisted members ".

Joint Service Pay Act of 1922 (Public Law 67-235)

- set uniform flying pay rates of 50% of basic and longevity

pay for all officers, warrant officers, and enlisted men
of all branches of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast
Guard

- type of aircraft not specified
- directed establishment of uniform entitlement standards

Executive Order (E.O.) 3705-B of July 1, 1922

- 10 flights per month, or
- at least 4 flight hours per month

E.O. 4610 of March 10, 1927 ..

- 0 flights must total at least 3 hours

1948 Advisory Commission on Service Pay (Hook Commission) -'. -

- introduced "incentive" as major element of Hazardous Duty
Incentive Pays (HDIP) """-

Career Compensation Act of 1949 (Public Law No. 81-351)

- fixed pay structure based on pay grade .

- highest amounts paid to "peak-usage" pay grades % p

1952 Commission on Incentive Hazardous Duty and Special Pays
(Strauss Commission)

- recommended pay as percentage of basic pay to prevent de-

preciation of incentive value over time (not implemented)

1954 Appropriation Act

- exempted members with 20 years or more of aviation service I ".

from proficiency flying .. ..

* A1..A. ".. .........-a. -.; .
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Career Compensation Act of 1955

- increased rates set by Act of 1949
-"-. - introduced longevity step increments -

, 1962 Appropriation Act

- extended excusal authority to aviators with 15 years or
more aviation service, or remote assignments

1971 Appropriation Act

.- - extended flight pay to members in schools of ninety days
or more who were prohibited from flying ".

1972 Appropriation Act -

- restricted proficiency flying to members in anticipation 'O
of combat operation assignments

- authorized payment of flight pay to members assigned to
non-flying jobs without regard to four hours a month rule

1973 Appropriation Act

- retained provisions of 1972 Act except terminated entitle-
ment for 0-6 and above in non-flying positions after -
31 May 1973

B. AVIATION CAREER INCENTIVE PAY (ACIP).

Aviation Career Incentive Act of 1974

- eliminated officer crewmember flight pay authority under
HDIP

- established Aviation Career Incentive Pay (ACIP) as separate
entitlement

- provided for continuous incentive pay through the 'gate' --
system '-. "
-- must have performed 6 years operational flying by ..- : 12-year gate - -- ,

,' , -- must have performed at least 9 years of operational -
flying by 18-year gate

- realigned rate structure
-- based on both active service and aviation service . . . .

- highest amounts to critical retention years
-- terminated payments by 25th year of active service

(except warrant officers)

Military Compensation Act of 1980 ... O O,.

- increased rates by 25% across-the-board

.- . - - ,-p - S- . o .
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DoD Authorization Act of 1981

- established Aviation Officer Continuation Pay (AOCP) . .

- extended to officers who agreed to remain on active duty ___'.___-__"__"_

beyond initial obligation

Uniformed Services Act of 1981

- limited AOCP authority to Navy and Marine Corps
- held ACIP for AOCP recipients to Sep 81 levels while .- ---.-

increasing ACIP for non-AOCP recipients of all branches

-- greatest increase for "retention critical" aviators
-- allowed ACIP payment on a monthly basis to 0-6 and

below with more than 25 years active service when
actually performing regular flying duties

IV. METHODOLOGY. As previously mentioned, the purpose of ACIP is to O -

attract and retain officer volunteers in an aviation career sufficient in
numbers and quality. While AOCP has a somewhat related purpose, its .

role is to supplement ACIP when necessary. Therefore, it was not in-
cluded in this analysis but was studied and reported separately.

There are several types of aeronautically designated/rated officers,
the largest proportion being Pilots and Naval Flight Officers/ Navigators
(NFO/NAVs). The primary function of these officers, both commissioned
and warrant, is to accomplish the operational mission of the aircraft. .,",. .'. .
Accordingly, they are expected to perform this function on a recurring
basis throughout their careers. Since the function of, definition of
and, perhaps more importantly, the requirement for aeronautically desig- .
nated officers vary considerably by type, pilots and NFO/NAVs were each
studied in terms of:

1. Validity of Purpose. Is an incentive pay necessary for the
Services to attract and retain aviators in sufficient numbers and quality
to meet their needs?

", 2. Creditability of Rates. Are the rates set at the minimum
levels necessary to effect the desired behavior?

*" -, Emphasis was placed on the DoD pilot and NFO/NAV picture since, as
can be seen in Figure 1, non-DoD pilots (there are no non-DoD NFO/NAVs) .
represent a very small percentage of the total Uniformed Services pilot *R.--P.S'U
inventory. Additionally, both the Coast Guard and NOAA have indicated
that they neither have nor anticipate having aviator attraction or reten- - - ,
tion problems..,".; '---' , : ,...,:
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S V. ANALYSIS.

A. CONTINUATION. For the purposes of this study, continuation
rates are defined to be the probability that an individual who entered a
given length of service (LOS) cell continues to the next LOS. An LOS
cell is one year in length (e.g., greater than or equal to 6 years of .

commissioned service but less than 7). The rate is computed by dividing
* the number of people who were still in the inventory at the end of the

.\ year by the number of people in that LOS cell at the beginning of that
year. By computing a continuation rate for each LOS from I to 30, career
decision points can be identified. t
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An example of this technique is seen in Figure 2. Fiscal Years
79 and 82 were selected for this example, because they represent the
worst and the best years in terms of pilot continuation, while the Air
Force and the Navy reflect the greatest and least change between these
years.

Figure 2

PILOT CONTINUATION RATES
O 0

FY79 FY82

V.P i [ I / "" i ,.;i , ,

G , '~ ~ ',;/I :.. -,,.-.,o...- -
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II ,,!/' .ID .

I J " I " I" " , '" " '' , '
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connidvero y scase prmthioS throug LOS 1e windw po ad .te-

upo cmpetonofth piots inmu srvceoblgaio icure a a . : -o.•. .

-~ ment, etc., begin to affect continuation makes it an excellent indicator
of the effectiveness of ACIP. Additionally, this period coincides with
the time that the aviator's skills are most marketable in the private S

sector. Consequently, it was useful to calculate a continuation rate
f or this longer time interval. This rate vas approximated by the product , ..

of the individual continuation rates, that is, the rate for the starting .**

LOS cell was multiplied by the rate for each subsequent LOS cell in that *
interval. This continuation rate, therefore, is an estimation of the ,

;. ..'. *,,. .,., . .. '

probability of completing the 10th year of service given that an bdiv- r .
idual enters the 6th year of service. Unless indicated otherwise, any
further reference to continuation in this study pertains to this LOS
interval. However, it should be noted that significant decision points

"'..also occur at LOS 20, and, until 1982, between LOS 10 and 13. The latter
occurrence contradicts the common perception that the retirement program
alone is sufficient to draw people through this window. b -"
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1. Pilots. Table I lists the continuation rates for DoD pilots

from FY76 through FY82. Figure 3 displays the same data graphically. .'.......

It is quite clear that pilot continuation was generally deteriorating .'.........-"
from FY76 through FY79 and then began a general improvement. Army con- -'

tinuation rates have been routinely higher than those of the other

Table 1
DoD Pilot Continuation Rates

LOS 6-10

FY ARMY NAVY MARINE CORPS AIR FORCE

76 * .45 .42 .52 "- ".'*"-
77 * .37 .45 .50 .:

78 * .27 .34 .41 .'"-." . . .

79 .64 .27 .38 .29
80 .75 .41 .48 .45

81 .67 .61 .42 .56
82 .73 .45 .74 .70 .. -. -"-"
* Not available

Services. Additionally, they have fluctuated relatively little over

time. Navy rates were considerably lower than all the other Services
until 1981, at which time they exceeded all but the Army rates. It
should be noted, however, that FY81 rates are probably artificially high,

since they reflect the full implementation of Aviation Officer Continu-

ation Pay (AOCP), a bonus program with an associated obligation which

supplements ACIP. Officers in LOS 9 and 10 opted for the bonus at a Tom

. . rate of 98Z, thereby causing the continuation rate for the 6-10 year
window to be unrealistically high. These officers had moved through the

window by FY82. It is believed that the resultant FY82 continuation

rate is more representative of the true Navy pilot continuation behavior "

S since it removes this first time surge effect. In all cases, FY78 -

FY79 were especially poor years in terms of continuation. .

r ' .,- " ~~-" .'-"-'S .
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Figure 3
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2. Naval Flight Of f icers /Navigators. Table 2 lists the con -
tinuation rates for. NFO/NAV, while Figure 4 is a plot of these same
values. Although their rates have been higher than those of their pilot .,. --.-

cohorts, the general pattern is the same in that NFO/NAV continuation
rates also "bottom out" in FY79 and the Navy NFO FY81 rates are believed
to be artif icially high. The large increase between Marine Corps NFO
FY81 and FY82 continuation rates is due largely to a significant improve-
ment in LOS 6 (from .75 to .93). Much of this change can be attributed
to AOCP.
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Table 2
NFO/NAV Continuation Rates

LOS 6-10

FY NAVY MARINE CORPS AIR FORCE

76 .58 .48 .62
77 .52 .47 .54

-. 78 .59 .49 .56
79 .60 .44 .49
80 .65 .51 .60 .L.
81 .72 .54 .62
82 .66 .71 .71

Figure 4
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B. THE PRIVATE SECTOR. An understanding of the relationshlp
between private-sector pilot hiring rates and military pilot contin-
uation rates is essential in determining the extent co which changes

* in retention behavior can be attributed to outside forces and in predict- -,____ .
ing ACIP's ability to perform its function during periods of economic .
recovery. It should also be recognized that there are two separate
groups, fixed-wing and helicopter pilots, for whom the private-sector
draw is considerably different. DoD helicopter pilots are predominantly
Army warrant officers with little or no college education and, due to
the repetitive nature of their assignments, possess limited management
experience. Hence, their civilian earnings potential, whether they
enter the commercial aviation industry or not, Is somewhat less than 2 .
that of the typical commissioned pilot. Additionally, the aviation
private sector draw itself is significantly different since the salar- " ' -

-' ies in the helicopter industry are generally lower than those afforded
fixed-wing pilots.

1. Fixed-Wing Pilots. While not all the pilots and few of 0 O
the NFO/navigators who choose to leave the Service are eventually em-
ployed by the commercial airlines, prevailing salaries in the industry
are known to play a role in the individual's career decisionmaking pro- -.-.

cess. Figure 5 represents the regressed median salary being earned by
commercial airline pilots both (regional an trunk) in 1982 [1, 2, 3, 4-
and the Regular Military Compensation (RHC) [5] plus ACIP being drawn ',*."- .@
by the due course commissioned officer pilot. As can be seen, ACIP
appears to be appropriately targeted toward those years in which civilian
jet pilot wages are most attractive (the rate of growth is the highest
and the difference between military compensation and civilian salaries
is the greatest). As was seen in the previous section, this period of
time also coincides with the military pilot's critical career decision
points.
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-~ However, prevailing salaries are of consequence only if the
industry is actually hiring new pilots. An examination of airline hiring .-

.~rates between 1946 and 1982 131 reveals that, as expected, pilot hiring
activity is closely tied to economic conditions. There are several
reasons for this. Flying for most consumers is usually associated with

S discretionary travel, e.g., vacations, conventions and business meetings, P' * -

S and is therefore. often foregone during "hard times." Additionally, ...... %

Sairline operating costs tend to increase due to rising fuel prices, high%
4. loan interest rates, and so on, during the same time that ridership is
4~\ decreasing. These situations often result in a reduction in the frequency

of some flights, the substitution of smaller aircraft or, on occasion, ..- A \
the elimination of previously established routes, thereby reducing the
number of required crewmember positions. Figure 6 depicts this relation-

K- ship, where the solid line represents the duration, although not necessar-
Sily the severity, of recognized recessionary periods. (6] Peak hiring. -*

. levels coincide with the significant drops in military pilot continuation. -.

rates Identified in Paragraph A.l.
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A correlation between historical airline pilot hiring,
Table 3 and pilot continuation was computed in an effort to measure the .

presence and strength of a relationship between the two. The correlation
coefficient is expressed in terms of a number between minus one (-I) and
one (1). The closer the number is to the extremes, the stronger the
relationship indicated. The resultant negative values recorded in Table
4 demonstrate that, in this case, the variables are inversely related, . .. ,.

that is, as the hiring rate increased, the continuation rate decreased.
In all cases except the Army, it shows that the variables have high %.,
predictive ability for each other. (The fact that the Army data are not
highly correlated supports the previously stated premise that helicopter
pilots, who comprise a large majority of the Army aviator community, _______ •._,_
are relatively unaffected by commercial airline industry hiring prac-
tices.) Further, comparison of the pre-1981 coefficients with the overall -.
figures implies that this strong relationship is slightly deteriorating.
This suggests that the recent compensation increases have had a positive
affect on pilot continuation. However, an examination of the trends in
the industry as a whole connotes that there are other factors to consider. *,. -...... ,

5.K.-:.>-.,.-:
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Table 3
Airline Pilot Hiring, 1975-1982

Year No. of New Hires

75 113
*76 547

77 1,446
78 4,113
79 3,271 ________

80 851 0
81 1,116 ~~

ft.'..,82 1,050

Table 4* -'

Correlations Between Pilot Continuation
and Airline Hiring

Period
sr,

SericeThrough 1982 Pre-1981
Servic WOO~ .t

Air Force -.654 -.738%
Army -.210*
Navy -.828 -.933 t

Marine Corps -.700 -.860

*Insufficient Dataft..,t

Table 5 describes the general characteristics of new commer-
cial pilot hires between November 1978 and December 1982 in terms of age

"~%. and type of previous aviation experience. [31 As can be seen, the age
range of new hires is becoming considerably broader, and the percentage

Table 5
;fti:y':;Commercial Pilot Hires
% ft-**ftDemographic Comparison

Me Type of Experience Sa le Size
fttt4 ZCiv %ZMil z Total #in of

.~.. Period RneMedian Only Only Both Hire Sample Total%

18-79* 21-39 30.0 32 44 24% 2208 1003 45%
' ~ 1980 21-47 29.6 17 23 60% 851 383 45%

1982 22-55 32.1 48 17 35% 1050 352 33%

S.~%I *11/78 through 04/79 ff< %

231 '"
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of pilots having only military flying experience is significantly smaller
than in 1979. Probable reasons for these changes are:

1. Since airline deregulation during October 1978, most hiring
activity has been done by the relatively smaller regional and newly 0

formed airlines, which, because of rapid growth, have been hiring at
other than entry level (e.g., captain versus second officer). This has ..

resulted in greater emphasis on previous airline experience than has " '--
been true in the past.

2. During recent recessionary periods numerous experienced air- 6 0
., line pilots were furloughed, creating a large, readily available source -

from which these airlines could draw.

3. Increases in the military compensation package have encour- -.

aged continuation, thereby reducing the number of "military only" pilot

inputs to the marketplace. Ie .

This trend will probably continue through the next four to five years.
Union contracts require parent companies to recall their furloughed
pilots (approximately 4,200 currently on furlough) prior to acquiring
new hires. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) forecasts that the

regional airlines will grow at a faster rate between FY 83 and FY 94
than the majors. [71 Therefore, even though it appears that the economic

% picture for the major carriers is getting brighter, it will be some time
.. before they again serve as a significant draw for the military pilot.
- Additionally, new hires may not keep pace with economic growth due to
* the introduction of the new, more fuel-efficient aircraft which possess

4. equal or greater passenger capacity but require fewer flight officers.
The Boeing 757, designed to be flown by two versus the usual three 0 '•t0 :'
officers, is an example of such an aircraft. Finally, a recent Depart-
ment of Labor proposal would give those pilots who lost their jobs due

.- to the bankruptcy of their parent company "first-hire" rights if the
failure of the airline can be attributed to deregulation. Although
this proposal is not yet law, most airlines have already instituted
this policy. The pool is currently between 1,800 and 1,900 pilots. ... .
Major airlines will probably again start to attract new hires in signifi-
cant numbers no later than 1990. By that time, the furloughed pilot and .

"first hire" pools should be depleted, while at the same time nearly ..
15,000 pilots in excess of these sources will have reached mandatory
retirement age. [31 Assuming no growth, which is contrary to all indica- .

tors, at least this number of hires can be expected. The Services were ,* .*......
able to absorb the huge losses which occurred during the most recent
period of high airline hiring activity, 1978-1980, because of post-Viet-
nam inventory excesses. That buffer no longer exists. This, coupled
with the fact that there is no obligation associated with the receipt of -
ACIP, means that the Services may experience degradation of readiness

should the hiring patterns of the late seventies be repeated. As was 2

seen in Figure 5, a great disparity between civilian pilot salaries and , .
military pilot RMC plus ACIP still exists. " % -"

%
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2. Helicopter PilotsE. As previously mentioned, the private-
sector helicopter pilot median salary [2, 4j is considerably lower than
that of the f ixed-wing (commercial airline) pilot. In fact, as can be
Been in Figure 7, with the recent increases in ACIP, it is very much in
line. with that of the typical military helicopter pilot, an Army Warrant0 0
Officer. The next question then becomes whether one should expect this
relationship to hold.

Figure 7

1982 CIVILIAN HELO PILOT WAGES
VS WARRWN OFFICER PLOT RMC AND ACIP

seem-
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-? .iDuring 1982, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, under
the auspices of Helicopter Association International (RAI), conducted
a survey of HAI member companies which operate helicopters, 213 respon-
ded. [1 It is evident from this survey that, while there was a general

' ~~decline in helicopter pilot hiring, ranging f rom 20-50% in 1982, the '

4. demand for these pilots is expected to increase significantly. For ex-
' ~~ample, 52Z of the respondents currently operate 5 or more rotary aircraft, . %*

*~ ~ but 64% anticipate utilizing at least that many by 1989. Additionally,
between 60% and 80% of the companies reported that they would need at
least one new pilot in any given year between 1982 and 1989. Clearly, ...................................................
in absolute terms this represents a relatively insignificant number; '
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. however, it is an indication of a growing trend in the industry. New
areas of business, such as city-center to city-center transportation,
aeromedical evacuation, law enforcement, construction, heavy forestry
and logging, TV and news coverage, animal control and commercial fishing,
will increase demand for both helicopter pilots in general and, because O
of more advanced engineered rotorcraft, for better educated pilots. The
law of supply and demand should take effect and force salaries for heli-
copter pilots upward, although probably not to the level of commercial .

airline pilot salaries.

C. INVENTORY VS. AUTHORIZATIONS. A knowledge of the structure
of pilot and NFO/NAV authorizations and inventory by Service is essential

to determine whether the Services are in fact meeting their aviator - .
manning objectives in both numbers and level of experience/quality. -" ..... .

For the purposes of this study, inventory is defined as the aggregate -
of all individuals qualified in the given skill, whether or not actually
assigned in that skill. For example, an Air Force pilot assigned to a V. . .
rated supplement position is counted in the pilot inventory, while an
individual trained as a pilot but permanently disqualified from flying . ,, -...-..
due to medical or other reasons is not included in the pilot inventory..,,:.. .-
An authorization, on the other hand, is an actual position which must be
filled by an aviator. These include primary aircrew positions, air and
training staffs, and a sufficient number of general positions to support
aviator surge/drawdown.

This section of the analysis concentrates on grades 0-1 through
0-5 since these are the most flight intensive years. It.should also be . .

noted that, unlike the private sector which can hire individuals at what-
ever experience level a vacancy occurs, the Uniformed Services have
closed systems. This means that they can "hire" only at entry level and 1 .. UI' fW'r
then must "grow" their inventory to meet their future needs. For this
reason, long-term planning often results in short-term inventory to -. -

authorization imbalances. Likewise, it is not possible to reshape long- .

term force profiles for significant short-term changes. A healthy situ-
ation exists, therefore, when inventory actually exceeds authorizations.
Such a circumstance allows for in-transit time, for career broadening .* . -
assignments designed to improve the officers' leadership and decision- -

making abilities and for ensuring that the operational force is the ... ".'
appropriate mix of length and type of experience. ' \-:--.-.-."

V ,. h- , . %, . ' " , -. .

1. Navy. Tables 6 and 7 present the Navy pilot and NFO inven- .. '-. -

tory-to-authorization ratios between FY77 and FY82 and projections for

FY83 through FY87. Assuming that a one-to-one relationship between
inventory and authorizations (or 100%) is the minimum acceptable level, .

the Navy has yet to achieve even minimal pilot manning. In the case of - - -
0-3, the shortfall has been even greater, ranging from 5% to 34% below
needs. The NFO community has experienced a similar though much less -

severe pattern. An examination of the total manning levels reveals a
general upward trend. But why is this happening? Between FY77 and FY82 O "., OS
pilot authorizations decreased 11% while pilot inventory was reduced -'- .-,j'. .-
5%, resulting in a more favorable inventory-to-authorization ratio* .. -..
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During the same timeframe NFO authorizations increased by 5%. This was
caused largely by personnel policy changes which opened many positions
that were once exclusively pilot assignments to NFO's. However, a * * .

concurrent 14% rise in the NFO inventory offset this authorization
increase. The Navy projections indicate a 16% increase in pilot author-
izations and a 9% increase in inventory between FY82 and FY87. Conse-
quently, the Navy pilot's unfavorable inventory-t o-authori zat ion ratio
is expected to continue at least through FY87. The NFO projections .

reflect an 11% increase in authorizations with a concurrent 13% increase.
-' in inventory.

Table 6

Navy Pilot Inventory-to-Authorization Ratios

GRADE

0-1/0-2 0-3 0-4 0-5 TOTAL

FY INV AUTH __ INV AUTH 2 INV AUTH _I INV AUTH I LNy AUTH _I
77 3458 3379 102 4174 4372 95 2371 2915 81 1726 1929 89 11729 12955 91
78 3336 3024 110 3580 4180 86 2454 3027 81 1576 1746 90 10946 11977 91 ---

79 3366 2980 113 3033 4317 70 2547 2918 87 1421 1770 80 10367 11985 86

80 3165 3009 105 2922 4457 66 2564 2927 88 1390 1790 78 10041 12183 82 3'

81 3526 3055 115 3030 4557 66 2566 2959 87 1416 1828 77 10538 12399 85
82 390 318 11 20 06 0 256 2515 101 1545 1635 94 11101 11594 96

*83 3628' 3695 98 3153 4349 72 2584 2542 102 1551 1592 97 10916 12178 90
84 3740* 3753 100 3316 4385 76 2519 2600 97 1662 1611 103 11237 12349 91
85 3972* 4131 96 3494 4665 75 2507 2677 94 1726 1644 105 11699 13117 89
86 3976* 4161 96 3711 4761 78 2530 2700 94 1726 1655 104 11943 13277 90
87 4006' 4222 95 3913 4830 81 2526 2725 93 1707 1666 102 12152 13443 90

*Assumed 0-1 Inv -projected 0-1 auth

*Assumed 0-1 INV -Projected 0-1 AUTH

%. 
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-6 Table 7

Navy NFO Inventory-to-Authorization Ratios

0-1/0-2 0-3 0-4 0-5 OTAL

F INV AUTH Z lINV AUTH 2 INV AUTH 2 INV AUTH 2 INV AUTH I
77 1986 131 108 1659T189 U U -945 9-93 ;T Tf 49 4 893 5203 9r
78 1660 1762 94 1743 1963 89 965 1076 90 363 443 82 4751 5264 90
79 1620 1734 93 1674 1892 88 1074 1072 100 426 452 94 4794 5150 93
80 1793 1773 101 1713 1903 90 1128 1088 104 303 434 I11 5137 5218 98
81 1976 1809 109 1779 1895 94 1160 1115 104 531 478 Ill 5446 5297 103
82 2057 1869 110 1739 1750 99 1236 1094 113 563 744 76 5595 5457 103 . .V

83 1730 1858 93 1809 1843 98 1304 1097 119 554 699 79 5397 5497 99
3 4 1759 1912 92 1931 1889 102 1364 1121 122 578 704 82 5632 5626 100 *

85 1867 2040 92 2040 1943 105 1431 1147 125 596 709 84 5934 5839 102 ______
86 1877 2087 90 2143 1977 108 1499 1162 129 607 714 65 6126 5960 103 -787 1892 2113 90 2275 2035 112 1539 1168 132 615 716 86 6321 6034 105 ' * *

A. nubro acosipcto h nvnoyo ayfre
ac e s o a e , b t l n e n ch e e , a d c n i u t o e a i rthe caerdcsonaigpoes fteIdviul al.8lsstenubro rgamdgautsvrusata rdae o io n

NF trinn fo.Y5truh4.2 scnb en teNv xeine

seiu pio rinn ae P* hotal i Y7FY0 nanefr

A3 pio nuvetry o l fatrh mpcanthvnetoyoenyfre
beaccessn rasbt planned aTahisc eed anud cot inbhavior drvn.hY8 -
thecrentrdecishinatin process of 8%the indviu. ale 8f licssithe

gasentachieved* th ears.tio Tf he resulting inventory disriutonmseis
plaed cintale . Asmn htte eealdecus fies h

Navy ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A 0% pionetr ol aebe 3 togrhdteeplt

beenaccssedas laned. hisinceasewoud hae dive theFY8 0-
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Table 8
Navy Pilot/NFO Training Rates . -

PILOT NFO
FY PROGRAMMED ACTUAL PROGRAM4MED ACTUAL'0

75 976 924 486 426
76 920 904 460 422
7T 225 217 115 119 a
77 900 744 440 442
78 800 597 460 425 j
79 885 532 450 409 4

80 885 892 450 451 .. a

81 897 893 470 463 ,

82 957 945 515 519

Table 9
Additional Navy Pilots Assuming
FY77 - FY80 PTR Goal Achievement

Fiscal Year

LOS 77 78 79 80 81 82

1 126 173 335 - - -

2 - 116 166 301 - -

3 - - 115 159 296 -

4 - - - 112 156 293
5 - - - - 109 153
6 - - - - 90

-OTL 126 289 66 572 561 536

2. Marine Corps (USHC). Table 10 gives the USMC pilot inven-
toryto-authorixations matrix. Applying the premise that 100% is the .

absolute minimum acceptable ratio, it becomes quite clear that the USMC ~ -<-'
ts and ha been experiencing a severe pilot shortfall at the lieutenant%%

*(0-1/ 0-2) level. Although the lieutenant inventory has increased 24% - a*
since FY77 and authorizations have decreased 9%, the lieutenant inven-N
tory-toauthorization ratio is still only 71%. Even if all company
grade pilots (0-3 and below) were considered to be a single distributable ~ ~
cell, an action which would manage a pilot with one year of aviation --.-- a-~a
service in the same manner as one with 9 years' experience, this ratio
remains below 90%.
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Table 10
Marine Pilot Inventory-to-Authorization Ratios

GRADE

0-1/0-2 0-3 0-4 0-5 TOTAL

-l INV AUTH 2 INV AUTH I INV AUTH Z INV AUTH Z INV AUTH Z
7T T- 1747 54 13 8 1 -4 724 7 347 97 3 o 019 86-

78 738 1610 46 1250 1110 113 896 698 128 395 326 121 3280 3744 88

79 765 1652 46 1194 1120 107 841 696 121 413 327 126 3213 3795 85
80 740 1690 44 1212 1120 108 918 702 131 411 329 125 3281 3841 85 ,
81 999 1595 63 1194 1104 108 921 780 118 424 388 110 3538 3867 91
82 1167 1642 71 1216 1104 113 954 751 127 437 355 123 3804 3852 99
83 1311 1670 79 1315 1125 117 915 770 119 441 355 124 3982 3920 102
84 1332 1670 60 1335 1130 118 929 771 120 448 357 125 4044 3928 103
85 1350 1701 79 1354 1151 118 942 783 120 453 361 125 4099 3996 103
86 1373 1713 80 1377 1168 118 957 802 119 462 368 126 4169 4050 103
87 1393 1709 82 1397 1169 120 973 799 122 468 368 127 4231 4044 105

.... % -.-.. ..... .

~~~~~~Lieutenants are all performing their minimum service obli- "--.-.- -"-'-.(

gations; therefore, this shortfall is more a function of accession rates
than of continuation. Consequently, the compensation system plays a
more indirect role (that of attraction) for this group of officers than
for their more senior counterparts. An examination of USMC pilot train- -. ... ; -" ::

' ~ing rates (PTR) for FY77 through FY82, Table 11, reveals that the Ser- %...•..... ... , .
,,%' vice's failure to meet its PTR goals is a major factor contributing to ""''''''''''''.'.......,....:...:._'

, the shortfall. By assuming that the USMC achieved their planned PTR in
those years where the shortfall exceeded 25% (FY78 and FY79) and then '' .. ."--

, applying cohort continuation rates, the FY82 pilot inventory is increased :-:'- - - "

.e •  by 312 officers , 208 of whom are at the 0-2 level. However, these addi- -,-.-.-.-..',-..'.-.."

,•, tional pilots would increase the lieutenant inventory-to-authori zat ion :'' .-. '-.-.'''''
• ratio to only 84%. The USMC would have had to achieve their planned PTR .-.......-.. °....,

,_ for every year since FY77 and have retained nearly 100% of these officers .... , .-.. --
to have met their FY82 company grade pilot authorizations. It appears .. -'--------
tht o only ha h SCfaldto achieve their PTR goals but that

, the goals themselves were too low. Total pilot authorizations are pro- -- '4-......-.-
> ~~jected to increase 5% by FY87, with 55% of these increases occurring at "'"" '""'-%

.% . - . *5**. "." " = -

- the already short company grade level. The projected training seats are . "'..-'.' ./ -
~~~insufficient to support these increases, therefore, the pilot company "..."-..-.-.."."

%,

grade shortfall will continue to exist Additonally, since over 70 of "-" ""•

the authorizations are now and are projected to continue to be at the O '..-.O
company grade level, an increase in the training base would exacerbate

the current field grade inventory-to-authorzation imbalance. p-

, N N-. ... .-. % ......

ingrats-(TR-fo"FY7.hrogh.Y82 Tble11-reeal-tht-te.er-- ..

-.5 .. .. .

by32ofces 0 f hmaea te02lve. Hwvrteead - - .- ,-%- .j--

tional'pilots, would. in1creas the lieutenant inventory-o-toito - . ., -

.rtio t only 8 . -he ." would ha a d to a e planned .T . , • -
for every year since FY77 and have retained nearly.100. of- these officers-,. ...
ti ga pl atr to . I appears

th no o % ha th %...fildOoacieethir.. oasbu.ta

grade.shortfall wilu to e......, .-" .".~.Additionlly, .sinc over..7 0 of.X



S Table I1I
S Marine Corps Planned and
S Achieved Pilot Training

FY Planned Actual0

77 435 425
78 382 269

I.79 470 253

80 460 395
81 500 504
82 500 482-... .:

83-84 480*
85-87 500*
*not applicable

The NFO picture is somewhat different. Table 12 reflects the
inventory-to-authorizat ion ratio for the Marine NFO. At first glance, .~* 4
one would believe that the NFO community is suffering serious lieutenant.
shortfalls and is just barely meeting its 0-3 needs. However, the Marine '

Corps is engaged in a 10-year transition period to three new aircraft. -- ~'-
One, the F/A-18, will eventually replace the F-4, thereby reducing the
NFO requirement 29% by FY87. Accordingly, the NFO lieutenant inventory
shortfall has largely been the result of planned training reduction by
the USMC. This becomes quite evident when one reviews Table 13, the
programmed and achieved NFO graduates for FY75 through FY87.

Table 12 69 ____

Marine NFO Inventory-to-Authorization Ratios

0-1/0-2 0-3 0-4 0-5 TOTAL

FT INV AUTH 2 INV AUTH ZIN11V AUTH I INEV AUTH I INV AUTH 2
77 289 291 9 257 -24710O4 -97 24 78 14 6 ~IF 6577_2890O
78 243 304 77 280 286 98 139 141 99 15 76 20 677 807 84
79 231 350 66 291 292 100 142 144 99 19 77 25 683 663 79
80 203 361 56 303 288 106 161 141 114 27 76 36 694 866 80

1 206 369 56 286 250 114 162 147 110 42 57 74 696 823 85
82 178 353 48 29 246 105 175 143 122 48 53 91 660 795 83

83 212 317 67 252 219 115 148 131 113 35 49 71 647 716 90
84 155 318 49 293 217 135 143 130 110 34 48 71 625 713 88 z Ss'R
85 100 284 35 327 204 160 136 124 110 32 46 70 595 656 91
66 100 249 40 308 171 1so 130 105 124 30 36 79 568 564 101
87 100 249 40 291 171 170 124 105 118 29 38 76 544 564 96

4* 6 %*~*~ -* *

-- . ......

-, .'... -.,' .. '-'
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Table 13
Marine NFO Training RateFY Planned Actual

75 130 100 .
76 125 91
7Q 25 25
77 100 93
78 100 105
79 100 100
80 82 82 0 O
81 55 55
82 40 44
83 40 *
84 40 *
85-87 30 *

*Not applicable .- "-..-.
%'_'.''-'-. - - 'S S-.l

3. Army. As previously discussed, the Army aviation community

is comprised of two distinct populations, commissioned officer pilots ..-

and warrant officer pilots. Each community is managed differently and,
therefore, must be viewed as a separate entity.

a. Commissioned Officers. Company grade officers (0-1
through 0-3) receive maximum utilization in aviation assignments through ---. ", . '

their eighth year of commissioned service. By this point in their
careers, all officers have an additional specialty designated. There- -
after, they, along with all field grade (0-4 and above) officers, are
managed in accordance with the Army's dual specialty development system.
Table 14 presents their inventory-to-authorization ratio. Contrary to
the practice of other Services, an Army officer often enters the aviation
program at the 0-2 level. This procedure results in very little deviation
between the experience level of an 0-1 pilot and an 0-3 pilot. Consequent-
ly, company grade and field grade officers are considered in the aggre- S .. .. ' ' '

gate. . , -. -.

The Army has not experienced a pilot manning problem . .

to any great extent; however, company grade shortfalls did exist prior .-

to FY81. This was largely the result of the relatively low PTR between
FY77 and FY80 (Table 15) and not a function of undesirable continuation; -..- .
i.e., all of these officers are within their minimum service obligations.
Although company grade officer authorizations are projected to increase

9% between FY82 and FY87, the planned PTR adjustment should be sufficient
to sustain the inventory at acceptable levels. The Army dual specialty

system recognizes that very few requirements exist for aviators at the
field grade level (less than 30% of the total pilot authorizations) and, .. ,... ,-.

therefore, ensures that, although the authorization structure supports '' .,-.

j # .' ~~~---'... ' ."'
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only 34% utilization for these officers in aviation, they possess addi-
tional skills for which there are valid authorizations. This creates
a buffer so that continuation rates would have to drop to pre-ACIP levels
before the Army would experience any commissioned pilot manning problems.

Table 14
* . Army Pilot Inventory-to-Authorization Ratios

Commissioned Officers

Coinpany Grade Field Grade Total_____

FY INV AUTH % INV AUTH Z INV AUTH %

*-79 2753 2949 93 4283 1056 406 7036 4005 176

*80 2423 3012 80 4357 1056 413 6780 4068 167-
81 2810 2849 99 3443 1173 294 6253 4022 156 *

82 2993 2962 101 3779 1189 318 6772 4151 163
83 3445 2913 118 3237 1211 267 6682 4124 162 -

84 3613 2931 123 3236 1182 274 6849 4113 167
85 3789 2946 129 3216 1185 271 7005 4131 170
86 4001 3070 130 3099 1198 259 7100 4268 166
87 4233 3234 131 2856 1235 231 7089 4469 159 ~

~* Table 15

Army Commissioned Pilot PTR

FY PLANNED ACTUAL

77 135 138 5
78 260 260
79 350 350
80 465 503
81 598 617
82 598 624
83-87 598*

A % *Not Applicable

-- -- P. .": .
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b. Warrant Officers. This group of pilots is managed as a
single cell; therefore, their respective inventory and authorizations
recorded in Table 16 are not expressed in terms of pay grade. Warrant . .
Officer aviators are neither required nor desired to participate in ," - . -

career-broadening assignments. They are exclusively pilots; consequently,
the 100% inventory-to-authorization ratio becomes a desired level of
manning for this community rather than a minimum. Unlike their commis-

sioned counterparts, these pilots were in short supply until FY81.
However, since FY79 their inventory has increased at a higher rate than
authorizations, 10% and 4%, respectively. This has been a result of the
improved continuation rates, as was seen in Table 1, and increased _ -"-_-
warrant officer PTR, displayed in Table 17. Projections indicate that 0 0

should this trend continue, the Army warrant officer program could actu-
ally be in danger of being overmanned. This is a healthy situation,
since the Army could reduce the training pipeline costs or take other
force management actions to "shape" the inventory in terms of grade
and experience without negatively impacting its future needs.

Table 16
"4 * Army Pilot Inventory-to-Authorization Ratios

Warrant Officers
'- s

FY INV AUTH %

77 * 5690 - - " '

78 * 5690 -

79 4936 5705 87
80 4900 5838 84
81 5172 5754 90 4 .

82 5428 5905 92
83 6516 5961 109
84 6926 5986 116 .85 7208 6118 118"--"-%-'--"""e""

86 7357 6356 116
87 7443 6494 115

40 - 0--- -9

*Not available

. ,. . . .. . . . .- -
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Table 17
Army Warrant Officer PTR

FY PLANNED ACTUAL _"__'___'__--"

77 120 123 - - \
78 465 488 " . -

79 465 488 -
80 632 597
81 808 857 ' '--

82 808 816
83 898 *

84 1000 *
85 1000 *
86 1000 *
87 1000 *

*Not applicable . .

4. Air Force. It is clear from examination of the Air Force
pilot inventory and authorizations for FY77 to FY82 (Table 18) that
this Service has been involved in a major restructuring effort. Field
grade (0-4 and 0-5) authorizations decreased 15% each, and lieutenant
authorizations (0-1 and 0-2) increased 27%, while pilot authorizations
overall remained relatively constant (increased by only 2%). Much of
this restructuring appears to be related to programmed end strength. 

,. ~* reductions following the cessation of the Vietnam Conflict. Relatively

low pilot production rates caused a grade imbalance (Table 19). In ...'
FY77, 67% of both the inventory and the authorizations were at company ":7*- L. .- ,
grade (0-1 to 0-3) level. However, by FY82, only 60% of the inventory .W."7W-
was company grade, compared to 73% of the authorizations. For this

4 . reason, the FY82 pilot inventory-to-authorization ratio for company
grade officers is only 83%, an alarming 59% for 0-1/0-2 pilots.

Table 18

Air Force Pilot Inventory-to-Authorization Ratios

0-1/0-2 0-3 040-5 TOTAL ~~-
1Y INV AUTH Z 11V AUTH _2 INV AUTH _A INV AUTH _% INV AUTH Z

77 3865 5496 70 13681 9512 144 4464 4427 101 4362 2955 148 26372 22390 118
78 3164 5401 59 13096 8748 150 4579 4108 101 4074 2754 148 24913 21011 119 f t
79 2540 7457 34 11286 8727 129 4955 3865 128 3688 2651 139 22471 22700 99
80 3039 6705 45 10186 8958 114 5140 3740 137 3531 2533 139 21896 21936 100

- 81 3643 6959 52 9905 9224 107 5243 3813 138 3506 2483 141 22297 22479 99 - - -. -' *-

82 4122 6969 59 9598 9598 100 5546 3761 147 3548 2483 143 22814 22820 100 . -
"  

"
83 4635 6874 67 9307 9660 96 5693 3809 149 3777 2452 154 23502 22795 103 . . -"
84 5139 6834 75 9191 9917 93 5859 3866 152 3867 2506 154 23738 23123 104 . . - ;.
85 5184 7072 73 8886 9940 89 6083 3857 158 3990 2475 161 23846 23344 103 .... -" * -. ,
86 5275 7108 74 8749 10006 87 6141 3884 158 4112 2487 165 24101 23485 103 - -.
87 5321 7180 74 8485 10128 84 6289 3931 160 4254 2518 169 24295 23757 103

* .* .. o-.oO
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Table 19

Air Force Pilot Training Rates 0 • ]

Programmed* Actual/Projected
.: FY Entries Graduates

77 1189 1316
78 1168 1084 • '*

79 1747 1047

N80 2091 1543.
81 2414 1693
82 2375 1875 .

83 2272 2000
84 2404 2000 , .

85 2407 2000
86 2416 2100
87 2416 2100

*Contains an attrition factor

The total pilot ratio of 100% indicates that there are suf- -.. ,.

ficient pilots to meet current operational committments only. In addi- "-

tion, because field grade officers must make up company grade pilot short .- - -.
falls, there is very little room, for advanced education or career-broad-
ening experiences which provide for executive development. Although *e0 O .'
training rates are increasing and improvement is expected, projections

reveal that this situation will probably continue through FY87.

A restructuring of the navigator authorizations has also
occurred, but to a considerably lesser degree. Table 20 shows that the
greatest changes, a 10% increase and a 10% decrease, occurred at the 0-5
and 0-3 levels, respectively. However, there was a concurrent 18% de-
crease in inventory. This decrease, coupled with a low accession rate ..

(Table 21), has resulted in an overall inventory-to-authorization ratio
of only 98%. %

Table 20
Air Force Navigator Inventory-to-Authorization Ratios . ......-.

GRADK

0-110-2 0-3 0-4 0-5 TOTAL

UT LKW AUTH 2 INEV AUTH 2 [NV AUTH X [NV AUTH 2 [NV AUTH

77 2454 2831 87 4763 4891 97 2577 2048 126 2452 727 337 12246 10497 117
78 1786 2875 62 5156 4715 109 2307 1989 116 2338 755 310 11587 10334 112
79 1689 3456 49 4190 3999 105 1996 2024 99 2099 802 262 10697 10281 104

"80 1691 3040 56 "4706 4170 113 1855 1997 93 1873 847 221 10125 10054 101 . ........... .". '

81 1856 3081 60 4654 4355 107 1797 1968 91 1715 843 203 10022 10247 98 ..-...... .
82 2103 3007 70 4529 4426 102 1839 1969 93 1548 802 193 10019 10253 98 g0 "
63 2511 30" 82 3187 4332 97 2148 1895 113 1426 771 185 10272 10066 102
84 2806 3090 91 3914 4411 89 2339 1911 122 1329 778 171 10390 10190 102
85 2896 2991 97 3637 4298 65 2701 1847 146 1165 756 154 10399 9892 105
86 2489 3017 62 3917 4228 93 2931 1852 158 1105 757 146 10442 9854 106 -.-V c " . -.'.

87 2495 3035 82 3771 4254 89 3102 1850 168 1130 758 149 10498 9900 106 % "
',.,, ,,-. .-. .,...%
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Table 21
Air Force Navigator Training Rates

Programmed * Actual/Projected
FY Entries- Graduates 0

77 709 653 - '

78 544 472
79 690 594
80 706 609
81 784 683 0
82 968 857
83 1035 1000
84-87 1035 900

*Contains an attrition factor

has ctully Unlike their pilot counterparts, the navigator grade balance
ha culybecome more favorable. In FY7 7, 59% of the inventory was *

company grade officers compared to 74% of the authorizations. By FY82,
this relationship had improved to 66% and 73%, respectively. Projections-. .

indicate that the community's health will continue to improve. The. .. * -.

inventory-to-authori zat ion ratio is anticipated to reach 109% by the end-
of FY87. Although this is a favorable situation, as in the case of all
commissioned aviators, such a circumstance still leaves little flexibil-. ..- ..

.. ~ ity in terms of force management.

D. COST/BENEFIT. There are two aspects of this issue: the cost of
the program itself, that is, ACIP dollar outlays; and the cost of replac-
ing those aviators who were lost. The difference between the two repre-............
sents the actual cost/benefit of the program.

'At can be argued that training cost is not a true measure of the
replacement cost of an individual, since it assumes that the newly trained
officer, who is often less than 75% combat capable, is equal in value to,.
the one that was lost. In the case of a pilot or NFO/NAV, the lost
officer possesses a minimum of five years of aviation experience.

\. However, a recognized methodology for computing the cost of experience
has yet to be developed; therefore, the training cost presented herein.-.. -
should be considered minimum replacement cost. V

Costs vary considerably by type of aircraft and the specialized

mission of the given Service, which in turn dictates the length and *07
content of the training syllabus. For example, it is more expensive to
train a jet pilot than a helicopter pilot, while it costs less to train
an Air Force C-130 Navigator than an NFO Radar Intercept Officer (RIO),
because a Navigator in the Air Force does not perform the same function

* as a Navy RIO. Consequently, training costs contained in Table 22 are
weighted averages for the given aviation community. The weighting
factors used represent the proportion of the manpower resources the
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skill comprises (e.g., if 80% of the fixed-wing inventory are jet pilots
while only 20% are turboprop pilots, the training cost of a fixed-wing .

pilot was weighted accordingly). For these reasons, the weighted aver-
* age cost for training the same type of aviator cannot be compared across

Service lines. Actual costs range from a high of $1,533,752 for an 0 •
FB-111 pilot to a low of $95,103 for a C-141 navigator. Assuming current ...

levels hold, the cumulative amount of ACIP which can be drawn over 25 .

years of aviation service is approximately $100,000. Clearly, in 1982 .--.

dollars alone, the cost of retaining an experienced aviator by means -. '-.
of ACIP is significantly less than the cost of training a replacement.

Table 22
Aviator Weighted Average Training Costs*

(rounded to nearest thousand)

Type Aviator Air Force Navy Army Marine Corps

Pilots
Fixed-Wing $701,000 $962,000 - $439,000

Helicopter $119,000 $240,000 $120,000 $216,000

NFO/NAV $112,000 $581,000 - $375,000
*All costs equal less than 100% combat capable, Marine Corps 60%.

Sse Another way the cost effectiveness of ACIP was measured was by "

determining the number of aviators who could have been trained for the

ame dollar outlay. Table 23 contains total ACIP program costs, both
actual and projected, from FY75 through FY84. Table 24 reflects the pro-

portion of the training dollar each skill represents expressed in terms
of the percent of the total trained in FY82. These values were then used , 9., -- rf .

as weighting factors to compute an average DoD aviator cost of $424,000.
This means that the maximum number of aviators, pilot and NFOI NAV com- .. .. ...

bined, that could be trained for the same dollar amount is 586. Even .
with ACIP, the Services as a whole must train approximately 6,100 aviators -...,........--.

annually to meet their needs. Table 25 displays the optimal distribution .*- .::

of these 586 aviators using the previously developed weights. p ,

Table 23
Total ACIP Program Costs ...... ...

FY # Recipients Cost ($000) "-"- -"

1975 93,936 $211,280
1976 88,598 $201,144 O .. ',
1977 83,881 $195,333

1978 77,803 $184,128
.- - 1979 73,400 $174,414

-~1980 69,847 $168,202
a.-. 1981 70,175 $204,487

1982 72,765 $248,627 O 0.O..

1983* 73,132 $249,880 "
1984* 74,593 $254,873
*Projected
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Table 24
FY82 Aviator Training Distribution

Percent of Total Trained

Type Aviator Air Force Navy Army Marine Corps ..

Pilots
Fixed-Wing .29 .08 * .04
Helicopter .02 .07 .23 .04

NFO/NAV .14 .08 * .01 . ,I." . "l~~~~ ~~~ . . . * . * l " i ~

* Not Applicable " "

_-,:,. ~~~-, .. ,.. ., ..

Table 25
Distribution of New Aviators 0 O
If Weighted Training Cost

Equals FY 82 ACIP Dollar Outlays ... .. ". "

A Type Aviator Air Force Navy Army Marine Corps

Pilots Nn
Fixed-Wing 170 47 * 23 . .
Helicopter 12 41 13 23

"',-.' .' . ,-,,.,

NFO/NAV 82 47 * 6

• Not Applicable

:: ,-.-.,.,,- , .. ~.

E. ACIP GATE SYSTEM. This feature of ACIP was designed to enhance . ". :- -. --"
the cost effectiveness of the program while encouraging individuals to

: .%. participate in the maximum amount of operational flying that their re- .. ,

- -. spective Service's force management policies allow. TAB A contains a - -
detailed discussion of the development and structure of the gate system.

The major objection to gates is that they comprise a "look-back" -

system. [101 That is, the first gate or milestone does not occur until - .-.-. i]
the completion of 12 years of aviation service. Therefore, an aviator ..-

is assured of receiving continuous ACIP for at least 12 years, irrespec-
tive of the fact that the officer may have failed to perform any opera- V
tional flight duty beyond that required to become aeronautically desig-
nated/ rated. Proponents of the system state that, while this is theo-
retically possible, it is extremely unlikely, since this is in fact the
most flightintensive period of an aviator's career.

In an effort to determine the validity of this concern, each
Service was requested to provide the number of aviators who failed to
complete the minimum operational flying required by each gate. Tables
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26 and 27 present these data expressed in terms of the percent of total
aviators passing through the given gate. As can be seen, an insignifi-
cant number of aviators, in most cases less than 1.0%, have received - .
career ACIP without performing the minimum operational flying. Conse-
quently, there is no compelling reason to establish an earlier gate.

Table 26

Pilots Who Have Failed to Meet Their ACIP Gates

Gate
12-Year 18-Year .

Service # Failed % of Total # Failed % of Total -

Navy 16 0.5% 28 1.7% " .

Army 118 2.2% 64 3.2% ._"-.'-- ' c
Air Force 38 0.6% 1 0.0%
Marines 0 0.0% 0 0.0% O

Table 27
NFO/NAV Who Have Failed to Meet

Their ACIP Gates

Gate
12-Year 18-Year

Service T Failed % of Total T Failed % of Total " *

Navy 17 1.8% 21 3.0%
Air Force 3 0.2% 5 0.5% - '
Marines 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

F. RATES. As to whether the ACIP rates themselves are set at the
lowest level necessary to effect the desired continuation behavior, it
is rather early to tell. The current rates were established by the '- -' ""
Uniformed Services Pay Act of 1981 and placed into effect on 1 July 1982.
As was seen in the private-sector analysis, this was a period of high "
inflation and low pilot hiring rates. Under these circumstances, contin-
uation would be expected to be somewhat higher than what was experienced
in FY78-79 when the opposite conditions existed. The rates have not yet .. '..--.-..
been put to the test. However, based on the predicted industry trends,
it is believed that the rates are sufficient to maintain aviator inven- '."'
tory-to-authorization ratios at current levels through FY87; but, in situ-
ations where significant growth is projected, as in the case of the Navy
ACIP alone will not achieve the desired results.

Z./ . . ., .. . ,..,~
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VI. FINDINGS.

A. ACIP is necessary to maintain the Services' ability to attract
and retain career aviators in sufficient quantity and quality to meet ______

their needs. 0 0

B. The full effects of the current ACIP rates on attraction and
retention are not yet known; however, the following conclusions can be
drawn:

1. The rates are sufficient to maintain current inventory-to-
authorization ratios through FY87. However, if the major airlines -.

begin to hire new entrants to the pilot pool in significant numbers, as
is expected to happen no later than 1990, the current ACIP rates may not
be able to prevent serious losses.

2. ACIP in itself is not sufficient to support significant
growth. For example, some of the aviator shortfalls are not a function .

" of continuation, but of accession policies (0-1/0-2), and therefore
cannot be corrected by means of ACIP. Other shortages (0-3 and above)

• exist in spite of ACIP. This situation may happen when authorizations
increase at a higher rate than inventory over an extended period of
time, necessitating exceptionally high continuation rates, or when the
type of aviation duty to be performed is viewed as particularly unat-
tractive. In these cases, other force management tools in addition to ..
ACIP must be employed.'-""-' -. "---'--

3. The rates are targeted toward the appropriate length-of-
, service cells.

C. The ACIP gate system is an effective means of encouraging offi-
cers to participate in the maximum operational flight time that their

., ~i respective Services' manpower structures allow.

VI. RECOMMENDATION. Re-evaluate the effectiveness of the ACIP rates no "-....... .....

later than the end of FY86.... . . -

. -- .
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OUTSIDE DATA SOURCES

Information Requested From: Responded
0' 4

* American Airlines, Inc.
Air Force Association X
Airline Pilots Association (ALPA)

*Association of Naval Aviation X
Combat Pilots Association
Commuter Airline Association

*Council of Economic Advisors X
* Delta Airlines
* Eastern Airlines
*Future Aviation Professionals of America (PAPA) X

Helicopter Association International XI
National Air Transportation Association, Inc.* *

National Business Aircraft Association X
National Pilots' Association
Piedmont Airlines, Inc.
Professional Pilot Magazine X
United Airlines, Inc. X
Western Airlines, Inc.

* Field Interviews:

Andrews Air Force Base, MD
Coast Guard Air Station, Elizabeth City, NC
Dover Air Force Base, DE .-

Langley Air Force Base, VA W 'U~W
March Air Force Base, CA%
Marine Corps Air Station, Cherry Point, NC
Marine Corps Air Station, El Toro, CA
Naval Air Facility, Andrews AFB, MD. . ?*.:

Naval Air Station, Miramar, CA
Naval Air Station, North Island, CA .

Naval Air Station, Oceana, VA
Naval Air Station, Patuxent River, MD ~\\

-. 4 USS Eisenhower .

* ~USS Kitty Hawk . .-.. '-
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DETAILED HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

The practice of providing additional compensation to individuals

participating in "aerial flight" has a long and rather involved history.
Ino1913 the role of military aviation was growing rapidly as were the •
number and variety of legislative packages introduced to recompense
participants for the "exceedingly hazardous" nature of military flying. -. -

Unfortunately, there was no coordinated effort. Public Law No. 62-401,
" 37 Stat. 707, March 2, 1913, authorized an increase of 35% of the basic

pay and allowances of Army officers actually detailed to fly heavier-than-
air craft; however, pilots of other Services were not considered. Two

days later, on March 4, 1913, Public Law No. 62-433, 37 Stat. 892 was
enacted which extended the same pay differential to Navy and Marine
Corps officers detailed to aviation duty. Both Acts limited the number
of aviator authorizations to 30 officers per Service.

Each Service's flyers continued to be addressed in separate legis-
lative actions. On July 18, 1914, Public Law No. 63-143 authorized the "  " 4
Army Signal Corps to increase its strength to allow for an aviation .
section comprised of 60 officers and 260 enlisted men. It further estab- 4'-

lished two classes of aviators: "military aviators" (0-3 and above), who
were awarded 75% of their basic and "length of service" pay for regular
and frequent participation in aerial flight, and "junior military avia- ""
tors" (0-2 and below), who were compensated at a rate of 50% of their *.',O.--O
basic and longevity pay. Student aviators received a 25% differential.
This Act also extended Flight Pay to enlisted members for the first - . . .

time. It was set at 50% of the individual's basic pay. Additionally, .'.

a gratuity equal to one year's basic pay was awarded to the widow of
e:< any aviator upon his death, if it occurred as a result of the perfor- . L

mance of his flying duties.

Navy and Marine Corps officers continued to be paid at the old
rates until the enactment of 38 Stat. 939, March 3, 1915. While this
Act did incorporate the 50% enlisted differential, Navy and Marine Corps
officers were not grouped in the same manner as those of the Army. In-

i stead, Naval and Marine aviators, while duly ordered to duty involving ac-
tual flying of aircraft, "including balloons, dirigibles and aeroplanes," * ,

received 35% if students, while "Naval Aviators" (fully qualified avia- - ,e

tore) were granted 50%. Authorizations were increased to 48 Naval offi- .- -.
', cers and 96 enlisted and to 12 Marine Corps officers and 24 enlisted. .

'/ It is interesting to note that this legislation precluded Navy 0-5's or
above and Marine Corps 0-4's or above from drawing Flight Pay.

Between 1915 and 1922 a number of bills were passed which attempted

to compensate flyers for the hazards associated with their duties. In
1916, the death gratuity program was expanded to include pensions. If a

* flyer died or was disabled, the "pension allowed" was double that author-
ized should the death or disability not have occurred as a result of an .-. ......

aviation accident. The Act of June 4, 1920, created the "Air Service" ".

, .. .V- 
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of the Army (later to be designated the Army Air Corps) and brought the
Flight Pay structure in line with that of the other Services by concur-

- rently abolishing the aviator classification system and establishing a
standard 50% rate for all officer and enlisted personnel. However,
uniform Flight Pay rates were not formally established until the Joint
Service Pay Act of 1922 (Public Law No. 67-235, 42 Stat.625), which
provided that "all officers, warrant officers, and enlisted men of all •..
branches of the Army, Navy, Marines Corps, and Coast Guard, when detailed
to duty involving flying, shall receive the same increase of their pay... . .

as now authorized for the performance of like duties in the Army." Addi-
tionally, the necessity of specifying uniform entitlement standards was
addressed for the first time by this Act. The resultant Executive Order,
E.O. 3705-B of July 1, 1922, directed that a member make 10 flights or
be in the air at least four hours per month to qualify for Flight Pay.
Executive Order 4610 of March 10, 1927 further specified that the 10
flights must total at least three hours. Flight Pay remained essentially
the same until the findings of the 1948 Advisory Commission on Service
Pay, more commonly known as the Hook Commission, which studied several ;
of the Hazardous Duty Incentive Pays.

The Hook Commission first introduced the incentive aspect of the Haz-
ardous Duty Incentive Pays (HDIP). It stated, in part, "Close examination
of the nature of hazardous duty and their expressed or implied reasons
for accepting risks indicated that incentive to engage and remain in It" " -
hazardous occupations provided a more realistic and practical basis for
determining the rates of special pay than the theory of recompense for
shorter career expectancy."[ I The Commission further found that the
differential offered is apparently most effective as an incentive when ., . . .
related to, even though not proportionate to, basic compensation. "Exper-___
ience and good sense dictates the need for a greater differential for *" " r
individuals whose earnings are higher and thus have more to lose through
death or disability. The differential should be adequate to attract and -

keep men in these pursuits at the grade and age at which they are most .-
effective. " [1] As a consequence of the Hook Commission recommendations, "-"-A-
the Flight Pay rate schedule (displayed at Table 1), which indirectly ---- "-<"--"
tied Flight Pay to basic compensation by establishing grade differentials
and targeted the greatest incentive toward mid or 'peak usage' officer
grades, was incorporated into the Career Compensation Act of 1949

(Public Law No. 81-351, 63 Stat. 802).

Table I
Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay--Flight Pay (1949-1954)

GRADE $/MONTH GRADE $/MONTH -. - .
S ." .'- .,.. • ".'6 ' '-

0-8 $150 W-1 Thru W-4 $100.00 1 ..-

0-7 $150 E-7 75.00
0-6 $210 E-6 67.50
0-5 $180 E-5 60.00 -S -. .
0-4 $150 E-4 52.50
0-3 $120 E-3 45.00
0-2 $110 E-2 37.50
0-1 $100 E-1 30.00
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In October 1952 another study group was formed to examine all
special and incentive pays. This group was called the Commission on
Incentive Hazardous Duty and Special Pays and was later known as the
Strauss Commission. On the subject of these pays in general, the Con- " -__- "
mission stated,"...increases in base pay and allowances, without cor- p 4
responding increases in incentive pay, depreciate the incentive value
of these pays."[2] In effect, they were recommending the abolishment

. of the fixed rate established by the Career Compensation Act of 1949 and
institution, or probably more correctly, the reinstitution of the per-
centage-of-basic-pay system. While the then-new Eisenhower administra- .
tion chose not to act upon the recommendations of the Strauss Commission, .
the report did play a role in the drafting of the Career Compensation

." Act of 1955 by reenforcing the concept that the purpose of HDIP was
that of attraction and retention. This Act not only increased the
rates per grade set by the Act of 1949, but also introduced longevity *.- .". - .-.

. tep increments. The Senate Report justified this departure from the".-" -

1949 fixed-rate system in this manner: "This approach causes the amount - 4
of incentive pay to vary not only between grades but within a parti- I ' '
cular grade based on years of service. The direct relationship of in-
centive pay and basic pay offers a greater incentive for retaining
qualified air crew...members in hazardous duties."[31 While not a

..- percentage system per se, the influence of the Strauss Commission reason-
ing is clear. The resultant rate structure, with the exception of the
addition of grades 0-10, 0-9, E-9, and E-8 which were not established ' .'. ' '....

=-; until 1958, remained in effect until the Aviation Career Incentive Act . .....

of 1974 (Table 2).
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Table 2
Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay - Flight Pay (1955-1973)

(Dollars per Month)

PAY UNDER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER OVER
GRADE 2 2 3 6 6 a 10 12 14 16 is 22 26 30

0-10 $165 $165 $165 $165 $165 $365 $165 $165 $165 $165 $165 $165 $165 $165

0-9 165 165 165 165 165 165 165 165 165 165 165 165 165 165
0-8 155 155 165 165 165 165 365 365 165 165 165 165 165 165
0-7 150 150 160 160 160 160 160 160 160 160 160 160 160 160
0-6 200 200 215 215 215 215 215 215 215 220 245 245 245 245
0-5 190 190 205 205 205 205 205 210 225 230 245 245 245 245
0-4 170 170 185 385 185 195 210 215 220 230 240 240 240 240
0-3 145 145 155 365 180 185 190 200 205 205 205 205 205 205
0-2 115 125 350 150 160 165 170 180 185 185 185 385 185 185
0-1 100 105 135 135 140 145 155 160 170 170 170 170 170 170
W-4 15 115 115 315 120 125 135 145 155 160 165 165 165 165 .
W-3 110 115 115 115 320 120 125 135 140 140 140 140 140 140 • -
W-2 105 110 110 310 115 120 125 130 135 135 135 135 135 135
V-I 100 105 105 105 110 120 125 130 130 130 130 130 130 130 u , ,
E-9 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 105
E-8 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 " . . . " -
E-7 80 85 85 85 90 95 100 105 105 105 105 105 105 105
E-6 70 75 75 8o 85 90 95 95 100 100 100 100 100 100
E-5 60 70 70 80 80 85 90 95 95 95 95 95 95 95
E-4 55 65 65 70 75 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80
E-3 55 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60
E-2 50 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60
E-1 50 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55

*E-1* 50

" Under 4 months and Aviation Cadets-% .. .

21

There was, however, another issue not specifically written into the -. ' ,.
• 'law but which also had a major impact on the evolution of ACIP, that of

"proficiency flying." Each Service set minimum flight hour standards
believed necessary for an aviator to remain proficient at his craft. In * . ... ,D .

ever case -these' " '". Z
every case, these proficiency hours, generally 100 hours per year, ex- -,-., -

ceeded the 48 annual hours defined as the minimum "frequent and regular"
participation required by the existing Executive Orders. (By 1964 E.O, . '.." .

,'-", 11157 allowed "banking" of time to qualify for Flight Pay.) If an aviator
failed to meet these proficiency hours each year, he lost his aviator '" '...' .
designation. Beginning in the early fifties the character of military .
flying and the political climate were undergoing subtle yet important . "'. L
changes. The age of the "undeclared war" began, Service force structures -
changed accordingly and great technological advances were made. This
contributed to post-Korea and post-Vietnam aviator excesses, especially -
in the Air Force. In response to this, the Services reduced training pipe-
lines, instituted early-release programs and assigned aviators to non-fly- '
Ing positions at increased rates. The "early-out" policy and reduced - ." , ',
aviator production would have significant impact on the Services' ability
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to meet their pilot requirements in the future. The assignment policies,
however, had more immediate results. The number of members participating '
in proficiency vice operational/ training flying increased ay what was
viewed by Congress at an alarming rate. As early as 1953, the House
Appropriations Committee expressed concern over the tremendous cost of
"so-called proficiency flying" for officers in administrative positions

* who "would probably never return to a flying job.[41

atioIn an attempt to reduce these costs, Congress, in the 1954 Appropri- ." ".."-- -'

ation Act, exempted members with 20 years or more aviation service from
participating in proficiency flying. A significant saving in terms of
aircraft procurement, maintenance and operating costs was expected to be - .
achieved. However, because of the limited number of eligibles for "ex- - .. -

cusal" and the temporary nature of the legislative authority, the Serv- -:
ices did not fully implement the program. ."

During 1958, DoD proposed alternative pay systems in an effort to
soften the impact of loss of Flight Pay by aviators who, largely due to I " "
the needs of the Service and not individual choice, were not assigned to
flying positions. Congress did not enact the necessary legislation, but
chose instead through the 1962 Appropriation Act to extend the excusal .
authority to members who either possessed more than 15 years of aviator
service or were on remote assignment. Between 1962 and 1973 the excusal
authority parameters were in almost constant flux.

tionBy the early 1970's the military aviator, especially pilot, reten- . ' -.
tion rates were considerably below what the Services needed to maintain
an aviator force at the desirable grade and experience levels. It was " -
generally accepted that the existing system was effective in attracting
required numbers of volunteers, but the Services were experiiencing PA
difficulty in retaining aviators who had completed their initial obliga-
tion following training. Table 3 reflects the retention rates of this
aviator category between FY69 and FY73 as opposed to the required re- . .-. '.'," -

A, tention rates for the same periods.[5,

Table 3 v~~::
Fiscal Years 1969-1973 Pilot Retention Rates '* P- .-

(Desired/Actual)*

SERVICE FY69 FY70 FY71 FY72 FY73 ?".

Army Commissioned 100/67 40/87 27/91 33/73 38/68,.- - "

Officers - .
Army Warrant Officers 100/41 20/22 10/18 15/23 29/32
Navy 49/32 47/26 50/27 50/34 52/43
Marine Corps 45/40 45/32 45/37 45/38 45/44 ' -- '-'----

Air Force 52/46 52/42 52/45 52/45 52/47 r,-: *.C-... '.

• Rounded to Nearest Percent "..."

I :"~ . * - " ? ''' ""
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While the Army was faring quite well at the time, the other Services, who -- -

together had over 80% of all military pilots, had never met their objec- -

tives during that timeframe.

Under the system existing at the time, an aviator received only 45% . . -
of his Flight Pay in the first 16 years of service and 55% in the last
14 years of service after he had completed most of his flying assignments.
16) The Aviation Career Incentive Act, 1974, on the contrary, was .

designed specifically to "concentrate the highest rates of pay in the
most flight-intensive period of an aviator's career."[7] The role of
ACIP is stated quite clearly in the House of Representatives' Report on
the subject:

The purpose of the bill is to restructure the :".."
flight pay system of the Armed Forces so as to achieve .'..'.- ..

a more equitable distribution of flight pay and in- .. '.-.'-.
crease the ability of the Armed Forces to attract and m - - .
retain officer aviator crewmembers...It recognizes the - . .-. *

Committee's desire to define flight pay not simply as -

recompense for undergoing occasional hazardous duty but '

as an incentive pay for undertaking a career that is,
on a continuing basis, more hazardous than other ser-
vice careers and at the time involves a capacity to

absorb special professional training which represents
a considerable investment on the part of the Govern-.. .
ment in both money and time... [6.

The major provisions of the Act were:

(1) It resolved the excusal system versus proficiency flying -S a
controversy by establishing a set of operational flying time standards . -
or "gates," thereby allowing for continuous incentive pay throughout the
recipient's aviation career, irrespective of whether the officer was
filling a flying or non-flying position. This also assured the aviator .-.

of having a relatively steady income stream. . .-.-- 4 -

(2) ACIP set rates based on the length aviation service
rather than grade and total service. -.... -

(3) It realigned the rate structure to pay the highest amounts -. X

during the critical retention years--at the end of the aviators' initial "
service obligations following training--through the most flight-intensive
periods of their careers.

(4) It recognized the lower utilization as aviators and natur-
ally higher continuation of senior officers by slowly reducing and then

_* finally terminating payment by the 25th year of officer service, except
in the case of warrant officers (in view of the fact that this category
of aviators could be expected to remain in flight status throughout O O "

* their entire careers). * ... '
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Tables 4 and 5 represent the ACIP pay structure as contained in the
Aviation Career Incentive Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-294) for commissioned and
warrant officers, respectively.

oC ,

Table 4
1974 ACIP Rate Structure O 0
Commissioned Officers

V PHASE I PHASE II

Years of Monthly Years of Monthly
Aviation Service Rate Aviation Service Rate

2 or less $100 over 18 $225
over 2 125 over 20 205
over 3 150 over 22 185
over 4 165 over 24 165 * . .*
over 6 245 over 25 0

Note 1: ACIP for officers of pay grade 0-7 could not be more than $160
'. a month, and that for officers of pay grade 0-8 or above, not

more than $165, regardless of years of service. -

Note 2: Officers with more than 18 years of officer service but less .
than six years of aviation service received Phase I rates... ,..

Table 5 ,.

1974 ACIP Rate Structure
Warrant Officers "

, ~~Years of Monthly -- ,,'.-'.--.

Aviation Service Rate

2 or less $100

over 2" 110
,.. over 6 200

C- '. Under the ACIP gate system an aeronautically designated officer, 4" -

except a flight surgeon, is entitled to continuous ACIP for the specified codiion aemt:'4
period while the following conditions are met.:

:-",', (1) Under any circumstances until completion of 12 years of".- -'--'--
, -" aviation service.-' ''-"-.-'- '-." "-

(2) If at the time of reaching this 12 year "gate," the officer 4
has accumulated at least 6 years of operational flying, that officer

would receive continuous ACIP until completion of 18 years of aviation .

'., service (an additional 6 years).

!,.s.............................................................
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(3) If at the 18-year gate, the aviator has performed at least -

9 but less than 11 years of operational flying duty, the officer is . '- -

entitled to ACIP for 4 more years, at which time the 22-year gate is
reached.

(4) If, however, the officer has had at least 11 years of
operational flying duty at that 18-year gate, the aviator would draw
ACIP continuously until completion of 25 years of service as an officer,

* or in the case of a Warrant Officer, for as long as aeronautically quali-
"" fied. .

(5) Flight surgeons or other medical officers required by
competent orders to perform operational flying duties and who participate 0 

* in at least 4 hours of aerial flight per month, and aviators who are
serving under the same circumstances but have failed to meet their gates, n.'. ...--

are entitled to ACIP on a monthly basis.

In recognition of the deterioration of incentive value of ACIP since - ._ -
1974, the Military Personnel and Compensation Amendments of 1980 (Public I "
Law No. 96-343) increased ACIP rates for both commissioned and warrant
officers by 25%.[8] Additionally, the maximum levels payable to 0-7's
and O-8's was increased to $200 and $206, respectively. However, there
was some concern that these ACIP increases would be insufficient. Conse- .
quently, the DoD Authorization Act of 1981 (Public Law 96-342, 94 Stat. - -

1095-1096), passed the same day, established a special continuation pay
for aviator officers, commonly known as the Aviator Officer Continuation
Pay (AOCP). It was to be paid in addition to ACIP to officers in specific
aviator categories who agreed to remain on active duty beyond their

"a. initial service obligation. The AOCP authority was amended by the Uniform
":,. Services Pay Act of 1981, limiting it to Navy and Marine Corps aviators

who initiated their agreements between October 14, 1981, and September
30, 1982. Additionally, it restricted AOCP recipients from receiving
the increased ACIP rates included in this legislation. While enhancing
ACIP rates for all grades of officers not serving under an AOCP agreement, .. . .
the Act purposefully targeted the greatest ACIP increase toward "retention :... ..

critical" commissioned officers--those who have completed their minimum . .
-. service obligation incurred as a result of flight training but with less

than 18 years' service. This targeting of "mid-grade" officers, however,
necessitated raising the rates payable to the more senior aviators to
preclude pay inversions and to effect an "orderly incentive pay reduc-
tion." Finally, ACIP was extended to those officers in pay grade 0-6 and
below with more than 25 years of service who were actually required to
perform flying duties. Prior to this provision, some officers were .'. -
performing regular flying duties without the benefit of ACIP, while some- O-.O* O *
times junior and certainly less experienced aviators were receiving - .--. .-
substantially greater compensation for performing the same function.[9] .

Current ACIP rates for commissioned and warrant officers can be seen
in Tables 6 and 7. :Z Z
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Table 6 -

Current ACIP Rate Structure
Commissioned Officers

PHASE I PHASE 11

Years of Years of
Aviation Monthly Aviation Monthly
Service Rate Service Rate

2 or less $125 over 18 $370 -

over 2 156 over 20 340 0 -0
over 3 188 over 22 310
over 4 206 over 24 280
over 6 400 over 25 250

Note: ACIP for officers in pay grade 0-7 Is limited0 @ i
* to $200 per month and that for officers in -

0%. pay grade 0-8 or above, to $206.

Table 7 ..
Current ACIP Rate Structure

Warrant Officers

Years of

Aviation Monthly
Service Rate

2 or less $125
over 2 156
over 3 188 -IA over 4 206*
over 6 400
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

Aviation Career Incentive Pay -"-'-.... .

Issues: 1. An incentive pay is necessary for the Services to attract 1 0. "

and sufficiently retain career aviators to meet their needs.

2. ACIP rates are currently sufficient but may not be when
airlines again begin to hire in significant numbers; however,
ACIP is not the answer for all manning problems.

3. ACIP rates and gates, as currently structured, are targeted .
toward the proper population.

Department Comments -

Army Concurred.

Navy Concurred. ~~ -.%o -.-<."-

Air Force Concurred.

Coast Guard Concurred.

-. Public Health Service Concurred.

NOAA Concurred. %

JCS Concurred. *. .
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Aviation Officer Continuation Pay (AOCP)

I. PURPOSE. Aviation-Officer Continuation Pay (AOCP) was established

as a supplement to Aviation Career Incentive Pay (ACIP). Its purpose is
to help alleviate, when needed, current or projected shortages of career 0 O

- officers in aviation specialties determined by the Secretary of the
Service concerned to be critical. Although not currently in use, AOCP
was examined to determine its effectiveness in decreasing aviator short-
ages and its appropriateness for future applications.

II. DATA SOURCES. This study is an extension of the ACIP analysis.

Data sources include the Service Staffs of the Army, Air Force, Marine
Corps, Navy, Coast Guard, Public Health Service, and the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Additionally, various military and

civilian professional associations and private sector organizations pro-
vided useful information. Although not a primary source of data, exten-

sive field interviews were conducted in conjunction with ACIP interviews. O* O4

A listing of outside agencies and field interviews is at Appendix A.

III, HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. (NOTE: The events that led to the estab-

lishment of special pays for aviators, along with a complete legislative
history, can be found in the analysis of ACIP.) By 1980, manning levels
in aviation communities of all Services had declined to the point that "-gr"_--w

Congress increased ACIP rates for commissioned and warrant officers 25
percent across the board because of the "need for and desirability of"

such increases to improve retention. Concurrently, the Department of
Defense Authorization Act of 1981 (Pub. L. No. 96-342) established a
special continuation pay for aviation officers which authorized, under

regulations prescribed by the Secretary of Defense (Secretary of Trans-
portation for the Coast Guard), the payment of up to four months' basic
pay for each year a qualified officer agrees to remain on active duty '_ -.'. - -

beyond the expiration of his obligated service. The aviation continu- %-.'-..-. - .

ation pay authorized was supplemental to any other pay and allowances, .
including ACIP, to which an officer was entitled. Officers qualifying '-.-- .'
for AOCP were required to meet the following criteria:

1) be entitled to ACIP;
2) be in a pay grade below 0-7;
3) be qualified to perform operational flying duty; ,

4) have at least 6 years but less than 18 years of aviation ser- .'-. ,-. --

vice as an officer--agreement could not extend beyond the 19th -

year ot active service (DoD instruction further limited aviation v.. *
service to 16 years);

5) be in an aviation specialty designated as critical;
6) have completed initial aviation service obligation; and
7) agree to remain on active duty in aviation service for at

least one year.

I_ _ ! -e-7 0 .
The Air Force and the Army supported the purpose of AOCP, but be- 0 ..

' lieved that their particular aviator shortages would be solved by the

.. use of increased ACIP rates and internal management actions. They there-
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4 . - . . -

fore declined the use of the pay for the initial period, reserving the
right to future use of the bonus. Aviator shortages at end FY80 were
more extreme in the Navy (2,400) and in the Marine Corps (580).

Although AOCP was authorized in October 1980, Congressional concern • 0
about how the program would be implemented delayed payments to July 1981,

,. when it was funded by the Supplemental Appropriations and Recession Act

* of 1981 (Pub. L. No. 97-12). Additionally, the Uniformed Services Pay Act
of 1981 (Pub. L. No. 97-60) amended the Authorization Act of 1981 and
limited AOCP to specific instances. First, only the Navy or the Marine
Corps could execute AOCP agreements between October 14, 1981, the date S O "
of adoption of the Act, and September 30, 1982. Second, during the

*" effective period of their AOCP agreement, officers receiving AOCP could
*. not receive ACIP at a higher rate than the rate in effect on September

30, 1981. Finally, the Act in essence established an expiration date
." for AOCP of September 30, 1982, after which no new agreement would be

accepted. • .O .

The Navy and Marine Corps' exclusive authority to pay AOCP was the
result of Congress' belief that those Services' officers were the main , . .

category experiencing "retention problems."2  Similarly, the provision
* forbidding ACIP payments at rates exceeding those in effect on September . .

30, 1981, was to insure that affected officers would "not be entitled to
the increased rates of [ACIP] during the period obligated as a result of O
the [AOCP] bonus."3  The termination date was set at September 30, 1982, ..

because Congress believed "the bonus to be an inappropriate solution .

to long-term retention problems'
"
4 with military aviators. Since the .- ..-

AOCP program was adopted to allow the Services to deal with "aviation

specialties where retention problems and shortages exist that cannot
be addressed by other management action or initiatives," 5 the 1981 -

, amendments were intended by Congress to restrict its applicability pre-
cisely to those situations. -. -

The payment plan for AOCP is contained in Table 1. The plan set
the minimum payment level which analysis indicated would achieve maximum
attainable continuation rates between the 6th and 9th years of service. .. • .. O
It also set declining payment levels through the 15th year of service
to minimize pay inversions between junior and senior aviators and to

preclude significant pay cuts for senior personnel. The monthly basic -

,9 pay rate of the aviator was multiplied by the number of months authorized -.. *-" . '-. -

in the table. Annual payments were made on the commencement date of the

AOCP agreement and each subsequent anniversary date of the AOCP obli- * .. *O . :.
gation.

% %' %" %' %'.% "%
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AOPTable Pla
AOPPayment Pa

MONTHS BASIC
YEARS OF PAY PER YEAR

AVIATION SERVICE* OBLIGATION**. OBLIGATED .* .

6 but less than 9 4 years 4*..
6 but less than 9 1, 2, or 3 years 3. .

9 but less than 12 4, 3, 2, or 1 3
12 but less than 13 4, 3, 2, or 1 2.50
13 but less than 14 3, 2, or 1 2.5
14 but less thanl15 2 or 1 2
15 but less than 16 1 1

*Years of aviation service apply only to contracts before
August 1982. At that time, years of aviation service ~., .

was changed to years of active military service with
6 years of aviation service as an officer.

**One year obligation contract not available after

29 December 1981.

We believe that because of budgetary constraints, increased militaryYretention, and growing criticism of the rising cost of AOCP, the program ' --

was not extended past the 1982 cut off date, although anniversary payments
would continue to be honored. As of the date of this report, however, -

Congress is debating new AOCP legislation. This proposed legislation -

limits AOCP contracts to officers that:

1) have at least six but less than eleven years of active duty; _
2) have completed minimum service required f or aviation train-
ing; and
3) have not previously been paid AOCP.

Contract lengths offered would be 3 or 4 years at $4,000 and $6,000,
respectively,. Additionally, for personnel with less than 7 years of
active duty, asix-year agreement at $6,000 per year would be available.

6  
.
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The number of officers receiving AOCP and associated annual costs are ..

- . given in Table 2.

Table 2
Aviation Officer Continuation Pay

(in Millions of Dollars)

Cost Projected
Fiscal Total New of New Anniversary
Year Personnel Contracts Contracts Payments

1981 6,923 6,923 $34.0
1982 8,632 2,857 25.8 $27.2
1983 6,280 0 47.1
1984 5,381 0 40.4
1985 1,674 0 17.8
1986 0 0 0 " I '.

IV. METHODOLOGY. As previously stated, AOCP's purpose is to correct,
through the use of bonus payments, current or projected shortfalls of
career officers in aviation specialties in which the use of ACIP alone
has been or is expected to be insufficient. This review will not attempt
to establish the fact that shortages exist in various aviation fields.
That was done in the review of ACIP. We will, however, evaluate the
effectiveness of AOCP in meeting the needs of the Services and in deter-
mining its potential for future applications. In light of this, we
addressed the following questions during the review of AOCP:

1. Has AOCP been effective in alleviating the shortfalls in ,
.' the aviation career field?

.. " J , o -. - ,.. -.-.- " -.-

-4 2. Are the currently established criteria for payment appro-
, priate under current or projected conditions?

3. Is there a need for AOCP in the future?

Since only the Navy and Marine Corps were authorized to use AOCP, ."" :' ":_ -
this analysis will rely exclusively on data from these Services. This "- ,
is not to imply that AOCP could not be of use to the other Services in ,,

the future. If conditions exist that warrant the utilization of AOCP ,. ..r-, .

and it has been determined that AOCP has been effective in alleviating __-_.___,-_.._

shortage conditions, AOCP could then be considered for use by the other V
%'%

Services. ~~

a. V. ANALYSIS. Declining continuation rates in the Services from FY77 %% -,"" - , '
through FY79 created a demand for an aviation continuation bonus. Of ,.:'.-.% -.
special concern was the loss of aviators in the mid-career category. In ., .. , .

the review of ACIP, it was shown that personnel were leaving in large
numbers at three decision points. The major decision point occurred I s" -.

'H -'- . . .L-'-'-272
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between 6 to 10 years of service, a lesser impact decision point between
10 and 13 years, and, as would be expected, a significant decision point .*

at 20 years, retirement eligibility. The low continuation rates at these
points were causing an imbalance in the aviator inventory levels of the
Services and were generated by a myriad of factors. The airlines were 0

* hiring at record numbers during this period, and the lure of their salaries
caused pilots to leave in large quantities. The economy was good, causing -- ~
the NFO/ Navigators, who do not normally experience the airline draw, to -- ;'

also leave in record numbers. Adc'itionally, the Navy and Marines experi
enced training shortfalls. Tables 3 and 4 illustrate the Navy and the
Marine Corps aviator inventory-to-authorization ratios.

Figure 1 displays the cumulative effect of Regular Military Compen-
sation (EMC), ACIP (AOCP recipients receive $306 per month) and AOCP as

compared to median private sector pilot salaries. While not equal to
average civilian jet pilot salaries, the total pay of aviators became
more competitive during the periods when retention became critical (ages
27-32). The Services believed that by decreasing the lure of the airlines 0
and other outside opportunities, the AOCP payment would result in increas-
ed retention of pilots and NFO/Navigators.

Figure 1

1982 CIVILIAN PILOT WAGES
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A. BONUS EFFECTIVENESS.

1. Impact on Inventory. Has AOCP been effective in allevi-
ating the aviator shortfalls experienced by the Navy and the Marine __'_-____..._""-__

Corps? Considerable analysis has been performed in attempting to estab- I '
. lish the numbers of personnel who were affected by the bonus. A clear

" determination, however, is difficult. When AOCP was enacted in 1981, .

there were other pays and benefits that likely influenced the retention -

patterns of aviators. Most notable of these were an FY80 25 percent
increase in ACIP, an 11.7 percent basic pay and allowances raise, and ..

the establishment of the Variable Housing Allowance. In FY81 an addi-
tional 14.3 percent basic pay and allowances raise was approved along
with another 25 percent raise in ACIP for mid-career flyers. Further-
more, the economy was on the downturn and airline hires virtually ended
as the furlough list grew longer. Without taking these factors into
account, one can erroneously attribute gains to AOCP. We have, there-

fore, tried to adjust for other influences as much as possible in our
estimation of AOCP's effectiveness. O

In computing the estimated number of personnel who remained --

in the service because of the bonus, it was assumed, first, that aviators
generally react similarly to factors that influence retention, and second,
since the Air Force did not receive a bonus, the gains achieved in their
continuation rates were basically caused by the factors mentioned above. ,f":""rO, @T. -.
(These are conservative assumptions which may underestimate computed AOCP

gains but which insure that the results of the analysis are not inflated.)
To compute FY81 gains, we used FY79 rates as the base beause these rates
were not influenced by the FY80 and FY81 compensation gains and the AOCP
bonus. Using Air Force continuation rates, the percentage changes between
FY79 and FY80 were computed. By applying these percentages to both the "
Navy and Marine Corps' actual FY79 continuation rates, we computed what
we believe are good approximates of rates without AOCP. These rates .,. - .: '.W

were then applied to the actual FY80 inventory, and then the probable -
S, FY81 inventory without the bonus was determined. Comparing this with ., -.-..

the actual FY81 inventory produces the estimated impact of the AOCP - -

bonus alone. Results of the analysis for FY81 are shown in Tables 5
and 6.

w h n Our analysis identified several years-of-service (YOS) cells r-- .- , %
which did not show gains that could be directly attributed to the bonus. %., ..

Many were driven by pay increases and outside influences. Some years-of- -, .-.-. A-Y - --
service cells experienced a decline in their actual populations from what
was expected. Furthermore, during FY81, the Navy inprocessed 106 pilots
and NFOs through prior service or recall programs. Similarly, the Marine ".'-V -
Corps procured 32 pilots and 1 NFO. Many of these personnel were probably
induced by the bonus to reenter active duty. However, it cannot be ..- :- .--.- S- ---

established that the bonus was the overriding recall decision factor %

(i.e., many recalls may have been the result of a poor economy). The
majority fell into the 10 to 15 YOS cells and account for the high gains '.5O .. " ... O"

in those year groups. Consequently, many of the gains, while they may T" 7T', " """<"-."
be attributed to the bonus, are not true retention gains. On the whole, . , -.

* -*; -.. '..'. *.-_* .... .
* -+ - . ". .",-. ' ''
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Table 5
Gains Attributed to AOCP FY81

NAVY

QRMC
Projected Actual Gains Attributed

Pilots FY79 Rates FY81 FY81 to Bonus
YOS Adjusted Inventory Inventory FY81

5 .88
6 .78 605 721 116
7 .76 514 537 23
8 .86 473 501 28

4%9 .97 403 449 46 *-

10 .86 408 424 16
11 .92 323 329 6
12 .99 359 370 11 * *

13 .99 442 425*
14 .95 360 375 15
15 .95 431 429 ***

A ~NFO '

YOS PFORR"

5 .89
6 .87 366 408 42 *

7 .89 294 318 24
8 .94 327 327*
9 .93 297 302 5
10 .92 205 199
11 .96 202 209 7
12 .94 188 184 **~

13 .97 190 194 4
14 .99 136 137 1
15 .92 102 101

*Gain. cannot be attributed solely to the bonus.

* the Navy and the Marine Corps did retain personnel that otherwise would
have left the Service in FY81 and attracted prior service personnel.

INEven though other YOS cells may have experienced increases.w\ -.
Soutside of the YOS range selected, we cannot credit these increases to '.

*A the bonus. In fact, an argument could be made that it is likely any
aviator retained after year 13 would have remained in the service anyway. '

* . We believe the gains in these years are too small to have statistical ~.~ ..

significance. P S'V
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Table 6
Gains Attributed to AOCP FY81

MARINE CORPS "'__-__-"-_-__

QRMC .."..""-,-
Projected Actual Gains Attributed

Pilots FY79 Rates FY81 FY81 to Bonus ....-. " -
YOS Adjusted Inventory Inventory FY81 .

5 .89
6 .87 263 236 *
7 .86 149 147 *

8 .91 175 199 24
9 .90 114 122 8

10 .86 172 179 7 ... ..

11 .98 118 130 12
12 .96 176 169 , '

13 .96 169 169 *
14 1.00 164 169 5
15 .97 158 155

NFO ____.,_.. . .YOS s l@m

5 .89

6 .85 69 58 * " .J,<.
7 .86 37 37 * *""""

8 .95 34 39 5
9 .82 33 31 *P

10 .99 34 37 3
11 .99 42 38 *
12 .97 35 27 *
13 .96 39 38 *
14 .99 28 28 * j' " "

15 .89 26 26 ,

* Gains cannot be attributed solely to the bonus.
% .%

What is significant is the fact that in the Navy more than

85% of the pilot gains and 76% of the NFO gains attributed to AOCP were
in the critical midgrades, 6 to 10 YOS. The Marine Corps gains, while ,' -. -.
smaller, were also in the mid-career grades -- 67% and 100% for pilot. .,....-.. . .
and NFOs, respectively. . * -.

AOCP's effectiveness in those grades is further shown when ..

one compares the percent the gains represent with respect to the number '

of contracts made, referred to as the bonus yield. Table 7 summarizes ""-" -
this bonus yield for FY81 AOCP contracts. As can be seen, the yield in .. >.."... W....
YOS 11-15 is not as substantial as those of the mid-career grades..'.'.
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* Table 7
FY81 AOCP Contracts

NAVY YOS CONTRACTS GAINS BONUS YIELD

Pilot 6-10 1,454 229 16%

11-15 1,661 32 2%
NFO 6-10 934 78 8%

. 11-15 519 12 2%

MARINES 0 "

Pilot 6-10 532 39 7%
11-15 530 17 3%

NFO 6-10 642 8 1%
11-15 632 0 0%

Calculating the gains due to AOCP for FY82 is somewhat more ,
difficult. FY82 continuation was not only influenced by the compensa- ...

tion gains in FY80 but also by gains during FY81. A 14.3 percent across- ' I.
the-board basic pay and allowances raise and another 25 percent increase ",.' ._ _, .

in flight pay (to nonAOCP recipients) were added in an attempt to achieve W""
"competitiveness" with the civilian sector. In order to calculate actual %
gains for FY82, we assumed that the Navy and MarinesI actual rates were
representative of the behavior of nonbonus recipients in that year, . ,. .
recognizing the fact that continuation rates may be somewhat high due
to bonus influences. Since everyone was required to sign at least a___,._...
1-year contract, we further assumed that those individuals would be
present in FY82 -- a 100% continuation rate. FY81 rates were not used . -..... ...
because we believe these continuation rates are high as a result of the
large numbers of personnel who remained based on the firsttime influence , -
of the bonus and other compensation improvements; they would have inflated
the projected inventory. We should, however, be able to estimate the .-.

minimum gains in FY82 using FY82 rates.

To calculate gains, FY81 actual inventory was adjusted by ..

j. subtracting the FY 1981 gains attributed to the bonus. Applying FY82 ,

continuation rates to this adjusted inventory, then adding back the FY81 .. .....

bonus gains, resulted in a projected FY82 inventory. The bonus gains
were computed by comparing the projections with actual FY82 inventories.

Navy results are summarized in Table 8; Table 9 contains the Marine ._.__..:.

Corps results.

FY82 showed an improvement for aviators as a whole. In -

fact, total bonus gains were greater in FY82 than in FY81. This reflects .- , .
the influence of the bonus on retention and the declining influence of - "
the substantial pay raises of the previous years. Furthermore, some r.*'.,s
people may have waited to see how the bonus program was working and to .' ." ',
take advantage of any pay increases, thereby delaying their decision until *" .'""" ,% ,
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Table 8
Gains Attributed to AOCP FY82

4.. ~~~NAVY_____ ___

QRMC
Projected Actual Gains Attributed

Pilots FY82 Rates FY82 FY82 to Bonus
YOS Actual Invetory Invetory FY82

5 .98
6 .82 753 743
7 .75 612 651 39
8 .81 409 485 76
9 .94 411 501 90

10 .96 424 433 9
11 .95 408 420 12
12 .99 313 314 1 ' 0 '

13 .99 366 373 7 .

14 .98 421 474 53

15 .98 368 364
287

NFO YOS

5 .99 .. . ~.
6 .91 342 371 29
7 .90 375 381 6- '.

8 .89 289 296 7%
9.96 291 317 26

10 .95 290 272 *-
*11 .97 189 181*

12 .94 203 201
13 .96 173 173*1

*14 .98 186 190 4
15 .99 134 129

Gains cannot be attributed solely to the bonus. ' ~W%

the FY82 bonus year. Actual gains that could be credited to the FY82.. ,

bonus could, however, be higher since FY82 continuation rates are pro2- r'''

bably inflated due to the influence of AOCP itself. With this in mind, z t v
we believe that these aviators are the minimum gains that the Navy and -
Marine Corps attained in FY82 as a result of the AOCP program. Moreover, .~*~*- - .~-

increases were predominantly in the 6-to-lO years of service cells that -. 'K- :-:~

the Services badly needed. In FY82, the Navy gained 100 pilots and the *--'

Marine Corps 31 pilots and 5 NFOs through prior service and recall pro-
grams which we believe account for the high number in the 14th YOS cell.

2804
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C Table 9
Gains Attributed to AOCP FY82

MARINE CORPS 0W'

QRHC
Projected Actual

Pilots FY82 Rates FY82 FY82 Gains Attributed *

YOS Actual Inetory Inventory to Bonus FY82 *h .

5 .88
6 .93 236 282 46 .*

1 7 .97 219 224 5
80 .98 143 139

9 .96 196 195*.
10 .90 117 120 3
11 .99 162 166 4
12 .97 129 126

S 13 .99 164 167 3 -4..
14 .98 167176

15 .98 166 166
W7 %

NFO YOS

5 .88
6 .93 47 47*
7 .96 54 48 *.

8 .94 44 32
9 .97 37 381

10 .88 30 31 1 -- - .y

11 .93 33 35 2 -

12 .98 35 36 1
S 13 .95 26 26*.

14 1.00 36 35*
15 1.00 28 29 1

*Gains cannot be attributed solely to the bonus .
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The bonus yield on the AOCP contracts in YOS cell 6-10 in-

creased significantly for FY82 (Table 10). On the other hand, the
Services' gains in the 11-15 YOS cell were somewhat lower.

, D, O' O"0 :

Table 10
FY82 AOCP Contracts

* * . . .

NAVY YOS Contracts Gains Bonus Yield

Pilot 6-10 806 214 27%
11-15 590 80 14% . .

NFO 6-10 512 68 13%

11-15 177 4 2%

MARINES

Pilot 6-10 180 54 30% •' O 'O

11-15 186 13 7%

NFO 6-10 214 2 1%
11-15 215 4 2% .

• .. .-. . *. *-* .'- .'.

Both the Navy and the Marine Corps continued pilots and igt', -

flight officers through use of AOCP that they would have otherwise .
lost. These gains have been significant for the Navy, which is now I
predicting a recovery from their manning deficits for NFOs in 1984;
however, the projected "get well" period for pilots will not occur until . . . ,

1989. This is just one year before the airlines are once again project-
ing significant pilot hiring. ., .

For the Marine Corps, although AOCP had an overall positive " ", .
• 

-•

effect, their shortages were in the 0-1/0-2 level aviators and stemmed "

from low training rates in 1978-1980, and a lack of sufficient training .
seats in 1981-1982. AOCP will not alleviate these shortages. Instead, .

the Marine Corps is relying on senior aviators to fill the void. We
believe that the past application of AOCP assisted in retaining those ..- -

senior and experienced aviators; however, in the future the Marine Corps .
must rely on adjustments in its training base to correct 0-1/0-2 short- .

ages. In fact, the Marine Corps increased its Pilot Training Rate (PTR) ,-

from 382 in FY78 to 480 in FY83. They predict that this PTR, which will ; .. ..

both optimize manpower and budgetary constraints and not over burden the -'"

training command and fleet replacement squadrons, will virtually elimi- . ,

nate company grade pilot shortages by FY87.

At this point it should be noted that there are other tech- -:
niques avai'-able to validate the effectiveness of AOCP. Examining, by "•" - "

the length-of-services cell, the relationship between the number of eli- ..- '. ' -
gibles and the number of aviators who actually accepted the bonus, elas- .. g .O

ticities could have been developed to predict aviator retention behavior.

Unfortunately, data on eligibles by years of service are not available ..-.-.... '* .

.,. . • ..... .. ,.
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for a more complete analysis. This results from several changes in eligi-
bility criteria that occurred during the short period that the bonus was -

in effect.

2. Costs. Having determined that AOCP did yield a significant 0 ,

number of aviators, the question then becomes--was it worth the cost?

Table 11 contains the cost of training various categories of pilots and

NFOs (Radar Intercept Officer (RIO) and Bombardier Navigator (BN)) as .'.-.....

reported by the Navy and the Marine Corps. Costs vary considerably.
Some aviators incur a higher cost and a resulting increased cost savings, ,,-......
if retained.

Table 11
Aviator Training Costs

($ooO's)

Pilot NFO

Service Jet Prop Helo RIO BN

Navy $1,412 $413 $260 $672 $387

Marine Corps 671 207 216 489 324

The training costs displayed in Table 12 represent an aver-

age of individual training costs weighted by the proportion of training
seats the skill represents (e.g., if 60% of the training seats were jet
pilots while 40% were other categories, the training cost of a jet pilot I
was weighted accordingly). We assumed that pilot and NFO acceptance of
AOCP was proportional to the population of their communities.

.r,- " ." .. - -$

Training 12

Weighted Aviator Training Costs . -...... *
( $000' s) V -"" "'"'"-":

Type Aviator Navy Marine Corps

Pilot $777 $404

NFO 581 375 ' -- r ". " ..

* ~'**.. -.. . ",~ -. '.2

* *,..- ...-
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An analysis of the cost effectiveness of AOCP in terms of

. training is shown in Table 13. Through AOCP, we estimate that the Navy
" saved $368 million, while the Marine Corps saved $12.5 million. However,

the difference between the cost of training and the cost of AOCP could
be considered as an actual cost savings only if one were willing to 0 0

"- reduce training by that amount. The differences are more appropriately '......
"*'ii classified as a cost avoidance, that is, money that will not need to be -. ...-.

"'-"" spent some time in the future to correct mid-career manning shortages at . . " -.
the expense of aviator accessions training.

Table 13

AOCP Cost Analysis ($Millions)

FY81 Navy Marine Corps

AOCP Gains - Pilot 261 56
Training replacement costs** $203 $23 - - .
AOCP Gains - NFO 83 8
Training replacement costs** $ 48 $ 3
Cost of AOCP - FY81 $ 26.4 $ 7.6

FY82

AOCP Gains - Pilot 287 67 -'*',.
Training replacement costs** $223 $27" .

AOCP Gains - NFO 72 6
Training replacement costs** $ 42 $ 2
Cost of AOCP - FY82 $ 21.3 $ 5.3 -

., FY81 anniversary payments $ 20.5 $ 6.7

Navy Summary .

Total training costs avoided $516 $55

(FY81 and FY82 above) ' -. -

Total Cost of FY81 and FY82 $150 $43 .
contracts projected for.
total payments

ACIP not paid @ FY82 rates $ -2 -0.5
Estimated net cost of AOCP $148* $42.5*

contracts
Estimated cost avoidance $368 $12.5 '

* Net costing is based on projected yearly life-cycle .. .

costs of AOCP weighted by the number of recipients in
various contract lengths. Subtracted from the project-
ed costs are the offsetting costs of the extra ACIP
rates that would have been applicable to aviators not

receiving AOCP. "- .... ", O ~~..*-... O....

**Navy: pilot $777K, NFO $581K y' -:-*-
-" ," Marine Corps: pilot $404K, NFO $365K -"-""

%'
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Some believe that cost savings should be offset by what is
* . paid to the aviator in future basic pay, allowances, and retirement costs. . "

We disagree; these are costs of doing business. They are expected to be ..-

* spent to achieve and maintain the inventory levels required whether there
is a requirement to access a new aviator or keep the experienced one.
These would only become costs if inventory levels were exceeded. The true " 0
worth of that aviator is what it will cost to grow another one to the same -. . -

level of performance as the one that was lost. Because of the myriad of " ' --

factors involved, such a figure is difficult to derive. However, it is . . . .-'"

logical to assume that it would be significantly higher than the training ' .".'' "
costs indicated above, because these costs do not include the value of com-
pensation and the advanced training and number of flying hours required to S •
attain acceptable levels of experience. -

AOCP is an effective means of retaining aviators in the
critical 6-10 year zone. Significant gains were achieved for both the -

Navy and the Marine Corps. Through the AOCP program, the Services obtained
26,400 manyears of committed service. Examination shows both the Navy and " -. " 4
Marine Corps programs experienced cost avoidance well over the total .

dollars spent on the AOCP program. Because FY81 was the first year of ......

the bonus program, a large portion of those eligible took the bonus, in- -"
, flating the cost, while smaller numbers accepted it in FY82.

3. Method of Payment. Are the current AOCP rates, as structur- ,
ed, appropriate? Since the bonus has been in existence less than two
years, data are insufficient to determine if the actual dollar levels of...-.- -.

the pay are the most effective. Clearly, the Services did not experience
problems inducing a large percentage of the eligibles to accept the

, bonus; therefore, we believe the bonus pay structure is achieving the
purpose of AOCP. However, there may be a more cost effective means to - -----

achieve equal or possibly increased bonus results. Through the use of
personal discount rates (an individual's rate of preference for current
over future income), analysis shows that the same retention results
could be obtained by paying a reduced AOCP bonus as a lump sum rather
than by paying via the current anniversary payment schedule. In other .

• words, a dollar is worth more to individuals today than a dollar next
year or in future years. Research conducted on personal discount rates . ..
of military personnel determined that the mean officer discount rate

-,' (without the effects of inflation) is 1O.3%. 7 The research further • -
. shows that the younger military personnel are, the discount rates of

~., military personnel decrease with age, that is, younger personnel are more .. ...

." likely to be interested in money today than in the future. ......e
Using the formula:

where Bc = total bonus under

c  .25B , anniversary system
'4. (TIFT BL - lump-sum bonus

r = discount rate plus
an inflation factor
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we can estimate the amount of a lump-sum bonus that would create the same
aviator retention as the current anniversary payment system. For the pur-
poses of this analysis, we chose a 5% and a 10% inflation rate to repre-
sent a possible range. Adding these inflation rates to the discount rate _.-___ ..-__

and then applying them with the formula, we can show that at 5% inflation,
the AOCP payment could be reduced by 18% with no loss of retention through
the use of the lump-sum payment. At 10% inflation, the reduction would be
22%. Calculations of bonus reductions are summarized in Table 14. Using
this approach, the services could either reduce the bonus without a re- . -,. ,.*......

sulting loss of retention, or keep the same budget and pay more people, if ...

needed.

Table 14 " "-

AOCP Payment Changes Under

Discount Rate Analysis

5% Inflation O

BL [.25 + .25 + .25 + 251. 5 (1.15) (1.15g)3..,-'..' F .'.•

BL = .82 ($1.00 paid over 4 years is worth $.82 today)
Change: 18% Reduction O- O'*6

10% Inflation

1 =BL 25 + .25 + .25 + .25 .

L120 (T2")2 (1.20) 3

BL .78 ($1.00 paid over 4 years is worth $.78 today)
Change: 22% Reduction

While the AOCP budget is increased in the year the lump sum
is paid, a significant cost savings can be realized with such a payment "

plan. Approximately 35 million dollars could have been saved in the total . ,
FY81 and FY82 AOCP authorization if lump sum had been used. Furthermore, " "" ,,

retention might even have increased in the mid-career shortage areas be- -
because more people prefer the up-front money at this early point in their .4, , .
careers. Additionally, lump sum avoids the sudden reduction of pay when _

the bonus stops from levels to which the recipient has become accustomed. , '\.. , -
The disadvantage of lump sum is the increased budget cost in the year .O,@-.,O S ,
obligated. For example, had FY81 AOCP been paid in a lump sum under 5% "
inflation, it would have required a budgeted amount of approximately $74 -. "" "".'". "'""
million in that year. Anniversary payments for FY81 totaled $34 million

N O .... :. ....,
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for the Navy and the Marine Corps. However, costed out over the life of

the FY81 bonus, anniversary payments total $90 million. The lump sum
could have resulted in savings of over $16 million. Costs should be
reflected in the year budgeted to avoid building increasingly high levels ________"
of anniversary payments if the bonus is used for extended periods. The

cumulative effects of the anniversary payments will eventually total . O
more than one year's total program.

B. APPROPRIATENESS OF CRITERIA.

1. Intent.

Are the currently established criteria for payment appro-
, priate under current or projected conditions? Upon close examination of

inventory and costing data, many would question why some personnel should
receive the bonus when serious shortages may not exist; hence, a bonus
may not be necessary to retain them in the service. The Senate Armed _-___..,_____

Services Committee was very specific in its intent in paying AOCP to O O

differing groups. It stated:

"It is the committee's desire that the [AOCP] bonus be -- ''"' .°
used as intended; that is, pilots, navigators and naval
flight officers should all be considered for the bonus, -

but it [AOCP] should only be paid in aviation specialties .Ejjp*.
where retention problems and shortages exist that cannot
be addressed by other management action or initiatives.
It should not be paid solely because it is being paid .
to the same or to other types of aviators in the same %

*€., or in another service." Further, "The committee expects *-. -
that within the Navy and Marine Corps, if the retention
levels of one category of aviator cease to be a problem, F ' "
then payment of the bonus to that category would cease
even if payment to another category is warranted and
continued."8  .

Since AOCP was designed to alleviate shortages of mid-career aviators, ..
for this analysis "mid-career" has been defined to include grades 0-3 and
0-4..-..'. .' '.-. .

2. Aplication. Inventory data provided by the Services
(Tables 3 and 4) shows that at the end of FY82, only Navy pilots remain -

significantly under strength in mid-career aviators. Table 15 contains .-.. --..
the inventory-to-authorization ratios of Navy mid-career billets. Even
though pilot levels have significantly improved, there is still a need
to pay AOCP to meet requirements. Figure 2 shows that due to AOCP, we .
are keeping pilots longer.

..- . ,,~. ,. - .
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Table 15
Navy Aviation 0-3/0-4 * -

Inventory-to-Authorization Ratios
FY81-82

PILOTS NFOs

Authorized Inventory % Authorized Inventory %

FY81 7,516 5,596 743,1299 98

FY2 6,541 5,766 88% 2,844 2,975 105%

Figure 2 * 2

38 NAVY PILOT LOSSES _______

QUANTILE PLOT .** .

30-J

T

E *'

01 s-~W
F

* L
0

0.0 8.1 9.2 8.3 8.4 8.5 0.8 8.7 8.8 8.9 1.8

PERCENT OF LOSSES.' *%

LEGEND, KIND - FY79 -- FY82

In FY79, 50 percent of the pilots lost had less than 8 years
of service while In FY82, the same percentage of pilots lost had less than :...
10 years of service. However, not all categories of pilots are experienc- -

ing the same degree of shortages. The propeller and helicopter aviation
communities are not as significantly under strength as are jet pilots ~
(Table 16). Furthermore, helicopter pilots do not have the enticement . * *-:'-

of the commercial airlines that propeller and jet pilots do.
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Table 16 -
NAVY PILOT 0-3 - 0-5

Inventory-to-Authorization Ratios

JET PROP HELO

FY81 O
AutEorized 4,036 3,007 2,301 -

Inventory 2,762 2,476 1,744 -.

* Ratio 68% 82% 76%

FY82
Authorized 3,531 2,632 2,013 • " 6 1

, Inventory 2,827 2,387 1,807
Ratio 80% 91% 90%

Many argue that when shortages are alleviated in one pilot __ .._-_ ..,
community, AOCP should stop. While this is consistent with the intent 5 ,,• .O,+-

of AOCP, sufficient data are not currently available to determine the .
actual retention patterns of the different aviation communities. It is
inconsistent with the purpose of a bonus to pay all categories simply
because like personnel are receiving a bonus. This has not been done

with the enlisted bonuses and has caused no serious morale problems.
Sufficient data must be maintained to properly analyze the retention
patterns as they relate to strength in the various aviator communities.
Once inventory levels in one community are sufficient, payment to that . - -

community should be discontinued.

The Services agree that they need the flexibility to trans- -.
fer aviators between skills. This "cross-detailing" in itself helps to
alleviate manning problems, as it allows critical specialties to be filled
from other, more adequately manned billets. Prohibiting payment of a -. , .
bonus to one or more of the aviator communities should not prevent this . ..
cross-detailing. It is unlikely that personnel from shortage specialties
that receive a bonus would be transferred out to a specialty that has an . . . ...
adequate inventory and, thus, no bonus. Likewise, if an aviator from an -. ' - -'." *

overage skill is cross-detailed to a bonus skill, he could then qualify
for ACOP in that community..

As for NFOs, the economy has some effect on their retention, . , .

but they do not experience the draw to the airlines similar to that of '' -
pilots. Only O-3's and O-5's are facing slight inventory deficiencies. .

The 0-5 authorization shortfalls were the result of authorization increas-
es (from 478 in FY80 to 744 in FY81) when many pilot billets were conver-
ted to NFO status in an attempt to alleviate the pilot shortages. By . " '-'-',"'"
retaining higher levels of 0-3 and 0-4 NFOs, the Navy not only will be

e able to fill these 0-5 billets with more junior officers, if needed, but

also "grow" more O-5's for future utilization in these billets, since it
is likely that personnel induced to stay by the bonus will continue after ''- "
the bonus period. Furthermore, the Navy currently fills some pilot
billets with NFOs as a means of releasing pilots to fill operational .' -'
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positions. These are authorizations that cannot be converted to an NFO
because of problems that would arise with the sea-shore rotation scheme . -
for pilots. As the pilot strengths improve, they will again be filled
by pilots.

* 0
The bonus program for NFOs has been effective, in terms of

both inventory and costs. Overall strength has improved from 93% in FY79
to 105% in FY82, allowing the "up and down" and cross-detailing that is
necessary. Figure 3 shows that of the NFO losses in FY79, half were per-
sonnel with less than 7 years of service, while in FY82, after almost
2 years of a bonus program, half of the Navy's NFO losses had up to 13
years of service, indicating that the Navy is now keeping its NFOs longer, .-.

enabling them to use the increased levels of experience to alleviate
overall aviator shortages. Additionally, the Navy NFO bonus program has .-.. .
paid for itself. The FY81 program for NFOs has a life-cycle cost of

about $27 million. To have trained new NFOs to replace those that may
have been lost would have cost $48 million. We believe that it is appro-
priate to extend AOCP to NFOs until inventories reach the point at which O
they are no longer needed to perform duties of other aviator positions. . .... ..

Since pilots in grades typically cross detailed (0-3 to 0-5) are about
10% under strength, we believe an appropriate level for NFO inventory-to- . -
authorization ratio would be about 110%. However, once this level is .-..

reached, AOCP should be discontinued, regardless of whether other aviators
continue to draw the bonus. let-I

The Marine Corps aviator inventories for O-3's and O-4's are '

reflected in Table 17. These data show that no significant shortages
have existed since FY79 in the Marine Corps mid-career aviator communities
where bonuses have been targeted. Overall inventory, however, was low
(Table 4) because of the 0-1 and 0-2 shortfalls. For pilots, this is the g .q.4- . r'
result of a shortage of training slots available. As shown in Figure 4,
the bonus has been important in achieving a higher experience level to
substitute for these shortages. For pilots, an increase occurred in

4..........,O PIN

Table 17
Marine Corps Aviation Inventory-to-Authorization Ratios - .

0-3, 0-4 Billets FY79-FY82 ". "-'.'-... .

PILOTS NFOs ,' " "-'--'.'

FY AUTHORIZED INVENTORY % AUTHORIZED INVENTORY % - -
- -. .-: . .. =. *. , .. .-

79 1816 2035 112% 436 433 99% --..

80 1822 2130 117% 429 464 108%
j 81 1884 2115 112% 397 448 113%

82 1855 2200 119% 389 434 112%
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Figure 3

NAVY NFO LOSSES ..
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FY82 in the median length of service at time of loss. The steep upward %
slope of the FY82 plot Indicates that losses slowed significantly in
10-to-20 YOS personnel. While this experience is desirable, the bonus *.-

S is not the proper method to correct training shortage problems. That ~.
S must be done by increasing the training base. Raising inventories in
~, already over strength grades will only serve to increase manpower costs
*... as more personnel have to be paid at higher pay levels and more will

likely continue to retirement, thereby increasing retirement costs. ......

Mjarine NF0s have not had shortages in the mid-career years .4

S of service since 1980. While the NFO total inventory is under 100% of
q authorizations (Table 4), these shortages are in the 0-1/0-2 billets. ..-. 4. 0%

This is a result of low training output due to the planned reduction of ~ .

NFO authorizations as programed weapon stesaebrought on line '

(Table 18). Total authorizations are expected to decline from 716 in
S FY83 to 564 in FY87. The bonus will not solve the inventory problems
'~resulting from this planned reduction. However, AOCP has helped keep

Sexperienced NYOs in the Marine Corps to provide an orderly transition ..

during the haein of new aircraft. Figure 5 shows that the meia%
years of service at time of loss for NFOs increased in FY82 when compared

S ~*~U4%
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to FY79. As was the case for the pilots, however, the same problems
arise when senior grades are exceeded to cover 0-1/0-2 shortages. In . . . .

addition, the Marine NFO bonus cost, based on computation of gains, was
not effective, since the program life costs were $4.5 million compared
to a $2 million savings.

% Figure 5
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Table 19
Gains Attributable to AOCP - 11-15 YOS

Estimated
NAVY #of gains #of contracts Marginal Costs($000)

FY81 44 2,192 $759
FY82 84 747 267

MARINE CORPS

FY81 19 1,162 $558 S O "
FY82 17 401 476

It is likely that the majority of those retained by AOCP
would have continued in the Service for at least the period of their
contracts. These personnel are outside of the major decision point.
Although a minor decision point is evident at YOS 10-13, we believe AOCP e e, '

currently does not have a significant impact. Moreover, keeping addi-
tional aviators at the mid-career point will most likely increase the
inventory of the 11+ YOS groups as they move through the system. We
are not saying that the gains achieved with AOCP in the 11-15 YOS groups
are of no value. On the contrary, senior officers are often used to -
fill shortages in mid-career areas. It is simply not a cost-effective
means of increasing retention in those YOS cells. Although Congress

*, intended to avoid pay inversions in the senior grades by allowing for an ," "," . -

orderly reduction in pay, pay inversions exist now in other specialties. . .
We do not believe such inversions would adversely affect retention in ..
the senior grades. -- -..' ..-., -. , #

Since AOCP was of limited value and not cost effective for
personnel with 11 or more years of service, it should not be extended to
these personnel. However, during periods of high levels of airline hir- . .

ing, continuation rates have declined significantly in these YOS cells.
When needed, AOCP could then be applied to this group. Targeting to crit- .--
ical YOS is justified; however, qualifying year-of-service cells should -
be adjusted as needs arise. Analysis indicates that the 6-to-l0 YOS cell
is and will remain under strength. Therefore, the bonus should apply only .-..-.- ...
to those personnel who have at least 6 but less than 11 years of active
duty. In addition, since Navy data show that the majority of 1- and
2-year contracts were signed by personnel with 11 or more years and that
little would be gained by retaining midgrade personnel for only 1 or 2
additional years, the I- or 2-year bonus commitment should not be an
option. (The 1-year bonus rate was previously recognized as having '
limited value and was discontinued in 1982.) A three- or four-year ,
commitment at current rates is more attractive to personnel and is -.

more effective than other options. These changes to the AOCP program
would protect the integrity of the bonus program by being more effective .
for the least cost. " ."* ." "

.,.-...-./... ........ ._ -. . .
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C. THE FUTURE. Is there a need for AOCP in the future? When
applied properly, AOCP can be a very effective program. The Navy projects "1

" pilot shortages through the 1980's. A practical means of alleviating
these shortages is needed. Currently, the airlines are predicted to
increase hiring no later than 1990, the economy seems to be improving 0 0
and Service strengths are expected to increase. These factors could
prevent the Services from meeting their aviation requirements in both
pilots and NFO/navigators. Without available incentives to persuade
personnel to continue in the Service, inventories could continue to be
a problem, especially for the Navy. Historically, during periods of
airline hiring, a major decision point has occurred in the 10-to-13 YOS
cell, as established by the ACIP study. It is reasonable to believe
that this decision point will once again exist during the projected
hiring increases. A second bonus opportunity may be necessary to in-
crease retention in these YOS cells. Furthermore, personnel who take
the bonus should be more likely to remain on active duty. Analysis has
shown that a bonus plan is a more cost-effective means of addressing the
types of manning problems identified in this study than increasing ACIP.9  . *'
If ACIP is increased in the future, however, the ACIP rate for AOCP .-.. . .

,j. recipients should be reviewed to determine appropriate levels. AOCP is
,:- , an excellent plan to insure that, when other actions are not effective, ..
.%. a means exists to assist in correcting aviator deficiencies. -..- .'.

- • '°~~~- % . - 'o . - '

VI. FINDINGS. '

A. AOCP for the Navy has been effective in terms of retention and " '
*-. cost avoidance. Both pilots and NFOs should continue to receive AOCP -

/ until inventory levels are adequate. Aviator inventories levels should -
e. be reviewed annually to determine continued need.

B. Although AOCP for the Marine Corps assisted in retaining expe- -
rienced pilots, it will not solve current Marine Corps shortages. Analy-
sis indicates that AOCP is not currently appropriate for Marine Corps , ..
pilots and NFOs. However, pilot and NFO inventories should be reviewed
periodically to determine the future need of AOCP in preventing or -
correcting mid-career shortages.

C. Payment of AOCP to aviators with more than 11 years of service i-".-,-."."x-
Q did not significantly decrease aviator shortages. Unless retention be- ..>......'.,

comes a problem in these YOS cells, payment should be limited to a single -.- - . .
AOCP bonus to aviators with 6 through 10 years of service. However, it
may become necessary to offer a second bonus opportunity in the 10-15 YOS
cells during periods of increased airline hiring.

D. One- and two-year AOCP contracts are not an effective means of *'-"-. -" *%'.

increasing retention in the critical mid-career years (6-10 YOS). Con-
tracts in these YOS cells should be established at 3- and 4-year minimum .- '.- .-.. ..' % _'% '...

commitments.

~~.-" .. ....
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\.JftE. Lump-sum payments appropriately discounted would be more cost
effective and more productive than the anniversary payment schedule..

F. If ACIP rates are adjusted for nonbonus recipients, ACIP levels
for AOCP recipients should be reviewed. 0

G. Data on aviation communities should be maintained to enable .. .

evaluation of bonus applicability to the various communities.--

* .yH. AOCP should be continued for future use, when other actions are
not effective, to assist in alleviating Service aviator shortages.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS.

A. Continue AOCP to Navy Pilots and NFOs until inventory levels
* are adequate.

B, Discontinue offering new AOCP contracts to Marine Corps Pilot . "

and NFOs until necessary to prevent or correct future mid-career short- .

C. Amend Title 37 U.S.C. 301 b(a)(4) and 301b(a)(5) to limit AOCP
eligibility to aviators with 6 through 10 years of service and establish
3- and 4-year minimum contract lengths.

D. Pay AOCP as a lump-sum bonus. tfftff.

E. Maintain data by aviation community to enable evaluation of ft.-

bonus applicability to the various communities. f

F. Establish a periodic review of AOCP and aviator inventories to .*.*

determine if eligibility criteria are valid and if further use of AOCP
is necessary to prevent or correct mid-career shortages of pilots, NFOs
or both, in any service.
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OUTSIDE AGENCIES AND FIELD INTERVIEWS

Information Requested From: Responded

American Airlines, Inc.
Air Force Association X
Airline Pilots Association (ALPA) - -,.... -.

Association of Naval Aviation X
Combat Pilots Association . .--..

Commuter Airline Association

Delta AirlinesCouncil of Economic Advisors • *0" •..
Eastern Airlines ;.] ;':

Future Aviation Professionals of America (FAPA) X
Helicopter Association International X
National Air Transportation Association, Inc.
National Business Aircraft Association X. - - - -
National Pilots' Association O
Piedmont Airlines, Inc. '" ". -

Professional Pilot Magazine X
United Airlines, Inc. X
Western Airlines, Inc.

Field Interviews: .. . - . .

Andrews Air Force Base, MD .. -...

Coast Guard Air Station, Elizabeth City, NC
Dover Air Force Base, DE
Langley Air Force Base, VA -,y ' r -

March Air Force Base, CA
Marine Corps Air Station, Cherry Point, NC ;'..- ..
Marine Corps Air Station, El Toro, CA " ,'- '., .

Naval Air Facility, Andrews AFB, MD .
Naval Air Station, Miramar, CA
Naval Air Station, North Island, CA 1 ,-". "
Naval Air Station, Oceana, VA -moo

Naval Air Station, Patuxent River, MD - -- -
USS Eisenhower %-. . .

USS Kitty Hawk
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

Aviation Officer Continuation Pay

* 0
Issues:

1. Navy Pilots and NFOs should continue to receive AOCP until inven-
tory levels are adequate.

2. AOCP cannot solve current Marine Corps shortages of either pilots
or NFOs.

3. Unless retention becomes a problem, AOCP contracts should be limi- -.

ted to aviators with 6 through 10 years of service.
- .;- - .. . .-. -. -....

4. AOCP contract lengths should be at a minimum of 3- and 4-years.

5. Lump-sum payments are more effective. . . . -

6. Aviator manning levels should be monitored for continued or future
use of AOCP by the Services.

Department Comments Md

Army Concurs .
. 4

Navy Concurs. Suggested rewording of ,'- .-*..

Finding 2 to eliminate reference .. " -,- l_

to pilot and NFO training adjust- r..
ments. Recommended minor reword-
ing of Findings 3 and 5 to clarify
second bonus opportunity and dis-
counting of lump sum payments.

Air Force Interposes no objections; however,

defers to the Department of the -,

Navy. "

Coast Guard Concurs.

Public Health Service Concurs. .. '. 2 .' ,

NOAA Concurs.

JCS Concurs. , " ' . -
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LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS 
0 • 1

i 6 through 10 years of service. 
-.'.-' - ------'

.' i 2. Amend 37 U.SC. 301b(a)(5) to establish 3- and 4-years as the minimum .""."".....,'... contract lengths. 
. ." ". - - "/ ._
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SPECIAL AND CONTINUATION PAYS FOR DENTISTS

I. PURPOSE. To provide additional pays for officers of the Army or
Navy Dental Corps or officers of the Air Force or Public Health Service
who are designated as Dental Officers, thereby increasing the ability of
the Uniformed Services to attract and retain officer volunteers in the
discipline of Dentistry. -.

11. DATA SOURCES. Data were provided primarily by the Service Staffs of
the Army, Navy, Air Force, Public Health Service and the Defense Manpower
Data Center. Additional background field interviews were conducted at •
Fort Bragg, N.C., Fort Jackson, S.C., Portsmouth Naval Regional Medical -
Center, Portsmouth VA, and the National Naval Medical Center, Bethesda, ..- . . -

MD. • . , . , o . , o

.e .J. III. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. """* ".'"

The origin of the Special Pay for Dentists can be traced to the " O '"

~. ~. Army-Navy-Public Health Service Medical Officer Procurement Act of 1947
which established a precedent by authorizing a payment of $100 per month ..
above normal pay to physicians and dentists. While the stated intention

of this Act was as summarized in paragraph I above, Congress also acknowl-
edged that the pay was provided as compensation for tuition and income -. -'-

lost while in medical or dental school'.

. From its inception the extra pay for physicians and dentists (later
including optometrists and veterinarians) had a cut off date or time con- -. ,-
straint imposed on it. The term cut-off date was the date after which '....i. %.

,-. , persons being accessed for the medical skill would not be authorized to

draw the additional pay. For example, when the pay was first authorized -
for physicians and dentists in 1947 the law stated that all those regular .'-

officers commissioned before 1 September 1952 would be authorized to ... ..
draw the pay. By default anyone commissioned after that "cut-off date" -
would not be authorized to draw the pay, while those commissioned before
that date would continue to draw the pay. Repeatedly, Congress extended .

the cut-off date on or about the time it was due to expire. (At Appen- .
dix A is a chronological list of the legislative extensions and pertinent

"*'" Congressional actions associated with the Special Pay for Dentists.) .

The Special Pay for Dentists was first modified by the Career Compen-
sation Act of 1949 which, at the recommendation of the "Hook" Commission, -... ..
barred dental interns from receiving the special pay. 2  The second
modification occurred with the Act of 30 April 1956, which changed the pay
from a flat rate of $100 per month to one based on length of dental -"
service as depicted in Table 1.

o * . I" ' " '
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Table I
Special Pay for Dentists (1956-1962)

Amount Length of Dental Service

$100/Month Less than 2 years

$150/Month More than 2 years and less
than 6 years

$200/Month More than 6 years and less 
2 -%

than 10 years 0•

$250/Month More than 10 years

In addition, this Act instituted the practice of awarding dental officers ''

four years of constructive credit for promotion and pay purposes upon % "
commencement of active duty. The net result was to raise dramatically .O* O
the overall amount of basic pay in order to reduce the high rate of loss , *-,-, ..,
of dental officers3. The Uniformed Services Pay Act of 1963 raised the
Special Pay rates for Dentists with between 6 and 10 years of active duty - . . .
from $200 to $250 a month and the rate for those over 10 years active .... '.$ .,

duty from $250 to $350. Table 2 shows the monthly rates of Special Pay *' -

for Dentists as they have existed from the passage of this Act until the
present.

Table 2
Special Pay for Dentists (1963-Present) ,... ,...°.. - ;

Amount Length of Dental Service -

$100/Month Less than 2 years

$150/Month More than 2 years and less -"-

than 6 years -

$250/Month More than 6 years and less
than 10 years ,- ". -*. - -

$350/Month More than 10 years - " . -

",:.-.';- . "".".

The Uniformed Services Health Professionals Special Pay Act of 1980 "' '
V generated the most recent change to the Special Pay for Dentists. This

law made the special pay permanent and negated the requirement to period-
ically extend the cut-off date. Statutory authority for Special Pay for
Dentists is codified in 3) U.S.C. 302b.

Additional compensation in the form of Continuation Pay for Dentists j u -
originated with the Act of December 16, 1967. This Act provided for the . -. - .- . .. .
payment of up to four months additional basic pay to a medical or dental -

*.-'-'U."..'.. ."." ' . .
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officer, if that officer:

- is serving on active duty in a critical specialty desig-
nated by the Secretary of Defense.

p S
- has completed his initial active-duty obligation.

- executes an active duty agreement for at least one additional
year.

While payments of Continuation Pay to physicians began immediately, it was .
not until late 1972 that dentists also received the pay. This delay was
based on the rationale that Continuation Pay should be used in a manner ..

"" similar to the reenlistment bonus for enlisted personnel and that the. -. -..
retention problem associated with dentists (prior to 1972) was not suffi- -
ciently severe to warrant the payment of Continuation Pay.4 It should be
noted, however, that the term "critical speciality" has been so liberally
interpreted that virtually all dentists completing their initial active lw . O
duty obligation, who agree to stay on active duty for an additional year,
receive Continuation Pay.

The Uniformed Service Health Professional Special Pay Act of 1980
removed the authority for physicians to receive Continuation Pay and
froze the DoD regulation pertaining to Continuation Pay as it existed on pr, ro
1 April 1980. The major impact of this freeze was that the rates of
basic pay upon which Dental Continuation Pay are computed were permanently
fixed at the I October 1979 level. Table 3 depicts the number of months
of basic pay authorized by grade for Dental Continuation Pay. . %...

Table 3 -
Number of Months Basic Pay by Grade

Pay Grade Multiple4• , *" ',,'- -'.. -

0-8 2 Months
0-7 3 Months
0-6 4 Months
0-5 4 Months .
0-4 4 Months
0-3 4 Months ~'V

Dental Continuation Pay is paid in equal annual or semiannual instal- " -
iments as determined by the Secretaries of the respective Services. The _ _ __

Air Force, Navy and Public Health Service all Pay Dental Continuation Pay ...
%5A in annual lump sums only. The Army allows the individual dentist to
% choose either annual or semiannual payments. Dental Continuation Pay is .. .-..-.

I codified in 37 U.S.C. 311.

IV. METHODOLOGY. The first section of this analysis will address the :"
total population of recipients of the Special Pay and Continuation Pay

CY2''ifor Dentists and define the specific composition for each Service. The *-. .- '- .'.-:. ,: ,...

.,.......,*-.:% ...
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second section will discuss the manning and other personnel factors .*

which could be related to the pays. The third section will compare the . .. .

pay of military vis-a-vis civilian dentists.
* . . . . . . . . .

V. ANALYSIS.

A. COMPOSITION. Table 4 depicts the number of DoD Special and
Continuation Pay recipients and the associated costs. mounts and per- -.-

sonnel are broken out by the type of pay received. Some general obser-
vations concerning the composition of the dental officer community can
be made using this table. For example, since all DoD dentists receive
Special Pay, the size of the Dental Officer population from FY72 through 0

FY84 is represented by that column. By using the number of Special Pay
recipients as the denominator, one can see that in FY73 approximately 32
percent of the dentists in DoD received Continuation Pay. By FY84 it is
estimated that 64 percent of the DoD dentists will receive Continuation
Pay. This indicates that the general composition of the DoD Dental _________

Of ficer force has become older. It also is an indication that the @
retention of DoD dentists beyond their initial obligation is much better e J
now than it was in FY73. ... *

Table 4
DoD Special and Continuation Pay for

Dentists (Personnel and Costs)iUn W

SPECIAL PAY CONTINUATION PAY . .-

FY PERSOrNEL COSTS($O0O) PERSONNEL COSTS($000) *.- -

1972 6,016 $ 13,704 0 $ 0 ___*C.

1973 6,164 13,737 2,009 11,893 *
1974 5,625 13,006 2,106 12,701 i.-

1975 5,294 12,520 2,099 14,127 ... . .

1976 5,216 12,654 2,192 15,302
1977 5,084 12,405 *

1978 4,950 12,380 2,156 17,657
*1979 4,960 12,475 2,156 18,632

1980 5,028 12,604 2,769 23,791 9 .
1981 4,931 12,854 2,999 24,919 ..

1982 4,999 13,026 3,080 25,580 . .--..

1983(est) 5,088 13,272 3,195 26,350
J1984(est) 5,105 13,262 3,243 26,773

*Data unavailable '! 0 rS

-- so --:-no- -70..~
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Table 5 shows the same data broken out by Uniformed Service for FY81
through FY84. For both pays the proportion of costs and numbers of

personnel between Services have remained relatively constant over time.
The Air Force and Navy appear to be slightly increasing the number of

personnel who receive the dentist pays while the Army seems to have
leveled off. The drop in Public Health Service is the direct result of
PHS closing of eight hospitals and several outpatient clinics in 1981.

Table 5

Special Pay and Continuation Pay S • 0
for Dentists (Personnel and Costs) by Uniformed Service

SPECIAL PAY CONTINUATION PAY "

FY SERVICE PERSONNEL COST($000) PERSONNEL COST($000) .-. -

ARMY 1791 4740 983 8694
NAVY 1651 4351 1082 9045

81 USAF 1489 3763 934 7179
PHS 971 2049 518 4305
TOTAL** 5902 14903 3-51- 292--

ARMY 1796 4754 1041 9209
NAVY 1669 4396 1038 8676

82 USAF 1534 3876 1001 7695
PHS 824 1897 461 3830 "
TOTAL** 5823 14923 3541 29410

ARMY 1789 4737 1022 9008
NAVY 1709 4468 1042 8686 "

83 USAF 1590 4067 1131 8656
PHS 820 1880 460 3826
TOTAL 5908 15152 3655 30176 , -

ARMY 1789 4737 1022 9008
NAVY 1714 4406 1100 9236 " O '

84 USAF 1602 4119 1121 8529

PHS 820 1880 460 3826
TOTAL 5925 15142 3703 30599

,- Totals will differ from Table 1 due to the inclusion of Public -
Health Service data. O- .

--C"

%Z %
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B. PERSONNEL CONSIDERATIONS. Table 6 shows the manning data for
dentists by Service for FY79 through FY82. The data in the table reveals

that dentists have not been seriously undermanned and at the present, the
manning situation is excellent. The slight downward trend in manning
exhibited in FY81 and FY82 is the direct result of the previously men-
tioned PHS drawdown in facilities and personnel.

Table 6
Manning Data - Dentists

FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 0

Service Auth Assign Auth Assign Auth Assign Auth Assign

Army 1823 1861 1821 1830 1823 1818 1815 1785
Navy 1671 1720 1675 1664 1635 1638 1690 1683

USAF 1563 1509 1575 1579 1507 1503 1590 1590
P-S ** ** ** ** 1033 971 877 824 0 '0

Total 5057 5090 5071 5073 5998 5930 5965 5882

**Unknown.

Figure 1 depicts the cumulative percentage losses for the separate
categories of all Health Professionals (for the purpose of this analysis .-.

. this excludes nurses; it includes physicians and allied medical fields,
all officers in DoD and dentists over a 30 year career). These rates were
computed using aggregate loss data spanning the period of FY79 through . -...
FY 82. Accordingly, they represent the average cumulative losses for "

those fiscal years and are useful in judging the likelihood of individuals %
to leave the Services at different points in a career. It also shows

what the Services have indicated as their desired cumulative loss rate ..

for dentists.

The conclusion which can be drawn from this figure is that during the " "
first 10 years of service, dentists leave at a rate which is much higher .- """..
than either all officers in DoD or all Health Professionals. In addition,
it is clear that through the 6th year of service dentists leave active

duty at rates much higher than those desired. Beyond that point, however, . ,

the actual cumulative loss rates approximate the desired cumulative loss . -
rates.

,o'~~.. .- . . . . ... ..- ,
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Figure I

COMPARATIVE CUMULATIVE LOSS RATES -. d*~.
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Figure 2 shows a comparison of cumulative loss rates for two years

before and two years after the implementation of the Uniformed Services

?, Health Professional Special Pay Act of 1980. As can be seen, there has .:.

been little change in loss patterns over this period of time. This is___

not surprising when considered in light of the fact that the only change R~VTU

% to dentists' pay whith the Act affected was the freezing of Dental Con-

tinuation Pay at the 1 Oct 1979 rates.

Figure 2

DENTAL OFFICER CUMULATIVE LOSS RATES
BEFORE AND AFTER 1980 USIIPSP ACT
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Figure 3 shows the cumulative loss rate broken out by Service f or
FY 1979-1982. Little difference among Services can be discerned.

Figure 30

DENTAL OFFICER CUMULATIVE LOSS RATES
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C. PAY COMPARISON. Figure 4 shows the dental officer pay profileas of I Oct 1982. Total income is the amount of compensation a military
dentist would receive at a given year of service, assuming due coursepromotions. This compensation is the sum of the average regular military
compensation (RMC as of 1 Oct 1982), Special Pay and Continuation Pay.Although the figure suggests that Dental Officers are compensated quite' .well, as will be shown below, their income lags behind that of their
civilian counterparts for the first 20 years of their careers.

'44~~~~F i g u r e 4 . + . -

DENTAL OFFICER PAY PROFILE
AS OF 1 OCT 1982
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TOTAL INCOME = RMC + SPEC PAY + CONTINUATION PAY.
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Figure 5 shows the comparison between earnings in the civilian sec-
.. ' tor and the military sector. The data for the 1981 civilian earningswere obtained from a 1982 survey of dentists conducted by the American ".O-- O ,Dental Association (ADA).5  The mean income of three groupings of dentistsare depicted: those in general practice, dentists in specialist practiceand all dentists combined. Military earnings are developed in the same -.manner as those in Figure 4, with the exception that calendar year 1981
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earnings were computed using 75 percent of the FY81 Regular Military
Compensation and 25 percent of the FY82 Regular Military Compensation.
(Military income was based on the calendar year in order to correspond ,
to the civilian earnings data obtained from the ADA). The plot of these
data shows that military earnings lag behind those of the civilian sector 0
through the 17th year where they surpass those of dentists in general
practice. The earnings of military dentists do not equal the average i.- - . -
of all dentists until the 20th year after graduation from dental school.
The earnings of military dentists equal those of civilian dental special-
ists 25 years after completion of dental school. This is a function of ..-.-- -

the decline in civilian dental specialists' income and not of an increase "-
in pay for military dentists.

Figure 5
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D. J.

specialty. Hence, on a comparative scale, their pay lags far behind
those of civilian specialists and the previously mentioned reduction in " .

the Continuation Pay rate for nonspecialists tends to reduce these indi- .. ....

viduals' pay levels to those of dentists in civilian general practice.

The general conclusion that can be drawn from Figures 4 and 5 is that -'
for the majority of their careers, military dentists receive slightly less "
than their civilian counterparts. If the Special and Continuation Pays .. ... .. -.

were not provided, the approximate mean difference between military
dentist' income and the mean civilian earnings for all dentists combined -- -" .
would increase from $3,800 to $13,500 annually. This is an increase in
the existing income difference of about 350%.

Discussions with representatives from the American Dental Associa-
tion indicate that there exists, by specific area in the United States,
an over-abundance of dentists in some locations, but a scarcity of
dentists in others. Taken in the aggregate, however, there does not

appear to be significant evidence of a trend towards an excess in the '
.. number of dentists. Hence, employment opportunities for dentists in

the civilian community should remain for the foreseeable future. This
fact, taken in conjunction with any major increase in the difference .p.

-. between civilian and military dentists pay levels could have a negative
--. impact on the recruitment and retention of military dentists.

*,' VI. FINDINGS.
• ~ ~ ~~~.-- .--.-.. ,..

A. Manning levels for dentists are good. This indicates that there -.

' is no need for compensation above the current levels. - -

B. Earning levels for military dentists lag behind those of their p -
civilian counterparts for the greater part of their military careers.

C. The Special and Continuation Pays for Dentists should be main- -.

. tained in their present forms. -

VII. RECOMMENDATION. Maintain the Special and Continuation Pays for
Dentists in their present forms.'.-'- .-- '-

7..
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LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF SPECIAL PAY
AND CONTINUATION PAY FOR DENTISTS

'-, •1. Army - Navy - Public Health Service Officer Procurement Act of 1947 .-.-
"" (Pub. L. No. 61-365, 61 Stat. 776) authorized a $100 Special Monthly . .

Pay for Regular Officers who were then commissioned in the medical 5 0 '
or Dental Corps and for those who were so commissioned before Sept
1, 1952.

2. The Act of 9 September 1950 (Pub. L. No. 81-779, 64 Stat. 826) estab- .--.....-
"* lished the requirement for male Health Professionals under age 50 in .

the categories of Medicine, Dentistry, Osteopathy, Veterinary Medicine - •
,. and Optometry to register under the Selective Service Act and made
" them subject to selected induction calls. It also extended the $100
*: entitlement to Reserve Medical and Dental officers.

* 3. The Act of 25 June 1952 (Pub. L. No. 82-410, 66 Stat. 156) extended -
the special pay cut-off from 1 September 1952 to 1 July 1953. . W .

4. The Act of 29 June 1953 (Pub. L. No. 83-84, 67 Stat. 86) extended the
Sspecial pay cut-off from 1 July 1953 to I July 1955. It also made
Veterinary Officers eligible for the Special Pay of $100.

5. The Act of 30 June 1955 (Pub. L. No. 84-118, 69 Stat. 223) extended the
Special Pay cut-off from 1 July 1955 to 1 July 1959.

6. The Act of 30 June 1955 (Pub. L. No. 84-497, 70 Stat. 119) continued .

Special Pay for Veterinarians at the monthly rate of $100 but changed .
the amount for physicians and dentists to a graduated scale based on
length of active service. In addition, medical and dental Officers
were awarded 4 years of constructive credit for pay and promotion
purposes.

7. The Act of 23 March 1959, (Pub. L. No. 86-4, 73 Stat. 13) extended the
special pay cut-off from 1 July 1959 to 1 July 1963.

8. The Act of 2 April 1963 (Pub. L. No. 88-2, Stat. 4) extended the . • .

Special Pay cut-off from 1 July 1963 to 1 July 1967. -. '. .. -

9. The Unformed Services Pay Act of 1963 (Pub. L. No. 88-132, 77 Stat.
210) raised the monthly rate of Special Pay for Dentists. '... --.. -..

10. The Act of 30 June 1967 (Pub. L. No. 90-40, 81 Stat. 100) extended the
Special Pay cut-off from 1 July 1967 to 1 July 1971. -

"" 11. The Act of 16 December 1967 (Pub. L. No. 90-207, 81 Stat. 649) insti-
, . tuted a Continuation Pay of up to four months additional basic pay

for physicians and dentists. -

12. The Act of 18 October 1968 (Pub. L. No. 90-603, 82 Stat. 1187) made I .
7minor modifications to the Continuation Pay law, thereby insuring "--

eligibility at the completion of an individual's initial obligation. . .. , :

- ,- . .. .-.. '.-. .*,
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13. The Act of 28 September 1971 (Pub. L. No. 92-129, 85 Stat. 348)
extended the Special Pay cut-off from 1 July 1971 to 1 July 1973. .-.

., It also made optometrists eligible for the Special Pay of $100.00 -
per month. "__ "-,_ . -

___

14. The Act of 19 July 1973 (Pub. L. No. 93-64, 87 Stat. 147) extended
the Special Pay cut-off from 1 July 1973 to 1 July 1975.

15. The Act of 6 May 1974 (Pub. L. No. 93-273, 88 Stat. 94) extended the
Special Pay cut-off from 1 July 1975 to 1 July 1977 for physicians _-___ -.--_ -
and dentists but not for veterinarians and optometrists. It also
terminated Continuation Pay for physicians and instituted Variable
Incentive Pay for physicians.

16. The Act of 30 September 1977 (Pub. L. No. 95-114, 91 Stat. 1046-1047)
extended the cut-off date for physicians and dentists from July 1977
to 30 September 1978. It also reinstituted the Special Pay of $100 .
per month for optometrists and veterinarians.

17. The Department of Defense Appropriation Authorization Act of 1979
(Pub. L. No. 95-485, 92 Stat. 1619) extended the pay from 30 September
1978 to 30 September 1980.

- .... - --. '--. _

18. The Uniformed Services Health Professionals Special Pay Act of 1980 *Sr' - .

(Pub. L. No. 96-284, 94 Stat. 587 et seq) made permanent the Special
Pay of $100 per month for veterinarians, optometrists and dentists.
It also froze the rates at which dentists could receive Continuation .*...-. --..
Pay to those which existed on 1 October 1979.
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

Special and Continuation Pay for Dentists

*' 0
Issues:

1. There is no need for additional compensation above the
current levels provided.

2. The Special Pay and Continuation Pay for Dentists should
be maintained in its present form.

Department Comments

Army Concurs. -.

- Navy Concurs.

Air Force Concurs. -- , - -, ,.

Coast Guard Defers to Judgment of the
QRMC Staff

PUS Concurs.

NOAA Defers to using Services.
*' . * . -. " .

JCS Concurs. __ _ ..
,,, '- - " 2;, .- ",

'- . ' . - .. , . , . . . . . . _
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DIVING DUTY PAY "

.. PURPOSE. To increase the ability of the Uniformed Services to
attract and retain sufficient volunteers to perform the arduous and
hazardous duties involved with diving.

II. DATA SOURCES. The primary source of information used in this anal-
ysis was data received from the Navy, Army, Marine Corps, Air Force,

Coast Guard and NOAA. A thorough review was made of various Department
*:.': of Defense documents and prior compensation studies including the Hook ..

Commission (1948), the Strauss Commission (1952-53), the Gorham Report/
Randall Panel (1962), and Staff Research Papers of the Third QRMC 0 O
(1975-76). Other sources of information include a 1982 study by General
Research Corporation, the U.S. Office of Personnel Management, the U.S.

,.. Maritime Commission, Taylor Diving and Salvage Corporation, and the .'
,:.. Association of Diving Contractors. Field interviews were conducted with

Navy and Coast Guard divers at Naval Amphibious Bases, Little Creek,
VA. and Coronado, CA. (including SEAL, EOD, and Fleet diving personnel) :- ' •'-

# and at the Coast Guard Atlantic Strike Team Headquarters, Elizabeth .'-. .,
City, N.C.

III. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. The history of diving pay within the U.S.
Uniformed Services encompasses almost a century. During this period the L .

pay has taken on numerous forms. From 1886 to 1922, divers received
this special pay under Navy Regulations (Gen. Order No. 346 of 20 April
1886) at the rate of $1.20 per hour during those periods when actually

'.- engaged in diving. The pay was recognized under law by the Joint Service

• Pay Act of 1922 (Public Law 67-235).

Several submarine disasters during the mid 1920's highlighted the

lack of trained and qualified Navy divers and led to the establishment, ..W ..

" " in 1926, of the Navy Deep Sea Diving School and the Experimental Diving
.." Unit, as well as the revision of diving pay rates in 1928. The Act of 9

. ~ April 1928 (Public Law 70-244) authorized the payment of diving pay to
_ :j.' enlisted members at a rate of not less than $5.00 nor more than $30.00

per month, as may be prescribed by the Secretary of the Navy. Furthermore,
the act authorized the payment of an additional $5.00 per hour for divers -- -
performing salvage operations in water over 90 feet in depth. Officers ... \ -
first received special pay for diving duties under the 

Act of 16 January % pk

1936 (Public Law 74-415) which authorized 25% of base and longevity pay .....- -
for those officers serving at submarine escape tanks, the Navy Deep Sea
Diving School, and the Naval Experimental Diving Unit. Enlisted personnel ..--.

assigned to these facilities continued to receive diving pay at the I
. rates stipulated in the 1928 legislation. Responsive to the enormous

,'"" ' salvage task at hand following the attack on Pearl Harbor (where the %. .. .,
depth of water is generally less than 50 feet), the Act of 27 June 1942 ' -'

/....V ~broadened the provisions of the 1928 legislation by allowing the payment, JC..-._ ..
to both officer and enlisted personnel, of $5.00/hr for salvage or repair
work in waters of less then 90 feet whenever extraordinarily hazardous

-, conditions existed.
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The Career Compensation Act of 1949 (Public Law 81-351) restructured
the legislation authorizing diving pay, separating the authority into -. "
two sections. Under the first section, entitled "Special Pay-Diving .

Duty", the rate of not less than $5.00 nor more than $30.00 per month for
enlisted personnel was continued. Also kept was a $5.00 per hour rate I
for both officer and enlisted personnel engaging in salvage or repair
diving in waters exceeding 90 feet, or at depths less than 90 feet under
extraordinarily hazardous conditions. Personnel serving at a submarine
escape training tank, the Deep Sea Diving School, or the Navy Experimental
Diving Unit were authorized special payment under the section entitled
"Incentive Pay - Hazardous Duty" at the rate of $100.00 per month for
officers and $50.00 per month for enlisted.

The Career Incentive Act of 1955 (Public Law 84-20) increased by 10%
the rates of diving pay prescribed in both sections. Following the
recommendation of the Strauss Commission (1953), a new category under
the "Incentive Pay - Diving Duty" section was also added to include deep-
sea diving involving the use of helium-oxygen as a breathing mixture.

The Act of August 17, 1961 (Public Law 87-145) consolidated the .

various diving duty pay statutes, combining them under one heading
entitled "Special Pay for Diving Duty". A uniform monthly rate was set
at $110.00 for officers and between $55.00 and $100.00 for enlisted
personnel. Shortly thereafter, the Act of 7 September 1962 (Public Law @0P' ,O".
87-649) amended the maximum enlisted rate to $110.00 per month. Enlisted '"

divers were paid on a sliding scale from $55/mo to $110/mo, depending on
their level of diving qualification. Also included was a provision . -"- -

that restricted personnel drawing diving pay from receiving an additional -"
incentive pay for hazardous duty. These rates remained in effect for
almost twenty years. .... -

• ..-. :.+ . 4+.,....
The Uniformed Services Pay Act of 1981 (Public Law 97-60) substan- ..-

tially changed the rates of diving duty pay. Maximum rates were set at ....- '..-.'. i
$300.00 per month for enlisted personnel and $200.00 per month for officer .. . --.-..

personnel. In addition, the act authorized diving pay recipients to
also receive one other hazardous duty incentive pay under the provisions " " -"
of 37 U.S.C. 301.

Throughout the evolution of diving duty pay rates, the intent was
clearly to provide an incentive to attract and retain sufficient numbers -. -

of individuals to this arduous, physically demanding, hazardous, and often
unpleasant field of duty. In discussing the justification for extra
pay, the 1953 Strauss Commission referred to diving duty as "extremely O "  O

arduous and dangerous" and went on to state, "The field of deep sea
diving is one where men work in a strange medium, often under unpleasant
conditions, constantly subject to decompression sickness (bends) or a
more serious accident. The special pays offer an incentive so that the
service can- obtain the needed divers." 1

.'•'.-. .-....- ,"-.'. -.. ,
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*The House of Representatives report accompanying the Act of
* August 17, 1961 stated: ~4.~

* The Committee on Armed Services is convinced that the
Navy must have sufficient divers to meet its military re-

* quirements. In addition to rescues, their ability to per-

form work on the underwater bodies, propellers, and other
submerged equipment of waterborne ships saves the Navy **4
substantial sums of money by reducing the requirements * 4

for expensive and time-consuming drydocking. Navy divers,
*for example, salvaged ships and cargo during World War II

valued at over $2 billion. Thus the proposed legislation S
will contribute a sound, overall incentive to the mainten-

* . ance of this capability.2

The Senate report accompanying the Pay Act of 1981 justified the.

increase in diving pay stating:

.4 The existing maximum diving pay of $110 was established

in 1961 and has lost its incentive value. In 1961, diving ~*
pay amounted to 42-47 percent of base pay, depending upon
the classification and grade of the enlisted diver. Today 4

it amounts to less than 15 percent of base pay.3

IV. METHODOLOGY. The first section of this analysis will address the
.~, total diving population and investigate the composition and purpose of
'A those groups of individuals in each service comprising the total popula-
.~tion of Diving Duty Pay recipients. It will outline the general nature
-.. of the duties performed by each group as they relate to diving, the

degree and length of participation in diving duties by group members, and
the working conditions and hazards which are normally encountered by the
divers. Sections two and three form the primary substance of the analy-
sis. Section two will focus on the suitability of the pay. For example,

A. is Diving Pay fulfilling its stated purpose of meeting service require-
* ments for divers? The third section evaluates the Diving Duty Pay rates

to determine if they are consistent with the purpose of the pay.

Ve ANALYSIS.

A. SECTION ONE.

1. General. Table 1 depicts the number of DoD Diving Pay
recipients from 1973-1982. The large increase in recipients from 1981 to

* Q' 1982 is due to the provision of the 1981 Pay Act which authorized diving
/' duty pay recipients to receive one additional hazardous duty incentive
d' pay under 37 U.S.C 301 in addition to diving pay. Prior to this act,

diving pay recipients could receive no other incentive pays. Thus,
before 1981, personnel eligible to receive both diving pay and a hazardous 4

duty incentive pay under 37 U.S.C 301 at a rate higher than diving pay
could elect the higher hazardous duty incentive pay and forfeit diving
pay. Those personnel entitled to two hazardous duty incentive pays in ~.

.- . .4 . . . . .

4- %

--. .. .4 . .- .. . 4.. .. 4



addition to Diving Pay, could also opt to receive the two incentive pays
in lieu of Diving Pay alone. Therefore, the increase in the numbers of
personnel receiving diving pay in FY82 is partly due to a migration of
personnel to Diving Pay from other Hazardous Duty Incentive Pays.

Table 1

DoD Diving Pay Recipients
Year Number Year Number Year Number

1973 3773 1977 2683 1981 2373
1974 3632 1978 2322 1982 3546 0 0
1975 3863 1979 2248
1976 3361 1980 2225

Table 2 shows the number of Diving Pay recipients by service for

fiscal year 1982. The predominance (74%) of diving pay recipients are
Navy. -

Table 2

FY82 Diving Duty Pay
Recipients by Service

Service Officer Enlisted TOTAL

ARMY 28 177 205
NAVY 614 2108 2722 " - -'

MARINE CORPS 41 214 255
AIR FORCE 7 357 364 "
COAST GUARD 12 46 58 -..

NOAA 60 - 60
TOTAL 762 2902 3664

?14 2. Cost. The cost of Diving Duty Pay increased from $2,347K in
FY81 to $4,09 Kin FY82. The increase resulted from the 1981 Pay Act ._.
which authorized both higher Diving Pay rates and increased numbers of

. personnel entitled to Diving Pay. The higher costs reflect the payment
of higher rates and additional entitlements for only the final quarter of

' FY82.%%

The total financial impact of the 1981 Pay Act will be realized in 0. Oj.- ,
FY83 when costs are projected to rise to approximately $9,557K. Pro- .......

jected cost increases from FY83 to FY84 are due to growth in the Navy
diving program. Current projections show Diving Duty Pay costs stablizing - ".''

at approximately $10,126K for FY85 to FY87. The annual cost of diving
pay and cost projections for fiscal years 1983 through 1987 are shown
in Figure 1. 0.
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Figure 1
Cost of Diving Duty Pay
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3. Composition of Service Programs. ,

"." ~~a. Army. There are two groups of individuals within the Army ..-..-..-..-.
who receive Diving Pay, marine divers (about 25%) and the combat swimmers y ..(about 75%). Fiscal year 1982 requirements were for 4 officer and 46 - --.-
enlisted marine divers. Generally, officers will serve only one tourof duty in the diving field, while enlisted personnel can remain in the
skill through pay grade E-7. Marine divers are basically "hardhat", orsurface air supplied divers, and perform missions in underwater reconnais- -sance, salvage, repair or demolition. Combat swimmers only recently -
(1 July 1982) became entitled to Diving Duty Pay. Current requirements "for combat swimmers include 23 officers (pay grades 0-2 and 0-3) and 133enlisted personnel (pay grades E-5 through E-8). Combat swimmers are
assigned mainly in Special Forces units. These swimmers basically perform..- ~ horizontal diving missions including infiltration, search and recovery, -
target attack, and reconnaissance operations. Officers will probablyserve only one tour of duty as a combat swimmer while enlisted personnel i.,O- -. may serve repeated tours as a combat swimmer through pay grade E-8.

b. Marine Corps. The Marine Corps diving program has a cur-rent requirement for approximately 56 officer and 344 enlisted divers. ...- .Marine Corps divers are trained only in SCUBA and are attached to both . %... ,-- -force reconnaissance and division reconnaissance units. Because the Mar- e. ., -
ine Corps does not consider diving a primary MOS, repeat assignments to

._ billets requiring SCUBA qualifications are rare.
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c. Air Force. Approximately 6 officers and 395 enlisted
... Air Force personnel perform diving duty. The majority of these persons "*".... .

(about 70%) are pararescuemen who are trained to provide rescue and . f
recovery operations, emergency medical treatment, and survival support -

to downed aviators. Diving and parachuting are only two of the many 0 0
skills possessed by members of this group. Pararescuemen remain in the
field throughout a career, maintaining qualifications in all skill areas " - . "-.
including SCUBA diving. The second group of Air Force divers (about 20%), ""..... ""
are diving qualified Combat Control Team (CCT) members. The mission of
CCTs is to establish assault zones in austere and nonpermissive environ- ..

ments including the placement of navigational aids, control of air • 0
traffic, provision of command/control communications and removal of
obstacles and unexploded ordnance with demolitions. Employment methods *.

include parachuting and SCUBA. Not all CCT members are SCUBA qualified.
CCT divers can be expected to serve two four-year tours in a diving

* . position during a career. A limited number of basic SCUBA divers make

up the remainder of the Air Force diver requirement and serve random O *
tours in diving assignments.

d. Coast Guard. The Coast Guard has requirements for appro-
ximately 12 officer and 46 enlisted divers, both SCUBA and hardhat.
Coast Guard divers are assigned aboard icebreakers, several buoy tenders, -.
and with the National Strike Force. Diving within the Coast Guard is
not a career field and only about 15% receive a repeat tour in a diving " b "O '
assignment.

e. NOAA. The purpose of the NOAA Diving Program (NDP) is -
to support the NOAA scientist. Divers perform duties in support of "'
scientific research, fisheries, and survey and oceanographic tasks. While
the total NDP includes nearly 300 divers, only about 25% are uniformed ,  " '"

. personnel. Sixty NOAA officers received diving pay in FY 1982. Diving
duty for NOAA officers is generally performed on a collateral duty basis
involving operations diving and in some cases, diving supervisory duties
for ships or shore - based units. NOAA officers with diving qualifications
may spend an average of 7 years in a billet requiring diving skill in
the course of a career. SCUBA is the primary diving method utilized by * .... .
NOAA divers; however, special operations sometimes require the use of
surface-supplied or mixed gas methods.

• "-" . -. %4. .P* . %

f. Navy. The Navy has by far the largest population of .-....--

divers of any of the Uniformed Services which is divided into four broad
categories performing diving duty, each with a different purpose. All
Navy diving programs are career except the SCUBA category. Enlisted _,

divers in the other three categories (UDT/SEAL, EOD, Fleet) can expect -

to spend 19 of 20 years in diving billets. Officer divers will generally
spend between 15 and 16 years assigned to diving duty. SCUBA divers will ......-..........

normally be assigned to only one or two tours of diving duty throughout a * . ,- .
career. For each group, diving provides only the means for getting to the - '

work site. A brief description of each category follows: O ".

- Underwater Demolition and Sea Air Land team members *

I . . . .- . -. I .. .-
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(UDT/SEAL). These are career special warfare person-
nel similar to the combat swimmer. They use advanced ......

SCUBA systems including closed-circuit, mixed gas "
SCUBA; closed circuit, oxygen SCUBA; and semi-closed " -

circuit, mixed gas SCUBA. Other skills required of "
these personnel include the use of demolitions and
parachuting. This This category of diver comprises
approximately 30 percent of Navy divers. .

- Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD). These divers uti- '-_...._-__"-_"_"

lize SCUBA or surface-supported diving systems to de- . 0

tect, identify, and dispose of ordnance located under- - "
water. A portion of these personnel are required to .... - -.
perform parachuting duty in addition to demolition and ...

diving duties. EOD personnel make up approximately . - .
14 percent of the Navy diver population. -.

- Fleet Divers. Fleet divers are the largest Navy
diving category comprising about 44 percent of all
divers. These divers primarily use surface-supported -
diving systems to perform underwater maintenance and
salvage work. They can advance through various levels
of diving duties and responsibility depending upon -'

their training, experience, and qualifications. A
"'4 brief description of each level follows.

-. Second Class Diver. This is the entry level step . . . .. . .
of the Fleet Diver program. These personnel have
received training in the use of air systems to a _..__----__-'___

depth of 190 feet. -

" -- First Class Diver. These divers have been trained
to use mixed gas breathing systems to a maximum of ,.... .

300 feet and have a minimum of one year experience X" .
as a second class diver. " "

'-Saturation Diver. These personnel have been ': --.
trained to use sophisticated mixed-gas diving sys- "

tems to great depths and to remain there for ex- .
tended periods of time. Saturation diving train- % , :. ,

ing is available only to personnel who have a
minimum of one year experience as a first class
diver..4...... -. -.:

-- Master Diver. These divers have extensive expe-
,,.? rience as a diver first class or saturation diver. ,- .  .

Master divers must be in pay grade E-7 or above
and have received additional training in the sup- - ,.
ervision and management of Navy diving operations. "
Master divers provide the diving experience, know- K'... -.

knowledge and supervision necessary for Navy _,,- ',.

diving operations.

-4 %
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SCUBA Divers. SCUBA divers are trained to use open-
circuit, compressed air SCUBA systems only. This is
the most basic level of diving qualification. While
all Navy divers receive SCUBA training, SCUBA divers
do not go past this level nor receive training in , O
advanced diving systems as do Navy divers in the ca-
reer diving fields. Basic SCUBA divers utilize their
SCUBA training as a secondary skill and not as a pri-
mary occupation. The bulk of Navy SCUBA divers are
assigned to submarines and training facilities. SCUBA
divers assigned to submarines conduct underwater hull • "
searches and inspections of their submarines. SCUBA ,
divers are non-career divers and will most likely
serve only one tour utilizing their secondary SCUBA ..

skills. Approximately 12 percent of Navy divers are
SCUBA divers.

4. Hazards Associated with Diving. While not classified as an
"Incentive Pay: Hazardous Duty" under Title 37, the hazards associated
with diving, particularly with advanced diving systems, are considerable.
Divers work in a hostile, unnatural human environment totally dependent
upon the continued satisfactory functioning of their life support systems.
Divers are susceptible to medical disorders, equipment malfunctions and
external marine hazards, as well as the hazards related to their warfare
mission. Their working environment is normally darkness, extreme cold,
and isolated. Among the numerous medical disorders frequently encountered -
by divers are barotrauma (squeeze), decompression sickness (bends), air
embolism, hypoxia, hypothermia, nitrogen narcosis, carbon dioxide, carbon
monoxide and oxygen poisoning, aseptic bone necrosis, subcutaneous emphy-
sema, mediastinal emphysema and pneumothorax. Divers may also be en- IV: .,,fr'.
dangered by a multitude of equipment malfunctions including the improper -.
operation of breathing apparatus, diving suits, and air supply, or tangled .r
or fouled tending lines or air hoses. External marine hazards are under- - - . .
water tools, ship's propellers, suctions and intakes, toxic chemicals, . ..
and dangerous marine life. - -

Further, the combat missions for which special warfare divers .

(SEAL/UDT/EOD) train provide an even greater gamut of potential hazards.
As the bulk of combat missions are of a clandestine nature, training
must be conducted during darkness, poor weather conditions, i.e., high
winds and seas, and without normal safety provisions. Divers must also
swim long distances in swift or changing currents to avoid detection of
the offshore launch platform or undergo the hazards inherent in the
launch and recovery of swimmer delivery vehicles (SDV). EOD technicians
must act rapidly, and with complete concentration to disarm old or foreign
made munitions, severely detracting from their concentration on diving.
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5. Injury/Accident Data. Table 3 depicts aggregate diving
accident data f or the Unif ormed Services for each Fiscal Year, 1978 to
1982. Non-fatal injuries cover a wide range of mishaps but were all of a
nature serious enough to have been reported to Service safety centers and_________
generally required medical aid or recompression. The large majority of 0
casualties were reported by the Navy, as would be expected, given the

large population of Navy divers.

Table 3
Diving Casualty Data - All Services

(FY78 - FY82)

FY NON-FATAL INJURIES FATALITIES

78 89 2
*79 106 0--

80 106 2 0 4
81 122 1
82 157 5

TOTAL 582 10

Computation of per capita casualty rates for individual Services
is not possible, because of the small numbers of diving personnel and

.~reported diver injuries in most Services. However, the casualty rate for
Navy divers showing the number of casualities per 1000 dives is shown in

. 9 can be shown that Navy divers averaged over 36 dives during FY82; and
that the chances of a diver being involved in a accident were greater
than 1 out of 20. These statistics clearly indicate that there are risksW

.- ~.y involved, even within the ranks of the professional, highly trained, and
S rigidly safety conscious military diving community.

Table 4
Navy Diving Casualty Rates By Fiscal Year. - -4

- ...-. %

FY CASUALTIES PER 1000 DIVES *

78 1.22
79 1.42
80 1.28 ~_____
81 1.28 2
82 1.47 4**

d,
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B. SECTION TWO.

1. Manning. This section will focus on whether Diving Duty Pay
is fulfilling its stated purpose of meeting service requirements. Histor-
ical manning levels of service diving programs are depicted in Table 5. O 6
Current and future authorization/billet projections are in Table 6.

Several services are currently at or near 100% manning levels (Army,
Coast Guard, NOAA). Services showing less than optimum manning levels
are the Marine Corps, Air Force and Navy and will be considered next.

While the Marine Corps currently shows the lowest manning level, it
can be seen from Table 5 that a low manning level has existed over the
past five fiscal years with a slow but steadily increasing fill rate.

* As outlined previously, the Marine Corps diving program is not a career
program and those serving in force reconnaisance positions will most - - "
likely serve only one tour as a SCUBA diver. Thus, a retention problem , *O' ..

cannot be determined to exist. The Marine Corps states that attraction
to diving duty is also not a large problem, but that low manning levels

-* ~ are caused by other factors. First, units not deployed, or slated for de-

ployment are normally manned at between 85% and 90%o Diver manning in
these units is correspondingly diminished. Also, because of external
operational taskings and mandatory training requirements the availability
of marines to attend diver training does not coincide with school quota " O
availability. Current attrition from diving assignments is negligible
and the number of authorizations is projected to remain constant.

The majority of Air Force divers are members of Combat Control Teams
(CCTs) or pararescuemen, to whom SCUBA diving skills play only a collat-
eral role in meeting their primary mission. Until July 1982, members of - -

these groups did not elect to receive Diving Duty Pay. Air Force diver
manning shortfalls are in these two career fields. The addition of diving "'-- "-* ".:-'
pay at the $100.00/month rate for a CCT member previously drawing only ,-.,.... .
Parachute Pay, and the substitution of Diving Pay at the 150.00/month rate ..- ....-...-.

for Parachute Pay at the $83.00/month rate for pararescuemen, provides

additional financial incentive for personnel to enter and remain in these
career fields. The relatively small size of these diver groups (approx-

imately 55 CCT and 250 pararescuemen) coupled with the secondary relation-

ship of diving to their primary mission, makes an in-depth analysis of
these segments of the diving population non-productive. Retention within
the pararescue career field is good, although second term rates have only " "

recently approached the overall Air Force level. Recent reenlistment * .O , ,,
rates for pararescuemen are compared with overall Air Force rates in ..........
Table 7.4 Future diving authorizations for the Air Force will remain'. '..-. .- -' :::::;

constant at approximately 425. -:-w... ...- .
.. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . ......... -. o......':

_,- ..- '.-: -. _.-......-. ..

2% %

d- 'r % 0' %• .'

N ..- J,.. ..v.%-.-...
,-%, , -_., - . , -. -_.- . . . . -. . . . . . . . . . ( '-.°•. ........
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The Navy currently shows a diver manning level of 81 percent. Given .,

the large size of their diving community, this low level of manning re-
presents a significant shortfall in actual divers. This condition is
chronic (Table 5), and coupled with a projected increase in diver author-

izations, the Navy has the most difficult manning position of any service. 0 0

Because Navy divers comprise the major population of career divers, ..-.

4 have been historically undermanned, and because of the increased project- .*-...-- - -

% ed demand for divers, the remainder of the analysis will concentrate on
this population. . -

e Table 6
* Diving Duty Authorizations

(FY82 - FY87)

ACTUAL PROJECTED * ,O .

SERVICE FY82 FY83 FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87

ARMY 206 253 249 245 245 245 . .

" NAVY 3771 3738 4129 4143 4157 4160 -'

USMC 400 400 400 400 400 400

USAF 401 425 425 425 425 425

USCG 58 63 63 63 63 63

NOAA* 60 65 65 65 65 65 "

*Estimate only. Actual "authorizations" for NOAA -

divers vary from year to year on a situational basis. -

"O . . .. -... "9

Table 7
Air Force Pararescue Reenlistment Data

FY First Term Second Term Career Term
PararesPararescu eararescue A.F. Pararescue A.F. '..-

80 58.8 35.8 43.8 62.7 86.6 91.6 . O - :
-

81 60.5 42.9 57.1 71.5 96.8 94.4 ...... . .
82 65.7 56.9 76.5 80.8 100.0 95.2

83* 64.7 68.2 83.3 85.5 100.0 96.2

Includes data through February 83 only. --

Current and historical manning levels for Navy divers by major career

category (excludes SCUBA), are shown in Table 8. These figures indicate .. . " "j

334 "'--• .
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that current shortages lie primarily in the EOD and Fleet diver categories.
However, UDT/SEAL manning levels are expected to drop significantly with -j-*.j

increased authorizations for new SEAL units in FY 84. Since Fleet divers
are comprised of four skill classifications, the respective skill manning
levels for Fleet divers are shown in Table 9. Shortages in all classifi-0

* cations of Fleet divers occur repeatedly with second class divers showing
-: the greatest shortfalls. Second class diver is the entry level for all-

fleet divers and shortfalls of second class divers will ultimately result -

in greater shortfalls further up the diving skill ladder.

TableB8
Navy Enlisted Career Diver Manning

Authorized vs. Assigned
FY 1978 -FY 1982

CATEGORY FY 1978 FY 1979 FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982

UDT/SEAL 87.4% 79.9% 94% 93.7% 98.9%
(666/582) (735/587) (701/659) (791/741) (792/783)

EOD 87.5% 77.2% 68.3% 69.1% 79%
(377/330) (391/302) (397/271) (400/276) (399/315)

FLEET 77.5% 77.5% 79.4% 73.1% 71.3% ~*
*(1348/1045) (1327/1029)(1285/1020)(1352/988)(1377/982)

Table 9 .

Enlisted Career Fleet Diver Manning -. .

Authorized vs. Assigned .. -~.
FY 1978 - FY 1982

DIVING
CLASSIFICATION FY 1978 FY 1979 FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982

Second Class 441/347 446/331 418/403 451/331 445/305 .*.~

(78.7%) (74.2%) (96.4%) (73.4%) (68.5Z)

First Class 601/487 573/495 564/421 594/438 600/442
(81.0%) (86.4%) (74.6%) (73.7%) (73.7%)

Saturation 200/143 200/131 196/123 197/141 219/156

ii(71.5%) (65.5%) (62.7%) (71.6%) (71.2%) ~

Master 107/69 109/73 100/74 110/78 114/80

(64.5%) (67.0%) (68.5%) (70.1%) (70.2%)

-P~~~ '- . ..-'
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In summary, the most serious diver shortfalls are found in the EOD
program and the Fleet diver program. Increased authorizations expected
in the UDT/SEAL program for FY 84 may also create manning shortfalls in
this category of diver, until sufficient numbers of new divers can be
attracted to the program. Within the Fleet diver program, shortages of * 4

% saturation divers and second class divers are the most serious. Master
diver manning levels have only recently begun to improve.

2. Attraction. Assignment to diving duty is accomplished

N totally on a volunteer basis. Thus, to obtain the required numbers of -'

personnel, diving programs must compete for these volunteers with both
outside organizations, and with other service programs. Table 10 shows -
the actual input of enlisted personnel to entry level diving programs as
a percentage of the planned input.

Table 10
Input to Entry Level Diver Programs as S 6 0

a Percent of Planned Input -- -.

PROGRAM FY 79 FY 80 FY 81 FY 82 - , -S.

UDT/SEAL 87.7% 66.7% 67.2% 84.7%
(351/400) (267/400) (168/250) (211/250) t, .

EOD 46.6% 50.8% 95• %* 74.8%

(42/90) (89/175) (190/200) (131/175)

SECOND CLASS 75.4% 54.0% 55.0% 63.7%
DIVER (264/350) (162/300) (220/400) (255/400)

• High input reflects trial program which sent

personnel directly to EOD training upon
completion of basic training. Program
discontinued because of high in-training
attrition rates for these personnel. ........ .

A sufficient supply of personnel at the entry level is essential to
the maintainance of the diving force. Limited supplies of new divers -.
will require compensatory increases in diver retention to maintain the
diving force. The data exhibited in Table 10 indicates that Navy diving
programs are not attracting the required number of new entrants. ,* : .

Average Navy attrition rates for entry level training are shown in
Table 11. As can be seen, a significant number of students will drop
out before completion. The Marine Corps and Army also report substantial
training attrition for applicable training courses. * .
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Table 11
Training Data

PROGRAM AVG ATTRITION COURSE LENGTH NOTES "_ ._"_-
UDT/SEAL 55% 6 Months Officer & Enlisted O '
EOD (enl) 60% 11 Months

EOD (off) 7% 10 Months Have previously
been trained as

basic diving -.

officers prior .to ROD training • • "

Basic Diving 17% 4 Months 
. .

officer
., Second Class 35% 4 Months Enlisted Only "--

Diver
Scuba 35% 4 Weeks

3. Training Costs. The Navy and Army provide most of the diver
training for the Services. The Army provides training for combat wim rs - -

%.4. only. NOAA provides training for its own divers. Air Force and Marine
." Corps divers train at Army or Navy facilities. The Coast Guard utilizes

Navy training facilities. An average training cost of about $34,000 is
incurred to train a master diver (exclusive of saturation training).
Training costs for other categories of divers range from $3,300 for a

-\ basic Navy SCUBA diver to $30,200 for a Navy EOD diver whose training -' .
. includes instruction in both diving and the use of demolitions. Training " - -'-.

costs reported by the Navy are shown in Table 12.

Table 12 . -

Navy Training Costs (Current)

Training Cost Cumulative Cost -.

Fleet Divers:

Second Class $10,900 $10,900
First Class 15,700 26,600 J.

Saturation 16,600 43,200

Iaster 8,600 51,800 - -*

Table 12 shows that the training costs for divers are not insignifi-
cant. Further, it can be seen that the training costs are cumulative for

.,. Fleet divers and that losses of Fleet divers at the more advanced skill
s ? levels will mean a greater loss of training dollars in addition to the .

greater loss in experience.

V~ '%
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4. Retention. Figure 2 shows the total number of qualified . **.--..

Navy Of ficer Divers by category. The special warf are community is comn- .-.
prised of Navy Sea-Air-Land (SEAL) and Underwater Demolition Team (UD)T) .

off icers. The special operations community includes Explosive Ordinance .-

Disposal (EOD) and Fleet Diving Officers. Current continuation rates for
these communities are generally high and the Navy is satisfied at the
present time with of ficer diver retention. The Navy is the only service
with significant numbers of officer divers.

Figure 2

zQUALIFIED NAVY OFFICER DIVERS i
BY CATEGORY AS OF FY 1982

'0

I

.4' FLEET

383 S **"

F!.EET INCLUJDES LIEUfCAL WIING OFFICERS

Continuation rates for enlisted diving communities are not available
because such a broad spectrum of ratings comprise each community. First,
second, and third term reenlistment rates for Fiscal Years 1979 to 1983
are shown in Figure 3. Fiscal Year 1983 data incorporates first quarter * ..

rates only, and thus should be considered only a tentative measure of
* year long rates.
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Figure 3

NAVY DIVER REENLISTMENT RATES .
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Reenlistment rates for all categories of divers generally show an
upward trend from FY79 to FY83 (first quarter only). Diver reenlistment
rates generally equal or exceed all Navy reenlistment rates.

a . Fleet Divers. Fleet diver reenlistment rates are substantially
loer than rates for other categories of divers at the f irst
term, roughly paralleling the all Navy rate. For second term,
fleet diver reenlistments are above the all Navy rate, while at
the thirdq term they generally fall at or below the all Navy rate.
Low reenliatments in comparison to other groups of divers during . '  .
the early terms may possibly be attributed to the less glamorous
duties of the fleet diver in comparison to SEAL and EOD divers.
Although on an upward trend, third term reenlistments for fleet
divers have fallen below all Navy rates since FY80 perhaps indica
ting a strong civilian draw for experienced fleet divers. This

trend could pose a long-term threat to the Navy diving capability.
Losses at this point will include many of the highly trained and

experienced first class, saturation, and master divers whose * 4
skills are essential to safe and effective diving operations.

b. EOD. EOD reenlistment rates are quite high in comparison to all . . .- .. ..
Navy rates. They are substantially higher than those for other .......

categories of divers at all but the third reenlistment point.

High retention within the EOD field may be reflective of the ... . 'i

older, more mature, career oriented population comprising the EOD .- -

field.

c. SEAL. Seal reenlistment rates generally exceed all Navy rates and
are generally higher than or equal to the rates for fleet divers.

In summary, retention of EOD and SEAL divers is good in comparison
to overall Navy retention. Fleet diver retention lags behind the EODand SEAL groups with the lowest retention being exhibited at the first

and third reenlistment points. *.-' - -'' 3-'-
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In addition to normal attrition within the Navy diving programs, a - "-,
number of personnel in each diving program are attrited involuntarily .-...

each year. Reasons for removal from the programs include, but are not -. a-

limited to, disciplinary action, lack of aptitude, loss of motivation,
and unsafe demolition or parachute practices for SEAL/EOD divers. The P 0
percent of the total inventory that was involuntarily terminated from
each program is displayed in Table 13 by fiscal year. The number of
personnel voluntarily requesting termination of diving status each year "
is insignificant. , . -

Table 13 • •

,-. Percentage of Total Inventory Involuntarily Attrited

CATEGORY FY 79 FY 80 FY 81 FY 82 i -' -
"' ' UDT/SEAL 6% 6.4% 6.5% 4.9%.. , .---

EOD 5.6% 3.1% 2.6% 5% 'a - - - - ---

FLEET 13.8% 5% 6.9% 5.2% ° '

C. SECTION THREE. In this third section of the analysis, the finan-
cial incentives that are offered to divers will be investigated and com-
parisons made with other groups of divers.

1. Current Rates. Table- 14 displays current rates of Diving
'i Duty Pay by classification of diver. These rates reflect increases author-
a, ized by the Uniformed Services Pay Act of 1981 and placed into effect on
• I 1 July, 1982. While a wide range of rates are revealed, a number of

factors were considered in the development of the rate structure. Train-
ing costs were considered with higher rates generally paid to those cate- "
gories of divers for whom the greatest training costs had been incurred. -

(See Table 12). The rate structure also reflects the lowest rates for
".' categories of divers using air breathing systems, higher rates for divers ".".
* utilizing mixed-gas breathing systems, and the highest rates for diving
,.- at great depths under pressure (saturation diving). Rates also reflect

consideration of the combat-related nature of diving duties performed.
The rates show a spread in diver compensation from $100 per month to $300 -" a

><
''  per month. This is an improvement over rates previously in effect which

" ",. ranged from $65 per month to $110 per month. Diving Duty Pay rates .
.~ . authorized prior to 1 July, 1982 are shown in Table 15. . . .. *......

0--" ,...""I'-. *- '-'".'S
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Table 14
Rates of Diving Duty Pay by Classification

I July 1982

Monthly0 6
Rate Classification of Diver

-~$300 Master Diver (Army/Navy)

$275 Saturation Diver (Navy only)
Medical deep-sea diving technician-
saturation (Navy)

$200 Diving Officer (Army/Navy/NOAA/CG)
Seal/EOD Officer (Navy)

'~ " $175 First Class Diver (Army, Navy, CG) __

Seal/EOD Enlisted (Navy) * ...
Combat Swimmer (Army)
Medical special operations

* ,*.~ technician (Navy) -

$150 Pararescuemen (Air Force)

Of ficer Diver (Air Force/Marine Corps)

$135 Salvage Diver (Army) K.:,.~
$125~~~~~* Ofie CBADvr(G

$125 Officer SCUBA Diver (CGv)

Enlisted SCUBA Diver (CG)
Second Class Diver (CG)

$100 Combat Control Team (Air Force)
(Proposed increase to $150)
Second Class Diver (Army, Navy)
SCUBA Diver (Army, Navy, Marine Corps,

srJ Air Force) .-
Derived from DoD pay manual, Coast Guard Comptroller Manual, ~
and information furnished by NOAA. -

%. %

%- %
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Table 15
Rates of Diving Duty Pay by Classification

Prior to I July, 1982
Monthly _'___' ___"_...._

Rate Classification of Diver

$110 Master Diver (Army, Navy)
Saturation Diver (Navy only) -
Medical Special Operations Technician (Navy) .
EOD Enlisted (Navy) .-..'..
Officer Diver (Marine Corps, CG, NOAA)

$100 First Class Diver (Army, Navy, CG) "
Medical Deep Sea Diving Technician (Navy) -

$ 90 Seal Enlisted (Navy)
SCUBA Diver (CG) ..... _--.-_

Second Class Diver (CG) I'

$ 80 Salvage Diver (Army)
$ 65 Second Class Diver (Army, Navy)
65SCUBA Divers (Army, Navy, Marine Corps,

Air Force)

Derived from DoD pay manual, Coast Guard Comptroller
Manual, and information received from NOAA.

S- A major improvement in the Diving Pay rate structure facilitated by
* the new maximum diving pay rates, is the ability to provide incentives for

divers to move up the diving skill ladder by volunteering for more :, .
-_'_] advanced training within the fleet diving program. Rates of Diving Pay ... -

. "
for Fleet divers both before and after 1 July, 1982 are compared below. ...- ,,-.-. -, ~ ~~. .. '-.. .- ...

.- 's-e Table 16

Comparison of Diving Duty Pay Rates
Before and After 1 July 1982

* 4Diver Classification Before July 1982 After July 1982

Master Diver $110/m. $300/mo.

Saturation Diver $110/mo. $275/mo. .,- -

First Class Diver $100/mo. $175/mo.

Second Class Diver $65/mo. $100/mo. *"" -, .-

Diving Duty Pay rates before July 1982 provided very little financial '
incentive for divers to seek advanced training and the increased rigors, -

,.....;o risks, hazards, and responsibilities inherent at the higher levels of
qualification. %- 

" " " " "- -
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The problem of obtaining sufficient volunteers for advanced training

has plagued the Navy for some time and was a primary reason for seeking
higher Diving Duty Pay rates in 1981. The Navy was able to attract only

K-. about 60% of the volunteers necessary to fill training quotas for First
Class Diver training between FY 1979 and FY 1982, and only 78% of Satura-
tion training quotas were filled in FY 1982. Early evidence indicates
that the increased rates are still insufficient to provide the required
number of volunteers. Thus far in FY 83, volunteers were found to fill
only 78% of First Class Diver training quotas and only 8 of 23 seats in
the most recent Saturation Diver training class were filled. While the
recent increase in diving pay was substantial, and represented the first
increase in the rates in almost twenty years, it did not restore Diving
Pay rates to the level represented by the 1962 rates.

Table 17 shows diving pay as a percentage of base pay for the years
1949, 1955, 1962, 1980, and 1981. In 1962, Diving Pay represented between
24 and 41 percent of a diver's base pay while, by 1980, Diving Pay had
fallen to a level representing only between 6 and 11 percent of this 0 S
amount. Diving Pay represented between 10 and 21 percent of a diver's
base pay after the increases brought about by the Uniformed Services
Pay Act of 1981.

Table 17
Diving Pay as a Percentage of Base Pay* *. , .- i

PAY YEARS OF
DIVER QUAL. GRADE SERVICE 19491 19552 1962 1980 19813 ,-'-"

I I ,U" • '% ' ... Q - :

Second Class E-4 3 40% 40% 41% 10% 13%

First Class E-6 10 25% 24% 39% 11% 16% -.

Saturation E-7 14 - - - 10% 21%

Master E-9 20 19% 18% 26% 7% 16%

Special Warfare E-6 10 - - 35% 10% 16% * . . .

Diving Officers 0-3 8 28% 26% 24% 6% 10% .-

NOTES: -- "
• Rounded
1 Based on maximum rate of $50/mo enlisted, $100/mo officer 4 0,
2 Based on maximum rate of $55/mo enlisted, $110/mo officer -."
3 Base Pay scale effective 1 October 1981

2. Total Compensation. Diving Duty Pay forms a significant
portion of the Special and Incentive pay compensation received by divers.
However, it may. be useful to observe the total financial incentive offered . .* ..
to Navy divers. Proficiency Pay is an additional incentive that has been -

344
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provided to divers at various periods in history. Currently, Navy divers
receive Proficiency Pay under the Shortage Specialty program at the
following rates: Second Class Divers - $50/mo, First Class divers, EOD,
UDT, SEAL - $75/mo; Saturation and Master Divers $150/mo. Maximim Selec- -__""'.___."-'."

tive Reenlistment Bonuses are available to all but SCUBA divers for Zone
A (21 months to 6 years) and Zone B (6 to 10 years) reenlistments. Satu-
ration Divers can also receive maximum reenlistment bonuses for Zone C -"

(10-14 years) reenlistments. SCUBA diving does not qualify an individual
for a reenlistment bonus. The Uniformed Service Pay Act of 1981 author- -
ized for the first time personnel receiving Diving Pay also to receive
one Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay under 37 U.S.C 301a. Thus SEAL and EOD
personnel can receive Demolition Pay or Parachute Pay in addition to - .
Diving Pay. SEAL and EOD personnel are qualified for Demolition Pay in
addition to Diving Pay. SEAL personnel, and approximately 20 percent of .....
EOD personnel, qualify for Parachute Duty Pay as well. A comparison of .
Special and Incentive Pays received by selected diver categories is shown
below. While the Services pay reenlistment bonuses to divers, Enlistment 2.-'--- . -
Bonuses are not paid. 0 O

Table 18
Special and Incentive Pays Currently Available

to Selected Enlisted Diver Categories

DIVER DIVER SATURATION
SIP SEAL/EOD SECOND CLASS FIRST CLASS DIVER

DIVING PAY $175 $100 $175 $275

HDIP 83 0 0 0 .,

PRO PAY 75 50 75 150
'-" .~~~~-- ---.- "-- "----

SRB Zone A,B Zone A,B Zone A,B Zone A,B,C

TOTAL $333/mo $150/mo $250/mo $425/mo

plus plus plus plus ..

'2 SRBs 2 SRBs 2 SRBs 3 SRBs

These Special and Incentive Pays available to SEAL/EOD and Fleet P. ;:0--- . 'O .
Diver personnel are displayed over a thirty year career in Figures 4 & 5. -- .

.*, The charts assume that the Fleet Diver elects to progress through the " " .. .
*-. entire spectrum of diving skill levels and is able to meet the years-of-
... service windows required to qualify for the maximum number of SRBs. ,...-.

% %.......-
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Figure 4 shows the Special and Incentive Pay profile for Fleet Divers.
The increasing step profile of both Diving Pay and Proficiency Pay is of -.-

* interest. It is basically the height of these steps, as an individual ' - - .
progresses up the diving skill ladder that provides the financial incen-
tive for the development of advanced skills and for seeking advanced
training. While Diving Pay is apportioned in just such a step function,
the increase from the Saturation Diver level (shown between years 14 and , -.
20) to the Master Diver level (years 20-30) is minimal. Also, the in- -:...''.',.''
creases from First Class Diver (years 6-14) to Saturation Diver and from . ..- '
Second to First Class Diver at year 6 appear relatively small in light
of the greatly increased hazards and rigors that are experienced at the
increased skill levels. The financial draw to saturation diving relies

about as heavily on an increase in Proficiency Pay as the increased
Diving Duty Pay.

Figure 4 also shows the drop in earnings created by the drop in SRB
compensation. This drop occurs well before the 20-year point in a
diver's career. Since the period after 20 years of service is where a "0.

primary need exists for Master Divers, it would appear that a greater -

step increase might be appropriate at the Master and Saturation Diver '

level.

Figure 5 shows that the Special and Incentive pays for SEAL and EOD • - . -

persofinel remain fairly constant throughout a career. The SRBs are
appropriately applied in terms of both timeliness and amount. As noted
previously, a large portion of these personnel are eligible for a second .
Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay. Interviews with personnel from these
groups, conducted as a part of this study of Diving Pay indicate a strong
feeling that individuals qualifying for two HDIPs in addition to Diving
Pay should receive all three Special and Incentive Pays. While Figure 5 , " . -

._ displays the SRB as being pro-rated over time, divers interviewed per-
ceived the SRB as a single payment at one point in time. Paying all
HDIPs for which members of this group qualified would certainly be ." .

one method to increase the financial attractiveness of the program.
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3. Comparison. There are numerous methods of compensating civi-
lian divers in private industry. Direct comparison of Uniformed Services
Diving Pay to the pay of civilian divers is difficult at best, primarily
because of the differences in pay administration between the groups. In ""___"_________.
general, a Service diver will get the same amount of Diving Pay each • 0

month regardless of the number of dives he made. For civilians, the .
pay is usually tied to either the frequency of dives, depth of the dive,
or amount of time actually engaged in diving.

a. Federal Sector. Divers employed by the Federal Govern-

ment may be compensated by one of two methods. General Schedule (GS), -
white collar, Federal employees are authorized a 25 percent pay differ-
ential. The differential is paid whenever the depth of the dive is
greater than 20 feet, whenever visibility is restricted, in rapidly
flowing or cold water, whenever vertical access to the surface is ob-
structed, or when working with hardware which presents special hazards.
is administered on a day-by-day basis. That is, an employee will
receive the 25 percent differential for all eight hours of any day
during which diving duty is performed regardless of the length of time
actually engaged in diving. V

Federal wage grade employees (blue collar) are compensa-

ted in a different manner. Wage grade employees receive a differential - - -

of between 175% and 200% of wage grade level 10, step 2, for diving. V2.i6'"'1.
Wage grade pay rate tables vary with geographic location. These employees '- .
are paid the differential on an hourly basis. A current average hourly
salary for wage grade divers approximates $18.00 per hour.

b. Private Sector. A 1977 study of collective bargaining
agreements with differentials for hazardous or unusual working conditions, -
conducted by the U.S. Civil Service Commission, found a variety of
methods used in paying divers, some of which are listed below.

$ 95.00/day extra %..*.--.-..-.

- $165.00/day flat rate without equipment; $185.00/day
when diver provides his own equipment -

, .. "% "% . . ° "

For dives less than 50 feet, $11.13/hr with a minimum ..
pay per dive of $78.50 - .. -.

- $2.00/hr extra at less than 25 feet, $3.00/hr at 25-
60 feet, with negotiated pay for deeper dives; at - - "
least 8 hours regular pay and 4 hours premium pay
guaranteed for any dive

- $1.35/ft extra at 50-100 feet depths, plus $1.85/ft
for each foot at 100-150 feet; $158.00 plus $2.65/ft -- ..

for each foot between 150-200

.34
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- 100%/hr extra plus $1.00/ft at 50-100 feet, plus an

'-" .additional $.50/ft for each 50 ft increment in depth.

"-""More recent data was supplied by Taylor Diving and Salvage Company,
which employs between 150 and 300 divers annually. Their divers are

paid on a straight hourly basis for the first eight hours each day and

time-and-a-half for overtime. They are not paid on a salary basis but
are compensated only for the time spent working as a diver. Divers work-
ing for Taylor Diving Company earned between $3,500 and $119,000 in 1981.

Earnings for a diver between his fifth and tenth year in the diving -".. "-
field are reported as averaging approximately $35,000 annually. Divers

with higher qualifications and willing to work long hours year-round 0 0
can earn the higher salaries.

By comparison, salaries for typical military divers are displayed in --

Table 19. Only the E-7 Saturation Diver earns a salary close to the
average reported for divers employed by Taylor Diving Company.

S Table 19 - - -
Salaries of Military Divers %

Diver Average S&I Pays

Pay Grade Category BMC (Incl. SRB) Total Salary .

E-5 Second Class $17,316 $4,467 $21,783

E-6 First Class $20,595 $5,667 $26,262 .

E-6 SEAL/EOD $20.595 $6,662 $27,258

E-7 Saturation $24,249 $9,100 $33,349

E-7 Master* $24,249 $5,400 $29,649

* Past SRB windows

c. Foreign Armed Forces. Compensation for military divers
* in other countries is administered at a variety of rates and in a number

of different formats. Military Diving Pay for Australia, Canada, France,. . - -

the Federal Republic of Germany, and the United Kingdom are outlined
below. The information reflects 1980 rates and has been converted to - -

U.S. dollars using conversion rates in effect during June, 1980. 5

- Australia: Ship's divers receive about $13 per day

to a maximum annual amount of $505. Clearance divers
. can receive a daily rate "on-occurrence" or a contin-

uous rate of about $860 per year.
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Canada: Rates for Canadian divers include $171 per

month for Clearance Diving Officers; $47 to $64

per month for Ship's Divers; and a daily rate of
about $11 for clearance diving. Special rates in-

clude between $3 and $13 per day for experimental ON; saturation dives.

- France: French divers are paid approximately $6
per dive.

- Federal Republic of Germany (FRG): FRG divers are
compensated on an hourly basis with rates depending
upon the depth of the dive. At depths over 15 meters,
a diver would receive approximately $16 per hour and

for depths below 20 meters this rate would increase
by $3 for each 5 meter increment. FRG Combat Divers
receive $100 per month.

- United Kingdom (UK): Normal Diving Pay is between
$70 and $462 per month based upon qualification.

In addition, a Hazardous Duty Diving rate is avail- . ., ... .
able and varies according to the depth and the length
of the dive. ...... ___

VI. FINDINGS. .
"... .. ...' . •-.. ,.

A. There is a need for diving pay now and in the future.

1. Undermanning currently exists in the diving programs of the " ". '

Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force.

2. Inability to attract sufficient personnel to diving is consi-

dered to be a major reason for current manning shortfalls; however, the .-...-..-.. ,.-.
full effect of recent increases in diving pay is not yet evident. " -.-

3. The most serious current undermanning is in the Navy, speci-
fically in the EOD and Fleet diving programs. -..

4. Manning shortfalls in the Fleet diving program are at all -
levels of diving skill. A need exists within the Fleet diving program to % %'

provide incentives for skill advancement within the program.

5. Navy requirements for divers are projected to increase in the ____-____-_______•

foreseeable future. This will compound current shortages in the Fleet
and EOD communities, and may create new shortages in the SEAL Program. ...................

S.. . .
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i t n f Sv divers i not - f evident . .e

retention should be evident two years after implementation. A determina-
tion of the effectiveness of current Diving Duty Pay rates should be made " . ..

at that time (July 1984). de. .. ..

2. Many divers are not being compensated for all the hazardous

duties they perform under orders because Diving Pay legislation restricts
them to receiving only one Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay. Authorizing,
payment of all Hazardous Duty Incentive Pays to which a member is entitled
would increase the attractiveness of both the SEAL and EOD programs and
could improve manning.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS. 0 '

A. A joint Service review to determine the effectiveness of ... '-

Diving Duty Pay rates be conducted after July, 1984.

B. Section 304 of Title 37 U.S.C be ammended to entitle personnel . O.
receiving Diving Pay to receive not more than two additional payments .

Sunder 37 U.S.C 301.
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LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS

Diving Duty Pay *..*.

Amend 37 U.s.c. 304(c) to entitle divers to receive not more than two
additional payments under 37 U.S.C 301.
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ENGINEERING/SCIENTIFIC CAREER CONTINUATION PAY

I. PURPOSE. The Engineering and Scientific Career Continuation Pay
(ESCCP) is authorized to provide an additional incentive for officers
with certain engineering and scientific skills to continue serving the

S..military in those skills after completion of initial obligated service.
The purpose of this analysis is to determine whether ESCCP is an effective .-....

way to deal with shortages in fields where engineering and scientific
- (E/S) skills are required.

II. DATA SOURCES. In conducting the analysis, several sources of data I 0

were used. In general, the National Science Foundation and its various
commissions provided data concerning supply, demand, and compensation of -

E/S personnel. The Department of Labor supplied information useful in
comparing the nature of duties, educational requirements, working con- .:-..

ditions, employment/unemployment conditions and outlook. Additionally,
the DoD completed a Study of Scientists and Engineers in DoD Laboratories O
in September 1982 which was useful in characterizing service differences
in the use of civilian and military E/S personnel. Other reports and

surveys by various universities and engineering or services recruiting ".'- -. "
% agencies were also used. To augment these data, field interviews with

ESCCP recipients were conducted in Air Force Systems Command Space Divi- .-. .-
sion at Los Angeles Air Force Station, California. Finally, the Air -,,

Force provided retention and requirement statistics in the appropriate .

engineering disciplines. Service inputs were essential to document - - -

unique aspects of the pay and its intended use. (For a complete listing

- of sources see the attached bibliography.) %%

III. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. The Air Force submitted a legislative pro- -

posal in 1981 to authorize an accession bonus of up to $15,000 and a - '" ' .. S'

continuation pay for officers completing initial obligation of $3,000 .

for each year of additional obligated service of at least one year but .

not more than four years. In its proposal, the Air Force indicated that -

since 1978, accessions have not met requirements and there is a nation-wide
shortage of engineers. In a separate briefing on the proposal, the Air
Force stated that the 4-11 year group continuation rates of these per- . ... 'O
sonnel are 13% lower than other support fields. The Congress recognized

, the growing shortage of engineers and noted that engineering schools
. produced 17,000 fewer engineers than needed in this country during

...,, 1981. This underproduction is continuing. Congress was also aware that - .--.- -

starting salaries of engineers are frequently $6,000 greater (33%) for

civilians than military Regular Military Compensation (RMC), and that * Og..O
there is an increased demand for engineers in the private sector. The
House Armed Services Committee was thus not surprised with the Services'. -.

difficulty in attracting and retaining E/S officer personnel and that

..*. the DOD recommended authority for both an accession bonus and continuation -

ee , pay which would incur additional obligated service. The legislative pro-
posal cited Air Force and Army budget estimates for the bonuses, with
the Air Force indicating no immediate need for the continuation pay. At . 0..

the time of the house report the Army and Marine Corps did not plan to

**% **
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use either bonus; while the Air Force and Navy did intend using both
forms of the bonus. In FY82 Air Force and Navy had planned to pay
accession bonuses as follows:

Bonus Number of People Cost (millions) 0

$ 5,000 200 $1.0

12,000 308 3.7

15,000 87 1.3

595 6.0

Moreover, in FY82 these Services anticipated use of the continuation bonus -*~

A.. in the following manner:

Bonus Number of People Cost (millions)

$1,000 1000 $1.0

4, .. ' - . .. o .

2,000 650 1.3

3,000 234 0.7

.- °. . " ..' , .° • " - o - = I

1884 3.0 ,.

The Senate version of the bill [121 contained no bonus provisions for . -'

E/S personnel; however, it did contain approval for 3,000 additional
AFROTC scholarships and 2,000 additional Navy scholarships. In the con -.-.'.---.'

ference report it was agreed to authorize the continuation bonus but
not the accession bonus. It was felt that this bonus would effectively ..--

stem the losses of experienced engineers in skills of critical importance . 4 .2

to the Armed Forces. The Uniformed Services Pay Act of 1981 containing ..... -.

provisions for the continuation bonus was signed into law (P.L. 97-60)
on 14 October 1981. The Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps and Coast * .*

Guard were all authorized the bonus. *'--

The intent of Congress led to several implementation details. First,
they required that the Department of Defense forward implementing dire. ......
tives by 31 December 1981. By September 1982, DoD and Air Force directives

bad been written and only the Air Force was paying the bonus. The Navy
decided not to use the pay but reserved the prerogative to later make
use of its authority. Second, Congressional intent was to prohibit mili-
tary personnel already eligible for other accession or continuation bonus " - .'

payments from receiving the bonus. Third, the administration of the pay
was to be designed in such a way as to avoid significant decreases in
total annual compensation when an individual is no longer eligible.

Table 1 summarizes constraints placed on administration of the bonus at so,
different levels of authority.

360 14.
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Table 1
Engineering and Scientific Career Continuation

.4 Bonus (ESCCP) Constraints on Implementation*

Public Law 97-60 DoD Directive 1340.15 APR 36-31 O 0

Eligibility 3-19 YOS 3-14 YOS 4-11 YOS
.% (person) >3 as engineer >3 as engineer >3 as engineer

.. 4-. grade 01-06 grade 01-06 grade 01-05

engineering degree engineering degree engineering degree

Eligibility critically short engineering/scien- <90% overall
(academic engineering & scien- tific degreef <90% <85% in 4-14 YOS " .

.4, degree) tific degrees as manned().
defined by DOD

Bonus 1-4 year contract 1-4 year contract 4 year contract _ ___._' ______

@ $3000/year obligated @ $3000/year obli- @ $3000/year 2500/year CS. '
gated for shorter contracts , . . -

Method of lump sum or installment lump sum or install- 50% lump sum • . = ,
Payment ment 50% annual installment

*Refer to PL 97-60, DODI 1340.15, AFR 36-31 for additional

specific constraints. .' 4-

Of the engineering disciplines eligible for ESCCP (electrical, ""

mechanical, aero/astro, architectural), not all degree holders are elig-
ible for the bonus shown: ._.__"__.___'__

9800 Total degree holders (100%)

- 4100 - rated officer ineligible (42%) -..., ,r-,: . 4" .'-4 -"
- 2900 - not in 4-11 YOS window (30%)

- 1400 - required in other skills (14%)

1400 Eligible for ESCCP (14%) " . .

These eligibles are from the occupations (AFSCs) of scientific (26XX), , ... ..

system acquisition (27XX), development engineer (28XX), project management
(29XX), communication/ electronics (301X, 305X, 309X), computer system

(51XX), civil engineer (55XX), and bio-medical research (91XX). In FY82, -
the first year of bonus authority, the acceptance rate was extremely high
as shown in Table 2. Also, acceptance rates for FY83 are matching the .. ".....
FY82 rates. No data was available concerning the number who separated
without responding to the bonus offer, or the number of eligible people -.

attracted to eligible positions in FY83 as a result of the bonus. ___"_e____
:

____
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Table 2
FY82 Engineering and Scientific Career Continuation Pay

* Accepting Versus Declining by Academic Degree

ACCEPTED DECLINED TOTAL PERCENT 0 O
DEGREE* BONUS BONUS RESPONDING ACCEPTED

Electrical 744 40 784 94.9 -

Aeronautical 245 10 255 96.1," -"--

Mechanical 214 15 229 93.4

Astronautical 70 5 75 93.3

Architectural 56 1 57 98.2

Other 63 0 63 100.0 ' * "
TOTAL 1,392 71 1,463 95.1

S"*Aeronautical includes Aerospace, and Electrical includes

* - Electronic Engineering Technologist.

IV. METHODOLOGY. There are several important elements of the study meth-
* *~* odology to be addressed in analyzing the effectiveness and the correct

application of bonuses to achieve authorized strength and experience
% levels. They consist of pay comparison, retention comparison, supply/

demand analysis, field interviews, and bonus impact. Because the bonus
% has only been paid since late FY82, there is little historical base to

establish rigorous relationships between changes in total pay and changes - .
in retention. Additionally, since no previous pay change was directly ,
intended as a management action targeted at E/S personnel, it is difficult
to determine the effect on retention. The coming years should provide -,-

empirical evidence sufficient to establish cause-effect interactions. ....
At this point, no single element of the analysis provides enough infor-
mation to adequately assess the effectiveness of the ESCCP program.
However, based on known history of civilian/ military pay ratios, we
should be able to approximate the steady state retention rates with a
bonus in effect. There are unquantifiable effects that must also be
addressed which may affect the interpretation of quantifiable findings. -" -
These include: attitude toward bonuses (vis a vis other methods of
compensation and reward), taste for military service, and perceived
opportunity for civilian employment. In the final analysis, if the
bonus is to be effective, it should result in improved retention of
experienced personnel to maintain or enhance actual strength to meet . . .

authorization levels. (NOTE: The Air Force is the only service cur-
rently using ESCCP; hence, all military data is representative of ""' -

-

Just AF officers.) "-"'-

.-
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V. ANALYSIS.

A. SALARY COMPARISON. A college graduate certainly considers salary ..
when exploring employment opportunities after matriculation. An engineer
who chooses the military does so at lease partially for money. Further- • 0
more, after completion of initial obligated service, the military engineer

must consider income along with many other factors when deciding either to
continue military service or to separate and take up civilian employment. .

The purpose of this subsection will be to compare military salaries with
civilian salaries of engineers. The analysis is independent of other
factors such as taste for military service, perceived opportunities in
and out of the military, and personal considerations which may influence
job choice in addition to monetary considerations. This approach is
instructive but should not be considered absolute.

To perform this comparison, data was summarized from a February 1982
survey conducted by the Engineering Manpower Commission of over 135,000

practicing engineers working at nearly 1,000 establishments including
- government and educational institutions. [i Almost 75% of the respondents

represented industrial concerns (including non-manufacturing industry . ". """" -such as research organizations, utilities, etc.); 13% from education; 7% "..' ... ..

.; from Government. Only individuals holding at least Bachelors degrees - - '
A. in engineering fields were included in the survey. Each respondent, in . .--- -

addition to annual salary, identified his time since completion of "' '..
Bachelors degree, geographic location, and type and size of employer.
For military officers, annual regular military compensation (RMC) was used.- .. .
in this analysis. RMC includes base pay and allowances, VHA, and tax
advantage. Due-course Air Force promotions were assumed. -

The results of this analysis are depicted in Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4. ,
Some interesting observations can be made from these data. First, it -.

seems clear that starting salaries of engineers in civilian employment
are measurably and significantly greater than $18,640, the starting

. compensation available to newly commissioned officers. In fact, the new
S.- officer's rate is much lower than the 10th percentile. Fewer than 10% of

an engineer's peers in engineering school will receive a starting salary .
of $19,000 or less. This is true across all engineering disciplines
examined. (It should be noted that many college students obligate them- ..... , . ..
selves to military service years before graduation and might not be aware

e of starting salaries, but the remainder must be recruited from a more .
.,*. informed resource.) The median starting salary of a civilian engineer "'e.. - -
-C is 30% greater than that offered by the military. However, the officer " . . -.

can look forward to an accelerated growth of annual compensation not
- enjoyed by civilian engineers. After completing 4 years of service, the
S" ;,: officer will be receiving sufficient compensation to place him near the
...-. 75th percentile of engineers that graduated in the same year he did. %

Provided promotions are made on time, he can expect to remain near the
75th percentile throughout a career. (It is important to note that

- these curves do not represent the payline to be received by a cohort 0" .-
S... group graduating in 1982, but rather the income received in 1982 by

individuals who graduated at various times in the past.)
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The military payline used in this analysis is accurate f or any member

*not receiving special or incentive pays. It is not known whether the

starting pay differential for military vs civilian is persistent across

all military specialties that are transferable to civilian job markets._________

Some of the difference nay be attributable to deferred compensation

(retirement system) or offset compensation (ROTC/ACADEMY scholarship).

Figure 1

ALL ENGINEERS*
RMC-0CT82 CIV-MAR02

INCOML
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*Jagged line indicates actual military officer RMC assuming

due course promotions. Family of smooth curves represents

results of Engineering Manpower Commission survey corres-

pondingf to the 90th, 75th, 50th (median), 25th, and 10th

percentile respectively of annual salary reported by 
--

survey respondents. YOS is years of commissioned service .*

and years since bachelors degree for military and civilian N-: . :->-

engineers, respectively..
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*See legend for Fig. 1 for complete description.
This graph includes only Aeronautical Engineers. 7s,71-

Figure 3
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*See legend for Fig. 1 for complete description. '-

This graph includes only Chemicu.al. Engineers. ~ ***~5

Figure 5 IW~

STARTING SALARIES DIFFERENCES*
CIVILIAN VS MIILITARY SCI/ENG

DELTA *

5- 3500 I

30080

74 7S 78 77 76 79 as 81 82

LEGEND, METHOD - REAL ---- CONSTANT

*Civilian median annual starting salary minus aver- *.

age 0-1 starting salary from 1974 to 1982. In O.-
real dollars the gap has continuously increased, ~ 5

but since about 1978 it has remained relatively %

constant when adjusted to 1982 dollars. . .*%*S%
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Based on these data, some questions need investigation. First, an of fi-
cer with 5 to 15 years of service leaving military service for an engine-
ering position would have to find a job that pays more than 75% of his -

civilian peers to remain competitive with military compensation. Are
these officers finding such employment? Second, can the military compete
in recruiting engineers with a 30% gap in starting salaries? The answers
to these questions remain unknown, but additional analysis may provide
some clues. What about preceding years? How has the military pay kept
pace? Figure 5 shows the difference between civilian and military start-
ing salaries.

Though the gap has continued to widen, when adjusted for inflation, - -
A it has been relatively constant at $4,000 in favor of the civilian since

1978. Prior to 1978, the gap expanded rapidly, peaking in 1976 before
leveling in 1978. Since 1978, the Air Force has not met recruiting needs

of scientists and engineers.

As for experience, personnel salaries of civilians with 8 years were
compared with "average captain" RMC. Results are shown in Figure 6.
Salaries were roughly comparable around FY78 but otherwise favored mili-
tary service.

Other aspects of salary comparisons are important, too. Supervisor/
non-supervisor salary spreads range from about 15% to over 50%, depending ', ',1"

on employer and engineering disciplines, with the largest differential -

.- going to supervisory petroleum engineers.[10]

Figure 6

SALARY DIFF'ERENCES AT 8 YEARS -" 7

DELTA

-se-

74 76 76 77 70 79 s 8 82

J•; . •YR

LEGEND: METHOD - REAL ---- CONSTANT

*Civilian median annual salaries of engineers with .. .
8 years of experience minus average Captain salary
from 1974 to 1982. Civilians earned less than the
military except for a brief period around 1978. -'-.'... .
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Figure 7

ALL ENGINEERS"
PERCENT SUPERVISORS
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*Percent of engineers in supervisory positions
measured from time since bachelors degree.

Figure 7 shows the ratio of supervisor to non-supervisor measured
since time of receipt of Bachelors degree for all engineers responding
to the survey. The steep rise in supervisory opportunity seems to start
at about 10 years. However, discussions with military engineers during
field interviews revealed that even junior captains perceived that the

*duty they performed qualified them for supervisory level salaries in .*. -

civilian employment. Remarks such as "we have the experience equivalent
to civilian counterparts several years our senior" were frequently heard.
Another factor influencing civilian pay is attainment of advanced degrees. '*-

Median salary differentials range up to 22% for PhD versus Bachelors
degree and and 9% for Masters degree versus Bachelors degree. :-.-:...

Table 3 shows the differentials that existed in 1978 among civilian% l

e ngineers at various times since completion of Bachelors degree. These ~.~.
spreads may be indicative of the supply vs demand for advanced degree *W'*

holders in civilian industry. When compared to the military, the supply .".'.._..'__.'.'_.
of advance degree holders employed in civilian industry is relatively
scarce. For example, Table 3 shows that 7 years after receiving a Bache-
lrs degree only 25% of civilian engineers had Masters degrees, while.
Table 4 shows that Captains (roughly equivalent to the civilian example)

in skills eligible for ESCCP surpass civilians in advanced degree attain- ' •.'
ment. Though the AF highly encourages pursuit of post-graduate educa- Ig,
tion, it may be qualifying these officers for higher paying civilian '-- - " -
jobs with no similar pay differential for military service. l e n-'- , ..
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Table 3
Median Pay Increases for Degrees Beyond Bachelors

and Percent Holding Advanced Degrees*

Years Since Completion of Bachelors Degree

MASTERS 1 5 7 9-11 15-17

PhD

% Holding 0% 3% 4% 6% 9%

% Pay Increases -22% 19% 17% 16% ______

(relative to* o
Bachelors)

*Data represents pay increase of engineers only based on 1978 weighted
national average. Source: Salaries of Scientists, Engineers, and
Technicians, Scientific Manpower Commission.

-~ ~.'*Table 4
Advance Degree Attainment Within Air For-ce

Lieutenants Captains Major Lt Colonels
26XX

MASTERS 21.0% 67.0% 52.9% 50.6% L~ - f "
4PhD 2.0% 17.9% 25.2% 32.7%

27XX
MASTERS 3.5% 25.4% 41.8% 50.0% 1R. ~
PhD 1.2% 2.3% 5.9%

* . 28XX
MASTERS 13.6% 55.0% 61.6% 58.5% Z7
PhD .5% 6.0% 7.0% 13.7%

MASTERS 5.5% 31.6% 50.7% 37.9% *. *..

PhD - 1.1% 1.9% 4.1%
.,. 55XX

MASTERS 4.8% 41.9% 42.2% 58.2% ____

PhD .2% 2.1% 2.7% 2.7%

*Aadmi specialties held may include some degrees not specifically
Srequired in the skill. Some inaccuracies may be present since degree

holders were measured in Dec 82 while percentages were derived from
Mar 83 strength data. -' 0
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Finally, location of employment creates additional variance in median
-e income. Engineers in Houston, New York, and Los Angeles/San Diego comman- ."....

ded the highest median income.[ll Significant numbers of those eligible

for ESCCP are employed in one of these high technology/high pay areas.

B. RECRUITING/RETENTION VS. SUPPLY/DEMAND. In view of the purpose O

of the ESCCP, it is important to review the other aspects of engineering -.. '. ...-.. --

personnel management: recruiting, retention, continuation, manning, and
experience levels. The form and level of military and civilian pay is -"-

related to these force characteristics. The engineering shortage exists
today primarily as a result of a failure to meet the accessions goals
to overcome both losses and the growth in requirements. Secondary 0 0
factors include rated supplement drawdown and retention lower than AF
line averages.

In recruiting, the Air Force has not accessed sufficient numbers to -.-

man all E/S positions since FY78 as follows: i'" i
FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82

Accessions 444 556 577 773 1036
Requirement 565 977 1468 2028 1860 :1
% of required 79 57 39 38 56

In addition, up to 60 officers a year without an engineering degree -
have been sent to obtain one. The success in FY82 may be the result of

deteriorated economic conditions. The AF relied heavily on Officer -
.-, Training School (OTa) in FY82 with more than half the accessions for

these skills coming from that source. An even greater reliance on OTS
is projected in FY83.

The AF recognized the severity of the engineering shortage in FY79 " - -
.. :..:-:.....; -... .

and took several steps to solve the problem prior to implementing the
bonus:

- Scholarship increases. 85-90% of additional scholarship to engineer- %%.-".-.....-"

""" ing/ scientific disiplines. 750 additional in FY 81; 500/year for 6 .-?." ";-;--' --

years beginning in FY82.
- Airmen Education and Commissioning Programs (AECP). Increased program " . " - -. -- .

from 200/year in FY78 to 450/year in FY83. Students must pursue

engineering (87%) or computer systems (13%) degree. (Old ratio was .'-.

80/20).
- Expanded Air Force Institute of Technology undergraduate engineering

program (from 25 inputs in FY79 to 240 inputs in FY83). For new and * .i. O.
relatively new active duty officers to build upon a non-engineering
degree to obtain an electrical or aeronautical engin-degree in 18-24
months.

- ollege Senior Engineer Program (CSEP). Military pay (E-3) and bene-
fits to college seniors without military formations, uniforms, etc.

(255 projected graduates in FY83)- Cross-flow of qualified engineers back to engineering duty. 'O ..
- Selective recall to active duty. .

- Selective retention of officer deferred for promotion.
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With these initiatives and the bonus, the AF is cautiously optimis-

tic that it will achieve full manning by FY85, provided authorizations
growth is held at 4%. However, there may still be some shortages of
electrical engineers.

0 •
Tables 5 & 6 contrast the retention of Air Force engineering/science

skills including computer science officers with the retention of the line
officer force in aggregate. Data in Table 5 demonstrate a reduced con- "-'-
tinuation of highly technical officers from 3 years of service to 6 years - . .

of service. Aggregating data for FY78 through FY82 results in estimates -'.. . -.
ranging from 58% for scientific officers to 69% for computer science
officers with the AF line average estimated at 70%. To match the line

j., average, development engineers would have to improve continuation from
3 to 6 years by better than 9%. Notice, also, that continuation was
very low in FY78 and FY79 but has improved steadily since. Five year
averages in all cases are less than recent experience, showing the effect .-

of low retention in FY78 and FY79. Continuation for technical specialties
averaged 7.1% lower than AF line in year groups 3-6. In year groups
7-11, Table 6, continuation for technical specialties averaged 6.8%
lower than AF line. The cumulative effect of diminished continuation
in these time periods is lasting through 20 years, as shown in Figures - --.
8-10. Using 5 year averaged continuation rates from the beginning of the
3rd year to the end of the 11th year, reflects .51 for AF line and .44
for technical skills. This is 12.8% less than the AF line - very close ' " -

..z to the 13% difference used to justify the pay. However, in FY82 the
difference was 7.75%, indicating that retention of technical personnel
is improving relative to the AF line. Credit for this improvement can-

.. not be wholly attributed to ESCCP, however, since no one had received
S the pay until the very end of FY82. The sluggish economy might also

have had an impact. - O

Table 5
Estimates of the Probability of Continuation from

Beginning Third Year of Service to End .
of Sixth Year of Service* (Non-rated)

FY AF LINE 26xx 27xx 28xx 51xx COMB
,. 78 .58 .47 .55 .54 .66 .57

79 .63 .42 .32 .52 .65 .54 :., . .

80 .74 .62 .69 .64 .68 .66
81 .75 .64 .71 .70 .72 .70
82 .80 .73 .69 .77 .73 .80
AVG .70 .58 .66 .64 .69 .65

*Continuation rates shown are estimates of the probabil-
ity of completing the sixth year of service given that
an individual enters the third year of service. They
are computed for each FY by multiplying actual reten-
tion rates ( - actual loss rates) for year groups 3, -. A-
4, 5, and 6 in the indicated FY. No attempt was made
to estimate the improvement resulting from the bonus.
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A 0I Table 6
Estimates of the Probability of Continuation --

from Beginning of Seventh Year of Service to the End

of the Eleventh Year of Service*r (Non-rated)

*FY A? LINE 26xx 27xx 28xx 5lxx COMB
78 .73 .68 .71 .66 .59 .66
79 .69 .68 .49 .69 .59 .64 --

80 .75 .61 .76 .77 .57 .69

81 .70 .68 .70 .69 .68 .69
82 .76 .83 .78 .79 .60 .74

AVG .73 .68 .69 .72 .61 .68

*rEstimates were computed as in Table 4 for year groups

7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 to estimate probability of con-
tinuation from the seventh to eleventh year of ser- - :~*:

vice.

The analysis presented here tacitly assumes that it is desirable for con-

tinuation rates of engineers to be similar to the Air Force line aggregate
levels. This is appropriate for comparative purposes but may not be useful

-N in determining the level of the pay. Section C addresses this aspect of the
ESCCP bonus program.

Figure 8 -

V CONTINUATION RATES*

ENGINEER VS N.ON RATED LINE .*** V *%

is-

* % .

6.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 . 9.6 6.6 6.7 0.8 9.0 1.

LESEQ. SKILL -LINE -- ENGINEER

*rFor length of service 1 year through 30 years (ver- ..

tical axis) an estimate of the probability of remain-
ing in service (horizontal axis) that long is plotted.

Estimates are based on actual loss rates by year group tie.
* for the time period 78-82. Engineers include only

28xx designated officers. %.
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Since FY78 technical. skills have experienced manning reductions in
mid-management billets, but have remained relatively stable in overall --

skill manning. This has held true in an environment of constant in-
creases in total authorized skill strength and low continuation rates i________
relative to non-rated AF line averages. Even with stability in total0
manning, technical skills have experienced manning shortfalls in their
mid-management billets. Figure 11 shows that for scientific officer
(26XX) total manning has improved while requirements for middle manage-
ment (4-14 years of service) have suffered setbacks.

Lh*
Figure 11

ENG/SCI MANNING~
SKILL-20XX

0.960

A* 9.90 (3N

.4

8.75

78 79 88182 83 84

FY
-e BOX-TOTAL MANNING

STAR- 4-14 MANNING

*Data on assigned strength divided by required
NA strength. Data for FY 83 and FY 84 are pro-

jections based on retention experience in
-~~~ ~the absence of a bonus. Required strength .' 2.

is students plus transients plus designated a

authorizations.
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Figure 12 shows that even with relatively constant mid-management

strength, requirements are growing at the rate of 100 per year. So , the *
reduced manning of mid-management is partially the result of increased
requirements. If requirements continue at this pace, improvements must
be made in retention of mid-management personnel and accessions of qual-
if ied engineers.

Figure 12
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DoD Directive 1340.15 [3] specifies that an academic engineering or
.4scientific discipline qualifies for ESCCP if the supply of available -

people with these technical disciplines is less than the requirement.
This shortage must be 10 percent or more (other requirements also apply).
In FY82, 1,252 of ficers received the ESCCP bonus - over 90% of those to
whom it was offered. The distribution of recipients by type of academic
degree is shown in Figure 13, with Figure 14 indicating the AFSC distri-
bution.

Figure 13 _____

ESCCP RECIPIENTS BY DEGREE
FY 82 .-. 4--

PERCENT OF DEGREE -

ELECTRICAL
58.87X

3.87

MEC.,

t6.21

23.24X

%4

V -
25 %~--
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Figure 14

-. .. :ESCCP RECIPIENTS BY SKILL
FY 82

PERCENT OF SKILL

OTHER 0
4.80X

*-c-x

Y.

Table 7 shows the degree requirement versus inventory f or various
academic specialties used in the skills previously discussed. The data
on the left can be used to determine if DoD criteria are satisfied for
bonus eligibility. The Air Force places a further restriction that ! '~

>,requires the 4 to 12 year group supply to be less than 85% of require- -* -.

mnent. Although the right half of the table shows 4-14 manning rather
'~. than 4-12 based on the AF restriction, the data still clearly indicates -

that the supply of mid-level engineering degree holders is worse than *

overall degree ma~nning similar to the analysis by skill. However, it is !..~'

not uncommon In any of ficer skill to have low mid-level manning but
SNhigher total manning because fewer authorizations are coded as lieutenant .

slots than can practically support requirements at higher grades. --... :
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Table 7 .. .".-.-r'.-. . .".-- '
Requirement vs Supply of Engineer and Scientist*

Lt. Col. and Below 4-14 YOS
0,O, 4,

ENGINEERING Reqmt Supply Z Reqmt supply "

Electrical 3,992 2,911 73 2,187 1,466 67 ,............
Astronautical 772 568 74 464 285 61 ,'.,.,.-.,....''.'.

Architectural 288 229 80 151 114 75
Mechanical 1,229 1,018 83 638 442 69

Aeronautical 1,128 967 86 616 458 74 ,
Nuclear 185 178 96 - - -
Civil 782 911 116 ... .

Industrial 347 500 144 -

- TOTAL 8,723 7,282 83 4,056 2,765 68

SCIENCE 0 .. . " "

Physics 521 869 167 ""' " " ". "
Meteorology 513 1,096 203

Ops Research 1,000 2,296 230
Chemistry 249 938 376
Other Sci 211 2,033 963
Behavior Psych 154 2,076 1,348 -

TOTAL 2,648 9,308 352

*Requirement based on stated authorizations in engineering or .-, '... . , -

scientific skills plus a prorated share of collateral skills.

C. ESCCP RATES. Currently the AF pays $12,000 ESCCP bonus in .....
return for a 4 year obligation and $7,500 for a 3 year obligation. -. '
Fifty percent of the bonus is paid on acceptance and the remainder in
annual installments. In FY82 a significant number of those accepting , .- ,
the bonus had existing service obligations. For this group the amount -. .. " . .

of previously unobligated service "purchased" by the bonus is determined ,D
by offsetting service obligated prior to acceptance of the bonus. The ' * '-"-.

magnitude of this effect is unknown but must be accounted for in deter- -. a- -.

mining bonus effectiveness. In the future, the AF should be able to more
accurately estimate the bonus impact by accounting for this effect. The .'
AF did not specify the desired improvement in annual retention rates in -. 'nS-:

justifying the bonus, only their failure to meet recruiting objectives
and the growth in new requirements. Even after the pay has been observed -...--

for some time and the improvement factor is estimated, the AF would still .

need to quantify the desired improvement to determine if the rates are
satisfactory. Today, there is no operational model to relate pay with
retention for officers. By DoD and AF policy the bonus is terminated
when the gap between inventory and requirement is sufficiently narrowed. ,

* Any bonus level that produces some improvement in manning can be con- -- : -- * *-..

sidered appropriate in the absence of other goals.
" "" * . -* % ' * "% " " ;
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P D. BONUS IMPACT. In FY82 the cost of the ESCCP bonus was approxi-
mately 6.3 million dollars. During the first year it was paid to 1,252
because of the large number of initial eligibles. From FY83 and beyond,
however, it is anticipated that about 550/year will elect the bonus.
Table 8 shows the anticipated cost for the next few years. Only time Oj

will tell what improvement in retention will result from this expenditure. "

Table 8
ESCCP BONUS COSTS ($000's)

New Previous Total .4.
Payments Obligations Cost .--..--..-

FY82 $ 6,316 $ 0 $6,317
FY83 2,554 2,447 5,001
FY84 3,558 2,811 6,369

E. ENGINEERS IN OTHER SERVICES. In conducting this analysis the
management of engineering resources in other Services should not be-------------------
overlooked. However, a direct comparison with the Air Force retention . .....

and manning of these resources would not be useful in assessing appro- -- -.

priateness of the bonus. Too many differences exist in the way Services
use engineers. These differences were highlighted recently in a Study ...- ".
of Scientists and Engineers in DoD laboratories.[7] In DoD laboratories

utilizing military from Army, Navy, and Air Force over 2/3 of the mili- -..

tary engineers are from the Air Force. They find that "only in the Air -
Force laboratories is the military a major component of the Engineering
and Scientific work force." The Army civilian military ratio is almost
20:1 (20 civilian engineer to I military engineers). The Navy ratio is v-.--- "

50:1 but the Air Force ratio is only 2.4:1. In addition to the fact .*..-
that other Services rely very heavily on civil service employees for %*- %.
Engineering and Scientific jobs, they also have military career patterns -'V"
significantly different from that of an Air Force engineer. In the Navy, . . . -

most engineering positions are in the restricted line and they rely p-...

heavily on lateral accessions from the unrestricted line after approxi- -. ' _ -' .
mately 6 years. The Army accesses approximately 400 Engineering and "
Scientific graduates, but only after 8 years are these resources assigned , , ,.-..y -'

to Engineering and Scientific billets. A recent Army study (141 recog-,V. - ,.'
V ' nized some of the problems with this career progression and recommended - ' :....,
* an alternative that would remove engineers from traditional combat leader-

ship career progression starting at the end of the second year. At
present, however, except under very limited circumstances, only the Air
Force accesses and immediately assigns engineers to positions requiring

. their specialty. These fundamental differences in personnel management
make interservice comparisons too complex to be useful for this analysis. "-..-.-Other Services are now able to adequately fill engineering positions

within their present personnel management systems. The manning of these
"j positions is not critical and no bonus is appropriate now or in the . . ,- . -

Immediate future. . *....,. ..

4% %
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F. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS. The pay was authorized 14 October 81
with instructions that implementing plans be forwarded to Congress by
31 December 81. Though the AF was prepared early in 1982 to begin pay-
ment of the bonus, congressional appropriations and budgeting considera-
tions delayed implementation until September 82 when the FY82 Supple- O
mental Appropriation Bill become law. Personnel Offices were informed
of the authority on 10 Sep 82. During field interviews, eligible officers
stated that the message left them with the impression that if they did -- . -
not sign an agreement by the end of the month (Sep), funding for the

.-. . next FY might not be available. This was perceived as being somewhat .___
unfair. O 0

The apparent disagreement between retention rates of experienced -"'

engineers and the seemingly competitive pay, requires further explanation. ..-

During interviews with AF engineers, there was a consensus that the AF
provides project management skills and experience earlier than other
employers; hence, they can command higher civilian salaries earlier than . O O
their peers. Also mentioned were ideas that other employers prefer the
AF experience and are willing to pay a premium to get it. Some engineers

.'*,.: leave because of both these factors. -.- '..--

The high acceptance rate for the bonus should be viewed cautious-
ly because the law permits payment to individuals with other service
commitments. It is, therefore, very difficult to determine how much
additional service is extracted. Air Force Institute of Technology
commitments, for example, are common among engineers. Some viewed this
as equitable by arguing that their basic pay was too low for their skill
and it was a differential independent of other commitments like medical

. pays and ACIP. Others saw inequities, i.e., some officers with prior
enlisted service had 16 or more years of service and were eligible for I"
the bonus. Also, there are instances where two people in the same career --

field, working on the some job, at the same location may find that one
is ineligible because he doesn't have a qualifying degree. Degree short-
ages are harder to understand and accept than skill shortages since - 2 .

,. authorized positions don't specify academic requirements, except for
positions requiring advanced degrees.

Congress and DoD permit lump-sum payments but the AF chose 50% lump- .'.'-."."".-."'.

sum and 50% installment, similar to the SRB policies. In SRB studies,
there are strong indications that lump-sum payments can achieve better ,".

retention at lower cost than installment payments. Many service members " "
eligible for such bonuses prefer having a choice of several payment .. ..*

. plans, as indicated during field interviews.

The reduced bonus for 3 year contracts vs 4 year contracts is pro- . ..-.. .
bably an effective way of inducing longer contracts. This practice has -... -
been shown to be common and effective in other bonus programs. .

Although there are large differences between civilian and military -..--- --

starting salaries, Congress chose not to authorize the requested acces- % :. .-.... .
sion bonus. Instead, elsewhere in the 1981 Pay Act, they authorized an .... . .
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9... 0 .
increase in ROTC scholarships. To the Air Force this increase was from .-... ..- ,-
6,500 to 9,500 and it was to be phased in at 500 per year. Currently,
economic conditions favor the military so it is too early to tell whether " ". ",',
the scholarships will serve more effectively than the requested accession ..-.-... -.
bonus as a recruiting tool.

The Continuation Pay (ESCCP) was authorized but is new and has a
very short performance history. like the scholarship program, it is
also too soon to accurately quantify the relationship between the bonus

.i and retention. The analysis shows that pay is competitive, yet retention
is lower than the Air Force five year average. Paying bonuses by acade-
mic specialty rather than job specialty to solve these problems is a new " .

, approach and may require additional data systems to formalize document,
and quantify requirements by degree to insure auditable tracking to

% desired objectives.

VI. FINDINGS. - . ...

A. Notwithstanding some difficulties associated with the applica- "' "
tion of the continuation bonus, it should be left in its present form to .'.
determine improvements achieved over time. In view of its recent imple-
mentation, there is currently no real basis for change.

B. There is a disparity between military and civilian starting pay;
. however, the affects of the increased ROTC scholarships and continuation

I.o- boaus should be examined before considering any major modifications such 5 : -.
*. as an accession bonus. -.

.*...*.. ,-. .... :.

C. Title 37 U.S.C authorizes this pay for the "armed forces." Pub-
lic Health Service and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration E. .
are "Uniformed Services" not authorized to use this bonus. Because

"y". there is no immediate critical need in these Services, this should not
:., preclude them from the authority to implement this incentive in the % .N'future if the need should arise. The statute should apply to all Uni- %

formed Services. ,..>--.-. -. -.
_ , ,,~~, .. , .. -. ,

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS.

A. Retain Engineering and Scientific Career Continuation Pay in its "
present form.

B. Amend Title 37 U.S.C. 315 to read "uniformed services" vice
"armed forces".

,. . -. , - "" - - "
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SUMMARY RESPONSES -

Engineering/Scientific Bonus ..-

Issues. 0 0

1. Retain ESCCP in its present form.

2. The effects of the increased ROTC scholarships and continu- .. . . .

'~ation bonus should be examined before considering any major modifications
such as an accession bonus.A, 0

3. Authorize all "Uniformed Services" to utilize the pay rather .~-

than only the "Armed Services."*....-.

Department Responses* ,

Air Force Concurs.

Navy No objection. *'-a

Army Concurs.

PHS Concurs.*

NOMA Concurs.:: :'a-
Coast Guard Defers to QRMC Judgment.
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LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS

Engineering and Scientific Career Continuation Pay

Amend Title 37 U.S.C. to authorize this pay for "Uniformed Services" .

vice "armed forces". .. -
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ENLISTMENT BONUS

I. PURPOSE. The purpose of the Enlistment Bonus (EB) is to increase
the number of initial enlistments in military specialties experiencing ,.'.
critical personnel shortages.

II. DATA SOURCES. Data were obtained from the Service Staffs of the ...

Army, Navy, Marine Corps and Air Force. The Coast Guard, NOAA and the ..

Public Health Service do not use Enlistment Bonuses. Additional data .

were obtained from reports submitted annually to the Office of the Sec- -.-

retary of Defense which contain manning, bonus and training data. Al- "--
though not a primary data source, field interviews were conducted at 6 .
Ft. Meyer, VA, Cherry Pt. MCAS, NC, Edwards AFB, CA, and Navy Recruiting
Command, Washington, DC.

III. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. Monetary incentives in addition to reg-
ular pay have always been necessary to attract personnel to the military. _._-_"-

These incentives, in the form of Enlistment Bonuses or "bounties", have * .9

usually been based on the length of the enlistment in shortage skills with
the higher payments going to the more critical skills and to the longer
terms of enlistment. The Enlistment Bonus authority dates back to a ... ..-..
1776 resolution of the Continental Congress which offered a cash "bounty"
to spur enlistments. Enlistment Bonuses fluctuated from $3 to $16 per
enlistment during the late 1700's and early 1800's until the Act of .7- -.

January 17, 1814 (3 Stat. 94) boosted the bonus to $124, considered a - .-

substantial payment at that time. Enlistment bonuses remained unchanged
" until the Mexican War, when the Act of February 11, 1847 (9 Stat. 123)

.*. established a bounty of $100 in treasury script or 160 acres of public -
land to those who enlisted in the Army for 12 months or longer.

Although the use of the Enlistment Bonus diminished after the Mexican F.

War, it was important in raising military forces until termination of ...-.

the Civil War. During that time Enlistment Bonuses fell from favor
because they proved ineffective and were subject to abuse. The federal

• .- bounty had increased to a peak of $402 during the Civil War. Furthermore, .-. .- ,_

states, counties, and municipalities also paid a bounty as high as $1,500, . . .
causing fierce competition.

The Enlistment Bonus never completely recovered from its Civil War ", -

reputation and was virtually non-existent for the next 100 years when it - ','

was restructured and given a different name. In fact, shortly after the -

United States entered World War I, Congress, in the Act of May 18, 1917,
excluded any personnel from receiving a bounty to enlist in the military ____________

service of the United States. Only for a brief period in 1920 did Con- --. ,

[ u gress' attitude soften when, in the Act of June 4, 1920 (Pub. L. No. 66- 4 -'
: 242), they granted a $90 bonus, payable at the end of the term of enlist-

ment, to persons enlisting in the Army for three years. However, this
provision was repealed the following year, and no further provisions for .". -" -
Enlistment Bonuses were made until 1971. " ., .

.. . ". . "389
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The current Enlistment Bonus program had its beginning on Sep-
tember 28, 1971, when the President signed the Military Selective Service
Act (Pub. L. No. 92-129), which provided for the payment of an Enlistment
Bonus of not more than $3,000 to certain persons who enlisted in a combat
element of an armed force for a period of at least three years. The
bonus was designed to stimulate an increased number of initial enlistees
in specialties plagued by chronically inadequate volunteer levels. Pay- .
ments were restricted to those enlistments made on or before June 30, 1973.
Actual use of the bonus did not begin until June 1, 1972, when the Army
and Marine Corps tested the effectiveness of the program with a $1,500
bonus offered to 4-year enlistees in an infantry, artillery, or armor
career fields. Enlistments into these combat skills declined when draft o 0
calls ended and the bonus amount was increased on May 1, 1973, to $2,500."

-. Furthermore, the Army began a test of an expanded bonus program to cover
" ." 12 new combat technical skills in addition to the three original ground

combat skills. However, Congress did not believe the bonus should be
* expanded and limited it only to enlistments or extensions in the skills of .

infantry, artillery, or armor (Act of July 9, 1973 (Pub. L. No. 93-64)). V' -
They also extended the bonus authority to June 30, 1974.

In accepting the bonus limitations, the House conferees' did so with

the understanding that further bonus consideration would not be precluded
in that session of Congress. This action was in reference to the Uniform
Services Special Pay Act, a DoD legislative proposal originally submitted '."S 'It

in 1972. The proposed legislation would ensure adequate manning of the -......

Uniformed Services in an all-volunteer environment. It provided flexible
authority for payment of an expanded Enlistment Bonus by extending the
authority to any enlisted skill which the Secretary of Defense determined
to be in critical supply. The measure passed the House but the Senate
did not act on the bill prior to adjournment of the 92nd Congress. This , "
Uniformed Services Pay Act was resubmitted as The Uniformed Services
Special Pay Act of 1973 in the first session of the 93rd Congress during -

e April 1973, but languished there until December at which time the Senate
Armed Services Committee introduced the "Armed Forces Enlisted Personnel
Bonus Revision Act of 1974." Signed on May 10, 1974, this Act became - .- ' '.

. Public Law 93-277, with an effective date of June 1, 1974, and an expi-
ration date of June 30, 1977. It removed the combat arms limitation " . .
from the Enlistment Bonus program and permitted a bonus payment of up to

$3,000 to persons enlisting for four or more years or extending an initial ..... ., --
enlistment for a similar period in any skill designated as "critical." ,

Since the 1974, Act the Enlistment Bonus authority has been extended % .. .:... . ..

'V. six times. Appendix A contains a complete listing of these extensions. -.

Additional changes to the basic bonus legislation were made by the . -. "
Uniformed Services Pay Act of 1981 (Pub. L. No. 97-60). Bonus amounts
were further increased from those approved in the Department of Defense ,.
Authorization Act of 1981 to $8,000. The increases were adopted out
of concern for the "need to ensure that the active armed forces not only
have the total number of persons required, but that those recruited... S .
have the ability to use and maintain the increasingly more sophisticated .. . . .-.

o -. . . . . . . .
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weapons with which those forces are now being equiped" and the belief
that the "resources needed to attract the number and kinds of people
required must be provided."2

The Uniformed Services Pay Act of 1981 also adopted a special pro-
vision authorizing the Army to pay a maximum bonus of $4,000 for a
three-year enlistment, provided the enlistee had graduated from high
school and had received a percentile score of 50 or higher on the Armed
Forces Qualification Test (AFQT). The conference report accompanying
the legislation directed the Secretary of Defense to implement a test
of the full range of new bonuses to determine whether these bonuses
could produce an enlisted prof ile adequate to meet the specialized

3needs of the modern Army. The Enlistment Bonus Test was developed by
the Department of Defense with the assistance of the Department of the
Army and the Rand Corporation. The test began June 29, 1982, and will
continue through June 1984.

The number of personnel receiving Enlistment Bonuses and related
costs are reflected in Table 1. The Air Force did not use the Enlistment

% 4 Bonus authority until 1981; the Navy suspended its use of the program in
1977 and 1978. The Army and the Marine Corps are the only Services that
have consistently used the program.

IV. METHODOLOGY. As previously stated, Enlistment Bonuses are used to
increase enlistments into shortage skills. This analysis will evaluate
the effectiveness of Enlistment Bonuses in accomplishing this purpose.
In determining bonus effectiveness, this report will rely heavily on
the Army and Marine Corps, who have used Enlistment Bonuses regularly
since 1972. Representative skills were selected for each Service in
reviewing their bonus programs. The following questions were addressed
during the review of Enlistment Bonuses:

1. Has the Enlistment Bonus Program been effective in alleviating
both quantity and quality shortages in the Services?

2. Are the criteria by which Enlistement Bonus skills are selected
and eliminated appropriate?

3. Are Enlistment Bonuses cost effective?

4. Is there a need for Enlistment Bonuses in the future?

391
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VI. ANALYSIS. At the end of the draft era, much concern was voiced
within DoD about the ability of the Services, especially the Army and .-. .
Marine Corps, to meet their manpower requirements for combat arms skills .
in terms of both quantity and quality. At that time, two-thirds of the .-.-..- _-_"___-_.

Army's combat arms skills were comprised of draftees and Regular Army
unassigned personnel (enlistees in Regular Army without an option to
train in a specific skill but placed where needed most). Bonuses were
believed necessary to offset the perceived displeasures associated with - . . -

the combat arms - fewer jobs with civilian applicable skills, more discom- *-" . -
forts, lower prestige, and greater potential for combat exposure. It was .-. . .. '
believed that regular pay alone would not have attracted sufficient
quality enlistees to achieve recruiting objectives. The Army and Marine 0 •
Corps have used an Enlistment Bonus since that time for combat skills, with
a further expansion into various technical skills. In later years, the - *... .

Navy and the Air Force also began payment of bonuses in critically short ... ..
areas. The question is whether the Enlistment Bonus has been effective
in alleviating these recruit shortages. - - -

A. QUANTITY AND QUALITY. Enlistment Bonuses are normally targeted .
to personnel who the Services generally believe will have higher reten- .-...-.
tion, fewer disciplinary problems and be exceptional performers. This
basically equates to high school graduates (HSG) in AFQT Categories I . -.

through IliA (See Table 2). Non-high school graduates (NHSG) are twice
as likely to leave the service before completing their first 3 years as

- depicted in Figure 1. (NOTE: actual rates will fluctuate depending on
service accession criteria for a particular year. )4  Therefore, recruiters
strive to enlist a higher percentage of high school graduates to reduce . . .--..
first-term attrition. In the Army, between 70 and 75 percent of the per- ....

sonnel receiving Enlistment Bonuses complete their full term of service
in the bonus skill or a related career progression skill. Although pre- -
cise Marine Corps data are not available, a conservative estimate would . _.....
indicate a similar completion rate for Marine Corps bonus recipients, as
overall Marine Corps attrition is slightly lower than the Army. Since
failure to complete enlistments increases the turnover of personnel and ..-- --..- '....
drives up training costs, the rate of attrition becomes an important "

consideration.

• • -. - - 'S

Table 2 "
% - "-.

Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) Category
Compared to AFQT Percentile

AFQT Category AFQT Percentile i%-O ,

I 93-99
II 65-92

IIA 50-64
IIIB 31-49
IV 10-30 ' ..... -'5 .
V 1-9
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Figure 1

SERVICE ATTRITION PATTERNS* .1
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Studies have found that the enlistment incentives most agpealing to

potential recruits are cash bonuses and educational benefits. Further-

more, training for a skill is an important inducement to enlist. The

Congressional Surveys and Investigation Staff in a report to the House ___"-_'.'-'-_,..

Appropriations Committee reported that "the enlistment bonus program is 19 -'U r.-

a most vital tool in attracting enlistees to critical job skills in the . '

military."6  These critical skills have gradually shifted from combat

arms toward more technical skills. Fifty-two percent of Air Force ..

enlisted personnel serve in technical skills, while Navy, Marine Corps,

* and Army skills are about 55, 31, and 40 percent technical, respectively. .;.

The Services expect the number of technical skills to grow during the " "" " "

next 10 years, as more sophisticated weaponry enter the inventory.

Because of the decline in the birth rate during the 1960's and 1970's ...

there will be fewer 18-year-old males throughout the early 1990's.1

Adding to this problem are the Congressionally set enlistment standards

for 1983 through 1987. Sixty-five percent of Army male enlistees during

this period must be high school graduates. Furthermore, no more than 20% .. ..

of the accessions in any Service can be in Category IV (AFQT percentile %
of 30 and below). This forces the Services to compete for quality per- --

sonnel. Bonus recipients are generally in Categories I-IlIA; categories , . ...

usually excluded from receiving Enlistment Bonuses represent approximately * .. ., .,.

47Z of the population.8  Additionally, enlistments are affected by a -

variety of factors. These include: variation in youth unemployment O.

rates; trends in military pay versus civlian pay; the Enlistment Bonus .
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itself, its amounts and skills; and changes in educational benefits.

Other less significant, but nevertheless influential, factors are unfa-
vorable military publicity, public opinion of the military, lower require-
ments which produce fewer enlistments, and changing youth attitudes "___-__"__'"___
concerning the acceptability of military service.

In addition to quantity, the Enlistment Bonus should be controlled
for quality, to insure not merely body count, but also the channeling of
the right people to the right jobs. Table 3 represents the quality
standards for each Service. The Services have found the best single
predictor of successful completion of military service to be high school
graduation while AFQT Category relates directly to trainability. . • .

I I. - - . - -- . -.

Table 3 . -, - "
Service Quality Requirements

for Enlistment Bonus

Education AFQT Category -

Army High School Diploma Graduate Only I,II,IIIA

Navy - High School Diploma Graduate or Categories that
Graduate completing GED,CPT, the qualify for skill '

Home Study High School Course (Cat I-IV) ..-

Marine Corps - High School Diploma Graduate Only I,II,IIIA " *-."-* -.."-

Air Force - High School Diploma Graduate IIII..
or equivalent

As will be shown later, quality is improving for the Services. The
weak economy of the early 1980's has undoubtedly caused some people to
enlist who otherwise would have taken civilian jobs or gone directly to
college. Consequently, as the economy improves, quality accessions may = - ..
once again become a scarce commodity. Therefore, Enlistment Bonus crite- -- ...- ,.
ria must be set to attract people from the 53. of the population that e..

.4/ are qualified. Service needs should be thoroughly analyzed before lower % .

- AFQT Categories are recruited with an Enlistment Bonus. - .

Personnel may be attracted by a bonus to specialties in which they
otherwise may not have enlisted. In addition, the bonus diverts people

.\.. to less attractive skills possibly freeing jobs that attract applicants
more easily. The key to the bonuses, especially for the Army and Marine

.~~ ~\Corps, is that they acquire personnel for longer enlistments in skills
that may not be transferrable to civilian occupations. This reduces
turbulence, enhances readiness, and lays a foundation for a quality r• .*.

Senlisted career force.

:,.. .. . ..... , .- .
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1. Army Bonus Program. The Army Enlistment Bonus Program
represents approximately 80% of the total DoD budget for Enlistment
Bonuses. The Army pays bonuses up to $8,000 to qualified personnel who
enlist for 4 years. The following eligibility requirements apply for
all non-prior service and prior service enlistees in all bonus Military
Occupational Specialties (MOS):

a. Must be a high school diploma graduate.

b. Must be in AFQT Category IJI, or ILIA.

c. Must enlist for a period of four or more years (3 .+ •
years for some recipients during expanded bonus testing).

*J d. Prior service enlistees must not have previously re-
ceived an Enlistment Bonus or be currently entitled to a reenlistment -

bonus.
. . .  . . .

e. Prior service enlistees must not have completed more
than four years previously and must have had a break in service of more -..--

than three months since their last separation.

The bonus is paid upon sucessful completion of the individual's "*- --
training and award of the MOS. Table 4 shows the number of skills in *-
which the Army paid bonuses to individuals going to critical areas. As
a percentage of total MOSs, the number has remained fairly constant. "-'
Changes during the 1980's are the result of careful reviews of skill " . -.....- '
manning and the associated changes to meet Army quality and quantity
needs.

Table 4 .
Army Enlistment Bonus Program

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

Number of MOSs Paid 34 34 30 39 50
% of Total MOSs 11% 11% 9% 12% 15% -" -

First-term manning levels of four selected bonus skills to which the .-- .-. .'. .-.-.

Army currently pays Enlistment Bonuses are shown in Table 5. The Army .. -.
has seen overall improvement throughout the early 1980's in these skills.
Although some of this can be attributed to the economy, pay increases ' :O -@ -
and other incentive programs, the Enlistment Bonus attracted personnel
who would not have entered these skills otherwise. Based on a survey of
initial enlistees, the Army reports that in 1982, 46 percent of bonus
enlistees would have chosen another Army job if a bonus had not been
available; 11 percent would have joined another Service; and about 2 :: : :
percent would not have enlisted at all.10  Similar questions were asked . . * .
in the 1979 DoD Survey conducted by the Rand Corporation. That survey -
shows that 26% would have chosen a different Army MOS; 3% would have --'"'
Joined another service; and 3% would not have enlisted (Appendix B).
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AyBouTable 5
0Army Bonus MOS Manning Levels

First Term (YOS 1-3)

% Manned
Skill 1979 1980 1981 1982

11B Infantryman 97.9 93.6 95.0 102.1
IIC Indirect Fire Infantryman 97.4 96.5 84.1 97.6 ___ -_-_. _

19CF Armor 85.9 110.5 112.3 104.7 • 4
98G EW/SIG INT Voice Interpreter 67.0 77.2 87.2 98.8

Table 6 shows that soldiers who receive the bonus in three selected -.-
.-4.. combat arms skills have attrition rates as much as 20 percentage points - - . -

lower than their non-bonus peers. , O O

:~~~~~...:.. r.-.. .

Table 6
Army Bonus Recipient Attrition Compared

to Non-Bonus Recipients (% loss)

Accession Years r -I
1978 1979 1980

MOS Bonus Non-Bonus Bonus Non-Bonus Bonus Non-Bonus

11B 26 38 29 42 18 31

liC 24 34 29 44 24 39 "

19CMF 22 42 29 42 18 38 .4

The Army requires that Enlistment Bonuses not only fill shortages in
selected skills but enhance the recruiting of higher AFQT category high
school diploma graduates (HSDG). These personnel, however, are the most
difficult to attract to military service. Despite the expected decline
in the nation's 17-21 year-old population during the 1980's, the Army's - - .'
projected quality accession needs have increased in order to provide an
adequate flow throughout the first-term force and to meet operational
and maintenance requirements of the modern battlefield. For example, ,.O .
the Army will require a 6 percent increase of AFQT Category I-IlIA
from 1983 to 1988 (83,000 to 88,000 personnel) in addition to other
categories of high school graduates. The difficulty will be overcoming
the propensity of these quality individuals to select other Services
over the Army, as reflected in Table 7.11 The Army is attempting to
close this gap through the use of increased bonus levels.

.. .. *
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Table 7
HSDG(M) Who Expressed a Positive Propensity -

To Join a Service (Percent)

AFQT Coast Guard
Cagegory Army Navy Marine Corps Air Force Reserves-

I-IIIA 14.7 24.6 11.0 43.3 6.4

IIIB-V 23.8 14.0 13.0 40.3 8.9

Army's quality data from representative combat arms and technical
skills show that the Enlistment Bonus is pulling higher AFOT category
personnel into these skills (Table 8). Some MOSs experienced declines
in 1979 and 1980 due possibly to the lean recruiting year and the eroding
value of total compensation to include the Enlistment Bonus. However,.........
in 1981 bonus levels were increased along with the substantial pay raises
for the military. In addition, educational incentives in the form of the
Ultra Veterans Educational Assistant Program (UVEAP) were established.
Therefore, it is not possible to definitively establish the total effect
of the bonus separately.. . -

Table 8 A
4 Army Enlistment Bonus Recruits by

AFQT Category
(Percent of Category Who Took Bonus) *.-

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 ..

Cat Cat Cat Cat Cat Cat Cat cat Cat Cat '

113 582 48% 47% 292 48% 222 63% 42% 62% 60*2

liC 60 55 40 27 38 19 60 36 a a

19D 55 47 55 37 45 29 68 54 68 62r w

98G 46 50 72 50 85 83 95 83 95 93

Total 47 38 46 28 49 24 60 42 61 57

*All 11 skills combined into 11X in 1982 used by Army in reporting recruiting data
Only.
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Table 9 reflects the number of payments per bonus level since FY78.
While not all MOSs are paid the maximum bonus levels, quality and quantity ......- ..

increases occurred throughout the bonus skills, indicating not only the .-:. ... ..

importance of the bonus itself but of the complete incentive package for
recruits. Improvements in numbers of quality personnel, however, do 0 4
coincide with bonus increases when one compares Tables 8 and 9.

Table 9
Army Bonus Payments

(Number of Payments per Amount)

FY $1000 $1500 $2000 $2500 $3000 $3500 $4000 $5000

78 - 1658 - 10366 - - - " "

79 121 2707 - 10300 1579 - -- "

80 112 1800 - 3759 9181 - - --

81 31 1236 - 4858 7587 523 1560 2381 .. - -.

82 - 230 117 2102 2343 1987 194 14004 .

High School Diploma Graduate (HSDG) data, often described as the most

accurate predictor of success in the military, are shown in Table 10. .*...-

While many skills do not show significant increases over the years, it
is interesting to note that as high as 95% of the soldiers in certain
MOSs are HSDGs that received an Enlistment Bonus. In the total spectrum
of combat arms skills, the percentage of HSDGs has grown from 41% in FY80

to approximately 85% in FY82, a 44% increase. Table 11 shows the AFQT
category breakout which is used to predict trainability of recruits. For
1983, AFOT Categories IIIB and IV are not eligible for an Enlistment
Bonus although the Delayed Enlistment Program (recruits are allowed to
delay commencement of active duty for several months after actual enlist- .

ment) and long training lengths may result in payments to these categories
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Table 10
Army Enlistment Bonus MOSs

High School Graduate Breakdown

TOTAL ACCESSIONS IN BONUS SKILLS 6

% H0S 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 *

*1B10965 18916292 5544 - .. *

*1C2263 3017 3591 1338 * 14834 **

19D 1275 3267 4057 1802 1643
98G 733 681 679 814 735

TOTAL BONUS 39459 40747 51283 31564 44398 %
SKILLS
(Overall Army)

TOTAL HSDG ACCESSIONS IN BONUS SKILLS 'a *

1405 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 4:(

*11B 7156 (65%) 6442 (50%) 6338 (39%) 3711 (67%) - .

*L1C 1673 (74%) 1414 (47%) 1328 (37%) 834 (62%) *12537 (85%) Fi
19D 793 (62%) 1748 (54%) 1802 (44%) 1242 (69%) 1367 (83%) -

98G 705 (96%) 673 (99%) 666 (98%) 806 (99%) 729 (99%)

TOTAL BONS 26706 (68%) 22616 (56%Y 23482 (46%) 22950 (73%) 38142 (86%)
4,SKILLS..........

(Overallq W'' .-

Army)

HSDG's WHO TOOK THE BONUS ~'

- 140 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

*11B 4884 (68%) 3778 (59%) 3946 (62%) 2314 (62%) - P'~
*11C 1092 (65%) 773 (55%) 661 (50%) 454 (54%) *6941 (55%). * 4

19D 556 (70%) 1189 (68%) 1146 (64%) 694 (56%) 916 (67%) %~~S

98TA B S 13:: (46%) 1482 (72) 1344 (84%) 759 (95%) 695 (95%)(57%)

Army) ..

*All 11 1405 combined into 11X in 1982 for reporting purposes
only.
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Table 9 reflects the number of payments per bonus level since FY78. . . -.

* ~While not all MOSs are paid the maximum bonus levels, quality and quantity.7: .-

. increases occurred throughout the bonus skills, indicating not only the
importance of the bonus itself but of the complete incentive package for

recruits. Improvements in numbers of quality personnel, however, do 0 0

coincide with bonus increases when one compares Tables 8 and 9.

Table 9".
Army Bonus Payments

(Number of Payments per Amount) •

FY $1000 $1500 $2000 $2500 $3000 $3500 $4000 $5000

78 - 1658 - 10366 . - . ,

79 121 2707 - 10300 1579 - -

80 112 1800 - 3759 9181

81 31 1236 - 4858 7587 523 1560 2381

82 - 230 117 2102 2343 1987 194 14004

High School Diploma Graduate (HSDG) data, often described as the most

accurate predictor of success in the military, are shown in Table 10. "
V-,, While many skills do not show significant increases over the years, it . <--'''-.

is interesting to note that as high as 95% of the soldiers in certain
MOSs are HSDGs that received an Enlistment Bonus. In the total spectrum

of combat arms skills, the percentage of HSDGs has grown from 41% in FY80
, to approximately 85% in FY82, a 44% increase. Table 11 shows the AFQT

category breakout which is used to predict trainability of recruits. For

1983, AFOT Categories IIIB and IV are not eligible for an Enlistment
Bonus although the Delayed Enlistment Program (recruits are allowed to

delay commencement of active duty for several months after actual enlist- .. O

ment) and long training lengths may result in payments to these categories - .

:-...: in 1983-1984.
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Table 11 .

Army Enlisted Bonus MOSs *. . -..- .

AFQT Category Breakout

TOTAL ACCESSIONS IN BONUS SKILLS

1978 199 19809

.OS 1-1 IIIP IV 1-11 IlII IV 1-11 Ili
a  

IV

i ,t 2162(202) 7677(702) 1126(102) 2061(162) 9704(762) 1064( 82) 2117(132) 13120(81I) 1055( 72) ...

IC 369(162) 1604(711) 290(132) 272( 92) 2420(802) 325(112) 254( 7Z) 2955(821) 382(11%)
.,-,19D 234(192) 924(732) 116( 92) 479(142) 2564(782) 256( 8) 366( 92) 3442(852) 249(62) . -

"a 687(96) 30( 42) 1((2) 645(95t) 36( 51) 0 538(792) 140(212) I(<l1)

, TOTAL IN 8045(201) 26809(682) 4605(122) 7004(172) 29939(742) 3804( 92) 8097(161) 39817(782) 3369( 72)
BONUS SKILLS . -
(Overall Army) .

1981 1982 .

1-'1 IlIA ls IV 1-I LILA ills IV

1t 1505(27%) 1144(21%) 2115(38 ) 758(142) 4636(32Z) 2946(202) 3430(242) 3564( 24 1)*'
I1C 270(212) 213(161) 595(44%) 259(192)

. 190 261(222) 201(172) 436(362) 314(262) 595(362) 360(22%) 457(28Z) 219(14)
986 630(922) 41( 62) 9( IZ) 2(<2I) 673(942) 39( 5Z) 4( 1Z) 0( 02)

TOTAL IN 7983 5794 10019 7589 14736 9209 11132 8903
4. 809gB SKILLS

(Overall Army) -\p

ACCESSIONS WHO TOOK THE BONUS -

1978 1979

NOS I-it III* IV 1-11 i11 Iv 1-11 li v 

Is 1259(58X) 3668(482) 43( 42) 977(472) 2850(292) 6(M2) 1024(48Z) 2935(221) 6((1
i
)

IC 220(602) 883(052) 9( 32) 110(402) 665(271) 3(12) 96(381) 568(192) 2(12) .
193 129(552) 431(72) 1( II) 246(55X) 959(372) 2((12) 165(451) 987(292) 2(02) .- .l

98C 314(46X) 15(02) 0 465(729) 18( 0) 0 457(852) 116(832) 0

TOTAL IN 380(472) 10141(38Z) 98( 2Z) 3211(46Z) 8369(28Z) 231(1) 3950(492) 9535(241) 191(11) " -DONUS SKILLS -(Overall Army)

1981 1982
.............................................................................................

1-2! IilA 1ill IV I-Il IliA li IT

• . - I1 959(64Z) 540(47Z) 813(38Z) 3( (12) 2852(622) 1450(492) 2379(692) 14( 1) as . . .
IIC 162(602) 101(072) 190(322) 2(<(1) " " -.
190 177(68) 107(53t) 238(55t) 2( M2) 407(682) 207(582) 299(652) 1((12)
980 595(942) 36(832) 9(100t) 2(1002) 637(951) 37(952) 3(752) 0( 02) %

TOTAL IN 4833(611) 2676(46Z) 3928(392) 25( <12) 8918(612) 4520(49%) 7093(642) 38((12) .f t - '
BONUS SKILSL __-_-________.._
(Overall Army)

*Category III A/D breakouts not available
*All II NOS combined into IIl in 1982 for reporting purposes. . ..- .
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In 1981 Congress authorized expanded bonuses up to $8,000 for enlist-
. ment into the Armed Forces. It also authorized a maximum bonus of $4,000

. for a three-year enlistment into the Army providing the enlistee was a
HSDG and scored 50 or higher on the AFQT (AFQT Category I-liA). The
Secretary of Defense was directed to test the full range of the new
bonuses. Accordingly, DoD, with the assistance of the Department of the 0 0
Army and the Rand Corporation, developed a test program which commenced
on 29 June 1982 and is expected to continue through June 1984. Selected ' "-

"" test areas were established with differing bonus levels and terms of
enlistment ranging from no bonus to $8,000 for four years. Since the

S."test is still in progress, conclusions cannot be drawn at this time. How-
ever, preliminary indications are that the bonus increases have not sig- "

-
.

.
- nificantly expanded the market but are useful as distribution tools to
".-- enlist quality individuals into specific skill areas - primarily combat - -..

arms and high technology skills.

2. Navy Bonus Program. The Navy applies the Enlistment Bonus
to skills characterized by chronically inadequate volunteer levels. * *
Navy's EB is targeted towards highly technical, training-intensive skills
rather than combat arms. Approximately 8% of the total DoD budget for
Enlistment Bonuses is used by the Navy. The Navy pays bonuses up to
$2,000 to qualified enlistees who extend normal enlistment by 12 months
or more, often 5- to 6-year terms of enlistment. All non-prior service .o ..
and prior service personnel in all skills must meet the following eligi -. .
bility requirements:

a. High school graduate (or meet Navy GED standards) and

* otherwise meet all requirements for the program in which enlisting.
b. Enlist for a minimum period of four years and sign an

agreement to extend enlistment for a period of at least 12 months. I "0 "

t'on, continuec. Successfully complete the required course of instruc- • ..-.

tion, continue in the program and be designated in the guaranteed rating
or Navy Enlisted Classification (NEC).

d. Prior service enlistees must have had a break in serv- .. .
ice of more than three months following last separation and must not have
previously received an Enlistment Bonus or currently be entitled to a
reenlistment bonus.

Little use was made of bonuses prior to 1980, consequently, limited 'V " . -

data are available on the Navy's bonus program. Table 12 shows the O O"
number of skills in which the Navy has paid Enlistment Bonuses since

*44. 1980.
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Table 12

Navy Enlistment Bonus Program

1980 1981 1982

Number of skills paid 11 13 13

% of Total skills 11% 13% 13%

First-term manning levels of four selected skills that receive 0 "
bonuses are reflected in Table 13. Even with the bonus, basic pay and
allowance increases, and the effect of a poor economy, the Navy is having
some manning problems in several bonus skills. Since the Navy's bonus
program began in 1980, personnel will not complete a full term under a
bonus obligation until 1985. Therefore, retention data are not available.

Table 13
'- Navy Bonus Skill Manning Levels

% Manned
- .4- 4

Skill 1978 1979 *1980 1981 1982

SM Signalman 92 93 91 94 92 -
CTR Cryptologic Technician 95 104 102 88 98

MS Mess Management Specialist 94 88 91 105 106 .. .
.M Gunners Mate 118 115 101 90 88

*bonus began

Of the members who have received an EB, only persons in the nuclear
field are eligible, at present, to reenlist. This is due to the option
for nuclear personnel to reenlist at the two-year point on their initial
enlistment contract. Other skills will reenlist at the 5 years-of-service

mark in 1985. First-term nuclear retention for FY82 was 42%, while
all-Navy retention in the first term was about 50%.

Studies have not been conducted by the Navy to determine the numbers .
of enlistments that bonuses create in certain skills. However, it would - ,..'
be expected that some personnel would have signed for the skill without
the bonus, but not necessarily for the increased commitment. Our analysis " "**" "
of the 1979 DoD survey shows that about 25% would have chosen another job -. "-' , .

." '."4 or not have enlisted in the Navy (Appendix B). ", - --

Unlike the other Services, the Navy does not use a AFQT Category cut-
off to bonus qualification if personnel meet the requirements of the
skill. Consequently, bonuses are being paid to Category IIIB (IIIL) and
IV recruits. This practice should be somewhat diminished by the new
Congressional limits on the total numbers of Category IV recruits. AFQT
category data for 1981 and 1982 in four representative bonus skills are

--.."" " shown in Table 14. Cryptologic Technician (CRT/T) and Gunners Mate (GM) .......
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skills experienced an increase of Category I-III A recruits propor- -

tionately. For GM skills, some credit for this increase may be due to -

the bonus since the percent of bonus acceptances increased also. However,
the percent of recruits accepting a bonus in CTR/T skills declined in _____

all categories. Both Signalman (SM) and Mess Management Specialist (MS) 0 0
skills reflect a decline in higher quality accessions and reduced accept-

ances of the bonus by qualified personnel. This may indicate a decline
in the value of the bonus to high quality recruits, at the skills' current
payment levels. Reductions in the percent of acceptances may be the re-
sult of an unwillingness overall to accept the extra service committment - . .
associated with the bonus.

Table 14
Navy Enlistment Bonus Skills

by AFQT Category

1981 1982 0, .4

Skill Cat 1-11 111 A 1113 IV Cat 1-1I III A III B IV

SN 225 183 63 8 163 223 62 2

Cr2/I 224 102 235 2 265 222 137 9

NS 264 450 743 332 235 322 949 220 ., O . "

Gm 221 225 163 32 167 149 98 11

Recruits Receiving Bonus

1981 1982

SkilI Cat l-1I 111 A III a IV Cat I-II IlI A III B IV . ,

SN 85(37%) 72(392) 18(302) 0 48(302) 53(23%) 11(17%) 0

cIa/T 134(60Z) 44(43%) 158(67%) 0 106(40%) 90(40%) 46(332) 0 "

NS 105(392) 211(47%) 316(432) 178(54%) 72(312) 103(32%) 304(32%) 65(30%) -. . - , -

GC 53(232) 78(35%) 51(31%) 0 61(36) 61(41%) 47(482) 6(55%)

.. -,p....- -......

S... .2 . ~... : > -. ,

In some skills, over 50% of Category IV personnel received a bonus
payment. In fact, in MS skills, which were 100% manned, 68 percent of
the bonus payments went to Category III B and IV enlistees; in GM skills
30 percent. Although enlistees do not receive the bonus until after
their school completion, historically, lower AFQT category personnel

have had higher drop out rates as AFQT category refers generally to a O "
person's trainability. Recruiting these personnel into skills with .... ,

high training costs may eventually prove not to be cost effective. .""'".'-S - ." - . '. , '
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For example, the GM rate has a training cost of approximately $21,000,

with a course completion rate of 78%. Losing any personnel from this
course is expensive. Educational level breakdowns by skill were not
available.

3. Marine Corps Bonus Program. The Marine Corps has used the
Enlistment Bonus as a tool both to recruit quality Marines into specific
shortage skills and to access them in a time-phased manner to coincide . .. .. . ..
with formal school seat availability. The current Marine Corps bonus
plan offers 5 award levels, giving flexibility in the assignment of skills -

to higher or lower award levels, as skill criticality changes. The award
levels of $5,000, $4,500, $3,500, and $3,000 are comprised of 5 to 38

*.. - non-comparable skills (skills are not necessarily similar, i.e., person- ...

nel clerk and construction surveyor in same award level). A recruit -. 4-

enlisting in a specific award level is guaranteed training and assignment :
to one of the skills in that award level. The following eligibility
requirements apply to Enlistment Bonus recruits: .O '.9-

a. Be a high school diploma graduate;

b. Be in AFOT Category I, II or IlIA for $3,000 award
level, the remaining award levels require AFQT Category I or II;

c. Enlist for at least four years ($5,000 award level
requires 6 years minimum); .... -. .-.. . .

d. Prior service recruits must have been separated from '
the military service for more than 3 months, not have previously received

*.. an Enlistment Bonus, and not have previously received nor currently be
entitled to a reenlistment bonus. Bonus payment is made upon assignment !"- 7"2

- . - of a bonus eligible MOS above the basic or trainee level. The number of

-K .' skills that were paid an Enlistment Bonus is shown in Table 15. A...
... reduction in the number of skills paid coincides with a reduction of ..-

--44"' critical MOSs from 170 in 1980 to about 119 currently. - , .

, Table 15
Marine Corps Enlistment Bonus Program "

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 ,- %

Number of MOSs Paid 107 106 106 64 63 % %

4,% of Total MOSs 27% 26% 26% 16% 16% .
"4.;. .'4 . 4v .- .- . ."." --

The Marine Corps program differs from the other Services in the . . '

manner in which the bonus is marketed and the fact that enlistees are
- not guaranteed a specific skill, but a grouping of non-comparable skills.

Marine recruiters offer prospective enlistees the minimum incentives
. -'*, necessary to obtain an enlistment. The Enlistment Bonus is offered
-- only to recruits who would have left the recruiting station without -

-a.- * * .4 - % * . , .... *,,
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enlisting. Recruits are guaranteed that they will be trained and
assigned to one of a number of bonus-eligible skills within an award . . .
level. Assignments are then made based on Marine Corps needs, i.e,
MOS criticality, school seat availability and individual qualifications.

This method has proved quite effective when one compares manning levels • 4

in five occupational fields in FY79 and then in FY82 (Table 16). .. " -

Table 16
Marine Corps Bonus Manning Levels

% Manned

FY79 FY82

0CC Field First Term Total First Term Total' -a ~28 Data/omm"-"" ..

Maintenance 73% 78% 103% 92%

59 Electronics

Maintenance 63 69 85 74

60 Aircraft Maint 90 92 103 114

0311 Rifleman 90 90 101 100

64/64 Avionics 86 71 97 98

As for the other Services, some of the manning improvements could be

a result of the compensation gains of the 1980's and the weakened econo-
my. However, a 1982 Center for Naval Analysis report 12 determined that
if a bonus had not been available, about 21 percent would have chosen F, " ,. "
another MOS, approximately 4 percent would have enlisted in another "
Service, and 5 percent would not have enlisted at all. This study used . ., ....
the 1979 DoD Survey and mirrors our results (Appendix B). :

Although bonus recipients increase their term of service commitments,

many of the Marine Corps non-monetary incentives require a 4-year enlist- ' . "O
ment, and only about 35 percent sign up for less than 4 years. 13  There-
fore, the Marine Corps relies on the EB mainly to increase recruit quality .,.- ...-..-.....-
to the various eligible MOSs. This is especially true for the Combat .. '.......

Arms skills. Table 17 shows the AFQT category breakdowns of Enlistment
Bonus accessions for 1978 through 1982 for two selected combat skills. ' -

These two skills utilize a large number of recruits, and data show that
higher quality personnel are, indeed, being recruited. Changes were

made in 1982 to restrict bonuses to Category IlIA and above; however,
the numbers reflect the people who were paid in that year (some Category ..-..- .... .
IIIB and IV enlistees were actually recruited in 1981 when qualifications .-.-..

were lower), since personnel are not paid a bonus until the end of train- "
ing, 6 months or more. The delayed enlistment program will also bring .. -

Marines that enlisted in 1981 into 1982 and later bonus years. This O O .
problem is not usually seen in the technical skills because the basic
qualifications are much higher. Percentages were not shown since the -.

small number of recruits in the various MOSs inflate the numbers..-.

..-..'. -. *..d.- ..f"...... .-
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Table 17
Marine Corps Enlistment Bonus Program by

AFQT Category
(Percent of Category Who Took the Bonus) ________

1978 1979 1980

NDS Cat 1-11 111 A III3 I N 1-11 111 A [II$ IT 1-1 [H1A 111 a IV

0311 41 31 12 9 30 22 19 20 24 19 27 23

0341 53 24 9 5 40 25 16 L1 37 23 20 13

1981 1982

4 1-11 111 A [II13 IV 1-11 111 A 111 5 IV*...A* ****

24 21 30 21 33 25 31 11

39 23 22 11 44 23 21 9 * "

4. Air Force Bonus Program. As a result of the extremely
* difficult recruiting climate of the late 1970's, the Air Force encountered

its first recruiting shortfall since the beginning of the All Volunteer
Force. Consequently, the Air Force began paying Enlistment Bonuses in 4

.'' March 1980 to three career fields. However, because of long training
periods no payments were actually made until 1981. Two criteria were used
to select these fields: insufficient first term accessions and high .

attrition rates during Initial skill training. The Air Force currently _____

pays an Enlistment Bonus of up to $3,000 to qualified enlistees in 4
skills. Additionally, all Bonus recipients are enlisted Into the 6-year -. .~

enlistment program which has the benefits of higher rank and pay (E-3)
upon completion of training. These benefits add additional attractiveness
to the bonus program. ." '

A.. The following criteria apply for all non-prior service enlistees in
all Air Force Specialty Codes (AFSC): 4

4.4/ a. Must be a high school graduate or equivalent.

b. Be in AFQT Category Group I, II or III.

c. Meet minimum entry requirements for specific field.

d. Must enlist for at least 6 years.

A. The bonus is paid upon successful completion of all AFSC training, award to
Sprimary AFSC, and arrival at first permanent duty station. The Air Force -

is currently revising eligibility criteria to coincide with the require- * *

. ments for the 6-year enlistment program. This will virtually restrict
EB enlistments to High School Diploma Graduates and APQT Categories IIIA *

,and above.
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Manning levels of the skills that have received an Enlistment Bonus

in the Air Force are shown in Table 18. Since the EB program has only

been in effect since March 1980 and there has been no previous experience
with an EB program in the Air Force, no data exist to estimate its true

impact. While inventories did increase and the Air Force met its re-
cruiting requirements again in 1980, certain skills are still difficult 0

to fill. The Air Force believes that the EB contributed to the recruit-

ing success; however, rising civilian unemployment occurred almost sim-

ultaneously with the implementation of the bonus. Consequently, at
this time, it is difficult to determine whether improvements are attrib- .-.-

utable to the EB, to the economy, or both. It should be noted, though, .- -"

that for a small investment, two additional years were gained from each "

bonus recipient in skills that typically have an extended, costly, and/or
dangerous training program. Since the Air Force program was not in full
force in 1979, DoD survey sample sizes are small. However, 23 percent .

of enlistees would not have signed for the same AFSC or enlisted in the

Air Force without a bonus (Appendix B).
* .O '0" ..

Table 18

USAF Enlistment Bonus

AFSC Manning

% Manned

AFSC FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82

202X0 Radio Comm Analysis 91 93*1 104 - .

207X1 Morse Systems 89 95* 94 93 "...-.Q.. -.

207X2 Printer Systems 101 107* 117 97 ,
208XX Crypto Systems 99 101* 103 109

275X0 Tactical Comd & Control 98 84 78* 852 1

36140 Cable & Attenna Instl 98 86 85* 1052

464X0 Explosive Ordinance Disposal 99 105* 86 87

553X0 Engineering Asst. 93 80 92 982

*Year bonus began

1. bonus discontinued Sep. 1980 O .. O .

2. bonus discontinued Sep. 1982

As with the other Services, to keep training attrition and costs to a

minimum, the Air Force desires to obtain the highest quality recruit avail- O
able. Because the Air Force has paid only 440 bonuses since their program

began, breakdown of AFQT category by skill is not statistically signifi-

cant. However, of the 440 bonus recipients, 73% were Category II or -,-I. higher. No bonus enlistees were below AFQT Category III. Educational
level data by skill were not available.
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5. Quantity/Quality Overview. The Enlistment Bonus is a useful
incentive for channeling quality enlistees into various skills, whether
the skills be undermanned or have insufficient high quality people. We
believe the EB, in conjunction with the total compensation and incentive
package, to be successful in attracting personnel to the critical skills.
Additionally, it is appropriate to use the Enlistment Bonus to attract ..-

only the highest quality people to the Services. Congressionally mandated
quality standards emphasize the importance of a quality force. The Army,
Marine Corps, and Air Force currently plan to restrict bonuses to AFQT .-.

Category I through liA, considered to be "above average" quality wise.
These standards have assured a supply of high quality individuals in
sufficient numbers. We do not believe it appropriate to pay lower qual-
ity categories the bonus, as is currently occurring in the Navy. In
some Navy skills as many as 68% of the bonus enlistees were in AFQT

* .. Category IIIB or IV. We believe that better use of the Navy's bonus .-
program can be made by eliminating AFOT Category IIIB (IIIL) and Iv,-'--..""- ."
enlistees from bonus eligibility (as have the other Services) and increas-

ing the bonus level, if necessary, to attract higher quality enlistees.

-.- " - The Congressionally established limit of $8,000 should provide sufficient -

room for the Navy to adjust its bonus level upward from its present max- .'

e imum of $2,000, providing funding is available. However, at times it may
be disadvantageous or uneconomical to limit a particular skill to higher

categories since bonuses may be necessary in lower categories to meet
accession goals during adverse recruiting conditions. Such use of the " " .

N EB should be carefully monitored.

B. SKILL SELECTION CRITERIA. Are the criteria by which Enlistment . ... ,.- •
Bonus skills are selected and eliminated appropriate? Each Service has
its own procedures for determining the addition and deletion of Enlistment
Bonus skills based on their particular needs. However, common to all is - -
the underlying requirement to analyze quantity and quality shortfalls
being experienced in various skills. The importance of a skill to the

overall mission, the training time and tost are part of this evaluation.
The timing of reviews ranges from quarterly in the Army to yearly in the

Air Force.

With the help of their recruiting commands, the Services determine -

which skills are or will be undermanned or do not have the desired quality
... characteristics. These skills are associated with inadequate volunteer '
. levels in jobs which have been unattractive or require long, expensive

training. Manning levels of current bonus skills are also reviewed for
any needed changes to bonus levels. The Services begin with lower levels
of bonus payments and then periodically review them for increase, de-
crease, or termination of the award. For example, in the Navy, the
Cryptologic Technician, Interpretive (CTI) rating initially received
$1,500 as an EB. The measured response indicated the award was insuf-
ficient to attract enough additional accessions to satisfy manning re-

- quirements. During the review of this bonus, the award was raised to '

' $2,000. Conversely, Sonar Technician (ST) accessions were responding 0 .
sufficiently to the incentive of the technical training offered, so it ...

•~ -a%... .'.
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was determined that the bonus was no longer needed. Depending on quality
mix, recruiting history, and manning projection, a Service can be justi- .. -

fied in paying a bonus to a skill over 100% manned or reducing a bonus
to skill under 100% manned.

0 0
Special attention is given to skills with high training investments .' -.

and high school failure rates. The bonus award level is compared with the
cost and impact of acessing a lower quality individual in the skill. Other
factors, such as military pay raises, civilian salaries and benefits,
the economy, and unemployment are considered, even though they are diffi-
cult to quantify.

We believe the Services' methods of selecting or eliminating Enlist-
ment Bonus skills have proved appropriate to their needs. While each
Service follows different procedures and places emphasis on different
aspects of the bonus program, they have been effective in maintaining
bonus plans that help improve the quality manning of critical skills. - -
This review process has insured judicious use of the bonus throughout
its history, as reflected in Table 19. While different skills will exper-
ience inventory changes based on a variety of factors, the review process
is a flexible and responsive means of determining bonus applicability. .. *

Table 19 .... . .
Bonus Utilization 0' ' " -.

Non-prior Service % of Enlistees Who

Receive Enlistment Bonuses

:., SERVICE 72 73 74 75 76+T 77 78 79 80 81 82

ARMY 0.1 11 9 12 13 7 10 11 9 15 11 O "
NAVY - - - 0.3 0.2 - - 1 3 4 3
MARINE CORPS 1 8 4 5 5 6 6 8 8 7 2
AIR FORCE - - - - - - - - - 1 0.01
DoD 0.2 6 5 6 6 4 5 6 6 8 6

-- 7-. .

C. COST EFFECTIVENESS. Recent Army Research Institute and Center V.. ,
for Naval Analysis studies determined that people would enter the service,. , -.-
in the bonus skills even if a bonus had not been available.14  Their find-..-.,_ _. ..--.
ings have caused some to question the cost effectiveness of Enlistment
Bonuses. While these studies are useful in determining the number of
people involved, the same statements could be made about almost any ele-"'. " , "
ment of the Military Compensation System - we must sometimes pay more topO,'; _ .3W@ OS
get the few extra we need. Moreover, such studies often fail to recog--
nize the falacies associated with certain questions. People are fre
quently reluctant to admit that they might have made a mistake and woul4"':',*':'"J'-.':'- -
have chosen something different. The same problem is present in an' . J,

study of Enlistment Bonuses. It is, therefore, difficult to guage civi
lian reactions. 0 ... O.., -

I ~~ ~~ . ". .- 1. .'..-.-. ."
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As discussed previously, the Enlistment Bonus gives the Services high
quality recruits for longer enlistment periods. In assessing cost effec-

tiveness, one needs to examine the role of the bonus in the overall
enlistment incentive program. 0'

Bonuses have unique advantages over other incentives, the most impor- -

tant being flexibility. This flexibility enables bonuses to be adjusted -...-.

to the changes in supply and demand for a targeted population. If other
levels of compensation and enlistment incentives are adequate to supply /" ..

% recruits, then bonuses may be reduced or eliminated. On the other hand,
if shortages of high quality enlistments exist, a bonus can be offered -
or increased.

As shown in the study of the Selective Reenlistment Bonus, lump-sum ... .

,a payments are the most effective, in terms of both cost and attractiveness. .'...

The Enlistment Bonus offers this lump-sum payment, which is valued more
than a delayed benefit that may be received after satisfactory completion ......

*-i of an enlistment (e.g., educational benefits). Other payment plans, such -as anniversary, would greatly reduce the attractiveness of the bonus.

In constant 1984 dollars, the Enlistment Bonus Program has not grown
. ; dramatically. Table 20 compares the cost of the EB program in current and -. '- -. "'."constant 1984 dollars. 1 5  The annual amounts are the total obligations for

the new payments, assuming all are paid in lump sum.

Table 20 .

DoD Enlisted Bonus Program
Current $ Compared to Constant 1984 $ (millions) . ...

FY Current $ Constant 1984 $

1975 58.8 115.9
1976 & 7T 77.7 143.4
1977 31.9 56.0
1978 34.1 56.1 . . . . . . . .
1979 42.6 64.0 _
1980 50.6 66.8 " " "
1981 71.6 84.6

* .1982 64.3 70.0
1983 Eat. 75.8 79.6
1984 Proj. 86.9 86.9

Since Enlistment Bonus recipients historically have higher training
-.completion rates and lower overall attrition, the average productive man-

years available is greater when combined with the increased commitments.
The avoidance of training costs alone is significant. For example, the

~ Army estimates that an average 3-year enlistee is productive for 2 years
(considering attrition, training etc.) and a 4-year enlistee for 3.2
years. This will vary by skill, of course. Table 21 is a cost-avoidance . " - ""- - --

, analysis using average costs. Figures may be higher or lower, depending
on skill or Service.
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Table 21
Enlistment Bonus Cost Avoidance - ARMY

(1980 Cohort Attrition)

W/O Bonus With $4,300 Avg. Bonus 0

Avg. Cost of Training $12,696 $ 12,696
Bonus - $ 4,300 " -.. .

Est. Years on Job 2.0 3.2
Cost per Year $ 6,348 $ 5,311

Avg Net Savings per Enlistee: $3,318
-. / . . . .o .o - . . . |

Acquiring 1.2 extra manyears on average from a recruit will save about
$3,300 per Enlistment Bonus accession. If multiplied by the number of p 'O O.'--
bonus recipients in 1980 (14,858), the Army avoided costs of $49.0 mil- . . -

lion, on average, against a cost of $39.7 million, a net of $9.3 million,

on average.

Using the average manyears for Army enlistees, we also determined

that without a bonus, the Army would need to access approximately 9 thou-
sand additional enlistees. The training costs alone of these personnel . -.

would have been over $117 million, on average, more than twice the amount .,
of the Army EB budget in 1982. Since bonus amounts are smaller and
terms of enlistment longer in the other Services, their average cost P.
avoidances could be even greater.

When dealing with bonuses, recoupment is an important consideration. -
On the average, the retrieval of only about 5% of Enlistment Bonuses is -.. ..

necessary. Of that amount, about 10% is actually recovered. An Enlist- .- ..

ment Bonus is recoupable when the recipient voluntarily or because of mis- % .

conduct fails to complete the enlistment for which the bonus was paid, or %

loses qualification in the bonus skill. Since an unearned bonus is not -. ... .
an indebtedness until after a member separates, there is sometimes O
limited or no pay due from which recoupment can be made. If funds are in- "-

sufficient, collection procedures are started. However, cost of recovery . .
may exceed the recoupable amount (Figure 2). The Service may decide that
it is more advantageous dollar-wise not to seek recoupment. Furthermore,

'.J the Services are controlling this through their EB program policies and .\.-,
management programs which maximize bonus payback and minimize risk of ..:
unrealized service. These policies include low attrition risk personnel

- ., (RSDG, AFQT Category I, I, liA, except for Navy Category IIIB and IV --.

bonus recipients), and payment of the bonus after training (40% of attrn-
e tion occurs during training).
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Currently, bonus levels are limited to $8,000. Except for the Army -. .Bonus test program, which pays bonuses up to this limit, special approval
must be obtained for bonuses of over $5,000 per DoD instructions. TheServices, however, may set differing levels by skill or adjust theirbonus payments during the year. We believe these bonus limits are appro-priate, and they provide flexibility for the individual Services to adjust
the Enlistment bonus to their needs.

D. ENLISTMENT BONUSES IN THE FUTURE. Is there a need for Enlistment c-. %  . .- Bonuses in the future? To man the shortage skills of the 1980's the Ser-.. vices will face a progressively austere recruiting market with the decline ,in the 17-21-year-old population growth and the apparently improving
.' . economy. In some skills, the Services will need incentives designed to %-....-% attract both sufficient numbers and quality necessary to operate and " . . -maintain sophisticated weaponry and to provide the noncommissioned/

petty officer base for the future. The assumption that incentives are .7 7.
*. not necessary during times of economic depression is not valid. More
* ; individuals may join the Services, but without some incentive attached
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to a critical skill, quality individuals would most likely choose a skill
where there are either fewer displeasures and a greater skill transfer-
ability to civilian occupations or not enlist at all.

We believe an Enlistment Bonus is necessary to meet the future acces- -

sion needs of Services. Under new quality guidelines established by
Congress, the Services are limited to the numbers of low quality personnel

they can enlist. The Army particularly may have difficulties meeting .. '
these goals by 1985.16 In conjunction with increased recruiting efforts, ".'.... ".
compensation increases and other enlistment incentive packages, the -

bonus has played an important part in channeling quality personnel into "". " "..
critical skills. However, sustaining and improving the quality to meet
accession goals and quality constraints in the future will remain a -
formidable challenge. .

E. FOREIGN COUNTRIES. Both France and the United Kingdom pay re- .

cruits a bonus or extra payment for enlisting into the military.1 7  To -.-
encourage enlistment, France pays personnel who enlist for at least 3
years a higher base pay rate (amount not given). A lump sum of ff 6,000 0' .
(US $ 828.00) is paid in the 13th month of Service, in three installments,
or at the end of contract for a 5-year contract. A 10-year contract en-
listee receives a lump sum of ff 15,000 (US $ 2,070.00). The United "
Kingdom's pay differences based on the length of enlistment are referred
to as "committal pay." Enlisted salaries will vary by several pence per
day according to the length of the enlistment (terms and amounts not |w.g- -. @ i-
available). (US dollars as of April 4, 1983).

F. SUMMARY. Enlistment bonuses are used by the Services primarily .

e% to channel quality recruits into skills that are experiencing manning .'-.

shortages. These skills include mostly combat arms skills, where per- . .%...-•..

ceived displeasures are associated with the job, and technical skills .

which have long and difficult training scenarios. These bonuses are
targeted to personnel who are expected to have higher retention, fewer "" '."
disiplinary problems, and who in the past have been exceptional perform- -

ers. Improvements in manning are evident in all Services. However, it ..

is not possible to separate the contributions of the bonus from those
of additional factors such as pay increases, the rate of the economy,
and other incentives, such as educational benefits. The Army, Air '* , '
Force, and Marine Corps, in addition to quantity, control the bonus for
quality enlistees by limiting bonus recruits to High School Diploma

*< . Graduates in AFQT Category I-IliA. Consequently, they have seen improve- .- .-

ment in the quality mix of critical skills. The Navy, however, does not
limit bonus enlistees to any particular AFQT category, prefering to
use skill requirements as qualifications. In some skills 68% of the lw., -4 -9 -
bonus recipients in 1982 were in AFQT Categories IIIB and IV.

Each Service uses its own procedures for adding or deleting bonus
skills based on their particular needs by conducting reviews that range

' . . . % "'. "-" -, , .. - -''
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from quarterly to annually. During the reviews, special consideration
is given to skills with high training investments and school failure
rates. Both manning and quality factors are considered when reviewing
skills, and periodic examinations have insured judicious use of the bonus ".-."_-.."__-._-
in the Services. The Services' criteria are flexible and responsive
means of determining bonus applicability.

Although studies have shown that Services may pay bonuses to some
people who would have enlisted anyway, the bonus is a cost-effective -

means of attracting recruits to various skills. The most striking savings
are in training and accession-related costs. For example, by increasing
terms of enlistments through bonuses, the Army estimates that it has
reduced its accession needs by about 9,000 personnel, with a cost avoid- - -

ance of more than the total Army cost of the bonus program itself.
Dollar losses from the bonus program were found to be minor, as only
about 5% of Enlistment Bonuses need to be recouped.

The Enlistment Bonus program will be necessary to meet future acces- I", 0 "
-' I- ........ '-'-

sion needs of the Services. New quality guidelines, an apparently
improving economy and a decline in the youth population will probably
produce an austere recruiting market throughout the 1980's, and beyond. -- ," ,- .
Without an incentive associated with skills that people find unattractive
or to skills that have high training failures, quality individuals will
most likely choose more attractive skills with greater transferability
to the civilian world, or not enlist at all. The Enlistment Bonus is
an important part of the incentive package to insure that quality indivi-

•€.. duals are attracted to the Services in critical skills.

VI. FINDINGS.

A. Enlistment bonuses are an appropriate managerial tool for chan- -:, .*,
neling quality individuals into critically undermanned skills.

B. Use of the Enlistment Bonus is improving the mix of high quality
recruits for the Army, Marine Corps and Air Force.' These Services cur-

rently restrict recipients to AFOT Categories I-IlIA and High School - ---- ,
Diploma Graduates or have plans to do so in the immediate future.

C. Enlistment Bonuses should not be extended to AFQT Categories % %

IIIB or IV except when it would be disadvantageous or uneconomical to - .
limit a particular skill to higher categories, or necessary to meet "- "
accession goals in a particular skill or under adverse recruiting .. .
conditions. ____"_____

D. The criteria by which the Services add, change, or delete bonus

: skills are meeting their needs and are appropriate to maintaining a flex-
~s ible and responsive program.

E. Enlistment Bonuses are cost-effective, as they may reduce acces- I .O-,.
t : sions and their associated training costs. -.. -.

. 0
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F. Current Enlistment Bonus payment limits are appropriate and provide
the necessary flexibility to adjust payment based on Service needs.

VII. RECOMMENDATION. Retain Enlistment Bonuses as a management tool to , .

obtain quality personnel in critically undermanned skills. • 0
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ENLISTMENT BONUS EXTENSION ACTS

Act of June 30, 1977 Extended the Bonus from *. *

(Pub. L. No. 95-7) June 30, 1977 to________
September 30, 1978 0 0 --

PDepartment of Defense Extended Bonus from Sep-
Appropriation Authorization Act tember 30, 1978 until
of 1979 (Pub. L. No. 95-485) September 30, 1980

Department of Defense Authorization Authorized bonuses from :
Act of 1981 (Pub. L. No. 96-342) September 30, 1980 to

to September 30, 1982.
Additionally increased
dollar limits to $5,000.

Continuing Resolution (Pub. L. No. Extended bonus from
92-276) September 30, 1982 to '

-. December 17, 1982 ~

Continuing Resolution (Pub. L. No. Extended bonus from .:

97-377) December 17, 1982 to
March 31, 1983

Act of March 30, 1983 Authorized bonus from *. .

*(Pub. L. No. 98-14) March 31, 1983 to..

September 30, 1984 .'* -
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Uq 1979 DOD SURVEY OF PERSONNEL ENTERING MILITARY SERVICE0

-Weighted Results of those who received an Enlistment Bonus

-Question: Suppose the job you signed up for did not pay a cash
bonus. What would you have done?

-Responses:

ARMY NAVY USMC USAF

Same Service, Same job 765 65% 109 76% 200 70% 33 73%*.
Same Service, Different 302 26% 18 13% 58 21% 8 17% _____

job 0
Different Service 39 3% 7 5% 11 4% 1 2%
Not Enlisted 33 3% 8 6% 12 4% 1 2%
No Answer 31 3% 1 1% 6 2% 2 5%

1170 143 287 45

Results compiled by Defense Manpower Data Center. Percentages may not
add to 100% due to rounding. Values are weighted. -

:t.

Ne.5
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

Enlistment Bonus

Issues: 1. Enlistment bonuses are an appropriate managerial tool to channel0
quality individuals into critical skills. .. ~

2. The Enlistment Bonus is improving the mix of high quality recruits
in those Services that restrict payment to AFOT Category I-IIIA

e personnel.

a.3. "Enlistment Bonuses should not be extended to AFQT Categories
IIIB or IV except when it would be disadvantageous or uneco-
nomical to limit a particular skill to higher categories, or
necessary to meet accession goals in a particular skill or '

under adverse recruiting conditions."

SERVICE COMMENTS

ARMY Concurs.

NAVY Concurs. V11"rA l

AIR FORCE Concurs with findings except .-

defers to views of the Navy
on Issue 3.

COAST GUARD Defers to QRMC Staff.

PHS Defers to using Services.

NOMA Defers to using Services

JCS Concurs. t.'-

'. . . . . . . . . .

. .. . . . . . .
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37 U. S. C. 312c 0' 0
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NUCLEAR OFFICER INCENTIVE PAYS

I. PURPOSE. Title 37 U.S.C. 312 contains provisions for four specific
Special Pays for Nuclear-Qualified Personnel: __..-._____._.-_

0 0
- Continuation Pay for Nuclear-Qualified Officers (COPAY). The pir-

pose of this pay is to induce naval officers, who are technically
qualified for duty in connection with supervision, operation,

I.4 and maintenance of naval nuclear Propulsion plants, to agree to
remain on active duty for a period of 4 years in addition to any

other period of obligated active service.

- Nuclear Career Annual Incentive Bonus for Naval Officers (AIB).
The primary purpose of this bonus is to improve retention of
junior and middle-grade nuclear-qualified officers. .: .

- Nuclear Career Accession Bonus. The purpose of this bonus is to
induce naval officers and prospective naval officers to apply 0 '

.. for nuclear power training for duty in connection with the
supervision, operation, and maintenance of naval nuclear propul-

sion plants.

- Nuclear-Trained and Qualified Enlisted Members. The purpose of

this pay was to provide an incentive to retain highly trained
enlisted members who qualify for duty in connection with the
supervision, operation, and maintenance of naval nuclear propul- -

sion plants. Authority for this bonus expired on 30 June 1975.
The reenlistment bonus program has served as its substitute. "-...- . -.. , ..-.. .-

II. DATA SOURCES. Data for this study were provided by the Navy, various
-,..., government agencies and private industry. Data on retention, manning, and

the administration of these special pays were furnished by the Navy. The
Department of Energy provided some background information on nuclear a -.

.'.a. power capacity in the U.S. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission made avail-
*;-,,-. able salary data for their professionals and nuclear engineers. The -

Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) was very cooperative in supplying infor-
mation on career development and associated compensation/benefit levels .. . -

for all occupations linked to nuclear energy. Oak Ridge Associated
Universities provided data on starting salary offers for nuclear engineers
graduating from all major engineering universities. The National Science

" _ (NSF) Foundation provided compensation data for engineers employed by
utility companies.

In addition, the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers ..". .

.. , (IBEW) was instrumental in clarifying the officer/enlisted role in the . -
- . industry. They also provided detailed employment data for each reactor .

- site, including compensation and some data regarding ex-Navy presence.

" -. The Institute for Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) furnished data on man-
power projections for the industry. Various studies related to manpower .. .

and compensation for Navy nuclear-trained personnel were obtained from
several sources including the Defense Technical Information Center and

a- a - a' a • - . - "°-
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the Center for Naval Analysis. Finally, extensive interviews with Nuclear
Attack (SSN) and Fleet Ballistic Missile (SSBN) submarine crews were con-
ducted at Charleston, SC; Norfolk, VA; Kings Bay, GA; and San Diego, CA.

III. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. The nuclear officer community began in 0 0

1955 with the commissioning of the submarine USS Nautilus. Prior to *\-' -.-. -- :.
1961, only experienced, career-oriented members from other Naval Officer '. -"

career paths were selected to fill positions in the newly formulated .
nuclear submarine officer community. By 1961, the Navy began sending
newly commissioned officers directly to this community in an attempt to
meet the officer requirements.

Since 1963 nearly all entrants have been from the various commission-
ing sources. Between FY63 and FY70 the nuclear submarine community was
authorized 385 new officers per year, for a total of 3,080 new officers
during that period. The Navy did not meet this goal. Although there
were 5,516 applicants to fill these 3,080 requirements, only 2,675 (48%)
were accepted into the program and of that, 2,112 (79%) successfully
completed training [2]. The Navy had built its fleet of nuclear powered
submarines to 41 SSBN (Polaris) submarines and 47 SSN (fast attack)
submarines by 1969. It required 126 crews of 11 officers each, plus *. -

* enlisted men, including the two crews required to man each SSBN. Thus,
* nearly 1,400 officers were needed to keep the submarines operational.

The nuclear submarine officer community consisted of 1,950 trained offi- O 6' .. 0

cers and about 550 in training. Of these, approximately 100 were in the
grade of Captain (0-6), who would not normally be assigned to such duties.
Additionally, there were 4 nuclear powered surface ships in 1969 with an
inventory of 358 officers, including nearly 100 senior officers or
officers in training who would not normally fill billets at sea.

Because 1,850 nuclear submarine officers in grades below Captain
were required to fill nearly 1,400 billets at sea, the shore duty oppor-
tunity was less than 5 years in a 20-year career, not including initial
training. (The present approved career plan calls for 9 years of shore
duty in the first 20 years of commissioned- service.) Furthermore, the
Navy retention rate was projected to fall below 40%. * . . ..

On 3 June 1969, P.L. 91-20 was passed which authorized Speciaf Con-
tinuation Pay of $15,000 for nuclear-qualified submarine officers with
less than 10 years of commissioned service who agreed to remain in active " "
submarine service for 4 years in addition to any other period of obligated
service. The bonus was payable in 4 annual installments of $3,750. The
objective of this pay (known as COPAY) was:

- To arrest and reverse a rapidly increasing rate of -.-

resignation by qualified nuclear submarine officers, %"" """
thereby retaining sufficient qualified officer per-
sonnel to meet present and future manning require- - ."

ments of the nuclear submarine force; and O.......-*

- To maintain a sufficient officer force of qualified

nuclear submarine officers to make possible a viable

......................................................O..... -""
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sea-shore rotation, including appropriate and
meaningful utilization of the postgraduate

education program. [1]

The decline in retention during this period was not unique to the

nuclear submarine officer community, but the impact was pronounced for .

several reasons. Groups entering prior to FY63 typically were lateral
transfers with 2 or more years of active naval service and could be
expected to have higher retention than subsequent year groups of newly
commissioned officers, affecting retention rates in FY69 and beyond.
Further, the minimum service obligation was reduced from 5 1/2 years for "_-'"-'-'"-__"--
the FY63 year group to 4 years for immediately subsequent year groups, 6 .
which may also have affected the rates. In hearings before the Senate .
Armed Services Committee in May 1969, Admiral Rickover recognized that '.' -

these retention rates were higher than those of other communities in the r.....

Navy, but the relatively small size of the nuclear community made losses .'

particularly acute.

In May 1972 the Navy submitted legislation to extend for 2 more years
the authority to pay the Continuation Bonus. The 1969 law had an expir- ". .-.- - .

ation date of 30 June 1973. Additionally, the proposal would extend the -..--

authority to surface nuclear officers, and a new paragraph in the law -"

would pay similar bonuses to enlisted nuclear-trained personnel. The
Enlisted Bonus was available to certain people at reenlistment time and
could not exceed $15,000 or 6 months' pay. Bonus amounts were in direct
proportion to additional obligated service. This proposal became law on -- '

-- ' . 27 October 1972 (P.L. 92-581) and had an expiration date of 30 June 1975.

The nuclear Navy was growing rapidly, and the Navy was interested -

in retaining all the experience possible to man the ships that were
being commissioned. Moreover, authority under the Act of 27 October

. 'A 1972 expired on 30 June 1975, and only anniversary payments were made. -.. .
' .' Appendix A contains data on the number of Nuclear Ships in commission
~.s*-. from FY70 to FY88.

The Nuclear Career Incentive Act of 1975 (P.L. 94-356; 12 July 1976)
reinstated the Continuation Bonus for officers and raised the amount 9 *

"_ ." from $15,000 to $20,000, with payments still made in annual installments. "
. , Furthermore, the law created two additional bonuses to enhance recruiting

., and retention beyond the capabilities of COPAY. First, a Nuclear Career
-.. Accession Bonus authorized payment of up to $3,000 to officers with
"' less than 5 years of commissioned service upon successful completion of

training leading to duty in connection with the supervision, operation, L -O@ ."S\

and maintenance of naval nuclear propulsion plants. Second, an Annual -
- Incentive Bonus (AIB) was available in lieu of COPAY for officers who

did not want to commit themselves for 4 years of additional service. - . %
Instead of $20,000 for a new 4-year commitment ($5,000 per year), eligi-

bles could receive $4,000 at the end of the year with no specific obli-,".. -
. gated service commitment incurred. The amount paid was prorated if the

, -~, officer was involuntarily ineligible for some fraction of the preceding ... ,
' year, but without an a priori service commitment. The only requirement .-.

, . . . > ...
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I 0

is that the eligible officers be on active duty at the end of the
fiscal year. Officers receiving the lower AIB could choose later to
accept a new 4-year commitment and the higher COPAY bonus provided they
had less than 10 years of commissioned service and were otherwise still
eligible. Individuals could not receive both forms of the bonus, for the S

same period of time. Only one COPAY agreement could be made, while AIB
was available through 18 years of commissioned service (provided the
officer did not have more than 3 consecutive years outside certain quali-
fying positions). After completion of a COPAY agreement, the officer
could revert to the lower AIB, if still eligible. Between 18 and 25 -..

years of commissioned service, officers 'could receive AIB for any *
fraction of a year in which they were in an assignment in an assignment
directly involving nuclear duties. The accession bonus, COPAY, and AIB
were all scheduled to expire on 30 September 1981 (except anniversary .---".-
payments of COPAY).

The Military Pay and Allowances Benefits Act of 1980 (P.L. 96-579, -

23 December 1980) extended the scheduled termination of COPAY, AIB, and 00'

the Accession Bonus to 30 September 1987 and increased the rates for
each bonus. COPAY was increased from $20,000 to $28,000 for a 4-year
agreement payable $7,000 per year for persons accepting the agreement
after completion of the initial service obligation. AIB was increased
from $4,000 to $6,000 per year and, as before, would be payable from
completion of the initial service obligation through 18 years of service , .
except for periods covered by COPAY. There was no change to the conditions -

for payment beyond 18 years of commissioned service. Finally, the Acces-
sion Bonus was doubled from $3,000 to $6,000 and would be paid in two "'' ' -- "
equal installments upon acceptance and upon completion of training.
The number of people receiving each of the bonuses and their associated . ..- ..

costs are shown in Table 1. ., ... --.-.

Table 1 . . -
Nuclear Bonus History FY74-FY82 ....--.-.. -

(COST IN THOUSANDS) .-. -

CO1PAY NDIP ACCESSION . ALL
F.Y Number Cost Number Cost Number Cost Number Cost ".

74 422 1,409 422 1,409 -
75 403 1,338 403 1,330 ., , . -
76 363 1,214 363 1,214 .. ,' ,%.'\ .
77 224 740 1,387 4.316 1,611 5,056 %

78 89 278 1,771 5,484 1,860 5,762
79 11 33 1,936 6,680 1,947 6,713
80 2.185 7,220 2,165 7,220 1
81 2,351 10,530 578 1,722 2,929 12,252 5
82 2,373 12,155 734 2,202 3,107 14,357
83 (EST) 2,531 12,426 900 2,700 3,431 15,126
84 (EST) 2,698 13,089 900 2,700 3,598 15,789 ... ..

000 CDPAY column Includes okly those whbo signed obligated service -% .
contracts prior to Implementlng of the Nuclear Career Incentive Act of
1975. NOP column includes people who received the Career Accession Bonus, 0 .
AIB or WOPAY under the Nuclear Career Incentive Act of 1975 (12 July 76).
ACCESSION column are those who were eligible for the higher Accession Bonus
authorized effective I January 1981.
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IV- METHODOLOGY. There are three interrelated issues that affect the
compensation needs for the group of officers eligible for these pays. '.
They are:

- recruiting 0

- retention
- nature of the required duties.

To analyze the appropriateness of the compensation package available" ' " to these officers, it is necessary to examine the issues cited above,. --- ___-,

determine whether a problem exists that can be ameliorated through some0 •
form of compensation, then determine if the form in place is a cost-ef-
fective means to a solution. "-"---...

Most of these officers are eligible to receive Submarine Duty Incen- ".,. . ..

tive Pay and Career Sea Pay - two pays nominally intended to address the
nature of the required duties. Surface nuclear-qualified officers con- *O *

., stitute approximately 18% of all nuclear Navy officers and are eligible
for Sea Pay but not Submarine Pay. Nuclear Officer Pays are made to - --.-

those with unique qualifications or in pursuit of those qualifications. -

They must, therefore, be evaluated based on the nature of duties unique . .
to officers with these qualifications and the availability of employment - .

outside the Navy. Submarine Duty and/or Career Sea Pay are not unique
to these officers, and other special pays are designed as compensation
for these conditions of service. However, if the qualifications they .,.'

possess require that they spend more time at sea or assigned to a submar-
ine than general submarine or surface officers without nuclear qualifi-
cations, then the Nuclear Pays may appropriately serve as a premium
for the longer expected time in such duties. This hypothesis will be
examined as well as its relationship to the Premium Career Sea Pay. The '

Navy has suggested that officers with these qualifications incur greater : -" 1
x"' ., responsibility and longer duty hours than their counterparts on the

submarine or carrier without the qualifications. If this is so, it
has not been measured empirically. Thus, the only indirect indicator of
this may be retention, which is itself dependent on many other factors
as well. This study addresses each of the issues just described to

-. *. ., determine the appropriateness of the special pays for nuclear qualifica-
tion.

Because the interactions between those special pays that may be re-
.. " ceived by nuclear-qualified officers are very complex, the analysis that

follows is organized according to the individual issues affecting compen- . .. O
% sation rather than according to a specific type of special pay. As the .

% special pays are associated with these issues, the relationships will be " "
explained and quantified when appropriate. The issues to be addressed
are:

- Prospects and competition in the nuclear power industry.

- Compensation in civilian nuclear power industry. "
- Nuclear Navy manning.
- Nuclear Navy retention, recruiting, and pay. . .

- Alternative bonuses for nuclear-qualified officers. -" ' -
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V. ANALYSIS. -. ".'.- -. "." -'

,_... ': " ~ ~~.:.i. .i~ l .ii'

A. NUCLEAR INDUSTRY. Because of the extensive training provided to

Navy nuclear personnel and the limited source of nuclear-qualified persons
outside the military, the draw to the private and public sectors is an

lextremely important factor when analyzing the effectiveness of the
Nuclear Pays. In the United States there are now 83 commercial operating

nuclear reactors, with another 58 in various stages of construction.
Some are just short of receiving an operating license from the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, while others are still in the site preparation ___ i" . '

phase. The power production from all these plants will grow from about 0 "
71 gigawatts (71 billion watts) in 1982 to nearly 128 gigawatts by 1991
as a result of the scheduled completion of new reactors. However,
enthusiasm for nuclear energy of the past has been affected dramatically

by the incident at Three Mile Island (TMI) on 27 March 1979 and the
"-.-soaring capital investment and risk required to construct, license, oper-

ate and maintain a nuclear reactor. Of the 58 under construction, many O*
(perhaps 10 or more) have been indefinitely postponed or cancelled.

Furthermore, there have been no new orders for reactors since 1978, when
the last 2 orders were made. The U.S. is now in a period of both growth

and decline of the nuclear power industry. Manpower projections through
1991 are possible given scheduled plant completions, but unless new

orders are placed soon, there may be no growth in the 1990's. f,*r"O-,

"4' Little and Johnson [4] compiled comprehensive statistics regarding

current and projected manpower requirements. In 1982 the industry repor-
ted 6,521 vacancies out of 56,049 positions in all occupations directly

associated with operations of a nuclear reactor, including "off-site"
positions which provide supporting and technical assistance in nuclear -

related areas. In aggregate, the vacancy rate was 11.6%. The number of - "0 -
.. , positions reported in 1982 was 5% higher than that reported in 1981. - . ""-

""'" However, the off-site positions, which include over 60% of the engineering ..-.- ".
and scientific positions, decreased by 13%, while on-site positions, '..
which are dominated by reactor operations (RO), technicians and mainten- . .
ance personnel, increased by 13%. Table 2 shows positions and vacancies .. ..

by occupational categories. p ... . .

Little and Johnson also found that the industry-wide turnover rates

'' for 1980 and 1981 were comparable (the 1981 rate was 12.7 percent).
%.., Thirty-seven percent of the turnover rate in 1981 resulted because the

employee accepted another nuclear-related job within the same company,
However, 5.4 percent of the employees actually exited the industry in . - -

both years.
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Table 2
Summary of On-Site and Off-Site Nuclear-Related Job

Vacanices in Occupational Groups at INPO Member Utilities,
March 1, 1982

Occuatios PsitionsO oVar Percent. of ioui 0

Managers and Suervisors .61 432 7.S

Engineers
Chicl 179 30 16.8

Cvl872 40 4.6
El ectrical 11 3 1
instrument and control ISue 29 18.0

Mehaicl2.R44 327 11.6
Nucear andu eactor 1.427 272.

Ugait Asuanc/Cntol791 147 18.6
Radiation Protection 140 30 21.4
All other Engineers 2.229 420 18.8

Total Engineers 10.106 1.611 15.3

Scientists
Biologists 144 6 4.2-
Chemists 269 37 13.8
Health Physicists 404 83 20.5 '9
Other Scientists 235 28 11.9 '.

Total Scientists 1,012 154 14.6 -'c.
* Training Personnel .

SRO/RO Licensed/Certified Instruc. 401 109 26.9 ~.---...'.---,
Other Teca./Scientific Instructors 176 100 17.4
Other Instructors 168 52 27.1
Support Staff 1315 1 12.6

Total Training Personnel 1.304 278 ~ .

N;isr 416 93 22.4S

%Shift Supervisors 731 119 16.2
Senior Licensed Operators ($N0) 385 117 30.4
Individuals in Training for SA0
Licenses 41 2 .

~ ... Licensed Operators (N0) 4.9S 20 21.0 4~~
-. ~~~Individuals in Training for 00________

Licenses 378 66 7.1
Non-Licensed operators Assigned

S. ~to Shift iTrnng2826 242 10.6 ..Individuals ITringfor Non. --. ~
Licensed Positions 838 246 29.4r

**..Other Non-Licensed Operators 351 102 29.1
- - .Total Operators 7.478 1.237 16.6 .*

Technical and aintenCei Personnel
Chemistry Technicians 16004 161 16.11.
Draftsman 1,209 98 8.1
Electricians 1,609 172 10.7
Instrument and Control Technicians 2.483 320 13.0
mechanics 3.SS4 244 6.9 *% .

Quality Assurance/Control
Technicians 793 88l 11.1 % ..

NiRadiation Protection Technicians 1.792 266 14.8 . .

Wlders with Nuclear Certification 411 48 11.6
othr Tchncaland maintenance

Personnel 3.883 312 8.0
Total Technical and maintenance%
Personnel 16.742 1.709 10.2 ~_________

All Other Professional waorkers 1,1304 12S 9.6
Other Technical Personnel %.6 1 (.

Ttl10.837 861 8.0
All therworkrs 1.04, 6.S21 11.6 .......-

Adjusted Totali% S6.898 6e623 11.6 \ % '..

Source: Descriptive Statistic of Occupational
~ ~ Employment in Nuclear Power Utilities.r41
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Table 3
Summary of On-Site and Off-Site Utility Staff Turnover

in Occupations within the Nuclear Power Utilities Industry, 1981

positions Related Related Job with FAR. Ot Nor
Vacated Job Job at a Mo. likclear. Retire. Ottosn$

ocoptosDuring Within Another Utility Related sent or
Oc98paMiaIsI3993 Vtlo Ityl~ form Job or Death Unkno.

PAnagerS and Suopervisors 363 49J S1 V f 31 I I VA.LI7 *I

Engineers
Chemical 14 1 7.1 6 42.9 a 14.3 2 14.3 1 1.1 2 14.3 _ _________

Civil 110 4 2? S73 3 09 616 000 3 3
I IeC tricot 120 60 4:., 1, 13.1 "1 6.9 1" 12.1 4"31 24 3. 1 0
Instrument adControl 16 to 31.0 1 3.6 16 27.6 10 11.2 1 1.7 S 136

3:: Nehnca 0:996 4 1.: 1 31.3 IS 4. 4 1.2 126 40Nu rc r a Reactor 167 18 3 17 2 16. 3 3 192 2 7.2 .1 0.16 2
QaiyA urne onrl76 24 31.6 12 16.6 12 16.61 9 11.8 6 7.9 13 17.1

All Othl ngn i36 78 4. 2 1. 32 .2 24 4. 3 06 2,
Total tEgineers* 1.040 377 36.3 14 1 13.6 130 12. S 97 9.3 10 1.7 2771 26 6

91 ilit I I SO: o 0 10.06 0 0.:0 0 0.0* 0 0.0D I Soo -
Wait tyiit 22 S 36.4 3 1. . 9.3 0 00 7 3. c

3611 PA6~'ss1 22.9 9 1.7 6 17:1 2 17 1 2.9 9 2S.7Ot'e Scientists it 4 36. 0 00 0 00 3 273 0 0. 4 3Total SciM~nts 10 21 30.0 32 17.1 S 11.4 7 10.0 1 1.4 231 30%

Training personnel r

so0R to esd~etf, Isrc 33 9 27.3 1 21.2 14 42.4 3 3.0 0 0.0 2 6.3
other Tc*IScientific I trctors 42 17 40.1 4 9.1 6 14.3 1 11.9 3 7.1 7 16.
$Ot lStrotr Iis 3 20.0 3 6.7 1 6.1 2 13.3 0 0.0 6 12

ep rt taf I7 0 0.0 1 34.2 0 0.0 1 14.3 0 0.0 S1 1.3
Toa rlin esne 97 291 29.9 131 13.4 1 23 21.61 11 9.3 31 3.13 221 I2.? .

Iler ter
Soift Technical Adniors 34 7 20. 333. 6231 2 .9 0 .0 16 V'1r*
SAMf super ssrs IS 1 309 0 13.2 6 14.1 1 9.1 3 6.1O I2 23-
Ilior Ic eased oprators ($110) so 24 43.4 It 39.0 it 39.0 2 3.4 0 0.0 10 I12
tndividal In Training for 180
Licentses 13 40 11.1 1 1.9 1 33.2 2 2.8 1 1.9 2 3.9

Licensed Operators (NO) 106 29 26.9 32 29.4 is 33.9 11 ID.2 1 0.9 to 38.1
and d aals In Training far 20 N
Licen.... 681 32 41 4 1.9 6 9.6 4 1.9 0 0.0 22 32
,;.Licensed Operators Assigned
tshift 216 It 31.6 111 39.9 1 2.7 47 16.4 3 1.2 172y

ledinidndali in Training for 116M4.om.7-67 . 8 1
Licensed posliins 320 19 1.1 . . . . 6 i.

Other hN Lice sea Operators IT 36 70.4 4 7.6 0 0.0 6 11.9 0 0.0 1 9. .
Total 1 1:err se0l 291 36.7 329 16.3 64 8.0 81? 30.8 8 1.0 220 27.4 8

* Tehnicl an hantesa:nce Personnel
1 ~Chemistry hnI c ians1 30 21 I 22.9 19 1.4 22 20.2 9 6.3 2 3.8 32 29.'*

Draft,.e 322 30 24.6 8 6.6 18 34.8 21 20.S132 9.8 29 23a
Elcrcas12 1 31 9 6.3 13 17 2 6 21.4 4 2.9 23 16 ,. .

lestrnen ad Control Technicians 2641 3 26. 26 10.6 31 13.3 44 16. 2 0.0864 33.
he4hA"i 236 94 39.11 3.8 6 2.1 S7 23.9 6 3.4 64 26.9.
Quality Assrance/Contrel *

Technicians so 34 421 9 31.3 11 13.8 9 11.3 0 0.0 13 6.
Raito rtcinTechnicians 191 7 f 1 9.1*3 4 1 Z13 ~..7 3.6 z b
ltdrwihfcerCertification 26 6 23.1 3 1.1 . 19.2 0 0 10 38

Other Technical and flnitenace
Pesnec9 86 43.4 6 4.0 11 1.6 37 38.1 2 3.0 14 27.3

44T ToI Technical and Maintenance
. per sonnel 1.376 467 23.9 131 9.1 IS@ 33.1 229 16.6 32 2.3 319 26.3 . . . . .

All Other Professional Workers 93 4 6.: .214 38 19.41 3 3.21 22 23.1
Othor Techical Personnel 71 13 1 1 1:0 1 .0 26 3. . 23 29.6

total 3.913 1.427 36.1 487 32.3 424 10.8 514 3 3.1 61_ 2.2 961 21 1

NOTE: All on-site information reported by 80 of 83 plants b . 9
representing 57 of 58 utilities. off-site data represent
52 of 58 utilities for training and technical and mainten-
ance personnel, while 53 of 58 utilities supplied informa-

z tion for all other categories. All positions reported as.
Full-Time Equivalents (FTEs). ...
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Little and Johnson also projected manpower growth in employment
based on planned increases in generating capacity and typical plant
staffing. They assumed that growth in employment would precede increases -

in generating capacity by two years, on the average. On the basis of .
their analysis, they project growth and replacement as shown in Figure 1
1. The figure shows a significant requirement for replacement of tech- 0 0

' nical/maintenance personnel and engineers, but it also reflects a net
. negative growth (-395) of engineering positions. In fact, the two en-

gineering disciplines in the industry, mechanical and electrical, show
a combined negative growth of -687 positions. This negative growth is
offset by positive growth of 608 positions requiring nuclear and reactor
engineering degrees or quality assurance/control expertise. If planned
increases in generating capability continue to be delayed or cancelled, -- "

?- * one might expect slower growth, but replacement needs will be roughly
"-. similar.

Figure I

Occupational Growth and Replacement Needs 0 O
in the Nuclear Power Industry, 1983-1991

Growth %
7000" Replacement -

S6000

500

Posi tions
% 3~00

2000.

. -1000 |.

1Engineers scientists Training Operators Technicl/ Other Other All Othier "

--- a 1 Personnel Milntenance Professional$ Technical Workers
ManagesPersngnelneersOS.. ntit

Source: Descriptive Statistics of Occupational
4? Employment in Nuclear Power Utilities.[4].

Several observations can also be made with respect to the Navy

personnel implications of these projections. There is a shortage of

nuclear-trained personnel in the utilities of a magnitude not unlike
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that in the Navy. However, the shift of positions from "Off-site" to
"On-site" (a 13% increase in on-site, and a 13% reduction in off-site)
that occurred in 1982 is an indication that there may be more opportun- .-......

ities for Navy enlisted personnel, but fewer opportunities for officers >.

than in the past. Throughout the industry, on-site positions are typi- -
cally filled by personnel with less than four years of college. Such

positions include reactor operators (RO), licensed reactor operators
(LRO) and senior licensed reactor operators (SRO), among others. The
Florida Power and Light Company has a large operations staff, but is

.-., typical in terms of the academic background of its operators, shown in -.......
Table 4 below.

Table 4
at Formal Education of Operations Personnel
at 2 Stations of Florida Power and Light Company

Positions* High School Some College Baccalaurate Masters 0 "

Nuclear Operations 16 22 10 1
Career Path

(In training)

Reactor Control 7 16 3 2 |c.' .l *:,. ,
Operator (RO) - --

Senior Reactor Control 4 3 0 0
Operations (SRO) - ,

Nuclear Watch Engineer 10 3 2 0 * "0 --. O -:
(SRO)

Total operations 37 44 15 3

*Except for the Nuclear Operation Career Path, all hold NRC licenses.

The data indicate that 81% of the operator positions are filled by
non-college graduates. These are not professional or management positions .-

that an ex-Naval officer would likely enter and remain in for a career ..-.

. with the utility company. Instead, ex-officers would likely go directly -

to management positions or spend only a few years in this path while they
obtain a reactor operator license or senior reactor operator license. In * :.O - -
some utility companies employers pay a premium for possession of an NRC
license to professional and management personnel as well as operators. "
Furthermore, many employers prefer to have management and professional
personnel with experience in reactors operations.

The following two tables demonstrate the extent to which the Navy . .
contributes to the manpower of nuclear utilities. These data were - --'- '

obtained from surveys conducted just prior to the incident at ThI. No ,... -. - • * •
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systematic survey has been conducted since then to assess the Navy con-
. tribution to the Nuclear utilities. However, Iowa Electric Light and .-

- Power Company reported that in 1983, 11 of 15 licensed operators and 3 of 8 j

senior licensed operators were ex-Navy. (For the 12 persons in training,
the number of ex-Navy was unavailable.) S 6 •

- Table 5
Previous Nuclear Work Experience by Age of Power Station - -

Percent of Workers with Previous
Nuclear Work Experience * "

Year of Initial Any Nuclear Nuclear Other Than
Criticality Work Experience Navy Nuclear Navy
1967-1970 46% 37% 9"

1973-1976 29 236
1977-1980 20 11 9

Numbers under each type of work experience are the --S

percentages of the work force at power stations with ,- -

initial criticality during the years listed in the -

left hand columns.

Table 6 .- - -
Previous Work Experience by Job Group

Percent of Job Group Reporting - - -

Previous Work Experience -

Nuclear Nuclear Other Nonnuclear -." -

Job Group Navy Than Navy Power Plant -

Operations * . . -
Licensed 45% 12% 54% .

Unlicensed 26 8 36 - *--. . - -.'

Maintenance electricians 7 16 57
and mechanics .

Instrument and control 17 11 33 p
A%

Health physics technician 21 16 29

.- Maintenance--nonstandard 3 10 27

storekeeper, administrative

clerk ' O -

NOTE: Data represent the number of workers reporting
the specific type of related work experience as a per-
centage of total employment in that job classification.
Data in last column include work experience in another
nuclear power station, in a U.S. Department of Energy I ". .
(previously U.S. Energy Research and Development Admin- .-.

istration and U.S. Atomic Energy Commission) facility,
in private industry, or other.
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In this company, 60% of licensed operators had previous work experience
in the nuclear Navy compared with the 45% national average reported prior -.-

to the incident at THI. In 1983 another company, the Washington Public
Power Supply System, had 22 people in training for an operators license;Eu 16 were ex-Navy. None were officers, but most had 8 to 11 years' military 0 6

service. It is not known whether Iowa Electric is typical but labor

leaders at the International Brotherhood of Electric Workers (IBEW)
believe that the incident at TMI created a greater demand for experience "'-"--" -
(obtainable from the Navy) but no greater demand for numbers. They also .- i--*. -

' 
-

stated that the trend shown in Table 7 was the result of an expanding - "
industry that was forced to hire from sources other than the Navy to meet 0 1
their manpower needs, but the slowdown of the growth in the industry and
the increased demand for experience have combined to stop the downward
trend in the use of Navy personnel that was occurring in the 1970's.
Figure 1 shows a need to replace about 3,800 reactor operators and new
growth of about 900 reactor operator positions. In total, there will be -
4,700 openings for operators positions to be filled between 1983 and

1991, or about 525 openings per year.

Since it is more likely that members of the officer corps would I
pursue management/professional or engineering positions with the utili-
ties rather than positions as reactor operators, an examination of job
openings in these categories is warranted. For management and supervisory
positions the vacancy rate in 1982 was the lowest of any occupational
category involved in nuclear power generation, as shown in Table 4. Of

the management positions, 7.5% were vacated, while overall 11.6% of

nuclear-related positions were vacated. Management and supervisory posi- -tions encompass 10% of the nuclear-related positions. Figure I shows
the need to replace about 1,350 managers and supervisors and new growth
of about 220 positions from 1983 to 1991, or about 174 openings per year. - " .' .

Engineering positions numbering 10,506 account for almost 19% of

. the nuclear-related positions with utility companies. As illustrated in
Figure 1, there will be a requirement to replace more than half (5,800)

;-" of the engineers, but there will be a net reduction in requirements of
nearly 400 from 1983 to 1991. Table 7 shows that there is significant * *- .w-

variation in growth by engineering discipline.

Table 7

Nuclear Industry Change
(Engineering Positions)

Type of Engineer Change in # of Positions*
Civil Engineering -39% %-.-. * .

Mechanical Engineering -17%
Electrical Engineering -12% ". * * -

6.4 Instrumentation & Control +15%. ., ,\*. ,
Nuclear Reactor Engineer +23% ., .,
Quality Assurance/Control +34% ,. . .

. : - :..:. : ..-. .: .,

*Increase is new growth only. It does not include
replacement of employees. ..

'p." . ° ." '.-'- ",-". ,
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The analysis above relies heavily on the work done by Little and
Johnson of Oak Ridge Associated Universities. The data were obtained " "'"..
from a Spring 1982 survey conducted by the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO). All commercial nuclear utility companies are members
of INPO, and only one plant responded too late to be included in the O
summary statistics. Thus, there is no data base more comprehensive,
complete or current from which manpower projections can be made. ..-. .... .

It is also recognized that not all nuclear-related jobs are with the
utility companies. Westinghouse, General Electric, Babcock & Wilcox, ""__" "
and Combustion Engineering are manufacturers of nuclear reactors. Ser- •
vice and spinoff industries support the utility companies and other
industries using nuclear energy. Government agencies compete with these
employers for qualified manpower. Among the government agencies outside
DoD, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has the greatest demand for per-
sonnel academically qualified in nuclear or nuclear-related disciplines.
However, no attempt was made to quantify the manpower needs of all these , *' ,
employers. -. . -.

B. CIVILIAN PAY. To determine the current compensation available .
to. civilians working in the nuclear field, data were obtained from many
different sources, as indicated in Section II. The Nuclear Regulatory "'
Commission (NRC) pays members of their Engineering Group and their Resi-
dent Inspectors on a scale different from the civil service pay tables.
The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) provided a comprehensive package ....-
describing wages, salaries, and benefits, including retirement benefits
for people employed at their Nuclear Power Plants. For new graduates
with degrees related to nuclear power, data were obtained from two sur-
wa -~- veys: one from the College Placement Council and the other from a June
1983 survey done by Oak Ridge Associated University (ORAU) for NRC to
support NRCs recruiting effort. Their survey was targeted only at

.. schools offering nuclear energy degrees. Finally, data was obtained
from the International Brotherhood of Electric Workers (IBEW) Union that -

-: contained detailed compensation information for each nuclear utility

':; . company having union representation in the nuclear power plants.

After review of the available data, it *was determined that the
" .- best model for comparison with compensation in the military was the pay

system of the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA). The compensation provided
* -, to their employees in nuclear power is quite competetive with investor-

owned, cooperative, or municipal utility companies for like work or
responsibility. A comparison of their salaries reveals no significant *.. -. O*

- departures from NRC salaries of engineers and resident inspectors nor
, from the IBEW data. It was also chosen because of the clearly identifi-

. ; able career progressions and associated salary data. Figure 2 shows
, , TVA plant organization and associated compensation.
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Figure 2
Nuclear Plant Staff

TVA 1983
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Using the TVA data, for example, an ex-Naval officer (Lieutenant
with 5-6 years military service) might start as a unit operator while he

obtains an NRC license and qualification on the plant at his place of
V employment. This is considered by the utilities to be a labor position,

while a position as assistant shift engineer would be a management posi-
tion. For a former Navy officer, this is likely to be treated as atraining ground with a relatively quick (< 2 years) promotion to assistant -
shift engineer (2 of 4 shift engineers at one of the reactors in TVA

were ex-Navy officers). He would be paid on the low end of the M-3
scale during this period. After successfully obtaining an NRC license, "-"-'-.-.--

* he would receive an annual premium of $3,800 in addition to the normal - -
pay for his salary grade. Upon completion of about 2 additional years, I 0 0
the premium would rise to $4,680 if he obtained a senior reactor opera-
tors license.

The range of salaries shown for each management grade is dependent . . .

on performance, not position or tenure at TVA. It takes approximately

3 years to advance to shift engineer and another 2 to 3 years to operating p O .
supervisor. Further advancement depends on job openings. Operations
supervisors and above typically receive the $4,680 bonus for license
maintenance, but a management incentive bonus ranging from $1,500 for
grade M5 to $2,500 for M8 is paid annually to managers without an NRC
license if they are in a position of major accountability for nuclear
safety and adherence to regulatory requirements. This pay is virtually },* .
a retention incentive for continuous service and is paid nearly the
same way AIB is paid to Navy personnel.

A review of the commercial nuclear power plants revealed that at
Ne. least 2 other utility companies use similar retention bonuses. Duquesne .

pays $12,000 for each 3 years of consecutive service for employees that -' '

maintain their NRC licenses. The bonus is paid every 3 years if still
employed by the company. Portland General Electric pays $10,000 for
each 5 years of consecutive service payable at the completion of every 5
years if still employed. In both these companies, the tenure premium is
in addition to an annual license premium, whereas TVA personnel may not
receive both.

A career in plant operations management is not the only path avail- .

,~ able to Naval officers. Figure 2 also shows a professional track. This .
• : track includes positions in the Maintenance and Engineering Department ....... ,..- ,

of the reactor facility. In particular, these positions are in the Reactor
Engineering Branch and the Quality Assurance Branch. The track also .

includes a large number of positions at the utility headquarters for p -,. ... ,t.
electrical, mechanical, and nuclear engineers as as well as computer and
other technical/scientific personnel.

"*>: Table 8 shows the 1983 annual salary scale for engineering and .-.-- "
: scientific personnel. All personnel on the scale (SC) must possess a

bachelor's degree in an engineering or scientific discipline. New employ- -.
ees with degrees in nuclear engineering begin at SCI step 8, or $26,775

%'.' annual salary. New employees with mechanical engineering degrees begin
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at step 7, or $24,950 annually. A shift technical advisor would begin
at SC4 step 1, or $29,675 annually.

Table 8
Engineering/Scientific Schedule

Tenure Professional Pay Category
Step SC1 SC2 SC3 SC4

1 14,000 19,685 25,165 29,675
2 15,825 21,760 27,130 32,060

3 17,650 23,835 29,100 34,445
4 19,475 25,220 30,410 36,040
5 21,300 26,600 31,720 37,630

6 23,125 27,985 33,035 39,220

7 24,950 29,365 34,345 40,810
8 26,775 30,750 35,655 42,400

NOTE: New hires may start anywhere on the table.
Advancement in tenure step requires 1 year in present
step. Advancement to next higher pay category depends
on performance, tenure, and availability of a position.

A master's degree or equivalent work experience in a needed academic -

specialty would qualify an individual for pay on the SC2 level or $19,685
to $30,750 annually, depending on qualifications. The SC3 level is paid
to engineer6 and scientists qualified to work alone and assist junior'
engineers with technical problems. Individuals paid at SC4 are technical
experts in their field and project leaders. At this point they would be
promoted into management positions (Ml and up) and be administratively

• responsible for subordinates. Their pay would be in the range of M4 or
MS. SC4 is roughly equivalent to M4. Reactor engineering jobs and .
quality assurance jobs would typically fall along the progression just " . ..

% described. This progression is similar to many off-site positions of -
the utility headquarters.

Analysis of other salary and benefits data do nothing to disclaim
the competitiveness of TVA. Appendix B contains the NRC pay schedule.
An examination of these rates shows that NRC annual pay is consistent
with TVA rates. Starting salaries for new graduates with BS degrees in ...- -.

nuclear disciplines show that the TVA scientific and -engineering scale
is very close at the entry level to data obtained by both surveys. *. O* -O*

- Results of these surveys are also contained in Appendix B. Finally, to
estimate the advancement in salary as one grows in experience and respon-

-. sibility, data were obtained from a survey conducted by the Engineering
" Manpower Commission, American Association of Engineering Societies [5].

At least 14 of the 48 utility companies that participated in the survey
have operating nuclear reactors. These data are displayed in Figure 3 .e . . o
below along with the military paylines. -*. -
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The graph shows that Regular Military Compensation (RMC) between
about 4 and i6 years of service is close to the median salary of engi-

neers employed by utility companies. Before 4 years of service RMC is
considerably less than the 10th percentile of similarly qualified civ- -_ __.__._._.

ilians. After 16 years of service military RMC advances to the 75th per- 0

centile, and beyond 22 years, advances further. When the nuclear bonuses

and Submarine Pay are added to RMC, some changes result. First, the :-

Accession Bonus and Submarine Pay in the first two years of service pro-
vide competitive starting salaries. Second, the bonuses available upon ... . " -

completion of initial service obligation (4 to 5 years of service nor-
mally) combined with RMC and Submarine Pay for 0-3's put total compen-.*
sation well above the 90th percentile of civilian engineers employed by

- utility companies. This situation lasts until about 18 years of service
when the nuclear pay stops for many officers; this reduction is clearly

depicted on the graph. The rise and drop in pay at 26 years of service
will occur only for officers still drawing Submarine Pay at the time of
the pay increase for going over 26 years' service. For most officers
that pay increase will be offset by elimination of Submarine Pay (except - je' ~,,

for officers still performing operational submarine duty) upon completion ..

- of 26 years of service. Neither military pay stream shown on the graph

includes Sea Pay, which will add $1,800 .to $4,920 per year for perform- '

..4' a n c e o f s e a d u t y .

. - ..- . .

Figure 3
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**'. plus Nuclear Special Pays plus Submarine Pay but does not include Sea
Pay, which ranges from $1,800/yr to $4,920/yr for qualifying officers .

*., assigned to sea billets. Broken lines represent salary percentiles .4
" V. for engineers employed by 48 utility companies, including at least 14

'- % .. nuclear utility companies. 
-.. -.
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C. MANNING. The problems associated with manning of billets re-
S... quiring nuclear qualified officers are dominated by the needs of nuclear- " "

powered submarines. The numbers of nuclear powered surface ships and
their manpower requirements are small relative to the total requirement
for nuclear-qualified personnel. Manning levels of surface nuclear are
addressed briefly, but the focus in this analysis is on the submarine
forces. Nuclear submarine manning is difficult to quantify precisely
because the submarine officer community (designator 1120) has diesel-
powered submarines with associated ship and shore billets, and nuclear-
powered submarines with their own particular manning needs. "

Figure 4 shows total authorizations (AUTH), which include those spec-
ifically requiring a submarine officer in addition to a number of shore
billets (designator 1000/1050) apportioned to the submarine community,
compared to the number of personnel (STRENGTH) in each qualification
category. Apportionment is based on availability of such billets and
requirements for balanced shore rotation. From this figure, it is very
clear that the submarine community at large was undermanned before the 0 0
end of FY81. However, beyond FY81 it is difficult to quantify the nuclear
shortage, because the Navy does not make a distinction between nuclear . . - . .
and general submarine officer billets. It is the Navy's goal to man all
shipboard billets (except 8 billets for each diesel-powered submarine
currently 40 billets) with nuclear-qualified officers. Although the com-
munity goes from 107% manned to projected 116% manned from FY82 to FY87, * ,,...- +.
the percent of authorizations filled by nuclear officers grows from about
82% in FY82 to a projected 104% in FY87. Appendix D contains similiar
displays by grade groupings for FY82-FY87 (prior data are unavailable)
Figure D.3 shows that a large 0-4 to 0-6 shortage will continue beyond * -
FY87.

Figure 4

SUBMARINE MANNING
0-1 ,H1UGH 0-,
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NOTE: NUCLEAR includes all nuclear-trained officers; while
the ALL category includes all submarine-trained officers.
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Even for 1987 it is still difficult to determine precisely the man-
ning without some further investigation. For example, there will still ".-. .

be 5 diesel submarines in commission in 1987, so at least some of the " "
"1120" billets do not require nuclear qualification yet there is suffi-
cient inventory to fill both nuclear and diesel submarine billets with
nuclear qualified personnel. At this time the number of Commanders and

below who possess nuclear qualifications is projected to match total sub- -.......

marine billets however, grade distribution of the inventory will still -

be the problem. .-. -

The Navy plans to use non-nuclear qualified officers on board nuclear O •

powered submarines through 1994, when a sufficient supply of nuclear qual-
ified officers exists to fill all shipboard billets. If all officer
shipboard billets are filled with nuclear-qualified officers, then the .

Navy would have required 1991 officers on board submarines, as shown in .'
* Table 9 below. Eighty-seven percent of that requirement was filled by

nuclear officers in FY81. By FY92 this requirement will grow to 2286 O
and will be 97% filled by nuclear-qualified officers. General submarine -. ..-..

officers will be needed until 1994 to fill certain crew positions that do
not require nuclear qualification. Shore billets for both groups of -

y. officers are needed to provide each with adequate shore rotation. " "-.'..

Table 9 x-

* . . Nuclear Officer Phase-In Schedule '-. ,.

81 87 92
All Nuclear Phase in All Nuclear Phase In All Nuclear Phase In "

Pe190a Reguiresent 2 Nuclear Requiremnt 2 Nuclear Requirement 2 Nuclear -

Deartmnt Head 522 582 583 69% 599 902

(W)
"o ..- o - ,S

aecative Officer 170 1002 190 1002 195 1002

C~mening Officer 172 1002 192 1002 197 1002"- cO) *" "
- ~**.,...-.--- -

TOTAL 1991 872 2225 902 2286 972

TauIe 9. laquireiote are Nevy's estimate of shipboard billets only. Phase-In X nuclear
is aos current pla to phase In all nuclear officers.

NOTE: Requirements are Navy's estimate of shipboard billets

only. Phase-In % nuclear is based on current plan to phase .. -. ':*-.
in all nuclear officers.

All of this suggests that the nuclear authorization line is somewhat *...' .*, -

lower than the total 1120 authorization line shown in Figure 4. Even "' $.

so, the 1987 supply of nuclear-qualified personnel may possess a grade , -
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distribution different from the authorization distribution by grade.
Such a grade imbalance is likely to persist in the LCDR (0-4) and CDR
(0-5) pay grades because of inadequate accessions in the early 1970's. .

Tables 10 and 11, respectively, show the manning from 1982 to 1987 0 •
for Ensign (ENS) through Lieutenants (LT) and for LCDR to CDR, respec-
tively. These data show a 47% increase in the supply of junior officers
with nuclear qualifications and a 13% increase in the supply of LCDRs .- -. .'-

".'* and CDRs. Even so, there will still be about a 30% shortage in grades ".--'-.-:-'-
0-4 to 0-6 through 1987, as shown in Appendix D. Overall, the supply of .. ," -- -
nuclear-qualified officers below the grade of Captain is projected to O 0
grow by 39%, while the authorizations will grow by 9%.

Table 10 . ., . *.

Submarine Manning
Ensign through Lieutenant

Inventory (% of authorization)

FY NSO GSO TOTAL AUTHORIZATIONS . -*. % _. . -,-.

82 2039(105%) 599(31%) 2638(135%) 1948 -'.-""
83 2183(112) 808(31) 2746(141) 1949
84 2424(119) 546(27) 2970(146) 2035
85 -2646(128) 457(22) 3103(150) 2074

86 2841(137) 367(18) 3208(155) 2074
87 3000(144) 283(14) 3283(157) 2089

NOTE: FY83 through FY87 inventory and authorization "" "".
based on current Navy projections. NSO is Nuclear .

- Submarine Officers and GSO is General Submarine Officer.

Table 11
Submarine Manning

Lieutenant Commander and Commander S . ..
Inventory (% of authorization)

FY NSO GSO TOTAL AUTHORIZATIONS

82 664(46%) 322(22%) 986(69%) 1438
83 679(46) 289(19) 968(65) 1486 "* -  "

84 688(45) 261(17) 949(62) 1535
85 703(45) 256(16) 959(61) 1570
86 727(46) 256(16) 983(62) 1586
87 750(47) 254(16) 1004(63) 1603

* NOTE: FY83 through FY87 inventory and authorization

,ir: -based on current Navy projections. NSO is Nuclear @O •
Submarine Officer and GSO is General Submarine Officer.
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The projections presented above were made by the Navy. In this analy-
sis similar projections were made by applying 3-year average continuation
rates by years of commissioned service to the end FY82 actual strength.
The FY87 strength and the continuation rates used to project this strength
are shown in Table 12 below, along with the end FY82 strength. The ..- -

supply of nuclear-qualified officers with less than 9 years' service "......
J increases by 44%, assuming an annual input of 587 newly trained officers.

For more experienced officers, those with more than 9 but less than 21 0 0
. years, the supply increases by only 14%. Overall, the supply of nuclear-

trained officers with less than 21 years of service is projected to grow --....
,-v., by 36%.

Table 12 6 ?
Nuclear Trained Submarine
officer Supply Projection

YCS_ END FY82 END FY87 CONTINUATION RATE :

2 388 587 .9916
3 407 582 .9749
4 390 567 .8640
5 326 490 .6803

SUBTOTAL 1511 2226 .8870
*.6 224 334 .8439

7 171 186 .7894
8 117 155 .8610
9 86 131 .9099
10 89 115 .9145
11 63 107 .9113
12 81 88 .8964
13 47 68 .9136
14 51 53 .9529
15 64 58 .9711 -.

SUBTOTAL 993 1295 .8742
16 50 44 .9515
17 38 58 .9543
18 52 36 .9593
19 38 41 .9889
20 53 54 .9538
21 47 41 .9286

NOTE: Projections shown to FY87 based on 3-year -- O' '-

average continuation rate. YCS is years of com- -.
V" 5missioned service.

Manning projections for surface officers are more difficult. There
'-/ 'are only about 518 surface nuclear officers with less than 20 years'

ervice and only 13 nuclear powered surface ships (a 14th ship is ached- .'.-.'.-
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4 9 •

uled for commissioning in 1987). In general shortages exist in the
senior grades, as in the submarine forces. The Navy reports a shortage
of 39 0-5's and 43 0-41s, for a combined 0-4/0-5 manning of 58%, which
can be attributed primarily to insufficient accessions from the mid-
1960's to the early 1970's, creating in turn a need for higher retention
among this group. Consequently, the numbers necessary to maintain re-
quired manning levels were not achieved.

D. RECRUITING/RETENTION AND PAY. The effectiveness of the special ..

pays available to Navy nuclear officers can be evaluated by examining .-

the relationship between changes in the value of the special pays and
subsequent changes in retention or recruiting. This section examines
this relationship and the implications of the results with respect to
the appropriateness of the special pays these members receive. The -.- "-'.. '-"".
analysis begins with an examination of retention.

Figure 5 compares the level of retention of submarine officers and
surface officers. The comparison to surface officers instead of to some S " "
other community such as aviators is due to the similarity in career . '
paths, especially with respect to sea duty. Retention rates depend on

compensation available to the member, kind of duty performed, and other
factors which influence a member's choice to leave or stay in the mili- -". ..

tary beyond completion of initial service obligation. The Navy, in a .
supplement to its annual report required by Title 37 U.S.C. to the Armed Sf ',@' *' h
Services Committee, stated, "When accessions goals are reached for a
given year group, a retention rate of about 44 percent is needed in -
order to fill required department head sea billets. Since accession goals
were not met for year groups now passing through the retention window, a
higher retention rate of 55 percent is currently required to fill required
billets from a smaller initial base." It is observed that FY83 is the
first year during which accession goals have been met.
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, .e NOTE: FY83 data is the most recent projection -.
available for end fiscal year. - -.

The peak in FY79 represents the retention history for the cohort complet-
ing the minimum service requirement (MSR) in FY77. This entire cohort was -: -..

eligible for the Annual Incentive Bonus or the Continuation Bonus at
increased rates. In FY76 many officers may have left the Navy before
implementation of the new program. Furthermore, only the Continuation , .. .-..

Pay was available in FY76 and earlier. The low retention in FY81 is for . .> -.%. .',P." .L .r
those completing MSR in FY79 and may be attributable to an inflationary • ""
erosion in the value of the bonus and the surge in demand for experienced, ' .- '.','.'
technically qualified personnel immediately after the incident at Three . ,.
Mile Island (27 Harch 1979). Pay raises and rate changes to the bonus oz Iva*
have improved retention for those completing MSR in FY80 and beyond... -.

This analysis will not attempt to explain or quantify the contri- .,\ -
bution or interaction of all the factors that influence the stay/leave ,,.4 . .
decisions of nuclear-trained officers. However, some simple estimates
of the influence of pay on retention will be examined. The effect of .O

,.. pay on retention is frequently measured by the "pay elasticity." Pay . , .
elasticity in this context is a number defined as the percent change in .

%
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retention probability divided by the percent change in pay intended to
induce the change in retention behavior. It can also be interpreted as
the percent change in retention induced by a 1 percent change in pay.

Wetzler [31 estimated the pay elasticity to be between .83 and 1.4 0 O

for nuclear officers. He found that elasticities were higher (in the ..

range 1.96 to 3.98) for NROTC commissioning sources but lower for Naval
Academy graduates (.47 or less). This was one of the first such studies
of nuclear-trained officers. A more recent study, Nakada [4], estimated
an overall elasticity of 1.6. This implies that a 1 percent change in
pay should induce a 1.6 percent change in retention. To illustrate and

quantify the effect of pay on the stay/leave decision, retention rates
were plotted against the value of all special and incentive pays available
to a typical Lieutenant completing the minimum service requirement

(MSR). This plot is shown in figure 6 below. Values of Special and " " """
Incentive pays in each year were adjusted to May 1983 according to the .*.:- -. .-
May CPI from 1973 through May 1983. These pays included Submarine Pay,
Sea Pay and the Continuation Bonus available in each of those years. . :.
The straight line through the points is the result of an ordinary
least squares (OLS) regression. This linear regression produced the
following estimates:

* ... --'.." " . .

RET = .22423 + .585785 * PCNT,

(.07721) (.28861)

where RET - retention rate

PCNT - percent of total pay accounted for by " ." .. " "
special pays, and the correlation is .34

standard errors of estimates in parentheses.
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RETENTXON
NOTE: Retention is calculated as strength at MSR+2
year. divided by strength at MSR -1year. Data for ____

FY81 are the best estimates available, since not all V-
officers completing HSR in FY81 have reached MSR+2-

.4.,at this writing. Data for all years adjusted to7
1983 value using CPI.

At the average present value of total compensation between FY74 and
FY 83 ($45,223) and the average retention (38%), the resulting elasticity
is 1.54, when average compensation excluding special pays was $33,142 in N%
May 1983 dollars. This implies that a 1 percent change In pay is likely ~~'
to induce a 1.5% change in retention. Table 13 below shows possible V~-
retention rates under various inflation scenarios over the next 4 years .'

(the present legislation expires in 4 years, 1987). 7Z
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Table 13
Impact of Inflation on Pay and

Retention through 1987
Inflation Rate *,

.f. 0% 4% 6% 8% 10%
RMC (0-3) 33,195 38,833 41,907 45,161 48,600 - -
NUCPAY 7,000 8,189 8,837 9,523 10,248

'' OTHER S/I (0-3) 7,200 8,422 9,089 9,795 10,541
TOTAL 47,395 55,444 59,835 64,480 69,391

FY87 Retention Rate

A ALL ADJUSTED .42 .42 .42 .42 .42

NUCLEAR ADJ .42 .41 .40 .39 .39
NO ADJ .42 .39 .38 .37 .36 __""_______

Other S&I pays include Sea Pay and Submarine Pay
for a typical 0-3. RHC is typical for 0-3 Nu-
clear ADJ is retention rate if Nuclear Pay is
adjusted for inflation, but other S&I pays are
not inflation adjusted. No ADJ is made if only
RMC is adjusted for inflation.

One may conclude that if Nuclear Pays are adjusted but Sea Pay and -.--- '
Submarine Pay are not adjusted and assuming inflation is no higher than .- - .
10% then the relatively high recent retention will erode to no lower .'-
than 39%, the average between FY74 and FY83. This conclusion assumes .
that all other factors remain constant. We have already indicated that
civilian job opportunities in the nuclear industry are forecasted to
decline over this period of time, so these estimates may be slightly - , **-.---'

pessimistic. On the other hand, if none of the special pays is adjusted '- "-..-,.-
for inflation and inflation is as high as 10%, then the retention could •.... -'-- -
drop to 36% if the effect of other -factors not included in the estimate
do not change. A 4% inflation rate implies an estimated 39% retention r;

rate by 1987. The analysis also suggests that it would require a $3,300 '

pay increase for junior officers to achieve the ambitious goal of 44% " . .
retention.

For surface nuclear officers, the average retention rate was 37%- --  N- - -

not significantly different from the submarine nuclear retention rates. . -----
Due to small population sizes, the retention in each FY varied widely -

from the average. Good and bad retention years seem to coincide for .' '
these groups. FY79 and FY83 rates were good for both groups, while FY81 . . -.---. -
was bad for submariners and FY82 was unfavorable for surface officers.

Recruiting incentives such as the Accession Bonus are more difficult E , .
to quantify. The accession bonus is paid to NROTC, Naval Academy, and .. '
OCS students. For NROTC and Naval Academy commissioning sources it
provides an incentive to choose Navy Nuclear Power Training over other ..;... :::..-...... .

5 ZA.. - .. **. -. ". A **

•. 0. A'. 
"SI_
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alternatives within the Navy, but for OCS it must be sufficiently attrac-
tive to an individual whose choices include civilian alternatives. The """ " .

following table excludes NROTC and Naval Academy procurement, but focuses
on the Navy Recruiting Command accession history for nuclear power train-
ing. Many factors besides the Accession Bonus influence procurement

- , into nuclear power training. The method and timing of the bonus payment O O
e. e, have changed, in addition to scholarship programs, and authority to

pay students in active duty status in pay grade E-3 has recently been
introduced. .... '.- -. -.

Table 14 6 O
Navy Recruiting Command Nuclear Accession History

FY Goal Achieved % Bonus Bonus Value
-'(May 83 dollars)

72 125 98 78 0 0
73 235 112 48 0 0
74 165 61 37 0 0
75 220 129 59 0 0
76 200 182 91 1500 2627
77 253 113 45 3000 4921
78 376 159 42 3000 4599
79 380 174 46 3000 4152
80 263 115 44 3000 3626
81 263(21) 1270,11) 48(52) 6000 6606
82 270(10) 191(13) 70(130) 6000 6205

83 258(41) 265(41) 103(100) 6000 6000
84 257(59) 257(59) 100(100) 6000

Nw. NOTE: The increased Accession Bonus of $6,000 was autho- .

rized *n I January 1981. Prior to that, the Accession '.

Bonus was paid only upon completion of nuclear power .? ..

training. Since that date, individuals receive $3,000

upon acceptance of an agreement to attend nuclear power
training (as early as fall semester of the junior year -

' A in college) and an additional $3,000 upon completion of

training. The success rate in FY83 represents those

0 recruited since 1981. School causes up to a 2 year lag.
Data in parenthesis represent surface nuclear officers
and supplement submarine nuclear numbers.

*.'.- Table 15 shows the desired number of accessions from OCS, NROTC
and the Naval Academy into nuclear power training. -. --

~- -
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Table 15

Nuclear Officer
Accession Goals and Actual

FY79 - FY83

FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83* S

Submarine Nuclear
Goal 680 655 655 666 666
Achieved 443 444 498 518 666
Z 65% 68% 76% 78% 100%

Surface Nuclear
Goal 103 103 103 103 155
Achieved 116 158 60 107 125

% 113% 153% 58% 104% 81%

Both *L O .

Goal 758 758 758 769 821
Achieved 559 602 558 625 791

% 74% 79% 74% 81% 96%

*As of June 1983.

The 1971 Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation determined that: .. .'..-

(%

"While the Navy receives enough qualified volunteers to fill " ', %-"
its [nuclear] officer quota it neither accepts nor graduates enough - " .
officers to meet its nuclear submarine force requirements."

This condition continued between 1972 and 1982, when only 74% of the
volunteers eligible for interview were accepted into the program. (The -'.-------
acceptance rate prior to 1972 was 31% of the applicants). Their accepta-
bility was determined through an interview process conducted by the Deputy ".-.-:. .. .. '. -

Assistant Secretary of Energy for Naval Reactor. The acceptance rate .".-.--'--.- ..-

has continued to increase, and in 1983 an adequate number of eligible O

personnel were accepted into the program to the meet the Navy's accession .'-.o"..

goals. The effects of insufficient prior years' accessions will remain -.'° '- .-
for many years to come. Thus, the manning for grades 0-4 and 0-5 (inven- ',

tory is 46% of total 1120 authorization for 0-4 and 0-5) is the most %

critical and can be compared to year groups when frequently only 1/3 of .'

the interviewed personnel were accepted. , O - ,

-- . . -.- " -" ' -

Finally, recruiting must also be viewed in terms of starting salar-

ies offered by those competing for the same potential resource. Further, -.. ,-., .
the salary growth or "salary compression" must be examined. Appendix B .. . .

contains information showing starting salaries offered to Bachelor candi- .. .

dates earning degrees in Nuclear Engineering. Figure 3 earlier showed * O . - .
the potential growth in military salaries compared to those offered to -.

engineers working with the utility companies.
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The Accession Bonus is the first incentive pay the Navy can offer
to attract qualified applicants into nuclear power in the Navy. The
analysis presented above shows the importance of a suitably attractive
incentive to induce qualified college students to apply for nuclear
training in the Navy. Since FY82 Navy Recruiting Command has been able
to recruit sufficient numbers by offering the Accession Bonus to college
students. Before I January 1981, the bonus was paid only upon completion
of Navy nuclear power training. Recruiting shortfalls probably resulted.
Considering the training involved, it seems appropriate to pay half
($3,000) up front and the remainder on completion of training. -"

It was asserted earlier that the Nuclear Officer Pays may appropri- 0 0
* ately serve as premiums to Sea Pay or Submarine Pay, if the qualifications

held by these officers and the attendant duties by their nature require
- more time at sea or on a submarine than for general submarine or surface

officers without these qualifications. It was asserted that greater
responsibility, or longer duty hours, might be valid arguments favoring

the bonuses. The latter could not be verified or quantified empirically.
However, personal interviews with nuclear-qualified officers confirmed --

that the latter assertion is perceived to be true.

To examine sea duty time, data were extracted from Navy reports on
officers performing duty where Sea Pay was authorized. This method is
recognized to be different from the Navy's method of computing sea duty , O
time for rotation purposes. Submarine Officers were compared to all

"-.- surface officers. It was not possible to separate out nuclear-qualified

officers from either category. The results may still be considered.
reasonable estimates of nuclear submarine officer sea time compared to

. non-nuclear surface officer sea time. Since the number of general sub-
marine officers at sea is a small fraction of all submarine officers at -

• •+ sea and the nuclear surface officers are similarly a small fraction of " - -
all surface officers, the estimate is reasonable. Table 16 below shows
that by this measure, 0-3 and 0-4 submarine officers receiving Sea Pay ."...

e ,.. have less sea duty than surface officers. However, this situation is *- -
*',' " reversed for 0-5's. Although 0-5's are almost exclusively nuclear quali-

fied whereas 0-3 and 0-4 data include a larger proportion of general

-. submarine officers, the slight reversal in the trend at 0-5 is probably . '@'
"' *,. due to the relative shortage of 0-5 nuclear submarine officers. This

.' condition has forced some consecutive sea tours for O-5's. Based on the
projections made earlier in this analysis, shore opportunity for O-5's '--.

will continue to be degraded until ample supplies of junior officers are , -. , , %

promoted to these grades. At present, these results imply that. Nuclear
Officer Pays do not serve as premiums for longer expected time at sea. .O .
At the 0-5 level, though, the pay may very appropriately be considered
a premium for consecutive or longer than expected sea time. There is

*-e-- clearly some variation in time at sea within grade but, for typical
--" -" officers, the difference in medians between submarine and surface officers . . _

-. . - is only about 1 year. . *...

% %
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Care must be taken in interpreting data shown in Table 16. For
example, since 1981 the off-crew time of the Fleet Ballistic Missile -

* -submarine (two crew submarines) has been counted as sea duty. Over time,
• .',we might expect an increase in the measured sea duty for these officers, -

even if there is no change in the assignment and rotation pattern. 0 g
Other factors, such as the lengthy training for junior submarine officers
will always be reflected by a smaller accumulated sea duty relative to
surface officers earlier in a career. The shortage of 0-4 and 0-5 nuclear
submarine officers will necessitate intensive sea duty for these officers
which cannot be reduced until an adequate supply of more junior officer,
is available and promoted to relieve them.

Table 16
Sea Duty Time (Years)

Officers at Sea as of End FY82

Percentile 0 0

25% 50% 75% 90% IQR

Submarine 1.09 2.02 2.96 4.38 L.87
Surface 2.19 2.92 3.88 5.10 1.69 --l

o-4
Submarine 3.71 4.97 6.73 8.27 3.02
Surface 5.20 6.20 7.32 8.50 2.12

0-5 "
Submarine 7.67 9.18 10.95 12.61 3.28
Surface 6.97 8.15 9.61 11.16 2.64

NOTE: Results do not include data for officers ashore %
* *as of end FY82. Sea duty for such officers may not be

accurate, as their pay is unaffected while ashore. IQR , O*...
is the interquartile range - the difference between the

75th and 25th percentiles. . ,-

",-; .~~~....; , .. ...

e. The current career plan for these officers calls for 9 years of shore -
- •-." duty in the first 20 years of service. It is difficult to make compar-

isons between time in service and pay grade; nevertheless, the comparison A .. '*

between surface and submarine officers shows that the senior grades do
have less shore opportunity. The goal for executive officer sea tours -
is 2 years. These tours are currently 2.5 to 3 years for most officers.
The goal for command tours at sea is 3 years. Most are serving 3.5 to 4 ..-

years. In both cases the Navy is making progress toward these goals as 'X-..-
manning improves in these grades. In all grades shown, the variation . .
(variation was estimated by IR - interquartile range, the difference
between the 75th and 25th percentiles) was greater for submarine officers
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than for surface officers. This may indicate that it is more difficult
for a junior submarine officer to know how long he will be at sea over a
career in submarine service. As manning improves, so will shore oppor-
tunity. At the end of FY82 submarine officers at sea in grade 0-4 and - -
below have less accumulated Sea Pay credit than surface officers who were
at sea. If manning were adequate at the 0-5 level then shore time would -.
be as well. " -

With regard to consecutive years of sea duty, there is little dif-
ference between submarine and surface officers in aggregate. Table 17
shows that 8.7% of all surface officers have more than 3 consecutive 0 O
years at sea while 8.6% of all submarine officers have more than 3 consec-
utive years of sea duty. However, when examined by grade, a pattern
consistent with the preceding analysis is revealed. Three or more years
at sea is more common for 0-4's and O-5's in submarine service than for
surface counterparts. In pay grades below 0-4 or above 0-5 the circum- -__"" __"___

'

stances are reversed. Two factors may explain these results. First, ' O'the insufficient supply of 0-4's and 0-5's; and second, a mandatory .. . . ' '

"' requirement that the senior crew members on nuclear powered submarines
possess Navy nuclear' qualification.

Table 17
Percent of Officers Receiving

Career Sea Pay Premium
(> 3 years consecutive sea duty)

Grade
Category 0-1/0-2 0-3 0-4 0-5 0-6 Total

Submarine 0.1% 10.7% 18.6% 33.0% 3.9% 8.6% -
Surface 0.1% 18.3% 15.0% 9.1% 6.1% 8.7% :., "

Data for submarine category do not exclude general sub-
marine officers. Data supplied by Navy Finance Center.

E. COPAY ALTERNATIVE TO AIB. Recall that all nuclear-qualified
officers beyond initial service obligation (3 to 5 yrs, depending on

Ssource of commissioning) receive the Annual Incentive Bonus of $6000 -'.A',''--"'"

per year with no a priori service obligation incurred. Officers with . . .
less than 10 years of service who are willing to incur a 4-year obli-
gation may receive an additional $1,000 per year for each of the 4 years
of obligation. This difference is less than 2.5% of the typical RMC for
these officers and less than 2% of RMC when Submarine Pay and Sea Pay
are included ($40,195 vs. 47,395) for typical 0-3. The percent of to- :--."-C"""-" s:-'
tal pay accounted for by special and incentive pays increases from 28.45%

; to 29.96%. If we apply the retention model presented earlier and change "
the value of PCNT in the regression from .2845 to .2996, then retention
estimate is increased from 39.09% to 39.97%, or about 2% improvement. "P -.---' ' i ' : -.- .'

% The return to the individual is so small for the obligated service he
!<'. must incur that it is doubtful that even one additional person per year

-( 
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is convinced to stay beyond initial obligation by COPAY. Nearly all
of those accepting the pay were probably stayers anyway. In fact from ./, .-...

personal interviews we have determined that those not accepting the - -

addition use their freedom-to-leave as a "bargaining chit" when dealing
with their detailer. Table 18 shows that only about 25% of those with
5 to 6 years since Basic Active Service Date (BASD) have accepted COPAY.
The remainder are leaving their options open. Almost 60% of the more
senior personnel received the pay during calendar year 1982. (Individuals -"-"- -.

must accept the pay before completion of 10 years or forfeit the option.) . - .-

Table 18 0 "
COPAY Acceptance Rates

BASD YRS Since AIB COPAY Received % Receiving
YEAR BASD Only Only Both in CY82 COPAY .:: : ' -

77 5 172 41 14 .24
76 6 111 51 22 .39
77 7 63 46 16 .49
78 8 43 51 8 .58

Source: Finance tape provided by Navy Finance Center.

As mentioned previously, there is no specific a priori obligation
incurred as a result of accepting the Annual Incentive Bonus. It is paid

on the 30th of September each year to nuclear officers who have completed
their commissioning obligation. The purpose of this Incentive Bonus is to
improve retention of junior- and middle-grade nuclear officers, yet be-
cause of no prior commitment, there are no restrictions to preclude pay- tO "''.'

ment to officers who are known to be separating from the Navy. An officer
may receive $6,000 from the Navy today based on the preceeding year of
service and not be employed by the Navy tomorrow. Likewise, an officer - .. ..

may receive $6,000 today in the form of an Annual Incentive Bonus and a . - .-.

$7,000 installment of a $28,000 bonus tomorrow for future service if he .-.
signs an obligated service agreement. Providing special pay to personnel . . .
with documented pending separations may seem inconsistent with the
principal purpose of a retention incentive. However, the Navy also . -

considers AIB as an addition to pay for the service performed in the -.....
preceeding year by officers that are difficult to replace. The Navy has -. .. .

noted that individuals who have received the last installment of a COPAY -

agreement may have to wait 2 years before resumption of AIB payments. -'O -O O
This is correct, but it results because COPAY is paid at the beginning
of each year of obligated service, and AIB is paid at the end of each
service year or any part thereof. Furthermore, these same individuals --

received both AIB (for past service) and COPAY (for future service) - .-- ".-
bonuses when the COPAY agreement was made. If the purpose of the Annual
Bonus is compensation for services rendered, then it should be paid "' "

* monthly, and only in the months when duties involving the direct super- O 2..
vision operation, and maintenance of a nuclear power plant are performed. " -".*4 *' .".'-' . ' .- .. ''.'' '..'

,.-..:,d." ., -,'. ,." . .4-. -..-.
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The history of these pays indicates that it is a retention incentive
rather than compensation for services. In any case, the Annual Bonus is .-
believed to have been in competition with the Continuation Pay since its ..-
inception in July 1976. The surface nuclear force is particularly small,
and the present dual system does not allow the Navy to control its losses 0 0
since there are no a priori service commitments associated with the Annual.-... ''-
Bonus.

The ultimate cost of the dual system can be analyzed by comparing - -
c t ( n r t n i -f t h "t

cost (and retention) from the beginning of FY74 to the end of FY76 with:the cost (and retention) from the beginning of FY78 to the end of FY80. * • :

In the former time period, only COPAY existed, while during the latter
interval both COPAY and AIB were authorized. From FY78 to FY80 the
Accession Bonus was also authorized, but the cost of this program has
been excluded from this analysis. Table 19 below shows the cost (in -"

June 1983 dollars) for the two time periods. It shows a $13,787,526 -

cost increase as a result of the dual system. * .,.

Table 19
Cost Comparisons with and without AIB

COPAY ONLY COPAY PLUS AIB
FY74 $2,997,528.8 FY78 6,921,610.7 - "
FY75 2,532.197.2 FY79 7,457,689.2

* *.FY76 2,164,371.8 FY80 7,102,324.1
TOTAL 7,694,097.8 TOTAL 21,481,623.0 -.

Costs were extracted from Table 1 and adjusted
to June 1983 dollars. Accession Bonuses for -._-,_"_'__
FY78, FY79, FY80 for 448, 487, 488 were exclu- -
ded before making the adjustment, because there
was no Accession Bonus authorized from FY74
through FY76.

The almost three-fold increase in cost might be expected to have a
significant impact on retention. However, the structure and interaction
of the two pays produced only marginal retention rate improvement for V
senior officers (11 through 17 YCS). The senior cohort group is out of
the eligibility window for COPAY, and thus the new AIB represented, a "

," substantial increase in RMC for these officers. The junior officers (5
through 10 year group) retention actually declined slightly when AIB was

implemented. Whereas from FY74 through FY76 junior officers had to obli-
gate for 4 years to get COPAY, under the system from FY78 through FY80
the officer could receive nearly the same money with no obligation. One '. *.- '.

- may conclude that COPAY alone was effective (and inexpensive since only V,. Z "
Sthose committed to the Navy were paid), but the introduction of AIB was

' _ costly (since everyone was paid) and less efficient. Table 20 below -%,A
-* compares retention for the junior and senior officers in the pre-AIB and "" . • ...
::-. = post-AIB environments. Overall, there was a negligible change in reten-
",'-.. tion, but there was a reduction in retention for junior officers and an

.':-': increase for more senior officers. :. .- - .--
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Table 20
Retention Comparisons with and without AIB

Without AIB 5-10 YCS 11-17 YCS TOTAL________
Begin FY74 771 590 1361 0 0

--. .-°,? o

End FY76 458 471 929.
3 YR Retention .5940 .7983 .6826
Annual Retention .8406 .9277 .8805

With AI-

Begin FY78 829 579 1408 p •
End FY80 478 490 968
3 YR Retention .5766 .8463 .6875 --
Annual Retention .8323 .9459 .8826 -

NOTE: Strength data supplied by Navy. Retention•648
rates are cohort style.

RMC (excluding special and incentive pays), after adjusting for in-
flation, was about 6% less in the later time period, but was higher when 4-4,

the AIB legislation was implemented than in the FY78 through FY80 time
period. Neither the Navy nor the service member could have projected the
declining value of compensation relative to the CPI from the beginning
of FY78 to the end of FY81. A retention incentive with an associated
commitment would have provided the Navy with protection against the losses
that resulted. If RMC after implementation of the AIB was equivalent to
earlier RHC, then annual retention would be 92.8% for senior officers even
without AIB payments. The Navy realized only a 2% improvement in reten-
tion for these officers because they were free to leave at any time. 11 ....'....
Relative to a 92.8% retention (achievable with adequate pay. adjustments),
the marginal cost of obtaining a 94.6% retention rate with a $4,000
bonus is $207,890 per additional manyear. The marginal cost would have '.- .

been reduced tremendously if commitments were associated with the bonus.

F. SUMMARY. The declining growth in the civilian nuclear power in-

dustry has caused some shifts in manpower needs. As the number of plants .- ,.. -.

under construction decreases (because of plant completions and no new 4.
starts), there are reductions in some engineering manpower needs. Of the .e
largest four engineering disciplines required in the nuclear industry
three (Civil, Mechanical, and Electrical) are projected to have negative .. - .

growth; only one (Nuclear - the 3rd largest) projects growth. On-site
positions are growing by 13%, while off-site positions are declining. - .

This will mean greater opportunity at the low end of the compensation ..

scale. . -

Overall Navy nuclear manning is improving' and is projected to match -.

or exceed requirements by FY87, but shortages will still exist in the .
middle grades (0-4, 0-5) primarily because of less than adequate acces- -e O  "•
sions from this cohort, causing increased sea duty for 0-5's, and, in - .- ,-.-

turn, reduced retention, further shortages, and so on. At the end % "
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* of FY82, LCDRs and below who are at slea have less accumulated Sea Pay .:. .

credit than surface warfare officers at sea due to training and other
rotational factors, but Commanders serve more time at sea due to opera-
tional requirements and inadequate manning.

* 0' O"
Recruiting and junior officer retention have improved considerably

since FY80. The Military Pay and Allowances Benefits Act of 1980 (signed
23 December 1980) increased all three bonuses for nuclear officers, and
the results have been very positive. Navy Recruiting Command is now able
to achieve stated goals, and retention is still improving.

Few people are accepting the Continuation Pay, preferring instead to O 0
*~ keep their options open and take the Annual Bonus until such time as

they decide to stay with the Navy. At this point, they like the higher

Continuation Pay and the 4-year obligation. With no prior commitment
for the Annual Bonus, the private sector (vice the Navy) drives retention
and compensation levels. Officers who receive the Annual Bonus are free
agents, and the Navy is not insured against their loss. As the Navy has . .....

already learned, losses in a small community can be particularly acute.
An a priori commitment should be obtained from these officers for the

additional pay.

VI. FINDINGS. ""W_---- - _ ---

A. GENERAL. Current special compensation available to nuclear

officers is sufficient to maintain retention above 40% in the short term.
Current retention is expected to be at least 42%. To sustain this FY83 .,....*.

high retention rate on a long term basis would require an estimated $3,300 .......

increase in annual pay for junior officers. The Navy has documented a
need to maximize retention of experienced officers in forthcoming reten- "

. tion year groups because of accessions shortfalls for these groups. The ..
.,'q ability to achieve retention rates near or above 50% among these groups . . .

,': at a realistic cost is doubtful. ' % . "
*4' ... % "%%-

B. ANNUAL INCENTIVE BONUS. The Annual Incentive Bonus may have been . % %

an important factor in generating an improvement from 80% to 85% in the

number of people, from the 11-17 year group, retained for 3 years. How- -. .
ever, the 3-year retention for the group with less than 11 years has -
declined. This suggests that the AIB may be in competition with the ... .' .
Continuation Pay, thereby reducing its potential effectiveness in allow-
ing the Navy to secure satisfactory management control over attition.

C. CONTINUATION PAY. Continuation Pay should be enhanced as soon ______ •_._
"-A as legislation can be passed to: -- % "- -

-: .q, 1. Allow 3-, 4-, or 5-year contracts at a maximum of $7,000 per
year of obligation instead of the current restriction of 4-year contracts

a-. only;

2. Authorize and pay the bonus in one lump sum when the agree-
sent is made; and

% % " , . -.% % % a
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3. Allow the Navy to offer a maximum of 4 Continuation Pay
agreements per service member for obligated service not beyond 24 years
of service. The pay should be structured in such a way that the service
member accepts the offer within 1 year of eligibility or forfeits one of

the remaining opportunities for Continuation Pay.

D. ACCESSION BONUS. The Accession Bonus and other policies, i.e., "- .
E-3 pay and nuclear scholarships, are working very well at this time and

:i. should be retained in their present form. -
,, .* * , .% - "-.. j ".%

E. NUCLEAR TRAINED AND QUALIFIED ENLISTED. Title 37 U.S.C. section
312a "Special Pay: Nuclear-trained and qualified enlisted members" should '
be repealed. Insofar as the Selective Reenlistment Bonus (SRB) authority
of FY75 was equal in value and structure to the authority that expired
under this section, the SRB has served well in its place.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS.

A. The provisions authorizing the Annual Incentive Bonus should
provide for its phase out no later than the end of FY90, provided that
the recommended enhancements to the Continuation Pay have been made and
proven effective.

B. Authorize contract length of 3 and 5 years in addition to the
4-year contracts currently authorized.

C. Authorize up to 4 agreements for each officer payable for obli-
gated service not beyond 24 years of service.

D. Repeal the provision for a "Special Pay: Nuclear-trained and -
qualified enlisted members."
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NUCLEAR SHIPS IN COMMISSION AND CREWS
END FISCAL YEAR

Ships Crews0
FY SSN SSBN Surface

4.,70 48 41 4 116
71 54 41 4 .

72 58 41 4 135 -

73 62 41 4 1 0
74 63 41 5 140

475 66 41 7
76 6418150
77 69 41 9
78 73 41 11 155 . -

79 75 41 11 ve IWO
80 74 40 11 158V..

81 82 39 12
82 91 33 13 184 .. ~.
83 95 34 13 189 -

84 99 35 13&
85 99 37 13
86 99 38 13

'C87 99 40 14
88 101 40 14

The ships represented are those in commission; the crews represent ?Z
total crews, including manned ships in overhaul or not yet commis- ''~-

sioned, since ships in overhaul or not yet commissioned may require
a crew. 4 .

S4.4 4

*'4'e
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PAY AT NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION (NRC)

Naval officers seeking employment with NRC can generally expect_________
offers of GS-12, CS-13, or GS-14 for Lieutenants, Lieutenant Commanders
and Commanders, respectively. The midpoint of pay in these civil service . .

pay grades are:

GS-12 33,779
GS-13 40,168
GS-14 47,469

pTypically, Lieutenants start somewhat higher than the midpoint, while the
other grades start slightly lower than the midpoint. The resident ~ ' *

inspector program in NRC authorizes higher pay for qualified inspectors
stationed at reactor sites. The pay schedule for these personnel is ' 0 '

shown in the table below. The NRC has 60 to 70 vacancies per year f or
degree holders with experience in reactor operations.

special salary Schedule
Occupational Coverage: All Resident Inspector Program Personnel In%

.~.- .p. Scientif ic and Technical Positions Who are Duty Stationed at Reactor or Nuclear Facility Sites 
-

Annual Pay Rates

*1 2 3 4 5 6 7 o 9 10

GO-11 26959 27776 28593 29410 30227 31044 31861 32678 33495 34312

00-12 32311 33290 34269 35248 36227 37206 38185 39168 40143 41122

GC-13 38422 39586 40750 41914 43078 44242 45406 46570 47734 48898 -

0C-14 45405 46781 48157 49533 50909 52285 53661 55037 56413 57789

Source: Nuclear Regulatory Comission

%. %,%

*. %*
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STARTING SALARY OFFERS

During the Spring of 1983 Oak Ridge Associated University under . --

contract with the NRC, conducted a survey of universities offering aca-
*demic programs in Nuclear Engineering. A summary of their results is

shown below.

Nuclear Reactor Engineers
Spring 1983 Graduates

Non-academic Monthly Salary Offer

Average Average

Minimum offer, vrg Maximum offer

Entry Level:
Bachelors Degree 1866(+f 86) 2045 2223(+ 41)0 4

Top Half Students 2092 2201 2309. -

(academically)

The College Placement Council conducted a similar survey in 1982. Vt@ 1@
Their survey categorized offers by type of employer. The data below were %~..
extracted from that survey.

4'.Monhl Salary Offers to Niuclear Eng ineers .

(Spring 82)

Percentile/Average

Type of Employer 10th Average 90th - . -"

Utility $94 $208 $2,187

Government 1,240 1,652 1,990

- ~ Of fers declined 30% from July 1981 to July 1982 (from 349 to 244). It -

appears that there has been little movement in offers from 1982 to 1983

graduates. These results are consistent with the preponderance of data 04a9'S
reflecting a lagging industry. .

I-4, d".4. -1.oftP.
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES
., . .- . . . .- - . . .i

Nuclear Officer Incentive Pays

• O0 0 .:

Issues:

1. General. Current special compensation available to nuclear .,

officers is sufficient to maintain retention above 40% in the short term.. -
Current retention is expected to be at least 42%. To sustain this FY83 .-

high retention rate on a long term basis would require an estimated $3,300 .

increase in annual pay for junior officers. The Navy has documented a
need to maximize retention of experienced officers in forthcoming reten-

tion year groups because of accessions shortfalls in these groups. The
ability to achieve retention rates near or above 50% among these groups
at a realistic cost is doubtful.

2. Annual Incentive Bonus. The Annual Incentive Bonus may have been
an important factor in causing an improvement from 80% to 85% in the number
of people, from the 11-17 year group retained for 3 years. However, the
3 year retention for the group with less than 11 years has declined. With

this groups the AIB is believed to be in competition with the Contin-
uation Pay, thereby reducing its potential effectivensss in allowing the
Navy to secure satisfactory management control over attrition.

J angmt

3. Continuation Pay. Continuation Pay should be enhanced as soon as
legislation can be passed to: .

'

a. Allow 3-, 4-, or 5-year contracts at a maximum of $7,000 per , -,,", Wrt
year of obligation instead of the current restriction of 4-year contracts ,. ...

-. e, only, - ,-.-:-

-' - b. Authorize and pay the bonus in one lump sum when the _.P7.

agreement is made, and - -- "-

ments c. Allow the Navy to offer a maximum of 4 Continuation Pay agree-

S eats per service member. The pay should be structured in such a way
that the service member accepts the offer within 1 year of eligibility or . A\--. .. .
forfeits one of the remaining opportunities for Continuation Pay. ,

" , " . -
4. Accession Bonus. The Accession Bonus and other policies, i.e., .

9-3 pay and nuclear scholarships, are working very well at this time and .. .......

should be retained in their present forms. ... *-.. ....-.-..--

5. Nuclear Trained and Qualified Enlisted. Title 37 U.S.C. section

312a "Special Pay: Nuclear-trained and qualified enlisted members" should

be repealed. Insofar as the Selective Reenlistment Bonus (SRB) authority
of FY75 was equal in value and structure to the authority that expired " '.'" '

under this section, the SRB has served well in its place.

• *-" .- ,"-", ,, . " I
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Department Comments

* ~.Army Concurs.

Navy Concurs.

Air Force Defers to Navy.

Coast Guard Concurs.

PHS Concurs.0 0

NOAA Defers to Navy.

JCS Defers to Navy.
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LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS

Nuclear Officer Incentive Pays ________

(1) Amend 37 U.S.C. 312(a)(4) to authorize contracts of 3, 4 and 5
years, provided the period of new service does not extend beyond *...

24 years of service.

(2) Amend 37 U.S.C. 312(a) to provide for lump-sum payments only.

(3) Amend 37 U.S.C. 312(b) to authorize 1, 2, 3 or 4 agreements for
each officer otherwise eligible and amend 37 U.S.C. 312(a) by
elimination of 312(a)(3), which restricts bonus eligibility based
on years of commissioned service.

(4) Repeal 37 U.S.C. 312(a), Special Pay: Nuclear Trained and Qualified
Enlisted Members.

S (5) Amend 37 U.S.C. 312c to extend the authority for the Annual Incentive
Bonus to 30 September 1990. However, future legislation to further

49~4 extend this expiration date should not be enacted unless the enhanced

Continuation Pay proposal has not been adopted, implemented or judged
effective.

%9 9.%
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37 U.S.C. 303
SPECIAL PAY: VETERINARIANS

37 U.S.C. 302a 6
SPECIAL PAY: OPTOMETRISTS . ~~~
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SPECIAL PAY FOR OPTOMETRISTS AND VETERINARIANS

I. PURPOSE. To provide additional pay for optometry and veterinary
service personnel to increase the ability of the Uniformed Services to
attract and retain officer volunteers in these skills.

II. DATA SOURCES. Data were provided primarily by the Service Staffs of

the Army, Navy, Air Force, Public Health Service and the Defense Manpower -.......

Data Center. Additional information was obtained from selected historical..
reports and studies, and background field interviews conducted at Fort
Bragg, NC, Fort Jackson, SC, Portsmouth Naval Regional Medical Center, I 0 0
Portsmouth VA, and the National Naval Medical Center, Bethesda, MD.

III. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. The origin of Special Pay for Optometrists "
and Veterinarians can be traced, in part, to the Army-Navy-Public Health
Service Medical Officer Procurement Act of 1947. Although it did not ____... _____

specifically identify optometrists and veterinarians to receive the *' s*. '" ,
additional pay, it established a precedent by authorizing a payment of
$100 per month for physicians and dentists. In addition to this Act,
part of the rationale for Special Pay for Optometrists and Veterinarians
also resides in the effects of the Act of 9 September 1950. This Act

established the so called "Doctor Draft". The law provided requirements
for Selective Service registration and authorization for subsequent sel-
ected induction calls for health professionals in the fields of Medicine, -

Dentistry, Osteopathy, Veterinary Medicine and Optometry. In June of

1953, Congress made Veterinary Officers eligible to receive the $100 per -- "-."-.-
month additional pay which heretofore had been reserved only for phys- ' . -

', icians and dentists. The Senate report dealing with this action stated,
"Since the veterinarians were subject to the Doctors Draft Act, they - -

should also receive the extra pay which is extended to physicians and "
-'.., dentists." I

For the next 18 years veterinarians received the additional stipend .
of $100 per month and optometrists did not. Congress finally extended
this supplementary remuneration to optometrists in 1971. The Justifi- -"

cation for optometrists was similar to that put forth for veterinarians.
2

It should be noted that there was never any Congressional testimony by -. -

.. DoD witnesses either in support of or against the extension of this pay .
to veterinarians or optometrists. 3  

-..-.+ -'-

From its inception the extra pay for physicians and dentists (later .,-. '
including optometrists and veterinarians) had a cut-off date or time
constraint imposed on it. The term cut-off date was the date after
which persons being accessed for the medical skill would not be authorized
to draw the additional pay. For example, when the pay was first authorized
for physicians and dentists in 1947 the law stated that all those regular

. officers commissioned before 1 September 1952 would be authorized to

- draw the pay. By default, anyone commissioned after that "cut-off date"
would not be authorized to draw the pay while those people commissioned - .
before that date would continue to draw the pay. Repeatedly, Congress

,'....-.... .. :.,'.
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extended the cut-off date on or about the time it was due to expire. .. .. .

*- (A chronological list of the legislative extensions and pertinent Con- ..-. ...

gressional action associated with the Special Pay for Optometrists and -.. ............
Veterinarians is at Appendix A.)

In May of 1974 Congress followed the normal course of action by
extending the cut-off date for two years from I July 1975 to 1 July 1977.
It deviated from this course, however, by designating the extension for
only physicians and dentists. This meant that any optometrists or veter-
inarians who entered active duty after 1 July 1975 did not receive the
special pay for two years. In September of 1977, Congress reinstituted
the Special Pay for Optometrists and Veterinarians and extended the

,o*, cut-off date for all health professional personnel until 30 September -

-*,+ " 1978. In justifying the extension of the special pay for physicians and .'.....
dentists, Congress stated that there existed "a critical need to provide

extra incentive ... to recruit adequate numbers of medical personnel.".

However, the justification for reinstating the special pay for optome- *', . .
trists and veterinarians differed, since Congress stated that for these . ....-

personnel it was attempting to remedy an inequitable situation which
"•, allowed personnel who entered active duty prior to 1 July 1975 to be "

paid more than those who entered after that date. 5  Thus, Congress ' "
seemed to shift its concern from attraction and retention to that of "-
a need to be equitable.

As part of the FY80 Defense Appropriation Act, Congress directed a
realignment and reduction of DoD veterinary functions. In doing so it
indicated that the Air Force Veterinary Corps should be disestablished '. . ..

no later than 31 March 1980 with the Army becoming the Executive Agent
for all DoD veterinary functions. 6 The actual transition period was to . ' - .
encompass a three-year period scheduled to end 30 September 1983. At n ,;
that time, virtually all Air Force Veterinarians will have transferred to
the Army as veterinarians or will have remained in the Air Force and
become Environmental Health Officers. To date, approximately 34 Air - -"-*--"--*

Force veterinarians have transferred to the Army and 116 have become
Environmental Health Officers (EHOs). (There are no save pay provi- -. .. ..
sions for EHOs.) An additional 60 veterinarians will remain in the , -

Air Force as part of its research and development mission and will
continue to draw the special pay. As these personnel voluntarily .. .
depart from the Air Force, the associated positions will be shifted to "t %.. .,-
the Army.

The Uniformed Services Health Professionals Special Pay Act of 1980
generated the most recent change to the Special Pay for Optometrists -

and Veterinarians. This law made permanent the special pay of $100 per " " "
month for veterinarians and optometrists and negated the requirement to
periodically extend the cut-off date. 7 The statutory authority for the
Special Pay for optometrists is codified in 37 U.S.C. 302a and for veter-
inarians in 37 U.S.C. 303. ' - . -.

IV. METHODOLOGY. The first section of this analysis will address the .

total population of recipients of the Special Pay for Optometrists and ,-,, - " ."

%,, ; - .- -% -o %

... .... "..'--• . ....
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Veterinarians and define the specific composition for each Service. The
second section will discuss the manning and other personnel factors
which could be related to the pay. The third section will compare the
pay of military vis-a-vis civilian optometrists and veterinarians.

A. COMPOSITION. Table I depicts the number of DoD Special Pay recip-
ients and the associated costs. Personnel and costs are broken out by
the specific health professional groups of optometrists and veterinarians. .....

, The number of veterinarians and commensurate costs have been reduced by
approximately 45 percent since 1972. This is, in large part, the result
of Congressional intent to reduce the number of veterinarians within _ O
DoD. The figures estimated for FY84 are expected to stay about the same ."-
in the future. The overall number of optometrists has remained fairly .-

constant. Of particular note, however, is the severe drop in optome- ..
trists during the period of 1975 through 1977. This can be attributed - . ..
partly to the two-year cessation in special pay when Congress failed to
extend the pay to optometrists and veterinarians as discussed earlier. 4O"

Table 1
DoD Special Pay for Optometrists and
Veterinarians (Personnel and Costs)

FYOPTOMETRISTS VETERINARIANS

FY PERSONNEL COSTS($000) PERSONNEL COSTS($000)

1972 569 $683 916 $1,099
1973 572 686 845 1,014
1974 536 647 787 944
1975 520 624 770 924

- 1976 521 626 721 865
. 1977 374 448 635 762

1978 479 575 665 798
1979 477 572 660 792
1980 473 567 633 761

1981 486 587 611 734
1982 530 636 614 737 "" "'"
1983(EST) 568 681 615 738 .'
1984(EST) 583 700 498 598

Table 2 shows a breakout by Uniformed Service for FY81 through FY84. _,.__O__-_, ___

For optometrists, the proportion of costs and numbers of personnel between ....

Services have remained relatively constant over time. The increase in
Army veterinarians and the decrease in Air Force veterinarians is the , . ,

. result of the previously mentioned Congressional mandate which directed • " 44"--4",

the Army to take over the veterinarian mission for DoD.

%. - -' '4*_
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Table 2
Special Pay for Optometrists and

Veterinarians (Personnel and Costs) by Uniformed Service

FY SERVICEOPTOMETRISTS VETERINARIANS
F__Y SERVICE PERSONNEL COST($O00) PERSONNEL COST($000) -

ARMY 195 $234 365 $438
NAVY 138 169 0 0*

81 AIR FORCE 153 184 246 296

* PHS 37 44 96 115 . ". . . .0... .
TOTAL** 523 631 707 849

ARMY 229 $275 405 $486
NAVY 132 158 0 0*

82 AIR FORCE 169 203 209 251

PHS 34 40 91 109 "* "
TOTAL** 564 676 8 846

ARMY 240 $288 440 $528

NAVY 142 170 0 0*
83*** AIR FORCE 186 223 175 210

PHS 42 50 100 120
TOTAL** 610 731 715 858 -

ARMY 250 $300 440 $528
NAVY 148 178 0 0*

-" 84*** AIR FORCE 185 222 58 70
PHS 42 50 100 120
TOTAL** 615 750 598 718

r;* The Navy has no veterinary mission. -. '

S.' ** Totals will differ from Table I due to the inclusion of Public . .. ..
Health Service (PHS) data.

*** All Figures are estimates.

B. PERSONNEL CONSIDERATIONS. Tables 3 and 4 show the manning data . ..

for optometrists and veterinarians, respectively, by Service for FY79 . -.
through FY82. The data in the tables demonstrate that neither optome-
trists nor veterinarians have been seriously undermanned and that, at .... .. ... .

the present, the manning situation is excellent. ........ -.

• ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~k..-..-..-.-...-
.%,', .'.'~~~.'...-.,-'.'.",.
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Table 3
Manning Data - Optometrists

FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82
SERVICE AUTH ASSIGN AUTH ASSIGN AUTH ASSIGN AUTH ASSIGN

Army 216 187 224 179 240 209 240 229
Navy * 136 * 141 142 138 142 136
USAF 143 157 154 153 152 158 186 183
PHS ** ** ** ** 45 35 42 33
Total 359 34 78 33-2 79 540 60-0 581 "_ __ __,

*Unknown - assigned for FY79-FY80 not added to totals.

**Unknown.

Table 4 """-'" _-

Manning Data - Veterinarians .*

SEVC UFY79  FY80 FY81 FY82
SERVICE AUTH ASSIGN AUTH ASSIGN AUTH ASSIGN AUTH ASSIGN

Army ** 368 365 369 376 382 396 404
Navy * * * * * * * *
USAF 292 286 263 255 214 223 195 173
PS* ** ** ** 100 91 100 89
Total 9 8 62-8 6 9 696 69286 666'-.

*None authorized.
**Unknown - assigned not added to total.

Figure 1 depicts the cumulative percentage losses for the separate S -'

categories of all Health Professionals (for the purpose of this analysis . . .-
%.. this excludes nurses but includes physicians, dentists, and allied medi- .4? cal fields), optometrists, veterinarians and DoD officers in general over

a 30 year career. These rates were computed using aggregate loss data . .
spanning the period of PY79 through FY82. Accordingly, they represent - .

• the average cumulative losses for those fiscal years and are useful in
judging the likelihood of individuals to leave the Services at different ''
points in a career. It also shows what the services have indicated as ,.
their desired cumulative loss rate for veterinarians. The desired cumu-
lative loss rate for optometrists was not available. F,.', .

41_1

The conclusion which can be drawn from this figure is that the tend-
ency of optometrists to leave the service early in a career is greater
then the average of all Health Professionals, while that of veterinarians
is less. Veterinarians appear to have a loss pattern which occurs in .-

graduated increments throughout a 30 year period. In the initial stages
* (years of service I through 4), veterinarians leave at a slower rate

than that desired by DoD. After year 4, however, the loss rate for .,....'.....

. 4..-.. .-.-. .- .
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veterinarians exceeds that desired by DoD. Optometrists, on the other
hand, exhibit a loss behavior which suggests that if an optometrist can
be kept until 10 years of service, that person will remain until at least
the 20th year of service.

Figure 1

COMPARATIVE CUMULATIVE LOSS RATES
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C. PAY COMPARISON. Figure 2 shows the comparison between earnings
in the civilian sector and the military sector. The data for the 1980 1'@~

civilian earnings was obtained f rom a 1981 survey of veterinarians con- -
4ducted by the American Veterinary Medical Association. 8  It is separ-

ated into two categories of veterinarians, those in private practice and -

those not in private practice, and represents mean income of these two .-- -

groups at different points in a veterinary career. Military earnings
are the sum of basic pay, allowances (BAQ and BAS), Special Pay and the ~j ~ q*
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tax advantage gained from the non-taxable allowances, assuming due-course
promotions. It is assumed that the service member is married and has two
children. Calendar year 1980 earnings were computed using 75 percent of
the FY80 military earnings and 25 percent of the FY81 military earnings.

The plot of these data shows that military earnings lag behind those
of the civilian sector through the 17th year where they surpass those of
the veterinarians not in private practice. In addition, it is obvious

i. that there is a wide divergence between military earnings and those of
.r. veterinarians in private practice. This gap is not closed until the

22nd year after graduation from veterinary school. • '1

Figure 2
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,.1 Figure 3 shows the comparison of pay for civilian and military optom-
etrits. Data for civilian optometrists' earnings were obtained from the"" American Optometric Association (AOA) and are, products of a study of 1979

income of optometrists conducted in 1980.9 AOA increased the 1979 incomefigures by 6.5 percent to account for growth/inflation during 1980. This 0 0percentage increase was based upon preliminary indicators the AOA has - -received from a 1983 survey which it is still compiling. Military earn-
ings were derived in the same manner as those in Figure 2. - - .

This figure shows that earnings in the civilian sector rise rapidly
through the ninth year after optometry school and then level off. TheAOA has indicated that the level-off after 9 years is a true representation

-" of the data and the earning pattern of optometrists. As with Figure 2,
military earnings lag far behind those in the civilian sector and do not
catch up until the 23rd year of military service.

Figure 3
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The general conclusion which can be drawn from these two figures is - ""
, ./. that, for the majority of their careers, military veterinarians and

optometrists receive substantially less income than do their civilian
counterparts. If these two groups were not to receive Special Pay (cur-
rently $100/mo), the disparity would be even greater. This, in turn,
could have a negative impact on the recruitment and retention of optome- .

,. trists and veterinarians.

V. FINDINGS. .

A. Manning levels for optometrists and veterinarians are in the good.+ to excellent range. This indicates that there is no need for compensation 0 O
above the levels already provided.

,* + ;B. Earning levels for military optometrists and veterinarians lag " "
-':+ behind those of their civilian counterparts for the greater part of

their military careers.

C. Any reduction in the Special Pay for Optometrists and Veterinar- .'.
. ians would exacerbate the existing earnings gap.

VI. RECOMMENDATION. Maintain the Special Pay for Optometrists and Veter- .
inarians in its present form.
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LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF SPECIAL PAY
FOR OPTOMETRISTS AND VETERINARIANS ..' " " -

1. Army - Navy - Public Health Service Officer Procurement Act of 1947 -

1947 (Pub. L. No. 61-365, 61 Stat. 776) authorized a $100 Special S 0 •
Monthly Pay for Regular Officers who were then commissioned in the
medical or Dental Corps and for those who were so commissioned before -

, Sept 1, 1952.

*. 2. The Act of 9 September 1950 (Pub. L. No. 81-779, 64 Stat. 826) es- - "''."_
tablished the requirement for male Health Professionals under age 50
in the categories of Medicine, Dentistry, Osteopathy, Veterinary

-'S Medicine and Optometry to register under the Selective Service Act
and made them subject to selected induction calls. It also extended
the $100 entitlement to Reserve Medical and Dental officers.

3. The Act of 25 June 1952 (Pub. L. No. 82-410, 66 Stat. 156) extended " - '

the special pay cut-off from I September 1952 to 1 July 1953.

4. The Act of 29 June 1953 (Pub. L. No. 83-84, 67 Stat. 86) extended

V". the special pay cut-off from 1 July 1953 to 1 July 1955. It also "--. .-. '.. -.
V made Veterinary Officers eligible for the special pay of $100. "-"- '-

5. The Act of 30 June 1955 (Pub. L. No. 84-118, 69 Stat. 223) extended
the special pay cut-off from 1 July 1955 to 1 July 1959.

6. The Act of 30 April 1956 (Pub. L. No. 84-497, 70 Stat. 119) continued
Special Pay for Veterinarians at the monthly rate of $100 but changed
the amount for physicians and dentists to a graduated scale based on
length of active service. ,

. 7. The Act of 23 March 1959, (Pub. L. No. 86-4, 73 Stat. 13) extended
the special pay cut-off from 1 July 1959 to I July 1963.

* 8. The Act of 2 April 1963 (Pub. L. No. 88-2, Stat 4) extended the special
pay cut-off from 1 July 63 to 1 July 1967.

"" 9. The Act of 30 June 1967 (Pub. L. No. 90-40, 81 Stat. 100) extended the
special pay cut-off from 1 July 1967 to 1 July 1971.

' 10. The Act of 28 September 1971 (Pub. L. No. 92-129, 85 Stat. 348) extend-

ed the special pay cut-off from 1 July 1971 to 1 July 1973. It also
made optometrists eligible for the special pay of $100.00 per month.

11. The Act of 19 July 1973 (Pub. L. No. 93-64, 87 Stat. 147) extended the
special pay cut-off from 1 July 1973 to I July 1975. : -" .*.

12. The Act of 6 May 1974 (Pub. L. No. 93-273, 88 Stat. 94) extended the '-

special pay cut-off from I July 1975 to I July 1977 for physicians S -. .
and dentists but not for veternarians and optometrists.

%*. .-, '.• *% -%' " .,
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13. The Act of 30 September 1977 (Pub. L. No. 95-114, 91 Stat. 1046-1047) -

extended the cut-off date for physicians and dentists from July 1977
to 30 September 1978. It also reinstituted the special pay of $100 *. --

per month for optometrists and veterinarians.

14. The Department of Defense Appropriation Authorization Act of 1979
(Pub. L. No. 95-485, 92, Stat. 1619) extended the pay cut-off from -. : .

30 September 1978 to 30 September 1980.

15. The Uniformed Services Health Professionals Special Pay Act of 1980 .-.

(Pub. L. No. 96-284, 94 Stat. 587 et seq) made permanent the special .-

pay of $100 per month for veterinarians and optometrists. 0 0
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

Special Pay for Optometrists and Veterinarians

0, 0
Issues:

1. There is no need for compensation above the current levels
provided. -

2. The special pay for optometrists and veterinarians should be
* maintained in its present form.

Department Comments

Army Concurs. -.-- *

Navy Concurs.0

Air Force Concurs with f indings,
but states that it
is possible that
manning difficulties
could surface (for a4,I

optometrists) in the
.~~* ~.- * future which would be ~~V*

cause additional comn-
pensat ion at that time...*.

Coast Guard Defers judgment to the
QRMC Staff.

PHS Concurs with findings, but
believes it may be necessary '

to provide addI.~ional compen- -

sation in the future in order
to attract and retain veter- *

inarians with highly special- ~
ized training because recruit-
ment will be more difficult. .

NO"A Defers to judgment of QRMC
Staff.

JCS Concurs. .? *w%.*
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OVERSEAS DUTY EXTENSION PAY . . ,

I. PURPOSE. To provide an incentive for enlisted personnel in certain

skill specialties to extend their tours of duty overseas.

V°' II. DATA SOURCES. The primary source of data for this paper was the - "--

Services in response to QRMC requests. The Office of Personnel Management
also provided information.

III. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. This special pay, referred to as Overseas
Duty Extension Pay (ODEP), was first authorized on 23 December, 1980, by n 6
the Military Pay and Allowances Benefits Act of 1980. Implementation of
the ODEP provisions of the Act by the Services took place between January ' ""N!
and August, 1981. Under the provisions of 37 U.S.C. 314, enlisted person- .- *.......

nel who agree to extend their overseas tour for a minimum of 12 months
are authorized $50 per month for the period of the extension. The Act
also provided alternative incentives under 10 U.S.C. 705. Instead of the ' . .'" . . .=
monetary incentive, a member may elect either a thirty day "rest and
recuperative absence" or a fifteen day "rest and recuperative absence"
and round-trip transportation, at government expense, between the over-
seas station and the nearest port in the U.S. The original House of

%.~ Representatives Bill included an additional option which would have ,
provided round trip transportation from the overseas station to the U.S. W^"4' VW ,
for the member and his dependents.I However, this provision was not

':-: supported by the Senate, as it was believed that it would tend to increase .-.-.
.. t he number of dependents overseas at a time when the Senate felt a need
-. . to reduce that number. 2  The dependents' travel provision was deleted ".

from the bill. , -..

As stated in the House of Representatives report, the intent of
these incentives is to"...assist in alleviating a problem of manning .

skills in which the majority of the skill requirements are in the over-
seas duty area."3  "..

IV. METHODOLOGY. A comprehensive analysis of Overseas Duty Extension *-ti"t.
";

'
"

Pay would include an evaluation of its purpose (i.e. does the pay serve -.- ,-,-,. .

a useful and valid purpose for the Services), and an evaluation of the
effectiveness of the rate of payment in meeting its intended purpose. f..-....

However, the newness of ODEP precludes a thorough analysis. " ". * * t',"

The first portion of this paper will explore, to a limited extent, '
the usefulness of ODEP in meeting Service needs. A comparative analysis
of extension rates for affected specialties before and after the imple-
mentation of ODEP is impracticable, because of the absence of required
data prior to the pay's effective date. Another approach would be to .. . .
observe changes in CONUS turn-around-time for specialities in Services f'.

that authorized ODEP by skill. While all DoD Services had begun using
ODEP by the end of FY81, the first significant changes in turn-around- '**.
times will not result until those personnel who extended tours during
FY82 rotate back to the CONUS during FY83 and are replaced by members -.. ' -.

. f. . t ".- ". . ,
: ~fft.° . . ° ft -t .ft
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ending CONUS tours, thus affecting the turn-around-times for their "
specialties. Hence, this too, is not possible at present.

It is believed that the first opportunity to ascertain any measur- - '-__ -__ "-_'--
able results of the program will be at the end of fiscal year 1983. 0
Factors which may tend to obscure the impact of ODEP on average turn-
around-time are changes in overseas manning levels, variances in tour

*," length policy, and the impact of other Special and Incentive Pays on ..

retention during 'the time period in question. Because data is not yet '-...........
available by which to measure the impact of ODEP, only generalized cost :-*. ' "'''
and cost saving provisions of the pay will be addressed in the second •
section. .

V. ANALYSIS.

A. USEFULNESS. Overseas Duty Extension Pay is currently used only
by the DoD Services. Table 1 shows recipients of ODEP by Service along
with costs by fiscal year. It should be noted that the table reflects . -
solely those personnel selecting the $50 per month option and associated ...'."*.-".-""
costs and not the number of personnel extending for one of the other - '" -
two incentives. -

Table 1
ODEP Recipients and Costs ($000) FY81-FY87 by Service* . .. .

FY ARMY NAVY AF. M.C. TOTAL '"

81 # 1,075 Not 23 152 1,250
$ $ 645 Avail $ 14 $ 91 $ 750 I•- .

82 # 1,560 1,901 1,784 649 5,894 -. '-
$ $ 935 $1,141 $1,070 $ 389 $ 3,535

83 # 2,500 3,166 2,132 1,133 8,931 .. .. "-"
$ $1,500 $1,900 $1,279 $ 680 $ 5,359

84 # 2,500 4,603 2,450 1,133 $10,686
$ $1,500 $2,762 $1,470 $ 680 $ 6,412 ...- " ',''

85 # 2,500 2,167 2,450 1,133 8,250 ' .'.. : .
$ $1,500 $1,300 $1,470 $ 680 $ 4,950

86 # 2,500 2,167 2,450 1,133 8,250

$ $1,500 $1,300 $1,470 $ 680 $ 4,950

87 # 2,500 2,167 2,450 1,133 8,250
$ $1,500 $1,300 $1,470 $ 680 $ 4,950

,SO -' .... 'S
*Number represents manyears of ODEP. Figures for
FY83-FY87 are budget projections. '... .. "-."..
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Table 2 - .'- ."
ODEP Incentives Selected by DOD Service

.., FY82* ()

30 DAYS 15 DAYS R&R "
SERVICE $50/month R&R AND TRANSPORTATION - =

ARMY 51 36 7 *0'.-....4.1: 2 .- . C-'% -.... .
NAVY 65 28 7

AIR FORCE 34 56 10 .

MARINE CORPS 29 42 29

*In some cases percentages were approximated or based

upon data for periods slightly longer or slightly less -_____"_'___""_
than FY82. p" ' '*

The Army was the primary proponent of ODEP. They commenced their
.'.# Overseas Extension Incentive Program (OEIP) in March, 1981 in an effort

to increase unit readiness through decreased personnel turbulance and by
providing longer turn-around-times in the Continental United States --_"-_-'_

(CONUS), particularly for their career personnel in Space Imbalanced P""
.* Military Occupational Specialties (SIMOS). The initial program authorized .
-'A. the extension incentive to members in 35 specialties. Currently, there .. , -'

are 130 specialties in the program which encompasses approximately 48,000
overseas positions. Eligible personnel also must meet the pay grade

-- criteria. For example, the incentive eligibility may only be extended to .-.. -..

one or two paygrades within the specialty (e.g. only E-5 infantrymen). a -. w.-m wm.
Most specialties included in the program are repair personnel or mechanics - - -

specializing in various weapon systems, such as missiles and tanks or " "
other heavy equipment.

The Army received 1,407 requests for tour extensions from a group

of 5,690 eligible personnel during that portion 6f FY81 in which the

program was in effect; this represented a 24.7% extension rate. For
FY82, 2,747 extension requests were received from a total of 17,674 per- .
sonnel completing overseas tours and eligible for the incentive, for a
15.5% volunteer rate. The Army is expecting a 16% voluntary extension
rate for FY83. Accurate data documenting the voluntary extension rate
for personnel prior to the incentives program is unavailable. ._.

The Air Force implemented ODEP in August 1981. Their program cur-
rently encompasses over 13,400 overseas authorizations in 78 special-

ties, primarily communications specialtists and linguists. The special-
ties included in the program vary from year to year based upon their .
standing in relation to the average CONUS turn-around-time for other . .'."-."-.
space imbalanced specialties. The Air Force approved 1,784 requests for .-.. ,O.,-
ODEP extensions of overseas tours in FY82 from approximately 13,000 -

".... .".-. .. :
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o. 1
eligibles, or an extension rate of 14 percent. Again, comparative data
prior to the incentive program is not available. -.

The Navy authorizes ODEP for all personnel assigned to Type 3 (per- -'__"_.___"___-.

formed at overseas land based activities at locations where the prescribed
DoD accompanied tour length is less than 36 months) and Type 4 (performed
in commissioned vessels in an active status homeported overseas or in

% activities which operate away from their overseas homeport/base for
extensive periods) duty. As of 30 September 1982, the Navy had approxi-
mately 38,000 overseas billets qualifying for ODEP. In FY82, 4,590 of

19,789 eligibles requested extensions overseas, or an extension rate of

over 23%. 0 •

The Marine Corps pays ODEP to all military specialties serving in

the Western Pacific and Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. Nearly 16,000 billets can -

qualify under the program. Extension data is not available.

ODEP provides a useful incentive to encourage enlisted personnel to 0 O

extend overseas tours for all Services. For the Army and Air Force, with -

space imbalanced skills, overseas extensions may help to ease problems
arising when personnel are ordered overseas after less than 24 months in
CONUS. For the Navy, ODEP may ease difficulties arising when, for example,

overseas tour lengths are shorter than the individual's normal sea/shore
tour length and a sailor stationed afloat overseas must be transferred to
a second ship in CONUS to complete his normal sea tour.

B. COST CONSIDERATIONS. A unique feature of ODEP is that, while a
- cost is incurred in paying the incentive, increased tour lengths generate
" "financial savings for the Service in addition to the added personnel and

unit stabilization benefits. Shown below is one method for estimating
the permanent change of station (PCS) savings resulting from tour exten-

sions.

Rotation of a member overseas requires two moves, one over and one
back. Thus, the final cost, regardless of tour length, will be twice

the average cost of an overseas move at either the with or without de-
pendents rate. However, it is expected that over a given period of -

time, fewer moves will be required and less PCS costs incurred with longer
P4 ,tours. The average annual PCS cost of keeping a member on station over- ,.-e .

seas decreases as the tour length increases. This relationship can be

* N shown by the following equation: ..

CA - 2M, where CA I annual PCS cost, lOb :'-. - -
F

M - average cost of an overseas PCS move, and

F - tour length in years.,.

S,-. . -.-.-. - .-. . .-. .-.-.
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An approximation of the annual PCS savings resulting from a tour exten-
sion may be made using the following:

SA -*M-Mor
Fl F2

e~ ,o
.-. S A  - 2 ( F 2  - I  ) 1M w h e r e :_ e " .  " " " ;

SA = nulPScost savings resulting f rom a tour extension .,":. -".2",

F 1 - original tour length and

F2 - tour length after extension.

- The total approximate cost savings resulting from an extension can then
be estimated by multiplying the annual cost savings by the extended- . eJ
tour length. Table 3 shows the approximate savings resulting from one-
year extensions of various length tours of duty.

Table 3_]

Estimated Cost Savings Resulting from Tour Extensions*

ORIGINAL NEW ANNUAL TOTAL
TOUR EXTENSION TOUR LENGTH SAVINGS SAVINGS

12 Mos. 12 Mos. 24 Mos. 114 2M -- -.

18 Mos. 12 Mos. 30 Mos. .53M 1.3314

24 Hos. 12 Mos. 36 Mos. .33M iM

30 Mos. 12 Mos. 42 Mos. .23M * .8M

36 Mos. 12 Mos. 48 Mos. .17M .67M

48 Mos. 12 Hos. 60 Mos. .114 .5M-

*Savings expressed in terms of M, cost of average overseas PCS move.

It can be seen from Table 3 that the greatest potential cost savings
result from extension of shorter tours where rapid rotation of personnel
generates the greatest PCS Cost. -,

"* Utilizing a 1982 Air Force average enlisted (worldwide) PCS cost of
$5,231 (includes 2.3 dependents, automobile, and household goods), Table 4
ahows estimated savings resulting from a 12 month extension of tours
of various lengths. % a.

. .-. , - . .. * .a .-.. - . .
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",.' Ta le 4 ...,..-..--...,..,-..

Table 4
Estimated Savings Resulting from 12 Month Extensions

TOUR LENGTHS ANNUAL TOTAL

ORIGINAL/EXTENDED SAVINGS SAVINGS 0O *O"

12/24 Mos. $5,231 $10,462

18/30 Mos. $2,772 $6,957 - " - -

24/36 Mos. $1,726 $5,2310 0

30/42 Mos. $1,203 $4,185

36/48 Mos. $ 889 $3,505

48/60 Mos. $ 523 $2,615 , O*".

The cost of each PCS move will, of course, vary with lower costs ..

for single members and higher costs for members with dependents. However,
given the considerable expense of moving personnel, substantial savings

may be realized through voluntary extensions.

The costs offsetting these savings will fluctuate depending upon the "-

incentive selected by the member. The $50 per month option results in
.AL an annual cost of $600. Losing the services of an E-5 for 30 days could

cost approximately $1,400 (1/12 average BMC for E-5) and represents
the bulk of the costs incurred under the 30 day R&R option. Current .-.- ..- _--
costs for the third incentive, 15 days R&R and round trip transportation, W =": v"qr-
approximate $1,730 for an E-5 in Korea and $1,330 for an E-5 in Germany ..

(1/24 average E-5 BMC plus twice Military Airlift Command fares of $515 .
from Seoul, Korea to Oakland, CA and $315 from Frankfurt, Germany to "
McGuire A.F.B., New Jersey). -

Regardless of the incentive selected, ODEP, in the average case, is
cost effective. The pay option provides the greatest cost savings.

Admittedly, there may be cases when the cost of the incentive may exceed , ",
the cost savings. Also, the examples do not cover every element of cost
which may be present, nor attempt to attribute cost savings to the added ..
productivity generated by increased tour lengths. Other intangible -
benefits may also result, such as fewer reassignments over the course
of a career (decreased personal expense), and greater family stability

(perhaps heIping to increase retention).

While ODEP can be considered a cost effective program, it is too -  ..

early to measure the actual impact of the pay because of its recent
implementation. However, the $50/month ODEP option may lose its incen- *- ""*"V -"%. '

tive value in contrast with the two other options whose worth (and cost) .O .
increase with growth in both pay and transportation/travel costs. Thus, ::.":,," --:'

%% '-
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.-." . -:. .

periodic adjustments to the $50/month rate based upon increases in the %
* Consumer Price Index (CPI) would seem reasonable to maintain a draw to

this cost effective option.

C. CIVILIAN COMPARISON. O O

Several incentives are offered to Federal Civil Service personnel to
encourage continued or repeat overseas tours. A home leave program
allows the accrual of either 5, 10, or 15 extra days of leave per year
(depending upon conditions). It may be taken after an initial qualify-
ing two year tour abroad, in conjunction with a stateside visit from
which the individual will be returning overseas.

A second incentive is round trip transportation at government expense
from the overseas station to CONUS for the individual and dependents.

This incentive is available to personnel agreeing to serve an additional
tour overseas and can be taken in conjunction with the home leave incen-
tive.

VI. FINDINGS.

A. ODEP serves a valid purpose for the Services, especially those ..

having substantial overseas requirements for certain skills.

B. Collection and maintenance of extension and CONUS turn-around- -.
time data for ODEP specialties by the Services will facilitate a future

% review of the effectiveness of ODEP after stabilization of Service
programs. -

C. The recent implementation of this pay, coupled with a lack of
prior data on overseas extensions, precludes specific findings concerning

•:.. the current rates. Adjustment of the $50/month rate may be appropriate; . "
however, increases in the rate should be subsequent to a determination of

: - the effectiveness of the pay.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS.

A. Retain Overseas Duty Extension Pay (ODEP).

,. Services using ODEP should collect and maintain extension and
turn-around-time data to facilitate a later review of this pay's effec-
tiveness.

495-
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SMAYOF RESPONSES

Overseas Duty Extension Pay

Issues:* 4

1. ODEP should be retained.

2. The recent implementation of the pay precludes specific findings .

concerning the appropriateness of the current rates.. . . .

Department Comments

Army Concurs.

Navy Concurs.. -

Air Force Concurs.*~0 '

Coast GadConcurs.*~".

Public Health Service Concurs.

MOMA Corps Concurs.

JCS Concurs. A
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SPECIAL PAY FOR MEDICAL OFFICERS OF THE ARMED FORCES * -

I. PURPOSE. To provide additional pay for officers of the Army or
Navy Medical Corps or officers of the Air Force or Public Health Service 0 0
who are designated as Medical Officers, thereby increasing the ability of

.', the Uniformed Services to attract and retain officer volunteers in the",'---'.
disciplines of Medicine or Osteopathy.

II. DATA SOURCES. Data were provided primarily by the Service Staffs

of the Army, Navy, Air Force, Public Health Service and the Defense Man- 6 0

power Data Center. Additional background field interviews were conducted
at Fort Bragg, NC, Fort Jackson, SC, Portsmouth Naval Regional Medical
Center, Portsmouth VA, and the National Naval Medical Center, Bethesda, ... ....

MD.4.. .- 3 +. " -,--"

III. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. The origin of the Special Pay for Medical P. w*. *I.. -

Officers can be traced to the Army-Navy-Public Health Service Medical
,- Officer Procurement Act of 1947 which established a precedent by authori-

zing a payment of $100 per month above normal pay to physicians and den- . s--

tists. While the stated intention of this Act was as summarized in
, paragraph I above, Congress also acknowledged that the pay was provided %

as compensation for the additional money spent on education and income
lost while in medical or dental school.1

* From its inception the extra pay for physicians and dentists (later

including optometrists and veterinarians) had a cut off date or time

constraint imposed on it. The cut off date was defined as the date after .,.. .
which persons being accessed for the medical skill would not be authorized
to draw the additional pay. For example, when the pay was first authorized .-......

for physicians and dentists in 1947 the law stated that all those regular
officers commissioned before 1 September 1952 would be authorized to draw "" " -"

. the pay. By default anyone commissioned after that "cut-off date" would

.V not be authorized to draw the pay, while those commissioned before that

date would continue to draw the pay. Repeatedly, Congress extended the .

cut-off date on or about the time it was due to expire. (A chronological .. S .
list of the legislative extensions and pertinent Congressional actions
associated with the Special Pay for Medical Officers is at Appendix A.) " ... ...

This special pay was first modified by the Career Compensation Act
of 1949 which, at the recommendation of the "Hook Commission," barred , •

medical interns from receiving Special Pay. 2  The second modification
occurred with the Act of 30 April 1956, which changed the pay from a flat
rate of $100 per month to one based on length of medical service as- --.-
depicted in Table 1.
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Table I
Special Pay for Medical Officers (1956-1963)

Amount Length of Medical Service

$100/Month Less than 2 years

$150/Month More than 2 years and less

than 6 years

$200/Month More than 6 years and less l l
than 10 years

" " - d"%m % "

- $250/Month More than 10 years
-. *& -.

In addition, this Act instituted the practice of awarding medical "'--.--- " -..
officers four years of constructive credit for promotion and pay pur-
poses upon commencement of active duty. The net result was to raise . .
dramatically the overall amount of basic pay in order to reduce the high .. .
rate of losses. 3  The Uniformed Services Pay Act of 1963 raised the -. " ..
Special Pay rates for Medical Officers with between 6 and 10 years of .- -
active duty from $200 to $250 a month and the rate for those over 10 years
active duty from $250 to $350. Table 2 shows the monthly rates of Special -'- "-- ---- '"
Pay for Medical Officers as they existed from the passage of this Act
until 1974. '

Table 2 -*..-- .

Special Pay for Medical Officers (1963-1974)

Amount Length of Medical Service

$100/Month Less than 2 years

$150/Month More than 2 years and less , .
than 6 years .

$250/Month More than 6 years and less - - .

than 10 years

$350/Month More than 10 years

In 1974 the Special Pay for Medical Officers was once again modified
This time the rates were changed from those shown in Table 2 to those .'
wherein all physicians with less than 2 years medical service received :.-

$100 per month while those with 2 or more years of service received $350
per month. These rates remained in effect until the passage of the
Uniformed Services Health Professionals Special Pay act of 1980, at
which time they were phased out and replaced by a new form of special
pay. Table 3 reflects the number of personnel and costs associated with " •
the Special Pay for Medical Officers prior to July 1980."\.,,'
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Table 3
a- Special Pay for Medical Officers Personnel and Costs

Fiscal Total Cost :.-"-._ "-._ "-_-_
Year Personnel ($000)

1972 13,713 $26,882 -..

1973 13,730 26,915 . - .
1974 12,195 24,756
1975 11,515 32,764

1976 11,221 34,682
1977 11,107 33,422
1978 10,723 32,529
1979 10,968 33,991
1980 (Sept-Jun) Not Available 26,869 -

Additional compensation in the form of Continuation Pay for Medical p ' O
.*. Officers originated with the Act of December 16, 1967. This Act provided

for the payment of up to four months additional basic pay to a medical or

,, dental officer, if that officer:

- is serving on active duty in a critical specialty designated
by the Secretary of Defense.

- has completed his initial active-duty obligation. .
- . . _  .-.

,'. "-. "'-.-" : -.-" ."-

- executes an active duty agreement for at least one additional

year.

While payments of Continuation Pay to physicians began immediately, it ....... , .
was not until late 1972 that dentists also received the pay. This delay
was based on the rationale that Continuation Pay should be used in a

manner similar to the reenlistment bonus for enlisted personnel and the
belief that the retention problem associated with dentists (prior to _-.,,,-- .
1972. was not sufficiently severe to warrant the payment of Continuation - I
Pay. Continuation Pay for Medical officers was terminated in 1974 by the
same Congressional action that made the previously mentioned rate modifi-

cation to the Special Pay for Medical Officers. Table 4 shows the number % .% • -
of personnel and associated costs for Continuation Pay. It should be -

- noted that a small number of personnel continued to draw this pay after
1974 through 1980. This "saved pay" measure was enacted to protect a *ley.

small group of officers, who because of the timing of their residency -
training, would have been prevented from receiving Continuation Pay or
its substitution.
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Table 4
Continuation Pay for Medical Officers

Personnel and Costs

Fiscal Total Cost
Year Personnel ($000)0 0

1972 3,234 $17,492
1973 3,238 19,202
1974 2,905 17,537 .-

1975 310 2,717A
1976 440 4,176
1977 *

1978 206 1,393
1979 141 1,010
1980 *432

*Not available

ic' *. *4-

The substitution for Continuation Pay for Medical Officers was Vani-
..- .6

able Incentive Pay (VIP). This new method authorized the payment of the .\. "

various amounts, as depicted in Table 5, based upon the number of years ~.
of active duty agreement, if the medical officer was:

- below the grade of 0-7;
.4 - in a critical speciality; *.

- not serving in an initial active duty obligation of four years
or less or the first four years of an initial obligation of
more than four years; and

- not undergoing intern or initial residency training. ~ -~-

Table 6 shows the number of personnel and associated costs for VIP.

Table 5
Variable Incentive Pay for Medical Officers (1974-1980)

AR77
Years of Service (including Length of Active Duty Agreement
constructive service credit) 1 Year 2 Years 3 Years 4 Years

4 through 13 $12,000 $12,000 $13,000 $13,000 ~
14 through 19 11,500 12,000 12,500 13,000 ,

20 through 25 11,000 11,300 11,600 12,000
26 or more 10,000 10,300 10,600 11,000 .

Obligated officers 9,000 9,000 9,000 9,000 %. %.. ., 4

Note: An obligated of ficer was one who had an unserved nondisquali .

fying active duty obligation resulting from participation in
military-funded medical training of one year or more. ~ 0

.0 .19 -9. fire*4*%** -- 0 .4
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-4..4. Table 6*
Variable Incentive Pay for Medical Officers (VIP) -

a. Personnel and Costs

Fiscal Total Cost
Year Personnel ($000)

1975 3,950 $44,519
1976 4,748 54,421
1977 5,433 64,425
1978 5,634 66,745
1979 5,744 68,628 7
1980 Not Available 36,215

NOTE: VIP was phased out in 1980. .-..--

With the passage of The Uniformed Service Health Professional Act0
of 1980, VIP, like the Special Pay for Medical Officers, was replaced with

-. the new Special Pay for Medical Officers of the Armed Forces. This new
S Special Pay which is the system in effect today, consists of four specific
S types that, while separate in nature, are inter-related. They are Vari-
.-. / able Special Pay, Additional Special Pay, Board Certification Pay and

Incentive Special Pay.Powtar

A. VARIABLE SPECIAL PAY. Except for interns who receive $1,200 per ,~-..
year and general officers who receive $1,000 per year, Variable Special
Pay (VSP) is received by all Medical Officers in the amounts shown in

S Table'7. VSP is paid on a monthly basis. Creditable service is computed
by adding:

- all periods which the officer spent in medical internship or
residency training during which the officer was not on active -- 4'

duty; and

S- all periods of active service in the Medical Corps of the Army
or Navy, as an officer of the Air Force designated as a Medi-

Scal Officer, or as a Medical Officer of the Public Health -:

Service.. - - .

*4% ~ %.4444.. %
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V Table 7 . ' -

Variable Special Pay Rates

Annual "- "- --____" _____

Years of Variable 0 0
Creditable Service Special Pay

Less than 6 $ 5,000
6 but less than 8 10,000
8 but less than 10 9,500

10 but less than 12 9,000 , . *
12 but less than 14 8,000

14 but less than 18 7,000
18 but less than 22 6,000
Over 22 5,000

, B. ADDITIONAL SPECIAL PAY. For agreeing to remain on active duty '-.
for one more year, Medical Officers receive Additional Special Pay (ASP) -

in the amount of $9,000 per year if they have less than 10 years of
service, or in the amount of $10,000 if they have 10 or more years of . .'-
service. ASP is paid annually.

C. BOARD CERTIFICATION PAY. Board Certification Pay (BCP) is paid
to all Medical Officers who are authorized VSP and are board certified -

in a medical specialty. BCP is paid on a monthly basis at the rates
found in Table 8.:+...

Table 8
Board Certification Pay Rates

Annual Pay -" ..-.-.- 4

Years of for Board

Creditable Service Certification

Less than 10 $ 2,000

10 but less than 12 2,500
12 but less than 14 3,000
14 but less than 18 4,000

Over 18 5,000

D. INCENTIVE SPECIAL PAY. Incentive Special Pay (ISP) is paid to .
Medical Officers in amounts up to $8,000 per year. These officers are

authorized to receive ISP if they are:

- serving in the pay grade of 0-6 or below; •

4: - not undergoing internship or initial residency training; "
- agree to remain on active duty for one additional year; ,,*,

and .4

- fall into a category which the individual Services have %V ".,"• .

indicated as appiopriate to qualify for ISP.
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Categories which may be used by the Services to authorize ISP are:

'4- qualified in a specialty in critical supply;

- assigned to a position where he or she represents the sole
professional resource in his or her category;0 0

p- assigned to a position in which opportunities are limited for
professional growth because of the nature of practice of the

assignment;
-isolated from medical education opportunities;

- lacking any opportunities to interact with the medical com-

munity; or0 0

- affected by other similar factors.

The total amount of ISP paid cannot exceed 6 percent of the total amount ,

of all Special Pay for Medical Officers. ISP is paid on an annual basis.

Table 9 shows the number of personnel and associated costs f or , * ,.

Special Pay for Medical Officers of the Armed Forces. It depicts the
four categories previously mentioned, by Service, for fiscal years 81
through 84.

Table 9 .'--~.~

Special Pay for Medical Officers of the Armed Services
Personnel and Costs by Uniformed Service

L'vHASP 3 ~ ISO TOTAL , ,.*.

* .AVG. COST AVG. ()DST AVG. COST AVG. COST COST%
fl 5371CE PIES (LOD nER (1200) MRS (SO9 ) PERS ($000) ($000) .

Ary29.614 30,021 5.415 4,155 69,205 -

Navy 21,795 21.884 3,65 3,105 58.6921

.12 Air Fores 22.547 29.120 365315 5,9

Pu elh17,072 24,12b 2,769 0 43,%67

TTL91.328 105.151 15,468 10,249 222.1%

ArNY 92 31.313 3.401 31,607 2.028 5,395 914 4.361 72,676

navy 3,614 22,875 2,747 25,532 1,278 3,796 679 3,194 55.397

82 Air fore* 3,560 23,603 2,532 26,.139 1,495 3,815 647 3,403 36,960

pub Health 2.282 14,676 2,003 18,576 1,056 2,861 0 0 36,113

OAL 1,7 9247 10,983 101,854 5,857 15,867 2,240 10,958 221,146 J...

AT 507 3.76 ,54 2,64 2,89 5,555 1,088 4,524 75,399

Nay 3,690 23,526 2,763 25,717 1,270 3,672 715 3,378 56,293 ,

83 avryoe 3,657 24,268 2.636 26,185 1,545 3,960 736 3,460 57,873 % 8'

pub Health 1,980 1~
3
29 1.762 16,654 1,006 2,803 0 0 3,5

Serv
TOTAL 14,398 94,844 10,865 101,120 5,910 15,990 2,542 11.362 222,320 1

Aray 5,290 34,156 3,655 33.96? 2.079 5,792 1,135 4,718 18,633

fy 3,958 26,099 2,911 27,130 1,285 3,721 361 3,048 59,998

S43 A r fare 3,727 24,736 2,8195 26,715 1,585 4,015 751 3,530 59,056%
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sub ealth 0 4 549 k91 46 87,612 5,04 9 13, 588 1224 171_Z4i 9

%f. PIIAL does not Pay ISP
2. Avg. personnel figure rTV 98 no avlbl

1. "S data unkflun 
,
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A summary of the general tenets of the Special Pay for Medical . -
Officers is at Appendix B. This pay is codified under 37 U.S.C 302. -' -

IV. METHODOLOGY. The central question that should be answered by the
analysis of the Special Pay for Medical Officers of the Armed Force is
"How well does this pay attract and retain physicians?". There are two
major factors, however, which prevent the development of a fully substan-

tiated answer to this question.

First, the pay in its present form has only been in existence since
July of 1980. This allows for only two complete fiscal years (FY81 and
FY82) of data upon which to base the analysis. To pass judgment about
the effectiveness of the pay with this small amount of data is extremely . . - ..
difficult. "

The second factor which impinges upon the analysis is the manner in " -

which the individual Services maintain their personnel data. Of parti- " " @ "
cular interest is the retention or continuation rate of Medical Officers '
after they have completed their initial and any additional obligation for
residency or similar training. Because of the fact that there are several
different accession programs (with varying amounts of initial obligation)

and that the obligated time for residency training could vary substan-
tially, a simple assumption of when Medical Officers complete their ,',S'
active duty obligation (such as might be made about aviators) cannot be - .- -.
made with any degree of accuracy. Availability of good data would neces-

', sitate the Services tracking each individual Medical Officer and recording
when they have completed their individual obligations. The Services do
not keep this information in a form which can be used to compute retention
or continuation after all obligated service has been completed.

In view of these factors, the analysis of the Special Pay for Medical .-..-

Officers will be somewhat limited. Notwithstanding these limitations, the . .-. , I
analysis will be presented in three sections. The first section will
provide a discussion of manning data. The second section will compare
different types of loss patterns and discuss general retention rates.
In section three, the types and amounts of Speeial Pay received by indi- . ,
viduals in the specific Services will be reviewed and salary comparison
between civilian and military will be made. .

V. ANALYSIS.

A. MANNING. Table 10 shows manning data for Medical Officers from t•l -, ,4
FY79 through FY82. The data appears to demonstrate that Medical Officers
have not been seriously undermanned in recent years and depicts a current
manning situation that is generally favorable. However, since some Ser-
vices set their authorizations at what they believed to be achievable
levels rather than actual needs, it is difficult to determine whether .

"- these manning levels accurately reflect the Services success in this area. .. . .
The 14% reduction in budget authorization and the 20% reduction in numbers
numbers assigned for the Public Health Service is the direct result of

* PHS closing of eight hospitals and several outpatient clinics in calendar -' ." ." .""-
'..- year 1981. - .. . ..- -..
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The Budget Authorization f or the Army increased approximately 16 W. *4

percent during the period depicted in the table. During the period .

immediately following the Vietnam Conflict and the end of the draft, :.:~

attraction and retention of physicians in the Army was extremely low. .-. . .

* Rather than leave vacant the authorization allocation for physicians
whom they were not able to attract or retain, the Army transferred these0 0

authorizations to other medical skills which could be used such as
"Physician Extenders" (Physician's Assistants, Nurse Practitioners, etc.) ~-4~
As the new programs like the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarships
and the Uniform Services University of the Health Sciences have begun to x..-;:-~
generate larger numbers of physician accessions, the Army has gradually . -*~-

decreased its Physician Extenders while increasing its authorization

base to accommodate the greater number of physicians.-

According to the Army, the seemingly continuous condition of over-
manning is a function of an underestimation of the success of the scholar--. . .

ships and university programs in conjunction with the new Special Pay -.. . .

for Medical Officers.*

Table 10
Manning Data - Physicians 4.

FY79 FY80 Fry81 FY82 *. 44

Service Auth Assign Auth Assign Auth Assign Auth Assign

ArmY 4.201 4,385 4,402 4,707 4,554 4,900 4,905 4,957

~ ~ Navy 3,627 3,588 3,600 3,632 3,624 3,553 3,693 3,693

%.~ Air force 3,526 3,310 3,542 3,441 3,602 3,589 3,692 3,671

Public Health
Service * ___2,500 2,502 2,186 2,015 ~*

Total 11,354 11,283 11,544 11,780 14,260 14,544 14,476 14,336

S *755 data not available.

B. LOSS AND RETENTION CONSIDERATIONS. Figure 1 depicts the cumu- - 4

'. lative percentage losses for the separate categories of all Health Pro-
fessionals (for the purpose of this analysis this exccludes nurses but '. ...

Sincludes dentists and allied medical fields), all DoD officers, and ~*~~ 4-

Sphysicians over a 30 year career. These rates were computed using aggre-
gate loss data spanning the period of FY79 through FY82. Accordingly,
they represent the average cumulative losses for those fiscal years and 7

% are useful in judging the likelihood of individuals to leave the Service .:
% % at different points in a career. It also shows what the' Services hive
'6 indicated as their combined desired cumulative loss rate for physicians.

% %% 4
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YY The cumulative losses of physicians is generally less than those of
all health professionals" up to the 7th year of service. However, from ~ -

the 7th through the 12th year of service, the rate of loss for physicians.-*
exceeds all groups except the desired rate which it begins to approximate
about the 15th year of service.

Figure 1

COMPARATIVE CUMULATIVE LOSS RATES

C
U a.8a

E

T

0 2

YEARS OF SERVICE

LEGEN~s GROUP - ACTUAL RATE ---- ALL OFFICER RATE
-ALL HEALTH PROF --- ESIRED RATE

Figure 2 shows a comparison of cumulative loss rates for two years
bef ore and two years after the implementation of the Uniformed Services
Health Professional Special Pay Act of 1980. It is clear from this fig-
ure that the loss rates in the initial years have declined since the
passage and implementation of the Act. This fact is borne out by Table 11
which depicts an overall increase in retention for all of DoD of 3.23%.-
The largest portion of this increase has occurred in years of service ~L-_
0 through 10. o fN
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Figure 2

ME~DICAL OFFICER CUMULATIVE LOSS RATES
BEFORE AND AFTER 1980 USHPSP ACT ______
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Table 11
Comparative Retention Rates by Service w.~

%AL14Y NAVY AIR FORMB ALL DOD

Years of Service FY 79 FY 82 FY 79 FY 82 FY 79 FY 82 FY 79 FY862

0 - 3 83.60 89.62 88.70 98.17 99.05 89.96 89.57 91.37-

5 - 10 84.27 87.25 77.46 78.96 70.95 86.06 78.09 84.04 er

10 - is 88.14 93.08 87.68 86.57 85.90 89.79 87.46 90.22

*15 -20 96.04 95.99 95.90 94.54 96.14 94.93 96.03 95.27

20 - 25 75.92 77.84 74.85 71.43 65.87 75.22 72.95 74.94 . - ,-.. 4

25 -30 68.29 74.47 66.66 74.29 55.55 72.41 65.00 74.77 ..

Overall 84.92 89.31 84.29 86.56 85.93 88.42 85.12 88.34

Note: All Figures are percentage COHORT style retention rates.

Figure 3 shows the individual cumulative loss patterns for the Army,

Navy and Air Force, respectively. Of the three Services the Air Force * *
appears to have registered the largest decrease in cumulative losses.
It also appears to be the closest to achieving its desired loss pattern.
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Figure 3
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C. PAY CONSIDERATIONS. Table 32 shows the percentage of physicians
receiving each combination of Special Pays for each Service. The differ- "";.-...
ences among the Services lie in the philosophical and actual approach
each pursues in managing its Medical Officers.

1. Army. The percentage of physicians receiving only Variable
Special Pay (VSP) is greater than in either of the other Services. This is ... ."-.
because the Army attempts to send more of its physician accessions dir-
ectly through military internship and residency training. While the ....

individuals are in these programs, the only type of pay they can receive .-. ' '
is VSP.

2. Navy. The Navy's approach is to send their physician acces- :
sions through military internship and then assign them to work as General
Medical Officers for a period of time, prior to beginning residency train-
ing. During the period after they have completed internship, but have
not yet begun residency training, these individuals are authorized Addi-

tional Special Pay (ASP) and VSP. This accounts for the high percentage .*
of Navy physicians receiving only VSP and ASP. The higher percentage of
personnel receiving only VSP and Board Certification Pay (BCP) is an
indication that during this period of time (1982) the Navy suffered the ."' ". '"
highest loss of physicians among the Services. This observation is based
on the fact that, if a physician is receiving BCP he is clearly eligible
for ASP. Inasmuch as ASP incurs an additional obligation of one year,
failure to accept the pay is a strong indicator of an intent to separate

:, from the Service. This is further substantiated by the fact that during
FY82 the Navy had the lowest retention rate for physicians of the three

.A Armed Services. " - -

It should be noted that the extremely low percentage of Navy "
. physicians receiving pay in which Incentive Special Pay is an element of . .
.! the combination is a direct result of the administrative delay the Navy

imposed on the awarding of this pay during the latter part of 1982. .

3. Air Force. The Air Force has the lowest percentage of per- .. -,-
sonnel receiving only VSP. This is because the Air Force defers a large
number of its accessions to permit them to obtain their internship and

'., residency training in the civilian sector. By doing this, it is assured
- that a greater number of physicians will enter the Air Force with advanced

training. This also results in their to being eligible for the other -".

combinations of pays earlier in a career. - .

%,% 
.P 
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Table 12
Medical Officer Special Pay Combinations

Calendar Year 1982 - K~

Percent of Physicians0 6
Pay Combinations Army Navy Air Force

VSP 31.15% 24.21% 20.09% V- *

VSP + ASP 21.24 36.15 29.21
VSP + BCP 1.63 4.11 1.15
VSP + ISP 1.34 .07 .13 0
VSP + ASP + BCP 28.61 34.61 30.26
VSP + BCP + ISP 1.96 .13 .02
VSP + ASP + ISP 4.59 .23 7.91 -. *-

VSP + ASP + BCP + ISP 9.55 .44 11.19 - u*'..-
TOTAL* 100.07% 99.95% 99.96% *

*Totals may not equal 100 due to rounding

Table 13 shows the comparative amounts of Special Pay paid to
physicians by Service. In an attempt to provide some degree of detail
this information has been displayed in intervals of 5 years of service.

It is clear that there are dramatic dif ferences in the mean and
median payment of the Special Pay among the Services. This is in large
part a function of the previously described philosophical differences of '.

personnel management which the individual Services impose upon their
physician populations. The Navy's mean and median amount are somewhat .-.

depressed by the absence of ISP in calendar year 1982 as mentioned earlier. II'A

Table 13
Comparative Special Pay Amounts by Service 3'

Calendar Year 1982 *--*

Arm Navy Air For-ce All DoD .:~.

Teats of Service Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

0-5 $2229 $ 700 $3459 $ 700 $12382 $14000 $9754 $11500
5-10 11745 12600 10946 12100 17120 18500 12553 14000
10-15 18600 20250 15421 18500 19969 21000 17686 19200
15-20 21484 22900 18033 21000 22215 21500 20339 21000 __________

20-25 23668 22900 19190 21000 21391 21000 21636 21000 o.~
25-30 22475 22800 17783 20000 19308 20000 20107 21000 -

4.OVERALL 15152 16100 13263 14000 15577 16000 14689 15500 S~ .%9
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Table 14 shows a comparison between the mean income of civilian .

physicians and military physicians by selected specialty for calendar .. .

year 1982. The civilian data is the product of the 1983 American Medical . .

Association Socioeconomic Monitoring System Core Study. The mean civilian
income figures were derived from a representative sample of all non-

federal, patient-care medical doctors. They represent the income from O
the practice of medicine minus tax deductable professional expenses, but

before payment of income taxes.
6

*.'.: Using 1982 individual finance record data, obtained from the three ." . .....

*--. Armed Services, mean incomes were computed for two different sub-popula- . -

tions of Medical Officers. The first sub-population encompassed all

physicians who received all four of the Special Pay subelements (VSP, " ...

ASP, BCP and ISP) and was found to be $67,650 per year. The second
sub-population included all physicians receiving all of the Special Pay

-. . sub-elements except ISP (VSP, ASP and BCP) and was found to be $58,100 -.

, per year. To these two numbers was added the FY82 mean tax advantage "
for all military officers in the grade of 0-3 to 0-6 ($5,300). This
resulted in the mean military incomes displayed in Table 14. The lower .. * "*

of the two was used for comparison where it was found that none of the ... - . .
Services had paid ISP to physicians in that specialty. The higher mean

was used for those specialties for which at least one Service had paid '-..... j,

ISP. The result of this comparison reveals that even after the applica-.-
tions of the Special Pays, the average military physician income lags

behind that of civilian physicians by a substantial amount.

Table 14 '- .

Physician Income Comparison
Civilian to Military . -

1982 .

Mean Mean Difference .. 2

Civilian Military in

Specialty Income Income Means

General & Family Practice 71,900 $ 63,400 $ 8,500
.. Internal Medicine 86,800 72,950 13,850..

Surgery 130,000 72,950 57,050

Pediatrics 70,300 63,400 6,900
.. Obstetrics/Gynecology 115,800 72,950 42,850

Radiology 136,800 72,950 63,850 - .-

Psychiatry 76,500 63,400 13,100

Anesthesiology 131,400 72,950 58,460
S .* .. ...- . ... ..

........................................ ..............-.
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A number of foreign countries have found it necessary to pay their
Medical Officers an additional stipend above that which is paid non-
Medical Officers. In fact, recently when the Government Accounting
Office surveyed the five countries of Australia, Canada, the United
Kingdom, France and West Germany, (countries having strong cultural and
ethnic ties to our own), it found that they all provided extra compensa-
tion to their physicians. 5  Canada, the country which probably has econo- . . ""

*.'" mic conditions and a standard of living most similiar to our own, provides
,. to its military physicians an approximate increase in compensation of 35

percent. By way of comparison, when based upon an approximate mean total
income and the mean amount of Special Pay, U.S. military physicians

received additional compensation of approximately 30 percent in 1982.

D. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS. In attempting to measure the impact of

the Special Pay for Medical Officers on retention, it was desirable to -'. . .- .-

compare the difference in gross amount of money spent (adjusted to present ".-. . .
dollars) against the change in retention rate before and after the Uniform --- "
Services Health Professionals Oct of 1980. Upon making this comparison, 0 O
it was found that with the increased amount of dollars spent there was a

corresponding increase in retention. However, to draw the conclusion
that Special Pay was the drivipg force in this retention increase would -. --.. .
not necessarily be correct. This is because during the same period of
time that the new Special Pay for Medical Officer had taken effect, several
other factors were likely impacting retention as well. These included - *9-- - *rO .
such factors as the the pay raises of FY81 and FY82 and the effects of
Armed Forces Health Professional Scholarships and Uniformed Services
University of Health Sciences. As mentioned previously, the true effect
of the Special Pay for Medical Officers can only be truly measured when
the Services begin to identify the point at which individual physicians
complete their obligatory service.

V. FINDINGS.-.

"V A. Manpower indicators for physicians have shown some improvement

since the implementation of the Special Pay for Medical Officers. '.. . . . .

B. A clear determination as to the specific long-term effect the S . .
Special Pay has had on the Medical Officer community can not be made

because:

1. insufficient time has elapsed since its implementation; .j: - .

2. the Services do not keep the data in a manner conducive to AO 'O ,
determining the full effectiveness of the pay; and

3. many other factors could have impacted on the attraction and
retention problem thus masking the effect of the pay.

C. A comparison of civilian and military incomes for selected O -. . O
specialties shows that the military physicians' income is significantly
below that in the civilian sector.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS.

A. The current Special Pay for Medical Officers structure should
be retained.

B. The Services should maintain their data in such a manner that 4
retention rates for physicians, after completion of obligations, can be
computed.
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LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF SPECIAL PAY FOR
MEDICAL OFFICERS OF THE ARMED SERVICES ..

1. Army - Navy - Public Health Service Officer Procurement Act of
1947 (Pub. 1. No. 61-365, 61 Stat. 776) authorized a $100 Special 0..
Monthly Pay for Regular Officers who were then commissioned in the -'- '-,-'
medical or Dental Corps and for those who were so commissioned be- . . -

fore Sept 1, 1952.

2. The Act of 9 September 1950 (Pub. L. No. 81-779, 64 Stat. 826) estab--___ __ ..
lished the requirement for male Health Professionals under age 50 in 0

the categories of Medicine, Dentistry, Osteopathy, Veterinary Medicine
and Optometry to register under the Selective Service Act and made ... .°-.

them subject to selected induction calls. It also extended the $100
entitlement to Reserve Medical and Dental officers.

3. The Act of 25 June 1952 (Pub. L. No. 82-410, 66 Stat. 156) extended , . -
the special pay cut-off from 1 September 1952 to I July 1953.

4. The Act of 29 June 1953 (Pub. L. No. 83-84, 67 Stat. 86) extended the - -

special pay cut-off from 1 July 1953 to 1 July 1955. It also made
Verinary Officers eligible for the Special Pay of $100.

5. The Act of 30 June 1955 (Pub. L. No. 84-118, 69 Stat. 223) extended . "- .
the special pay cut-off from 1 July 1955 to I July 1959.

6. The Act of 30 June 1955 (Pub. L. No. 84-497, 70 Stat. 119) continued ' - . -

special pay for Veterinarians at the monthly rate of $100 but changed . . --
the amount for Physicians and Dentist to a graduated scale based on
length of active service. In addition, Medical and Dental Officers
were awarded 4 years of constructive credit for pay and promotion
purposes. - -

-

".5- z.e . ."."/ - " . .

7. The Act of 23 March 1959, (Pub. L. No. 86-4, 73 Stat. 13) extended .- .... ,.

the special pay cut-off from I July 1959 to I July 1963.

8. The Act of 2 April 1963 (Pub. L. No. 88-2, Stat 4) extended the spec-
ial pay cut-off from 1 July 1963 to 1 July 1967.

9. The Unformed Services Pay Act of 1963 (Pub. L. No. 88-132, 77 Stat .
* .210) raised the monthly rate of special pay for Dentists.

10. The Act of 30 June 1967 (Pub. L. No. 90-40, 81 Stat. 100) extended -
the special pay cut-off from I July 1967 to 1 July 1971. "

11. The Act of 16 December 1967 (Pub. L. No. 90-207, 81 Stat. 649) insti-
tuted a Continuation Pay of up to four months additional basic pay

for Physicians and Dentists. .

4.... .... .

-.4,/ 4 .-
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12. The Act of 18 October 1968 (Pub. L. No. 90-603, 82 Stat. 1187) made
minor modifications to the continuation pay law, thereby insuring
eligibility at the completion of an individual's initial obligation.

13. The Act of 28 September 1971 (Pub. L. No. 92-129, 85 Stat. 348) ex- • 0
tended the special pay cut-off from 1 July 1971 to 1 July 1973. It '
also made optometrists eligible for the special pay of $100.00 per
month.

14. The Act of 19 July 1973 (Pub. L. No. 93-64, 87 Stat. 147) extended
the special pay cut-off from I July 1973 to I July 1975.

15. The Act of 6 Hay 1974 (Pub. L. No. 93-273, 88 Stat. 94) extended the
special pay cut-off from 1 July 1975 to 1 July 1977 for physicians
and dentists but not for veterinarians and optometrists. It also
terminated continuation pay for physicians and instituted Variable
Incentive Pay for physicians (VIP). F ol *"

¢ 16. The Act of 21 April, 1976 (Pub. L. No. 94-273, 90 Stat. 325), exten- . .
ded the authority for VIP to 30 September 1976, in connection with .
the new October-September fiscal year cycle.

17. The Act of 14 July, 1976 (Pub. L. No. 94-361, 90 Stat. 923) extended
VIP authority to 30 September 1977.

18. The Act of 30 September 1977 (Pub. L. No. 95-114, 91 Stat. 1046-1047)
extended the cut-off date for physicians and dentists from July 1977
to 30 September 1978 and reinstituted the special pay of $100 per . -
month month for optometrists and veterinarians. It also modified --'.'
the special pay structure for physicians by making them eligible
for the maximum of $350 monthly after only two years of active ser- .....

vice. Authority for VIP was extended until 30 September 1978.

19. The Department of Defense Appropriation Authorization Act of 1979
(Pub. L. No. 95-485, 92 Stat. 1619) extended the special pay for
physicians and VIP from 30 September 1978 to 30 September 1980.

20. The Uniformed Services Health Professionals Special Pay Act of 1980 ,'.-
(Pub. L. No. 96-284, 94 Stat. 587 et seq) made permanent the special .. ' .
pay of $100 per month for veterinarians, optometrists and dentists.
It also froze the rates at which dentists could receive continuation -..

pay to those which existed on 1 October 1979 and instituted the new
Special Pay for Medical Officers of the Armed Forces. . - -- j - =

. .. -" . .

21. The Public Health Services Act of 7 October 1980 (Pub. L. 96-398,
94 Stat. 1608) provided for the payment of commissioned medical *-. . ..

and dental officers of the Public Health Services in the same "
manner as medical and dental officers of the Armed Forces.

,:. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . ....... ..-..-..... "- .
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SUMMARY OF SPECIAL PAYS FOR MEDICAL OFFICERS7.

PROVISIONS METHOD

AND ELIGIBILITY RATES OF PAYMENT

Years of Variable '.--

Creditable Service Special Pay

-Variable Special Pay less than 6 $ 5,000 Monthly-

a.6 but less than 8 10,000

- based on creditable 8 but less than 10 9,500 0
service 10 but less than 12 9,000

12 but less than 14 8,000

-,14 but less than 18 7,000
18 but less than 22 6,000

over 22 5,000 ,J

If an intern only $1,200 A-~
If 0-7 or above only $1,000

AdiinlSpecial Py $ 9,000 (less Annually
than 10 yrs)

-- not undergoing in $10,000 (10 or

ternahip or res- more yrs)
0.1 idency

-agrees to one year.*
active duty commit-

sent ~*-
IF

-- based on creditable

service

a - Board Certification Pay $2,000 (less Monthly .,.,.__
than 10 yrs)

badcertified 2,500 to 4,000
(10 yrs but less .. *

than 18)

-creditable service 5,000 (over 18 yr..)

Incentive Special Pay $8,000 maximum Annually- .- ' -

4 -not undergoing in- (amount cannot exceed

ternehip or resi- 6% of total pay for
dency all medical officers)

agee to one year a.

active duty commit-
sent 

a
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

Medical Officers of the Armed Forces

Issues:

pS 1. Manpower indicators for physicians have shown some improvement - -

since the implementation of the Special Pay for Medical Officers.

2. A clear determination as to the specific long-term effect the O
special pay has had on the Medical Officer community can not be made -

because:

a. insufficient time has elapsed since its implementation;

b. the Services do not keep the data in a manner conducive to
determining the full effectiveness of the pay, and D O

c• many other factors could have impacted on the attraction and
retention problem thus masking the effect of the pay; "

3. A comparison of civilian and military incomes for selected

specialties shows that the military physicians income is significantly
below that in the civilian sector.

4. The current Special Pay for Medical Officers structure should be -. . .. ,

retained. . * .* . , .

5. The Services should maintain their data in such a manner that 6 - ,
retention rates for physicians, after completion of obligations, can be -. . ". -

computed. ..- .-

* Department Comments

Army Concurs . .. ... . ,

Navy Concurs. -',

Air Force Concurs. _ ..-

Coast Guard Concurs.

Public Health Service Concurs.

NOAA Defers to those Services

which utilize the pay. .

JCS Concurs. . . 4
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% PROFICIENCY PAY

,I. PURPOSE. 
-

rni on PUePOSE "Proficiency Pay is designed to provide an attraction and-
v for shortage category enlisted specialties.. .attract

additional volunteers to unique duty assignments outside the member's
normal skill progression pattern; and stimulate outstanding performance
in any enlisted specialty thereby improving the proficiency of the armed
forces as a whole."1

II. DATA SOURCES. The data were primarily obtained from the Service
staffs of the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, Coast Guard and from 0
selected historical reports and studies. Background field interviews were

N- conducted with past and present Proficiency Pay recipients at Fort Bragg,
NC, MCAS Cherry Point, NC, Camp Lejuene, NC, Fort Jackson, SC, Charleston
Naval Base, SC, Kings Bay Naval Base, SC, Army Military Personnel Center, .... *-'

Alexandria, VA, Naval Military Personnel Center, Arlington, VA, Submarine
Base, San Diego, CA, Naval Amphibious Bases in Coronado, CA, and Little * '
Creek, VA, and the Naval Station, Norfolk, VA. P115 and NOAA have no
enlisted personnel.

III. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. The concept of "proficiency pay" originated
with the 1957 Defense Advisory Committee on Professional and Technical
Compensation (more commonly referred to as the "Cordiner Committee"). ~ e~~~
The Committee stated, "Proficiency pay is a direct and selective monetary
inducement intended to improve personnel retention and job motivation. It

, was designed to give the Services an additional management tool in meeting..... . .

-'",- •the competition for critical skills and in developing and maintaining a
tbalanced workforce."2  The 85th Congress established Proficiency Pay with

the enactment of the Military Pay Act of 1958 (Public Law No. 85-422, -"""
70 Stat. 122). This statutory authority is codified in 37 U.S.C. 307.

Then, as now, the Armed Services were experiencing difficulty retain-
ing personnel with technical or highly marketable skills. The Cordiner
Committee believed that implementation of Proficiency Pay would allow

the Department of Defense (DoD) to be more evenly matched in the compe- " "* .. ,"
tition for certain select groups of people. The mechanism it recommended i-_- .--
to disburse the pay has been referred to as the "proficiency pay grade"
method. Under this plan selected service members would be paid at a. ...
higher pay grade than they hold. However, they would not receive the

"'./,~, concomitant promotion in military rank. In hearings before Subcommittee .. °..'-
" No. 2 (now called The Subcommittee on Military Personnel and Compensation)

of the House Armed Services Committee, Chairman Kilday expressed concern
that this method, by itself, did not provide the Department of Defense
with the degree of flexibility that was required.3  The final version of-

Proficiency Pay based on either the pay grade method or an alternative .-

called the proficiency rating" method. It also established the profi-
ciency ratings and maximum statutory rates as depicted in Table 1.-" - "
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Table 1
" Proficiency Pay Rates

Maximum Statutory
Proficiency Rating Monthly Rate

P-i $50.00 .. ,
P-2 $100.00
P-3 $150.00

The law provided no specific prerequisites or criteria which should 0 0
be used in determining which proficiency rating or monthly amount that

, was to to be paid. This meant that with the approval of the Secretary

of Defense the Services could pay up to $150.00 per month to any group.
The House Report on this Bill stated: "The Alternative method is provided

* so that there will be complete flexibility in the program but will permit
utilization for each service concerned of that method which will produce p 'O
the desired results for that particular service." 4  Thus, Congress pro-
vided a high degree of flexibility to the Department of Defense, leaving .-

employment of Proficiency Pay subject only to the yearly Congressional
appropriation review. The alternative method was the one chosen by all
the Services. The Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) considered
the proficiency pay grade method less suitable and has never used it;
neither has the Coast Guard. 5 Using this broad, Congressionally mandated
flexibility, OSD has targeted specific groups to receive the pay. This
has caused Proficiency Pay to evolve into three distinct types or cate- -

gories, i.e., Shortage Specialty Pay, Superior Performance Pay, and
Special Duty Assignment Pay. ..

The purpose of Shortage Specialty Pay (SSP) is to act as a retention F ' W.
incentive pay for those personnel servint in critical military skills

-, which have exhibited low retention rates.0  Until FY 1975 and the intro- '. --

. duction of the Selective Reenlistment Bonus (SRB) Program, SSP was the 4% .A

most important and highest funded of the three types of Proficiency Pay. .-.. ,

At that point, the SRB program took over as the primary retention and - ...

incentive pay and the funding for SSP was reduced by 75 percent. It was
phased out in FY76, except for a few selected skills. OSD had promised .
Congress that SSP would be reduced if SRB legislation was enacted. This .
reduction was simply the fulfillment of that promise.

7

The second category of Proficiency Pay, Superior Performance Pay
(SSP), was designed to reward those persons whose military skill was not * ..- ,
considered critical or severely undermanned but who had exhibited a high
degree of effectiveness in performance of their duties.8  Initially OSD
limited the SPP payments to 15 percent or less of the total Proficiency
Pay amount.9  By FY74, SPP had been allowed to rise to 30 percent of the -

total amount of Proficiency Pay. As with Shortage Specialty Pay, when
the new Selective Reenlistment Bonus program was introduced in FY75, the O, ... '.O. "

OSD funding for SPP was reduced 50% and suspended completely in FY76. - .

Since 1976, the only Service that has continued to employ the SPP category
is the Coast Guard. ''." ' '
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The third category of Proficiency Pay, Special Duty Assignment Pay
(SDAP) was designed as an inducement for personnel to volunteer for -' 

'

special duty assignments which are manned below acceptable levels. 0

With the reduction in SSP, SDAP became the primary operative elem.nt of

Proficiency Pay.

IV. METHODOLOGY. The first section of this analysis will address the
total population of Proficiency Pay recipients, and define the composition
of those recipients by skill and type of Proficiency Pay for each Uni- -

formed Service. Sections two and three will evaluate the two methods of
payment which represent the major elements of the Proficiency Pay program. • "
Section four will review an OSD proposed separate pay for Enlisted Rec-

ruiters. This evaluation is being conducted at the request of OSD and
because enlisted recruiters are currently paid under the provisions of "-.. ....

Proficiency Pay. A summary of the individual analyses will appear in
Section five.

A. SECTION ONE: OVERALL PROFICIENCY PAY PROGRAM.... , . - . - . - . .. .

1. General. Table 2 depicts the number of DoD Proficiency Pay

recipients and the associated costs. Personnel and costs are broken out
by the specific categories of Proficiency Pay. Superior Performance Pay ..

"

was terminated in FY76. The overall drop in total Proficiency Pay costs
over time is the result of this action and the substitution of the SRB
program in lieu of Shortage Specialty Pay. The increases in Shortage

Specialty Pay in the most recent years (FY 80-82) is a function of the
addition of several Navy Enlisted Clasifications (NECS) to the list
of those already drawing the Pay and a slight increase in the number of

personnel holding NECs which had previously been authorized to receive
the pay. The inclusion of several additional duty assignments (e.g.,
Career Counselor), which heretofore had not been authorized SDAP, has

also caused an increase in this type of pay. The combination of these ..-

changes has slightly increased the total number of personnel receiving "---'-.
Proficiency Pay and its associated costs. Costs are expected to rise

to approximately 49 million dollars in FY84 and then level off.

Table 3 shows the number of Proficiency Pay recipients by Service ,'. . .. ..

for FY82. Beyond showing the general distribution among the Services,
this table also shows that the rate of payment, per individual, is approx-

.. ,..'*, imately the same among the Services. .-..-. ,-
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Table 3
FY82 Proficiency Pay

Recipients and Costs by Service

Number of Percent Amount of Avg * *
Service Personnel of Total Costs ($000) Annual

Army 11,718 33.3% $ 15,923 $1359

Navy 15,764 44.7% 20,068 1273
USMC 3,980 11.3% 5,560 1397
USAF 3,537 10.0% 5,464 1545
USCG 244 .7% 327 1340 0
TOTAL 35,243 100% 47,342 1343

2. Composition of Service Proficiency Pay Programs. With the ex-
* ception of the Coast Guard, all Uniformed Services pay SDAP to enlisted

Recruiters and Drill Sergeants/ Instructors. The same general scheme and IL' @

ascendant scale based upon experience in the special duty are used as
follows:

Recruiter Pay rates: *.**

- 0-3 months experience $50.00 per month
- 3-9 months experience $100.00 per month - *-

- Over 9 months experience $150.00 per month ..... -

Drill Sergeant/Instructor rates: L

-w' 0-6* month exeine 5.0pe ot

- 0-62 months experience $5.00 per month
- 6-e12 months experience $ 0.00 per month

a. Army. SDAP is the only type of Proficiency Pay currently ..-

* authorized by the Army. In addition to Recruiters and Drill Sergeants the - .

Army also pays SDAP to Reenlistment NCOs and some Special Forces personnel
(mission is classified). Table 4 depicts the distribution of SDAP in the

SArmy for FY82. .-.- I.**,..---

QN. W-
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Table 4 . -

SDAP Distribution for Army

Type of AVG Annual Total Amt
Special Duty Number Rate ($000) ,_______-______

P-3 ($150.00) Recruiters 6,008 $1,800 $10,814 O :

P-2 ($100.00) Recruiters 844 1,200 1,013

P-I ($50.00) Recruiters 665 600 399 .-..... -
P-I ($50.00) Reenlistment NCO 832 600 499 '.

P-3 ($100.00) Drill Sergeants 1,180 1,200 1,416
P-2 ($ 75.00) Drill Sergeants 1,098 900 988
P-1 ($ 50.00) Drill Sergeants 975 600 585
P-3 ($150.00) Special Forces Duty 116 1,800 209
Total 11,718 $15,923

b. Air Force. At the present time, the only type of Profi-
"ciency Pay used by the Air Force is SDAP. It is paid to personnel on
special duty assignment as Recruiters and Military Training Instructors. 0
Table 5 shows the distribution of SDAP in the Air Force for FY82,.

~ .~ Table 5
SDAP Distribution for Air Force.-,,.

Type of AVG Annual Total Amnt
Specialty Number Rate ($000)4.- - -\ .-. -.. .-. ¢

P-3 ($150.00) Recruiters 2,415 $1,800 $4,347
P-2. ($100.00) Recruiters 311 1,200 373 -'-"
P-1 ( $50.00) Recruiters 159 600 95 ."
P-2 ($100.00) Instructors/Drill Sgts 343 1,200 412 p:.
P-2 ($ 75.00) Instructors/Drill Sgts 100 900 90
P-I ($ 50.00) Instructors/Drill Sgts 174 600 104
Total 3,502 $5,421 - -

c. Marines. The Marine Corps only pays SDAP. It provides - '

SDAP to Recruiters, Career Planners, and Drill Instructors/Sergeants.
Table 6 displays the distribution of SDAP in the Marine Corps for FY82,

Table 6

SDAP Distribution for Marine Corps '.

Type of AVG Annual Total Amt
Specialty Number Rate ($000)

P-3 ($150.00) Recruiters 2,069 $1,800 $3,724
P-2 ($100.00) Recruiters 483 1,200 580

P-I ( $50.00) Recruiters 241 600 145 ." .
P-3 ($100.00) Drill Instructor/Sgt 545 1,200 654 ... '
P-2 ($ 75.00) Drill Instructor/Sgt 240 900 216
P-I ($ 50.00) Drill Instructor/Sgt 259 600 155
P-I ($ 50.00) Career Planner 143 600 86
Total 3,980 $5,560 •.- ,

..- ,. ., .. ,i-
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d. Navy. The Navy pays both Shortage Specialty Pay and
Special Duty Assignment Pay. The general types of skills or special *2:

• . duties authorized to receive these pays are: .

Shortage Specialty Pay Special Duty Assignment Pay .

Nuc Propulsion Plt Supervisor Recruiter and Recruit Classifier
Nuc Propulsion Operator Recruit Company Commander
Divers Recruit Company Cmdr Assistant

* P-3 Flight Engineers Operation Deep Freeze Personnel
Gunners' mate Tech (GMT) Rating Asgmt P. 0. (Detailer) S 0
(ASROC Launchers) Career Counselor

-, SERE (Survival, Evasion, Resistance

and Escape) Instructor

At Appendix A is a specific listing of NECs which are authorized to re-

ceive SSP. Table 7 shows the general distribution by rate of payment of A 0 "
SSP for FY82.

o % %°• .... %" - - %-

-~ Table 7
SSP Rate of Payment Distribution for Navy

AVG Annual Total Amt
Shortage Specialty Number Rate ($000)

V'- P-3 ($150.00) 3,050 $1,800 $ 5,490
P-3 ($100.00) 3,319 1,200 3,983
P-2 ($ 75.00) 1,254 900 1,129
P-1 ($ 50.00) 1,470 600 882
Total 9,093 $11,484 .. "

Table 8 reflects the distribution of Navy personnel by shortage specialty
and rate of payment. The percentage figure represents the portion of
specific rate of payment paid to each shortage specialty.

Table 8
SSP Rate of Distribution by Navy Shortage Specialty .

P-3 P-2 P-2 P-i

Shortage Specialty ($150) ($100) ($75) ($50)

Nuc Trained P. 0. 91% 69% 0 91%
Divers/Special Warfare 9% 0 100% 9% .

P-3 Flight Engineers 0 22% 0 0
GNT (ASROC Launchers) 0 9% 0 0

10Z 100O 100% 10%

..............................................
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Table 9 shows the distribution of SDAP in the Navy for FY82.

Table 9
SDAP Distribution for Navy

Type of AVG Annual Total Amt
Special Duty Number Rate ($000)

* . ... . .. -'% " ".

P-3 ($150.00) Recruiter & Classifier 3,176 $1,800 $5,717
P-2 ($100.00) Recruiter & Classifier 690 1,200 828 I 6 "
P-I ($ 50.00) Recruiter & Classifier 357 600 214
P-3 ($150.00) Operation DEEP FREEZE* 72 1,800 67
P-3 ($100.00) Recruit Company Cmdr & Asst 646 1,200 775
P-2 ($ 75.00) Recruit Company Cmdr & Asst 290 900 261
P-I ($ 50.00) Recruit Company Cmdr & Asst 244 600 146 -,..,. .-
P-I ($ 50.00) Rating Asgn Petty Officer 352 600 211 . - -,
P-I ($ 50.00) SERE Instructor 197 600 119 .-.:§.-. -.

P-I ($ 30.00) Career Counselor 682 360 246 - '
* Total 6,706 $8,584 -. .. -

%N

* * Operation DEEP FREEZE personnel are only paid for 6 months of ./ -..
each year. |p rh0 ,, '

. o .' • *. '

e. Coast Guard. The Coast Guard is the only Uniformed Ser-
" vice which pays Proficiency Pay in the form of Superior Performance Pay ..-.-

and this is the only type of Proficiency Pay used by the Coast Guard.
Enlisted personnel in charge of afloat units, Search and Rescue (SAR) .7.

Stations, Aids to Navigation Teams (ANT), Aids to Navigation Facilities, .
(ANFAC) and Long Range Aids to Navigation (LORAN) Stations are eligible

..* for consideration of an award of Superior Performance Pay of $50.00 per ' - .
month. Awards are made by Coast Guard District and are limited to 15
percent of the total number of eligible personnel. For FY82, the average
number of personnel receiving SPP was 32. The total cost of this program
was $19,200.

B. SECTION TWO: PROFICIENCY PAY GRADE METHOD. . .-~~'...-.**p.*...,. -

As noted earlier, this is one of two methods of payment of Profi-
ciency Pay. Under this plan selected servicemembers would be paid at a
higher pay grade; however, they would not receive the concomitant promo- r,.t'.-'S't ;
tion in military rank. This method has never been used by the Uniformed
Services. The primary reasons given are the potential degradation of
morale and administrative difficulties associated with such a plan. For
example, a service member who is senior in rank to another and who is -

the supervisor of the other, could be paid at a lesser rate. This would " -- - "
not only be cause for a high degree of friction between individuals, •* * "..
it would also decrease the importance of the military rank system. This, .
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coupled with the administrative difficulties of keeping track of who
gets paid what pay grade vis-a-vis their military rank, makes the possible
use of the pay grade method very unlikely.

C. SECTION THREE: PROFICIENCY PAY RATING METHOD. This second O 0

method of payment consists of three categories.

1. Shortage Specialty Pay Category.

* ',* This section will focus on the analysis of Shortage Specialty -.__...-..'

Pay, currently paid only by the Navy, and the determination of its need as 6 .
an incentive to remain in selected career fields. Historical manning lev-
els for the general career groups receiving SSP are depicted in Table 10.
Data is broken out by SRB Zones because that is the manner in which
reenlistments are most often measured. Zones are defined as: Zone A, 1-6
years; Zone B, 6-10 years; and Zone C, 10-14 years.

The data displayed in this table shows several obvious
trends. Within the nuclear community, Zone A is consistently overmanned.
This situation is allowed to exist because the reenlistment rates for

~% Zone A do not support the requirements in Zone B and C, as will be seen .
later in Table 11. It should be noted that even with this overmanning
in Zone A, the community as a whole remains below 100%.

The diving community manning levels are also somewhat incon-
, sistent. The high number of requirements in Zone B is a function of the

unique training and experience within the Navy diving communities. For
,' example, the experience required to attain advance diving qualifications
. within the Fleet diving community invariably extends beyond Zone A and

the first reenlistment point. Further, lengthy training pipelines delay
entry to the diving field. Moreover, the Explosive Ordnance Disposal

• (EOD) diving community actively pursues the recruitment of more mature .- -"
members to their program. ...-

4. .1'4. The extremely low manning levels in Zone A for the P-3 FlightEngineers can be misleading. This is because P-3 Flight Engineers are a'-O .

lateral accessions at the E-5 level, often entering at the end of Zone A
' or the beginning of Zone B. Hence, the numbers of requirements in Zones

A and B are only best estimates. . ...-.

The GMT (ASROC Launchers) community exhibits manning peculi- .- ' .
arities similar to those of the nuclear community; the reasons are also
imilar.

•-.Historical reenlistment rates for the general career groups ......-.. ]
S receiving SSP are depicted in Table 11.
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The Diving and Nuclear trained petty officer communities exhibited a
drop in reenlistments in FY82. This drop is not a true decline in reen-

listment rates, but a simple deferral of reenlistments that was brought
about by fiscal constraints in the fourth quarter which temporarily closed "

down the Navy's SRB program. With a few exceptions, only 6 year obligated .06
nuclear personnel and those who would permanently pass out of an eligi-

bility window were allowed to reenlist for the bonus. Most individuals
eligible to reenlist in that quarter were encouraged to extend and conse- -

quently elected to wait to reenlist after the beginning of FY83 in order
to receive the bonus. Therefore, reenlistment rates were artifically

low due to the temporary absence of the SRB. ___.

The SRB multiplier for Zone C of the GMT (ASROC Launchers) and all
zones of the P-3 Flight Engineers was 0. The SRB multiplier for Zones
A and B of the GMT (ASROC Launchers) was 1. Hence, the amount of money
to be gained by deferring reenlistment became less significant to the
individual sailor. Accordingly, reenlistment rates for these two groups
were not greatly affected by the funding shortages. * 'o O

A simple comparison with the groups receiving SSP and the Navy's ..'-.

overall reenlistment rates indicates that the rates for the SSP groups
are generally comparable or better than those of the overall Navy.

The data obtained from the Navy allowed for the calculation of zone p- .',O'"- -

reenlistment rates for each NEC which received SSP. These were calculated . .
on a quarterly, yearly and overall basis for FY79-FY82. Using these data,

-e a number of analytical techniques were employed to model the effects of
SSP on reenlistment rates. However, given the time constraints of the
study, it was found that an accurate model with measurable relationships

could not be developed. This is in large part attributable to the fact
that many of the career fields drawing SSP are already authorized Selec- "

tive Reenlistment Bonuses. Hence, there is the distinct possibility
that if any measurable relationship exists between SSP and reenlistments, .F;' it is masked by the SRB or the multiplicity of additional special pays
which most of these NECs receive. It is believed, however, that because

of the flexibility provided by its system of multipliers and the exten-

sive amount of knowledge that has been developed with regards to its 9. 'O
effectiveness, that the Selective Reenlistment Bonus Program is more -

-.', properly the vehicle for dealing with reenlistment shortfalls. -. "'.

A similar conclusion was drawn in the Report of the 1971 Quadrennial .... *..- .
Review of Military Compensation which indicated that Shortage Specialty ..

Pay was "marginally effective as a retention incentive." It -further bO "-.. O.
% stated that "a bonus system would be the most effective incentive to

solve the attraction and retention problems that may result in a zero- ""
draft environment" and recommended that the "use of Shortage Specialty
(Proficiency Pay) be administratively phased-out." 11

If it is determined that by discontinuing SSP the multiple for a

specific career field needs to be raised, action should be taken to do
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the maximum level, consideration should be given to developing a method
of payment which would provide compensation to these personnel above the
levels currently authorized for the SRB. This would necessitate the

*-'' lifting of the SRB cap, a finding previously identified in the analysis "
of the SRB program. The method for providing such payment is also dis- 0 "
cussed in that analysis. Accordingly, the dollars currently set aside
for Shortage Specialty Pay should be moved to the SRB program to accomo -"" " " '" "
date higher or additional SRB payments.' - . o . -

2. Superior Performance Pay Category. "-'". ""_

As was stated earlier, the purpose of the Superior Perform-
ance Pay (SPP) Category was to reward those personnel whose military skills
were not necessarily considered critical or severely undermanned but who .-.. ...

had exhibited a high degree of effectiveness in the performance of their
duties. The 1970 OSD study of Proficiency Pay (Superior Performance) . -

concluded that competitive Superior Peformance Pay demonstrably improves "- "
the performance of the Army's enlisted population.12  The measure of per-

"-. formance used in the study was the efficiency report and skill test scores --.

for Army personnel. While the study group did a very good job of showing -
a high degree of correlation between these scores and the level of incen-
tive provided by SPP, they failed to show any concrete relationship ..

between these scores and actual benefit to the Services. Even OSD in its
1970 study observed, "The prestige factor associated with being selected "*g '3@?-"
as a "superior performer" is quite independent of the monetary reward."' 3

If SPP (which cost $36 million in 1974) was subjected to a cost
.. , benefit analysis, it would be difficult to justify it as anything more

than "a nice to have pay." By ceasing to provide funds to OSD for this
pay beyond FY75, Congress indicated an unwillingness to authorize money
for this purpose. .

The Coast Guard continues to use SPP. It is designed as an incentive
for superior performance and is paid to only 32 people for a total dollar

amount of $19,200. The fact that there are small numbers involved does
not negate the requirement to be cost efficient and follow the general
will of Congress. If there are enlisted positions which, by virtue of
their degree of importance or special responsibility, demand additional

. compensation, then they should be paid under the heading of a revised
A. form of Special Duty Assignment Pay.

3. Special Duty Assignment Pay Category.

As mentioned earlier, Special Duty Assignment Pay (SDAP) was -.- - - -

.-.- \ designed as a pay which would induce personnel to volunteer for special
•.. duty assignments outside their normal career fields that were manned below

* -'•.acceptable levels or required a high number of volunteers. DoD Instruc- -"--. "
tion 1304.22 (Administration of Enlisted Personnel Bonus and Proficiency .-

. Pay Programs) indicates that SDAP may be awarded for a special duty S 10
. assignment "if it currently reflects, or in the absence of the incentive

'.-* effect of special duty assignment (Proficiency Pay) is projected to %

% *.
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reflect by the end of the budget year, a significant shortage of volunteer
%,". manning and related combination of total manning."

14

The quantitative criteria for these awards are displayed below.
These criteria are difficult to understand unless considered in the
context that the Services have control over the total manning levels.
By choosing to man a special duty assignment at a certain level, the ... ..
Services are dictating the range of dollars they will pay for various
volunteer rates. The criteria and associated footnotes were extracted .. -•-

verbatim from DODI 1304.2215. This criteria was established by the
1970 Study of Proficiency Pay (Superior Performance) and has been altered
only slightly since that time. 1  Instead of redefining the criteria,
the exceptions, as indicated in Footnote 1, have been added. • . . .-

QUANTITATIVE CRITERIA FOR INITIAL AND CONTINUED DESIGNATION .. ...

OF A SPECIAL DUTY ASSIGNMENT FOR
V. SPECIAL DUTY ASSIGNMENT (PROFICIENCY PAY)1

Current or Projected Current or Projected
Total Manning Level (%) Volunteer Manning Level (%) Award

0- 66 0- 100 None

67 - 84 0 - 50 P-i ($30)
51 or above None

85- 94 0 - 25 P-1 ($50)

26 - 66 P-i ($30)
67 or above None

95- 100 0- 25 P-2 ($75)2
26 - 50 P-i ($50) -

51 - 75 P-i ($30)
76 or above None

1 In coordination with the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller),

the ASD(MRA&L) may waive the criteria regarding a shortage of volunteer
manning and total manning levels for the special duty assignment of ' .......
recruiter and recruit training instructors. Notwithstanding the awards > -0 - -
authorized for special duty assignment (Proficiency Pay) in the above ' :""" "
table, the ASD(MRA&L), under criteria prescribed by him, may authorize ,..;.*.
monthly amounts of special duty assignment (Proficiency Pay) up to the -'-,--.- .
maximum P-2 amount of $100 for the special duty assignment of recruit hO. :O-,S
training instructors and up to the maximum P-3 amount of $150 for the

5.-. special duty assignment of recruiter, Navy recruit -classifiers, and Deep -

Freeze Det Alpha personnel.

2 No P-2 ($75) awards shall be authorized until the actual effectiveness,

based on military service experience, of the lower awards has been evalu- O . .
ated and approved by the ASP(MRA&L).

- . . . . °.% -. . -
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3 The net result of the exception has been to rel.ease the excepted
special duties from the constraints initially recommended by the 1970
Study of Proficiency Pay and allow payment of SDAP to those special duty

* assignments, no matter what the level of manning or volunteers is. This ________

has been borne out by the fact that within selected Services the special 0 0
duties of Recruiter and Drill Sergeant/ Instructor are often consistently

manned above 90% and enjoy a 100% annual volunteer rate, while receiving .- -SDAP in the amounts previously outlined for these two special duties. In
SThessence, the exception of these special duties from the constraints of
" the criteria provide for the payment of SDAP unless both the volunteer

rate and the manning levels are equal to or greater than 100%. This is
a condition which is most unlikely to occur; hence, a condition which O O
insures the perpetual payment of SDAP to these duties. When this happens -
on a continual basis, the inducement value of the SDAP is eroded and it "
begins to be perceived as a right or entitlement associated with that . O • .
specific job. Table 12 shows the percentages of Drill Sgt/Instructors
who volunteered for the duty. Table 13 displays similar information for * O
Recruiters.

Table 12

Drill/Sgt Instructor Volunteer Rate .

Service FY80 FY81 FY82

" Army 48% Not 65%
Avail .. . . --

Navy Not Not 90%
Avail Avail I -

USAF 100% 100% 100% v:.: "

,' USMC 100% 100% 100%

Table 13
9_,.:'; Recruiter Volunteer Rate .•. .

SERVICE FY80 FY81 FY82 %-% -, -,

Army 50% 30% 17%

Navy Not 45% 30%
Avail - -- " '

USAF 100% 1P0% 100%

USMC 100% 100% 100% I "
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An additional detraction to the inducement value of SDAP for Recruit-
ers and Drill Sergeant/Instructors is the scheme of payment for these two
groups. As indicated earlier, this scheme is an ascendant payment scale
based upon the amount of experience in the special duty. It is difficult
to understand why additional inducement (in the form of additional SDAP) • S
is required to be paid to individuals who are already committed to a 2 to "

4 year tour in the special duty assignment. This method of payment only
further inculcates the belief in the mind of potential recipients that the
SDAP is a form of additional compensation for a difficult job and, there- ...-

fore, is an entitlement associated with that job. None of the Services
appear to believe that SDAP is a true inducement for volunteers for 7
certain special duty assignments. This is further substantiated by the
fact that, when asked to comment on SDAP for recruiters, the immediate
response is a general description of the hardships of the duty and the
need to enhance the productiveness of experienced personnel. References

are made to the requirement for volunteers, but, because of the obvious
inconsistencies which have previously been shown in Tables 14 and 15, a
clear requirement for the pay based on inducing volunteers cannot be
produced. This is not to say that the payment of SDAP to these personnel
is inappropriate. It is simply a recognition of the fact that the
personnel receiving SDAP do not receive it because it induces them to
volunteer for special duties, but rather because they perform duties
which are extremely demanding or difficult and they should be compensated
for the extra effort that the special duty requires. For example, there S " .

- are few who would deny that recruiting is a difficult task, especially
. in favorable economic times. Moreover, studies have shown that the

number of youths eligible for military service in the 1980's will decline
while manpower requirements for the Services will increase. Such a

competitive environment demands a more determined, aggressive approach
which requires a willingness on the part of recruiters to work long O . '-'• .
hours and to travel extensively away from home and family. It would,
therefore, seem logical to discard the volunteer inducement currently

- associated with SDAP and recognize the pay for what it is and should
be--a special pay for extremely demanding duty. This does not mean
that the Services should drop the requirement for volunteers to these
duties. Volunteers should continue to be sought, but the voluntary O .. .. .
requirement should not be incorporated into the pay. It should be "
handled individually within the Services. %

• . .......,.. ... .-. ?.

If in selected cases, such as recruiting or drill instructor person-
nel, the duty is of a sufficient degree of difficulty to warrant addi-

tional compensation, then the requirement that the duties be outside the
normal career field should be dropped. In place of this requirement, the O . -
criteria that the career field be one which can be entered only as a
lateral accession after at least several years of service should be
substituted. This added requirement would make the pay more acessible,
while preventing its use as another form of Shortage Specialty Pay. ""

540O ,9. ....... ".
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4. Other Observations.

During the course of the analysis it was observed that sever-
al career areas drawing Special Duty Assignment Pay are, under existing
regulations, somewhat questionable. The Army, for example, authorizes •
this pay for Reenlistment NCOs. It is our understanding that this is now
a regular career field and, therefore, does not qualify for SDAP which at

". present is intended to induce personnel to perform special duties outside

their normal career fields. A similar situation exists in the Navy for
Career Counselors. If there are reenlistment shortfall problems associ-
ated with these career fields, they should be addressed through other •9
incentive pays designed to deal with such issues, i.e., SRBs.

The Navy pays SDAP to three other areas that should also be reviewed;
for example, Rating Assignment Petty Officer (Detailer). During field
interviews there were several indications that these individuals are re-
ceiving SDAP to help offset the high cost of living in the Washington, A - = -
D.C. area. If this is so, the payment of SDAP is inappropriate.

The Navy and Army should insure that the continued use of SDAP for
SERE (Survival, Evasion, Resistance and Escape) Instructors and Special

. Forces personnel, respectively, is based upon a valid need.

As for Operation DEEP FREEZE personnel, Certain Places Pay in the
isolated/remote form proposed by the 5th QRMC would be the proper compen-
sation in the future. %

D. SECTION FOUR: SPECIAL PAY FOR ENLISTED RECRUITERS-OSD PROPOSAL. .. ,

In 1981 OSD proposed legislation which would authorize the fol- "O -

* loving amounts of incentive pay for recruiting duty:

Years in Recruiting Duties Monthly Incentive Pay .'

Less than 1 $125
Over 1 200 .... '...,!.

Over 2 275

This pay would be formally referred to as "Special Pay: Recruiting Duty
for Enlisted Members" and would be separated from the SDAP of Proficiency

S"~'. Pay.

The amount of the OSD proposed rates would be based on the fact that, '-.'- .
when the present SDAP rates were established in 1958, the maximum Prof i-
ciency Pay amounted to 72% of the basic pay of an E-5 with over 6 years of
service; today, the maximum Proficiency Pay rate amounts to only 16% of the
basic pay of a similar E-5. Since 1958, the Consumer Price Index has more
than tripled, yet recruiter incentive pay has remained fixed. To restore

O 5 this pay to the equivalent status that 'Proficiency Pay held with regard ". .

to basic pay in 1958, when it was first authorized by Congress, would be -- . -

'., - .. ..... . .. .. . ...... ..
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fiscally prohibitive; levels of payment would have to be increased by

over 275%. Instead, DoD proposed to use as a benchmark the year of
1974, the first year in which recruiters were authorized to receive the
higher levels of Special Duty Assignment Pay. Since 1974, the cost of
living, as measured by the Consumer Price Index, has risen by about 8.9% I 0 0
annually. The target pay rate of $275 per month was determined by calcu-
lating the rate of increase through Dec 1981 and applying an equivalent.-:
increase to existing Proficiency Pay levels. - .

*€ The phasing of the proposed incentive pay increases was chosen to .
coincide with the generally accepted phases of recruiter productivity. • 0 "

* During the first year of assignment the new recruiter completes his formal - - "
training and proceeds to his field recruiting assignment. He then begins . -.
an intensive period of supervised on-the-job training that will improve
his recruiting skills, acquaint him with the local manpower environment, " . --
and give him practical experience in applying the skills learned during
recruiter school and follow-on courses. By the first anniversary of his * * .
assignment to recruiter duties, the new recruiter should have completed -

his formal on-the-job training programs and be a productive member of the "-'-..--.---.
recruiting team to such a degree that his performance warrants an increase " " ' -

in incentive pay. The following year is spent functioning as a qualified -" "". ".
recruiter, but substantial supervision and guidance is still required to
enable the new recruiter to apply his newly acquired skills. After the - t.
second year, the recruiter has gained substantial knowledge, confidence,
and experience, and the highest level of pay is thought to be fully
justified. Special Pay for Enlisted Recruiters differs from SDAP for
recruiters in the following ways:

- Special Pay for Enlisted Recruiters with no limitations
would be paid to enlisted recruiter supervisors at -- 5' - "
recruiting headquarters. SDAP currently limits the

payment to these individuals to $50.00..

- The phase points for payment of the two pays are . .. .
different. .

- The amount of money paid at the phase points is
different.

There can be little doubt that the monetary value of SDAP has de- ..-.
creased over time. The explanation for its decrease, and required adjust-
ments are appropriate. However, the philosophy of how and why Special
Pay for Enlisted Recruiters should be paid is not unlike the current SDAP ' .'
for recruiters. Given the similarity between the proposed pay and SDAP
for recruiters, it would seem logical not to create another pay for a
select group of people, but simply extend the prisent SDAP to meet the .
needs of the existing recruiter requirements while providing for other
special duty assignments. Field recruiting is undeniably tough, arduous ... --

duty which frequently requires an individual to work long, hard hours .S . .
under extreme pressure to meet monthly production quotas. Selection for

assignment to a Headquarters staff position is a clear indicator that an , . . - ...

-., * ... -...-.'*. -.-........................-.... '.•... . . . . ..- ,
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NCO is one of the best qualified recruiters. The selective nature of
this assignment is evident; in the Air Force, for example, only about 4%

of recruiters are assigned to Group or Headquarters positions. These
recruiters perform vital training, supervision, leadership and policy
implementation functions. A reduced rate of special pay may not be 0 '
appropriate if it implies that duties performed by Group and Headquarters
recruiters are not as important as those in the field.

E. SECTION FIVE: SUMMARY OF ANALYSES.. -... - -

Having reviewed the major elements of Proficiency Pay in addi-
tion to an OSD proposed pay for enlisted recruiters, it is appropriate
to summarize the results of these individual analyses and, in doing so,
draw some conclusions regarding Proficiency Pay as a whole.

The Proficiency Pay Grade Method has little utility. It has never
been used by any of the Uniformed Services and, in view of its potential
negative impact on morale and its cumbersome administration there is no

",'.. indication that it ever will be. %

Within the Proficiency Pay Rating Method, only one of three pay cat- . ' .
egories has merit. We found little logical basis to support the payment .

of Shortage Specialty Pay. Since many of the SSP skills are also receiv- ' - ." -

ing Selective Reenlistment Bonuses, it would be more prudent to terminate

SSP and apply a commensurate amount of money to the SRB program which .. ...

%-'. contains the flexibility to better deal with shortage issues. Justifica- -

tion for the Superior Performance Pay category is, in an economic sense,
'V.v extremely weak. This category was discontinued by OSD in 1976 and only

a small amount is still paid by the Coast Guard. Because of the nature __....__._,..-

of duties associated with those who receive this pay, a revised SDAP E U.
,.,, could be expanded to include senior enlisted members to accommodate the

Coast Guard requirement. The remaining category, Special Duty Assignment - .

Pay, is considered to be an appropriate method for compensating personnel - - .

.... - who perform difficult duties outside their normal career fields or within
a career field which begins with lateral accessions several years into a " _-
military career. ,- -O--~

As for the OSD proposed pay for enlisted recruiters, the rates out- "
:e -',,  lined in the proposal are appropriate and were basically adopted; however, , .

,. the remainder of the proposal was practically a form of Special Duty
% .~ Assignment Pay for recruiters, with minor modifications. -

All of these observations, taken in aggregate, point to the conclu-
sion that, with the exception of a properly administered Special Duty

:.., Assignment Pay with increased rates, Proficiency Pay as it exists today
:..-.. has little value. It is further concluded that the criteria calling for

volunteer manning levels first envisioned by the Cordiner Committee
. should be discarded. DoD would be better served by replacing the broadly

mandated Proficiency Pay with a more narrowly defined, rate enhanced, "O "O "
* ,.' Special Duty Assignment Pay. This new SDAP would recognize the pay as a

form of extra compensation for a job that is extremely difficult or ...
C -eN "-"-. - -
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P involves an unusual degree of responsibility (e.g., Army Jumpmasters or
Coast Guard Officers in Charge). If the Services desired to provide the
pay to an entire career field, the only other criteria for SDAP would be
that the career field be one which could be entered only as a lateral
accession after several years of service, or that certain duties within O 0

the career field are identified as special or unusual.

V. FINDINGS.

A. Proficiency Pay should be discontinued in its present form based
on the following: V* .

1. Proficiency Pay Grade Method - This method of payment has never
been used and it is unlikely that it ever will be.

2. Proficiency Pay Rating Method:
-7-•

(a) Shortage Specialty Pay - The actual effect of this pay :. -. -.

on reenlistments is not documented. The money spent on ..... .

SSP could be better managed if it was moved to the SRB ".-- -. -.
program where reenlistment shortfall problems are more - .. . ..
properly addressed. However, certain QRMC proposed en-

hancement to the SRB program such as removal of the
dollar ceiling on bonus amounts and the addition of .. ;iW -
a 7th multiple should be implemented as a first step ".
to eliminating this special pay. SSP recipients should .-.- '-
continue to receive payments while assigned to their
current billet.

(b) Superior Performance Pay- This pay category is no longer
employed by OSD. Only the Coast Guard continues to use
it (32 people). It should be discontinued with consid- .,..
eration given to incorporating Coast Guard requirements
into revised Special Duty Assignment Pay.

4*

(c) Special Duty Assignment Pay - This category should be ,.. -.. -.....retained and become a separate pay replacing Proficiency -...

Pay in its entirety. The rates should be enhanced to . ., ....
the maximum level of $275 per month. ., ..- /. .- d

B. The OSD proposed Special Pay for Enlisted Recruiters should not
be adopted since the creation of Special Duty Assignment Pay will fulfill -
the same purpose and continue to provide for other special duty assign-
ments. The policy that limits payment of Special Duty Assignment Pay
for recruiter supervisors should be changed to acknowledge the special

P circumstances of selection and assignment as a recruiter at headquarters.
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4" C. Career areas currently drawing SDAP should be carefully reviewed
and, if they do not meet the established criteria and fulfill the purpose
of this particular pay, they should be eliminated.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS.

...: ~~. ...... 4---.:

A. Discontinue Proficiency Pay in its present form, thereby elimina-
ting:

1. The Pay Grade Method 0 .
,y 2. Shortage Speciality Pay Category - contingent on implemen-

tation of the 7th SRB multiple and elimination of dollar ~ ~
ceiling on SRB amounts.

3. Superior Performance Pay Category4. The present form of Special Duty Assignment Pay

However, should a pilot program that relies upon the existence of Profi-
.* ciency Pay as it is currently structured be in progress at the time of

enactment of the amending legislation, participants in that program "

should receive Special Duty Assignment Pay at the old Proficiency Pay
rate. ." ...." " "

B. In place of Proficiency Pay institute the new form of Special
Duty Assignment Pay based upon the extreme difficulty of the job or the
high degree of responsibility.

-% ' C. Establish the maximum allowable amount of payment for this _._'-'_-,.

Special Duty Assignment Pay at $275 per month. .

to D. Special Duty Assignment Pay policy should be reconstructed .".'"
to permit payments to recruiter at all levels of command at the same ---. .

." , % - , °

levels payable to field recruiters.
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NEC LISTING -.. : .

NEC Award Level Skill

3351 P-2-100 Submarine Nuclear Propulsion Plant Operator- -..

Welder

- 3353 P-2-100 Submarine Nuclear Propulsion Plant Operator-
Reactor Control

3354 P-2-100 Submarine Nuclear Propulsion Plant Operator- O
Electrical " " "

3353 P-2-100 Submarine Nuclear Propulsion Plant Operator- %
Mechanical . "

3356 P-2-100 Submarine Nuclear Propulsion Plant Operator- 0 'O O -

Engineering Laboratory Technician

.', 3359 P-1-50 Submarine Nuclear Propulsion Plant Operator- -
-.4.. Special Category

3361 P-3-150 Submarine Nuclear Propulsion Plant Supervisor-
Welder . -.

3363 P-3-150 Submarine Nuclear Propulsion Plant Supervisor-
Reactor Control

3364 P-3-150 Submarine Nuclear Propulsion Plant Supervisor- -
Electrical

3365 P-3-150 Submarine Nuclear Propulsion Plant Supervisor- .. ..

Mechanical ~**

3366 P-3-150 Submarine Nuclear Propulsion Plant Supervisor- o , . ., ,
Engineering Laboratory Technician

3383 P-2-100 Surface Ship Nuclear Propulsion Plant Operator- . .:.....

Reactor Control -.
. .* . , - -

3384 P-2-100 Surface Ship Nuclear Propulsion Plant Operator- - ''

Electrical 9m

3385 P-2-100 Surface Ship Nuclear Propulsion Plant Operator-
Mechanical

3386 P-2-100 Surface Ship Nuclear Propulsion Plant Operator-
Engineering Laboratory r

3389 P-1-50 Surface Ship Nuclear Propulsion Plant Operator- '.

-~ Special Category 
"'
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NEC Award Level Skill

3393 P-3-150 Surface Ship Nuclear Propulsion Plant Supervisor-
Reactor Control

3394 P-3-150 Surface Ship Nuclear Propulsion Plant Supervisor-
Electrical

3395 P-3-150 Surface Ship Nuclear Propulsion Plant Supervisor- .

'K Me chani cal

3396 P-3-150 Surface Ship Nuclear Propulsion Plant Supervisor-0
Engineering Laboratory Technician

5311 P-3-150 Saturation Diver

5341 P-3-150 Master Diver________

5346 P-3-150 Master Saturation Diver

531 P2-5Cmbtn Simr.UT

5321 P-2-75 Combatant Swimmer (UDT)O Dier

5326 P-2-75 Combatant Swimmer (Seal Team) -..

5327 P-2-75 Combatant Swimmer (Seal Team/EOD Diver) 'V - *.

5332 P-2-75 EOD Diver -.

5333 P-2-75 EOD Diver/Parachutist

5342 P-2-75 Diver First Class '

duK

8492 P-2-75 Special Operations Technician (Medical) .K K

8493 P-2-75 Medical Deep Sea Diving Technician !It-,7

5343 P-1-50 Diver Second Class

8251 P-2-100 P-3 Flight Engineer

0891 P-2-100 GMT (ASROC) K %
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES . "

Proficiency Pay .___ .-_•_._.._

•- S * * .. S ' .

ISSUE:

1. Proficiency Pay in its present form should be discontinued based on
the following:

a. Proficiency Pay Grade Method - This method of payment has never
been used and it is unlikely that it ever will be.

b. Proficiency Pay Rating Method

(1) Shortage Specialty Pay - The actual effect of this pay on
reenlistments is not documented. The money spent on SSP could be better O "
managed if it was moved to the SRB program where reenlistment shortfall , ,,....- -

problems are more properly addressed. However, certain QRMC proposed

enhancements to the SRB program, such as removal of the dollar ceiling .
on bonus amounts and the addition of a 7th multiple, should be implemen- ... , -
ted as a first step to eliminate this pay. SSP recipients should con- _-,__.-,

tinue to receive payments while assigned to their current billet. wm

(2) Special Duty Assignment Pay - This category should be
retained and become a separate pay replacing Proficiency Pay in its
entirety. The rates should be enhanced to the maximum level of $275
per month.

(3) Superior Performance Pay - This pay category is no longer -
% employed by OSD. Only the Coast Guard continues to use it (32 people). .

It should be discontinued with consideration given to incorporating Coast
Guard requirements into revised Special Duty Assignment Pay.

2. The OSD proposed Special Pay for Enlisted Recruiters should not be
adopted since the creation of Special Duty Assignment Pay will fulfill .. -..
the same purpose and continue to provide for other special duty assign- M .
ents. The policy that limits payment of Special Duty Assignment Pay ....

for recruiter supervisors should be changed to acknowledge the special
circumstances of selection and assignment as a recruiter at headquarters. -.-.-

3. Career areas currently drawing SDAP should be carefully reviewed and if
they do not meet the established criteria and fulfill the purpose of % .:,

-', this particular pay, they should be eliminated. .:

DEPARTMENT COMMENTS .. -.. ':2'.-.

Army Concurs.

Navy Concur.
q . %: q ,
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Air Force Concurs.

Coast Guard Concurs.

PHS Concurs. I 0 0

NOAA Defers to judgment of QRMC staff. ~

JCS Concurs
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LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS

*, W
Proficiency Pay

1. Amend 37 U.S.C. 307 thereby replacing Proficiency Pay with Special
Duty Assignment Pay. Incorporate the following specific changes:

.. . A. Change the name of the pay to Special Duty Assignment Pay.

B. Cause the eligibility requirements to be based on job difficulty
or responsibility.

C. Increase the maximum rates to $275 per month. t w ..

S 2. Amending legislation should provide for participants in pilot programs
which rely upon Proficiency Pay as it is currently structured to receive .- .. *

S Special Duty Assignment Pay at the old Proficiency Pay rate. ,

"VV

t.

%..,.I.

*~ %
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CAREER SEA PAY

I. PURPOSE. Career Sea Pay (CSP) provides special compensation to " ""i.

personnel serving on sea duty in recognition of the unusually arduous
nature of such duty and as a means of improving retention of personnel 0 •
in sea service skills.

. II. DATA SOURCES. The primary source of information used in this anal- . . "".-"

ysis was data received from the Navy, Marine Corps, Army, Coast Guard
and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The Air -. '._"-
Force and Public Health Service (PHS) currently have no members receiving O :
this pay although joint operations with a sea service may entitle them

-.* in the future. Other sources of information included the Maritime Admin- -.

istration of the Department of Transportation; the Department of Labor; .'..'.-
reports of the Center for Naval Analyses, Alexandria, VA, Navy Personnel
Research and Development Center, San Diego, CA, and the General Research " .

Corporation, McLean, VA; articles printed in the U.S. Naval Institute " 'e -

*' . Proceedings and assorted Congressional, General Accounting Office (GAO), -...-.-.
Department of Defense hearings, studies and historical reports, and "- -
computerized files of the Defense Manpower Data Center. Although not a ".
primary data source, field interviews were conducted with Navy, Marine
Corps, and Coast Guard personnel of ships, squadrons and units in Norfolk,
Little Creek and Oceana, VA; Baltimore, MD; San Diego and El Toro, CA;
Charleston, SC; Kings Bay, GA and Washington, DC. A complete list of
commands visited is located at Appendix A. -"" ".

:. ...--..- .. . ..

III. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. Aside from certain bonuses and "bounties"

starting in the early days of our country, some of which were also paid
to seamen, Sea Pay is the oldest special pay. It dates back to the Act "- -"-.

of March 9, 1813, passed during the War of 1812, and was then a special Trip,-

appropriation for officers and crews of ships, rather than sea duty pay
as such.I  "- "

The Act of March 3, 1835 (4 Stat. 755) established for the first "- , " "

time a differential pay for Navy personnel for duty at sea. Navy lieu- ..
tenants received $1,800 annually for sea service and $1,500 for other .. .

duty.2  A misconception of this pay was that the Navy "shore" pay was
'-.- less than the prevailing rates of pay for Army officers. In fact, the

." Navy "shore" pay was about the same as that of Army officers and greater
,..: than the pay of Marine Corps officers. 3  Boatswains, gunners, and
.-. sailmakers (warrant officers) received $750 annually for sea service, - ,

$600 for frigate duty (also at sea) and $500 for other duty.

The Act of June 1, 1860 (12 Stat. 23) provided a short-lived but
. noteworthy development in the evolution of Sea Duty Pay. The length of

an individual's cumulative sea service was recognized as a pay factor
in some officer grades. The Act continued the within-grade differentials

- ..% linked to the officer's duty status. It also prescribed pay steps based
p on length of sea service for the grades of lieutenant and warrant boats- . .' . ..
i . wain, gunner, carpenter, and sailmaker. This lasted two years for lieu-

tenants and until 1870 for the warrant officer grades.4 % %

... ,;,, . ,- .. % %,. , ..- %,,, 6. % ,
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The Act of May 13, 1908 (Pub. L. No. 60-115, 35 Stat. 127) termin-
". ated the 1835 Act duty status differentials for commissioned Navy offi-

cers and set up pay rates based on grade and length of service. However,
"it established the principle of 'extra' compensation for sea duty by
entitling officers to an additional 10 percent over their basic pay 5 0 "
while performing such duty." 5 Warrant officers and mates continued

*" under the differential system. The 1908 Act did not authorize enlisted -
personnel Sea Pay, but it did provide a flat 10 percent increase in
pay for Navy enlisted and a pay increase to Army and Marine Corps enlisted
personnel by revisions of their regular pay tables. The impact of these
changes was to pay Navy enlisted personnel better by at least 10 percent.

Most Sea Pay and all Foreign Duty Pay were terminated by the Joint

Services Pay Act of 1922 (Pub. L. No. 67-235, 42 Stat. 625) and were not . ...

reinstituted until World War II. The one exception was the sea duty dif-
ferential for Navy warrant officers. The Act of February 16, 1929 term-
inated this pay to warrant officers after 94 continuous years.

6

The Act of March 7, 1942 (Pub. L. No. 77-490, 56 Stat. 148) revived
Sea Pay (and Foreign Duty Pay) as a temporary wartime measure. It inclu- -

ded enlisted personnel and warrant officers at an additional 20 percent
over their basic pay and officers at 10 percent additional. A few months
later these provisions were enacted into the Pay Readiness Act and remained
in effect through the war, becoming part of permanent law in 1945. ,"4." 1&,

The Hook Commission of 1948 recommended that Sea (and Foreign Duty)
Pay be abolished for officers and modified to a scale not indexed to
basic pay for enlisted personnel.7 The Hook Commission recommendations
were partially adopted in the Career Compensation Act of 1949 (Pub. L. .."-.-.

81-351, 63 Stat. 802) which prescribes rates that approximated 10 percent .. '" -0*r
of enlisted basic pay.

Beginning in 1967 and continuing throughout the 1970's, the Navy
proposed Sea Pay on a "recognition-of-arduous-duty" philosophy.8  The
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and other interested groups un-
successfully attempted to tie Sea Pay to retention and/or recruitment ..O ..... ..

efforts and to create a bonus-type Sea Pay. Sea duty was viewed as .,-.,.

arduous duty and a long-term problem best addressed by a long-term, --
%career-oriented solution. 9 In 1978 the Navy modified its position and -. ... ..-...-.

incorporated retention aspects into the purpose of Sea Pay in addition '.-

to the "recognition-of-arduous-duty" concept.

The Department of Defense Appropriation Authorization Act of 1979 7.
(Pub. L. No. 95-485, 92 Stat. 1620-1621) adopted an entirely new special ",...-' '..-

pay for career sea duty (Career Sea Pay) with an effective date of .
I October 1978. The concept adopted in this legislation was based on

., the philosophy that those who serve longer at sea are the ones that " "

. ought to receive more Career Sea Pay. Officers continued to be excluded
from drawing Career Sea Pay. The legislation provided for a three-year O

*, ' phased increase as well as saved-pay provisions for those not entitled ,....... ........ - -

-S..
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under the new regulations. An enlisted member in pay grade E-4 or above
who had served more than three years on sea duty drew the new pay on an
ascending scale, with amounts dependent upon total cumulative years of sea
time. The rates ranged from $25 per month to a high of $55 per month. --.__

Under the phase-in, the maximum rate was to increase to $100 beginning
October 1, 1981. However, the Military Personnel and Compensation Amend-
ments of 1980 (Pub. L. No. 96-343, 94 Stat. 1124), commonly called the
Nunn-Warner Bill, provided an acceleration of the three year phase-in to
be effective September 1, 1980 and added a 15 per cent increase to the
rates. When the amendment was adopted by the Senate, the purpose noted
was "to provide retention incentives to Navy personnel coming to the
end of their first term of enlistment."1O The cited reason in the - -
conference report was "the Navy's shortage of petty officers--particular-
ly those with six to twelve years of Service.'II -'- e, "

The current Career Sea Pay legislation was established in December "-.

1980 through the Military Pay and Allowances Benefits Act of 1980 (Pub.
L. No. 96579, 94 Stat. 3364-3366). With rates effective January 1, 1981

(as shown in the table at Appendix B), this Act adopted an entirely new -

structure of special pay for career sea duty. The new law retained the
philosophy of pay for cumulative years of duty at sea and extended the . .. .

entitlement to officer personnel, except those of pay grades 0-1 and
0-2. In addition, members who serve more than 36 consecutive months of -.

sea duty are entitled to a Career Sea Pay Premium of $100 a month. '' -. O
Based on 37 U.S.C. 305a, implemented by Executive Order 11157, Sea

. Duty entails duty performed by a member:

a. While permanently or temporarily assigned to a ship, ship-

i based staff, or ship-based aviation unit and while serving on a ship the

primary mission of which is accomplished while underway or while serving -, .
as a member of the off crew of a two-crewed submarine; or -

b. While permanently or temporarily assigned to a ship or

ship-based staff and while serving on a ship the primary mission of
:'" ' which is normally accomplished while in port, but only during a period

when the ship is away from its homeport for 30 consecutive days or more.

4," A more detailed history of Career Sea Vay is located at Appendix C.... ....

- IV. METHODOLOGY. Since the Navy has most of the Career Sea Pay recipi-
-.,=_ ents, 91 percent, this review will focus primarily on an analysis of the ..

\ Navy Career Sea Pay program. In order to conduct this analysis, the

following questions must be addressed:

A. Is Career Sea Pay fulfilling its dual purpose of recognition of -' -

arduous duty and improving retention of personnel in sea service skills? .. ..-..
That is, is duty at sea sufficiently arduous to warrant special compensa- . .-. ...

tion, and are manning and/or retention problems sufficient to warrant ."'
the pay?

,~ . % 1
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X " B. Are the Career Sea Pay rates consistent with the purpose of the
pay, appropriate amounts, and targeted correctly?

The analysis will address the number of recipients, program costs, -.

service composition of sea duty forces, and the arduous nature of sea duty.
Emphasis will be placed on ship and unit manning, attraction of personnel -

to sea duty and retention of personnel in the Navy, since it is by far the .'-......

largest user of the pay. Finally, a review of the appropriateness of the .-- * - ''-

pay and other studies on the effectiveness of Sea Pay will be conducted;
public, private, and foreign systems will be examined; and the rates '......
and eligibility issues will be addressed.

V. ANALYSIS.

A. CAREER SEA PAY RECIPIENTS AND COST. Table 1 shows the number
of DoD Career Sea Pay recipients under the various statutes and rates
in effect during the period 1974-1982. The decline in recipients from
1974 to 1978 represents a period during which Navy ships were reduced by

about 50 percent. In FY 1979 the pay was restructured; personnel below
E-4 and those with less than 3 years cumulative sea duty were no longer
entitled. At the beginning of the second quarter of FY 1981 the current
Career Sea Pay authority went into effect. Saved-pay provisions applied
from the FY 1979 change through FY 1981. "

Table 1
DoD Career Sea Pay Recipients and Costs*

Fiscal Year Total Personnel Costs ($000) \ .f-. .-. "
1974 197,852 30,235 " "  "
1975 194,420 29,932 * "

.. 1976 186,893 29,219
1977 177,919 27,442
1978 170,794 26,345 .

1979** 128,067 17,962 . • -
1980 95,665 14,369
1981 1st Qtr.*** 87,849 3,720

2nd-4th Otr. 78,515 132,6451982 ,406,533 198,993 -''''"''"-'''

192.065319,9 ............................................... -,........:-..-;--

Does not include FY 1973 due to inexplicable variance of

.more than 55,000 additional personnel drawing Sea Pay
from those in Fiscal Years 1972 and 1974.

** Restructured as Career Sea Pay under FY 1979 law -44_@ -'O'@\
effective 1 October 1978. Cost and personnel figures
reflect saved pay provisions for FY 1979, 1980, and 1981
for personnel not eligible for revised pay but already
drawing Sea Pay. . .-

*. *** FY 1981: First number is under 1979 Act, second number . . .

reflects current Career Sea Pay effective I January 1981 O .
including $100 per month Career Sea Pay Premium for .. , -.

greater than 36 consecutive months at sea...-
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Table 2 reflects actual man-years of Career Sea Pay payments f or PTY

1982 by pay grade and by Service Including non-DoD Services. About 94 ~..
percent of the recipients are enlisted personnel. Navy members comprise
most of the Career Sea Pay recipients; the Coast Guard is the other *

major user. A breakout of Table 2 data by pay grade is in Appendix D.
Figure 1 summarizes the percent distribution by pay grade. Payments are .*

concentrated in pay grades E-4 to E-6.

Table 2
Career Sea Pay Recipients

(by Service - FY 1982)
Percent 0 0 1

Service Officer Enlisted Total of Total ~
Army 89 330 -419 .4
Navy 6,358 96,551 102,909 90.8.... .. cv.*.
Marine Corps 34 311,252.8
Coast Guard 821 5,910 6,731 5.9
NOAA 43 -43 .1 S '
Total 7,345 105,962 113,307 100.0%

Percent of C- *~

TOTAL6.5%93.5% 1002 /

Figure I

CAREER SEA PAY RECIPIENTS
t PYISZ . .. -

PERCENT BY PAY GRADE
PERCENT OF PAYGR
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FY 1982 cost by Service and pay grade is provided in Table 3. It
* includes the $100 per month Career Sea Pay premium. Over 90 percent of *,

the dollars go to enlisted personnel. The pay is well distributed -

among those eligibles going to sea. A detailed breakout of Table 3
appears at Appendix E.

Table 3
Career Sea Pay Cost (Including Premium Pay)

(By Service - FY 1982)

Percent 0
*Service Officer Enlisted Total of Total

Army 312 412 724 0.3%
Navy 17,720 177,588 195,308 90.3
Marine Corps 63 2,898 2,961 1.4
Coast Guard 1,918 15,293 17,211 8.0 P
NOAA 97 - 97 0.0
TOTAL 20,110 196,191 216,301 100.0%

Percent of
TOTAL 9.3% 90.7% 100.0%

Career Sea Pay costs are projected to grow about nine percent
over the next five years. Table 4 reflects these projections. Both the .
Navy and Army will be building their sea forces during this period.

Table 4
Career Sea Pay -Cost Projections ~N

* ~(S 000) *-

FISCAL YEAR 1983 FISCAL YEAR 1987 f @'9

SERVICE SEA PREMIUM TOTAL SEA PREMIUM TOTAL

%NAVY 183,688 14,380 198,068 198,762 15,594 214,356
USMC 3,414 0 3,414 3,663 0 3,663 -.. V\ -

ARMY 927 78 1,005 2,179 128 2,307 ____

USCG 16,239 1,189 17,428 18,029 1,544 19,573 --

NOAA 99 1 100 99 1 100
TOTAL 204,367 15,648 220,015 222,732 17,267 239,999 -**
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A. COMPOSITION OF SERVICE PROGRAMS. The majority of Career Sea
Pay recipients are in skills not separately identifiable as belonging .

- exclusively to a seagoing unit. The exception occurs for the Army, in
which there are four military occupational specialty (MOS) codes unique
to the marine field. The other Services have ratings or fields which O 0
are sea intensive, e.g., a boiler technician (BT) or boatswain's mate
(BM), but the self-contained nature of a ship requires that a cross . . ".

.. section of skills be assigned at sea. Therefore, these sea services.-
have not identified the marine field separately.

* - . . . + . .

1. Army. The U.S. Army operates 43 vessels, including thirty
115-foot landing crafts utility (LCU) manned by a crew of 11 personnel,.. . . .
five 65-foot tugs with a crew of six, five 100-foot tugs with a crew of
13, and 3 ocean-going vessels, such as the 339-foot USAV Sutton manned by < .-. '..
46 personnel. The vessels are generally located in three areas: Fort
Eustis, Virginia; Ford Island, Hawaii; and the Azores, Portugal. The
Army has these and other vessels to provide water transportation for - --
personnel and cargo between ship and shore and for port and harbor opera-
tions. The larger vessels cited above also have missions in open seas.
The LCUs are assigned to the U.S. Army Heavy Boat Company and the ocean
going tugs, to Floating Craft Companies. These vessels have crew berthing
and mess facilities aboard and are self sustaining for extended periods.
The Army defines vessels/ships 65 feet and over in length as those which -.
accomplish their primary mission underway.

The current authorizations for the 43 sea-going Army vessels
are 112 warrant officers and 426 enlisted personnel of pay grades E-4 and . ".
above. The current inventory is 143 warrant officers, 798 personnel E-4

to E-9 and 601 members E-1 to E-3. There are three enlisted MOSs and two
MOSs for warrant officers. No commissioned officers are assigned to sea -.
duty although they may be in charge of several such vessels. The Army is -

programming to nearly double the size of its sea going personnel (to " " .
1019) by FY 1987. This is due to receipt of new vessels, such as four new "
300-foot freighters with a crew of 39-45 personnel, six 100-foot tugs
with a 24-person authorization and 24 new 120-foot LCUs manned by 12-14
members. Some of these vessels will replace older ships, but there will
also be a 20-25 percent growth in vessel inventory.

2. Marine Corps. Marine Corps personnel receive Career Sea Pay
- '* on the same basis as other Naval personnel. Primarily, the entitlement .,--
./ derives from assignment to seagoing ships' security detachments normally ". -.,*..,, * -

% serving two-year tours of duty. Other Marines also serve as Combat Cargo

Officers or are assigned to ships' company, e.g., in helicopter assault I O -"'"
ships. Further, for those meeting guidelines for Career Sea Pay, i.e., -'-'. -

enlisted E-4 to E-9 or officers O-lE, O-2E or 0-3 and above with 3 years
sea duty, the entitlement accrues whenever they are embarked in a Navy
ship. This includes aircraft squadron detachments assigned to aircraft
carriers or helicopter assault ships and units embarked awaiting contin- -- .

-, gency operations, such as the Caribbean Ready Group or the peacekeeping .-
force that waited to disembark/assist in Lebanon during late fall of

1982 and in 1983.

"..'.''." . ,.'.. -"': " ." ..* .
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The Marines have authorizations for 180 officer and 1,345
enlisted sea billets. However, in FY 1982, due to embarkations such as . .
those cited above, they paid 3,171 man-years of Career Sea Pay. Authori- .

zations are projected to increase by FY 1987 for establishment of detach- ".

ments on four battleships as they are modernized and returned to commis-
sion. Eight officer and 168 enlisted billets will be added if all four -
battleships are funded by Congress...- -'..,.-

3. NOAA. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
owns and operates a fleet of 22 ships for the purpose of conducting
oceanographic research, nautical charting surveys, tide and current
surveys, and fisheries research. NOAA Corps commissioned officers are
directly involved in the operation of 16 of these ships from the stand-
point of command, navigation and research or survey functions. The . ..

majority of Corps officers serving aboard NOAA ships are deployed away
from homeport in non-foreign areas. Occasionally, one of the larger

ships is deployed to a foreign area in conjunction with an international .

oceanographic expedition. NOAA officers cite the stress of family separ- * ' 0

ation due to sea duty as one of the most frequent causes for complaints
and/or resignations. NOAA has no enlisted personnel. Civilian employees, -
paid in accordance with wage marine schedules, serve that function aboard ..

NOAA ships. (Data on the pay of those employees are used later in the ..-.. -..-.

analysis for comparison to military scales.) During FY 1982, 99 NOAA
Corps officers drew Career Sea Pay at one time or another. However, as .'--.vO ''-

of 30 September 1982 there were only 43 officers receiving the pay. One
officer was receiving the Career Sea Pay Premium for duty exceeding three

consecutive years at sea.

4. Coast Guard. The Coast Guard has 224 vessels operating in
inland water ways, coastal areas and on the high seas. As with the Army, "

the Coast Guard defines those vessels/ships 65 feet and over in length
as ones which accomplish their primary mission underway and, as such,

entitle their personnel to continuous Career Sea Pay. The Coast Guard
vessels in this category vary from six-person 65-foot cutters to 399-foot
icebreakers with a crew of 180 members. Ninety of the Coast Guard ships
exceed 140 feet with nearly 50 of them in excess of 200 feet long. The
differing mission of the Coast Guard as compared to the Navy does mean " .
that some vessels may never leave their local areas for lengthy deploy-
ments but instead operate a rigorous schedule within that area. Further,
when in port, Coast Guard personnel can expect recall on a frequent
basis, particularly on weekends and holidays. The Coast Guard paid about - -"- -

6,700 members Career Sea Pay last year. This is 19 percent of its force
and is similar to the Navy ratio. The Coast Guard is programming a 'OS N .@ '-"SX -A
slight increase in seagoing personnel as they bring into service a new
270-foot class of medium endurance cutters.

-. 5. Navy. The Navy currently operates about 520 oceangoing
ships, including 13 aircraft carriers and their embarked aircraft squad-
rons. Table 5 is a summary of the programmed changes in units for two ..O " .
years. Given long lead time procurement for ships and aircraft, these

,." additions to the fleet most likely will occur even if the overall Navy -. .. ..

." . . .- .- . .- .' . .° ."
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end strength is budget constrained. Thus, although priorities may change,
the size of the Career Sea force will grow. In fact, the Navy is pro-
jecting a growth in sea billets (authorizations) of 11,000 by the end of

FY 1984. Appendix F is a detailed breakdown of the programmed changes

cited in Table 5. O O

Table 5
Navy Ship and Aircraft Squadron Changes

Between FY 1982 and 1984

Summary of All Units FY 1982 FY 1984 CHANGE

Total Ships 513 526 +13
Total Aircraft Squadrons 255 266 +11 .

Table 6 is a review of those drawing Career Sea Pay during
March 1983 based on mission of ship type of duty. The Navy's definition
of ships whose primary mission is accomplished underway (Category A) is

not determined by the length of the ships as with the other Services,
although all of the Navy Category A ships are over 65 feet long. The .

S Navy instead examines the actual mission of the ships. Those whose

primary mission is accomplished inport (Category B) are large destroyer 0
and submarine tenders (repair ships). The bulk of the payments go to

Category A ships. Most of the remainder go to embarked aircraft squadrons
and various air, diving, cryptological or photographic detachments. These

data clearly indicate that the pay is going to the intended personnel
who are in seagoing units. Later discussions will examine which skill

areas have the greatest number of personnel receiving Career Sea Pay.

Table 6

Navy Career Sea Pay Recipients by Type Duty -- .*.

(March 1983)

Mission/Duty Categories Officer Enlisted Total % of Total ... ..

Ship - Primary Mission 4,552 90,958 95,510 84.3% ... ,... . -

Underway - Category A - " -

Ship - Primary Mission Inport 108 2,512 2,620 2.3
- Underway More Than 30 Days
to Draw Pay - Category B rO - OtS

,i. Ship Based Staff 420 717 1,137 1.0 . ' ... .

..- % Embarked Aircraft Squadron 1,138 12,930 14,068 12.4 . . .

or Staff and TAD/TDY Personnel ,_.___ ..._.. ,

Total 6,218 107,117 113,335 100.0%

V V %" % %

% ,. V%* %L',-,r.-'.'.+ .-...- "-,,..."'. " "..Jul
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The same breakdown is reflected in Table 7 for those Navy per-
sonnel receiving the Career Sea Pay Premium. Most recipients are assigned
in Category A ships. The staff members drawing the Premium reflect the '-.--- .*-

policy of frequently assigning personnel from a ship to a follow-on tour
on a ship-based staff to utilize these members' sea experience. 0

-:" Table 7
Navy Premium Sea Pay Recipients by Type Duty

(March 1983)

Mission/Duty Categories Officer Enlisted Total % of Total

Ship - Primary Mission 1,025 9,817 10,842 94.4%
Underway - Category A

Ship - Primary Mission Inport- 15 66 81 0.7 . . .
Underway More Than 30 Days ......

to Draw Pay - Category B" ---.- .

Ship Based Staff 93 81 174 1.5
q .... -. ... - -. ? -

Embarked Aircraft Squadron 106 285 391 3.4 ----
or Staff and TAD/TDY Personnel | " '

Total 1,239 10,249 11,488 100.0%

Career Sea Pay annually impacts larger numbers of individuals
than shown by some of the data. In fact, in FY82 over 165,000 Navy * ' £ W --,

, personnel drew Career Sea Pay at some time during the year as compared
to the Table 2 numbers of about 103,000 man-years. Table 8 depicts a "--'

comparison using both the man-year figures from Table 2 and the total
'N numbers of personnel drawing the pay. Also shown are the mean and median

dollar payments of Career Sea Pay (average includes Premium Sea Pay).
Among enlisted personnel, the mean amount of Career Sea Pay was about w .... ..-
$95 per month; the median was $67. -

.566
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Table 8
Navy Career Sea Pay Recipients and Mean/Median Amounts

(Fiscal Year 1982)

Pay Navy Total Mean Annual Median Annual --
Grade Man-Yearsa Numbersb  Amount ($)c Amount ($)c

Commissioned 5,604 9,146 1,600 1,500 .-- -.- " -
Officer
(0-1 to 0-6) -

Commissioned 754 1,242 2,000 1,800 .
Warrant Officer
(W-2 to W-4)

.~1 Enlisted
Sub-Total 96,551 154,782 1,200 800 __..''.',-..-. -

Total 102,909 1165,1701 1,200 $ 800

Notes: a. Man-years are as reflected in Table 2 and Appendix D.
b. Total includes partial years for such reasons as TDY

.4. or PCS transfers.
c. Rounded to nearest $100.

Appendix G is a breakdown of Table 8 by pay grade. It shows -'• " that the Navy's supervisory middle management force, the Chief Petty' x" ' . x.-.
Officers (E-7 to E-9) and commissioned warrant officers (W-2 to W-4),-

receive the highest average payments (about $2,100 annually). .

Table 9 is a display of Navy officer occupational and certain
'V' pay grade groupings and the percentage of those within each group who - -.

normally receive Career Sea Pay and the Premium. The larger percentages
drawing Career Sea Pay are surface and submarine warfare officers (about ', .
25 percent). The low pilot and Naval flight officer (NFO) percentages
are attributable to the three-year minimum requirement at sea prior to
receipt of Career Sea Pay and to the fact that aviation personnel move
on and off the aircraft capable ships on a frequent basis. Usually pilots ".

- %, fly their aircraft off the ship before it enters port. Since sea time ""' '.''
is computed on a day-for-day basis, the time in port for pilots normally
does not count. On the other hand, for the surface or submarine warfare ''.
officer in-port time is usually creditable towards sea time. About 40 .O,.Z

--,. percent of limited duty and commissioned warrant officers (communities .-.-
which cross occupations) personnel draw Career Sea Pay at any one time.

..:,.., - ' -. -
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Table 9
Navy Officers by Occupational/Pay Grade Grouping

Who Receive Career Sea Pay

% Drawing Z Drawing 0O 'e"
Occupational Grouping Career Sea Pay Premium

Surface Warfare* 27.7% 8.7%
Submarine Warfare* 26.3 8.6
Naval Flight Officers (NFO) 10.1 0.3
Pilots 8.9 0.4 " -
Chaplains 8.1 0.1
Dentists 1.9 0.0
Legal Officers 0.7 0.0
General Line 0.6 0.2
Physicians 0.5 0.0
Others (EDO, AEDO, CEC, Suppl) 8.7 0.5 ' WO O

Pay Grade Grouping/Community

Limited Duty Officers (LDO) 38.1% 7.6% Z-" *.

Warrant Officers 39.9 6.3

All Navy - Officers 14.3 3.1
All Navy - Officers and Enlisted Personnel 26.1 3.1

* Additional data on sea duty time for surface and sub-

marine warfare officers are included in the 5th QRMC ,

review of Nuclear Officers Incentive Pays (Table 16) - -

and Submarine Duty Incentive Pay (Tables 2, 3 and 4). :'-,-

For an examination of the enlisted population who receive Career -" ,-. .- ",'-.-
Sea Pay, the DoD Occupational Groups were also reviewed and are displayed -'.

in Table 10. These data indicate that the pay is being correctly targeted -
at sea intensive and shipboard technical areas. (Sea intensive ratings 4
are defined as those for which the sea tour is longer than the shore tour.)

,..
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Table 10
Navy Enlisted Personnel by DoD Occupational Grouping

Who Receive Career Sea Pay

.3 Percent Percent -_--_-.-______"__
DoD Enlisted # of Navy Drawing Drawing O .

ft Occupation Occupational Personnel Career Premium
Code Group In Group Sea Pay Pay

""All Navy 492,000 19.0% 3.1%

0 Infantry, Gun Crews and 16,000 30.2 5.2
Seamanship Specialties

1 Electronic Equipment 62,000 32.3 3.4
Repairmen -'.

2 Communications and Intel- 42,000 24.3 3.2
ligence Specialties

3 Medical and Dental 25,000 9.7 0.2
Specialties -.

4 Other Technical and Allied 5,000 13.5 0.8 %
Specialties (Including

f.., Divers/EOD)

5 Functional Support and 49,000 17.5 1.4
* Administrationi. .-",,..- ... .. ... 4 -.

6 Electrical/Mechanical 127,000 30.4 3.8
Equipment Repairmen

f..t , - . -.. .-.-.. ,

7 Craftsmen 26,000 19.7 2.1

8 Service and Supply Handlers 43,000 28.0 3.7

9 Non-Occupational Navy* 97,000 Not Not ,..-\..
Avail Avail - , -

Includes all E-1 to E-3's as well as students, patients and prisoners. ... , *

However, for this table E-1 through E-3's were distributed to the

respective areas. Thus, since E-1 to E-3's do not draw Career Sea
Pay, the groups, particularly DoD Occupational Group 0, may indicate a .

lower percentage than would have been observed without inclusion of "

these junior enlisted.

....",O "•"t.O.,.
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*e Recognizing that such groupings may mask even further sea-inten-
sive occupational areas, selected sub-groupings as reported by Navy are
included in Table 11. Note the large percentages of shipboard missile and
propulsion personnel as well as nuclear power personnel who are drawing
Career Sea Pay. Similarly, these groups are also the ones receiving the 0 0
Career Sea Pay Premium. Breakdowns of recipients into specific Navy
ratings or Navy Enlisted Classifications (NECs) are difficult since his-
torical finance records include pay grade but not rating or NEC. This
would be of interest for follow-on study since rating and NEC Career Sea
Pay information could more readily be compared in order to view the
impact on retention. * *

Table 11
Navy Enlisted Personnel by Selected DoD

Occupational Sub-Groups Who Receive Career Sea Pay .

Percent Percent 0 0

DoD DoD Enlisted Drawing Drawing

Occupation Occupational Career Premium
Code Sub-Group Sea Pay Pay

- All Navy 19.0% 3.1% *r' ,

050 Air Crew, General 26.7 0.3

222 Air Traffic Controller (Including 15.8 0.1
Air Intercept and Anti-Submarine Air
Controllers)

23X Signal Intelligence/Electronic Warfare 33.3 4.3

" . ..~43X Ordnance Disposal and Divers (Including
Shipboard SCUBA Divers) 21.0* 4.0* . -

53X Data Processing 14.3 0.8 . .

60X Aircraft and Aircraft-Related Electrica/ 27.9 1.1 . . .

Mechanical Equipment Repairmen -

63X Missile Mechanical and Electrical Repair- 63.1 7.8 ''

men (Including Navy GM's) O

65X & 66X Shipboard Propulsion and Pouer Generating 53.3 8.3
Equipment

661 Nuclear Power Operator and Supervisor 58.5 10.0

* Data derived from an interpolation of inputs for personnel in several

naval enlisted classifications (NECs) varying from 4 percent to 24
percent drawing Career Sea Pay.
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C. NATURE OF SEA DUTY. One of the cited purposes of Career Sea
Pay is to provide special compensation to personnel for serving in ships -... ...

* where they undergo on a continuing basis arduous duty which is greater . .-.

than the normal rigors of military life and more arduous than that "
confronting individuals in the private sector. Among the many factors •
contributing to the unique and arduous nature of sea duty are:

1. cramped living and working conditions aboard ship; . -'

-" - 2. the unpredictability of operating schedules of Navy ship .-
(e.g. deployments extended for months, ships diverted, etc.);

.3. limited recreational facilities at sea;

4. inport duties assigned to shipboard personnel to maintain -:....
ship readiness (which often severely restrict liberty time when the
ship is finally inport);

5. long and arduous working hours at sea;

6. long and repetitive deployments often interspersed with
shifts of homeport;

7. the length and emotional hardships of family separations;

8. lack of personal freedom and certain legal rights;

9. environmental conditions (unstable platform, etc. - even
a "salty" sailor gets weary after a lengthy transit in heavy seas);

10. lack of adequate medical and dental facilities onboard
---? many units;

tearof, 11. increased expenses for the individual (e.g., more wear and

, tear of clothing; government will not store automobiles, etc.); .. .

and 12. hazardous working conditions (e.g. boiler rooms, refueling
and replenishment at sea, small boat handling in heavy seas such as for
pilot rescue, etc.);

- 13. reduction of disposable income (e.g., for single personnel
the loss of BAQ, VHA and BAS when assigned to sea). 12  

O

- All of the above, however, can be summed up into a few basic
:'.- concerns, long working hours and family separation leading the list. ,. s-*.' ,
..".." That these are the two largest concerns of Navy personnel was confirmed .\..]

.<:-'.: by a Naval Personnel Research and Development Center (NPRDC) survey ,
-_-,'. conducted in Summer 1977. Respondents were provided a list of 12 specific , " '

reasons, plus an "other" category, for justifying Sea Pay. They were . .

%S_A _-.s .-'... .... ". ..,,"-*:11..... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ....... .•

.... ... ... . ..
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asked to iniaefirst, second and third reasons they believed most 4.

important. In the cumulative total of the top three reasons, the follow-
Ing stood out:

Reasons for Sea Pay Cumulative Total() 0

Long working hours 64 ..........-.

Separation from family and friends 48.. . . - ..-

Harsh living conditions 35
Hazardous nature of sea duty 34
Loss of COMR.ATS, BAQ, etc. 30 0 A, .
Lack of privacy and personal freedom 26
Unpleasant working conditions 20 O .

SAs NPRDC noted, the respondents felt long working hours" and
separation from family and friends" were the most important reasons to

justify Sea Pay. 1 3 Appendix H contains a more detailed breakdown of the * -*'-

survey responses.

Based on the above, this section will contain a review of the
working hours and family separation issues in order to examine the
arduous nature of sea duty.

The established Navy standards for the working hours of Navy
fleet personnel are pertinent. Table 12 represents the standard workweek 
around which Navy ships are both designed and manned. The minimum workweek '.

Basis planned at 66 hours, which contrasts to the 40 hours of a private." ,.

sector job. Beyond 40 hours the private sector frequently pays overtime.

Table 12
Navy Standard Workweek .

for the
Computation of Billet Requirements*

14

AT SEA (Hours) -" S
WATCHSTANDER NON-WATCHSTANDER .'xV-

WATCH 56.0 -
SERVICE DIVERSION '*

AND TRAINING 4.5 6.0
SCHEDULED WORK 13.5 60.0--.
WORKWEEK *7 C.70

IN PORT (Hours) O .

WATCHSTANDER NON-WATCHSTANDER
AVAILABLE HOURS
FOR ASSIGNED WORK 45 41.,

-OP.K --.-..-. =-A5.. '

IN PORT (Hours) • , . - *
5

.'. -. , '.-,.W..

.4.. 1 .- ,

*-.* *,** *..** * *..-...-** * * *..-.... . . .-...-.. . ,.,....--.

.5•5.. ,. ' .. . . . . , '. ' . -. . .

. ... . 5 .. t, .-

S-40 0.0 0
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Data from the 1978-79 Department of Defense Survey of Officers and '

Enlisted Personnel revealed that enlisted personnel assigned to a ship
work more average hours weekly than shore duty peers and longer than
those in any of the other Services. Table 13 is a display of the data __._-'.__---_-_,

from the survey as indicated by responses to the question, "How many O 4
hours did you work last week?" Although a sixty-six hour workweek is

"' planned, the actual hours worked are somewhat less. It should be noted
-. that the data contained in all columns except "Navy Sea Duty" are for the

total Service. Thus, the 48.8 for "Navy" E-3's is both shore and sea duty ."" .. 1
"- personnel. If shore were calculated separately, it would be lower than

48.8. This is true not only for Table 13 but for all subsequent tables
using these survey data. ..

Table 13
Average Weekly Hours Worked by

Enlisted Personnel 15
(Average Hours) O

.4

PAY NAVY AIR MARINE
GRADE ARMY NAVY SEA DUTY FORCE CORPS ,• '-

E-3 49.0 48.8 51.6 42.8 48.1 .t,. ,
E-4 51.8 52.0 52.9 42.2 49.3
E-5 55.1 54.4 55.7 43.7 53.3 " --
E-6 55.0 53.1 60.9 45.2 53.3 -. " -" ..

E-7 54.9 51.6 60.7 45.4 50.7

Similarly, a Navy officer on sea duty can expect to work longer -. -.
.. hours than the overall Navy average and longer than his peers in other

''-'. Services. Table 14 provides average weekly work hours for all Services .- .

4  ,e * based on responses to the 1978-79 DoD Survey. As it was for enlisted , .
"" " personnel, Navy officers assigned to ships also worked longer than their

shore duty peers and longer than those in any of the other Services. -.. .

Table 14

Average Weekly Hours Worked
by Officers 16 -.
(Average Hours)

PAY NAVY AIR MARINE . . ' . ."

GRADES ARMY NAVY SEA DUTY FORCE CORPS -.

, .*0-1 64.6 54.9 67.6 49.4 45.8
0-2 60.6 61.0 70.2 52.2 56.8 .
0-3 58.5 55.8 69.5 52.6 54.2
0-, 55.9 55.5 67.5 51.8 54.1
0-5 53.4 53.2 64.0 52.2 52.4 .

,. S
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In commenting on the above differences in an article in the U.S.
Naval Institute Proceedings entitled, "The Unique Hardships of Sea Duty",
the following was noted:

"The difference between sea and shore work hours 0 0-
means a substantially lower income per hour worked -
for individuals on sea duty. Unlike wages for
many public and private sector jobs, military pay
does not vary by the number of hours worked. The .-.-...- ....-

* difference in sea and shore duty is aggravated by
the limited opportunity the seagoing member to
work a second Job."

17

According to the Proceedings article, the 1978-79 DoD Sur- ...
vey also revealed that only about 10% of married personnel on sea duty -.........
have a second job as compared with 23% of Navy shore duty personnel. 1 .

In addition to regular work hours, there are other duty hours
for members on call, alert or duty rosters. This type of duty for Navy
personnel is also greater. In fact, it is more than double that for
many of their counterparts in the other Services. (Although not shown,
a similar breakout of Marine Corps sea duty personnel indicates that
they also have longer duty roster time at sea.) Table 15 represents data ____"

from the DoD Survey on this additional average duty time for certain
grades.

Table 15 -.-.-...- ".
Average Weekly Time Enlisted Personnel Spend . -.-. - ... ,-*

On Call, Alert, or Duty Roster19  i- _
(Average Hours) -

Navy ' . , .. ..

Sea Marine "'ray' ".

Pay Grade Army Navy Duty Air Force Corps .'.. . . . -- , . .

E-3 17.1 23.1 28.4 15.8 19.5 '. 7?K.
E-4 16.0 27.6 34.5 13.9 20.9 . .-.
E-5 16.5 31.6 41.8 14.7 23.4
E-6 16.9 26.9 39.8 14.8 22.4
E-7 14.4 24.4 33.4 13.1 20.3 ....

Further, for Navy shipboard duty, this time means being on board for 24 -
hours every third to sixth day, not just on call at home. Similar data
for officers are shown in Table 16.

.4574
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Table 16
Average Weekly Hours Officers Spend

On Call, Alert or Duty Roster
20  ". ' . '"

(Average Hours) ._-... ..

D, ,. '0 :
S.Navy Air Marine .

Pay Grade Army Navy Sea Duty Force Corps

0-1 22.8 21.2 36.9 17.7 12.4 . .......

0-2 20.5 28.0 41.2 22.8 21.9 . - . ,

0-3 22.1 23.5 40.0 19.1 18.6 - . "
0-4 15.6 22.3 40.7 20.7 18.9

, 0-5 15.6 19.4 47.6 19.9 16.1

The other major concern of personnel is separation from family and

friends. All of the Uniformed Services experience deployments, temporary

duty, or the like. Thus, an effort was made to determine why Navy (as 01 W..'

well as Coast Guard and NOAA) cite this so frequently as a major issue. % - .4. For Navy, the emotional hardship of family separation is the primary ,--..-.,.
factor given by enlisted personnel in separation questionaires which .

determine motivation for terminating a career. Table 17 has data, again
from the 1978-79 DoD Survey, for a Service comparison of cumulative per-
cent of time enlisted personnel were separated from their families.

Significant in Table 17 is the amount of time involved in these
separations. About fifty percent of Navy personnel assigned to ships were
separated for more than 7 months in the preceding year. Eighty percent '

of the Navy sea duty personnel were separated at least 3 to 6 months in .. .
the year prior to the survey. All the on board single personnel were
similarly separated from friends, community and possessions. Such hard- -= ..Y: .. :;
ships are exacerbated by lack of communications, slow mail, etc., partic- '

ularly for submarines.

Table 17
Time Separated from Family in One Year Period

for Enlisted Personnel - 197821 -.

Cumulative Percent of Time Equal to or *:"..-
Greater Than The Indicated Months Percent -'-

11-12 7-10 3-6 1-2 I With No - -. ,
Months Months Months Months Separation pe- -" iW.

AM 10% 1- 44 632 37%
NAVY 5 26 51 63 I 37 . ,-.
NAVY-SZA 9 48 801 90 10 N *: <

DUTY ONLY I
AIR'FORCE 4 7 20 39 61 "'-' "
MARINE CORPS 9 19 43 61 I 39'..,O -

DOD-WIDE 7 17 38 55 45

.-..- ,..,.- .-..-... ..-.-........ .,. ........... .-.. ,..
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Navy officers on sea duty experience similar time separated from
*their families -- 81 percent were separated for at least 3 to 6 months in
% the year prior to the survey. This compares to 29 percent for all officers

in DOD.2 2  _______

Indications that some personnel on sea duty become disillusioned is
verified in absentee statistics. Unauthorized absence and deserter rates
are provided by Figures 2 and 3. These figures contrast the Navy afloat

55 unauthorized absence and deserter rates with those for ashore commands,
* all-Navy and DoD-wide. In both Figures 2 and 3 the incidence rate f or_______

afloat Navy personnel is much greater than the rate for Navy personnel S
ashore and is nearly double the DOD-wide rate.

Figure 2

.ov
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Figure 3

DESERTER INCIDENT RATE
PER 1000 MEMBERS
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The higher afloat incidence rates above are not as likely to be in- p -

dications of quality variations in Navy assignments afloat and ashore as
they are related to the long hours, arduous duties and strict discipline
that the sea services maintain. Differences in sea and shore assignment
policies (i.e., time in service) are factors. Moreover, sea duty simply ,....- . ..
loses Its glamour rather quickly. When that realization becomes apparent -. %-.
to an individual and is coupled with the long working hours, the cramped
living conditions, and the other factors previously noted, there is an --- --

increase in unauthorized absentees. ..

There have been some indications that the Navy operating tempo,
particularly with added Indian Ocean deployments of 1979-1981, has
Increased since the Vietnam conflict. This was due to reduction in ships, ,---.: -

reduction In personnel and poor retention, among other factors, without
a concomitant reduction In mission or commitments. The analysis did not
attempt to verify the operating tempo of ships. However, the Navy does .

compare operating schedules to changes in unauthorized absence/desertionrates and finds that Increased operating tempo and longer working hours

due to training, inspections, etc., correlate positively to increased
numbers of absentees. The Navy believes that the unauthorized absence/ .. ,.
desertion rates are a valid Indication of the unusually arduous nature
of sea duty. We agree.
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We believe that sea duty is, in fact, arduous and does warrant
monetary recognition. Sea duty has traditionally been rigorous in both
war and peace.

D. PERSONNEL HANNING, ATTRACTION AND RETENTION. This section of
the review will examine changes and trends in Navy sea billet manning, ,
attraction of personnel to sea duty, and retention of personnel on sea
duty. It will attempt to determine if there is any correlation between - "
these changes and the most recent increase in Career Sea Pay. In the -
Department of Defense FY 1984 Force Readiness Report, Volume III: Per-
sonnel and Training Readiness, April 1983 (Classified) an unclassified
paragraph on recent trends stated, "The Navy has experienced a very "
positive improvement in personnel readiness as a consequence of total %e
inventory growth, and increased strength in needed grades and skills." 2 3  . -
This section will determine if Career Sea Pay is contributing to this

*" increased readiness. • .

Prior to the I January 1981 implementation of the restructured u- • -.

Career Sea Pay with increased rates, Navy inventory of personnel assigned
to sea duty was at only 87 percent of authorizations. Since then there
have been marked improvements in the manning of sea billets. Examining .. ..... .m...-..

the technical and supervisory personnel in pay grades E-5 to E-9, Table
18 displays the improvement in total Navy manning and in sea billet" -.
manning. Total authorized billets have increased at about 2.5% per year ft l+_
since FY 1980, while sea billets have increased at about 2% per year for -

the same period. Despite those authorization growths the ship and squad-
ron personnel manning shortfalls have been nearly eliminated in the .... .,.,
aggregate - a significant achievement. ,.. .

* ,.Table 18
Navy Career Petty Officer (E-5 to E-9) -

Shortfalls At Sea Compared To All Navy

and Authorized Assigned Short Falls % %
Force fiscal Year Billets(SO) lnventory(O00) (000) Shortfalls -

All Navy 1980 209.7 188.5 21.2 10.1%
Sea 1981 216.1 193.8 22.3 10.3% % -
Shore 1982 221.5 203.2 18.3 8.7% \." "

1983 (EST)& 227.0 214.1 12.9 5.7 . " " 
" 

" - , -

At Sea 1980 90.7 79.0 11.7 12.92 .. *.-. ..- - .
Only 1981 93.1 84.5 8.6 9.22

1982 95.2 93. 7b 1.5 1.6%
1983 (EST)c 96.5 - -

Notes:
a. 1983 Estimate for entire year is based on actual figures through June %,.'. . % .. '

1983 with projections of July - Sept gains and losses. . - ' '
b. Only 90,273 are boin paid as 9-5 to 3-9. The others are 3-4's frocked . .

to 3-5. Using only 9-5 through 3-9 the shortfall is 4.900 personnel or .+-%...
5.1% of the authorisations. %

C. No me assignmnt projections are yet available for end FY83. However, _ -
Navy does estimate manning of 35 - 39 will be in the range of 2-52 In
excess of authorizations.
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i'. The manning of sea billets was also examined across each pay
grade using January 1981 data (the month of the major change to Career

Sea Pay) and data from two years later--January 1983. This is dislayed .... ..

in Table 19. These data will not exactly match the Table 18 end fiscal . -

year data because of variations in the Navy advancement cycle as well as
some authorization changes which are done at the beginning of the fiscal O 0

year. Also, during this period of late 1980, after attention had been -

focused on the Navy petty officer shortages, several policy changes .

occurred in attempts to move all assignable personnel to sea billets.
Concurrently, significant compensation changes such as a large basic pay
raise, increases in Selective Reenlistment Bonuses and adoption of the ._._.__ ,
Variable Housing Allowance were occurring. All of these variables make ..

, it difficult to isolate and identify the specific impact of the Career . ." -

Sea Pay change. 7

As can be seen in Table 19, the total of petty officers (E-4
-. to E-9) have gone from about a 13,000 shortfall to a 4,000 member surplus -""-'__._-...

while authorizations were increasing. In January 1981 there was a short- , *O , -

age of over 2,200 Master, Senior and Chief Petty Officers (E-9, 8 and 7)
".'C at sea. In two years this has been reduced to only 290. Only the E-6,
" , E-8 and E-9 pay grades remain with significant shortfalls, and these may
, be due to the normal sea/shore rotation without sufficient time under

.'". the increased Career Sea Pay rates for junior personnel to advance,
particularly with the slowed promotions. --h ..-

As noted in Tables 18 and 19, Navy sea manning problems have

been nearly eliminated. Some of this reflects a shift of personnel over - p...

the last 2 years from the shore establishment to sea billets. As high-
lighted in Table 18, the shore establishment is still short of personnel.
One questions, however, why this shif t to sea billets was not done ear-
lier. Navy states that in the 1978 to 1980 time frame, when pay lagged ,

the civilian sector by a considerable amount, retention was so poor and .

Sea Pay such a token amount that anyone who did reenlist did not do so "
i for sea duty. Instead, if eligible, they asked for a guarantee of shore .'

duty. Once assigned ashore the Indivdual could not be immediately order-
ed to sea.
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Low retention caused an additional problem in shifting personnel
to sea. The Navy had to access more recruits and provide more training.
This training load increased shore billet requirements. Also, since most
personnel reported a dislike for lengthy sea tours, shore billets were________
created and sea/shore rotation changes were made to provide more shore
duty and to help increase retention. These attempts to create more shore
billets were frequently thwarted by low sea manning because personnel were
leaving the Navy at such a rapid rate that the workload at sea became even
worse. The Navy frequently describes this period as a downward spiral, as
depicted by the following figure:

Figure 4

THE RETENTION SPIRAL _______

DOWN

IIT

IUN CIvIIAN EM

INCREASED (3Sf ATIONAL

WONICOAOINCNASE

SUPERVISORR

DECLI NESS %..

- -- - - - .INCREASES

* ~The Navy states that while pay increases, the Variable Housing s-S
Allowance (VKA), the high civilian unemployment situation and increased *

Srespect for military have been helpful, the key to turning around sea '.-. --

manning has been the restructured and increased Career Sea Pay. During
field interviews this was also the prevalent view held by commanding
officers and by the officers and crews of ships which were visited.
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Officer strength has also been a problem throughout this period.
'* However, officers to a greater extent have been ordered to sea as needs .

dictated. Thus, the shortages, though severe, have not had a major impact
on sea commands. Table 20 is a summary of the unrestricted line (URL) "___"___""_"____-
grade structure of authorizations compared to inventory for the end of
FY 1980 and FY 1982. Officer authorized end strength has grown by 12 per-
cent from FY 1979 to FY 1983. While the approximate 11 percent officer
mid-grade shortfall (0-3 to 0-5) was 2,567 at the end of FY 1980, it was
down to 2,034 by the end of FY 1982. It has been reduced by 21 percent.
Sufficient O-i's and O-2's were available in FY 1982 to overcome this
shortfall in numbers but not experience.

Table 20
Navy Officer Authorizations Compared to Inventory*

(FY 1980 and FY 1982)

Authorizations Inventory Shortfall O O "

FY80 FY82 FY80 FY82 FY80 FY82 -. " .

0-6 1,978 2,004 1,911 2,004 -67 0
0-5 4,622 4,747 4,286 4,374 -336 -373 7-.
0-4 7,479 7,545 6,835 6,975 -644 -570
0-3 10,733 11,193 9,146 10,102 -1,587 -1,091 .-- -.
0-2/1 11,638 12,561 13,490 15,162 +1,852 +2,601

TOTAL 36,450 38,050 35,668 38,617 - 782 + 567

- *Table reflects unrestricted line officers only. Total all Navy Officers
FY 1979 authorization is 62,383. FY 1983 is 69,710. Includes restric- ...O" ".g"t"--@ --

ted line and staff corps. . .

To determine what changes have transpired in attracting and re- .. ... 4

taning Navy personnel to sea duty, this review examined the data avail- ...

able for indications of a trend. One element of attraction is how effec- " --
tive Career Sea Pay is at inducing requests for transfer to sea duty.
Table 21 provides a look at those requesting and receiving assignment to
sea duty as an incentive for reenlisting. These data represent only those

. who are at the end of an enlistment and do show that, overall, Navy per-
sonnel have generally volunteered for sea duty at higher rates since
implementation of Career Sea Pay than they had in the previous year. Note
that in the first year of Career Sea Pay there was a surge of personnel ,'t@ 4  O-PS,:'

*Y in all grades requesting orders to sea duty. (The Navy terms this program
" "Guard III)" As might be expected, this leveled off in FY 1982. There

was a decline in E-7 to E-9's issignments, although these volunteers
" remained at a higher level than before the recent Career Sea Pay changes.

Navy Assignment personnel report that Career Sea Pay has had a major impact
on all pay grades in reducing reluctance to volunteer or accept orders -...
from shore to sea billets. In fact, many are seeking sea assignments. -..

• , ,.:',.,,,,,:.,,.: .. -." . .. .. - .,
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Table 21
Reenlistments Requesting Orders to Sea Duty

...

Fiscal Years 0

FT 1981 FT 1982 FT 1983*

Z Change 2 Change % Change

*Pay Grade FY 1980 From From Thru From
SGrouping Baseline F 1980 F 1980 ay 83 FY 1980. -.

E-4 429 902 +1102 1,021 +138% 746 +161%

K-5 to E-9 2,704 3,375 +252 3,405 +26% 2,027 +13%
9-7 to E-9 376 508 +352 416 +11% 200 -20%

All Navy 3,190 4,328 +36% 4,497 +41% 2,599 +22%

a only partial FT 1983 data (through May 1983) - Percentages based on rate for

entire year.
-At current rats wil attain 3899 reenlistment requests for orders to sea duty

during FT83.

, .' *" • ... ;.

These data for FY 1983 show a drop in E-5 to E-9 reenlistments
for sea duty--most significantly in the E-7 to E-9 pay grades. The Navy

attributes this drop to the success of the Sea Pay program. As noted,
Table 21 reflects only those who request and receive orders to sea duty
at the time of eligibility for reenlistment. Table 19 showed the E-7

billets are now fully manned--in fact overmanned such that all E-7/8/9
billets at sea are nearly filled. These extra 1000 E-7's at sea are the -
basis for the drop reflected in the E-7 to -9 line in Table 21. No ....

, billets are available for personnel even if they request it. Further, %
~/* the Navy Guard III program for requesting orders on reenlistment is -

limited to those with less than 25 years'I service and is constrained to a
- one-time use after first-term reenlistment. Te

Turning to a different side of the issue-- those already as- .Z.'
signed and experienced in billets at sea -Table 22 provides a look at .... ". "

% l those personnel who have requested extensions of at least a year on their
sea tours* (The Navy did not keep detailed information on extensions
prior to 1981 and, therefore, trend data including the year before the

new Career Sea Pay rates are not available.) These data also show

positive improvements in the desire to remain on sea duty. y4

One obvious reason for this, of course, is that there is an

* actual dollar loss in Career Sea Pay when terminating a sea assignment.
Therefore, some will choose an extension just to retain the pay. However, ..... -s........-,

this attraction is not as large as it would initially seem, particularly .

for E-4s. This is because, as field interviews revealed, the issue of
reduced disposable income is frequently mentioned as a disincentive for
sea duty. For example, for single personnel in-kind housing and food is
provided in lieu of BAQ, yEA and BAS; married personnel receive food
rations in kind in lieu of BAS. In 1980, much of the Navy argument for
higher Career Sea Pay rates was based on this member dissatisfaction with
the reduction In disposable income when assigned to sea.
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Table 22

Personnel Extending Sea Tours ..

Fiscal Years

11 1981 Fl 1982 Fl 1983"

F Change Z Change # Z Change -Pay Grade F 1980 From. ., . From Pre . Thr From P ., .> > - .' • ' -I ? 'I
Gruig Bl ine 0 Year 0 Year May 83 Year.,',. " ". .. "..

9 -5 to 9-9 Not Avail 3,135 -- 3,411 +9Z 2,523 +112 ' " 
"

R-7 to 2-9 Not Avai 56 -- +4 6 + 82
ll Navy 3,010 4,768 +58% 5,455 +141 5,406 +49Z

44 lai -% - - .- .- - , . .

Cumulative
2 Change ]From -- +58% -- +812 -- +169

e*
.

71 1980
* Oly partial FY 1983 data (through May 1983) - percentages based on rate for entire " " "

year. i . . '-
* At current rate would attain 8109 extension* 7Y 1983; percentages prorated for . : -

th year. .

Table 22, indicates that Career Sea Pay has offset some of this
disincentive enough to convince 45 percent more of the E-4's to extend "-

their tours than before the special pay was increased. Although the
total extensions are only about 3.5 percent of the E-4 to E-9 billets,
they do represent significant cost deferrals because permanent change of
station (PCS) costs are temporarily avoided. For example, in FY 1982 -. '.-.
there, were 1,340 E-4, 2,769 E-5 and 642 E-6 extensions on sea duty.
Costed out this means that Navy deferred payments of $18,251,000 during
F 1982. In the long term, if tour lengths continue to be extended, this -
will be more than cost deferral. Such extensions also retain an experi-
enced person, reduce on the-job training for a new individual, and
increase unit stability and cohesiveness.

-' - .u•. o

Examining figures similar to those in Tables 21 and 22 without " . . '
FY 83 data, Cylke and Mairs of the Economics Analysis Branch of the Deputy .
Chief of Naval Operations (Manpower, Personnel and Training) had the ;._'''_ . '
following comments:

The outstanding feature of these statistics is the 
e%.

relatively large change from 1980 to 1981, the first %
year of the new policy. Reenlistments for sea duty , 4..

increased more than 29% while extensions increased .;., .
58% over June of 1980. (Full-year changes are even
more impressive, with a 36% gain in reenlistments
and 58% gain in extensions from FY80 to FY81.) - -"
In comparison, the additional increase from 1981 to " .:.'--. .
the present has been relatively small. The gross .......- ,,-.-
statistics, therefore, appear to show that sea pay
is primary factor in encouraging voluntary duty at
sea. However, there are other complicating factors
which may obscure the marginal effect of sea pay,--
especially the effect on reenlistments for sea duty. %
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these factors are:

a. The significant increases in pay during both
FY81 and 82 plus increases in the Selective
Reenlistment Bonus program and high civilian •
unemployment....

b. Rising interest rates as well as the increas- -.

ing loss of earnings of working military wives
made moving more expensive -- this also may .- _--.-._,__

have made extended sea duty assignments more • 0
attractive.

Because of these complicating factors the most
convincing evidence on the effectiveness of sea
pay is the 58% increase in extensions for sea _________'____'"_

duty in FY81. Sailors do not have to extend for - .O"' ..

sea duty to take advantage of higher military pay
or higher civilian unemployment), nor does the

increase in SRB affect that decision. Just
remaining in the Navy is sufficient to take
advantage of these changes. Although the effects
of increasing wife's earnings or interest rates
are still unknown it is unlikely that they changedC-. .,.-.C

considerably over the years in question - at least - :
not enough to have produced the observed increase
in sea duty extensions. 24

Up to this point we have seen that Career Sea Pay has been a
recent factor in attracting more personnel to sea duty and has improved
extensions on sea duty. It is appropriate now to examine the contribution
of Career Sea Pay in retaining personnel, in the sea service skills, one ...

of the purposes of the pay. Table 23 contains retention rates in the ten - -
' most critical ratings at sea. Although wany factors are currently affect- " *"

ing retention, in most cases those critical ratings do show improved .. - -..
retention rates. First-term personnel who cannot receive Sea Pay until
they are promoted to E-4, have not matched the all-Navy retention rates. - .

, They usually are advanced to E-4 in about 2.5 years of service, and some . " ,

may have already made career decisions by that point. On the other hand,
and most importantly, second-term personnel show increases beyond the -
Navy average. For example, in FY 1980 seven of these ten ratings were "
within 10 percent of the all-Navy retention average. By FY 1982, eight
of the ten were more than 10 percent above the all-Navy retention average .- - -. ,:
of 63 percent. Another view of these ten critical ratings can be seen ".-- .."-"'

,.. by taking a weighted average of the retention rates for FY 1980 and
V.' FY 1982:

"-V•" % " % % % .I 9 2:""" "" " " . .
• .% % % 1. .. .*
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Retention Rate First Term Second Term

All-Nay RateFY80 FY82 FY80 FY82 .... .>

All-Nav Rate 371 50% - 3
Weighted Average

10 Critical-at- 28% 35% 54% 77%
Sea Ratings

Although these ratings are less attractive to personnel at the first
* term, the Navy is retaining career personnel in these skills at a

higher rate than the Navy average.

Table 23
Retention of Navy Enlisted Personnel in Ten

Most Critical Ratings at Sea

FiRT lENSFDND TERN THIRD TERN

"79B FY53 FY6 2 FIB)' r F79 FY60 FY63 FY62 n863- FV79 7140 FY81 FY82 Fn83

SN-Boatawain' N ate 252 232 21.1 342 4.2Z 57% 592 702 832 83 902 912 931 961 971 2

a'-une~ KseIn)1 6 i 4 4 52 59 67 $1 94 92 91 9b 95 99 .

fire Control Technician I >7t
FTC-Gm 34 32 24 40 50 49 47 58 81 83 I:6 90 93 92 94 ~ 1
FIN-Hissiles 47 41 32 33 27 69 53 74 64 6 85 80 90 94 93 ..- ~
EW-flsctronice Warfare 58 34 13 36 51 43 54 43 82 76 I76 90 77 95 96

T-SnrTechnician 47 39 22 32 33 4 6I2 7 7 1 87 89 92 93 97

(SurfWAc)9 92 9
IC-Interior 24 27 22 32 30 1 46 53 62 74 78 al 84 9 2 9

4 ~~Communications42 7 7'

AK-Aviat Loa ASY 34 34 22 30 63 41 * 6 2 4 9 76 83 60 98 Eiz

AZ-Avition Maintenance36 29 40 52 60 52 58 59 79 85 18so 95 94 98 100 * 4*

*33-Aviation Boatsain 26 23 33 41 41 54 35 8l 60 s0 a1 100 98 100 100 * %%.

All KaV7 36 37 42 so 55 1 45 51 57 63 67 91 92 94 95 97%

FT 1? 943 rates through Jui 1983 only **~. .

An obvious question raised by the above table is, as cited pre-Iviously, the impact of other variables such as the Selective Reenlistment
Bonus (SIB), the large catch-up increases in basic pay and the recent high
uneployment rates of the recession. (An analysis of the impact of Basic 4

Military Compensation pay raises and unemployment rates will not be accom-
plished In this analysis.) However, to view the SRB impact vis-a-vis the
retention rates shown In Table 23, the SRB multiples were compared to ~
these rates. (The SRB multiple is the f actor, I to 6, which is used to
In computing the the dollar amount of the SIB bonus.) From the comparison % ..... ~
of an average yearly multiple with first term (approximates Zone A, 2 -

to 6 years of service) retention rates, it is apparent these first-term
rates are usually impacted by changes in the SRI multiple. As an example, '*"" -

observe the following three career fields from Table 23 (the reader is
remi~nded that FY83 rates are through June 1983 only):
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Rating First Term FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 .

Electronic -Retention Rate M% 58 34 13 36 51 ________

Warfare (EW) SRB Multiple 2 2 0 4 3.5 o' 4

Fire Control -Retention Rate MZ 34 32 24 40 50. ..

*Guns (FTG) SRB Multiple 2 1 0 3 3 .. %-

N' Interior -Retention Rate () 24 27 22 32 30
Communications SRB Multiple 2 1 1 3 2.5

Clearly, no one could claim that the FY 1982 and FY 1983 im-
provements in those three cases are due solely to Career Sea Pay. On
the other hand, some ratings in Table 23 had little or no change in * "
first-term SRI multiples after the large increases in Career Sea Pay.

., They are:

Rating First Term FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 i Il"~W ,

' .' Boatswain's -Retention Rate () 25 21 24 34 42
Hate (EM) SRI Multiple 0 0 0 0 0

S Sonar Tech -Retention Rate () 47 39 22 32 33
(Surface) (STG) SRB Multiple 4 4 3 3 2E

Aviation - Retention Rate () 28 23 33 41 41
B oatswain(ABE) SRI Multiple 2 1 2 2 .5 ~

These ratings shoved an improvement in retention in FY 1982 and
FY 1983. This may be due to poor job prospects in the local economy or to

Ythe impact of Career Sea Pay. In each case the retention rate lags the
\ ~all-Navy average. Comparison of the Gunner's Hate (Guns) rating leaves %

some possibility open for each variable:

S Rating First Term FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 AI

Gunner's - Retention Rate (2 15 16 18 34 40
Hate Guns (GMG) SRI Multiple 0 0 0 2 1.*5 4 4

In the first-term area, when personnel are considering whether to commit .-

Sthemselves for a career, many factors including Career Sea Pay are invol-*.. ..

v4 ed. Hence, it is difficult to isolate the full impact of Sea Pay.

4~ 4-~~~~~.~~4 - .4 - 4... ?. j
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Moving to the careerists for which Career Sea Pay was most in-
tended, the same SRB comparisons were made in the second-term (approxi-
mates Zone B, 6 to 11 years) reenlistuents:

4Rating Second Term FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83

Electronic -Retention Rate () 43 54 43 82 76 *

Warfare (EW) SRB Multiple 1 2 2 5 3.5

Fire Control -Retention Rate () 49 47 58 81 83
Guns (FTG) SRB Multiple I 1 0 3 3

Interior -Retention Rate () 46 53 62 74 78
Communications SRB Multiple 1 2 2 4 2.5
(IC)

Sonar Tech - Retention Rate () 41 56 62 72 71 * *~
Surface (STG) SRB Multiple 2 4 4 6 4 --

Again, SRBs had an impact on reenlistments. However, SRR studies indi-
cate that the impact is not as great in Zone B as in Zone A. The follow-
ing looks at second-term data for ratings from Table 23 with little
change in SR~s:

Rating Second Term FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83

S.Boatswain's -Retention Rate () 57 59 70 83 83 ~ -

Mate (BM) SRB Multiple 0 0 0 .5 0 - 'x.

Gunner's Mate -Retention Rate (M 52 59 67 81 94
(Guns) (GMG) SRB Multiple 0 0 0 1 0

6%

Fire Control -Retention Rate () 69 53 74 64 66 .. ,

Tech Missile(FTM) SRI Multiple 5 6 6 6 4 %... N
*4~4~~** . %

Aviation -Retention Rate () 52 58 59 79 85
Maintenance (AZ) SRI Multiple 0 0 0 1 0

N..

%S %
4%

%s %

V44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444445
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Once again, importantly, in the second term most of these retention rates
are now substantially above the Navy average. We believe Career Sea Pay
has played an integral part in these improvements; however, more research
must be done to isolate the impact of the variables and compare trade-off fa
between SRB and Career Sea Pay or between length of sea tours and amount 0 0

* of Career Sea Pay. (A table of SRI multiples compared to retention rates
for all terms of the ten critical-at-sea ratings is at Appendix I.). . ..... -

.. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .... q.. .. '

The same ten critical-at-sea ratings appear in Table 24 where *. .-.

the impact the retention changes have had on petty officer manning can be
examined. Note that the sea manning in each of these ratings increased
In FY 1983. However, in five ratings--ABE, AX, FTG, FTM and STG--the at- *-.**- -

sea manning percentages are not as favorable as they were in F t 1980, -" -
the year before the major Career Sea Pay changes were effective...-

A closer look at data In Table 24 examines the changes in inven-.
tory and authorizations using FY 1980 as the base year. Percentage changes* 4
from FY 1980 to FY 1983 are reflected in underlined areas of Table 24.
As can be seen in the five ratings where the percentage manning declined
or stayed about the same, the authorizations increased considerably:

Ratings Diff Sea Change in Authorizations

•% ,' k .- .- . o

Aviation Boatswain (ABE) 206 +23.5%
Aviation ASW Technician (AX) 115 /+17.2%
Fire Control Guns (FT ) 444 +24.4%
Fire Control Technician - .

4(Surface Missile) (FTM) 573 /+26.2%
Surface Sonar Technician (STG) 214 + 9.2% n-

Further, although percent manning declined, in three of these five ratings .

the actual inventory of personnel increased from FT 1980 to FY 1983 -"

but not enough to catch up with the authorizations:

Ratings Diff 2C hange in Inventory-1

t dAviation Boatswain (ABE) 187 +26.3%
Aviation AS Technician (AX) 44 + 6.3% o Ta e2
Fire Control Gun (FTG) 383 /+22.2%
Fire Control Technician. .

(Surface Missile) (FTM) -260 /-12.6%
Surface Sonar Technician (STG) -214 I - 8.5% -

,%' %- % %"% % .o %

,bi % %" % "••o '
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Table 24

Manning of Ten Most Critical-at-Sea Ratings*
4.

RATING SEA DUTY SNORE DUTY

FT INV/Authorization MANNING () INV/Authorization MANNING()
ASI(14-7) Uff 709/878 367/ 309 Trr- W

81 778/959 81.1 352/411 85.6
82 857/1068 80.2 368/369 99.7
83 +26.3 896/1084 +23.5 82.7 +11.2. 408/423 +36.9 96.5

A1(14-8) s0 696/669 104.0 626/579 108.1

481 660/745 88.6 492/522 94.3
82 674/779 86.5 370/601 61.6.. . .

83 + 6.3 740/784 +17.2 94.3 -29.1 444/634 + 9.5 70.0

A1(14-9) 80 892/971 91.9 1217/1256 96.9

$1 937/985 95.1 1163/1242 93.6

82 972/1143 85.0 1157/1381 83.8
-S83 +27.8 1140/1179 +21.4 96.7 + 6.8 1300/1466 +16.7 88.7

u(14-9) 8o 4589/4899 93.7 2764/2991 92.4
81 4638/4936 94.0 2645/2956 89.5
82 5324/5153 103.3 2511/3049 82.4 t * "
83 4.41.0 6470/5174 + 5.6 125.1 -9.7 2497/3009 + 0.6 83.0

ZN(14-9) s0 1191/1332 89.4 301/401 75.1
81 1217/1233 98.7 293/343 85.4
82 1164/1328 87.7 363/438 82.9
83 +13.5 1352/ 1302 - 2-.3 103.8 +30.2 392/448 +11.7 87.5

VtC(14-7) 80 1725/1819 94.8 519/687 75.6
81 1698/1901 89.3 502/763 65.8
82 1832/2198 83.3 504/767 65.7
83 +22.2 2108/2263 +24.4 93.2 +25.4 651/856 +24.6 76.1

?DI(14-7) 80 2071/2185 94.8 449/499 90.0 .... :
81172/23575.2 457/628 72.8

5-.,,82 __ _ 1654/2621 __ _ 63.1 __ _ 576/671 ___ 85.8 A

83 8 1 2. 88125 +6_ 5.8 5. 81/0/9 54. 87.9

83 1. 3555/3674 75.2 9.82 . 82/02 +1. 98.61 I~

82 2392/2278 96.5 574/758 84752. -. * .

83 + 8.5 2364/2142 + 9.2 91.0 +26.2 68/7491 +2.8 93.26.-~*

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 8. . . . . . . . . . . . 3. . . . . . .

81caa 309Na 4/a360cmin it ter h 8 or 81-/95 8ay4ade

82 232/47 96.5 57/5 75.

The Fire Control Technician (Surface Missile) (FTM) rating has been a
particularly dif ficult one over the years as the skill is highly market-
able. It currently is manned overall at only 71% and short 1,040 person- * .* s.,

nel. Aviation Maintenance Administrationmen (AZ) and Surface Sonar
Technicians (STG) are also short as a percent of authorizations, but
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both of these ratings are nearly ninety percent manned--much better than
the FTh rating. Navy states that they are working to correct these short-
ages, but solutions are long term. They indicate, however, that Career
Sea Pay has helped stem the losses in the FTH and STG ratings.

It can be observed f rom review of Table 24 that Navy has been ." 'i' - -'-

required to simultaneously overcome an overall inventory shortfall of
experienced personnel in most skills while sustaining growth in author-
izations. As can be seen, at times this was accomplished at the expense
of the shore (and training) facilities. Some of this shore inventory -,_-.---..."_
such as for AZs and STGs has been replaced. However, in four ratings
-- AX, EM, GMG, and IC -- shore inventory is still below 1980 levels al-
though authorizations have increased.

. Overall, it is clear that in actual numbers of members and in
percentage of manning, the Career Sea Pay has attracted personnel to sea j...... .
and they are staying at sea. O

In examining only the ten most critical-at-sea ratings, ques- %
tions are likely to arise concerning other sea intensive ratings which

are not on the list--boiler technician as an example. Table 24 displays
retention rates and SRB multiples for five such ratings. (Others were
not included in the table solely because the six-year obligation programs
associated with the ratings could cause the retention rate data to be con-
fusing to the reader of this analysis. Those ratings MM, EM, ET, and GSE
should be included in any more extensive analysis of Career Sea Pay effec-
tiveness. The BT and HT ratings were included here although there is a * '.. -

small six-year obligation program for BTs and a more sizeable one for .. "-/ '
HTs.) As can be seen in Table 25, there has been a positive improvement '-' '

across these five sea-intensive ratings in all terms since the 1 January P-
1981 Career Sea Pay implementation. There are particularly strong in- ...... *-..-

creases in the second term reenlistments. Comparison to SRB multiples
- indicate that the bonus has been important in many of the changes, parti- .. " .. "
%#., cularly in the first term where retention rates are below all-Navy rates. .' • -", '

-P.~. In the second term all rates are above the Navy average. .. ;, . , .

.', , 4 * " -.. - - - - - . . - '-_, . . . _
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Table 25
Retention of Personnel in Selected

Sea Intensive Ratings Compared to SRB Multiples
(Retention Rate in Percent)

FIRST TRM SIODUD TURN THIRD TERM
(20.0 Ay -Zta5 (Rona C0

EaTiNG FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83*1 FY19 FY80 FY81 FY82 LY!A1 FY79 FY80 FY8 FY82 FY 3
4..81

ST-Botler Techniian 35 27 35 42 40 50 67 75 73 482 94 90 95 92 96

4.5 5 6 6 3.5 6 6 6 6 4.5 - - 2 2 .5

OW-Cunars Mate 37 24 32 34 s0 55 43 84 86 72 100 93 90 94 93 0
44(M.1sil0) 4 3 2 4 3 4 4 4 6 3.5 - - 3 3 1

UT-HaII Technician 22 19 19 33 34 45 53 61 69 74 87 90 93 93 96
2 1 1 3 2.5 2 2 2 4 2 - - 1 1 0

QN-Quartrvaster 20 20 19 39 40 43 53 64 83 79 1 93 88 93 9% 94
(Navigattoo) 0 0 0 1 .51 0 0 0 3 1.5 1 - 0 0 0

08-opeTatioma 20 16 43 44 40 44 54 79 82 96 90 90 96 96 9%
Specialiset 2 1 6 6 4.5 1 2 6 6 4.3 - - 2 2 .5 0
C Raarson)

All Navy 36 37 42 50 55 45 51 57 63 66 91 92 94 93 97

&11 1983 Data through June 1983 .. *
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Table 26
Historical and Projected Retention Rates*

Navy Officers
(Percent) ________

COMMUNITY FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83**

Surface Warfare 31 39 42 43 45
Pilot 31 30 42 49 57
Naval Flight Officer 60 71 65 73 74
Nuclear Submarine 42 36 33 39 42

*Note: Officer Retention Rates are computed using minimum . -- .

service requirement (MSR) as follows: ~"-.*
(MSR + er)divided by (MSR minus I year) .

* . ** ~FY83 Rates are projected for year based on actual data .........

through June 1983. 0 * *

In summary, Navy sea manning has improved. Career Sea Pay is ~
) ~ attracting personnel to sea jobs and retaining them when they get there. '.'

S Field interviews support this view. Officers, enlisted personnel and
' their commanders stressed the positive effects of the pay as recognition.4

for undertaking the rigors of sea duty. While specific skill shortages
still exist, the Navy reports that aggregate manning at sea has reached

* V 100 percent. As the economy improves, the sea manning and retention
situation must be closely monitored for changes.

E. APPROPRIATENESS OF CAREER SEA PAY. Career Sea Pay is proving
to be effective though some maintain the money could be better spent on
the Selective Reenlistment Bonus (SRB). Career Sea Pay, however, is

.. designed to attract and retain people of all ratings for sea duty. The
% ~ Selective Reenlistment Bonus (SRB), on the other hand, is targeted to *~

S manning shortfalls. Members eligible for the bonus need not be serving
~. aboard ship to receive the payment.

Kleinman, in recent work at the Center for Naval Analyses (CNA),
concluded his examination of the relative merits of Sea Pay and reenlist-
ment bonuses by stating: 

4

4'. "There is no a priori reason for selecting either *

sea pay or bonuses as the primary career incentive.
They both serve a purpose, and both probably improve * ~
total retention and sea duty." 25

.4,.

%L
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In other recent CNA studies, Goldberg stated:

I conclude that sea pay is always cost-effective relative
to reenlistment bonuses for achieving the objective of
increasing the manning of sea billets. For an equal
outlay, each policy has the same effect on end strength. .

S, However, by increasing the number of voluntary extensions
to sea duty and hence the sea/shore rotation ratio, sea
pay leads to a greater increase in manning at sea.

N Moreover, sea pay requires the creation of fewer costly
shore billets. Therefore, sea pay leads to a greater .-..-.-. .-.. ".
benefit at lower cost. 26 9 0 0

The above evaluation particularly applies if SRBs are constrained by the
ceiling currently imposed or if Career Sea Pay continues to increase
voluntary extensions at sea.

The trade-off between use of targeted bonuses and across-the- 3 0 O -
board Career Sea Pay must continue to be monitored to ensure a proper
balance. In particular, if the Fifth Quadrennial Review of Military
Compensation recommendation to eliminate the SRB ceiling is adopted or
if extensive requests for continued sea duty decline considerably, the
use of a different mix of SRBs and Career Sea Pay may be appropriate.

While evaluating the appropriateness of various Sea Pay propos-
als for the Navy in June 1980, the General Research Corporation made the """.".,'' '
following observation on other CNA work: %

The Kleinman estimates of improved retention at sea ". .

as sea pay rates are increased and the Warner model
estimates of improved career retention and reduced -
accession requirements suggest efficiencies that are " ...• -.-'.. - -...- 5 ,'.
extremely important to the Navy. Based on these CNA .: ... ,.-.-
models and the research in this project, the antici- - .

pated results of increased sea pay can be summarized as: - -". .. ' \"

Enhanced combat capability through 7..." -
- Improved retention

-- Quantity . .
-- Quality

- General overall motivation

oSignificant cost savings
- Reduced recruiting . . .. .. ...-.

- Reduced training
- Reduced PCS moves

N - Reduced attrition

... It should also be noted that the estimates do not
cover other significant areas of potential savings

- that may include:

594 - -" , ' '
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o Reduced rotation base requirements
o Reduced advanced training
0-Reduced reenlistment bonuses 27

Much of the above has been proved accurate as Career Sea Pay has
taken hold in the Fleet, although the Navy has discovered that as petty
officer inventory approaches authorizations the personnel costs have
initially increased, offsetting some of the projected cost savings. That
is, retention of personnel at the authorized higher grades has led to
higher pay and allowances.

Another issue pertaining to the appropriateness of Career Sea
Pay is the cost savings which accrue by deploying ships overseas in lieu
of homeporting those units overseas. The Navy has nearly 70,000 men
deployed at any one time (and over 9,000 Marine Corps personnel) with
few dependents. Table 27 displays Service active duty members and depend-
ents in foreign overseas areas. There is a cost entailed in maintaining
dependents in overseas areas. Navy sailors, however, indirectly bear .
the brunt of these cost savings in personal hardships of separation -
from community and friends. Payments of Career Sea Pay in recognition
of these hardships and the associated arduous duty may be more cost
effective and practical than moving dependents to overseas locations.

Table 27 'w .

Active Military and Dependents
in Foreign Overseas Areas28

(as of 30 September 1982)

Status Army Navy Air Force USMC Total DoD

Active Military

Overseas:
- Ashore 267,138 33,804 118,166 28,966 448,094
- Afloat 70,702 9,688 80,390
Total 267,138 104,506 118,166 38,674 528,484
Military

... .* ,- %- ***,..- -. -- *

-. Dependents 190,054 35,097 114,139 8,355 347,645 - .. . -

In Foreign :'-: .
Overseas Areas

Ratio of .71 :1 .34 :1 .97 :1 .22 :1 .66 :1 L @-- ,,@ .
Dependents

, 'aTo Military -.... .,.

F. PUBLIC, PRIVATE AND FOREIGN NAVY SEA PAY COMPARISON. Although
" the decline of the U.S. merchant fleet reduces to some degree that sector's

= . draw from Navy forces, it is still appropriate to examine public sector -'. -
:i.1 positions requiring equivalent experience. Additionally, since the Navy . ....

trains personnel in naval skills which are transferable to the private
"I-4. sector, that category also deserves some attention.

!-r .' 0 -0 -0 . .0 0.

Z.. . .. .- .. . . . . .- ,
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Personnel with sea experience are able to find employment in
offshore oil rigs, in the NOAA Corps ships, in the merchant marine force,
and as technical representatives for companies doing business with govern-
ment in naval related areas--of ten embarked in Navy ships -- sometimes the________
same ship in which they served on active duty.0 0

The first look at comparative compensation is found in Table 28.
Taken from a research effort by the General Research Corporation, the bulk
of which is included at Appendix J, this data cites other seafaring occu-
pations. It shows a six-month deployment and compares salaries of a Navy
Chief Petty Officer (E-7) to a technical representative, a crane operator
on an oil rig and a junior NOAA engineer. Assumptions are shown as foot-
notes. During that six-month period the Navy E-7 compensation including .*.*

Career Sea Pay is lower, although adding the U.S. average annual Variable .. .

Housing Allowance (VHA) of $1,369 would raise the pay.

Table 28* *
Comparative Analysis of Compensation by

Selected Seafaring Occupations *--

for Six-Month Period 29
JOURNEYMAN CRANE OPERATOR JUNIOR NAVY E-7
TECHNICAL OIL DRILLING ENGINEER 12 YRS OF ..--

REPRESENTATIVE RIC AT SEA NOAA SERVICE .

BASIC PAY& $ 1 8 , 85 8 b $ 4 ,0 9 5b $ 8,147 $ 7.950

SEA PAT 4,556c 
1 . 5 9 0 d .. %.. -~

PER DIEM 4,050'

POINTS 495f
. . . . . . . . . .

ROOK AND BARD 2,2509 4,5009 -- ~
OVERTIME 4 , 5 0 4 h 2 ,2 10 1

VALUE OF EMPLOMENT
DURING OFF-DUTY TINE 1,365J

DIRTY WORK141

PEXALTY PAY 1331

BASIC ALLOWANCE MOR
QUARTERS1,7

FAMILY SEPARATION .-

ALLOWANCE I I ISO

TOTAL T!I =I $15,131 $ 1175 96

3ased on 180 days of employment (6 months), except fo-rcrane operators who work 7 days
on and 7 days off. .,

bMid-polnt of pay scale. -- .

CEstimsted at 25% and 202 of base pay for 5 months and 1 month, respectively, and rounded.- . . . .

discimated to have 6 years of sea duty.
$S22.50 par day for 180 days.
S$2.75 par day for 180 days.8 ttiuted at $25 par day (per reference 29).

h~vrtim estimated at 44 hours of 84 hours worked in a shift. '
lEstimated at 12 hours a week for 13 weeks @ 514.16 per hour.
Jisimated at 1/3 value of regular time compensation. V- ,--kgatiated at 2 hours per week for 13 weeks 9 $5.41 par hour. 4-**4'.

lEatimated at 2 hours par week for 13 weeks 0 $5.11 per hour. .. ~.
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There are other competitive draws for skilled and experienced
seagoing personnel. During shipyard overhauls or new equipment instal-

lations, private sector companies work side-by-side with sailors. These

private companies are able by observation to determine quality and to make

job offers. The draw to fields like electronics, computers, and sophis-

ticated air and weapons systems are often publicized. Table 29 looks at

other less glamorous skills that are important in keeping a ship opera-

- . tional. The data show the basic military compensation of a Navy E-5 com-

* pared to similar private and public sector skills. Using a 60-hour work

week, the Navy member's compensation for equivalent work hours is less

than half that for civilian counterparts.

Table 29
Annual Earnings Comparison of U.S.

Private Sector and U.S.Navy Sea Personnel
30

at an Assumed 60-hour Workweek - 1982/83 Data

ANNUAL EARNINGS -60-HOUR WEEK 0 '

BUREAU OF LABORI U. S. GV
NAYVY STATISTICS IWAGE GRADE

., * ________ 1 (OCT 82) (JUL 82) - JAN 1983)
JOB S ENLISTED GRADE NATIONAL NATIO0NAL

NAVY BUREAU OF 4 E-5a AVERAGEF - AVERAGE

_____________ STATISTICS -- v .'' -@~

B ULL MAINTENANCE I CARPENTER, 1 6,994a 40,040 33,998c
TECNICIAN MAINTENANCE {

-MACHINERY MACHINE TOOL 16.994 43,862 32 ,578d

REPAIRMAN O0RTO I.-
MACHINIST MACHINE TOL 16,994 4386 33.998C

MAI~rENANCE OPERATOR 4,6 398

*"*MACHINERY MECHANIC L 6,994 4L,059 35,454e

'~~ \. MEAIRMNSsMT MAINTENANCE I
ELECTRICIAN'. MATE) ELECTRICIAN j 16,994 J43,644 J35,454e

MAINTENANCE II

.jHULL MAINTENANCE PIPEFITTER 16,994 144,772 1 35,454e%
%TECHNICIANMANEAC ____ _ ___

.~- ~MACHINERY TOOL AND DIE 1 16,994 44.153 NO DATA *-, .

REPAIRMAN 
% AE ____ ______

a Basic Military Compensation (BMC) of E-5 with 4 years Service, married, no children.

The addition of Career Sea Pay for 2 years sea duty (at $125 per month), Variable
Housing Alowance ($77.13 per month -CONUS average) and Family Separation Allowance%

(FSA11)forsixmonths of the year (at 30per month) would Increase this by $2,606
bannually to $19.600 before considering the tsa advantage.

*-~: *b Bureau of Labor Statistics Occupational Earnings In All Metropolitan Areas, July
1982, Number 83-3. Aaauned time- and a hal f for overtfme.

- -c Grade 9, Step 2
d Grade 8. Step 2 4S

SGrade 10, Step 2

? .0*597
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As for officers, the draw to the civilian maritime sector is
small but present, particularly for Coast Guard and NOAA officers who have
more exposure to the civilian maritime forces. However, during Navy field
interviews, it was evident that the increased focus on surface warfare
qualifications has also made officers more aware of the maritime sector.
Several officers mentioned this as a job source. Table 30 compares
officer earnings with the merchant marine and with the Military Sealift
Command salaries.

Table 30 0
Merchant Marine/Military Sealift Command Earnings

Compared to Navy Officer. .. .-

Master Military Sealift Command Master private industry Captain (over 22)
aircraft carrier equivalent OVA equivalent sized aircraft carrier

sized vessel vessel C.O.

Base Pay 94.703sk Base Pay $123,114 base Pay 44 ,291b ** ..

Overtime 15.988 Overtime 18,066 Overtime 0.**..-.
Quarters 0 Quarters 0 RAQ/VHA* 7,616 .-.. *

Food 0 Food 0 BAS 1,178 .,.

$110.691 $141,180 Sea Pay 3,720 -

Flight Pay 3,720 -.- %-~
Responsi-
bility Pay 1,800

$62,325 ..

Master Military Sealift Command Master private industry Commander (over 16) *

destroyer sized vessel destroyer sized vessel destroyer C.0.

Base Pay 76,6610 Base Pay $86,627 Base Pay 34,662b

Overtime 12,940 Overtime 14,623 Overtime 0
Quarters 0 Quarters 0 BAQ/VHA* 7,175

food 0 Food 0 BAS 1,178
$89,601 $101,250 Sea Pay 3,180..

Flight Pay 3,720
Responsibi

Nlity Pay 1,200
$1,I 11 5

aOvertim for Military Sealift Command and private industry masters Is based on
25 hours per mo th, 43 weeks per year. Base pay of Military Sealift Command -

masters is nov limited by Congressional pay ceiling to $63,800 annually. Coil- -.- 4

Ing does not restrict overtime pay. Pay ceiling has no effect on private
industry salaries.

b Assumes Individual has dependents and is homeported in Norfolk. *~

._4
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Foreign navies also pay Sea pay generally in the form of addi-
tional cash payments.31  The following highlights some of the variance inforeign navy sea compensation:

0 .0
1. The Federal Republic of Germany, Canada, and Australia pay

a fixed amount of Sea Pay to all ranks. Australia differentiates between .? ..
married and single personnel. Sea Pay for West Germans is tax exempt. f-.'. ."

2. Three countries, France, Sweden and Japan, pay variable-'' --

amounts as a function of base pay, rank or vessel type.

3. Canada pays all ranks a fixed C$120, (about $103 US) which

V increases to C$170 (about $145 US) after 10 years sea duty. There is a ..

casual sea duty allowance of C$6 up to the maximum monthly rate for .. , -.

temporary duty at sea.

4. Israel pays a supplemental allowance for sea duty. v' °O .

5. Salary levels in the United Kingdom's system are competitive
.- with civil service work requiring similiar skills. British seafarers -

receive "sea pay" within the basic salary structure.

6. Both British and Australian seagoing personnel also receive
a "Hard Lying Allowance" applicable to certain sea time. In the Austral-

, ian Navy this goes to members below commodore who are at sea in a vessel
._', for more than 72 hours. The payment is A$2.05 daily (about $2.30 US). ... -'-

This is in addition to the annual seagoing allowance of A$1059 married/
A$750 for single personnel (about $1059 US and $841 US, respectively). -

7. Australian Navy seagoing personnel also receive seven addi-

tional pays leave per year. ... ,. .

8. Overall Sea Pay rates range from nominal amounts in the . .

United Kingdom to a high of 27.5 percent of base pay, by rank, in Japan . .-- .-.
- for duty in warships (22 percent in support vessels). France increases

base pay by 20 percent for sea duty. .. 9"9

9. All of the foreign navies revieved compensate personnel on
the basis of assignment to sea duty.

,+. ~ ~~- *..'-.-.- ...- -

G. CAREER SEA PAY RATES AND ELIGIBILITY. Although the new Career
Sea Pay rates have been in effect for only about two and one-half years, pA -O.-. ,,g.
in that time the Consumer Price Index has gone up 15.9 percent, which *'. - .

*'-' erodes the purchasing power of the Sea Pay dollar by about 14 percent. 32  
-

To restore this purchasing power in FY 1983 would require about $35
million.

Another way to examine the current Career Sea Pay is to compare. .. .....-. . O

the rates to basic pay at time of implementation and now. The intent of- -.. - .---
"- '- Navy had been to structure the revised rates ae a percentage of basic pay

to be approximately 20 percent of basic pay for enlisted personnel and
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about 10 percent for officers. During staffing of the legislative pro- . ..- " "
posal the rates were changed to fixed amounts approximating that percent- '
age.3 3 Table 31 contains comparisons of basic pay and Career Sea Pay
rates for January 1981 and currently for enlisted personnel. As can be
seen, except for E-4, E-8 and E-9, the Career Sea Pay rates are still 0 *
close to 20 percent of basic pay.

Table 31

Career Sea Pay Rates Compared to Basic Pay
for Enlisted Personnel "0

(January 1981 - January 1983)

Years Monthly % Sea Monthly % Sea
Pay Sea Monthly Basic Pay Pay Of Basic Pay Of

Grade YOS Duty Sea Pay Jan 81 Basic Jan 83 Basic
D p 0 '0 " 4

E-4 3 2 $125 $ 675 18.5% $ 793 15.8%

E-5 5 3 175 748 23.4 906 19.3
E-6 10 5 215 944 22.8 1143 18.8
E-7 15 7 265 1138 23.3 1385 19.1
E-8 19 8 290 1349 21.5 1641 17.7
E-9 24 10 310 1659 18.7 2019 15.4

Since many comparisons are frequently done to Regular Military
Compensation (RMC), Table 32 provides this for Career Sea Pay using the
same assumed length of service and creditable sea time. Interestingly,
when using RMC, only the rates for E-4 and E-9 appear to be out of pro-

portion.

Table 32 " "
Career Sea Pay Rates Compared to Regular Military -. '. .-.- ....-

Compensation for Enlisted Personnel* '. .......

(January 1981 -January 1983) ........

Annual Average % Average % O .
Pay Career RMC Sea Pay RMC Sea Pay

Grade Sea Pay Jan 81 of RMC Jan 83 of RMC

E-4 $1,500 $13,158 11.4% 15,362 9.8%

E-5 2,100 14,885 14.1 17,713 11.9
E-6 2,580 17,851 14.5 21,594 11.9

E-7 3,180 20,903 15.2 25,431 12.5 - *..'.-.*..-.

E-8 3,480 24,101 14.4 29,370 11.8 .
E-9 3,720 28,793 12.9 35,003 10.6.. . -

*Uses "Assume all cash RMC Pay Grade Averages" Tables of OSD (M,RA&L)
MP&FM Directorate of Compensation Selected Military Compensation Tables
October 1982 Pay Rates and 1980 equivalent. Regular Military Compensation -.-.
is defined as Basic Pay, BAQ, BAS, Housing Allowance and the tax advantage. -.
The housing allowance element was added in December 1980; Variable Housing --.

Allowance (VHA) is used.
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In view of the continued positive effects of Career Sea Pay as noted

% earlier in this analysis and the fact that for most personnel the rates

are still close 19 percent of basic pay, the rates are currently considered.
adequate. Increases for E-91s with 10 years creditable sea service will
be addressed in this section while reviewing eligibility criteria.

.:s;

During the review of Career Sea Pay, two other issues associated
with rates and eligibility criteria arose. The f irst of these is the
termination of the sea pay tables after 12 years of creditable sea time.
Table 33 is a breakdown of members who are receiving Career Sea Pay by
creditable years of sea service. Over a third of the E-9's on sea duty0 0
and almost twenty percent of the E-8's on sea duty have reached the
maximum level on the rate table (i.e. , 12 years creditable sea duty). .. ...

Table 33* 4

chief Petty officers ipeceiving career Sea Pay

* by Creditable Yfears Of sea service
- (September 1982)

<'-Chief Senior mster

Se Dty'fas ety ficer Chief petty Officer Chief Petty Officer
S-7 DuyYas Pet f -8 E-9

Eligible Iteceiving Eligible Receiving Zligible Receiving

Less Than 1 1,232 256 309 54 07 1 .-..

1 1,561 259 386 37 140 12 -

2 1,972 400 410 65 12 1

3 2,358 629 518 97 206 19 % ' ...

4 2,513 784 553 153 188 26

5 2,692 1,033 557 118 200 40

6 2.646 1.042 624 149 200 39

7 2,513 19010 614 168 197 48

9 L.861 818 676 220 228 39

.. ,*10 150 662 593 239 240 74

11 1,153 544 466 163 219 70

*I 12 1,904 903 1.049 388 801 251

Total$ 26,213 9.321 7.409 2,043 3,077 686 *,..*

Table. 33 di p a s e c e r of c ei al e v ce t h w t e d s

~~~~~-// omnt.Table 3 displays ec yero crdtbesvie oshwthe is-a

is not isolated to the E-// comnt. Tbl 4dsly4ti na .
tabbreviated form for all pay grades. Warrant officers, limited duty -

... '* officers and 0-5/0-6 pay grades also have a significant number of person-
nel in this highest cell.
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Table 34
Navy Personnel at Maximum

Sea Service Credit (12 years)
(September 1982)

Number Percent
Pay Drawing Total in 12th
Grade At Year 12 Receiving Year Cell

4 0-6 95 251 37.9%________
0-5* 102 1,080 9.46 0
0-4** 51 1,904 2.7
0-3 56 1,664 3.4
0- ~ -2E 33 527 6.3
0-lE 2 319 0.6 -- ~

w.-4 39 86 45.4% p * 4
W-3 92 265 34.7
W-2 83 461 18.0

E-9 251 686 36.6%
E-8 388 2,043 19.0
E-7 903 9,321 9.7 a 2-__.

*E-6 542 20,424 2.7
E-5 49 33,925 0.1 .

9-4 2 44,272 0.0

*38% of LDO 0-51s are at 12 years or greater -~-

creditable sea duty.

**47% of LDO 0-41s are at 12 years or greater t

credita'lre sea service.

If it is desirable to properly compensate for extensive periods of ~ "

time at sea during a career and in view of the need for experienced
personnel in key sea billets, additional increments in the pay tables '. .\:2:
are warranted to maintain a proper incentive. Table 35 provides an
extension to the current Career Sea Pay tables which would correct this

* matter:

li .. ...
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Table 35
Proposed Career Sea Pay Table Extension ($ Monthly)

Pay Grade Over 10 11 12 14 16 18 20

0-6 - N/Ct  - 325 340 355 380
5 - N/C - 285 300 315 340
4 - N/C - 270 280 290 300

3/3E - N/C - 260 270 280 290
2/2E - N/C - 250 260 270 280
I/lE - N/C - 250 260 270 280 SO

W-4 320 330 350 370 390 410 410
3 N/C N/C 330 350 370 390 410
2 N/C N/C 310 330 350 370 390
1 N/C N/C N/C N/C N/C N/C N/C

E-9 320 330 350 370 390 410 410 ..- ---- *.-*'

8 N/C N/C 320 340 360 380 400 , *,
7 N/C N/C N/C 330 350 370 390 ,

6 265 265 280 295 310 325 340

*N/C - No change %-

A second eligibility issue is that there are many personnel experi-
"-', encing the greater-than-normal rigors of sea duty who are not in receipt

of any Career Sea Pay. These members are E-1 to E-3's, 0-1 and 0-2's,
-. O-7rsand above, and those officers who have less than three years cred-
,.*. itable sea time. These groups were excluded from drawing Career Sea Pay

for the following reasons:

1. as a cost savings measure;
2. because most are within minimum obligated service;
3. it is not viewed as appropriate to provide additional pay to

% Junior enlisted personnel when many believe the country should return to

the draft and when the juniors are receiving better pay than draftees
would get; and .

4. to allow officers with less than three years' sea time to draw
pay would allow too many officers to draw the pay - and again increase
cost.

Those who support Sea Pay for lower enlisted and officer person- ' i
nel believe that one of the stated purposes of Sea Pay is to recognize ,,
the unusually arduous nature of duty at sea. If this is, indeed, one of

. the major reasons for paying Sea Pay, then it is clearly inconsistent
*. and, in fact, improper to provide the pay to selected personnel and
. completely deny it to nearly half of those who go to sea, all of whom . . ,

are experiencing similar or (in some cases) even greater discomforts and
:( V, hardships. Sea Pay is the only pay of its kind that prohibits eligibility .

based on grade. Submarine Duty Pay, for example, goes to all those who .. .
serve aboard submarines, no matter the individual's grade or service

%.-.'.-.'. ~~~~~. .'..,..--,....
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obligation. The same is true of Certain Places Pay (if revised to in-
elude officers as recommended by this QRMC), under which all members per- " ' -

forming the same type of duty receive some form of compensation. On the
other hand, while personnel in these categories may be experiencing the
same arduous duty associated with duty at sea, Career Sea Pay, as its 0
name implies, is intended more as a career incentive. Therefore, this
is the dominant factor when targeting for eligibility. Additionally, ".. ".-.'-' -

*.. increasing the number of eligibles by extending pay authority to these .": -

junior personnel would increase the cost by up to $45 million annually, ""
with about $25 million as the most likely cost. To incur such cost for __.__•_ '
the purpose of paying a category of individuals who, in the private S S
sector, would be considered on an apprenticeship level, is not warranted.

Related to this issue of junior personnel is the dual requirement
'-'"." for officer personnel both to be in pay grade 0-3 and to have accrued i"I-:"....+.'-''""
.N" three years' creditable sea duty before eligibility to draw Career Sea -

Pay. The intent of Congress appears to have been to preclude officers * "
from drawing the pay until they had served an appropriate period of
apprenticeship at sea. The three-year minimum will accomplish this.
For those 0-2's who accrue three years' creditable sea service prior to *..,. "
regular promotion to 0-3, it is an inappropriate penalty to preclude -..

payment of Career Sea Pay. Additionally, in this period of improved
retention, promotion flow points may change. This has already occurred .... . .
in the NOAA Corps. Thus, officers may be beyond their obligated service
and have up to 4-1/2 years of sea service before promotion to 0-3. Con- -. -

gress stated that they were reinstating officer sea pay "because of the
arduous duty involved in long deployments and because of retention prob-
lems among Navy officers in certain skills."34 Surface warfare 0-2's,

-' less than a 1000 of whom would be affected by this change, continue to
have retention rates well below 50 percent. During field interviews .
Navy and Coast Guard Officers often cited this dual eligibility require-

*."**_ ment as an issue of concern. We believe elimination of the pay grade -.

requirement (with retention of the three-year sea service requirement)
is warranted. *-: -. *- .'.-. -

VI. FINDINGS. . ' . "

A. Career Sea Pay, with some eligibility exceptions, is adequately
achieving its dual purpose of compensating for the hardships of sea

duty and selectively improving retention of seagoing personnel.

B. The current structure and rates of Career Sea Pay were effective O
I January 1981. The equivalent purchasing power of the pay has eroded
somewhat. Additionally, the economy and unemployment rates may have
affected the reaction of personnel to the pay such that it has had a
more positive effect than the rates would dictate.

C. It is appropriate to establish incremental rates beyond 12
years through 20 years of sea duty to properly compensate those personnel . O .
with such creditable sea time for the hardships of sea duty. A new maximum _ . . '. -.

of $410 is sufficient.
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D. Commissioned officers should be eligible for Career Sea Pay ..... . .

after accruing three years' creditable sea service, regardless of pay- .... . .

grade. *- -*- *

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS.*S

A. The effectiveness and value of Career Sea Pay should be moni-
* tored closely and reexamined in about two years.* -4.

* ~B. Establish incremental Career Sea pay rates f or up to 20 years - .*.

of sea duty with a maximum rate of $410 per month. (Table 35 contains S 0

the detailed rates.)

C. Include in the legislative proposal provisions to pay Career
Sea Pay to commissioned officers after they accrue three years' creditable
sea duty, regardless of pay grade.

Z :Z
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LOCATIONS/UNITS VISITED DURING 5TH QRMC FIELD INTERVIEWS
(During which Career Sea Pay was discussed*)

- Naval Military Personnel Center, Washington, DC *. .

- Naval Station, Norfolk, VA
-- USS Hammerhead (SSN-663)
-- USS Arthur W. Radford (DD-968)
-- USS Eisenhower (CVAN-69)

- Naval Amphibious Base, Little Creek, VA

- Coast Guard Air Station, Elizabeth City, NC
-- National Strike Force

- Naval Air Station, Oceana, VA

- Naval Amphibious Base, Coronado, CA

- Naval Air Station, North Island, San Diego, CA ~.
-- USS Kitty Hawk (CVA-63)

'NA.- Naval Station, San Diego, CA
-- USS Tarawa (LHA-1) N o I l

- Submarine Base, San Diego, CA
-- USS Haddock (SSN-621) .. :~
-- Commander, Submarine Group Five .. >-~:>-

- Naval Air Station, Miramar, CA

- Marine Corps Air Station, El Toro, CA

- Naval Station, Charleston, SC

USS15 Wainwright (CG-28)
-- Off Crews - SSBNs
-- Commander, Submarine Group Six

- Submarine Base, Kings Bay, GA

- 1JSCGC Courageous, Baltimore, MD

*Frequently other Special and Incentive Pays were

discussed as the primary topic.
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S Current Career Sea Pay Rates*

MONTHLY CAREER SEA DUTY PAY RATES-COMMISSIONED OPP2CERS-EPECTIVE I JAN I1

* I Years of sea Duty
pay Gead. Over 3 Over 4 Svn vri Over? Over I OverIT vr1 vr1 Over 

1

0-I (not. 1) $ 10 86 18 20 80 205 5215 5225 $225 $240

0-2 (not@1) 1290 160 I 185 190 195 205 215 225 26 240

0-3 1SO 160, 185 190 195 205 215 225 2251 240,

*0-4 185 190 200 205 215 215 220 225' 225' 1 --------

0-3 225 225! 225 T 225 230 245 250 260' 265 205,
0- 225' 230. 230 ' 240 255' 265: 280 290 500 3101

NOTE:
1. Commissieod officers with at least 4 years of active service as enlisted member. or nonciommissioed warrant officer.

MONTHLY CANEER ICA DUTY PAY RATES-WARRANT orFICERs-EipECTivE I JAN 1111411 ,*
Pay Over 4 Year. of Sea Duty *-

Pay I r Lees Over I IOver 2 Over 3oe Over 5~ Over 6 Over? 7 Over 11 Over 9! Over 10Oe 20e 2
Grade

W-1 $130 $235 524 1920 5270 525 $ 200 1250 $270 8275' 5210. 8290. 8300
-78 1!0 25 5 51 10 601 265 265 270 275 290, 290' 520 j a..

W43 250 I5O ISO 290! 270 270 1 280 28 290 3001 5201 3201 310 p ~ .~r~

W.4 ISO 10 190 j 1 1701 no 19 820' 31 5 0 320 501 3201 3201 1 .

% %

MONTHLY CAREER SEA DUTY PAY RATES-8NLIST9D 1111MSER8-IFFECTIVS I JAN 1911p *

F Years of Sea Duty 7w

Pay Crade 1 or Lou Overn Over 2 Over 3 Over 4 Over 1 Over 4
C-4 55 so 160 8125 W18 1 175 $175 $176

jE6 010 1 26185 190 205

E-6 125 , 155 171 19 2t0c 216 225
-7138 1 45 25 235 255 21 265

C66 I" 80a 225 255 65 270 28
IC9175 195 235 265 280 290 320 T.~~j~

Tear. ofS Duty -

Pa Credo __Over ___Over_8 OvernS Over to o..i vrI

23220 I 220 220 22 20 22
II-6 255 245 255 255 255 ' 25

E. 26 7 275 280 300 s10

'1-S 288 290 300 1 1
9-9 51 30 ' 2 310 10 310-

*Tables are extracted from Department of Defense Military Pay and !A 0 70
Allowances Entitlements Manuals (DoDPM) Washington, DC: Department of

N~e. Defense, 1 January 1967 (u-pdated to 1983).
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DETAILED VERSION OF THE HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
CAREER SEA PAY

Aside from certain bonuses and "bounties" starting in the early "___"_-
days of our country, some of which were also paid to seamen, Sea Pay is
the oldest special pay. It dates back to the Act of March 9, 1813,

. during the War of 1812, and was then a special appropriation of extra
pay for officers and crew of ships, rather than sea duty pay as such. 1  "."" ''

The Act of March 3, 1835 (4 Stat. 755) established for the first
time a differential for Navy personnel for duty at sea. Of that period
in history, the Third Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation noted:

The general philosophy prevailing at that time
considered that sea duty was the normal duty for a -

sailor, and that when he was ashore he was not fully
performing his function; hence, officers and men were i -
paid at a higher rate when on sea duty. 2 r 0' O "

For example, the 1835 Act authorized lieutenants to receive $1,800 ..'-.
annually for sea service and $1,500 for other duty. Boatswains, gunners
and sailmakers (warrant officers) received $750 annually for sea service, -

$600 for frigate duty (also at sea) and $500 for other duty. 3 A miscon- .
ception of the above-noted pay philosophy is that the Navy "shore" pay
was less than the prevailing rates of pay for Army officers. In fact,
the Navy "shore" pay was about the same as that of Army officers and
greater than the pay of Marine Corps officers.

4

As for enlisted personnel, it should be noted that throughout much

of the early Navy history enlisted sailors were recruited mainly as
needed to man a ship as it was readied for sea. Pay was based on the
amount required for that type "hiring." There was, in effect, little or -"--

no enlisted shore duty; thus, no sea pay differential was needed. Even
officers were frequently furloughed when the ship put back into port.

Hence, there existed a pay category of leave/awaiting orders.

The Act of June 1, 1860 (12 Stat. 23) provided a short-lived but -

..- "-:.. noteworthy development in the evolution of Sea Duty Pay. The length of %.,--- -%-. ,
an individual's cumulative sea service was recognized as a pay factor in .
some officer grades. The Act continued the within-grade differentials "

•~ ., linked to the. officer's duty status. It also prescribed pay steps based ".."",.*,-
on length of sea service for the grades of lieutenant and warrant boats- .

wain, gunner, carpenter, and sailmaker. This lasted only two years for ,..O-@ .O .
the grade of lieutenant and until 1870 for the warrant officer grades.5
The concept was again adopted by the Navy more than a century later in
1978.

The Act of May 13, 1908 (Pub. L. No. 60-115, 35 Stat. 127) termin-
.-- - ated the duty status differentials of the 1835 Act for commissioned Navy - " ' "

officers and set up pay rates based on grade and length of service.
However, "it also formally established the principle of 'extra' compen-
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sation for sea duty by entitling officers to an additional 10 percent

over their basic pay while performing such duty." 6  Warrant officers I.
and mates continued under the differential system. The 1908 Act did
not similarly authorize enlisted personnel Sea Pay, but it did provide a
flat 10 percent increase in pay for Navy enlisted and a pay increase to
Army and Marine Corps enlisted personnel by revisions of their pay tables.
The impact of these changes gave Navy enlisted personnel at least a 10
percent differential over the enlisted in other Services, although this

increment was not separately identified as Sea Pay.

Most Sea Pay and all Foreign Duty Pay were terminated by the Joint
Services Pay Act of 1922 (Pub. L. No. 67-235, 42 Stat. 625) and were not
paid again until World War II. The one exception was the sea duty dif-
ferential for Navy warrant officers which continued for another seven ".--.
years. The Act of February 16, 1929 terminated this pay to the warrant -...- *

community after 94 continuous years. 7 " -

As a temporary wartime measure, the Act of March 7, 1942 (Pub. L. ,-.-..
No. 77-490, 56 Stat. 148) revived Sea Pay (and Foreign Duty Pay). It
included enlisted personnel and warrant officers at an additional 20 "
percent over their basic pay and other officers at an additional 10 per- *... -.
cent. A few months later these provisions were enacted into the Pay e.
Readiness Act and remained in effect through the war, becoming part of J-

permanent law in 1945.

The "Hook" Commission of 1948 recommended that Sea (and Foreign Duty) ...

Pay be abolished for officers and modified to a scale not indexed to - . '.
basic pay for enlisted personnel. The Hook Commission's rationale was .....-...- ,
expressed as follows:

The Commission has concluded that sea duty for
naval personnel, as well as oversea duty for the Army

. or Air Force, although probably involving more incon-
venience than military activity ashore or at home, is
a part of their normal career... Officers, especially, -.-

do not deserve extra pay for this type duty, since the
pay recommended for them is apportioned to their rela- ..
tive responsibility as executives and administrators,

P regardless of their site of operation...

For enlisted personnel, the Commission proposed
a flat rate increase, as in keeping with the accepted
industry practice for disagreeable or unpleasant work
and as a morale factor...

The Hook Commission recommendations were partially adopted in the
Career Compensation Act of 1949 (Pub. L. 81-351, 63 Stat. 802). The
Military Compensation Background Papers describe this Act and the subse-
quent period as follows: :' "'"",.' "

..
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Instead of the single flat rate proposed by the [Hook]

Commission, it prescribed monthly rates that ranged - -

from $8 for the lover enlisted grade to $22.50 for the
top grade. When set in 1949, these rates approximated __.-_-""-______o

10 percent of enlisted basic pay. Over the years,
however, and with the concomitant increases in military

pay rates and the general price level, the real value
of sea duty pay to its various recipients declined,
until it represented less than 2 1/2 percent of basic
pay in 1979. As a result, sea duty pay came to be
regarded, at least until recently, as a "token" payment

and, as such, had little incentive value for affected I .O •
% personnel. 9

The Strauss Commission in their 1953 report said the following
about Sea Pay:

Additional compensation for sea and foreign duty has been *' 0 '
part of the military pay system for over a century.
In the war of 1812, extra pay was provided for sea duty "
and this was continued in the Navy... Sea and foreign
duty pay is one of the most important and workable
morale aids that the services can utilize to compensate .
enlisted personnel for increased living costs as a result
of sea and foreign duty for arduous and unpleasant duty -. ".".
performed away from home and loved ones. This pay has
been considered necessary by the services since the

early days of their history - it is just as necessary

and important today . 10

In 1971 the Second QRMC, while it did not study Sea Pay in detail, -

noted that:

Sea pay deserves mention at this point. The need for
an improved incentive to mitigate the arduous require-
merts of a career at sea has long been recognized. It
has fute enrecognized that the present coupling
of sea pay with Certain Places Pay [Foreign Duty Pay]
was an inappropriate grouping as their purpose is not
similar. 1.

Beginning in 1967 and continuing throughout the 19701s, Navy pursued
proposed revisions to a Sea Pay plan. 12  At times these efforts were

• :> subordinated to the major effort to revise officer flight pay and solve
nuclear submarine manning problems. During all of the deliberations
concerning Sea Pay, the Navy consistently maintained a "recognition-of-
arduous-duty" philosophy. The Office of Management and Budget (0MB) and
other interested groups unsuccessfully attempted to tie Sea Pay to reten- .%
tion and/or recruitment efforts and to create a bonus-type Sea Pay. Sea

. duty was viewed as arduous duty and a long-term problem best addressed

. by a long-term, career-oriented solution.
13
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In 1975, the Third QRMC, did not address the retention aspects of
Sea Pay. They instead placed Sea Pay in a category with Hostile Fire
Pay and Certain Places Pay and said the three pays were uniquely related
to conditions of service.

14

In April 1976 the Defense Manpower Commission highlighted as one of
'" Its findings the following:

There are valid and sufficient reasons for the de-
velopment and implementation of a new sea pay plan.
The new sea pay should be structured to induce per-
sonnel in undermanned skills to volunteer for and/or .

remain on sea duty when the needs of the Service so
require. 15

Nearly two years later, in January 1978, OSD responded to this DMC
recommendation in an official report, stating: * *" "

Sea pay is required to create a monetary distinction .,.........
V." between service at sea and service ashore and thus . . ,

increase tolerance for repetitive sea duty tours in -- .'-. ,
the course of a Navy career. Sea duty has a unique -

- and all-pervasive impact upon Navy men. As a factor '.-V__- :- *= *--.-

in recruiting, the "adventure and excitement" associ- *e'' ,';W0 'k#
ated with duty at sea among uninitiated potential -.
recruits works to the advantage of the Navy. Once
the realities of arduous duty onboard a naval warship
are experienced, however, this sea duty aura dissipates,
and the prospect of repetitive reassignment to duty . -,
at sea over a career becomes a decisive disincentive -
when considering Navy reenlistment ...

Sea pay, however, is not the vehicle to address the
problem of Navy manpower shortages. Because of the
high correlation between manpower shortages or imbal-
ances and sea duty, DoD has concluded that the Selec- "O . ..

tive Reenlistment Bonus system is the proper way to - -

address retention in the Navy. 16

In 1978 the Navy modified its position that the sole purpose of Sea .

Pay was the "recognition-of-arduous-duty"; the retention aspects were ..-..-.
incorporated as an added purpose of the pay when a new legislative propo- '--

sal was prepared. Addressing this proposal, the Department of Defense _,._,'
Appropriation Authorization Act of 1979 (Pub. L. No. 95-485, 92 Stat. • .

4. 1620-1621) adopted an entirely new special pay for career sea duty (Career ... ,.. ...-. '
Sea Pay) with an effective date of I October 1978. The concept adopted -.. , .,.,'
in this legislation was based on the philosophy that those who serve ..-.-.. .

longer at sea are the ones that ought to receive more Career Sea Pay.
Officers continued to be excluded from drawing Career Sea Pay. The . . .
legislation provided a three-year phased increase as well as saved-pay
provisions for those years. An enlisted member in pay grade E-4 or
above, who had served more than three years on sea duty, drew the new pay
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on an ascending scale with amounts dependent upon total cumulative years
of sea time. The rates ranged from $25 per month to a high of $55 per
month. Under the phase-in the maximum rate was to increase to $100 ..
beginning October 1, 1981. However, prior to this date two other legis-
lative changes were enacted.

Commenting on the change to a dual purpose for Sea Pay, the July .
1982 revision to the Military Compensation Background Paper notes, """" "

In a Departmental Recommendation, DoD noted that sea pay -..... *

had historically been a means of recognizing and compen-
sating those who were willing to serve under the unique
conditions of service associated with sea duty...."
Because of the "unattractive" features associated with
the "unique conditions" of sea duty and the "competition
for quality manpower among the services and with civilian
industry," the Department recommended a new career sea
pay program to achieve "stabilized manning [of Navy ships] :m e*, 4g..
with experienced personnel*" •.. In short, DoD's "career "
sea pay" proposal may appropriately be regarded as an . ,..
incentive pay designed to meet manpower management goals. .-.-.

% Congress agreed with the need to meet such goals and... -
adopted the DoD proposal...17

The I October 1978 rates, however, were not sufficient to overcome - -

retention and sea manning deficiencies which the Services were facing.
One problem with the pay was noted in a U.S. Naval Institute Proceedings -

,.% article: NO

The act was designed as an incentive for the career
force by specifying the threshold of entitlement to
E-4's with more than three years of sea duty. By
discriminating to this extent, it is not particularly
cost effective because of the small numbers it reaches. -.
In the fiscal year 1980, it is estimated that only
38,700 out of approximately 148,800 [sic] enlisted , "
personnel on board ships will receive the new pay 18

Given the apparent poor effect of Sea Pay and increasing loss of experi- " .- . .

' enced personnel, the Navy leadership in 1980 pushed for both compensation 's .

and Sea Pay changes. -,.--" ', '

The Military Personnel and Compensation Amendments of 1980 (Pub. L. O ., .
No. 96-343, 94 Stat. 1124), commonly called the Nunn-Warner Bill, pro-

' vided an acceleration of the three-year phase-in to be effective September
' 1, 1980 and added a 15 per cent increase to the rates. When the amendment

was adopted by the Senate, the purpose noted was "to provide retention -"-"'"
incentives to Navy personnel coming to the end of their first term of " -...
enlistment." 19 The cited reason in the conference report was "the Navy's

shortage of petty officers-particularly those with six to twelve years of
years of Service."20 (Sea Pay/Career Sea Pay Rates for 1949 through "-
this change appear on page 619.) ..-.- ,"-" ""~~~--'.. .',, ' " 44 "
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The current Career Sea Pay legislation was established in Decem-

ber 1980 through the Military Pay and Allowances Benefits Act of 1980 - " "
(Pub. L. No. 96-579, 94 Stat. 3364-3366). With rates effective
January 1, 1981 (as shown in the table at Appendix B), this Act adopted ..._.___.-.--__

an entirely new structure of special pay for "career sea duty." The new
law retained the philosophy of pay for cumulative years of duty at sea
and extended the entitlement to officer personnel, except those of pay
grades 0-1 and 0-2. (Those officers with greater than four years enlist-

ed service are entitled to the pay--grades O-IE and 0-2E.) The rates of
Career Sea Pay were increased substantially. The Navy, in response to
a GAO request to explain the rate development and rationale, provided
the following:

The Career Sea Pay tables were originally structured as
a percentage of basic pay--approximately 20 percent of
basic pay for enlisted members and about 10 percent of
basic pay for officers. This was based on the positive
experiences of the sea pay program in World War II and I 4
the immediate post-war years when sea pay was structured
in this way. During the staffing process leading to the

• enactment of the new pay structure the rates were changed
.- from a percentage of basic pay to fixed amounts

approximating the percentage for that pay cell. 21 .--. '-'

In addition, members who serve more than 36 consecutive months of sea
* duty are entitled to a Career Sea Pay Premium of $100 a month. Based on

37 U.S.C. 305a, implemented by Executive Order 11157, Sea Duty entails
duty performed by a member:

a. While permanently or temporarily assigned to a ship, ,
ship-based staff, or ship-based aviation unit and while serving on a -.-
ship the primary mission of which is accomplished while underway or

while serving as a member of the off crew of a two-crewed submarine; or

b. While permanently or temporarily assigned to a ship
or ship-based staff and while serving on a ship the primary mission of
which is normally accomplished while in port, but only during a period - .
that the ship is away from its homeport for 30 consecutive days or more.

The reference to two-crewed submarines in Executive -*

Order 11157 is a further change which was made to Career Sea Pay since %. - , ,
the major restructuring and rate increases of 1980. The Uniformed Ser- "
vices Pay Act of 1981 (Pub L. 97-60, 45 Stat. 996) included a special - '
provision for the "off crew" of two-crew fleet ballistic missile submar-
ines to allow these personnel to draw career Sea Pay. Previously, only
the' crew embarked in the submarine drew the pay.

. -. • -, -.... . .-.' . . . ..
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Rates of Sea Pay
(Effective 1949-1978 T or Saved Pay until

e 30 September 1981)

Pay Grade Monthly Rate0 0

E-1 &E-2 $ 8.00
N"E-3 9.00 .

E-4 13.00

E-5 16.00

E-6 20.00 0
E-7 to E-9 22.50

Rates of Career Sea Pay
(Effe-ctive 1 October 1978)

. Applies to Personnel in Pay Grades E-4 through E-9 with more than 3 years'
creditable Sea Duty while on Sea Duty.

Years of
Sea Duty Monthly Rate-

Over 3 Years $25.00
Over 5 Years 35.00 ,

Over 12 Years 55.00

Rates of Career Sea Pay k -- ~ r-
(Effective 1 September 190)

'' Applies to Personnel in Pay Grades E-4 through E-9 with more than 3 years'
S Sea Duty while serving on Sea Duty.

Years of
* Sea Duty Monthly Rate -

.~Over 3 $29.00
1%-.Over 5 40.00 ~.4-5

.5-.-;over 7 52.00
Over 9 63.00

, .. Over 10 75.00
Over 11 86.00
Over 12 115.00

-6~
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CAREER SEA PAY RECIPIENTS
Fiscal Year 1982 (Actual) by Service*

N (Detailed Breakout of Table 2)

PAY KOINE DOD COAST I By
GRADE NAVY CORPS ARMY SUB-TOTAL GUARD MOMA TOTAL GRADE

0-6 237 2 - 239 18 5 262 0.2
.. 0-5 1,046 1 - 1,047 49 14 1,110 1.0% %

0-4 1,801 4 - 1.805 86 14 1.905 1.7 ~
0-3/32 1,677 - - 1,681 124 10 1,815 1.6
0-21 466 - - 466 321** 0 787 0.7
0-13 377 - - 377 - - 377 0.4

V472 4 3 79 37 - 116 0.1 . --..- P
- -3 212 4 22 238 74 - 312 0.3

11-2 470 9 50 529 112 - 641 0.6 -.. . .

W1-1 - 6 14 20 - - 20 0.0 -

OFFICERLS O-
SUB-TOTAL 6,358 30 89 16,4811 821 43 7,345 6.52% .

2 OFFICERS

"PFOR SERVICE 62 12 212 62 122 1002 6.52

% -9 578 45 - 623 41 - 664- r 0.
9 -8 1,862 84 1 1.947 69 - 2,016 1.8
E-7 8,612 216 14 8,842 865 - 9,707 8.6
3-6 18,914 358 53 19,325 1,500 - 20.825 18.4
E-5 30,514 710 95 31,319 1,750 - 33,069 29.2
1-4 36,071 1,758 167 37,996 1,685 - 39.681 35.0 -.. ,.-

ENLISTED DOD -

SUB-TOTAL 96,551 3,171 330 [100,0521 5,910 - 105,962 93.52

N. Z ENLISTED

FOR SERVICE 942 992 792 94Z 882% 93.52 Z?

TOALD 
DOD

OAL 102,909 3,205 419 [106,5331 6,731 43 113,307 100.12 .

z orSERVICE 192 22 12 5Z 192 Liz -
PERSONNEL of of of of of of
DRAWING Navy USNC ARMY DOD Coast MOM \ A .

SEA PAY Guard%

2 THIS SERVICE I ~ --- S

0? TOTAL
SEA PAY DOD -'.** ..---.

POPULATION 90.82 2.82 O.:Z [94.02] 5.92 0.02 1002 r~,....

N~ubr ofrecipients.nttlmnyas
*eCoast Guard 0-22 number also includes officers In pay grade 0-11.

-'%
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CAREER SEA PAY COST (Including Premium Pay)
Fiscal Year 1982 (Actual) by Service

(in $000)
(Detailed Breakout of Table 3)

PAY MARINE DOD COAST 2 BY ..- * *'.

GRADE NAVY CORPS ARMY SUB-TOTAL GUARD NOMA TOTAL GRADE

0-6 857 5 - 862 67 15 944 0.4

0-5 3 .31is 3 - 3,318 150 34 3,502 1.6
DC, -4 4,761 9 - 4,770 225 30 5,025 2.3
0-3/39 4,101 7 - 4,108 245 18 4,371 2.00 0
0-2E 1,181 - - 1,181 578 - 1,759 0.8
0-1E 903 - - 903 - - 903 0.4

W-4 29 7 8 274 138 - 412 0.2 .. .-

V-3 756 7 80 843 287 - 1,130 0.5
W-2 1.587 16 188 1,791 228 - 2,019 0.9
W-1 - 9 36 45 - - 45 0.0
OFFICERS
SUB-TOTAL 17,720 63 312 [18,0951 1,918 97 20,110 9.22

2 OFFICERS ,'

0f TOTAL
FOR SERVICE 9Z 22 43 2 12 10 .2 -.

-92,160 102 - 2,262 152 - 2,414 1.1
E.~* -8 6,697 184 4 6,885 257 - 7,142 3.3 2

Z-7 28,593 379 44 29,016 3,114 - 32,130 14.9 0111p*r- r.
E-6 49,534 552 116 50,202 4,230 - 54,432 25.2
E-5 50,922 550 108 51,580 4,305 - 55,885 25.8
1-4 39,682 1,131 140 40,953 3,235 - 44,188 20.4

-""'CENLISTED

'CSUB-TOTAL 177,568 2,898 412 (180,898] 15,293 - 196,191 90.8%

2 ENLISTED
OF TOTAL "Wt'
FOR SERVICE 912 982 572 91% 892 - 90.72%

C, GRAND
TOTAL 195,308 2,961 724 1198,9931 17,211 97 216,301 99.92

I THIS SERVICE
OF TOTAL SEA.

*PAT COST 90.32 1.42 0.32 192.021 8.02 0,02 100.02

Note on Appendix E Data: The reader must be advised to approach the above

figures withr caution, 'havy finance data indicated that in the last month
.*.,- of FY 1982 about 14,000 more members drew this pay than the number used as

the basis for this table which, for Navy, was obtained from their budget '@ 's
section. Differences may result from partial man-months, draws of theC

Spay briefly during a month due to temporary additional duty status,
fluctuations in promotions (particularly to E-4) or variations in the
original intended use of the data. As for the other Services, Coast

Guard does not have a centralized or automated finance system. Army did
not commence payment of Career Sea Pay until July 1982, but made payments

*retroactive to 1 January 1981. Total FY 1982 annual data are based on *-,

SArmy payments in the last quarter. ,.
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NAVY SHIP AND AIRCRAFT SQUADRON CHANGES*
Between FY82 and FY84

(Detailed Breakout of Table 5)

TYPE UNIT* FY 1982 FY 1984 CHANGE

Trident Submarines 2 4 +2 -

Attack Submarines 96 98 +2
Battleships 0 1 +1
Cruisers 27 29 +2
Destroyers 84 68 -16
Frigates 82 95 +13 _40
Amphibious ships 4 6 + 2
Underway replenishment ships 52 53 + 1
Fleet support ships 43 49 + 6
Fighter-attack SQDNs 60 65 + 5
Fleet Support SQDNs 16 18 + 2 _____

Readiness SQDNs 25 27 + 2 V. 0 *'

*Other active tactical/ 23 25 + 2
mobility SQDNs ~V

Summary of all Units

Total Ships 513 526 +13

Total Aircraft Squadrons 255 266 +11 .

Tu,*List only contains type units where changes will be occurring. .-- IC

Tuthe list does not add up to total units in summary.

Source of Data: Department of Defense, OASD (M,RA&L), FY 1984 Force
5Readiness Report, Volume III: Personnel and Training Readiness (C),

(Draft) April 1983, p. 42 (Unclassified Paragraph).

-Ne% S %% ... 1 P
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NAVY CAREER SEA PAY RECIPIENTS AND
MEAN/MEDIAN PAY AMOUNTS

FISCAL YEAR 1982
(Detailed Breakout of Table 8)

PAY Navy Total Mean Annual Median Annual
Grade Has Tears& uabersb Amount AS) mount()

0.4 237 500d $1,850 $1,800
*0-5 1,046 1738 1:899 1:800

*0-3/31 1,677 2664 1,340 1,200
0-28 466 791 1,716 1,800
0-11 377 406 1,480 1,400

Comissioned 5,604 9,146 1,604 1,500
* Officer

Sub-Total *

V-A 72 141 2,089 1,900
W-3 212 477 2,036 1,800
W1-2 470 624 2.044 1,800

Commisuioned 754 1,242 2,046 1,800 %
Warrant Officer -

Sub-Total

All Officers 6,358 10,388 NIA NIA ~fU~W S
1-9 578 1180 2,117 20000

3-8 1.862 3257 2,137 2,100P
3-7 8,612 13,662 2,168 2,400

1-6 I1914 31.289 1,683 1,600
3-5 30.514 52,559 1,080 800

3-4 36,071 52,8350 575 400

Sub-Total 96,531 15*,702 1,153 80o

Ttl 102,909 ____ 1.185 bo

Votes:
a . Mae Year are as reflected for Navy In Table 3 and Appendix I
b. Total number of personnel Includes partial years duo to reasons ouch as,

KCS transfers. temporary duty or embarked aviation units .. .~

c. Rounded to nearest $100 .

d. 0-6 Total Includes 3 of ficers who yere promoted to 0-7 during the year at . .-
which time sea Pay terminated. . .

e. 3-4 total sumboe Include 2,373 2-3's. 388 9-2Ze and 145 3-I's who drew Career - .- *.

Sea Pay io ?PT 1982. Presuably they were reduced in rate from a qualifying

delys of romtios)could also be part of the reason.

V...

%%
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0 0

REASONS RESPONDENTS BELIEVE ARE MOST
IMPORTANT FOR JUSTIFYING SEA PAY*

Assigned
Order of Cumulative 0
Importance Total

1st 2nd 3rd-.-.."-. "-" "---"Reason for Justifying Sea Pay Mst 2nd 3d -M

Long working hours (above and I 0
beyond those expected of Navy and

other military personnel not serv-
ing at sea). 30 21 13 64

Separation from family and friends 20 14 14 48

Hazardous nature of sea duty (haz-
ards above and beyond those experi-
enced by Navy and other military
personnel not serving at sea). 13 11 10 34 %

Loss of COMRATS, BAQ, and other
pays and allowances available •. -

.- only to shore-based personnel 11 10 9 30 . .. '-

Harsh living conditions (tight " -

spaces, inadequate and in-.. .-

sufficient facilities). 7 14 14 35 Z "

Lack of privacy and personal ..... -""
freedom (inability to escape \ ........... ;..
shipmates, supervisors and .,- ..-. "-
military environment, regard- :- ,"-" -
less of duty status). 6 9 11 26

Unpleasant working conditions- - -
(noise, heat, inaccessability
of machinery and equipment). 3 8 9 20

*As extracted in part (not all reasons surveyed are included above)
from a report by Claude Braunstein, and Emanuel P. Somer, Enlisted
Men's Attitudes towards Alternative Methods of Sea Pay Compensation, -".

(NPRDC Special Report SR-78-1) San Diego, CA: Navy Personnel
Research and Development Center, January 1978, p. 12. ,"-...- ..

• . - - '4% • % .
i
-o
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. . . . .

RETENTION OF NAVY ENLISTED PERSONNEL IN TEN '". '':
MOST CRITICAL RATINGS AT SEA

AND SRB MULTIPLES

FIRST TERN SECOND TERM THIRD TERN "

*"- (Zone -A (Zone 5) (Zone 7 . . .

*RATING FY79 FY80 FY61 rY82 FY83* FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY836 FY79 FY80 FY51 FY82 FV53*

M-Boatawala'a Nate 25Z# 21Z 24Z 341 422 572 592 702 83Z 832 902 912 932 962 97S
06 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .5 0 0 0 0

CK-G-uner'ae ta(Cuma) 15 16 Is 34 40 52 59 67 81 94 92 91 96 95 99
0 0 0 2 1.5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Fire Control Technician
-l-cuma 34 32 24 40 50 49 47 58 81 83 86 90 93 92 9 .

2 1 0 3 3 1 1 0 3 3 0 0 .5

FI-pUaailoe 47 41 32 33 27 69 53 74 64 66 85 80 90 94 93
5 6 5 6 4 5 6 6 6 4 2 2 .5

3'-Electronics Warfare 58 34 13 36 51 43 54 43 82 76 76 90 77 95 96 O
2 2 0 4 3.5 1 2 2 5 3.5 1 5 2.5 ,

S2-Sonar Technician 47 39 22 32 33 41 56 62 72 71 67 89 92 93 91
%(Surface) 4 4 3 3 2 2 4 4 6 4 0 1 1

IC-Intarior 24 27 22 32 30 46 53 62 74 78 81 54 92 92 93
comal . ctleo 2 1 1 3 2.5 1 2 2 4 2.5 1 1 0

Al-Aviaeton ASV 34 34 22 30 63 41 43 42 72 74 92 76 83 60 9o Z.
Technicia. 1 0 0 3 4.5 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 0

• AZ-Aviation alntoance 36 29 40 52 60 52 58 59 79 85 "8 95 94 " 100
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

AB-AvIation Boatavain 28 23 33 41 41 54 35 ft 60 80 51 100 98 100 100
14.2 1 2 2 .5 1 0 3 3 1.5 2 2 0

All Navy 38 37 42 50 55 45 51 57 63 67 91 92 94 95 97

MUMES:
a FT 1983 rates through June 1983 cu, y.-

W, w First Line - Reten io%
&Sacoad Line* SRB Multiple

% % %* % % %

., % .6 . . .

_r
%,'# , -... ... ' %, ,. .. '. %

.• W. " *?.' ' "..... .. .. -. .-..

-~ %, '%.

" --,,,.. ,.'- . . ...

........ ........ ........ ........ ........

,. %. . , ..%~
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BACKGROUND ON COMPENSATION FOR SELECTED
SEAFARING OCCUPATIONS

A. TECHNICAL REPRESENTATIVES.________

The company under review has two grades of technical representatives
that go to sea with the Navy aboard aircraft carriers. They are: journey-
man-level grade 7, and senior level grade 8. The grade 8 requires some
lead or supervisory activity.

Monthly basic pay scales are as follows:

Minimum Mid-Point Maximum

Journeyman $2,416 $3,143 $3,870 ' * '

Senior 2,655 3,451 4,248

Incentives.

While at sea, the base rate of pay is increased by 25%; 20% while
in port. In addition, a $22.50 per diem is paid during the tenure on r iU"N
board a carrier.

A added incentive consists of a bonus at the end of each cycle.
The bonus is based on earning one point for each day spent at sea. The
monetary value of each point earned is displayed below:

*Points Point Value

0-220 $2.75 %

221-440 3.50
44166 4.00
661-880 4.50

881-1100 5.00

* Weekly pay scales have been adjusted by multiplying them by 4.5 to make -~~~ :*-
them more comparable to Navy monthly pay scales. Weekly pay scales are:
Journeyman, $537, $699, and $860; Senior $590, $767, and $944 for minimum,
mid-point, and maximum, respectively. ~-

Data effective: 12 April 1983. *..g
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B. OIL RIG WORKERS.

Work Schedule.

Oil rig workers generally work an equal number of on/off days, i.e.,0 0
7 days on, 7 day. off. Each rig hold two shifts, each working a 12-hour
day for total of 84 hours for each shift worked. Overtime is assumed to
be 44 hours for each shift worked. Overtime rates are 150% of straight-
time rates.

Travel To and From the Rig.6 0

Oil rig workers are paid minimum hourly wages while traveling from .' 4
their assembly point on shore to the rig and for the return f rom the rig .- A
to shore. This is usually less than 2 hours each way. However, this

e J.%

time is used in accumulating time to be counted as overtime. No wages .. %:. -

are paid for time spent in getting to the assembly point. ~, .

Room and Board. .

4'.. Oil rig workers are furnished room and board for time spent on the .*-~'.

rig.

Bonuses and Savings.

As a general rule, bonuses are not a part of oil rig workers' com- .

N.~ pensation. Some companies offer savings incentives by matching up to *~ -.

52-61 of a worker's pay that he puts into savings. The funds are un-

* ~ available to the employee for specified periods, depending on the savings -*

plan.

Hourl. Wages While Actually Workingr

4...-,Low Mid High ..

Shift Foreman $13.00 $13.00 $14.00
Floorman 9.00 9.50 10.00 ',' 4

Crane Operator 10.00 10.50 11.00
Roustabout 7.50 8.00 8.50 4 4

.. 7

% N.
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C. NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION (NOAA);
SEAFARING CIVILIAN (WAGE MARINE) EMPLOYEES. . i

Note: NOAA Corps officers receive the same basic pay and allowances as """
commissioned officers of other Uniformed Services. The following discus-

* sion pertains only to NOAA's civilian wage marine employees.

Basic Salaries.

Salaries of NOAA's civilian wage marine employees are governed by 5 USC
5348, which requires that pay be set in accordance with prevailing rates
and practices in the maritime industry, as nearly as is consistent with 0 4

the public interest. Salaries vary greatly, ranging from $5316 per
month for a licensed Master to $877 per month for a messman. Since

, their salaries derive from maritime rates established for work at sea,
wage marine employees do not receive any type of sea pay differential. .-. -°- ...

Wage marine employees are, however, eligible for five types of premium
pay under those conditions set forth in the various labor-management * WO *. ,

agreements, as follows: " - "- "W

1. Overtime Pay. '..-..-

Overtime is a rate payable for all work performed in excess of 8
hours per day and on Saturdays and Sundays, and holidays. Overtime rates
vary from $44.13 per hour to $8.69 per hour, depending on the position,

and, with two exceptions, are payable both in port and at sea. Dayworking "" ."* .

Masters and Chief Engineers receive no overtime compensation for work . -'.%-.f*-
while at sea. In port, they receive compensatory time for overtime worked % - . -.

on an hour-for-hour basis, or may receive overtime pay in lieu of compen- -
satory time if the time off cannot be realistically used. W

2. Penalty Pay. .- - .-

Penalty time is a rate payable for certain types of work which ' ...- -"'.
fall outside the scope of regularly prescribed duties, or which are in- .-

herently undesirable. Rates vary from $8.61 per hour for licensed Masters -

and Mates to $8.01 per hour for licensed Engineers and Electronics Tech- small

nicians to either $5.11, $4.99, or $3.87 per hour for all other employees, s j-.

depending upon their positions. These rates are in addition to base pay. ..
%. % . .. % .% .-

3. Dirty Work Pay. .%. .

Personnel required to perform certain undesirable tasks, such as
working in boilers, cofferdams, and condensers, are entitled to dirty -- - -

-. work pay. Rates are $5.41 per hour during regular working hours, in '"':-..................

addition to base pay, and $12.26 per hour, or the overtime rate if higher, .,"- .,"- '-.
otherwise. %

. ..... . .. %.. . -, , -.-

%..

% % %'. -
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4. Tank Cleaning Pay

Personnel required to enter fuel oil tanks, oily bilges, or simi-
larly contaminated areas are entitled to tank cleaning pay. Rates are
either $5.11, $4.99, or $4.82 per hour depending on the employee's rating,0 0

~.. ~plus base pay or overtime, as appropriate.

5. SCUBA Diving Pay*

Employees required to dive as a part of their official duties
receive dive pay at the rate of $17.87 per hour actually spent in the
water, in addition to base pay or overtime, as appropriate.

""%%.

%% %%
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES -'- -

Career Sea Pay

Issues: 1. Career Sea Pay is, with some exceptions, achieving its dual
"'*r purpose of compensating for the hardships of sea duty and .

selectively improving retention of personnel-' -.

2. Career Sea Pay value has eroded somewhat; it should be closely
monitored and reexamined in about two years. "__"_"_"_________

3. Incremental rates beyond 12 years through 20 years should -

be established with a new maximum of $410 per month.

4. Commissioned officers should be eligible for Career Sea Pay

after accruing three years creditable sea service, regardless
of pay grade. * ,O ..

Department Comments " ' "

Army Concurs.

Navy Concurs except for the recommended
maximum rate and consideration of some
sort of methodology to protect incen-

W tive value of Career Sea Pay. Stated
that to restore its value to 1981 lev- :-.....
els requires a 24 percent increase in
rates now. A method triggering legis- ' -.

lative response to this deterioration
is necessary. As to maximum rate, Navy
response to preliminary draft recom-
mended $500 per month.

Air Force Deferred to views of the Department
of the Navy. "" -' "" "-"

Coast Guard Concurs. Made specific note of agree- .- % % , ..-

ment with recommendation to reexamine ' - . .
Career Sea Pay in two years. - . -

Public Health Service Concurs. --. '-'.

4, NOAA Concurs.

Joint Chiefs of Staff Concurs. . . . . . . . • . .- . .
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ya o .s -..y .follows:

LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS "-"-""-"--" "

. Amend Title 37 U.S.C. 305a(b) to revise and expand rate table to
change rates for years 10, 11 and 12 for certain pay grades and in-",-- '"P --

,... dude rates for years beyond 12 years of accrued sea duty to 20 .,-.>.-"."..'
"+.'- years of sea duty as follows : . .- - . .-

:-'. ~~Proposed Career Sea Pay Table"+ ""'- "

- .j ~~Revision and Extension ($ monthly) f +O ..

Pay Grade Over 10 11 12 14 16 18 20
• . + . . p . - "m .

E-6 265 265 280 295 310 325 340
E-7 N/C* N/C N/C 330 350 370 390
E-8 N/C N/C 320 340 360 380 400 -

E-9 320 330 350 370 390 410 410 v O O4

W-1 N/C N/C N/C N/C N/C N/C N/C
w-2 N/C N/C 310 330 350 370 390
W-3 N/C N/C 330 350 370 390 410
w-4 320 330 350 370 390 410 410

O-1/IE N/C N/C N/C 250 260 270 280
2/2E N/C N/C N/C 250 260 270 280
3/3E N/C N/C N/C 260 270 280 290
4 N/C N/C N/C 270 280 290 300 - '

5 N/C N/C N/C 285 300 315 340
6 N/C N/C N/C 325 340 355 380

*No Charge ,

2. Amend Title 37 U.S.C. 305a(b) to eliminate footnote I to the Commis- "
sioned Officers Rate Table, which allows only those commissioned of- -.

ficers in paygrades 0-1 and 0-2 with at least four years of active
service as enlisted members or as non-commissioned warrant officers .
to receive Career Sea Pay. All commissioned officers would hence-
forth be entitled to receive the pay if they have accrued three years
of creditable sea duty and are otherwise eligible by assignment.

P r % %* ' -. -
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SELECTIVE REENLISTMENT BONUS

I. PURPOSE. The purpose of the Selective Reenlistment Bonus (SRB) is
to serve as "a retention incentive paid to enlisted members serving in
certain selected military specialties to reenlist for additional obligated
service. The bonus is intended to generate additional reenlistments in . .
critical military specialties characterized by retention levels insuf-
ficient to sustain the career force at an adequate level."[17]

- -'-% - .. - q

II. DATA SOURCES. In conducting the analysis, several sources of data
were used. These include Title 37 U.S.C.; House and Senate reports
concerning authorization and appropriation for SRB; OSD and Service imple- S • "
menting directives; computer files relating to enlisted bonus management
submitted to OSD annually by the Services during the budget process; corn-
puter files from the Bureau of Labor Statistics relating to employment/
unemployment and wages; and Service remarks concerning appropriate use
of reenlistment bonuses. Finally, work done by RAND, the Center for
Naval Analysis (CNA) and others was used in lieu of new data analysis ' 0 ,
when appropriate. Since they have no enlisted personnel, Public Health -

Service and NOAA are not authorized to pay the reenlistment bonus. The -.......

Services (except for Coast Guard) are required to annually submit to OSD
computer files containing manning data, reenlistment data, bonuses and
training data. Most of the analysis in this paper used these files as the
primary data source. Services augmented this information by explaining
unique features of bonus management for their respective application.

"" Limited data from the Marine Corps were available for inclusion in some
of the analysis accomplished in this paper. Detailed data were not

': available from the Coast Guard, although some summary information was ...... .

. provided. Extensive field interviews with SRB recipients provided a
valuable framework for understanding aspects of bonuses relating to
personal finance and reenlistment behavior. "

III. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE.

A. PRE-1949. Since the first Congress in 1791 authorized reenlist-

ment "bounties" of $6.00, only the depression years of 1933 through 1939 ." ." ,

saw no reenlistment bonuses being paid. During these hard times enlisted 4 " .,
personnel were competing for vacancies in the career force. Until 1833 '"

all reenlistees received the same bonus amount, but increases occurred
from time to time as the bonus eroded in value. In March 1833 bonuses ".

equaled two months' pay. By 1854 the lump-sum bonus was shifted to a
monthly addition of $2.00 to regular pay for first reenlistments and ,*
$1.00 to subsequent reenlistments, provided the reenlistment occurred S. +g- ..
with no break in service. In 1854 the Marines were authorized to use the
bonus and by 1855 the Navy was authorized a similar system, but paid a .1%
lump-sum bonus of 3 months' pay for an immediate reenlistment of 3 years.

In 1899 the Navy reenlistment period was extended to 4 years and the ....-

lump-sum bonus increased to 4 months' regular pay. The Navy also paid .
$1.36 in addition to monthly pay for reenlistment agreements similar to O ....
those used by the Army and Marines. Between 1908 and 1922 other changes
occurred; lump-sums and continuous monthly bonuses based on 10% of pay . ..--.

were authorized for the Army for each 5 years of consecutive service. -,- "-"- "- |
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Meanwhile, the Navy changed its fixed 4-year reenlistments for lump-sum
bonus to allow 2- or 3-year reenlistments with correspondingly smaller
lump-sums. Monthly bonuses were continued for consecutive reenlistments.

Hence, the Marines used the Army continuous pay concurrent with "
the Navy lump sum. In 1922 a Service-wide reenlistment bonus system was
instituted that paid bonuses based on grade and length of previous term - - ......

of enlistment, placing a $200 ceiling on the Navy but none on the Army .'"' "
or Marines. Monthly bonuses based on continuity of service were replaced - .

*. by longevity raises in pay without regard to continuity; however, step
increases for longevity varied in amount between Services. As previously "
mentioned, bonuses were suspended from 1933 to 1939. In 1945, all bonuses %
were computed based only on length of previous term, regardless of grade - -

a departure from the earlier method based on both grade and length of pre-
vious term. For a more detailed discussion of these historical develop-
ments, see the Military Compensation Background Papers [18]

B. POST-1949.

The present SRB program has evolved from former enlisted reten- -
tion bonuses. The Career Compensation Act of 1949 (P.L. 81-351) autho-
rized the first of these with three tenets:

1. Dollar amounts of enlisted retention bonuses should be pro-
portionate to the duration of the new term of service;

2. Retention bonuses are an incentive for additional obliga-
tion, not rewards for past service; and

3. Bonuses should be limited so that no bonus would be payable
for the last years of service.

Under this program, bonuses were computed by multiplying $10 by ..-...........
the square of the additional years obligated. For a 4 year reenlistment
the bonus was 10x4x4 = $160, while a 5-year reenlistment was 10x5x5 = $250. . . - '- - "
A person could reenlist for 2 or more years but for no more than 6 years. .
The bonus could not be paid for service in excess of 30 years; no person
could receive more than $1,440 in a career; and no more than 4 such . -
bonuses could be paid to any one person.

-. % ~~~~~~~-.. ,,,N,-,,...-..:,

The next iteration called the Regular Reenlistment Bonus (RRB)
was implemented in 1954 (P.L. 83-506) to improve upon the effectiveness hO . . ,S
of the previous plan by putting more money in first-term reenlistments "-"," .1 -I

and progressively less in subsequent reenlistments. The b nus nder RRB
was computed by multiplying the reenlistees' basic pay by /6' '6' /6,

or /6 for ist, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th or subsequent reenliatments, respec- .. *... -,

tively. Instead of 30 years, this bonus could not be paid for obligated .... .
"" service in excess of 20 years. The career ceiling was raised from $1,400 '.', : .74:-'0"

to $2,000.
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The third iteration, called Variable Reenlistment Bonus(VRB),

" - was designed to address special first-term retention problems beginning

in 1965. The Services were experiencing inadequate first-term retention
and career manning in some technical, high-training-cost skills. So, in

. addition to the RRB, a first-term reenlistee received another bonus of up 1. "
to 4 times the amount already received in RRB. Other skills paid 1, 2, -.- -

or 3 times the RRB. Non-critical skills were paid RRB but no VRB. "- .

The RRB was paid regardless of manning, and the VRB was paid '

only to first reenlistment. In May of 1974 the Enlisted Personnel Bonus ...-

Revision Act (P.L. 93-277) was passed in an attempt to correct these

shortcomings. VRB's were eliminated and replaced with the new Selective..

Reenlistment Bonus(SRB) payable to any reenlistment occurring before 10

years of service. Members on active duty prior to 31 May 1974 continued

to be eligible for a RRB, but it was not authorized for new entrants to ,.- . -

military service.

Table I shows chronologically the legislative history of the
present SRB authority. The authority expired, or nearly expired, six

times before new legislation was signed into law. In three cases the
legislation actually expired before new authority became law. * .

%
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Table 1

SRB -.Authority - ---

Public Law Date/Name Description*0

P.L. 93-277 10 May 19714 Established Authority for SRB
(Armed Forces Repealed authority VRB/RRB for new -

Personnel Revision entrants.
Act of 1974)

P.L. 95-57 29 June 1977 Extended termination date from0
30 Jun 77 to 30 Sep 78.

I Oct 1978 SRB Authority Expired. ;-

P.L. 95-485 20 Oct 1978 Authority Reinstated.
*h(DOD Appro- Termination date set at 30 Sep 80.

priations
Act of 1979) got !.0 71

P.L. 96-342 8 Sep 1980 Extended termination date from
(DOD Appro- 30 Sep 80 to 30 Sep 82. Eligi-
priations bility expanded to allow members

Act of 1981) with up to 14 YOS (was previously <

10). Max bonus increased from..
12 to 16 thousand (15 to 20 I~~
thousand for enlisted nuclear).

P.L. 96-579 23 Dec 1980 Forgave up to 2 years of obligated
(Military Pay service for submarine crew extending"'.--
and Allowances or reenlisting to retain eligibility.-.%
Benefits Act for continuous submarine pay in SRB
of 1980) computation.

P.L. 97-60 14 Oct 1981 Allowed all services to forgive up --

Pay Act of 1981 to 2 years of an extension (never .-

A ~~~~~funded except for nuclear submarine :.'; .\ .- ?4

enlisted).*.*
P.L. 97-276 2 Oct 1982 Extended authority to pay SRB from .

Continuing 30 Sep 82 to 17 Dec 82.: .
Resolution I_
Authority :"

(FY83) DOD~'-
Appropriations *'. .

Bill .-

P.L. 97-377 21 Dec 1982 Extended authority from 17 Dec 82 ~~'~
Continuing to 31 Mar 83.
Resolution
Authority w - -
(FY83) DOD

* ~~~~Appropriation -**.* ,*-

* Bill ~
* P.L. 98-14 30 Mar 83 Extended authority from 31 Mar 83

to 30 Sep 84.

*Descriptions highlight major changes only. Dates are those when signed.e.%.
House and Senate approval occurred earlier. .. *... lei****
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C. BACKGROUND OF PRESENT SRB PROGRAM.

There are 5 criteria for designating a military specialty as
one qualifying a reenlistee for receipt of an SRB: " "' "

- Serious undermanning in 3 or more adjacent career years,

- Chronic and persistent shortages in total career manning.

- High first-term replacement costs.

- Relatively unattractive skill.

- Essential skill to accomplish the defense mission.

In addition to meeting any one these criteria, there must be a
reasonable prospect of enough improvement in retention to justify the .*. O
cost. OSD has defined the career manning improvement as the expected
number of additional career members to be gained as a result of the
bonus.

eligible For each skill designated by the Secretary of Defense as being -

eligible for an SRB, an award level ranging from 0 to 6 is determined for
each of 3 reenlistment zones, depending on the desired improvement in . O .'--
number of reenlistments. Zones are defined as follows:

Zone A: 21 months -6 years .,

Zone B: 6 years - 10 years

Zone C: 10 years - 14 years

An eligible reenlistee must extend or reenlist in his specialty
for at least 3 years. The bonus is computed by multiplying the award - " --.-"5"" "E1,-njl
level by basic pay by the number of years of additional obligated service.
Congress presently authorizes payments of up to $20,000 for nuclear
trained personnel and $16,000 for all others. Additionally, nuclear
personnel may use up to 2 years of an unserved extension as part of the -
new term of enlistment for purposes of bonus computations, essentially . " ,
forgiving previous obligated service. The present program is funded so
that 50% of the bonus is received immediately and the remainder is provided
in equal installments at the beginning of each subsequent year of the new - ,

enlistment. The payment method has changed repeatedly over the years, as.,....... ...... *..

shown in Table 2. .,

r.. .'. ," ",. :
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Table 2
<Meho of__Payment_

General

Jun 74 -Dec 74 - lump sum
Jan 75- Mar 79 - installment
Apr 79 -Jan 82 - lump sum
Feb 82- Present - 502 lump sum

50% equal annual _______

-0
Note: This is a basic schedule subject to unique
Service implementation. For example see Army -k

implementation In Table 3. Conversion to modified
payment In 82 occurred as a result of Congressional
Intent of P.L. 97-410, DoD Appropriations Act of________
1982. Conversion to lump sum was funded beginning i * '~

the second half of FY79 in P.L. 95-457, FY79 DOD
Appropriations Bill.

Specific timing and implementations varied slightly by service
but were quite similar to that of the Army as shown in Table 3. In all
Services, obligated service beyond 16 years is not used in bonus compu-
tation.

Table 3 -nr'

Method of Payment
Army

1 Jun 74 - 31 Dec 74
- lump sum and Installment
- max 60% could be lump sum
- based on quota to command . x-.

1 Jan 75 - 3 Apr 79 %.:-\-~4~~n;nn:

-annual installment payments
- for zone A multiple 1, 50%

up front remainder on 1st
anniversary *rJ

- people could request lump sum p

based on availability of $ ~n'
(estimated that 20% got lump sum) .- ... . JI.

- lump sum payments

S- people could request annual
installment (only a few did) *9**t'%'I9

14 Jan 82 - present 0
- 50% lump sum/50% annual equal

installment

Other Services generally followed this scheme but no specific documenta- N.V: %p
tion was available to substantiate specific payment characteristics. .\ '%r

642 __________

Ni.~ ~~~- P (%r~nnC\'n~~~n
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Table 4 shows the budget dollars for all enlisted attraction and
retention incentive since FY66.

Table 4 0
DoD Bonus and Proficiency Costs (Thousands)

FY66-FY84 (Budget)

Regular VaibeSelective Total
't enlistment Reenlistment Enlistment Reenlistment Total Proficiency Bonus -

F iscal Year Bonus Bonus Bonus Bonus Bonus Pay Pro Pay _____________

1966 155.009 10,696 -- 165,705 122,000 287,70500
1967 168,602 47,437 - - 216 .039 134,571 350,61

19812.187.46- - 201,624 142,985 344,609

19697000 120,356 - - 261.058 136,583 397,641

190162,471 164,564 - - 327.035 148,309 475.344I
1971 168,076 197101 - - 365177 155.108 520,285
1972 149,530 185,317 1.500 - 336,347 169,897 506.244
1973 157,258 182.716 40,917 -380.891 146.356 527.247

1941066181,166 43,012 - 384.834 122,254 507.088
1975 101,694 52,337 58.776 129,714 342,521 92,881 435.402 * 7P
1976 106,869 39,878 68,481 63,939 279,167 38,259 317,426

S197TQ 37,100 7,200 12,000 25,200 81.500 9.000 90,500
%. 197783,7 26,125 30,295 103,783 243,673 35,500 279,173

19835.747 18,561 34,076 149,813 238,197 35,613 273,810
*~ .1979 16,853 5,629 42,683 242,356 30,23763358

1980 8,911 - 50.625 330,284 389,820 41,107 430,927
1981 5,290 - 69,370 578,631 653,291 45,317 698,608

S1982 1.802 - 106,202 490,932 59,3 4705659

w 1984-(Budt) 64 - 135,041 457.912 593,017 48,520 641,537
18 (Bdt)64 - 57.187 623.941 781,192 48.855 830,047

D4,% ats only reflect@ DOD. US Coast Guard Paid 445 and 154 SRB's in FY81 and FY82%
% % 4 respectively. Amounts paid were 315 and 106 thous.and.

' IV. ANALYSIS. In analyzing the effectiveness of the SRB Program, sev-
eral q uestions were addressed:

- Are SRB skills and award levels by zone selected and eliminated

efficiently and appropriately? -

- Do the traditional improvement factors used in projecting addi- .-.-

tional reenliatments resulting f rom application of a bonus accurately
,~ref lect reenlistment behavior? .

- Do the methods of computing and paying SR~s -and recouping un-
earned SR~s properly achieve the goals of the SRB program? .

The answers to these questions were sought by addressing individual
-'issues related to one or more of these questions. The results of the ~ ~ ~ .

Sanalysis are presented in the following sections. .. ,, .,.

.'~. %sA. ELASTICITY OF REENLISTHENTS WITH RESPECT TO BONUSES.

One of the most important factors in establishing the effective- 4 .*~,

ness of the SRB program is to determine the relationship between a change
*.m in bonuses and the change in reenlistments. Several attempts have been

made to formalize this relationship since the introduction of "criticality *. .

% ',,
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factors" into the computation of reenlistment bonuses. The Variable Reen-
listment Bonus (VRB) system had 4 award levels to provide a bonus of one,

two, three, or four times the Regular Reenlistment Bonus (RRB) that a
reenlistee would normally receive. The VRB was paid in addition to the
first-term RRB. When the existing SRB program was implemented, 6 award 0
levels were authorized. In both the SRB and VRB, award levels were set
based largely on two factors: replacement costs (training) and number of -

reenlistments desired to fill billets in the next term of service. If
the award level is too low, there will likely be insufficient numbers .
reenlisting to fill more senior billets. Similarly, an award level too .-.- _-_ -'..-.
high may cause excess reenlistments and stagnate promotions in subsequent • 0
years. Thus, it is important to establish award levels accurately. To

,.. do so requires a thorough understanding of the relationship between
bonus amounts and reenlistment rates. As shown in Table 5, all Services -

have experienced dramatic strides in reenlistment rates in recent years.
During the time since FY79 pay raises and/or economic conditions have --- . -

generally favored military service over employment in the civilian work . .. ;
force. Reenlistment bonuses represent just one factor influencing the
reenlistment decision process. But with reenlistment rates as high as
they have been recently, it may be harder to reenlist those remaining few
through the application of a bonus. If the distribution of "taste for
military service" is unchanged but reenlistment rates move upward, then
only the people with the lowest preference for the military can be influ- " . -"
enced by a bonus. Bonuses are less effective for such a group. Further-
more, with a large number of people predisposed to reenlistment, a smaller
fraction of the SRB dollars are "buying" the undecided individual. %

Finally, since FY79 there has been no discernable difference between SRB %
skills and non-SRB skills with respect to the speed and direction of
movement of reenlistment rates.

Table 5
Service-Wide Reenlistment Rates

FY FIRST TERM SECOND TERM CAREER " .,' .% - ..

AF N A MC CG AF N A MC CG AF N A MC CG

79 38 38 40 20 16 60 45 - - - 91 91 63 52 65
80 36 37 52 23 27 63 51 - - - 92 92 70 50 69

81 43 42 59 27 41 72 57 - 73 - 94 94 76 75 88
82 57 50 58 34 36 81 63 80 75 - 95 95 95 78 82 * . . ,.

Note: Format is Air Force/Navy/Army/Marine Corps/Coast
Guard. Data not shown were unavailable. Values shown .. ' "- -

"' are 100 times the reenlistment rate, which is computed
by dividing reenlistments plus extensions of at least . . .
24 months by eligibles plus extensions of at least 24 "
months. Eligibility is determined by Service policy.

." e . . . . . . .
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Table 6

FACTORS FOR ESTIMATING THE IMPROVED FIRST-TERM REENLISTENT RATE .

TO BE ATTAINED FROM AWARD OF VARIOUS JEytLS OF ZONE A ..
SELECTIVE REENLISTMENT 

ONUS-

O 0

% FirsL-Tern Reenlistment
Rate With No Award Multiply Reenlistment Rate Without Award by: . . . . . .-

More No More Zone A. Selective Reenlistment Bonus

Than Than S-1 S-2 S-3 S-4 S-5 S6

0 10 1.17 1.36 1.59 1.85 2.14 2.48

10 15 1.15 1.33 1.52 1.73 1.97 2.22

15 20 1.14 1.30 1.46 1.66 1.86 2.08

20 25 1.13 1.28 1.43 1.60 1.77 1.95

25 30 1.12 1.26 1.39 1.54 1.69 1.84

30 35 1.11 1.23 1.36 1.48 1.61 1.74 .

3- 50 1.10 1.19 1.29 1.38 1.48 1.57

Table 6. This table comes from a Rand study of VRB effectiveness during the tine period
1971 through 1974. It results from the use of Army data in that period. No recent guidance
has beem developed for use by all Services in estimating the effect of reenlistment bonuses.

DoD Instructions (1304.22 series) contained guidelines for esti-
mating the improvement resulting from a bonus. Table 6 shows the reen- .. '. ...

listment rate improvement factors for first-term reenlistments rates.
To use this table, the SRB manager must know the reenlistment rate without
a bonus, then determine the desired reenlistments to meet personnel objec- ",-.

tives; compute the resulting improvement factor; find that value on the -.-

appropriate row of the table and pick the bonus level for the correspond-
Ing column ... i, -- ,.

Though the table may serve as a guide, it has several drawbacks. ... .

First, for some skills that have been on the SRB program for extended '"

i .v periods, it may be difficult to accurately estimate the "base reenlistment .. -.
rate," i.e., that which would occur in the absence of a bonus. A possible

advantage of this approach is that the table has an implied "awareness"
that skills with traditionally low or high reenlistments have improvement . -

factors different from typical skills. However, the model used in devel- -,..-.

oping the improvement factors was not separately calibrated by groupings *.."

of the base reenlistment rate. The differences shown are the result of .. .

mathematical necessity and not based on observed behavior differences be-
tween skills with low and high reenlistment rates caused by distasteful k,.@ ,,S

- " duty or higher value to civilian employment markets.

Second, the data in Table 6 are taken from a Rand Study [21
completed in 1977 using data for FY71, FY73, and FY74. The data came

'L from Army files during the VRB period only. It seems reasonable that
IP.tZ2 improvement factors would vary by Service. In fact, the Rand report did ... .

show differences between Services over the same time period, but chose
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the Army model because the Army "method of VRB payment" most closely

* approximated the SRB payment policy (installment) in effect at the time
of the study.

Third, no such improvement factor table existed for Zone B and 0

Zone C since Vils were only a first-term reenlistment incentive and no
estimates were made for career members at that time. More recent esti- * .

mates suggest lower improvement factors for careerists due to: ... ..

- higher reenlistment rates for careerists, mathematically ____"__""

necessitating lower improvement factors and . O 0

- lower responsiveness to pay changes for more senior person-
nel.

Fourth, though improvement factors are simple to understand,
there have been relatively few studies that use improvement factors as g. ,1 .- -

the index to measure SRI effectiveness. Most studies use elasticity of
reenlistments with respect to pay (percent change in reenlistments divi- " "
ded by percent change in pay) as the preferred parameter to estimate. ,:.:.-
Although the Rand report was well done, the current SRB environment is .. 4..

considerably removed from the 1971-1974 VRB environment and warrants %
detailed review. For example, current reenlistment rates are now off
the scale of the OSD table developed when reenlistment rates averaged lei :l-: ''"-Negf!

20%. Though many independent studies have been conducted since 1977, ...-... , .

,- no DoD-wide comprehensive review has been conducted since that time.
Nevertheless, the Services do have more recent data and use it with vary- ... - .'..,

. ing degrees of sophistication. The following analysis begins to address
these topics in the current environment.

Several mathematical models have been developed over the years -.
to explain the cause/effect relationship between pay and retention. One

* study, Killer [1), used survey responses to explain reenlistment inten-
tions in terms of the demographics and perceptions of those responding ... "."..'..

to the survey. This study found 20 variables to be significant in -... .-..

explaining reenlistment intentions. These variables were categorized for .
convenience into compensation, promotion, location, and job satisfaction .... -.. 4

groupings. 'The point to be made is that money (compensation) is not the "
only variable explaining measured reenlistment intention. The conclusion , ...

the study indicated was that pay and promotion variables are those most . V,.
consistently (across Services) and significantly related to reenlistment % %

* Intentions.

Other studies define the relationship more directly. Instead
of focusing on reenlistment intention, these efforts rely on actual

'* (observed) reenlistment behavior under various conditions of pay. The
important parameter used to estimate this type of relationship is called I"."' .".". .". .". .

the bonus elasticity. It is a number defined to be the percent change
in reenlistment probability divided by the percent change in pay intended .

to induce the change in reenlistment behavior. It can also be interpreted ""
as the percent change in reenlistments induced by a one-percent change in

+% %.. %' ." %'. "% %- " , % . - "
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pay. For example, if the bonus elasticity is 3.0 and the bonus causes
a 5Z change in pay, we would estimate a 15% change in the reenlistment
probability. If the reenlistment rate (probability) is .5, under these
circumstances a 5% pay increase caused by a bonus would result in an
estimated reenlistment rate of .575, while a 5% decrease in bonus would
result in an estimated reenlistment rate of .425. Warner 14] estimated
a bonus elasticity at the first reenlistment decision point of 2.42 by -.

calibrating a sophisticated retention model, SCOL (Stochastic Cost of
Leaving), to FY79 Navy retention experience, then predicting the effect
on first-term retention of a 10 percent increase in second-term pay. In
another study Enns, Nelson, and Warner 14] calculated a first-term elas- __-_"__-_''___

ticity of 2.71. These methods relied on observations of actual behavior, O O

but Hiller [11 also attempted to estimate bonus elasticities on the basis
-. of survey questions about hypothetical bonuses and reenlistment inten- ..

tions. It was estimated that for second termers, bonus elasticities range
between 1.0 and 2.0, depending on years of service and branch of service. "" """

In the QRMC study, a methodology similiar to the one mentioned
above (Enns et al.) but less sophisticated was used to determine the "'
effectiveness of the SRB program. This method allows one to estimate the ,'.,,..- -.

. ~* change in reenlistment rates resulting from a change in the SRB multiple. ' - .-
Empirical data from FY79 through FY81 provided to OSD by each Service in . ' '-.
accordance with DODI 1304.22 were used to estimate these relationships. .
Files used include those submitted for PO 82, 83, and 84. For each skill
in the SRB program these files consist of a record containing, among other "MIN

e% * variables, skill identification data, reenlistments and eligibles by years ..-
of service, and strength versus requirements by years of service. -"

Two functional forms of the reenlistment model were estimated using
these data.

Method 1: The first was a logistic regression model where the assu- - -

med relation is:

r - -bo 1- :-".- .

-b 0 + bj X1 + b2 X2 + b3 X3)I+ e .- -. . . .

where: r - zone A reenlistment rate,
,.],,...:.... .- . '. .

XI  - zone A SRB multiplier,

X2  - dummy (yes/no) variable 1 - Army skill

0 - non Army, .

X3 dummy variable 1 - NAVY skill ", - ,
0 - non NAVY. w.

.- C
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The hypothetical relationship is somewhat arbitrary but has frequent-

ly been tested in analyses of reenlistment behavior for several reasons.
First, the form of the relationship guarantees that predicted values of

reenlistment rates will fall in the 0-1 interval. A simple linear
relationship does not offer this guarantee. Second, the form guarantees
that as base reenlistment rates move to the extremes (closer to 0 or 1),
bonus effectiveness goes down. The implication is that there is a dimin-

ishing return on the SRB investment at extreme reenlistment rates, but
8 it does not necessarily imply that the level of compensation ceases to be

important. This is an interaction that is intuitively appealing but ab- .. _ _ - -

sent from simpler models. Of course, the model here is certainly not the • 0

only model with these properties, but was chosen for its simplicity and
popularity. Since the function on the left is not defined at 0 or 1, .. - -
reenlistment rates less than .05 were assumed to be .05 and rates above -

.95 vere set to .95. Table 7 shows the parameter estimates. Also skills . ". -..-.

with fewer than 25 members eligible to reenlist were dropped from the
estimation. 5 -

Table 7
Zone A Reenlistment Parameter Estimates

Method 1

Variable Coefficient T Statistics Significance

Intercept -.214 -4.697 .0001 >-.-- .

SRB Multiplier .153 5.396 .0001 "

Navy .261 3.06 .0027 t* '.
.w

Army -.475 -7.684 .0001 .._. . .. .. . ..

Note: The implied first-term elasticity is 1.65 at a ', -. ",.,

base reenlistment rate of 46%; a one-level change in .-

bonus multiple represents a 5% change in RMC.
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Method 2: Though the confidence levels for Method 1 estimates are
very high, that is, all parameter estimates are very significantly differ-
ent from =ero, the data did not fit this model well. The coefficient of
determination was only 3%, implying that other variables are more useful
for explaining variance in group reenlistment behavior. In fact, another
functional form (Method 2) was found to fit the data better and was used
throughout the succeeding analysis. In Method 2, the dependent variable
represents a comparison between the reenlistments for adjacent years of
each skill in the SRB program. The idea is to compare reenlistment rates ... .
within the SRB program for all 3 years. Two observations for each skill '.' .:
were calculated by comparing the first and second year, and the second
and third year rates. The functional form estimated was a linear model
interactively applied:

PCR = b0 + bI*PCP + b2 *PCE + b3 *ARMY + b4 *NAVY + b5 *T -..--..-

where:

PCR - absolute % change in reenlistment rate,

PCP - % change in pay (bonus induced),

PCE - % change in eligibles,

ARMY - dummy variable to indicate if observation was
for an Army skill,

NAVY - dummy variable to indicate if observation was ... -...

for a Navy skill,

T = dummy variable to indicate if observation was
for end FY81.

* ,- In this functional form, the coefficient (bl) of PCP is precisely
the elasticity parameter estimate. The constant term, bo, captures pre-
vailing trends in reenlistment rates for the period examined separate from
the influence of the bonus and other variables in the equation estimated. .. .
During the execution of the regression, observations were dropped if the

A skill had less than 25 members eligible to reenlist. This model was esti- -
, mated for each zone of SRB eligibility. Furthermore, an iterated least

squares regression technique was applied. This weights residuals in an
attempt to obtain more robust parameter estimates, that is, it attempts to
achieve more stable estimates than other methods obtain when the variables .+.Ot.-
used are not normally distributed. Ordinary least squares (OLS) regres-
sion is a statistical parameter estimation technique that is not robust,

p.~. -, i.e., its estimates are heavily influenced by extreme values (outliers).-

and may result in biased estimates. Table 8 shows the parameter estimates
for Method 2.
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Table 8
Zone A Reenlistment Parameter Estimates

Method 2

Asymtotic 95% Asymtotic 0 -
Variable Cooefficient Confidence Interval Standard Error

......................................... .-........-.........
1 bO - .481 .371 - 0.590 .056 .-.-.-..

PCP bl - 2.39 1.73 - 3.06 .337 .- .'.* .- .
PCE b2 - 0.993 0.965 - 1.02 .014 ....._"_"_"'-_"

ARMY b3 - -0.374 -0.493 - -0.255 .061 6 .
NAVY b4 - -0.249 -0.378 - -0.119 .066

T b5- -0.051 -0.152 - 0.050 .051

Note: Appendix A contains detailed information on this -"'
regression.

There are still other desirable features about this second method. " '-.-

First, this is not a completely cross-sectional model like that of Method "'. .
1. Instead, it incorporates a direct comparison of reenlistment rates
from year to year, giving it some longitudinal properties. In a cross-

sectional model, changes in reenlistment rates are predicted from inter-
skill changes in pay while a model with longitudinal properties predicts
reenlistment rate changes from intra-skill pay changes. Second, it was -.-.-
possible to exclude observations that had no changes in multiples. There " .

'AW are some skills in the SRB program that have had almost no changes in
SRB multiples. For these skills the effect of the SRB has been to create -- ' .
a semi-permanent "differential pay," providing people higher compensation "
for duty in distasteful or continuously marketable skills. The SRB is I'
used to maintain adequate reenlistment rates, but is not intended to
alter reenlistment rates on a year-to-year basis. For example, certain

nuclear fields in the Navy have received level 6 multipliers for over 8
years, and have only recently reduced the multiple to 5.

Third, analysts and managers should observe that, in practice, SRB -
skills fall into two categories: 1) those for which payment is intended " .-"..:.-.-
to be a flexible, short-term solution to temporary changes in labor mar- .. "
kets or shifts in military manpower requirements, and 2) differential pays
for specific skills or duties. In both cases, the intended effect of the

bonus is the same - to achieve adequate reenlistments. However, in a ., ... .- ,
longitudinal model the elasticity is difficult to measure for some skills
in the second category. Finally, the constant term and the variable T
esentially controlled for the upward trend of reenlistment rates during
the interval tested. Since the observations included skills in the SRB
program only, the implication is that reenlistment rates for SRB skills
increased over the time period FY79 through FY81 independent of increases
in bonus multiples. The observed rate of increase in reenlistment rates - -" '

"

for SRI skills closely matches the rate of increase in Service-wide reen- - " ° I
listment rates that are evident in Table 5. However, this analysis is not *'

sufficient to determine if reenlistment rates for SRB skills match reen- . -
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listment rates for non-SRB skills -only that they have increased at the -

*.. same rate. However, the data used showed a 46% reenlistment rate for SRB - .- '- -

skills in Zone A at the end of FY81. In summary: a) SRB levels persist .-.. ...

despite improvement in reenlistment rates and b) SRBs apparently in- . -

creased reenlistment rates over and above increases occurring as a result O •
of some other factors (pay raises, economic conditions, etc.) during the
period under observation.

There are implications that can now be addressed concerning these -.
parameter estimates. Estimates using robust estimation techniques produce - -

elasticities lower than those produced by ordinary least squares tech-
.- niques, indicating that a few outliers (skills with elasticities many

deviations from the average elasticity) tend to inflate elasticity esti-
mates. The corresponding OLS produced an elasticity estimate of 3.06
for first term, but if we take 2.39 as the elasticity from Table 8, the
improvement factors closely approximate those used by OSD for first-term . . '
reenlistment rates between 30 and 35%, as shown below: r

Zone A Improvement Factors

MULTIPLIER- 1 2 3 4 5 6

DoD 1.11 1.23 1.36 1.48 1.61 1.74
(30-35%) r' tgr- - qpr.y'

Method 2 1.12 1.24 1.36 1.48 1.60 1.72 -.-.- ,..
= 4. *, - 4-\ - .'- . .....-.

In fact, reenlistment rates in recent years have been even higher
than 35%. For bonus skills used in this analysis, the average reenlist-
ment rate was 46%. Except under extremely unusual circumstances, elasti-
cities will decrease as reenlistment rates increase. Services may well • .- ...... .,

*J .- be entering such a period. Bonuses remain important to the undecided
[~--s- individual, but fewer are undecided about reenlistment. A smaller per- .- -

.. centage of reenlistees will be marginally undecided, resulting in more
payments to those already committed to reenlistment. So, the manpower . .

return on the SRB budget investment is reduced.

Table 9 shows the result of estimating the model for Zone B. Except ,A .
?v in the Army, Zone B bonuses are less effective than are Zone A bonuses.
, The estimated elasticity was only 1.07, resulting in the following im- -. .. - .

provement factors: .-

Zone B Improvement Factors ' I

MULTIPLIER- 1 2 3 4 5 6

M. Method 2 1.06 1.11 1.17 1.22 1.28 1.33
-, ':-.:':. ,-. - .

Improvement factors actually peak at 1.24, since SRB caps prohibit
, ..  higher payments at multiples 5 and 6. Several factors have been used to

... explain these low elasticities. High reenlistment rates may be an . -.--.. '- . -." . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . - ... . . . . . .. - 4 . '
, ¢.::... -.. . ... . .-
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explanation, as in Zone A. The average reenlistment rate for Zone B bonus
skills was 69%, but Warner [41, [51 believes there is an additional ex-
planation, because Zone A bonuses induce people with lower taste for mili- " .'*. .-- -.-.
tary service to reenlist. The Zone B elasticity estimated here is in the "
range of that estimated by Enns, Nelson, & Warner [5] for E6 and E7 reen-
listments.

Table 9
Zone B Reenlistment Parameter Estimate . - -

6 '
* . Asymtotic 95% Asymtotic %

Variable Cooefficient Confidence interval Standard Error

Intercept b0 = .321 .162 - .480 .080
PCP bl = 1.07 .146 - 2.00 .469
PCE b2 - 1.40 1.22 - 1.56 .085 4-
ARMY b3 = 1.75 1.60 - 1.90 .076 . . . . . .. . -
NAVY b4 = -.22 -.374 - -.077 .075

T b5 = -25 -.180 - -.131 .079

Note: Appendix A contains detailed information on this
regression. '"'-*- " -- '

No similar model for Zone C produced stable estimates of elasticity
. that were significantly (in a statistical sense) different from zero at

the 95% level of confidence. The average reenlistment rate for the 35
skills reporting Zone C reenlistment bonuses was 88%. However, not all
DoD skills receiving SRB in Zone C were reported on the files used. The
newness of the Zone C program at the time the files were constructed may I "
have precluded complete updates by all Services. Nevertheless, for the -

skills reported, bonus changes did not explain changes in reenlistment
rates using the same control variables used in the analysis for Zones A
and B.

Since empirical evidence failed to establish a relationship, an ana- '
lytical approach may be illuminating. By simply extrapolating Zone B . _
elasticities into Zone C one may adjust the Zone B estimate to account for *- -.
the higher reenlistment rates in Zone C. Such an adjustment may reasona- . -
bly be considered an upper bound of the Zone C elasticity. Changes in
reenlistment rates from Zone A to Zone B do not by themselves account
for all of the reduction in elasticity from Zone A to Zone B; therefore, O.
it is not unreasonable to assume that the reduction from Zone B to Zone C
will be greater than the algebraic reduction that results from a different .. -.. ,

'' -~ reenlistment rate. Thus, this study will assume that the result is the
best achievable. In going from a reenlistment rate of 69.9% to 88%, the . . . , -
estimated elasticity drops to about .84. (Change in pay also had a minimal
effect.) . -.

The next step of the analysis was to determine if there were differ- -'... .$

ences in elasticity between the Services. Figures 1, 2, & 3 graphically • ..--.

C. .................................................................................................................................. ,.-_.
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demonstrate the relationship between pay changes and retention changes -

for Army, Air Force, and Navy. Symbols on the graph represent skills

that had changes in pay caused by bonus changes. These graphs are for
skills represented in Zone A only.

The apparently low responsiveness of the Navy should be viewed very
cautiously. The graph is a plot of only two variables: pay change as a

percent of RMC and percent change in reenlistment rates. The plots do ,

not take into account other explanatory factors, such as sea intensive

ratings and/or submarine duty. Responsiveness is underestimated without

accounting for these factors. On the other hand AF responsiveness as * ..

,% illustrated may be overestimated, since the AF graph does not account for
a 20% improvement in reenlistment rates that prevailed from FY80 to FY81

• over and above changes caused by SRB shifts. In all the graphs those
skills far above or below the "best fit" line are skills with starting• %. reenlistment rates far from the average reenlistment rates. In effect the ,'-'.:"".'-'"-"

variation in responsiveness at a particular multiplier would be magnified " "

without controlling for this factor. Nevertheless, the group estimates
are useful to demonstrate that service differences must be understood and . :.

considered by decisionmakers.

Figure 1I.*~~
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Summary. 7.' .

From the preceding analyses several observations can be made. Zone A

bonuses appear effective in inducing additional reenlistments, but the
marginal cost of these additional reenlistments has yet to be examined.
In today's environment of higher reenlistment rates and increased RMC, the
marginal cost must be weighed against the benefit of improved manning.
Only then can comparisons with previous studies be complete. Catch up - . .-.

pay raises, other special pays, and economic conditions during the time
period may have improved reenlistments to a point where fewer additional -.......

reenlistees are attracted by the bonus than were attracted by bonuses O 4
during previous periods of depressed pay adjustments. Zone B bonuses .

appear less ef fective than those in Zone A. In Zone A, a 5% change in pay
induced by the bonus may generate an estimated 12% change in reenlistments
while only changing Zone B reenlistments by an estimated 5%. Moreover,

V, we cannot reject the possibility that in Zone C changes in the bonus are
currently not an effective means to induce changes in reenlistment. It .
seems clear from the data that Service differences do exist, but unique
policies and other factors that differ between Services and which affect
reenlistment decisions must be understood and quantified before bonus
effectiveness across services can be understood completely.

Of the 618 SRB skills and subspecialties in DoD, 318 skills were
offered Zone C reenlistment bonuses. (In FY83 this number has been re-

.f, duced considerably by the efforts of all services employing Zone C bonus.) :..

">'_' But, on the basis of the results of this analysis, it is clear that other - ".*:

factors dominate the reenlistment rates in Zone C to the point where .- -,.

bonuses cannot be determined to have a significant impact on retention in >'..

'_#_ Zone C. These factors include the natural selection process whereby only ".' .-

those with homogeneous attitudes toward civilian and military service even
enter Zone C. Furthermore, the benefits of the retirement system seem to
dominate career decisions.

B. METHOD OF PAYMENT/RECOUPMENT.

The payment method for SRBs has changed frequently since imple- --
• *4 mentation in 1974. The historical perspective portion of this paper has

- enumerated the significant departures from status quo. However, if these -- '-..-
changes were the result of legislation affecting appropriations, with

4, impact on retention a secondary consideration, the Services remain unani-
mously in support of a return to lump-sum payments versus any payment plan
involving anniversary payments. They have several arguments supporting
their position, though there are some costs associated with return to lump-

. sum. This section addresses the costs and benefits related to various

payment methods.

, The Services have long believed that lump-sum payments are more cost

J effective, since more reenlistment eligibles would be induced to continue . .. ..
service if all of the bonuses were paid up front rather than through
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some form of installment plan. Lump sum allows OSD to take advantage of
the time preference for money to obtain more reenlistments at a loer. .. --

cost. Changes to the method of payment have provided an opportunity to -

study the differences in reenlistment behavior. These changes provide --

insight into the rate at which reenlistees prefer current income (lump 6 0

sums) to deferred income. Discount rates may be used to quantify the - -.

reduction in effectiveness of installment payments relative to lump sum.
Cylke, Goldberg, Hogan & Hairs [9] estimated the impact of the shift from
annual installments prior to April 1979 to lump-sum payments after that .
date. By observing the change in reenlistment behavior, they estimated

that Navy personnel behave as if their nominal discount rate was about 29
percent in an environment of about 11 percent inflation, so that a person's

real discount rate is 18 percent.

In February 1982, the payment policy was again shifted to a com-
promise 50% lump sum with the remainder in annual installments. The

inflation rate was only slightly lower at about 10 percent. No analysis * "* .
has been done to determine the effect of this latest change.

Black [10] recently completed a study of discount rates based
on a 1978-79 DoD survey of military personnel, both officer and enlisted,

including all branches of military service. He estimated real discount -

rates by years of service. The estimates were based on a survey question -

about alternative retirement payouts. For a typical first-term reenlistee . .
the estimated real discount rate was about 14.5 percent. So in an environ- "

ment of 10% inflation, the expected behavior of an individual would
reflect a total discount rate of 24.5%. (Recall that the behavior of an - -,

individual will change under different inflation scenarios.) -

Table 10 below shows the lump-sum equivalent of various bonus - 'S '
amounts relative to the present payment method for 4- and 6-year obliga-
tions. From the data in Table 10, it is observed that typical reenlist-

*, ment bonuses can be reduced by about 15% before any reduction in reen- -. *.-.-. ..

listment rates would occur in today's economic environment (5% CPI),
provided bonuses were paid in lump sum instead of by the present method.
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Table 10
Present Value of Bonus Amount

under Current Payment Plan

DISCOUNT RATE I 0 0
Bonus Amount Obligation .14 .19 .24

......-? ~.. . ..;

4,000 4 year 3,548 3,427 3,321 .

6 year 3,373 3,223 3,098 ..

8,000 4 year 7,095 6,853 6,641
6 year 6,746 6,446 6,196 .-. . .. . ..-. .

12,000 4 year 10,643 10,280 9,963
6 year 10,120 10,120 9,294

Note: If real discount rates are 14%, then the first , .,
column would represent a no-inflation scenario and
column 2 and 3 would be 5% and 10% inflation scen- .-.
arios, respectively. Values were calculated for 4 " ' "
years by the formula below and a similar formula
for 6 years:

.5B + .5SB1
- (l+r) .... "

4. 0

where: r - discount rate
t - years obligated. ______,__

There are two categories of recoupable bonuses that must be
addressed when considering lump-sum payments. The first category is . - .. . . -

those who remain in the service but become ineligible for the bonus due .v.
to skill or qualification changes. The second category includes those
who leave service before completing their bonus obligation. In the -

first category, the Air Force and Navy report no problems recouping . % ., .%

unearned bonuses for in-service members. In their inputs to the data .,'.*.

requests, other Services did not address in-service recoupment. With
regard to Category 2, less than one-half of one percent of SRB recipi- ,. .
ents leave the military with recoupable bonuses. All Services combined
report fewer than 500 people per year in this category with approximately
20% recoupment on or after separation. The number of cases was unrelated
to the method of payment as it changed from time to time; however, the
amount of money (per case) involved would naturally vary according to.. .4 .-..
payment method.

OSD has recently standardized procedures for identifying sepa-
rateed owing recoupable SR~s, so it will be easier to quantify this @"'

% aspect of bonus management in future years. There have also been two
recent policy changes within DoD that affect recoupment/termination under ..... ""

'~various payment plans. First, voluntary separation for pregnancy is now
.., %*.:.. .:.., :: ;-.. '
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considered a recoupable separation reason. Second, bonuses are now ter-
minated but not recouped for direct commissioning programs, so membersN
do not forfeit any portion of the bonus received, but neither do they
receive future installments. Services must continually monitor recoup- ________

ment, termination, and utilization issues related to bonus management,6 0
but a switch to lump sum would have minuscule impact on these concerns
relative to the substantial gains to be made.

The annual SRB budget is signif icantly af fected by the method -

of payment. There are two effects to be considered. First is the
temporary budget change associated with a shif t of the payment method.
Second is the long-term budget change associated with the effectiveness6
of the payment method chosen relative to possible alternatives. The
obligated cost best identifies the annual bonus activity, since it is
independent of payment method. The total SRB obligated cost f or FY82 is
$686,900,000 with Service distribution as shown in Figure 4. Table 11
shows the requested budget for FY83. Table 12 shows the distribution of-
the SRB budget on a pe capita basis to indicate where SRB dollars are
concentrated.

Figure 4

SRB OBLIGATIED COST BY SERVICE *si
FY802

PERCENT OF SERVICE%

4.. NAVY

MARINES
12.28X

"4. AIR FORCE ~
21 .98X

S 667,800.009
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Table 11
FY83 DoD SRB Budget

SERVICE REQUESTED SRB FUNDED % CHANGE j

ARMY 121,341K 92,641K -24% - O
NAVY 279,500K 218,300K -21%
MARINE 69,219K 59,219K -14%
AIR FORCE 118,962K 105,562K -11%

Note: In the FY82 DoD Appropriation Bill,
Congress required that each Service examine SRB • O
multiple to see if it could be reduced due to
the large FY82 pay raise.

Table 12 " " """
Total Reenlistment Compared to Bonus Reenlistment ' .

FY81 FY82

Total Bonus % Total Bonus % -"
- .-.. .- . . . . - . . . . - .. .

Army 78,250 21,910 28 84,069 23,175 28
Navy 41,175 20,644 50 41,862 26,577 56
USAF 64,933 19,480 30 71,463 27,017 30
USMC 16,217 10,055 62 15,051 10,958 73 - . '-

DoD 196,264 72,089 37 212,445 87,727 41"if " 
'

' 
.,..

Note: It is estimated that in FY 83, 97,077 reen- "
listees will receive bonuses, while 105,036 will - -
receive them in FY84. Reenlistment data exclude

non-bonus extensions.
,_ ...- '--.. ~.- -----. -'

With no change in method of payment, the Services are budgeting
$623,941,000 in FY84. Though Table 4 shows the DoD budget for SRB in
each year, it does not show what portion of the budget is used to pay
new recipients versus that portion used to pay anniversary payments to -.

_, reenlistees of earlier years. Table 13 shows what the SRB cost would
;. be if all bonuses were paid in lump sum in the year of reenlistment. '-"" "'-.:- Despite a budget cut of 15% from FY81 to FY82, there was a 22% increase

in the number of bonuses paid and a 30% increase in obligated costs that
are yet to be fully reflected in the budgets shown in Table 4. The reduc-
tion in the budget was very short lived--the gap was filled quickly by more

. SRB payments. Despite cuts in the requested budget for FY83 as shown
in Table 11, more bonuses will be paid again in FY83.

,>.. -... ...
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Table 13 %-"

Selective Reenlistment Bonuses--Total Obligation of New Payments

Fiscal Ary ,_ rinCo,_ Air torch It DO O -
Tear Number Dollars Number Dollars Number Do] Iare Number Dollars Number Dollars

(.il -) (milion) (mllo) (mlIlion) (m i-on)." .'

1 975 15.382 $133.1 14,452 $ 89.7 936 $ 5.9 8,797 $ 26.1 39.357 $ 254.6

1976+T 10,898 57.3 9,651 73.6 716 4.5 3.528 3.6 24,793 138.8

1977 11,510 59.3 9,984 80.3 1,056 .6 2.799 2.8 25.349 146.8 %

197S 36,380 65.8 10,499 87.2 2.169 8.7 3,205 3.5 32,253 165.2

1979 14,892 57.5 9,991 88.9 2,496 11.6 3,954 17.3 31.333 175.1

1980 15.367 63.5 14,309 115.8 2,996 21.6 5,088 30.3 37.760 231.2 .

1981 21.910 120.3 20,644 240.0 10,035 77.8 19,480 91.7 72,089 529.8

3982 23.175 162.9 26.577 289.4 10,958 84.2 27,017 150.4 87,727 686.9

19:3 EST 18.066 115.7 33.138 367.2 11,794 106.7 34,079 181.6 97,077 773.0 1 . -
-1984 BUD 28,288 211.2 32,119 372.6 12,529 118.5 32,700 183.2 105.636 885. . . .% . ,

Note: The number shown is the number of new payments; the dollars shown are the value of the new payments and

reprenents the total obligated cost for, th-"e new payments. Actual fiscal year budgets vary due to several ' ............ ..

deferred payment plans postponing some traction of the obligated cost. %

A return to lump sum in FY84 will be costly due to anniversary
payments, but the obligated cost of $885.5M can be reduced to about $750 ,
million and still allow payment of bonuses to 105,000 people, if the *O"grlgwrtI'n"
estimated discount rates for lump sum are reasonable. With recruiting '....

and retention presently at favorable levels, a reduction in the number
of payments can be anticipated and will further reduce the total budget. - ...

Finally, the true cost of the SRB program under lump sum is not hidden .'
and passed on to future policy makers.

C. SRB CEILINGS/OBLIGATED SERVICE. " w w-
In September 1980, SRB ceilings were raised from 15 to 20 thou- . .... .

sand dollars for Nuclear Enlisted personnel and from 12 to 16 thousand for .. :-. -
all other SRB eligibles. In October 1974, an E-4 with 4 years of service . --

reenlisting for 4 years would have been in a skill with an SRB multiplier "-",..... .
of 6 to cap at $12,000. If the cap had not been raised by October 1980, .

then a multiplier of 4 was sufficent for an E-4 with 4 years' military ,'..---. ""
service reenlisting for 4 years to cap at $12,000. The range of multi-
pliers capable of inducing more and longer reenlistments was reduced a .
third. Multipliers of 5 and 6 became incapable of inducing more or %
longer reenlistments. With the cap raised to $16,000, however, multiples -. . ,
of 5 and 6 were again rendered effective. A 6 multiplier would have to ____._____

be awarded to maximize bonuses for E-4's with 4 years of service reen-

as listing for 4 years. With the new cap of $16,000 and annual adjustment
to basic pay by October 1982, 6 was again an ineffective multiplier. An
E-4 over four in October 1982 would "max out" at a multiplier of 5 with-
without reenlisting for a full 4 years, diminishing severely the effec-
tiveness of a multiplier of 5 or higher. Figure 5 shows length of .
enlistment required for non-nuclear personnel to reach the $16,000 ""' - .

ceiling. Title 37 U.S.C. prohibits reenlistments longer than 6 years in ".
bonus computation. .
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Even nuclear-trained personnel with a higher cap of $20,000 have no addi-
tional incentive to reenlist for longer than 4 because of the SRB ceiling. . . .'.
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There is no current justification for altering the bonus compu- ..

tation formula; but under the existing system some skills are designated -
a critically factor of 5 or 6 and are hobbled by a bonus ceiling while
other skills (Navy nuclear-trained personnel) with the same criticality ,_._._..,____..

factor are by implication "more critical," as they are allowed larger
bonuses. It makes little sense to have one ceiling for some skills and
another ceiling for others. The criticality factor alone should embody
the extent of the need for reenlistments in a skill.

Another aspect of the bonus program that detracts from the mean-
ingfulness of SRB multiples is the idea of forgiving obligated service.
If the obligated service is forgiven for some reenlistees but not all,

".'- there is an implied higher criticality for the reenlistee forgiven obli- i-..................-

gated service, even when both are in skills with the same multiplier.
Table 14 below shows the SRB multiplier that would be required for a

person who is not forgiven obligated service to get the same bonus amount
as a person who is allowed to include previously obligated service in

bonus computations. O

Table 14 '.-

Bonus Equivalent Multiples
when no Obligated Service is Allowed --

Multiple When 2 Years Obligation Forgiven
Additional "-.. -.

Obligated -'--. "......."...
Service 1 2 3 4 5 6 - . . -

4 1.5 3 4.5 6 7.5 9

2 2 4 6 8 10 12

Note: The Navy is presently paying multiple 5 SRBs

to people incurring only two years' additional obli-
gated service as if the person were incurring 4
years of new obligation. To get an equivalent bonus,
a multiple 10 would be required for this obligation
in other skills. .. '......

The effect of using already obligated time in bonus computations " -
is to award higher SRB multipliers for shorter reenlistments, as shown in ""."-- \' '

the table. This practice is authorized in law and used by the Navy for --. -. ,. -
first reenlistments of nuclear-trained enlisted personnel. These person- s, -- S
nel receive enlistment bonuses and, training for an initial 6-year obliga-
tion. They are allowed to reenlist after only 2 years of service. At
this time they reenlist for 6 years, giving them just 2 years of additional
obligated service, yet they receive an SRB computed as though there were
4 years of additional obligated service. Two years of their first enlist-
ment are forgiven. With this group receiving a multiple 5 SRB, others i.o ... "
would have to have a multiple 10 to receive the same bonus. Therefore, ,--.-- -

. . e .-... o-o.%.° "
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not all multiple 5 SRBs have equal incentive value for people of the same
grade and tenure. SRBs in excess of multiple 6 are not authorized. In
addition, these bonuses are paid 4 years before the period of new obli-
gated service begins. The investment opportunity further increases
the value of the bonus relative to typical reenlistment bonuses. 0 0

Other Services have wanted to forgive obligated service when
certain members are required to reenlist or extend early to obtain suf- " "
ficient retainability for reassignment or training. These requests have =' = =
not had strong support by OSD and have never been seriously considered --

by Congress. If there are insufficient numbers available to train or
reassign, then higher multiples should be employed. To do otherwise is .
to pay a premium to someone willing to be trained or reassigned. - ....

A recent study by Goldberg and Warner [191 concluded that the ..-

. improvement in number of reenlistments resulting from a 1 level increase
in multiplier was almost exactly offset by shorter enlistments when ceil-
ings were placed on bonus amounts. Despite a 20% improvement in the "
reenlistment rate, there was no improvement in the man years obligated.

. In another study Hogan [12] concluded that although forgiving obligated -. *. -.
service may attract more reenlistments because they are obtained earlier, -- , ,
manning would decline unless the new term included at least 3 years of -

"

previously unobligated time. Assuming his conclusions are reasonably
correct, the Navy program is counterproductive in the long run.qJ . . . -.-- .

D. SRB SKILL SELECTION. - "

*. .~. When deciding to apply a bonus, managers must determine whether .', -

, the marginal increase in reenlistments is worth the cost of paying bonuses ,-

to those who would have reenlisted in the absence of a bonus as well as r
to those who would have left without the bonus. The marginal cost of an - -
additional reenlistee must be weighed against training cost and the value .'.. %

; ' placed on the loss of experience. Recently, the aggregate reenlistment -, . "-"%
rates have been about 50%, as shown in Table 5 earlier in this report.
The computation of marginal costs is developed below:

marginal cost - dp*(r + dr), - - . -

dr

where: r M # who would reenlist without a bonus
dr - # of additional reenlistees obtained with the

bonus "A .A--

dp - change in pay (bonus);

but elasticity E - dr/r - % change in reenlistments,
* dp/p % change in pay .. -

so dr = E * r * (dp/p), and

marginal cost- dp * (r + [E * r * (dp/p)]) -. :._..* .
E * r * (dp/p) , -- ' -

%: %

.5%
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- dp *r* (1 + E *(dp/p))
E * r * (dp/p)

= dp 0 (+ E * (dp/p)).o______
E * (dp/p)

With elasticities estimated for Zone A as well as Zone B, it *:.

*becomes possible to compute marginal cost in each zone. For first-term 6
reenlistees with a multiple 3 SRB and a basic pay of $850 (and total RMC-

* of $1,325) reenlisting for 4 years:

dp -bonus -basic pay * SRB multiple *years 0 0

-$850 * 3*4

-$10,200,

dp/p -(10200/48 month)/$1325. - .16, and k' *~

* marginal cost - 10,200(l + .16E).
.16E

E was previously estimated at 2.39 (Method 2) for first term. So:

Zone A .

*marginal cost - 10,200(1 + .16 x 2.39)
.16 x 2.39

* - $36,810.

In Zone B, E was estimated to be 1.07 and a bonus would be
$12,048 at $1,004 monthly basic pay ($1,560 RHC monthly), multiple 3, and % .

reenlisting for 4 years. The marginal cast becomes: .. ,

Zone B % '

marginal cost 12 1048(1 + .16 x 1.07) 1

.16 x 1.07

- $82,029. ~~-

In Zone C there was no empirical evidence that the elasticity ~ ... *.

* ~was significantly different from zero, so the marginal cost is extremely -~ -. ~-
high. However, if we use the analytically derived upper bound on the
Zone C elasticity of .84 we may determine a lower bound on the marginal
cost. Doing so yields a marginal cost no lower than $121,755. The actual .-.

marginal cost is likely to be far higher because the true elasticity must I

be considerably lover than .84 f or reasons discussed in the analytical
development of that figure. If the actual elasticity is less than .5, - - *,.. \

the marginal coat goes higher than $195,000 per additional reenlistee In ~.*.,'.,
Zone C. * ... C
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These values can be considered the implied replacement cost in-
cluding training, procurement (inflated for expected attrition), and the
value placed on experience or the loss of it. Additionally, the cost of *

achieving the desired force structure is included. Each Service and
skill has a different value associated with these cost elements. Bonus 0
managers must individually determine select ion/elimination of skills and
appropriate award levels based on these values and the risks associated
with not paying the bonuses.

Figure 6 shows the relationship between marginal cost and elas-
ticity at various bonus levels. By knowing the replacement cost and the 0

* elasticity of a given force, bonus managers can determine the maximum ho-
nus that should be authorized for that force when additional retention is

V. necessary. The lower elasticities estimated in this study imply that
skills with low replacement costs should lower or drop bonus amounts. By3
observing the rapid growth in marginal costs as elasticities drop, it is
clear that bonus managers must be extremely selective In choosing SRB ~* ..-

skills.
V 5.1- 41

~A5. Figure 6
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Since the Services are currently in a period of high reenlist-
ing rates causing marginal costs to escalate, it is important to include
only those skills with a high cost associated with the separation of a
reenlistment eligible. Table 15 below shows the size of the SRB pro- -

gram in FY82. As seen earlier in Table 11, 41% of all reenlistments in D 0 0

*. FY82 were SRB related, while this table shows that these reenlistees came
" from 52% of the OSD skills. The level of bonus activity indicated by

these figures cannot be judged to be too high (or too low) without a
-*" close examination of other costs. The right amount of bonus activity is " -

dependent on the level of basic pay relative to the number of skills un-
able to obtain adequate retention with basic pay. No specific analysis
of this relationship has been accomplished in this study, but the margi-
nal costs just developed are one indication that the Services should be
particularly selective at this time in designating skills for reenlist-
ment bonuses.

Table 15 . .
SRB Skills as a Percentage of All Skills

Total Skills SRB Skills %

Army 322 89 28
Navy 99 68 69 " 6 ,
USMC 402 279 69 .,.

USAF 254 128 50 - - .'- -

DOD 1077 564 52% -.- -

Note: Data shown do not include a small num- . -

ber of subspeciality skills that may be eligible -
for bonuses based on unique qualifications.

E. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS. -

The Government Accounting Office (GAO) and the Defense Audit
Service (DAS) have identified instances where individuals have received
bonuses but were not performing duty in the bonus skill [14, 15]. To the
extent that these people are not used in their bonus skills, Services fail
to make the best use of SRB budgets. Services do not deny that some mis-
use of personnel takes place but in general feel that most "out-of-skill"

assignments are justifiable, based on unique Service personnel reassign- "

ment policies. No specific analysis of this aspect of bonus management O "
was completed for this report. The reader is referred to the studies men-•~~~~ . . . . . .%. .°..- o-

tioned above for specific data regarding skill utilization. After adjust-
ing for "out-of-skill" assignments considered legitimate by the Services,
malassignment rates run about 2-3%. OSD recently modified its directives
to address the problem of out-of-skill bonus recipients. Services are now

6 required to establish criteria describing valid out-of-skill assignments. -S - .,
Waivers are not to be made routinely, and annual reports to OSD are now
required. These steps must be closely followed to be effective.
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Navy enlisted submarine (nuclear trained as well as non-nuclear)
personnel draw continuous submarine pay while assigned to shore duty, pro- .-

vided they have sufficient retainability (14 months beyond shore assign-
ment completion date) to return to submarine duty. If an individual _ _ _ .
extends his current enlistment for this purpose, then he may subsequently
reenlist and use time obligated by the extension as part of the new term
of enlistment for purposes of computing the reenlistment bonus. Unlike

P. the STAR (Selected Training and Reenlistment) program for nuclear-trained
personnel, this kind of forgiveness of obligated service may occur in any
SRB zone. To reverse the current policy on forgiveness of obligated ser- .

vice would be to correct a multiple pay condition in which Submarine Pay
is given in return for obligated service sufficient to induce a return to
submarine duty, but also SRBs are paid for the same time period to desig-

- .~ nated specialities. On the other hand, this kind of policy reversal
would result in a net loss to the reenlistee. It may be necessary to .'

adjust SRB multiples or submarine pay to offset the net loss if present .- * -.-

" levels of compensation are necessary to meet manpower needs.

% Certain recipients of Proficiency Pay are paid for reasons
%- better addressed through the use of SRBs. The QRMC has recommended that

_.. Proficiency Pay in its present form should be discontinued (see QRMC . .,

analysis of Proficiency Pay for details). From time to time there have - -
been certain skills receiving maximum SRBs and Proficiency Pay (Shortage

* Speciality Pay). To provide adequate reenlistment incentive in the ab-
, sence of Proficiency Pay, it may be necessary to authorize higher reen-
',-\ listment bonuses than currently permitted. A "7th multiple" would provide .
,,. equivalent compensation under such circumstances. For an E-4 over 4, a
le multiple 7 SRB would pay $23,800 in lump sum. The current value of $150/ -,

month for 4 years plus a multiple 6 SRB under the present payment plan at , ,. ' ,

a 14% real discount rate and a 5% inflation rate, is $22,431. One addi- . -
tional multiple is more than sufficient compensation for these individuals
For senior NCOs and Petty Officers, removal of the dollar ceiling and
lump-sum payments is sufficient added value to more than compensate for .'.
elimination of shortage specialty pay without a 7th multiple.

All Services offer a variety of non-monetary reenlistment bene-
fits to the greatest extent consistent with personnel objectives and poli- ---- -
cies. They also offer some form of retraining program to allow members of
certain groups to change specialties when manning considerations allow. " '. - '
Other programs include guarantees for advanced training within the reen- . '
listee's present speciality. A popular program in the Army is a stabili-- %
zation option on reenlistment that guarantees the reenlistee will not be
relocated for up to 12 months. Assignment guarantees by location or type
of duty offer the reenlistee a change of environment if such options are
available. These programs are generally consistent with Service needs but
are targeted to potential reenlistees to induce higher retention. SRB -
should only be used when it is not practical to use or expand these pro- %-
grams for specific skills. The analysis presented in this paper relies
heavily on the economically quantifiable aspects of bonus management. . -@-,.

i The correlation between pay and retention is not 100%. The balance repre- - . "
sents unobserved or unexplained reasons for choosing to reenlist or not. .

J*
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Every reasonable effort should be made to identify and exploit these and
other noneconomic factors. -

Each Service has a different "eligibility window," ranging from ,"___"_°__-__-
30 days to 1 year. A reenlistee may not reenlist until he is within the 0 0

.-. eligibility window, e.g., if the window is 3 months then he may only .
reenlist when he is within 3 months of completing his existing term of
service. At this writing the Army has a 6-month window in Zone A and a '-"- ' '.
3-month window in Zone B then a reenlistment bonus is involved. The Navy

has a 90-day window but will be returning to a 30-day window next fiscal
year (FY84). Currently the Air Force has the largest window. An other-
wise eligible individual may reenlist up to I year prior to completion
of his present term. No analysis has been done to determine if the size -..

of the reenlistment window affects reenlistment rates. Certainly adjust- ...........-
ing the window will have temporary budget impacts. Additionally, it can .- '

restrict or enhance the freedom of choosing when to reenlist. Personnel - "--.."-.
interviews confirmed the idea that a short reenlistment window may drive

some to a civilian job search they might not have begun otherwise. ...

V. FINDINGS.

1. Selective Reenlistment Bonuses should be paid in lump sum.

2. The dollar ceiling should be removed from the bonus amount.

3. The practice of allowing forgiveness of obligated service is . ..-... .
not efficient and should be discontinued when all other enhancements,

including the "7th multiple" proposed in finding 6, are implemented.
The authority for this provision should be retained while the effect -'.-. .-

of other enhancements is evaluated, but should not be extended beyond -
30 September 1987 unless it is clearly necessary to resume the practice -

in order to improve retention and if other measures are not practical. .- -. "

4. Zone A and Zone B bonuses continue to be effective management
tools to induce additional reenlistments, although their marginal cost is
currently high due to higher reenlistment rates and RMC. If the reenlist- '
ment behavior of the past several years continues, then Services should
recognize that Zone C SRBs are marginally effective at best, and may be

ineffective relative to other factors that influence reenlistment deci-
sions beyond 10 years in the military. Bonuses should not be used in
Zone C when conditions are like those in existence during the period .. .
examined in this study. bO..*..+ "0"'

5. Skills with high reenlistment rates are the most costly addi- -.

tions to the SRB program. Manning shortages alone should not determine

SRB policy under such circumstances. Services should be particularly
selective at this time in designating skills for reenlistment bonuses

6. Provided that Proficiency Pay or the practice of forgiving pre- "I. . '
viously obligated service is discontinued, a "7th multiple" should be
authorized in Zones A and B. This would provide adequate reenlistment

v%
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incentive in skills that would otherwise pay maximum SRB's and Proficiency

Pay. . . . . . . . ..

7. The Uniformed Services should strongly consider an effort to

develop a uniform framework to aid decisionmakers in all Services in O 0 4
assessing bonus effectiveness. As a minimum the framework should focus
on behavior differences by zone and Service. It should account for

a consistent measure of bonus effectiveness throughout, such as bonus "

elasticity. _ _

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS.

A. Continue SRB authority through 30 September 1987.

B. Amend Title 37 U.S.C. to:

1. Allow bonuses of up to 7 months of basic pay multiplied by

the number of years, or monthly fraction thereof, of additional obligated -

service. (Allow criticality factor to range up to 7.)

$20,000. 2. Eliminate provision restricting maximum bonus amounts to -.

'.1_" 3. Discontinue the practice which allows previously obligated
,,. service to be used in bonus computations when other recommendations are

' '. adopted.

4. Provide for lump-sum payments only.
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METHOD 2 REGRESSION DETAIL

The regression procedure used is an Iteratively Reweighted Least Squares
Technique. Specifically, it is described in SAS Users Guide: Statistics
1982 Edition pp. 30-36. The weight function used was:

Weight -(1-(R/2)**2)**2 2.

if R < 2, and

Weight -0 otherwise

where

R -absolute residual error.

.,, In Zone A there were 256 skills with non-zero weights. In Zone B there
were 143. Zone C had 36 skills represented.
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES - "

Selective Reenlistment Bonus " ...

Issues:

1. These bonuses should be paid in lump-sum instead of the current
installment payment method to maximize the effectiveness of the incentive. . .-

2. The dollar ceiling should be removed from bonus amounts to
prevent disincentives for longer reenlistments.

3. The practice of allowing forgiveness of obligated service is ..
not efficient and should be discontinued when all other enhancements, .. ,. . -..--

including the "7th multiple" proposed in finding 6, are implemented. *-..-.',.

The authority for this provision should be retained while the effect of .
other enhancements are evaluated, but should not be extended beyond 30 - .:':

September 1987 unless it is clearly necessary to resume the practice .
in order to improve retention and other measures are not practical. '.. .

4. Zone A and Zone B bonuses continue to be effective management .- " -

tools to induce additional reenlistments, although their marginal cost
is currently high due to higher reenlistment rates and RMC. If the U W

reenlistment behavior of the past several years continues, the Services
should recognize that Zone C SRBs are marginally effective at best, and .. - . ....

say be ineffective relative to other factors that influence reenlistment ,' -. "
decisions beyond 10 years in the military. Bonuses should not be used .*...

in Zone C when conditions are like those in existence during the period .... - - .
examined in this study. 3W _

5. Skills with high reenlistment rates are the most costly addi- - - ...-.- -
tions to the SRB program. Manning shortages alone should not determine
SRB policy under such circumstances. Services should be particularly
selective at this time in designating skills for reenlistment bonuses.

6. Provided that Proficiency Pay or the practice of forgiving -.-- --.-.-
previously obligated service is discontinued, a "7th multiple" should be ,- "
authorized in Zone A and B. This would provide adequate reenlistment - ,..

incentive in skills that would otherwise pay maximum SRB and Proficiency e.., ,. ......Pay.""" "" ."". -'-'

7. The Uniformed Services should strongly consider an effort to
develop a uniform framework to aid decision-makers for all Services in ... ,.-.

assessing bonus effectiveness. As a minimum the framework should focus
on behavior differences by zone and Service. It should account for re- . "';
placement cost by skill and length of service. Finally, it should use
a consistent measure of bonus effectiveness throughout, such as bonus
elasticity.

672 APPENDIX B .
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Department Comments

Army Concurs.

Navy Concurs.

V.Air Force Does not concur with Issue 3.
It views the authority to
forgive previously obligated
service as a necessary provision ..

of the law to preclude inequitable
treatment of enlisted members
extending for the purpose of
obtaining retainability for
relocation or training. ~.~

Coast Guard Concurs. ~

NOA N/A

PHS N/A

ics Concurs.
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LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS

lot,

Selective Reenlistment Bonus

1. Amend 37 U.S.C. 308(a)(1) to allow bonuses of up to 7 months of
basic pay multiplied by the number of years, or monthly fraction
thereof, of additional obligated service.

2. Amend 37 U.S.C. 308(a)(1) to eliminate provisions restricting maxi- -'4

* mum bonus amounts to $20,000.

3. Amend 37 U.s.c by eliminating section 308(e), which allows previously
obligated service to be used in bonus computations. * ..

4. Amend 37 U.s.c. 308(b) to authorize lump-sum bonus payments only.
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SUBMARINE DUTY INCENTIVE PAY

I, PURPOSE. This incentive pay is designed to encourage members of

the Navy, both officer and enlisted, to pursue a career in the submarine
service. It Is also awarded as an incentive for advanced training and

* duty in the Navy's fleet ballistic missile and attack submarine force.

II. DATA SOURCES. The majority of data, primarily manning and reten-
tion information along with Navy directives and back-up material were
provided by the Navy. Finance and personnel data were provided on magnetic _________

tape and used extensively in this analysis. The British Embassy provided 0
a comprehensive report of the level and structure of the British pay sys-
tern including special pays for submarine service. Extensive interviews
with submarine crews were conducted at Charleston, Norfolk, Kings Bay,
and San Diego Naval installations.

III. BACKGROUND..-

A. JAIUARY 1901 DECEMBER 1980. Before 1928 enlisted men were
paid five dollars per month and one dollar (up to $15/month) for each . .....

day they submerged in a submarine, in addition to regular pay. By Exec- .... --

utive Order these payments began in January 1901 shortly after the con-
missioning of the first submarine in October 1900. The extra one dollar
per day did not begin until November 1905, also by Executive Order.

": , DCollectively, these pays were compensation for hazard, experience, and
rclothing maintenance. The Joint Services Pay Act of 1922 (P.L. 67-235)

added legislative backing to these Executive Orders but did nothing to • • ..

alter the amounts or form of the pay. Officers did not receive special . .. 0
pays for submarine service before 1928. On 9 April 1928 Public Law ". . -

70-244 authorized Submarine Duty Pay at 25% of base and longevity pay . '. . ."
' for officers, and not less than $5 nor more than $30 each month for

enlisted personnel.

Since the Act of 4 August 1942 (P. L. 77-698), the rationale, form,
and value of special pays for submarine and aviation service have been

closely linked. In fact, the hazards associated with duty in aviation and -
" ,J submarine service were considered equivalent by the 77th Congress. The

S sono1942 law set Submarine Duty Pay at 50% of base and longevity pay for .
% officer and enlisted personnel to match the hazardous duty pay for flight *..

Sduty. As basic pay changed due to promotion, advancement in tenure, or .-

periodic pay adjustment, Submarine Pay changed accordingly. The rationale
that these pays were recompense for shorter career expectancy, caused by" -

* the hazardous nature of the duties, prevailed for seven more years.

In 1948, the Advisory Commission on Service Pay (Hook Commission)

recommended that the main purpose of these pays should be to f-ill a
N supply-deman function rather than strict recompense for hazardous duty.

World War II was over and the draft was abandoned. The post-war demobili- y -. -* -..-
zation and absence of a draft meant that the Navy had to attract and retain -70
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sufficient volunteers to submarine service to meet peacetime requirements.
The higher rates associated with higher grade were felt to be logically

consistent with an incentive role of the pay. It was believed that the
risk or hazard did not increase with advancement in grade, but that vol-

untary submarine (or aviation) service may require greater incentive 0 '"

for senior personnel because higher paid personnel had "more to lose"
through death or disability.

The Career Compensation Act of 1949 ( P.L. 81-351) implemented the
recommendations of the Hook Commission. Separate rates were established

by pay grade, ranging from $30/month for an E-1 to $70/month for an E-7 S 0
and $100/month for an 0-1 to $210/month for an 0-6. Rates for 0-7 and
0-8 were set at $150/month. A straight percentage of the basic pay sys- .

tem was rejected because for certain grades it would provide: .

...salary levels far beyond the inducement required and
beyond the needs of the Services in terms of encouraging lt" , 

' W"

officers and men to accept hazardous duty. Moreover, the
differential would be exaggerated if basic pay scales were .
increased [6]. . "

In 1953 the Commission on Incentive-Hazardous Duty and Special Pay
(the Strauss Commission) modified the reasoning of the Hook Commission.
The military had just received a 4% adjustment to basic pay in May 1952 " "  

,

(the first pay adjustment since October 1949), and it is clear the Com- " " " "
mission was concerned that the incentive value of the special pay had
depreciated. They recommended that special pay be computed as a percen-
tage of basic pay, like the method prevailing before implementation of
the Hook Commission recommendation, to prevent such depreciation. They kU -.
discarded the "fixed flat rate" formula recommended by the Hook Commis-
sion but retained the incentive aspect of the pay. There was, however,
no legislation that resulted from the Strauss Commission.

The Career Incentive Act of 1955 (P.L. 84-20) appeared to be a com-

promise between the recommendations of the two commissions. The direct .
linkage as a percentage of basic pay was not implemented, but longevity

steps were added to the "fixed flat rate" scheme. The basis and rate of ..... , '

Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay for submarine duty remained unchanged until -'.-

1 January 19.81 upon implementation of the Military Pay and Allowances -
Benefits Act of 1980 (P.L. 96-579). By this time the value of this
Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay had depreciated considerably relative to

basic pay. Some of the adverse effects on retention normally associated".
with such a decline may have been averted by the introduction of various -.

reenlistment incentives. The introduction of retention bonuses for

officers qualified to supervise, operate or maintain the power plant of .

a nuclear-powered submarine may have served a similar function. (The ..-. .. '. -.
reader should refer to the 5th QRMC reports on Selective Reenlistment -""

Bonuses and Nuclear Officer Incentive Pays or the Military Compensation O -O O
Background Papers[lJ for further discussion of these pays.) .-
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B. JANUARY 1981 - PRESENT. On 1 January 1981 the Military Pay
and Allowances Benefits Act of 1980 (P.L. 96-579) implemented an entirely " . -

different approach to special pay for submarine service. For the first . .. .
time in the history of this special pay, it was not considered compensa- .- " .4-. -

tion or incentive for performance of hazardous duties. Instead, it was P 0 •
considered a career incentive without regard to potential or actual
hazards of the duty similar to Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay for Aviation,
which had been transformed in 1974 into a career incentive pay without •......
regard to potential of actual hazards of flight. Submarine Duty Incentive
Pay, as it came to be called, was patterned nearly identically to ACIP.
The Military Pay and Allowances Benefits Act also authorized increases p -

in Career Sea Pay and Nuclear Incentive Pays. Duty on "operational
submersibles" (such as undersea exploration or research vehicles and

" deep sea rescue vehicles) is currently considered submarine duty and is
included in the present authority for Submarine Duty Incentive Pay. It
is undistinguishable for pay purposes.

There are two forms of Submarine Duty Incentive Pay: Continuous
Submarine Duty Incentive Pay (CONSUB) and Operational Submarine Duty In- -' " -

centive Pay (OPSUB). CONSUB begins when training starts leading to a
submarine designator, rating, or Navy Enlisted Classification (NEC) and --.-.

continues each month through 26 years of service. Members must perform
operational submarine duties for at least 6 of the first 12 years (1st" . .....

gate) and at least 10 of the first 18 years (2nd gate) of service to * '.' -
remain eligible for CONSUB through 26 years of service. CONSUB stops '
at 12 years if the condition for that gate is not satisfied. If the

,. condition for the second gate is not satisfied, CONSUB then stops at 18
years of service unless the member has at least 8 but not the required
10 years of operational submarine duty, in which case CONSUB is not
stopped until 22 years of service. If CONSUB stopped at the first gate P- 'U . "

"•' but the member meets operational requirements to be otherwise eligible

.. -. for CONSUB at the second gate, then CONSUB is resumed.

OPSUB is authorized to members not eligible for CONSUB but who per-
'." form operational submarine duty. Members of operational command staffs

are eligible for OPSUB on a monthly basis provided certain minimum under- p .
'4 way hours are served. In general, the rules require 48 hours of underway . -

,. operations to receive OPSUB in a given month. If the 48 hours require- '.-..'.

ment is not met, then unused time in the preceding 5 months may be used to -'--., .-- -
~ meet current month eligibility. Failure to accrue the required underway -.

hours does not mean that OPSUB stops immediately. Members are given up

to a 3-month grace period, after which they are required to reimburse
. the Navy unless they have accumulated sufficient underway hours. Gate

-..' time is also accrued for these personnel on a month-to-month basis, with -

certain grace periods allowed. Additionally, OPSUB is authorized and ,. -
.'.-. accrues on a prorated day-for-day basis for non-submarine designated .

. p~rsonnel who are assigned for duty, including temporary duty, on board " .

submarines. . -.

....
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The total number of personnel who received Subzarine Duty Incentive "'
Pay and the associated cost are shown in Table 1.

Table I O 0
Submarine Duty Incentive Pay

Fiscal Total Coat Cost Cost -"
% Year Personnel ($000) Officers ($000) Enlisted ($000)

1972 22,388 $24,743 2,660 $5,788 19,728 $18,955 -
1973 22,660 25,584 2,948 6,424 19,712 19,160 -
1974 21,974 24,996 2,816 6,178 19,158 18,818 i • 0
1975 21,802 24,637 2,679 5,822 19,153 18,815
1976 21,903 24,617 2,668 5,787 19,235 18,830
1977 21,896 24,030 2,650 5,708 19,246 18,322 ... .. . . .
1978 22,703 24,458 2,798 5,931 19,905 18,527 ..- -.. . .
1979 23,190 24,429 2,750 5,763 20,440 18,666 -
1980 23,280 24,404 2,814 5,902 20,466 18,502 " " "'
1981 31,344 51,753 4,130 13,189 27,214 38,564
1982 36,552 66,790 4,937 16,841 31,615 49,949
1983(Est.) 36,880 67,736 5,031 17,262 31,849 50,474 O * 4
1984(Est.) 37,825 70,546 5,186 18,299 32,639 52,247

ONSUD was first authorized effective 1 January 1981. Information dis-
played prior to that date is for the Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay that was the pre-
decessor of Submarine Duty Incentive Pay. " ,

IV. METHODOLOGY. Submarine Duty Incentive Pay is nominally intended to
provide sufficient incentive to induce people to pursue duty in the
submarine service. Therefore, it is important in this analysis to
address the nature of duties required. There is no clearly identifiable
source of employment in the civilian sector for individuals in submarine
service. Certainly certain skills on board a submarine are transferable
to the civilian marketplace (nuclear-trained officers/enlisted, for ex- • '*'I" '
ample), but other pays, such as reenlistment bonuses and bonuses for
nuclear-qualified officers, are authorized to provide compensation which %. .o . -.- %,, -

will cause individuals with certain skills to be indifferent (to the .... ,

extent that certain retention patterns are desirable) to employing those
skills in or out of the military. Many skills required on a submarine . .-.-..
are not transferable and easily marketable by employees outside the
military, yet the nature of the duty on board submarines may be adverse

* or arduous for all crewmembers. To retain these service members at
rates comparable t- typical service members that are not in submarine
service, may require some form of compensation for the nature oi sub-

*., marine duty, regardless of skill. Therefore, the nature o-duties on . . .,
submarines will be analyzed with emphasis devoted to measuring retention . o
in "non-transferable" skills as the best measure of the adversity of
submarine duty. Transferable skills usually receive other bonuses that
could possibly overcompensate for the skill and thus provide additional
compensation for the duty (submarine), resulting in inaccurate estimates "
of the adversity of submarine duty.

The second issue that must be addressed is the benefit and cost of ,' .. "
providing Submarine Duty Incentive Pay on a career basis with gates to - %
insure minimum service in operational submarine duty versus alternative
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methods of providing compensation for adverse or arduous duty. The gate
system has been in place since I January 1981, and this analysis is the
first opportunity to examine it closely. Although ACIP with a similar
gate system has been in effect since 1974, it is compensation for a
skill that is marketable whether the individual is performing flight..
duty or not. Submarine Duty Incentive Pay is distinctly different in -

this respect.

These issues are the heart of the rationale underlying the necessity -. .

for Submarine Duty Incentive Pay. Other issues, such as manning levels, .'-.-_....,-.,
Career Sea Pay, allowances, and those that may impact retention patterns, - 0

will be examined when they provide insights relevant to policies that

may affect the level or structure of Submarine Duty Incentive Pay.

V. ANALYSIS.

A. NATURE OF SUBMARINE DUTY. This is the most important issue 'O , ",
that must be analyzed in conducting a review of Submarine Duty Incen-
tive Pay. Unfortunately, there is no index that can be used to assess
the adversity of duty in submarine service relative to some standard
for which no special pay would be required. The Navy was asked to ..... ,-..-

. ", provide specific data describing unique or unusual aspects of careers

in submarine service, particularly those factors not compensated for by
other special or incentive pays (e.g., Career Sea Pay, Nuclear Pays,
SRBs). Four such areas were identified:

- operation in a hazardous environment throughout the length of

a career;
- high operational tempo;

- long separation in a totally isolated environment; W 'r..-
enduring longer working hours and spending a higher ratio of the

"-'.'-'.'.length of a career at sea due to a long history of low retention.--.'- •-'..,in an already small submarine community.

It is clear that these conditions would serve to dissuade an indi-
vidual from submarine service, but what is not clear is what can and
should be done in the form of monetary or non-monetary compensation to .

offset these negative aspects. In the ORMC analysis of Career Sea Pay, .,,,,.
13 factors contributing to the unique and arduous nature of sea duty "" "".
were identified. They are listed in Appendix A. For seagoers in general .... .R • i
the two greatest factors contributing to the adversity at sea are:
(1) long working hours, and (2) separation from family and friends. It is .
likely that to a greater degree, all 13 factors contribute substantially .,

to the arduousness of submarine duty when compared to surface duty at

sea. Interviews with sailors (surface and submarine) confirmed that
. they perceive this relationship to be true. One considers the four
w areas identified above valid, it is appropriate that members of the

submarine service receive compensation for these conditions. . -. ' 
-*
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During the analysis, sea duty time was examined because it is the
only known measurable estimator of the arduousness of submarine duty.
Data were extracted from Navy reports on officers performing duty where
Sea Pay was authorized. This method is recognized to be different than
the Navy's method of computing sea-duty time for rotation purposes. Sub-
marine officers were compared to all surface officers. Table 2 shows "- "''"'*
that 0-3 and 0-4 submarine officers receiving Sea Pay actually have less
sea pay credit than surface officers. However, this situation is slightly :-..-.- .

reversed for 0-5's.

Table 2 S O
Submarine and Surface Officers Sea Duty

(Officer at Sea as of End FY82)

Percentile
* .25% 50% 75% 90% IQR

0-3
Submarine 1.09 2.02 2.96 4.38 1.87 '

Surface 2.19 2.92 3.88 5.10 1.69
0-4 .- ,- -

Submarine 3.71 4.97 6.73 8.27 3.02
Surface 5.20 6.20 7.32 8.50 2.12

0-5
Submarine 7.67 9.18 10.95 12.61 3.28 .

Surface 6.97 8.15 9.61 11.16 2.64 %

NOTE: Results do not include officers ashore as of end
FY82. Sea Duty for such officers may not be accurate,

as their pay is unaffected while ashore. IQR is the '.
interquartile range - the difference between the 75th
and 25th percentiles.

With regard to consecutive years of sea duty, there is little

difference between submarine and surface officers in aggregate. Table 3 .; - ,
shows that 8.7% of all surface officers at sea have more than 3 consecu- go -_

tive years at sea, while 8.6% of all submarine officers have more than 3
consecutive years of sea duty. When examined by grade the data show
that three or more years at sea is more common for O-4's and 0-5's in - -

submarine service than for their surface counterparts. In pay grades
below 0-4 or above 0-5, the circumstances are reversed.

Table 3 --o..w

Percent of Submarine and Surface

Officers Receiving Sea Pay Premium
(>3 Years Consecutive Sea Duty) ."-.

Category 0-1/0-2 0-3 0-4 0-5 0-6 Total

Submarine 0.1% 10.7% 18.6% 33.0% 3.9% 8.6%
Surface 0.1% 18.3% 15.0% 9.1% 6.1% 8.7%
Source: Navy Finance Center
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For enlisted personnel, the amount of sea duty performed was not
readily available in a form similar to that displayed for the officerd
force. However, information was available on the percent of enlisted
population receiving Sea Pay and Sea Pay Premium f or various groups
within the Navy. Additionally, the entire enlisted submarine community0
could not be identified from the data source, but the enlisted men in ..

nuclear propulsion which account for about 10,000 of the 31,000 members
of the enlisted submarine force were identifiable. For purposes of.
examining sea duty, the nuclear enlisted force was compared with all Navy
and with surface ship propulsion and power. The two subgroups are essen-
tially engaged in the same task, that of operating the ship's power plant; 6 4
the only differences are the kind of power plant and kind of ship. Not. -

surprisingly, the proportion of enlisted men on sea duty in these two
groups are very similiar and at a level significantly higher than the all- " .. " -.

Navy levels. The data show that in aggregate there is a 27% greater %
S chance that an individual in one of these two occupations will be at sea

in comparison to the all Navy rates. Whereas the all-Navy sea duty rateO . ,
• was 52%, these two occupations had about 65% sea duty. The results are

displayed in Table 4. Some differences are notable by grade, but most .-. , . -
data were very close. The same source of data was used to examine con- ~
secutive time at sea. Again, there is little difference in aggregate
for the two sub-categories, with a little over 10% having more than 3
consecutive years' sea duty compared to the all-Navy rate of 6.5%. The

* probability of having more than 3 consecutive years sea duty is at least
50% greater for enlisted personnel employed in nuclear or non-nuclear .

: a irship propulsion than the all-Navy probability of 6.5%. For all-Navy, " '-

nuclear propulsion, and non-nuclear propulsion, the record counts were
" u146,045, 14,584, and 56,118, respectively.

Table 4 %
Percent Performing Sea Duty

n cop s Nuclear or Non-nuclear Propulsion and All-Navy

a.0.
SEA PAT SEA PAY PREMIUM.b~

ALL NAVY SHIP PROPULSION NUCLEAR AOl. NAVY SHIP

15-4 522 642 512 2.0 4.1 2.62 ..- .

3-o 582 742 742 8.41 13.7 10.e h.. ....

3-6 46Z 622 5%78 37 33

c7 472 64% 62% 8.7% 16.52 15.3

3-8 41X 542 532 6.62 13.9% 13.71

3-9 402 482 482 4.62 7.22 8.82

TOTAL 522 662 652 6.52 10.32 11.22

NOT.: Ship propulsion includes DoD occupational code 65 and 66 except 661 which to shown in the

de Nuclear colum n.i...
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B. SUBMARINE MANNING/RETENTION. Since the intended purpose of
Submarine Duty Incentive Pay is to provide sufficient incentive to in-
duce people to pursue duty in submarine service, it is also important to
compare authorized strength with the supply of submarine personnel.
Additionally, it is necessary to analyze the retention pattern of sub- • ,

4.". marine personnel to determine if the compensation stream available over

a career is achieving the desired force profile. The most positive and " " -.
flexible control system for achieving specified force profiles is the -

Selective Reenlistment Bonus program for enlisted personnel and the Nuc- -.

-- lear Continuation Bonus for officers. Ideally, Submarine Duty Incentive "
Pay is compensation and incentive to encourage officers and enlisted .
alike to endure the objectionable factors associated with submarine duty
that have been identified in the preceding section. The level of compen- "" "" "

sation required to adequately serve as such an incentive is likely to
vary as one progresses through a career, so the levels of Submarine Pay .'-, .,
should vary accordingly to achieve the desired force structure. The
following analysis examines these aspects of submarine service.

1. Officers. Figure I shows the overall submarine manning from
FY76 to present and projected from FY83 to FY87 for officers in grade 0-1 -

through 0-5. Table 5 is a detailed breakout of manning by grade. It is -

quite evident that the distribution of strength does not match the re- ..

quirements pattern. Submarine Pay has only been in existence since I Jan-
uary 1981 in its present form and cannot be expected to correct the | W* . -.

.0 obvious imbalance in so short a period of time. Moreover, the imbalance "
is likely to persist for years to come. This problem will only be cor-

Figure 1 """"

SUBMARINE MANNING
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.. .. ...

rected over the long term if the accession levels and retention patterns
resulting from the current expected pay stream match requirements in .. "

future years. A detailed discussion of the comparative strength and grade

inventory versus authorizartions is contained in the Nuclear Officer Pays

of this volume, paragraph V.C. and Appendix D. Here again, although the 0'

numbers are adequate, grade distribution remains the important problem. ...-. " .

Table 5
Officer Submarine

Manning

*

. 76 76 80 82 84 6 

o- 1 - 0-2

Auth 619 755 710 713 722 733 743

Z - 130 153 208 236 255 237

o-3 0 *

Auth 1250 1ll 1190 1235 1313 1341 1346
S864.6 84.4 93.4 96.4 99.6 115.8 , .

0-1 - 0-3

Auth 1870 1900 1948 2035 2074 2089

Z 103 110 135 145.9 154.7 159.1

0-4

Auth 896 876 891 914 994 1014 1016

- - 77.0 68.6 64.3 56.1 57.8 61.2

0-5

,Ath 499 529 528 524 541 572 587

100.5 93.9 76.0 72.3 69.4 69.3

0-4- 0-5

1uth - 1405 1419 1438 1535 1586 1603 .

r - 85.9 78.0 68,6 61.8 62.0

0-1 - 0-5

Auth 3264 3275 3319 3386 3545 3598 3618

2 63.5 95.6 96.4 107 110.5 116.5 120.3

NOTE: Authorization includes shore billets required to
achieve balanced shore rotation.

2. Enlisted. Figure 2 shows the FY82 manning for the enlisted sub-

marine force. This figure shows all grades sufficiently manned except
E-2's, which are slightly short. Appendix B contains detailed numerical

manning information from FY80 through FY87. The data show that there is a -.

sufficient supply of enlisted men to meet Navy requirements. Enlisted ..

-.-' personnel in excess of Navy requirements are available for shore assign-

ment and/or duty outside their primary skill. %.,+.% .-:.; ..,- .. ..- :..'-,.
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Figure 2

FY82 ENLISTED MANNING .

ALL SUBMARINE SKILLS

FREQUENCY

C ~Isme

oso

LEGEND: CAT FILLED OVER 7SHORT
NOTE: Authorizations exclude 4,580 training and 1,226
staff billets not allocated by grade. .

Figure 3 shows how submarine reenlistment rates have fared relative .s- .u ur
to all-Navy reenlistment rates. Submarine reenlistment rates have been ---- ~- -

consistently lower, but have been about the same or higher for first and
second reenlistuents. Improvements af ter 1 January 1981 are evident
from these graphs, but the effect of Submarine Pay alone cannot be cred-
ited fully, as the influence of Sea Pay increases and other compensation
initiatives cloud the analysis. According to the Navy, the temporary
decline in first-term reenlistment rates in FY82 may be attributable to
a volatile SRI program and policy changes regarding early reenlistment.. %
Currently only 3 (hospital corpsman, storekeeper, and yeomank/personnelman) * -. *S ~
of 18 skills required on a submarine are not part of the SRB program. .
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Figure 3
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Figure 4 is a plot of the ratio of submarine reenlistment rates to
all-Navy reenlistment rates. It is easier from this graph to ascertain

changes in reenlistment rates caused by factors that did not affect Navy
rates. The Navy rate is represented by the horizontal line at 100%, while .-. -

changes in submarine reenlistment rates not caused by factors affecting '0
• .all-Navy rates are represented by the difference in the vertical distance.

For example, in Figure 3 for the first term, there is a steep increase from
FY80 to 81 for submarine enlisted personnel. It would be a mistake to con- -...-. ' .

clude that the increase is entirely attributable to Submarine Pay. The -'.-.-

same graph shows that Navy wide there was a significant improvement in ' -
reenlistment rates over that interval. Figure 4 is a graphical method
of controlling for the prevailing upward trend. It shows a relatively
small improvement in the first term from FY80 to FY81, whereas the second
and career reenlistment rates seem to have been very positively affected
by factors not influencing the all-Navy rate, such as Submarine Duty

* Incentive Pay. Perhaps this tells us that a switch to a career pay
significantly affects "stay" rates of people who have already decided to
remain another term, but is relatively unimportant to junior individuals " "
making their first stay/leave decision.

If this hypothesis is true, it is consistent with the theory that
senior people have lower personal discount rates, and thus pay that is
commuted over a long period of time is of higher value to them than it is __ _-

to junior enlisted personnel. The upward shift is very apparent for 3rd S rP ,.S -
term reenlistment rates; a shift is present but less apparent for 2nd term -.-... .-.

reenlistments and almost absent from first-term reenlistments. .' - '-'-/ - - -

Figure 4

SUBMARINE REENLISTMENT RATES
PERCENT OF ALL NAVY RATE --.-.
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C. STRUCTURE OF THE PAY. In 1955, when Submarine Pay was worth
about 44% of basic pay, it was of tremendous incentive value. The money
was only available to people assigned to submarines and was an incentive
pay for duty considered hazardous. If there were, in fact, an increased _.-,---.-'""-''_

probability of death or disability one might expect somewhat lower re- I O 0

sponsiveness than the reenlistment analogy suggests, since there is no ,. .....

possiblity of death or injury upon reenlistment. Nonetheless, the incen- .-.......
tive was large in value but narrowly targeted by virtue of the fact that ,'-. .' -.
the incentive was unavailable to individuals ashore. The trend in this V. ..

and other special and incentive pays in recent years has been to reduce " - '.
the incentive aspect of the pay by commuting its amount over a longer pe- .
riod of time. It seems that the Services have adopted the approach that
a level, periodic income is of more importance to the individual than
career earnings at least as high without the leveling aspect. This is
particularly true in the case of pays where continuous service within a
given community, i.e., submarine, aviation, etc., is desired. There is,
so far, no empirical indication that this is a correct interpretation of -
human behavior. Certainly, it is correct to conclude that once income is . . . .
received on a regular basis, it is preferred that the arrangement not be .'.. " "
disturbed. People may actually prefer occasional irregular extra pays as
symbols that what they have done or how they have served is important. "'.,

.- There is, however, insufficient evidence to support either approach. .. N..,
:' Though we do not know with certainty what servicemembers like, we do- -

know that they respond to higher pays and will often do what is necessary A - POINT.
to get them. People will accept higher pay passively, but may not acti-
vely pursue arduous or dissatisfying duty unless there is a prospect of .. '. -'.
some benefit, monetary or otherwise. "Gate systems" have been employed .-. >-'.'" .

as one technique to establish nonpassive behavior or to eliminate from . "
incentive pay eligibility those members no longer in the career. This -.

section will examine gate systems and other methods of effecting desired
behavior, in addition to the current level of Submarine Duty Incentive Pay.

To insure that each individual receiving career Submarine Pay is
still in a submarine career, the Navy has implemented a gate system . 2 ]
patterned after the operational gates for aviators. Since this system
is relatively new for submarine personnel, it is approriate to review
its effectiveness thus far. Automated Navy officer personnel files were
searched to tabulate by years of submarine service the number of indivi- .e "
duals who were authorized continuous Submarine Duty Incentive Pay and
those submarine officers not authorized CONSUB. The results shown in
Table 6 indicate that, overall, 7.5 percent of the officer submarine force **.".-..

are not authorized CONSUB. These officers may not have sufficient opera- -
tional service, or may have failed selection for assignment as an execu- ___ .O____ .__
tive or commanding officer, or for some other reason have been removed
from the career mainstream. Significant differences are shown between
officers of nuclear- and diesel-powered submarines. The Navy believes .. .
that the gate system has been very effective in appropriately identifying ... '% '.'. . .
and deleting from CONSUB eligibility those personnel no longer in a sub- . *.*.*,

marine career. In fact, 21.5Z with between 12 and 18 years of service are p. .

no longer eligible for continuous Submarine Pay.

i -. ...-.. - .*.... *-.
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Table 6
,, Operational Submarine Service

RECEIVING CONSUB NOT RECEIVING CONSUB

FREQUENCY ROW % COMBINED z FREQUENCY ROW Z COMUINED Z 0'

<6 1998/300 98.8/98.7 98.8 25/4 1.1/0.2 1.2 . .

6-12 591/219 99.3/96.9 98.7 417 0.5/ .9 1.3 . ..

<12 2589/519 98.8/97.9 98.7 29/11 0.9/ .3 1.3 .

12-15 131/62 79.4/8.5 79.8 34/15 14.0/6.2 20.2

16-18 138/24 97.2/61.5 88.5 6/15 3.3/8.2 11.5

12-18 269/86 80.9/74.1 78.5 40/30 12.3/9.2 21.5 % .. -

<18 2758/605 97.6/93.7 96.8 69/41 2.0/1.2 3.2 0 V 'Vol

18-22 191/57 71.5/58.2 67.9 76/41 20.8/11.2 32.1

23-26 64/47 65.3/54.7 60.3 34/39 18.5/21.2 39.7

18-26 255/104 69.9/56.5 65.4 110/80 20.0/14.6 34.6

<26 3013/709 94.4/85.4 92.5 179/121 4.5/3.0 7.5 . - .

NOTE: Dlat in this table was extracted from Navy personnel file@. Format Is s. .

NuclearDlesel. Percents in RECEIVING CONSU8 column are percent of Nuclear or Diesel --

respectively. Percent* is NOT RECEIVING CONSUB are percent of total row population. , . . *.*.-

.- .P - - . . - '

The arduous nature of operational submarine duty may have aspects -.

that discourage retention. If a junior service member is in a situation . "°'
where he must return to operational duty now or forfeit the pay when he
reaches 12 years, he may decide instead to- just leave the Navy rather ' ""

than face arduous operational duty at the same Submarine Pay he received ., " "..
ashore. Such an individual will receive Sea Pay, but it is targeted at .
the typical adversities at sea. There is little disagreement that the .
arduousness of sea duty on a submarine is atypical indeed. Thus, Sea "
Pay alone may be insufficient motivation to return to operational sub- '

marine duty when civilian employment is a viable alternative. At the .. - . -

high discount rates of junior servicemembers, it is not likely that they 4. .'-, '-

will stay and return to submarine duty for the promise that the pay will " "-- '-". : a7 '
not stop when they eventually reach 12 years. At high discount rates, -
this promise is of relatively low value, since the benefit for returning
to sea now will not begin until they reach 12 years of submarine service. -
A large immediate incentive may be of greater value and more effective .

for junior personnel. On the other hand, a drop in career Submarine Pay "
in order to perform the shore duty required by their career pattern may - -""""
also discourage retention. .

. '. . . -
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. Continuous Submarine Duty Incentive Pay begins on the first day of
instruction leading to duty on a submarine. For a nuclear officer, the
pay will begin about 1.5 years before the officer is assigned to a sub-

marine. There is no addition to pay at this important point in the
officer's career to recognize the arduous nature of his first operational
duty. For some enlisted personnel the training is significantly shorter,
but Submarine Pay also starts at the beginning of training. From field
interviews at several locations, we were informed by enlisted submarine -- .

personnel that some of their classmates in submarine school graduate and
never perform submarine duty but are authorized Submarine Pay. Some de-.....................
lays are understandable because of mismatches between training pipeline
f low and required personnel replacement rates. But if the delays are •
excessive, as these interviews have suggested, then the Navy must estab-
lish rigorous procedures to correct the inequitable situation perceived
by personnel in the field. The Navy indicates that this situation deve-
loped during 1980-82 due to unplanned construction delays in the TRIDENT
submarine program and that currently all who complete submarine school
are sent to submarines. Those personnel that attended submarine school 0 O
but were not assigned to submarine duty have been removed from eligibility
for Submarine Duty Incentive Pay.

%, Legislative backup material for this pay shows that the Navy wanted

" '- to pay officers on a continous basis and leave enlisted personnel on an
operational basis only (like Aviation Career Incentive Pay and enlisted r., -
hazardous duty flight pays)[3]. It was considered unfair to pay officers
but not enlisted personnel while ashore, so the legislation was rewritten
to pay enlisted while ashore, provided they had sufficient retainability
to return to a sea billet when they rotate ashore. (Until the finance
routines are updated certain individuals may be receiving CONSUB without

the required retainability. In the interim, it is the servicemember's *. . .
responsibility to notify the finance office when he no longer qualifies
for CONSUB.) Since Navy and legislative documentation shows that there . -

was no intention to pay enlisted personnel while ashore, and that it was
done only as a matter of equity, then one may conclude that the resulting -

added cost represents the equity overhead of a "career" incentive pay. .

Considering the enlisted shore rotation, this cost can be as much as
30% of the total enlisted budget for this pay. Commitments should not
be tied to compensation that is paid as a matter of equity, for to do so
is an inequity in and of itself, since officers need not obligate them- e
selves in any way to receive the pay while ashore.

D. LEVEL OF SUBMARINE PAY. The current Submarine Pay rates were
established in 1 January 1981. Prior to that time there had been no rate - .
changes since 1955. Table 7 below shows the basic pay rate in October

".'".. 1955 and October 1980 to demonstrate how the incentive value of the pay -.

had eroded in value. Whereas in 1955, Submarine Pay was about a 44% addi-
tion to basic pay, in 1980 it was at about 10%. At current elasticities,
a 44% increase to basic pay would be $375 per month, and we could predict
a 72% increase in reenlistment rates for first-term sailors if such an O .
increase was part of a reenlistment contract. The new rates established
on I January restored that value to approximately 19%, but it is now .- " -

. available while ashore, as well.
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Table 7

Pre-1981 Basic Pay and
Submarine Pay Comparison

Basic Pay C) Sub Pay* %Addition to Basic Pay
Oct 55 Oct 80 Oct 55 Oct 80

E-3>3 117 637 60 51.3 9.4
E-0>4 160 727 70 43.7 9.6
E-5>8 203 829 85 41.9 10.2

a.E-6>12 242 992 95 39.3 9.6 _____

E-7>16 289 1170 105 36.4 9.0 S 0
0-2>3 335 1397 150 44.7 10.7
0-3>6 406 1692 180 44.4 10.6

A0-4>12 499 2048 215 43.1 10.5
0-5>18 608 2577 245 40.3 9.5

*Rate paid from 1955 to 1 January 1981. * .

Table 8 shows that, after adjusting for inflation, the value (in June 1983
constant dollars) has eroded from $5,173 per officer recipient annually .

in 1972 to $2,515 in 1980. The new rates restored the value to $3,496
annually on a career basis, but it has again begun to decline in value '

due to inflation since January 1981. The Navy has a pending legislative -- - -

proposal to raise the rates by about 20% to restore the value of the pay,
since it has dropped from about 19% of basic pay to approximately 15% of ~ .'

* basic pay. The projected cost of this increase is estimated to be about **::~*. -

12 million dollars.

* Table 8
Annual Value of Subm~arine Pay 1972 to 1984*hI

Officer Enlisted --

*Actual$ June 83$ Actual$ June 83$

72 2,176 5,173 961 2,285
73 2,179 4,891 972 2,182
74 2,194 4,439 982 1,987
75 2,173 4,021 982 1,817 .

76 2,169 3,790 979 1,710
77 2,154 3,521 951 1,555
78 2,120 3,226 931 1,417
79 2,096 2,872 913 1,251
80 2,097 2,515 904 1,084 S
81 3,193 3,496 1,417 1,552
82 3,411 3,494 1,580 1,619
83 3,431 3,431 1,585 1,585
84 3,529 3,361 1,601 1,525

*5% inflation assumed between June 83 and June 84. ~
Cost wee esimaed s acualbudet dvidd b

actual recipients.
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If Submarine Duty Incentive Pay is to remain viable, several options must
be considered when reviewing its potential as a true incentive. Some ".
alternatives examined were:

1. Retain the current system and adjust the iates uniformly
when there are indications that retention is declining below acceptable
levels.

2. Provide an immediate increase, but target the budget in-
crease to those performing arduous operational duty. '°- -Z"I" -

3. Stop payments to individuals ashore; rechannel these monies -
to those people performing operational duties.

4. Revise the present system by starting Submarine Pay when -:-
first assigned to operational duty instead of the beginning of training, ."o". "• '..

-. . and require that officers have some form of obligated service agreement
(i.e., COPAY) while receiving Submarine Pay ashore. ' '

Alternative 1 is the present system which has been characterized in
.' detail in the preceding analysis.

Alternative 2 has several desirable features. First, it would pro-
vide the increase in career earning necessary to maintain retention at i
acceptable levels. It would also encourage and reward those performing
operational duty. For junior members the immediate and significant -- .'

*,~ recognition would be of more value and supply greater motivation than a
smaller increase that would result by spreading the amount evenly over '.f.- .
an entire career. As mentioned earlier, the Navy has legislation pending
to provide a 21.8% uniform increase to Submarine Pay. If inflation in
the second half of 1983 matches the first half, then an 18.6% increase
effective in January 1984 will have the same value as the rates in January '-.

" 1981. An 18.6% increase in the officer budget would be 3.4 million
S..".. dollars. If all of the resulting budget increases are targeted only to

-. the officers performing operational duties, then an 18.6% increase in
budget would result in a 45% increase for the officers performing the
most arduous duty in adverse conditions. For enlisted personnel, an
18.6% increase in the budget would be 9.7 million dollars, or $460 for .

.- each individual performing operational service. With the budget increase
targeted to operational billets only, the same budget could provide a
30% increase instead of just 18.6%. Under this alternative, payment -.

i would not stop entirely upon reassignment to a shore or staff billet,
but would reduce to the rates currently authorized. In essence, a 30% to / ,&t* -"•,' '~lI
45% premium would be paid for operational duty. However, a subsequent
drop in pay to fill shore billets necessary for accomplishment of mission
objectives is likely to have negative impact on retention. The gate

system would remain in its present form, but the Navy should consider
% stopping payment of CONSUB as soon as it is apparent that an individual .-.

would fail a gate rather than waiting until 12 or 18 years before payment ..... *.....*

~ .stopped.
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The third alternative would stop payment altogether while ashore : .~

or in a staff billet. Subsection A of this section enumerated the -............

justification for Submarine Pay, but it did not outline reasons for
paying Submarine Pay ashore. Legislative backup materials addressed :

the issue of Submarine Pay while ashore:

' . • . .

The extension of submarine duty incentive pay
eligibility to include those years a submarine ofufi- r
cer spends on shore duty will increase the attrac-

4.° - o - ' " . . -. o - .

tiveness of the submarine career path... , -. -:-

... the submarine officer contemplating a ca- O 0
reer decision is faced with a career path offering

• .'only limited shore duty and requiring a cut in pay ..

for those years that are spent on shore duty.

The provision of continuous submarine duty in-
centive pay eligibility for submarine officers will 5 0 •
remove this negative factor... ", ,.

.% .' .. .4

This indicates that there were two reasons why the pay was authorized '..'., -

while ashore: , .

- increase the attractiveness of the submarine career path

- avoid a drop in pay while ashore. -. .'.- .
4--_ ,'". ... .%. ."- .- .-..

Both of these reasons may be important, but the first should clearly be
'-. the primary motivation to pay Submarine Pay while ashore. The submarine -'-"-

service is an identifiable separate community. Volunteers are recruited
into submarine service mostly at the beginning of their military careers.

Although there is lateral entry to some submarine skills, all remain iden-
tified as submarine resources afloat and ashore. Submarine Pay may be -

Pe viewed as necessary compensation to individuals for the rigors of a sub-
.,.. marine career, and to provide an incentive to enter and remain on active . - '.-----

duty in submarine service for a fu,1l career. Avoiding a drop in pay while - '
ashore should be considered a result rather than a reason for continuous WIN.
Submarine Duty Incentive Pay. Ultimately, the justification for payment .'. -

ashore must be that it is unreasonable to keep service members in oper-
ational positions when shore and staff positions are needed to accomplish ..-. ""
mission objectives and to afford reasonable shore rotation, and finally . -.

that it is expected that service members frequently return to operational '4 , .
duty. *.- .,. . *

The fourth alternative would revise the present system to preclude
payment until the new accession reached his first operational assignment

1.W and to require that officers be under a form of obligated service agree-
ment while receiving submarine pay ashore. These modifications can be 4.

applied to any of the above alternatives except the third, which already . _*
r-77' addresses the issues related to payment while not performing operational --- ..

duties. Navy considers that payment of Submarine Pay to new accessions -'

4.. ....- .- , .--- 4-.- .. . ,

i 694 .\"" -
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has been very effective in attracting volunteers to a submarine career.
This provision has been in effect only since 1981 and should be re-
evaluated in two years.

E. OTHER OBSERVATIONS. The accession and training cost for en- S 0 0

listed submarine personnel is not high, and many enlisted skills required
on a submarine are also required in other sectors of the Navy. Further-
more, the operational gates for submarine service are less restrictive ."... ..

than the gates established for aviation service and the rates are about ".........
0% higher for submarine service. So it becomes especially important that

the gate system be managed well. Other added complexities require careful
management. For example, Submarine Pay is dependent on grade and years
of creditable active service (commissioned service for officers to prevent - .-
early loss of entitlement to senior officers with prior enlisted service),
but ACIP is based on years of service only, not on grade. There is no
clear purpose for this added complexity. Although Congress authorized
a "look-back" system whereby at each gate a servicemember's record is
examined to determine if operational requirements have been met, prudent .
management would suggest that prospective, in addition to retrospective,
aspects should be incorporated into the system. There is no systematic
"look-ahead" to determine if a gate will be missed unless the individual
returns soon to operational duty on board a submarine. Without such
positive controls, the number of people drawing continuous Submarine Pay
while serving in a non-submarine associated billet who cannot meet their
gate requirements may be excessive. It is recognized that people who
cannot make the gate will still receive this pay while actually serving
in a submarine-associated billet. Under such circumstances, the Navy
should consider stopping payment of CONSUB as soon as such a determination -.-

can be made rather than waiting until 12 or 18 years service before --.-. - --

payment stops, as it becomes apparent that an individual would fail a -
gate rather than waiting until 12 or 18 years before payment stops.

- • . - . . ' - . =

F. COMPENSATION FOR SUBMARINE DUTY IN GREAT BRITAIN. The pay
"..* structure of the Armed Forces of Great Britian is similar in many res-

pects to that of the U.S. Armed Forces. Submarine Pay, like a few other
special pays, are called major pays and are paid on a career basis provided - * ... -'
the recipient maintains the qualifications and is subject to submarine ---- -
duty. Certain other pays are called minor pays and are payable only when .

, certain duties or conditions of service are required of an individual.
. The British government is currently reviewing the major pays to determine
'. if such a system adequately fulfills its intended purpose [5]. Table 9 ; -.-'

below shows annual pay and submarine pay for various ranks within the "
Royal Navy. Though the Royal Navy uses nuclear propulsion, there are no - ,S

% additional pays for officers, but senior enlisted personnel do receive - ' .-.. -

extra pay for skills in nuclear power. Except for Sea Command Money of
a-I ($1.50) per day, officers would normally receive no additional pays.
All Enlisted personnel may qualify for lump-sum retention bonuses up to
61. i,000 ($1,500) twice in their careers.
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Table 9
British Annual Pay and Submarine Pay

Approx
time i Grade Time in Grade Annual Pay Submarine Pay 2 Addition
Service 0 ,

5 Ueutenant 2 11.017(16.525) 1,865(2,798) 16.9
8 Lieutenant 5 11,862(17,793) 1,865(2.798) 15.7 "*."- . -"

12 LCDt 3 14,201(21,301) 1,865(2,798) 13.1 . - . . . -

15 LCDR 6 15.178(22,767) 1.865(2,798) 12.3 - - - "- -
"  

-.

21 CDR 4 18,801(28,201) 1.865(2,798) 9.9

Harine lst Class 6,008(9,012) 1,303(1.954) 21.7

Petty Officer 8,749(13,123) 1,434(2,151) 16.3

Chief Petty Off 9,968(14.952) 1,726(2,589) 17.3

NOTE: In addition all crew members of submarines may , * ,
qualify to receive 219 ($328) per year of Hand Lying
Money while at sea as compensation for living condi- .,'-,, .'

tions below an established standard. Numbers in par-
enthesis are U.S. dollars equivalents. '

VI. FINDINGS.

A. The primary purpose of Submarine Duty Incentive Pay is to en- '.
courage members of the Navy, both officers and enlisted personnel, to pur ,-.-'--" -.

sue a career in the submarine service. Additional incentive is necessary " e- .
due to the adverse conditions associated with an operational submarine
duty career. These conditions exceed the arduous nature of surface sea *'f .

duty and, thus, it is appropriate to provide compensation over and above Wk 0W:,1 V-

that provided by Sea Pay. -.
., .. ' . . . , " ,. .. , "

B. Submarine Duty Incentive Pay has resulted in improved retention """ *. "".'. .%
of officer and enlisted submarine resources; the most notable improve- ......
ments that can be attributed to this pay have occurred among the more
senior enlisted groups. The QRMC recommendation for expanded implementa-
tion of Nuclear Officer Continuation Pay should help correct the problem
of senior submarine officer shortages by increasing both the magnitude .....

and duration of available special pay. QRMC proposals to enhance the
Selective Reenlistment Bonuses and the Nuclear Officer Incentive Pays ,.,...\....
should provide needed improvements in retention incentives for other ", .
personnel.

". C. Submarine Pay is paid to an individual before he reports for
duty to his first operational submarine. This is uncharacteristic of
other special pays (e.g., Aviation Career Incentive Pay and Hazardous Duty
Incentive Pay) authorized while in training, in that individuals are not

a. exposed to the arduous aspects of submarine duty until after the comple- -

tion of training, which is frequently a year and a half in duration. This A .. " ' "-,S
aspect of Submarine Duty Incentive Pay is designed to augment the other
attraction incentives associated with a career in Submarine Service.
The relative newness of Submarine Pay while in training coupled with the

• ° -s.-.S696 ,- ,.--e
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length of the training pipeline has resulted in little data to properly :
evaluate it effectiveness. It should be retained during the training . . . .

4 period, but evaluated for effectiveness in about two years when its impact -

4 can properly be measured.

610 0
*D. The requirement that enlisted personnel incur sufficient obli-

gation to allow assignment to submarine duty upon completion of shore
duty is an effective personnel management tool. Implementation of the

* COPAY enhancements recommended by the QRMC Is expected to have a similar
effect for officers while satisfying other needs as well.

VII.* RECOMMENDATIONS.

A. Retain Submarine Duty Incentive Pay in its present form.

B. In about two years, review the provision of Title 37 that per-j
mits payment of Submarine Duty Incentive Pay upon commencement of training
leading to duty on an operational submarine. At that time there should
be sufficient data to analyse it effectiveness.
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NATURE OF SEA DUTY

One of the cited purposes of Career Sea Pay is to provide special
compensation to personnel for serving in ships where they undergo on a
continuing basis arduous duty which is greater than the normal rigors 0 O

of military life and more arduous than those confronting individuals in
-* :"" the private sector. Among the many factors contributing to the unique " . -

,"*- and arduous nature of sea duty are: • i "

(1) cramped living and working conditions aboard ship; --- - "

(2) the unpredictability of operating schedules of Navy ship
(e.g. deployments extended for months, ships diverted, etc.);

(3) limited recreational facilities at sea; -

(4) inport duties assigned to shipboard personnel to maintain ship
readiness (which often severely restricts liberty time when the ship is
finally inport);

(5) long and arduous working hours at sea; -,'-..-' ,'

(6) long and repetitive deployments often interspersed with shifts :---.- -
of homeport; , -

(7) the length and emotional hardships of family separations;

(8) lack of personal freedom and certain legal rights;

(9) environmental conditions (unstable platform, etc. - even a - '0 v -- r-'-

"salty" sailor gets weary after a lengthy transit in heavy seas);

(10) lack of adequate medical and dental facilities onboard many
units;

(11) increased expenses for the individual (e.g., more wear and tear g . ..
of clothing, government will not store automobiles, etc.); ... ,

(12) hazardous working conditions (e.g. boiler rooms, refueling and -

replenishment at sea, small boat handling in heavy seas such as for pilot %' ..

rescue, etc.); and ..

(13) reduction of disposable income (e.g. for single personnel the . -
loss of BAO, VHA and BAS when assigned to sea).

12
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AUTHORIZATIONS 0

RATE FY 82 FY 81 FY 80

E9 164 158 153 0 *
E8 625 601 581
E7 1838 1772 1717 m.
E6 4460 4304 4174
E5 5195 5033 4898
E4 5021 4865 4735
E3 1957 1891 1836

*E2 1063 982 937
El - -- --

TOTAL (2) 20324 19606 19031

STAFF (1) 1226 1226 1226

,.*TRAINING 4580 5373 6628

TOTAL AUTH. 25130 26205 26885

(1) No grade is attached to each enlisted Staff billet.
The majority of these billets is filled by submarines
after their first sea tour. The nominal paygrade for
such an individual is E-6.

(2) Not distinguishable by submarine type. '" . *

INVENTORY

PAYGRADE FY 82 FY 81

E9 497 299

E8 1140 943
E7 3320 2837
E6 6086 5021
E5 10394 9287
E4 6242 6600
E3 2563 2629
E2 912 1108ai
El 531 445 ~

TOTAL 31685 29169

.eq %SUB School training cost -length 5.8 wks-
$3871/enlisted

%- %

*~ %/



ALLOWANCE

PAYGRADE, FY 83 FY 84 FY 85 FY 86 FY 87I

E9 170 176 179 185 191
E8 653 681 700 728 756
E7 1902 1966 1997 2028 2059
E6 4628 4796 4889 5057 5225
E5 5379 5563 5666 5850 6034
E4 5195 5369 5459 5633 5807
E3 2035 2113 2158 2236 2314
E2 1099 1135 1167 1203 1239 0
El - -- --

TOTAL 2101 2-1 M 2=1 5 2T3M 23gT.-.

STAFF 1226 1226 1226 1226 1226

(1) No grade assigned to Staff billets. m"

SUB SCHOOL ACCESSIONS

55.~FY 83 -5585 _ _

* 84 -5355

85 -5395 .

86 -5410

4 ~~87 -5420 %-.*..

SUB school training cost: $3871 per enlisted student 5 '

SUBMARINE PAY PROJECTED COST

9% YEAR BUDGET

FY 83 51.705M4
FY 84 52.247M4-

FY 85 52.060M4s
4/, ~~~FY 86 5.060M4~~'- -~*

'4/ ~FY 87 52.060M4>~.~-

gNN
16 %9 %*$*
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

Submarine Duty Incentive Pays -. ', .

Issues:

1. The primary purpose of Submarine Duty Incentive Pay is to encourage
members of the Navy, both officers and enlisted personnel, to pursue a
career in the submarine service. Additional incentive is necessary due S 0 • .
to the adverse conditions associated with an operational submarine duty
career. These conditions exceed the arduous nature of surface sea duty '... ....

and, thus, it is appropriate to provide compensation over and above that
provided by Sea Pay.

2. Submarine Duty Incentive Pay has resulted in improved retention of * " -

officer and enlisted submarine resources; the most notable improvements
that can be attributed to this pay have occurred among the more senior en-

,V listed groups. The QRMC recommendation for expanded implementation of "
. Nuclear Officer Continuation Pay should help correct the problem of senior 4
_ submarine officer shortages by increasing both the magnitude and duration -. '---.

of available special pay. QIMC proposals to enhance the Selective Reen-
listment Bonuses and the Nuclear Officer Incentive Pays should provide . .,. ....

needed improvements in retention incentives for other personnel.

duty3. Submarine Pay is paid to an individual before he reports for
duty to his first operational submarine. This is uncharacteristic of
other special pays (e.g., Aviation Career Incentive Pay and Hazardous
Duty Incentive Pay) authorized while in training, in that individuals -
are not exposed to the arduous aspects of submarine duty until after the --

completion of training, which is frequently a year and a half in duration.
This aspect of Submarine Duty Incentive Pay is designed to augment the

,',. other attraction incentives associated with a career in Submarine Service.
The relative newness of Submarine Pay while in training coupled with the
length of the training pipeline has resulted in little data to properly. evaluate it effectiveness. It should be retained during the t raining ''''.-' " -,.-'..o.

," - -. ; -. '.- .-
. , period, but evaluated for effectiveness in about 2 years when its impact . .

can properly be measured.

4. The requirement that enlisted personnel incur sufficient obliga- .. ,.- ,.-
tion to allow assignment to submarine duty upon completion of shore duty

% Is an effective personnel management tool. Implementation of the COPAY
'v*.* enhancements recommended by the QRMC is expected to have a similar effect

for officers while satisfying other needs as well.
.' -.- ;. . .- -

,.,- . -4,,..... - .
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Department Comments

Army Concurs.-

Navy Concurs.*0

Air Force Defers to Navy. -

Coast Guard Concurs.

PHS Believes findings are0 0
.4 reasonable, but provides

no specific comment.

NOAA Defers to Navy

JCS No objection, but* .

defers to Navy.

-'4
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SPECIAL PAY WHILE ON DUTY AT CERTAIN PLACES -

I. PURPOSE. Special Pay While on Duty at Certain Places (Certain
Places Pay or CPP) was initially designed to act as an incentive or
additional compensation for duty overseas. However, because the rates O .
have not changed in many years, the purpose of CPP has evolved to that
of a token payment for rigorous foreign duty.

II. DATA SOURCES. The majority of data were obtained from the Service
staffs of the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps and Coast Guard. Back- "

ground information was provided by the State Department and documents
originated by The Conference Board Inc., General Research Corporation,

V.- the Navy Personnel Research and Development Center, plus selected GAO .. .. -
. reports, in addition to other DoD reports and studies. %

III. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. Prior to 1963, Special Pay While on Duty '

at Certain Places existed as Foreign Duty Pay. Although the name has * "..
changed, it is still commonly referred to as Foreign Duty Pay. In order
to avoid confusion, when referring to the pay as it existed prior to *, .%-% #. "

1963, it will be called Foreign Duty Pay. References to the pay after '-.,'
1963 will be called as Certain Places Pay or CPP. The current CPP derives
from the Career Compensation Act of 1949 (Public Law No. 81-351, 63 Stat.
802). This statutory authority is codified in 37 U.S.C. 305. .--......

The concept of providing additional money to military personnel for
performing duty outside the contiguous United States first began during

. the Spanish American War. Initially, on the basis of the Act of May
26, 1900 (31 Stat. 211), only Army personnel were entitled to an addi-
tional stipend for service in Puerto Rico, Cuba, the Philippine Islands,
Hawaii, or Alaska. Officers received 10 percent of their basic pay while I - W ff'-"
enlisted personnel received 20 percent. The entitlement's geographic --...- .... .
limitations were expanded to anywhere outside the contiguous United .

States by the Act of March 2, 1901 (31 Stat. 903) and was subsequently
. provided to all Marine Corps personnel and Navy officers anywhere outside .."- . ....

the contiguous United States by the Act of March 3, 1901. The pay remained _ ___

in this general form for approximately 20 years, to include the World
War I era. It was discontinued in 1922 when it was not included in The

Joint Services Pay Act of 1922 (Public Law No. 67-235, 42 Stat. 625).

Military service personnel did not receive Foreign Duty Pay again
until 1942 when it was authorized by the Act of March 7, 1942 (Public Law
No. 77-490, 56 Stat. 148). Beyond the reinstatement of the pay, the most

-. significant fact associated with this Act was that for the first time
.-.-. Navy enlisted personnel were also authorized the pay. At this point, *.

the general orientation of the pay was shifted from solely Foreign Duty
; - .. Pay, to that of Foreign Duty and Sea Pay. Officers received 10 percent ." f... -.

... "- . of their basic pay and warrant officers and enlisted personnel received
- 20 percent. The 1942 Act again made the payment of Foreign Duty Pay a

~ permanent entity. Foreign Duty Pay remained unchanged until enactment -

of the Career Compensation Act of 1949. Following some, but not all of .. . ...
,~-... ,

,,, _.... . ".',
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the recommendations of the recently completed Advisory Commission on
Service Pay (Book Commission) study, Congress modified Foreign Duty Pay.
These changes were:

Elimination of paymnt to officers and warrant officers. This is consist-00
ent with the Hook Commission-s rationale

Officers, especially, do not deserve extra pay for
this type of duty, since the pay recommended for
them is apportioned to their relative responsibil-_____
ity as executives and administrators, regardless
of their site of operation. Additional compensat-
ion is unnecessary and undesirable for work which .....

should be expected as a normal incident in a cho-
sen career.1

Payment of differing amounts of Foreign Duty Pay by pay grade. Congress * *
rejected the contention of the Hook Commission that Foreign Duty/Sea Pay ... .-...

should be provided at the flat rate of $15.00 per month for all enlisted
grades and established rates as follows:

*E-1/2 $8.00 E-5 $16.00 5

E-3 $9.00 E-6 $20.00 *~@ *W

..9E-4 $13.00 E-7 $22.50 '

Based upon the recommendations of the 1962 Defense Study of Military
Compensation (Gorham Report), the Department of Defense in 1963 submitted
a legislative proposal recommending elimination of both Foreign Duty and - 'V ''Wr
Sea Pay. Instead of paying an Individual for foreign duty, DoD recoin- .*

-. 5' mended that a special pay be provided to personnel whose duty involved -.-

unusual hardship. This hardship or isolation pay would be provided to all *~*,**

personnel located at remote or Isolated duty stations. Depending on the -. :-

hardship classification, the additional pay would have been either 15 or 25 .''--

percent of basic pay. During House Armed Services Subcommittee hearings *-
on this bill Chairman Rivers commented:

... Next we come to Section 9 of the bill which re- '45

peals authority for special pay for sea and foreign '*- ..- b

dutys This type of pay is Intended to provide a small
amount of compensation to the enlisted man who serves ~ ~
at sea, or Is stationed overseas...

* N'The proposed legislation seeks to repeal this
provision by law and substitute in its place special '

* ~~pay for duty Involving unusual hardship... ..- '
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Frankly, I do not believe we should repeal the
present law which provides sea and foreign duty pay . -
for all enlisted personnel. I rather suspect that
if we were to adopt the section dealing with unusual __-----_--__.-__

hardships that very few people at sea would qualify. 0
I believe that any enlisted man who goes to sea for
extended periods of time is entitled to some extra .

compensation.2  .:

Congress rejected the DoD recommendation but in the Uniformed Serv-
ices Pay Act of 1963 (Public Law No. 88-132, 77 Stat. 216), made major
changes to Foreign Duty Pay. The first was to change the name of the pay
to "Special Pay While on Duty at Certain Places." The second change in-
volved determination of eligibility criteria. Prior to 1963, all enlisted
personnel serving outside the contiguous United States received Foreign .

Duty Pay. Congress changed this to allow the Secretary of Defense to
determine the locations for hich CPP would be paid. However, it also in-

* .,. dicated that the Secretary should consider climate, community facilities
and accessibility when determining which locations should qualify for the
pay. The effect of this law was to provide flexibility to the Secretary "-' - . -of Defense while limiting the number of persons who would receive CPP. -.

In 1981 Congress questioned the need and effectiveness of CPP and -
asked DoD to submit a report not later than I June 1982.3 By May 1982,
DoD had restructured the eligibility criteria so that CPP is paid only
where "those remaining locations are considered to be truly arduous-
assignments." 4 Climate limitations were tightened and criteria for support .*.

facilities were deleted. Although CPP was authorized for members serving". .
unaccompanied tours, it was also given to those serving where the with- :'" -
dependents tour length is less than the normal 36 months. [ .*is, -..

Table I displays the accumulated costs and number of DoD personnel
vV paid on a yearly basis. Coast Guard personnel are also eligible for the

pay; however, complete historical data are not available. Accumulated >...,..'.

V ~ costs and numbers of Coast Guard personnel paid for 1982 were $287,448
and 1,611, respectively.

Table I
Certain Places Pay Recelpients and Costs

FY Total Personnel Cost ($000)

1972 386,581 $66,349
4. 1973 242,295 42,307

1974 203,261 34,912
1975 193,212 33,574 "
1976 181.155 30,919 -

5 1977 154,723 26,408 " " ' ,
1978 154,282 25,802 ,
1979 154,245 26,003 "".
1980 153,534 26,126 . . .. .- '
1981 155,915 26,297 V." ""'• ""
1982 156,856 26,252

4 , :.. - a-•. -% '
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Table 2 reflects service projections of the number of personnel anti-
cipated to receive CPP and the associated cost for FY83-FY87. Although
there were changes to the eligibility criteria which were effective I June
1982, these changes were "grandfathered" for personnel already overseas.
Therefore, the changes would not result in cost reductions until those 0 0
members transferred. However, in Table 2 cost reductions are also not
apparent in out-years.

Table 2

Certain Places Pay - Projected Costs
Fiscal Years 1983 - 1987 0 0

FY83 FY84 FY87 ..- ......

# OF COST # OF COST # OF COST
PERSONNEL $(000) PERSONNEL $(000) PERSONNEL $(000)

ARMY 50,019 8,517 48,697 8,313 ... 48,697 8,313
NAVY 23,848 4,222 23,472 4,208 ... 25,561 4,537
USAF 50,622 8,732 50,915 8,779 ... 50,915 8,779
USMC 7,676 1,123 3,423 491 ... 3,423 491

DoD.. .. ... . - "-"-
TOTAL 132,165 22,594 126,507 21,796 ... 128,596 22,120

USCG 1,611 287 1,611 287 ... 1,611 287 . -.

TOTAL 133,776 22,881 128,118 22,083 ... 130,207 22,407

A complete chronological listing of legislative history and cur-
rent authorized locations appear in Appendices A and B.

* IV. METHODOLOGY. The primary objective of this analysis is to deter-
mine the effectiveness of CPP in recognizing the greater-than-normal O . S .. -
rigors of service at specific locations.

The 1962 Defense Study of Military Compensation (DSMC) observed
that in considering Foreign Duty Pay:

Congress recognized the need for and value of -- A. ,O i-.
incentive and compensation for service performed out- -
side the Continental U. S.... Since it was difficult
to put a price tag on hazards or arduous tasks and the
total number of personnel involved included a large
quantity of volunteers and conscripts, a "token form"
of financial compensation was initially applied on a
relatively low scale and evolved ultimately to the
present "flat rates" as applied by grade today. 5
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This observation tends to lend credence to the notion that while
* CC? may Initially have been viewed as an Incentive or compensation, it

* was never meant to be more than a token form of incentive or compensation.
BY virtue of this fact, the effectiveness of CP? is best measured by the
real amount or value of the token and how this measure has or has not 6
changed over time.

When established In 1949, Certain Places Pay vas nine to ten percent
of basic pay. For several years, due to low inflation, the pay held its
value. However, the steep inflation of the 1970's significantly dimin-
ished the value. Figure 1 provides a display of the declining relative 0
value of CPP for a person enlisting In 1953 and completing a 30-year
career this year. It shows that even after applying the five Increases
between E-1 and 9-9, the C?? paid to an E-9 with thirty years service,
would have less purchasing power and, therefore, loe value than the C??
which that same E-9 might have received as an E-1 thirty years earlier.

Figure I

CERTAIN PLACES PAY 53 T1{RU 82
RELA TIVE VALUE OVER A 30 YEAR CAREER
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On the basis of these data, it can be observed that CPP has declined
in value by approximately 80 percent. Today, CPP is one to two percent >
of basic pay for enlisted personnel. The conclusion which should be
drawn from this is that little of the value which initially resided with
CPP still remains. Full restoration of that value would require an0
approximate 400 percent increase in the rates. This would necessitate
a similar Increase in program costs of at least 70 million dollars per . -. *

year which is considered prohibitive, especially in light of recent ... .

Congressional reductions in funding for this pay. -.

It is clear that, in its present form, CPP has little or no value
as a reward for the greater than normal rigors of service at certain
places. We do not, however, suggest eliminating this pay. We believe -~.

Sthat, structured and implemented properly, it can be of great use to
the Services.

.. 4

For years personnel managers have wrestled with the problem of man- ~ * ~

_ev

.ing remote and isolated installations all over the world. This is true
for a number of reasons: many stations are located extreme distances
from populated areas; the environment is often harsh; travel to and
from sites is difficult, etc. Although it may be argued that military
members must perform duty at these locations when ordered to do so,. -.

the assignment process could be made much simpler and more effective if
at least a greater share of individuals performing remote or isolated 
y duty were volunteers. A meaningful reward for isolated duty could pro-

vide an Incentive for individuals holding skills that are very often
associated with remote duty. The result could be a greater percentage
of volunteers, bringing with them an improvement in overall morale, pos-
sibly better retention, and even a reduction in the number of repeat
Isolated tours for some whose special skills are required only in speci- li,
fic areas worldwide. If paid at an appropriate rate, it would also
reward personnel at selected locations for the discomforts and true. .

isolation associated with such duty.%

,,; .- ... .- , .. , .-

Other countries have recognized the need to provide a hardship dif- .-.. •
ferential for various types of foreign service. This is demonstrated in

a recent General Accounting Office report covering the United States and
five other countries (Australia, Canada, France, West Germany, United

. Kingdom) that possess similar national values.6  Although their overall

compensation systems are not totally akin to ours and the differentials
are established for a variety of purposes, they have instituted a require-
ment for specialized overseas duty, reinforcing the position that compen- * * 0
sation is, indeed, appropriate.- -

Civilian firms have long seen the need for special pay for overseas
hardship. An excerpt from a Navy Personnel Research and Development ...

Center (NPRDC) San Diego study demonstrates this:

... private industry has established and maintained
its compensation practices for overseas employees

based on the inducements necessary to recruit and r t.-.-.

SV
.1* %~.
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retain personnel for extended employment overseas.
A principal element of the compensation package
offered employees for overseas duty by most
companies is an overseas differential pay
Some companies detail the factors they consider 3 O O
important and weigh them by degree of hardship...

7

The degree of hardship in specific selected locations is an impor-
tant factor. A 1982 report by The Conference Board discussing private "-'."..
companies employing U.S. personnel overseas notes: .-_- 4

...69 percent have separate hardship allowances...
The reasons companies adopt...a hardship allowance...
are directly related to the factors of hardship or .. --.

difficulty in working and living in a particular --

foreign location.
8

Other Federal Government employees also enjoy compensation benefits 3 O "@
which are similarly based on a degree of hardship. The NPRDC study states:

A principal element of the compensation package
• 'S provided federal government employees overseas

is the post-differential allowance. The Depart-
ment of State with numerous personnel assigned W .. .. WWM- M
around the world, has developed a highly sophis-
ticated procedure...to determine the degree of
hardship existing at each post...There are five
categories of such post-differential rates...
These represent percentages of base pay that --. ,
will be ;aid to individuals assigned to specific V

;.; posts..-~~ ~~ ~ .. . . ....... .. .

As was discussed earlier, DoD recommended elimination of the old ..

Foreign Duty and Sea Pay in 1963 to be replaced by a special pay for ,' . -
personnel assigned to remote or isolated stations. At that time,
Congress rejected the idea, placing special emphasis on the need to
reward men at sea. This rejection is no longer valid, however, because .- C...-
sea pay has since been treated separately and the rates increased by the.4 .% %.- . --., A[
Uniformed Services Pay Act of 1981. CPP was not included in this Act, ..-.. ',.*

and we believe that the 1963 DoD proposal should be revitalized. Although ., .,.. ,.
the DoD made some changes to CPP in 1982, they did not go far enough. ."

Eligibility criteria are still considered to be lenient since they -" " -

allow individuals serving with dependents on tours less than 36 months .
to draw the pay and they include locations that are highly questionable

,. in terms of arduous duty, i.e., Singapore, all of Alaska instead of .... . ...

certain areas, all of Thailand instead of certain areas, etc. Greater -..-....-.

restrictions are required to make this a really meaningful pay under the
arduous duty concept.

A more effective approach for this pay would be to strictly limit .

its use to only those locations which have truly arduous conditions or

5 -. - - °
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are unusually isolated and to substantially increase the amount paid. ...-.

*'.- The result would be to target a greater amount of money to individuals, . .

but to a significantly smaller number of people.

In limiting the locations to those of truly arduous duty, the follow- 0 0 4

ing criteria would be required to be fulfilled in order to authorize ..-
CPP: .

(1) Accompaniment of dependents is not authorized; and,

(2) One or more of the following conditions must exist:

(a) Complete isolation by normal road or rail travel from
populated areas;

(b) Seasonal limitations on air or ship travel; or, ... ___"-..

(c) Extreme weather. "

*I These criteria should be restrictive enough to sufficiently limit the
locations while not being so restrictive that truly deserving individuals
would be prohibited from receiving the pay. Since these criteria will be
much more limiting, it is appropriate that it be paid to all service
personnel serving in those locations. Additionally, provisions should be
made for a case-by-case waiver of the dependent-restricted criteria by

the individual Service Secretaries. This would prevent individuals who
are authorized and encouraged to have their families accompany them to
otherwise dependent-restricted locations from being excluded from drawing
CPP. ... .. . .

There are three possible methods of paying this revised CPP. The - - - --
first of these would provide the pay to all qualifying personnel using a ..-- ***..-

percentage of basic pay per month. This approach was supported by the
Cordiner Committee which said: - ----.-

.-. "-."-."-."-.'%" .- '. . o.o'I

In fixing the amount of pay for duty at remote and 07-
isolated stations, flat-rates do not appear sound. If ' -

such compensation is to be truly effective, it must ', .- "
possess sufficient flexibility to be applicable to all
grades and to the degree of hardship currently existing %- -" %.
at a particular location.

10  ."

An amount of 15%, which results by averaging the percentage rates of basic .. .-- .-- . -,.-. . . ,- -
pay (102 officer; 202 enlisted) that were provided by the first Foreign
Duty Pay of the early 1900's, is believed appropriate for this method.
This is also the average of the current five categories used by the State
Department in determining their hardship post differentials. Only one .
category is required because the restructured pay would be limited to
only the most arduous or isolated areas. Thus, no graduation in degree 71O *2'-O
of hardship is necessary.
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The problem with this method is that It pays all personnel different
amounts of money for experiencing the same hardship. On the other hand, . "
It does accommodate the need for greater incentives as people become more
experienced and as they attain higher rank.

The second method of payment would be the flat-rate approach. This
concept was substantiated by the Hook Commission which stated:

A percentage system permits pyramiding at grades and at
salary levels far beyond the inducement required....._".

Moreover, the differential would be exaggerated if basic
pay scales were increased,,.The flat-rate basis was also - - . -
selected, since the inducement required for each grade .---
Is roughly the same regardless of pay within the grade
which may vary in accordance with year of service and
authorized allowances...

Using this flat-rate method, persons qualifying for CPP would be paid at *. ' -. .

j'~\ the same rate of $180 per month. This amount was derived by estimating
the mean monthly Career Sea Pay entitlement. Sea Pay and Foreign Duty
Pay/CPP have always been closely associated and, although the situations .

are not completely analogous, sea duty and isolated or hardship duty are
somewhat similar. This method recognizes that all persons are undergoing
the same hardship and should, therefore, be compensated accordingly.

A third method of payment is a modified flat-rate method. This %
method provides for an ascendant scale rate of payment tied to pay grade.

. The amount of money provided for each grade is displayed in Table 3. This .,

method recognizes that all people of similar or equal position undergoing ' -. 7
the same hardahip should be compensated equally and at the same time
accommodates the need for greater incentive as people became more experi-,",..".... .

C enced and as they attain higher rank. %

Table 3 * ""
I.-.. Modified Flat-Rate Payment Scale " . -

PAY GRADE MONTHLY RATE
E- thru E-3 $ 25
E-4 50 . -'

E-5 60
E-6 125
E-7 135. ~ ~~E-8, E--9 150 "".. : :
W-1 thru W-4 150
o-lE, o-2E 150
0-1, 0-2 100 "V--'"" -
0-3 150

% 0-4 165
• ~0-5,0-6 180 ,.. .O"",O 2

0-7 and above 0 - '-.* ,
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V. FINDINGS.

A. Special Pay While on Duty at Certain Places is of little value in
its present form. The pay should be restricted to only those isolated or
remote locations where dependents are not authorized and the environment 2 1

presents more than normal discomfort with little or no opportunity for " "-." -

travel.

1. The eligibility criteria are too lenient, and the authorized -

locations are too extensive.

2. The value of the pay has decreased since its inception in
1949 to the point that it is only a small, insignificant token.

B. The pay is needed and should be retained, but it should be properly
structured and implemented to provide a more useful tool to assist the

Services in manning selected world-wide locations.

1. Both officer and enlisted personnel should draw the pay.

2. The rates should be sufficient to reward those performing duty
in remote areas as well as provide an incentive to assist the services in
manning isolated stations. *f,.?WO,*

3. The modified flat-rate method is appropriate because it pro- ...,.:.
vides the same pay to those experiencing the similar hardship while pro- .- , .. . ..-

-: viding an incentive by establishing a relationship level of with pay .. '-.

grade. The amount should range from $25 for E-1 - E-3 to $180 for 0-6.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS..

A. The eligibility criteria for Certain Places Pay should be changed
so that only personnel in truly isolated or remote locations where depend-
ents are not authorized and the environment presents more than normal -."- --. -' '-
discomforts with little or no opportunity for travel will be authorized "" " " "
to receive the pay. However, provision should be made for the Service O .. • ....

Secretaries concerned to waive the dependent-restricted criterion on an
individual case-by-case basis. ,...

B. Adopt an ascendant scale rate with the amount ranging from $25
-" per month for E-1 thru E-3 to $180 per month for an 0-6 as proposed in

Table 3. Enacting legislation should include a "save pay" clause for ...0 .
those individuals under the current CPP system.

C. Delete the prohibition against payment to personnel serving in - -"-""'"-

the United States or its possessions and against payment to members who .-.-.
* are residents of the state, possession, or foreign country in which they

are serving. " -".
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LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF COMPENSATION FOR SEA AND FOREIGN DUTY

1. Foreign Service Retirement Credit:

a. 31 Stat. 209, 26 May 1900 stated that in computing service for
retirement double time would be given for service between 1898 --. ' ' .'. .

and 1912 in Puerto Rico, Cuba, and Philippines for enlisted
men.

b. An Act of 2 March 1903 authorized the same provisions for
service in China.

c. An Act of 1904, (33 Stat. 264) made the same provisions for -.

service in China, Cuba, Philippines, Guam, Alaska, and Panama, - -

but excluded Puerto Rico and Hawaii.

d. An Act of 24 Aug 1912 (37 Stat. 575) discontinued the provision O '

for enlisted foreign duty double time credit toward retirement. . - .. .

2. Sea and Foreign Duty Pay: .. "" "

a. Act of 26 May 1900 (31 Stat. 211) provided only Army personnel
with an additional stipend for service in Puerto Rico. Cuba, 1O0MM-11.
The Philippine Islands, Hawaii, or Alaska. Officers received
10 percent of base pay and enlisted personnel received 20 - . ."--

percent of base pay.

b. Act of 2 March 1901 (31 Stat. 903) expanded the entitlement's
geographic limitations to anywhere outside the contiguous United .'
States.

c. Act of 3 March 1901 expanded payment of the entitlement to all
Marine Corps personnel and Navy Officers.

d. Act of 30 June 1902 (32 Stat. 512) provided for an increase in
pay of military personnel serving beyond the limits of the
United States comprising the Union and Territories of the United .. -  -  ,

States continguous thereto. The pay proper, as fixed by law .
for time of peace, increased by ten percent for officers and *'-'K.': '.'.

twenty percent for enlisted personnel from the date of departure .-. ,.---..-U
from the States to the date of return thereto. ... -./"' ""

e. Act of 12 June 1906 (34 Stat. 274) excepted from the appropria-
tion, service in Puerto Rico and the Hawaiian Islands... .-

f. Act of 2 March 1907 (34 Stat. 1164) contained a like exception.

g. Act of 11 May 1908 (35 Stat. 110) provided that increase of pay ,O "..O.,.O "  
,

for foreign service "shall be as now provided by law."

' . .~' .- ,".. -.. .. '. "... . . ..
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h. Act of 24 August 1912 (37 Stat. 576) provided that laws allowing
increase of pay to officers and enlisted men to foreign service
shall not apply to service in the Canal Zone, Panama, Hawaii or

Puerto Rico.

i. The Joint Services Pay Act of June 10, 1922 (42 Stat. 625) re- O
pealed, effective 1 July 1922, all existing laws authorizing

increase of pay for foreign service.

J. Act of 7 March 1942 (PL 490-77th Congress) reenacted foreign
service pay for officers and enlisted personnel of the Armed
Forces. It provided for an increase in base pay of 20 percent
for enlisted men, warrant officers, and female nurses; and 10 %
percent for commissioned officers for any period of service

while on sea duty, or duty in any place beyond the continental . -.

limits of the United States or in Alaska. It further provided
,.'.',that the increase would be effective from 7 December 1941 until

twelve months after the termination of the present war as
proclaimed by the President. " 0 O

k. Pay Readjustment Act of 1942 (PL 607-77th Congress) approved .. ' -.-

16 June 1942 repealed the previous act and reenacted the same - -
benefits for officer and enlisted personnel stationed outside .

the continental limits of the United States or in Alaska. "

* 1. Act of 6 October 1945 (PL 190-79th Congress) amended the Pay
Readjustment Act of 1942 and provided that the 10 and 20
percent increase in base pay for foreign service would be
continued indefinitely.

m. The Career Compensation Act of 1949 (PL 351-81st Congress) ...
repealed the previous acts pertaining to foreign duty pay for -.

military personnel and reenacted this type of pay for enlisted -
personnel only. It provided that enlisted personnel while on -:- "-
duty beyond the continental limits of the United States or in*.
Alaska would be entitled to an individual monthly allowance. In

1958 the new grades of E-8 and E-9 were afforded Foreign Duty
Pay at the rate of $22.50 per month by PL 422-85th Congress. F .

n. Uniformed Service Pay Act of 1963 (PL 132-88th Congress) -
~. .q~, restructured the pay. Enlisted members were not automatically

authorized foreign duty pay. Secretary of Defense now deter-
mined locations which would qualify for the pay.

,>',,., NOTE: The basis for this chronology is the Defense Study of Military . ' ''.-.. .

Compensation; Vol II, "Sea and Foreign Duty Pay," July 1962, p. 7.
Much of the history has been extracted verbatim from that document, '.

... " -, which is commonly called the Gorham Report. -.-. ..-.
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FOREIGN DUTY PAY AREAS
-~ (Effective June 1, 1982)

Alaska
Andros Island (Bahamas)_________
Antarctica
Antiqua Island (West Indies)
Aruba Island (Netherlands Antilles)

* Ascension Island (United Kingdom)
Australia: Z--

Alice Springs
North West Cape
Woomera City

Azores Islands.-.
Bahrain Island
Bangladesh
Barbados Island (West Indies)
Bolivia
Brazil:

Fortaleza
Recife
Salvadore
Santa Cruz

Bulgaria ~-----~z. .---

Burma
Cambodia *~.

* Canada: ~-~-?-
Labrador .--

Newfoundland
New Brunswick (St Margarets only)
Quebec (Senneterre only)

Cape Verde: *,--

Central African Republic:
* ~*Bangui *.-

Ceylon
Chad '

China (Peking)
Colombia -.-. *.~

Congo
Costa Rica
Crete
Cuba Yl
Cyprus

* Czechoslovakia
Diego Garcia Island (Chagos Archipelago)

Eleuthera Island (Bahamas) **.*.*.*~
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FOREIGN DUTY PAY AREAS (cont'd)

El Salvador
Eniwetok (Marshall Islands)
England:

Flyingdale Moors
RAF Spadeadam

.4:: St. Mawgan
Ethiopia
Finland
Gabon Republic:

Libreville 0
* * Germany:

Kalkar
Reisenbach
Todendorf

Ghana
Gibraltar, B.C.C.
Grand Bahama Island, Turks and Caicos (Bahamas)
Greece (except Nea Makri) -

$ Greenland
Guam (Mariana Islands)
Guinea:

Bissau WSZU Dm
Conarky

Guyana
S Haiti

Honduras
Hungary
Iceland
India
Indonesia
Iran

SIreland:

Londonderry
Israel ~--9-~u~w
Italy:

Cina Gal lina
Finale Ligure \:.:---

La Maddalena (Sardinia)
Martina Francs
Mount Cimone

/ -*~ Mount Corans,'
Mount Paganella S.s *

e' Mount Venda .%***

Mount V rg ine ~~...I
Reggio (Monte Nardello) J% ~~%S
Rimuini
San Vito (Including Brindisi)
Sciaves 4

Scly Sgnla
% %
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FOREIGN DUTY PAY AREAS (cont'd)
Ivory Coast
Japan:

Akizuki-Kure Area
Fuji Maneuver Area
Fukuoka
Island of Hokkaido (Chitose)

N: Kashiwa
Misawa,
Ryukyu Islands:
Kuma-Shima only

Seburiyaa
* SJohnston Island

Jordan
Kenya
Korea
Kuwait:

Kuwait City 0
Kwajalein (Marshall Islands)
Laos
Lebanon
Liberia

, .. Mahe Island (Seychelles Islands)
Malagasy Republic
Malawi
Malaysia Federation

Halta
Mariana Islands (All areas except Guam and Saipan -see separate listing) .

Midway Is lands -" r
Morocco *

Nicaragua *.'.

Niger %.. *...-..* -

a. ~Nigeria *...

Pakistan S.

Panama
Paraguay ml*~q-"~
Peru
Philippine Islands
Phoenix Is lands ... *

Poland
* Ponape (East Carolina Islands) '

Puerto Rico:
Vieques Island

Rogmania
p Rwanda:
5. Kigali

Saipan (Mariana Islands) -5

Samoa Islands '--'S

Sardinia Island:
Decizonannu ,%~%&

Monte Limbara .

% ~
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. . . . .

I' FOREIGN DUTY PAY AREAS (cont'd)
Saudi Arabia

-. Scotland:
Holy Loch Area (Including Dunoon, Greenock and Prestwick) ________

Nachrihanish0* 
*R AF Mormond Hill

Thurso
Senegal
Singapore
Somali Republic

BalericIslands

Cartagena
Elizondo (Including Gorramendi GKF)
Estaca De Vares ai
Guardamar del Segura
Moron AB ________

Sonseca. Oct:.
' Sudan

S Taiwan
'~. Tanzania:

Dar Es Salaam
4. Thailand

Togo
~- Truk Atoll (Caroline islands) 7 71-1(K Tunis-ia

Turkey .

S Uganda :
.- Upper Volta.

U.S.S.R.
Venezuela 

--*', Vietnam
'-' Wake Island

Wales:
.. ~,., rawdy

Yemen, Arab Republic 
SYugoslavia ~ $~'''"

Zaire: .. '*.*.-

~j Kinshasa
Zambia:

Lusaka
Zimbabwe:
Salisbury ar ~

NOTE: This revised list Is effective June 1, 1982; however those members
.0who were receiving special pay on June 1, 1982 and who were a"signed

to places no longer qualified for this pay continued to be ell-
gible for such pay until reassigned out of that geographical area.
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SUMMIARY OF RESPONSES .ES. ..-

Certain Places Pay ]
ISSUES: '

1. Special Pay While on Duty at Certain Places is of little value in
its present form. The pay should be restricted to only those isolated or
remote locations where dependents are not authorized and the environment
presents ore than normal discomfort with little or no opportunity for -.

travel.

a. The eligibility criteria are too lenient, and the authorized %
-- locations are too extensive.

b. The value of the pay has decreased since its inception in
1949 to the point that it is only a small, insignificant token. __. ... .

.5. 2. The pay is needed and should be retained, but it should be properly
structured and implemented to provide a more useful tool to assist the - -+ % Services in manning selected world-wide locations. ;"":- '"'"-%"

'4.. .-. - . -. - o

a. Both officer and enlisted personnel should draw the pay. .....

in b. The rates should be sufficient to reward those performing duty" "in remote areas as well as provide an incentive to assist the services In /-'" '--"-" -

manning isolated stations.

c. The modified flat-rate method is appropriate because it pro- - "
vides the same pay to those experiencing the similar hardship while pro- l ! .. ' -

viding an incentive by establishing a relationship level of with pay
grade. The amount should range from $25 for E-1 - E-3 to $180 for 0-6. '-

Department Conents

Army Concurs . - --'--

A.+ Navy Concurs. " 5' " 5'"- -*
...-,?.- .... e

Air Force Does not concur. Prefers to . . .
maintain CPP in its current form.

Coast Guard Concurs. _O_______ "___

NOAA Concurs. -"''" .-

IHS Concurs. %-

JCS Does not concur. Believes eligibility Al-.-' -.. og
5.% . criteria too restrictive; too many - -

overseas locations lose recognition. C' " .-.-
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LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS

1. Amendment of Title 37 U.S.C. 305(a) to provide Certain Places Pay to
all personnel at the rate of a maximum $180 per month.

2. Amendment of Title 37 U.S.C. 305(a) deleting the prohibition against
%: payment of CPP to personnel serving in the United States or its posses-

sions.

3. Amendment of Title 37 U.S.C. 305(b) deleting the prohibition against 0

paying CPP to Servicemembers who are residents of the state, possession or ...

foreign country in which they are serving. :.*

4. Amendment of Title 37 U.S.C. 305(a) to restrict payments to members in
locations where dependents are not authorized. Provide a clause for Serv-
ice Secretary approval of exceptions to the dependent s-restricted criteri- 0 4

on on a case-by-case basis.

5. A "saved pay" provision should be included for those individuals
receiving CCP at the time of enactment of amending legislation.

% N
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I .

FAMILY SEPARATION ALLOWANCE, TYPE II

I. PURPOSE. Family Separation Allowance, Type II (FSA II) is design-

ed to reimburse, on an average basis, the miscellany of non-quantifiable

added expenses that result from family separation. I 0

II. DATA SOURCES. The bulk of data used in this analysis was obtained
from the Services in response to 5th QRMC requests. A thorough review

of previous compensation studies was made including the Defense Study
of Military Compensation (1962), the working papers of the 3rd Quadren-

nial Review of Military Compensation (1976), the Defense Manpower Commis- p
sion (1976) and the President's Commission on Military Compensation
(1978). Information was also received from the Office of Personnel
Management. Although not a primary source of information, interviews
addressing FSA II were held at various military installations throughout
the country.

111. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. Family Separation Allowance - Type II (FSA
II) was authorized by the Uniformed Services Pay Act of 1963 (Public Law
88-132). The Act provided a monthly allowance of $30 to personnel receiv-
ing Basic Allowance for Quarters (BAO), and serving in pay grades E-5 or

. - above (or E-4 with over 4 years of service), who were separated from their
" dependents for a period of 30 days or more due to one of the following

situations:

-,the movement of dependents to the permanent duty station is not_ . "-.
authorized and the dependents do not reside at or near the per-

manent station, or

for duty aboard a ship away from homeport for 30 continuous days, -

or

% on temporary duty away from the permanent station for a continu-
ous period of more than 30 days when the dependents do not reside

in the area of the temporary duty station.=

The purpose of this legislation was to provide reimbursement for the
necessary added expenses caused by forced family separations. 2 The Senate,

in its report accompanying this legislation stated:

The rationale for the family allowance is that
enforced separations of servicemen from their families " "" "' '

cause added household expenses where the member is -. ..- ....... - .=.
absent for any extended period of time. This results --
in an inequity as compared to those members whose - .- ... J ' ." ..- -% %

dependents are authorized to accompany them. The
extra expenses include such matters as home and
automobile maintenance, increased child care costs,
etc. I . . .
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The rate of FSA II initially recommended in the House of Representa- "..-:-- -

tive's bill was $30 per month, or one-third of the single rate of BAQ " -.'-"-...
authorized for the pay grade of the member, whichever was the larger .
However, the Senate Committee on Armed Services favored a flat rate of _"__,--_•____-,_

$30 per month stating: I 0 0

The Committee believes that this provision will .% ."

correct a deficiency in the existing military compensa-
tion system which heretofore has not taken into account
the additional expenses incurred by the military member .

because of separation from his family due to military
requirements. The flat rate of $30 would simplify the
administration of this provision. The change would af-
fect relatively few members since the great majority of - . .'"

military members could receive only the flat $30 sum. 4

. .o . .Z . . ..- .. .-

The $30 rate was believed to be a "fair" amount for the allowance, O* * "

although there was no empirical basis or formula through which this sum
was derived.5 The allowance was to cover a myriad of non-quantifiable -

," miscellaneous expenses created by the separation such as the additional
costs of child care and, particularly, "handyman" jobs that would nor-
mally be performed by the absent spouse. Help may be necessary to perform
such jobs as home and auto maintenance and repair, minor electrical
and plumbing repairs, yard maintenance and shoveling snow.

6

Since the initial FSA II legislation relied heavily on the "handy-
man" theory, the Comptroller General decision of February 9, 1968 -. '." .-

(B-157486) ruled that, to be eligible for FSA II, a member must maintain -- .

a residence or household that was under his management and control and
which he would likely share when duty permitted. The effect of this t ,'

ruling was to deny FSA I to many members whose dependents had elected
, to move in with relatives or friends for the duration of the extended

*- separation. While members applying for FSA were generally required to -
certify that they were maintaining a residence for their dependents at a • *, . -

*., certain address, there was no attempt on the part of the Services to ., " . -

determine if the residence was, in fact, under the member's management ...

and control.7  V.

Thus, in 1970, two pieces of legislation affecting FSA II were "
enacted. One restored FSA II to members denied the allowance by the-..'-

Comptroller General decision. The second expanded FSA II entitlement to --

include members whose dependents resided in government quarters. .

On December 7, 1970, Public Law 91-529 amended 37 U.S.C. 427(b) & . ...

explicitly state that the residence of the dependents need not be under"- -'.
the management and control of the separated member. This change acknov-.,:..:..-,...
ledged that "handyman" type expenses constituted only a portion of th'.-."--.
cost of maintaining two households. As expressed in the House report--
accompanying the bill: S O• . .
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There are, however, many other expenses that are
directly attributable to the family separation which
are not associated with the upkeep of a house. Some of
these come about simply from running what amounts to two "_"_""_"""_''"_
households. 8

The report cited maintenance of the family automobile, the repair of

..: small appliances and children's bicycles, the duplication of articles of. --

personal necessity (including newspapers and periodicals), child care and .'.-

postal expenses as items of expense incurred regardless of whether a home "
is also maintained.9

A second law enacted on December 7, 1970 was Public Law 91-533 which
*~? extended entitlement of FSA to members whose dependents resided in Govern- ,. ...

ment Quarters. The 1963 Act intentionally excluded this group of members ::-; - .
from receiving FSA II and had made the receipt of cash BAQ a prerequisite
for drawing FSA II. However, it was then realized that the extra expenses . "
of family separation were in many instances unrelated to base-provided : ..

services and housing. Three categories of expenses were cited as contri-
-. ,.,, buting to separation costs. Under the "family at home" category, expenses

such as routine home and auto maintenance, the repair of household appli-
ances, yard care, extra transportation costs when the spouse does not
drive, and baby-sitting fees were cited. The "member overseas" category . ...
included duplicatory costs of magazines, books, personal and household ---

,V type items, laundry and other service charges, and extra food and recre--,
ation costs. Under the "family unit as a whole" category, cited was the -
loss of the enlisted subsistence allowance when the separated member was

being subsisted from a government mess and consequent loss of this income -
which, under normal conditions, would contribute substantially to the - -- , - -

family food budget.I0

No further changes were made to FSA II until 1981 when the Depart-
ment of Defense Authorization Act (Public Law 96-342) extended FSA II
entitlement to personnel in pay grades 1-1 through 9-4 (under 4 years of
service). The additional entitlement came about as a result of efforts .
on the part of the Department of Defense which believed that the junior
enlisted grades were least able to meet the additional costs of maintain-" - "
ing two households. In approving this change, Congress added an addi- -. -."-
tional. purpose for FSA II. Concerned with the large number of dependents
of junior enlisted personnel overseas, they expressed the hope that pay- '. .- .
ment of this additional allowance might encourage married junior enlisted
personnel to serve overseas on unaccompanied tours.11

IV. METHODOLOGY. Family Separation Allowance (Type II) will be examined
0 from two aspects. First, it will be looked at in terms of suitability,
Sthat Is: Does FSA II serve a useful purpose in the context of today's
* military environment? Secondly, the rate will be evaluated for consist-
ency with the purpose of the allowance.
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9 0 @
V. ANALYSIS.

1. Purpose. Before examining the purpose which FSA II plays in to-
day's military compensation package, it may be useful to observe some
general statistics concerning the allowance. Table 1 shows DoD recipi-
ents and costs from FY72 through FY82 with projections of both for FY83 0
through FY87. Declining figures from FY72 through FY74 reflect the

* withdrawal from Southeast Asia. Substantial Increases from FY80 and -

* ~FY82 reflect the expansion of FSA II to junior enlisted personnel brought - **.~.. .-

about by the Pay Act of 1981. Projected recipients and costs remain fairly >--i .

*constant through FY87.

Table 1
DoD FSA II Recipients and Costs FY82-FY87*

Fiscal Year No. Officers No. Enlisted Toa o ot(00

1972 41,754 129,141 170,895 $61.522

1973 32,777 100,396 133,173 47,943 4
1974' 20,587 79,021 99,608 36,053

1975 16,407 73,995 90,402 32,546%
1976 15,940 62,776 78,716 28,338

1977 13,693 63,188 76,881 27,678 4

1978 12,458 59,475 71,933 25,895

1979 11.876 60,238 72,114 25,999

1980 11,393 61,184 72,577 26,126

1981 11,549 76,426 87,975 31,671

1982 11,381 89,480 100,861 36,309
1983 11,601 91,538 103,139 37,129

1984 11,620 92,125 103,745 37,349

1985 11,774 9401 105,845 3%28

1986 11,843 92,782 104,625 37,665 J

1987 11,874 93,119 104.993 37,798

*Figures represent manyears of FSA. Figures for FY83-FY87 are budget projections.

FSA II costs and recipients for FY82 were distributed among the four
DoD Services as shown in Table 2.

Table 2
FY82 FSA II Costs and Recipients by DoD Service* .* -

Service No. Officers No. Enlisted Total No. cost ($000)

Army 2,919 38,446 41,365 $14,891

Navy 4,772 29,267 34,039 12,254

Air Force 2,065 14,200 16,265 5,855

Marine Corps 1,625 7,567 9,192 3,309

e.Total 11,381 89,480 100,861 $36,309 *
a Ffitures represent manyears of FSA It. J

Table 2 shows that the Army and Navy utilize the greatest number of

manyears of FSA II. In addition to the DoD Services, the Public Health
Service, Coast Guard, and NOAA also use FSA. The Public Health Service ~**-

* paid $179 in FSA during FY82 and estimates annual payments of between @ S '
$150-400 for FY83 to FY87. Exact figures for Coast Guard and NOAA are
unavailable due to non-centrally controlled pay accounts for this item.
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However, the Coast Guard estimates that the annual cost of FSA II for
FY83-FY87 will approximate $875,000 and include payments of 550 officer
and 1,880 enlisted manyears of FSA II. NOAA has estimated total FSA II
payments of $I0,000-$12,000 for 50-60 eligible sea-going officers per "_-_._---'--_'_
year (FY83-FY87).

As discussed earlier, FSA II is paid to personnel who are serving
unaccompanied Permanent Change of Station (PCS) tours, are deployed at
sea, or are serving at a temporary duty station away from the area of the
permanent duty station. Table 3 shows, for the end of FY82, the percent-
age of FSA II recipients in each Service who were assigned in each of the
three categories.

Table 3
Percentage* of FSA II Recipients by Service

Assigned PCS/TDY/At-Sea
FY82

Category Army Navy Air Force Marine Corps

PCS 93% 15% 72% 57%
TDY 7% 28% 28% 36%
At Sea - 571 - 7%100% 100% 100% 100% - '4 * ', 4
*Rounded

• 'o ~ ~~~~- . - - " - ,. .-

Table 3 shows that the greatest proportion of Navy FSA II recipi-
ents are assigned to ships away from homeport. For the Army, Air Force,

l,-. and Marine Corps the bulk of FSA II recipients are serving unaccompanied _ ___ _.-
tours at permanent duty stations. Army PCS recipients are assigned predo-

. minantly in Germany and Korea. Likewise, Korea and Germany have the
highest concentrations of Air Force PCS FSA Il recipients. Marine Corps

'. PCS recipients are assigned primarily in Japan. The large percentage of
Marines receiving FSA II in a TDY status results from the routine deploy- %
sent of infantry battalion and aircraft squadrons on 6 month Western %
Pacific deployments as a part of the Unit Deployment Program. Overall,
about 601 of FSA II recipients were on unaccompanied PCS assignments, 20%
were at sea and 201 were on temporary duty during FY82. -,.

As an allowance, FSA 1I is intended to partially reimburse the member
for certain costs associated with family separations over which he has no
control. It is an expressed recognition on the part of the Services, as ",-"-
employers, that it is incumbent upon the service member to provide a home O O

for his dependents whether or not he is able to reside with them. Basic
. Allowance for Quarters (BAQ) recognizes, in its separate rates with and

without dependents, that basic additional costs will be incurred by
.' ,. members with dependents. Similarly, FSA I1 recognizes that additional

financial obligations will be created for members ordered to live separ-
ately from their families. Although by no means a full or actual cost

'. i., reimbursement, FSA II, like many other allowances, is an attempt to de-
$ ~ fray, in part, the expenses incurred by compliance with orders. In

-- . . -'
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doing so, it may help alleviate, to some degree, the concern and anxiety -
of separated members attempting to ensure the continued financial well-
being of their dependents. The difference created by FSA II may be
particularly significant for personnel in the lower pay grades where the -

ability to meet living expenses may be marginal even with the member at ,
home.

Field interviews with service personnel, conducted as a part of the
5th QRMC review found a common misperception that FSA II is intended to
compensate an individual for hardships, either emotional or otherwise,
that are created by family separation; or, that FSA II was a payment
for being deprived of a normal family life. In actuality, FSA II merely • .
recognizes, and partially reimburses, the cost of family separation. It

attempts to provide some equity between those personnel whose dependents '.
%7. are not authorized to accompany them (and thus must maintain two house- .-

holds), and those personnel who are either authorized to have their de- -. :-.

* pendents accompany them or are without dependents. Clearly, those who
must maintain two households will incur increased expenses, although the | 0 "

-. expenses will vary from family to family.

Family Separation Allowance should not be confused with Special and .", "-..
Incentive pays where compensation is offered to attract or retain person-
nel in areas requiring extensive personal hardship. The special pay in
these areas is offered in an attempt to affect the behavior of indivi- *c..,g,- .
duals by offsetting, or compensating for a number of unpleasant or nega-
tive factors, only one of which is the emotional hardship and personal " "" "" "" .'
sacrifice inherent in family separation. FSA II, on the other hand, %
provides a reimbursement only for the costs which are incurred as a .-. ,. ,-.
result of a physical separation. .-... .

The legislative history of FSA II cites numerous examples of the .
*%e types of expenses for which FSA II is intended. Costs fall into addi-

tional expenses incurred at home in the member's absence, those incurred
., by the member himself, and those borne by the family as a whole, such as

the loss of enlisted BAS when the member subsists at a government mess,
or other forfeitures of economies normally enjoyed by maintaining a single
household. While some changes in the structure of military families have AV. •...*"'VW.-

probably occurred since 1963, the basic premise of FSA II, that additional
expenses are incurred when a member must maintain two households, remains
unchanged.

In reviewing the administration of FSA II, an area of possible in-
equity surfaces involving the situation where service members are married O O -. O4
to each other. Under the restrictions in 37 U.S.C. 420, neither member
can be considered a dependent of the other for the purpose of receiving
FSA II or an increase in any other allowance. Thus, although separated .

and burdened with the necessity of maintaining dual households, neither "-. "-. ".
member qualifies for FSA II. Even the addition of dependents to the
family structure will qualify only the member claiming the dependents, ... .
for FSA II. The separation of the member not claiming the dependents *.-*

would not qualify for the allowance. Since 37 U.S.C. 420 impacts the .-

-" . ",°. '". " , -.734..
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payment of many items of compensation to members married to members, in- *'<.-

cluding quarters, travel, and transporation allowances, of which FSA II
is only a minor part, it is suggested that the issue should be addressed
in conjunction with the ongoing Joint Service Study Group on Compensation

Policy for Members Married to Members. 0 0

A second issue raised by a number of single members during field

interviews, particularly those assigned afloat, was a perceived inequity
in the compensation received by single and married members. In the -.

shipboard setting, junior single members expressed a dissatisfaction in

having to live aboard ship while married counterparts were receiving
quarters allowance and could afford to live ashore. The additional

S'i entitlement of the married sailor to FSA II during deployments was seen
as increasing the disparity between the two groups. However, this aspect .-

'' of FSA II will remain, as long as our compensation system continues
to differentiate between members with and without dependents. Thus, a -"-' "

legislative change entitling single members to FSA II is not appropriate -- - ""
in view of the intended purpose of the allowance.

2. Rate of FSA II.

Given the purpose of FSA II, a determination of an appropriate rate,
consistent with the purpose, must also be made. At the time of establish-

, ~. ment, $30 per month or $1 per day was believed to be a fair rate. This
e,,,, sum had no quantifiable basis but represented a subjective judgment of an "

equitable reimbursement for non-quantifiable, miscellaneous expenses.

While a notional set of costs exemplifying separation expenses could

be constructed, its applicability to the actual costs incurred by a wide
variety of FSA II recipients would be questionable. Actual costs will "
vary widely based upon pay grade, number of dependents, type of quarters "'. 4.
or housing occupied, geographical location of the member and a host of .---.. .

W other factors. A survey of costs incurred by separated families may

also prove difficult to conduct due to inaccuracies in segregating costs .
of the separation from normally accrued household expenses. . '-. ......

The initial rate proposed for FSA II by the House of Representatives --

was the greater of $30 per month or one-third of the monthly without-de-
pendents BAQ rate. Because the one-third BAQ option would have provided
an increase for only a small number of members and for ease of administra-
tion, the flat $30 per month rate was finally adopted. 12  Table 4 below -.

shows FSA II rates based upon the one-third BAQ mechanism for selected
grades for the years 1963 and 1983. It can be seen that using the one-

third BAS rate or $30 option, most personnel would have opted for the
$30 rate in 1963. Only officers 0-2 and above would have received PSA II
at a rate greater than $30 per month. .'-':

,-..

':"'":" "" ",-..'
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Table 4 -

FSA II Rate Comparison
FY68 and FY83 One-Third BAQ (w/o Dependents)

PAY GRADE 1963 1983 0

0-7 $53 $169
0-6 47 152 ... "."
0-4 40 124
0-3 35 109
0-2 32 95
0-1 28 74 5 6 0

E-9 28 91
E-7 25 71

E-6 23 65
E-4<4 18 55
E-1 18 41

The flat $30 rate in 1963 fell midway between the one-third BAQ rate
for 0-1's and 0-2's. The corresponding flat rate in 1983, utilizing a
similar comparison, would be approximately $85. '.4'-',..

Adjusting the 1963 flat rate of $30 to FY 1983 dollars (Dec 1982),
using the Consumer Price Index (CPI), yields an equivalent sum of $96.

Assuming that $30 per month represented an appropriate rate for FSA II at

the advent of the All Volunteer Force, and again, adjusting the rate to

%I today's dollar, yields $69 as. the equivalent rate (Dec 1972 - Dec 1982).

N Because FSA II does not reimburse an expense that can be definiti-
vely measured, (e.g., a clothing allowance); because its purpose is not ow"

to act as an inducement to affect behavior which may also be measured;

and because the allowance does not represent a major portion of the
total Service compensation package, frequent changes in the rate have -

• ;not been mandated. Thus, the FSA II rate has remained unchanged for 20
years while its purchasing power has fallen to less than one-third of
the original value. Clearly, an adjustment to the rate is necessary if -
even a minimal level of reimbursement is to be maintained. From a . . ,' -'

purely economic standpoint, a rate of approximately $96 would be required ., ] ,. ..

to restore the allowance to its equivalent original value. However, his . % .-.""

adjustment assumes a sound empirical base for the original rate which, ". ' .-

in fact, was set quite subjectively. Other elements of compensation,

notably many in the Special and Incentive Pay area, have rates which are
generally sufficient, in terms of recognition and reimbursement, yet are , . -.. '

not matched on a one-for-one basis with changes in the economy (i.e., Hos- - .. . ,.1 %.\ 4

tile Fire Pay, Responsibility Pay). While these pays provide a partial

compensation or recognition payment, their rates are set based upon
other than measurable factors, since setting a quantitatively determined "w. .N 0
rate is not possible. FSA II falls into this category, although it is an
allowance for expenses. Thus, while some evidence exists which argues "'"0' '* -

for an increase in the rate of FSA II to a level three or more times its

current rate, such an increase is not justified considering the purpose .

736 ,,,m A ,w -, 6
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of this relatively minor allowance in comparison with other elements of "-
*: compensation. However, a rate increase to $60 per month, or $2 per day, "-"--" .

is believed to be a minimum which will provide a meaningful level of .- 4'
* reimbursement for family separation expenses.

• . Forced family separations due to orders tend to be a uniquely mili- 0 0
tary problem. In the public or private civilian sectors, provisions are
normally made to have dependents accompany the employee except in the
most unusual circumstances. In addition, while Service compensation is "" -" '
fragmented into various pays and allowances, civilian salaries tend to
incorporate all aspects of the employment and do not explicitly differ-
entiate the various elements of compensation such as family separation •
or hazard.

A number of foreign military compensation systems also provide spe- -"
cial compensation for family separation. The United Kingdom authorizes
a special pay for service members separated from their families by a
distance of over 200 miles for over 30 days per year, of between $2.50 u -• ,0 -,

,-, " and $3.30 per day, depending upon location of the member. The Federal -
Republic of Germany pays a separation allowance to members separated -. . ,

*., from their place of residence for more than 14 days with rates dependent
e,'f upon the family situation. Harried soldiers also receive travel expenses

to visit their families each month. Australian servicemen can receive a
family separation allowance for separation over 14 days of roughly $2 per |. -
day. A Field Duty Allowance is paid in France to members assigned to
specified deployed units, with rates varying by level of responsibility
and family situation. A head of household may receive between about $6
and $15 pe- day, while a single member may receive between approximately:: $3 and $7.12- .-- -° . . .

VI. FINDINGS. rr- -

A. FSA II fulfills a useful purpose in the Service Compensation -";
package and should be continued.

B. FSA II should continue to reimburse in part those miscellaneous
and non-quantifiable expenses created by family separation.

$6 mnt elevd,* -p. • . .,.% *

C. An increase in the FSA II rate to $60 per month is believed
appropriate. -

".....-"- .... --.
1. Cost projections for FY84 through FY87 utilizing the $60

per month rate are shown below: , l,. ,

Fiscal Year Cost ($000)

1984 74,698 . *.

1985 76,568
1986 75,330 I -,

1

1987 75,596

737
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS. -0

A. Retain FSA II in its current form.

B. Raise the PSA II rate to $60 monthly. 
~--.~i:--.> S~4*~ -.
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HOSTILE FIRE PAY .

V. . PURPOSE. Hostile Fire Pay (HFP) is unique. It is not designed to
compensate for the hazards of, or act as an incentive for participation
in armed conflict. The purpose of HFP is to provide an additional pay-
ment during periods of nominal peace, as a token of recognition, to
personnel serving in a hostile fire area, and to personnel of a vessel,

aircraft, or unit that engages in hostile action, outside of a designated
hostile fire area. Therefore, HFF was studied to determine the appropri-
ateness of the pay and the degree to which it fulfills its stated role.

II. DATA SOURCES. The majority of data was obtained from the Service 0 0

staffs of the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps and Coast Guard. Back-
4% ground information was provided by the State Department, International

Association of Chiefs of Police, Maritime Administration and selected
GAO reports in addition to other DoD reports and studies.2

III. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. The current statutory authority for HFP e* * :j

is derived from 37 U.S.C. 310 (1976) which was added by Section 9 of the
Uniformed Services Pay Act of 1963. The concept of a token of additional
compensation for personnel involved in combat originated during WWII %

=..., . with the inception of Combat Badge Pay and Expert Medical Badge Pay. As
the name would suggest, these pays were limited to infantrymen and medi-
cal personnel who had actually served in combat. The authority to award
this "combat pay" began in January of 1944 and remained in effect until -

V October of 1949, when it was repealed in conjunction with the enactment .' >-.---

of the Career Compensation Act. This was based upon Hook Commission "- "
recommendations.

When the Korean War broke out there was no Combat or Hostile Fire -

Pay apparatus in place. The Army took the lead in requesting of Congress " 6!'yq-l..t-"

a new Combat Duty Pay for servicemen serving in Korea. It should be
-Xe-. noted at this point that there was a subtle difference in reasoning
,V. between the Combat Pay of WWII and that of Korea. Combat Pay during WWII

was justified on the grounds that the individuals who were experiencing

the most arduous and dangerous aspects of combat should receive a special
monetary token for their exposure. The justification for Combat Duty "
Pay during the Korean War rested more on the fact that it appeared to be
inequitable to pay individuals hazardous duty pay for noncombative -

, " undertakings and not compensate individuals for the extremely hazardous '
duty of engaging in combat with the enemy. On 10 July 1952, two years - .. '. '..
after the initial proposal, the Combat Duty Act of 1952 was enacted.

% All personnel who qualified under this Act received the standard amount *,..-

of $45.00 per month. The Combat Duty Pay of 1952 differed from that of ----.
WWII in that it was available to all servicemen (except those already

...6 receiving a hazardous duty pay) who engaged in combat for a total of six " .-,--..-
days in a given month. Because of the restrictive language of the act " .--. -

and the six-day combat requirement, the bulk of the Navy and Air Force
were excluded while the ground combat elements of the Army and Marine
Corps received the lion's share of Combat Duty Pay. In 1953 an attempt

________ 745 -
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was made to have Congress authorize payment of Combat Duty Pay by zone or
area to eliminate this inequity. The amendment failed to pass Congress.
With the cessation of the Korean War, little or no additional interest ....

was shown in combat duty pay until the beginning of the Vietnam conflict,
when the DOD submitted HFP legislation based on the recommendations of
the Gorham committee.

On 2 October 1963, Public Law 88-132 (77 Stat. 216) was enacted.
Tis law is the basis upon which HFP is currently administered. It "
established the HFP rate at $55.00 per month which, at that time, equaled
the lowest amount paid for hazardous duty and incentive pays. Both • 0
officers and enlisted members received the same amount and the receipt
of a hazardous duty or incentive pay did not preclude an individual from " -' . -
receiving HFP. Hostile Fire Pay was not available to service members
missing in action or captured and could not be paid when Congress had
declared war../,. _ -:---- --

In 1965, Public Law 88-132 was amended to increase HFP to $65.00.
The basic HFP law was very broad in nature and left the determination of - , N.
eligibility criterion to the Secretary of Defense. The administration -
of HFP has evolved into several general rules. A service member is
entitled to HFP if he fulfills one of the following conditions:

- Is permanently assigned to a designated hostile fire area. .
-Performs assigned duties connected with military operations in a .- ,

designated hostile fire area for a minimum of six days in a given month .
- Is not in a designated hostile fire area but is a member of a group *.

(ship, infantry squad, or airplane) that becomes subject to a hostile act.

Table I
Number of Personnel Receiving Hostile Fire Pay

and Associated Costs - ,',.

Calendar Total Cost
-'a  Year Personnel ($000) ..

1968 1,284,747 495,021 . - -

1969 1,231,150 466,186
1970 1,001,358 388,605
1971 567,710 236,657
1972 356,800 112,917 - O
1973 168,222 32,021

1974 4,612 1,734
1975 8,733 1,675 ""

* 1976 881 135
* 1977 750 559

1978 648 393 .
1979 1,012 233 .

1980 78 28
1981 167 49
1982 157 46 ..
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IV. METHODOLOGY. Because HFP was not designed as an incentive, but rath- ", .*..-..- --

er as a token of recognition, it dictates that the evaluation take a sub- .

jective approach. Questions pertaining to appropriate pay levels and
program changes to HFP were posed in the data requests submitted to
each Service. Their responses covered a broad spectrum of alternatives • 0
and pay ranges. Based upon these responses and the overall nonanalytical
conditions of this pay, the review was structured to consider the follow-

*..- ing: (1) Eliminate hostile fire pay, (2) Retain in its present form, and *-.

.-. (3) Retain in a modified form."-...-

A. ARGUMENTS IN FAVOR OF ELIMINATING HOSTILE FIRE PAY.

...*. The crux of any discussion on the merits or appropriateness of " "" . ''
Hostile Fire Pay is that while combat may be the "worst hazard of all", "
when it is performed in the service or defense of one's country it is " ."- ,.•

J also the "highest honor and most solemn duty." Thus, to pay an individ- -.....

ual extra money in appreciation for performing the job which he, upon
volunteering, should have recognized as his basic or ultimate function
is totally inappropriate. Moreover, no study or individual has ever -

produced any empirical evidence or irrefutable testimony that Hostile
Fire Pay has a positive effect on morale or the combat effectiveness of
any service member.

Few, if any, foreign countries approach recognition of combat '.

duty in a manner similar to that of the United States. In fact, recently
when the Government Accounting Office surveyed the five countries of
Australia, Canada, the United Kingdom, France, and West Germany, (coun- ." "" ""

tries that have strong cultural and ethnic ties to our own), it found .-. -
*- .... that only one, the United Kingdom, paid a stipend called Northern Ireland

Pay, even here the similarity to HFP Is severely limited.1 -- -

The State Department provides its employees with a 25 percent "' '
base pay supplement in the form of Danger Pay. The Merchant Marine have

also received bonuses in amounts as great as 100% of base pay. In both
'*,,*., instances, the recipients were compensated for performance of dangerous . . .

duties during periods of armed conflict. It is here, however, that the
. similarity to the Armed Forces ends. Unlike the Armed Forces neither

of these organizations has as its ultimate purpose the task of engaging
an enemy in armed conflict. This extra payment to civilian employees . .*..... .
is clearly designed as an incentive to undertake more dangerous duty.

'~ ~~i HFP has never been considered an incentive. There can be no real monetary
incentive for engaging in combat. Hence, to that there is conclude a

true likeness between the payment of HFP and Danger Pay is completely
erroneous.

Civilian police departments often engage in armed combat and
their structure closely approximates the Armed Forces. These organiza-

,. tions, by virtue of the periodic combative nature of their missions and
,A paramilitary orientation, are more similar to the Armed Forces than either0 '0

.P the State Department or the Merchant Marine. -...- ,-

%I
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Information received from the International Association of Police Chiefs
indicates that policemen are not paid bonuses or anything resembling HFP -
when they encounter combative situations.

To tie HFP to hazardous duty pay in terms of rates or type of 0 .

duty performance is an ill-conceived approach, since hazardous pays are
targeted to specific skills and are intended to compensate for risks ..

over and above normal duties involved in a military organization. " . -

As for the "nominal" expression of gratitude, HFP, when author- . "... .-.

ized during periods of conflict involving significant numbers of person-

nel, can be expensive. Today only a handful of people are drawing HFP,
but in 1968, there were 1,284,747 drawing it in Vietnam for a total of -
$495,021,000. Over the 10 year period which encompassed the bulk of the. . -
Vietnam conflict, HFP cost $2.5 billion. " . -

Figure I . . .

COST OF HOSTILE FIRE PAY '
1963 THRU 1982 "'-'-'--- "-

* S. % -. .

0

T (1964 - 1974 - $2.5 3L11100)

,..-..-.'-. -. "- -. '

".% .- " -. -.:

see,.

i, . . . * -. . .

L- 260.

B. ARGUMENTS IN FAVOR OF RETAINING PAY IN ITS PRESENT FORM.

Hostile Fire Pay has been paid in some form to members of the - t

Armed Forces since 1944. Thus, it exists not only as a special pay, but ' '
* also as a historical precedent set by Congress to provide a token of .~~.-

recognition to personnel engaged in hostile fire action during periods
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of nominal peace. It also applies during periods of prolonged police or
military assistance actions which are, in fact, war in every sense except
for the legal and formal declaration. The following excerpt from the 1963 -.

House debates considering the subject of Combat Pay highlights the inten-
tion of Congress.

Combat Pay is not incentive pay in any sense .

of the word. Rather it is a small gesture, but a
gesture still, on the part of this Congress and
the people we represent to our servicemen who are -

fighting and dying in the cold war. It is a small S 0
but I hope significant expression of the deep grat-
itude every American feels for the sacrifices and %)
dedication of these few men.

2

This position endorses the belief that participation in direct -- "
combat is the "worst hazard of all," and therefore such service deserves ' a."

at least the same (or greater) recognition as individuals eligible for -..

the various hazardous duty pays. This was recognized to some degree by
Congress in 1963 when they set HFP at $55.00, a rate which was consistent
with the Hazardous Duty Incentive Pays at that time.

The intent of Congress, that this token of recognition should
continue to be paid, has been supported by the passage of the public
laws in 1952, 1963 and 1965. Additionally, in the aftermath of the '" " -S
January 1968 captu-e of the USS Pueblo 3 crew and the 1981 return of the ... .

.".-',- hostages from Iran,4 Hostile Fire Pay was authorized retroactively for . .- "
".. the entire period of captivity for these personnel. Previous Presiden-

-" tial commissions have also stated that this pay should be continued.
The most recent of these efforts, concurrent with the establishment of -

'. the allvolunteer force, were the 1970 Gates Commission 5 and the 1971 r

(2nd) Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation.
6

. .,--, Previous studies have indicated that the receipt of Hostile
.' Fire Pay by the soldier, sailor, airman or marine in the front line has

a positive effect on morale, because it reminds the individual that his
'*.': country truly recognizes the sacrifice he is making especially of the -
• ,/., exposure to combat conditions and the routine discomfort of living in a .- ..*.....

. combat environment. 7  Additionally, it should be noted that the country .

." which is most similar to ours in national values, Great Britain, does pay

. -a type of hostile fire pay for the arduous duty in Northern Ireland.'

In considering the justification for Hostile Fire Pay, an im-
- f, portant issue to address is that of the draftee force versus the all- -

volunteer force. From its inception as combat pay through the develop- .- - ..
- s.. ment of the present day hostile fire pay system, the Armed Forces' basic .

. manpower needs were provided in large part by the draft. It may be that
Hostile Fire Pay was designed for those citizens who found themselves

. .,,:_performing a patriotic duty involuntarily. However, a large proportion - -
... , of those participating in this country's conflicts were volunteers who

understood fully what they were volunteering for but who were also exposed
to the same dangers and experienced the same discomforts.
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In the past some arguments have been raised that with the im- -' -

' proved compensation levels of the all-volunteer force personnel do not
need the money provided by HFP. However, this pay was never intended as
pure compensation.

Acknowledgement of the need for a special monetary reward is
evidenced by the fact that other organizations have maintained similar
programs. State Department employees assigned to designated hostile
environments receive special compensation far exceeding that of the
military member, i.e., 25% of base salary. The members of the Merchant -_._,..."'
Marine are also compensated for performing duty in waters declared dan- S O 0
gerous by the U.S. Navy.

C. ARGUMENTS FOR MODIFYING HOSTILE FIRE PAY.

-V%

If Hostile Fire Pay is retained, there are three issues which -.
require resolution. These are: (1) the name itself, (2) the eligibility • O.
criteria, and (3) the level of payment. -.-

1. Name Change. Discussions with representatives from the .
Joint Chiefs of Staff and OSD Legislative Affairs have revealed a parti-
cular concern about the name "Hostile Fire Pay". It relates to the word ... '.-, .
"hostilities" referenced in the International Security and Development
Cooperation Act of 1981 and the War Powers Act of 1973. In essence, the
situation occurs when the Department of Defense authorizes certain serv-
icemen HFP while the level of activity in the area is not "hostile"
enough to warrant reports to Congress required by the aforementioned
Acts. Both agencies concerned with this matter believe that as long as
the name contains the word "hostile", which they assert carries the
connotes of a situation greater in significance than is really intended, .. ,

the utilization of HFP in certain instances will continue to be a problem.
The expressed concern has merit. The words "hostile fire", could indeed - -.-.. -

easily misrepresent a situation far greater than exists and, therefore, -'*" -.. --

could become somewhat misleading possess intimate knowledge of the actual .
conditions. To overcome this problem, there are any number of names that " ,,-. ,.

may be appropriate, i.e., Dangerous Duty Pay, Adverse Duty Pay, Pay for - ...--- i ,
Those Subject to Danger, Pay for Those Subject to Dangerous Fire, Risk
Pay, or Danger Pay. In the selection of a name, it is important that it b--.

adequately describe a reasonable degree of risk but does not connote the -

impression of war. -. -.

2. Eligibility Criteria. To insure the pay goes to the right .O..O
people, as described earlier, HFP eligibility has gone from one extreme to
another. During WWII Badge Pay was limited to infantrymen and medics.
Later, in Korea, the combat-unit concept was adopted, and by the end of
the Vietnam Conflict an area designation further extended entitlement,

"" even including those within the area who were in little or no danger.
The current provisions set forward in 37 U.S.C. 310 and DoD directives
indicate that the servicemember is eligible for HFP, except in time of
war declared by Congress, if: -

, .r . -
J.***'*** .
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a. subjected to hostile fire or explosion of hostile mines;

b. on duty in an area in imminent danger of being exposed to hostile
fire or explosion of hostile mines and in which, during that "____.______:'
period, other members of the Uniformed Services were subject
to hostile fire or explosion of hostile mines;

c. killed, injured, or wounded by hostile fire, explosion of a .
hostile mine, or any other hostile action;

d. assigned to duty for military operation in a hostile fire area
for a minimum of six days in a given month; or 0

e. exposed to a hostile act outside a designated hostile fire area
(commander certification is required).

The most common criticism about eligibility arises when paying
HFP under subparagraph 2.b. above. It is primarily from this provision ,
that the Secretary of Defense exercises his authority to designate a

Hostile Fire Zone (HFZ). Once this is defined, the pay is administered
indiscriminately to all assigned to that zone. In the case of Vietnam,

* this meant that all persons assigned to and working within the boundaries "-'-"'-'" ""
of the zone which included all of Vietnam and its surrounding waters re- ...

...' ceived HFP. Although designating a zone eases the administration of the
pay, eeg., no Commander's certification is needed, it can also be extremely
costly and becomes a matter of equity between those "in the heat of battle"
and those with little or no exposure to it. :......

Provisions of the pay during the Korean Conflict were probably
too restrictive. Under the criteria of the Combat Duty Pay Act of 1952, -- -

an individual had to be assigned and present with a designated combat
unit for six days in a given month. Exceptions to the six-day rule were '.-*.-.'- - - .-

those killed, wounded, captured, injured, or missing. There were no

provisions for others who experienced various types of hostile acts.
Hence, individuals in these categories received no "token of recognition". '.-

These two recent historical experiences, Vietnam and Korea,
.-, point up the fact that eligibility criteria must account for all reason- '-".

" ably dangerous situations to assure that the pay goes to those who are
most deserving.

Based on the Service and JCS staff responses in addition to our ,

own review, a series of alternative criteria have been constructed which

",. vary the definition of the HFP area, the level and duration of exposure,
and how to handle personnel outside the area. Briefly, the five alterna-

tives are defined as follows:

4. k :- -- -.-. ..
, J .% .. .- .
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1. Limited Designated Area Approach: .

- designates areas independently or -"

in conjunction with Deptment of State
- requires 6 days in area in given month 0

- includes individuals fired upon outsidedesignated area".- '-. .- - -,
setsgnated eal to lowest Hazardous Duty .:.....
Incentive Pay rate for all

**.' - 2. High/Low Risk Area Approach:

- designates high- and/or low-risk areas

--requires 6 days in area in given month
- includes individuals fired upon outside
- designated area

..- sets low-risk area rate equal to lowest
Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay rate and '"
high-risk area rate 1-1/2 times low-risk . ,
area rate

3. Modified High/Low Risk Area Approach: " - "
- designates high- and/or low-risk areas
- requires 6 days in low-risk area or 1 day -- e

in a high-risk area in given month
- includes individuals fired upon outside

designated area -. . -

- sets low-risk area rate equal to lowest .-.- -.-
Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay rate and .
high-risk area rate 1-1/2 times low-risk

4 area rate -

4. Restricted High/Low Risk Area Approach:
- designates high- and/or low-risk areas . . .- "-*.
- requires 6 days in area in given month
- excludes those out of designated area
- sets low-risk area rate equal to lowest

Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay rate and. ....

high-risk area rate 1-1/2 times low risk
area rateA %" o .~.% - %% .

5. Limited High/Low Risk Area Approach:
- designates high- and/or low-risk areas
- requires 6 days in low-risk area or 1 day _.'-O__--_ .

in high-risk area in given month .. " -

- excludes individuals outside designated
area

- sets low-risk area rate equal to lowest
Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay rate and
high-risk area rate 1-1/2 times low risk -- * ." '' O .
area rate

4 . - .. '%o . " ' ' . .

A more detailed version of the criteria for each alternative -.

may be found at Attachment 1.e
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The first alternative accounts for all people with any conceiv-
able possibility of exposure to danger, including those with the least-_-
chance who are completely outside a designated danger area. At the same -
time, it does have a limiting effect of the designated danger area itself
and it complies with the original intent of Congress to reward those
who are subject to danger over an extended period by requiring six days
in the area for eligibility. It also accommodates both major and minor

*-. conflicts. On the other hand, this option does not recognize differences
in level of risk, i.e., the rate is the same for all, and, therefore,

"* ' could be considered inequitable. It has the potential for becoming too " " " .
lenient unless the concept of limiting the designated area is strictly 0 •
enforced. It could also become very costly if not properly controlled and
could risk criticism as "more than a token," considering total HFP expen-
ditures. The administration of this option would be simple and straight . -. .
forward. Overall, it represents an improvement over previous experiences.

The second alternative contains many of the same provisions as .* .
the first. It accommodates all those with any possibility of exposure to
danger, including those with the least; the six-day rule still applies,
but it has the same potential for being too lenient and somewhat costly; " " "" "'
and the administrative issues are unchanged. However, it does different-
iate between high- and low-risk areas and, therefore, offers a more equit-
able approach in terms of rates and a recognition of truly arduous combat
duty. Once again, it improves upon previous systems but still carries
with it certain shortcomings. ..

-'. " "- The provisions of the third alternative are identical to those .- ' .
"-•.. of the second and, therefore, contain the same good and bad points, with .*.

one exception. The six-day rule applies only in the low-risk area; hence,
this alternative recognizes more clearly the significantly greater expo- " .
sure to danger in the high-risk area by requiring only one day in a given

-. '- month for eligibility for the higher rate." . -'" 4.: ' --" .i ::

.. Alternative 4 accounts for all people with any real possibility
- . of exposure to danger, omitting those completely outside either a low- or .

high-risk designated area. It, therefore, eliminates the need for certi-.. .
fication and is, therefore, somewhat less difficult to administer and less
costly. It also recognizes truly arduous duty as a two-tiered system and
is politically acceptable because the low/high-risk areas can be designa-
ted concurrently or individually. It does, however, provide a more re- -. . .
strictive approach, since the original intent of Congress to account for ".. ........
extended periods of exposure is retained with the six-day requirement in
both high- and low-risk areas. -.. -

The final alternative contains the same provisions of Alterna-
tive 4 except for the six-day rule in the high-risk area. It attempts
to recognize the original intent of Congress, in all areas, but takes a

::'. V more contemporary approach in terms of accommodating to both general war
.-- Ziand the more limited types of conflicts in which the country has been -. -" "%~_~j. involved recently. Accordingly, it is more restrictive than Vietnam, .... ...

... •%.:, . -'" . -. 4.. - -

.-.4.. ..-..-. :
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but less restrictive than Korea. Although it fulfills the original intent
of Congress by the six-day rule in the low-risk aiea, it takes a more
realistic approach by requiring only one day in the high-risk area where
the danger is substantially greater. It is easier to administer than
alternatives 2 or 3, but it could be slightly costlier than alternative 4. 0 •

3. Level of Payment. The final issue deals with the proper -

level of HFP payment. It is important, when setting the level, that the "" '
rates are appropriate but not excessive, risk becoming more than a token. ." ..-. '.-.''.-

For example, the ratio of HFP to basic pay has diminished substantially . .
from 1965 to 1982, i.e., about 70Z (Table 2). Hence its value, even as 0 0
a token, might be questionable. On the other hand, comparing the total
amount paid during the Korean Conflict (about 20Z in Korea received HFP) 9  

-

-"- when the eligibility criteria were more tightly controlled, with the

Vietnam era when unit restrictions were lifted, the difference in the -....

amount can be quite significant.
a --.- , L *u

Table 2
Percentage of HFP to Base Pay (1965 and 1982) ','. , .

1965 1982 ". " ,

GRADE BP HFP % BP HFP % .@ ZtE

0-6 1153 5.6 3690 1.7 " " ,.
0-5 900. 7.2 3063 2.1
0-4 738 8.8 2546 2.6
0-3 593 10.9 2084 3.1
0-2 428 15.1 1660 3.9
0-1 309 21.0 1143 5.7

W-4 714 9.0 2169 2.9
W-3 517 11.3 1808 3.5
W-2 476 13.6 1313 4.9
W-1 371 17.4 1218 5.3 ..

E-7 419 15.4 1385 4.6 " .

E-6 350 18.5 1143 5.7

E-5 266 24.4 1904 6.4
E-4 192 33.7 854 7.6 .'.'. .

E-3 129 50.3 733 8.8
E-2 99 65.3 642 10.1 -" -

E-1 90 71.6 573 11.3

Services observations regarding the HFP rate, which is currently set ....-.. ,
at $65, were as follows: .... ,.• -' i~~~".O .... O....,O '
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a. Army. The Army indicated that there is no particular
* rationale for changing the rate, but that they recognized the effects of --

inflation on HFP. Although the Army did not specifically propose a rate
considering an inflation factor, we chose to investigate the possibilities
by looking at a CPI adjustment over time since 1965, when the present rate0 0

*was set.

Figure 2

HOSTILE FIRE A
REQlUIRED CAPI ADJUYSTMENT O7ER TIME

*. *
17

4 N..

-- - - - - - - ... ... I*. .. . -1 - -- - - - - - -

as as 67 66 657671 72 73 74 75 769 77 76 70 66 61 02

CALENDAR YEAR ..- '..A.~

~ ~Our computations indicate that an increase to approximately .

$200 would be required to achieve parity with the pay in 1965. .

YEAR CHI YEAR CPI

65 65.001 74 101.555 ~
66 66.871 75 110.787
67 68.743 76 117.150 .-. z' .

%.- 68 71.612 77 124.760
69 75.480 78 134.242
70 79.971 79 149.463 *.-

71 83.340 80 169.674
72 86.085 81 187.265 \.

73 91.449 82 201.114
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b. Marine Corps. The Marine Corps has indicated a desire
to see HFP authorized in the same manner as Danger Pay, which is paid by " -

the Department of State to its employees at a rate of 25 percent of base - .
pay. If HFP was to be paid similar to Danger Pay, two benefits would
ensue. The first of these would be indexing HFP to base pay and, there- O .

S.fore, would avoid its diminishing in value. Second, a meaningful token
of recognition would be those who are subject to danger over an extended ....-..--

period by requiring six instituted and more readily maintained. On the ..-. '- . -.-
other hand, HFP would be previously opposed paying HFP by rank because, """'"""'"'
this would tend to indicate that some individuals are more valuable than .. '-. -
others. 0 The present HFP provides the same amount to all service members 0 0

and is based on the premise that all persons should receive the same
amount of token recognition. The only mechanism which can trigger Danger ...-.- ..

Pay is the determination that a country or locality is not safe and that ... ..
an evacuation of employee dependents is required. When considered in
conjunction with the rules governing HFP, an incongruent situation could

easily arise. A Marine guard at an embassy where dependents have been * O
evacuated would not necessarily be authorized HFP, while State Department
employees would receive the 25 percent differential. Conversely, a Marine
who is fired upon while guarding an embassy that still authorizes employee -.-..-. .. .
dependents, could receive HFP for the month in which the State Department -.

employee would not. This situation could be remedied by changing the
rules of HFP so that it is always paid to servicemen when the State De- .

partment employees are authorized Danger Pay. ' .

c. Navy. The Navy's approach would be to increase the - '. .. --
monthly HFP stipend to $83.00. This would raise HFP to a level equal .-..-. '...

to that of the least amount of Hazardous Duty Pay, a method used once , *\. -'.

before in 1963. By doing this, HFP would be raised to a more meaningful
level of compensation. However, given the likelihood of basic pay and S "'' WI'

possibly even Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay to increase, there is no %
assurance that this level would be maintained.

d. Air Force. The Air Force has suggested that HFP remain " " "-
unchanged. This obviously would not increase costs. By the same token it " " "
would do nothing to repair any damage that may have been done to diminish --
the value of the pay. .

*-.,.-. The second QRMC concluded that ... "When the rate was established in '.--- '-"- -

1963 it was determined that Hostile Fire Pay should be at least equal to .
the lowest rate of other incentive pays for hazardous duty. In 1965 the "....- .

relationship was changed to 20% above the lowest rate of incentive pay for
for hazardous duty. This relationship is appropriate. When the rate of A 4
incentive pay for hazardous duty is increased in the future, Hostile Fire
Pay should be increased accordingly."1  Using this rationale in conjunc-
tion with current hazardous duty rates, HFP should be paid at about $100

% per month. This proposal would increase the amount paid, but would not .. . .. -
protect that value against future increases in base pay or the effects
of inflation. Costs would increase by approximately 50%.% . -:-. = .. .. -
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There are, of course, numerous other methods that can be explored.
For example, it has been shown that those actually bearing the greatest

.-- burden of exposure to hostile actions are the lower grade personnel, i.e.,
"* E-1 to E-3.12 Hence, deriving an amount as a percentage of a lower grade

member's basic pay would be meaningful. Under this concept, the rate might S O
be equal to 15% of an E-3's base pay. Using the 1982 base pay rate, HFP

"' " would amount to approximately $115.00 per month. This kind of approach .-.....

would pay all persons the same amount and, because it is computed from
base pay, it would hold its value in the future.

Finally, it should be noted that Congress, in addition to previous
commissions studying compensation, have indicated a desire to relate HIP
rates to those of the lowest hazardous duty pays, believing that duties
such as parachuting from a plane or disarming a bomb are no more dangerous
than "putting one's life on the line." In addition, it is also felt that
those taking the "brunt of the action" deserve something greater than
those in the rear areas. Hence, a two-tiered rate system related to the "
lowest hazardous duty pay is believed to be a logical and fair approach
while staying within the original intent of "token recognition."

Figure 3 provides a visual display of the aforementioned proposals.

Figure 3

POSSIBLE TYPES OF HFP
P.ROPORTIONATE AMOUNT OF MONEY PAID
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V. OTHER OBSERVATIONS. During the course of the analysis it became -"

clear that there is a limited amount of guidance in the field regarding ...

the payment of Hostile Fire Pay. Although same Service directives exist, >.

the Services and JCS consistently commented on the need to improve and _ _._"

tighten procedures. The DOD directive on this pay contains reporting 4

requirements only; procedures for the administration of the pay are not
even addressed.

VI. FINDINGS. "

A. Hostile Fire Pay should be retained, but modified to improve

I upon the current and previous systems.

B. Alternative #1 should be adopted because:

1. it fulfills the intent of Congress by providing a "token of
recognition;" O O ..

!-61- W. . 0 . .1
2. it strengthens the eligibility criteria so that individuals

* regularly receiving it must be directly engaged with the enemy on a con-
tinuing basis;

3. it provides for a closer working relationship with the De-
partment of State in its administration; *f"j-',M

4. it is easier to administer than other alternatives because " .' . .-.
it keeps the pay simple and straightforward; - -.- . - i1

5. it is reasonable in terms of total cost, provided the eligi- - ." -
bility criteria are strictly enforced; and .. ,, .*..

6. the amount of payment maintains a constant relationship -. -. -.

with hazardous duty pays. -. ',.'.% -

C. A name change to better describe the pay is appropriate--prefer-
ably "Danger Pay." This name is compatible with that used by the Dept. of
State and, therefore, provides for consistency within government agencies -- '

-' and recognizes the political acceptability that the Dept. of State pay .
has enjoyed over the years.

D. A comprehensive DoD directive should be developed to provide
general guidance and procedures for:

1. responsibilities at all levels of the command structure; :-.K7

2. area designation by the Secretary of Defense either inde- I
pendently or In association with the Department of State; and

3. certification when an individual is subjected to a hostile . ..

act outside a designated danger area. - - .
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* VII. RECOMMENDATIONS.

On July 21, 1983, in an action independent of and subsequent to the
completion of this analysis, the House passed an amendment to Title 37
that, among other things, changed the name of this pay to "Special Pay:

* duty subject to hostile fire or imment danger." While the amendment -

bears some relationship to selected recommendations herein, it does not
abrogate the study.

A. Retain Hostile Fire Pay.6 0

B. Adopt the eligibility criteria contained in Alternative 1. ~

C. Change the name to "Danger Pay."

D. Set the rate of payment equal to the lowest Hazardous Duty *
Incentive Pay at the time.

E. Develop a comprehensive DoD directive which includes but is
Snot limited to procedures for: ~M **

1.responsibilities at all levels of the command structure; -

2. area designation by the Secretary of Defense either mnde-
pendently or in association with the Department of State; and NZ

3. certification when an individual is subjected to a hostile .'~
act outside a designated danger area.________
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HOSTILE FIRE PAY ALTERNATIVES

ALTERNATIVE 1: LIMITED DESIGNATED AREA.

The Secretary of Defense has the authority to designate a danger t O

area provided it is limited to only those territories and/or waters and
air space where individuals are directly engaged with the enemy on a .-. -

continuing basis or, if considered appropriate, to designate a danger . " '

area based upon declaration of such an area by the Department of State.

In either case, full coordination with the Department of State should

be accomplished. Moreover, efforts should be made to minimize the scope .

of the designated area and to strictly enforce the requirements for direct

engagement with the enemy in conjunction with the six-day rule. Bounda- -.

ries of the area should be drawn to exclude, to the maximum extent prac- . . .

ticable, those fringe or support areas in which individuals will not be *.-.. . ..
regularly exposed to danger on a daily basis, i.e., areas in which there , . O

is not a strong likelihood of direct, daily confrontation with the enemy.

To be eligible for the pay an individual must be assigned to and ". -

present within the designated danger area for a period of six days in a ..

given month; or, if not located in a designated danger area, be fired "*. -..-.
upon, encounter an exploding mine, etc. Those who are immediate members -- '--'--'-"

of the same group, infantry squad, patrol, ship or aircraft and who

are subjected to the same hostile act are also eligible. (Requires

commander's certification) *-

All eligible personnel will receive the same rate equal to the lowest

Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay rate at the time. .

ALTERNATIVE 2: HIGH/LOW RISK AREA APPROACH. .(-'..-.

The Secretary of Defense has the authority to designate high-risk . - -and low-risk danger areas, individually or concurrently, within the,.-"-".-"- " "-

following parameters:

Low-Risk Area (LRA). Designation of a low-risk danger area is
limited to those territories and/or waters and air space where indi- .* .:...:.. .
viduals are subject to a greater than normal risk on a continuing ..-.. '

basis but are not regularly exposed to danger.

-An individual must be assigned and present within the designated
low-risk area for a period of six days in a given month; or if

not located in a designated low-risk area, be fired upon, encounter
an exploding mine, etc.

Those who are immediate members of the same group (infantry squad),
patrol, ship, or aircraft and who are subjected to the same hostile

act are also eligible. (Requires Commander's certification.) r-'-.' ' :..

" I'.~~~ .' ..' .- "-" .. .. ... "
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- All eligible personnel will receive a low-risk area rate equal to
the lowest Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay rate at the time. -

- If an individual is in a low-risk area and is killed or wounded, -

that member becomes immediately eligible for the high-risk area I 0' 0 4

rate* 1- -". '-.'.•. .J -

High-Risk Area (HRA). Designation of a high-risk danger area is .. .

*." limited to those territories and/or waters and air space where individuals ..... '.,N-, _

. are directly engaged with the enemy on a continuing basis.

- An individual must be assigned to and present within the designated
high-risk area for a period of six days in a given month.

- All eligible personnel will receive a high-risk area rate equal
to 1-1/2 times the low-risk area rate.

ALTERNATIVE 3: MODIFIED HIGH/LOW RISK AREA APPROACH

The Secretary of Defense has the authority to designate high-risk -..-.. / -.-..-..
and low-risk danger areas, individually or concurrently, within the .

following parameters.

Low-Risk Area (LRA). Designation of a low-risk danger area is ,
limited to those territories and/or waters and air space where individuals - .

are subject to a greater than normal risk on a continuing basis but are
not regularly exposed to danger..

An individual must be assigned and present within the designated -_ *_ 4--4

low risk area for a period of six days in a given month; or, if Aq9 - ".U't''--
not located in a designated low-risk area, be fired upon, encoun-
ter an exploding mine, etc. Those who are immediate members of

-. the same group (infantry squad), patrol, ship, or aircraft and
who are subjected to the same hostile act are also eligible. -.- -. .

(Requires Commander's certification.)

- All eligible personnel will receive a low-risk area rate equal
to the lowest Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay rate at the time. " .\ '

- If an individual in a low-risk area is killed or wounded, that . -'- i- '
member becomes immediately eligible for the high-risk area rate. -IN

High-Risk Area (HRA). Designation of a high-risk danger area is t_@4.I ,'ft\
limited to those territories and/or waters and air space where individuals
are directly engaged with the enemy on a continuing basis.

".An individual must be assigned to and present within the designated
*high-risk area for a period of one day in a given month.

- All eligible personnel will receive a high-risk area rate equal -
to 1-1/2 times the low risk area rate. .. ".... .- .".'. .

S
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ALTERNATIVE 4: RESTRICTIVE HIGH/LOW RISK APPROACH. .

The Secretary of Defense has the authority to designate high-risk
and low-risk danger areas individually or concurrently, within the follow-
ing parameters:

Low-Risk Area (LRA). Designation of a low-risk danger area is
limited to those territories and/or waters and air space where individuals
are subject to a greater than normal risk on a continuing basis but are not .

regularly exposed to danger. _______'____'__

- An individual must be assigned to and present within the design-
- ., ated low-risk area for a period of six days in a given month.

- All eligible personnel will receive a low-risk rate equal to the . ... . . .
lowest Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay rate at the time.

- If an individual in a low-risk area is killed or wounded, that "-
member becomes immediately eligible for the high-risk area rate.

High-Risk Area (HRA). Designation of a high-risk danger area is
limited to those territories and/or waters and air space where individuals
are directly engaged with the enemy on a continuing basis.

- An individual must be assigned and present within the designated
high-risk area for a period of six days in a given month.

- All eligible personnel will receive a high-risk area rate equalto 1-1/2 times the low-risk area rate.

ALTERNATIVE 5: LIMITED HIGH/LOW RISK APPROACH. %"-

The Secretary of Defense has the authority to designate high-risk . . "
, and low-risk danger areas, individually or concurrently, within the fol-
-# lowing parameters:

ed Low-Risk Area (LRA) - Designation of a low-risk danger area is limit-
ed to those territories and/or waters and air space where individuals
are subject to a greater than normal risk on a continuing basis but are
not regularly exposed to danger. ... ...

- An individual must be assigned to and present within the design-
ated low-risk area for a period of six days in a given month.-',1,: .' ,' ..,.,' ., ., ,'

.-.' .... , ,...

- All eligible personnel will receive a low-risk area rate equal
to the lowest Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay rate at the time.

- If an individual in a low-risk area becomes killed or wounded,
that member becomes immediately eligible for the high risk area

rate.
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4. High-Risk Area (HRA). Designation of a high-risk danger area is
limited to those territories and/or waters and air space where individuals : .- .-

are directly engaged with the enemy on a continuing basis.

- An individual must be assigned and present within the designated
high-risk area for a period of one day in a given month.

- All eligible personnel will receive a high-risk area rate equal
to 1-1/2 times the low-risk area rate.
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

Hostile Fire Pay

* Issue 1. Change Name.

Department Responses ~..

Army Danger Pay.

*Navy Risk Pay.

USAF Danger Pay. ~.

'~>Coast Guard Not discussed.

PUS Danger Pay. ~

NOMA Defer to Armed Forces. 4

JCS Danger Pay.

Is sue 2. Preferred Eligibility Criteria.

Army Alternative #3 (high/low risk).

Navy Alternative #1 (modified). .,

USAF Retain current system (similar J
to Alternative W1.

PHS Alternative #5(high/low risk). . ..
NOMA Defer to Armed Forces.

JCS Alternative #1 (modified).

-. % %
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Issue 3. Rate of Payment.

Army Equal to lowest Hazard Pay.

Navy $150 suggested. .- '

USAF $65 or nominal amount.

Coast Guard Equal to lowest Hazard Pay.

PUS Equal to lowest Hazard Pay.

NOMA Defer to Armed Forces.

JCS Equal to lowest Hazard Pay.

Issue 4. Total Cost.

Army Not discussed.

Navy Not discussed.

USAF Believe proposed option more-
costly than current system.

ACoast Guard Not Discussed.

PUS Not Discussed. *>

Issue 5. Simplicity vs. Complexity. t adFre.~:.

Army Not discussed.

Navy Keep simple, defer to JCS.

USFKeep simple. .

I Coast Guard Not discussed. .j)-
y.PH Not discussed. \:I*

NOMA Defer to Armed Forces. . .

V~4%JCS Keep simple. *.4
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* Kmarke:

SArmy Add provision for Individuals on
official duty fired upon when 0 0 *
outside designated area.

avy Pay vhen State Department pays.4 * 4

USAF Keep simple.

Coast Guard Two-tiered system provides greater
flexibility.

pHs None.

MOMA Defer to Armed Forces. m * ~ 4.-

JCS Pay when Stat. Department pays.*
If #5 selected need retroactive 4.

provision for those outside desig-'.
nated area.

.r.
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LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS *

Hostile Fire Pay_________

* . increase Payment to lowest hazardous duty pay rate.
- 1.~2 Amend 37 U.S.C. 310(a to ncludae tigheed eiiiiyciei n

2.- 'mn 7Usc 1 ocag aet ed Special Pay: duty subject -

to danger."I * *

'0-
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INTELLIGENCE AND INVESTIGATIVE DUTY

I. PURPOSE. The purpose of this proposed pay would be to provide an

incentive to uniformed personnel for the performance of hazardous duty
required by orders filling intelligence and investigative positions. 0 0 'o"

II. DATA SOURCES. The bulk of the information used for this analysis
* was obtained from the U.S. Air Force. The U.S. Coast Guard also provided.

data. Additional information was obtained from the Office of Personnel :- -.

Management, Federal Bureau of Investigation, United States Marshalls • .

Service, Drug Enforcement Agency, Central Intelligence Agency, U.S. Secret
Service, Fairfax County, Virginia, Police Department, and the Metropolitan . ... -.

Police Department of the District of Columbia.

III. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. A QRMC review of a proposed Hazardous Duty ... -.

Incentive Pay (HDIP) for intelligence and investigative personnel was
requested by the Air Force. Service positions concerning the usefulness * -". --

of this proposed pay were requested on 28 June 1983. Only the Air Force .... "
indicated a potential need for an intelligence and investigative HDIP, to ".

be used for personnel assigned to the Air Force Office of Special Inves- - ...---...-.

tigations (AFOSI). Thus, the bulk of information utilized in this analy- -. ,,.. ...-

* sis came from the Air Force. All Services have organizational elements - '-'-'-"
similar to AFOSI except the Public Health Service and NOAA. However, the L. -. - -
Navy's AFOSI counterpart, the Naval Investigative Service (NIS), is com- My' ,'..'

. prised almost entirely of civilian agents. The Coast Guard provided data .-.
V concerning its intelligence program but stated that sufficient special

.. , and incentive pay alternatives were already available for use in this '.-..--'. ..

area if required. The Army stated that they did not believe sufficient
-,, justification existed within the Army's intelligence and investigative

fields to support such a pay. The Marine Corps supported the concept of -v;w - .I-_M"9..-
. the pay but felt it could not be justified at the present time. >7.

K IV. METHODOLOGY. Since the proposed special pay would fall into the
, Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay category, this analysis will focus on two

?., questions. First, are duties in the intelligence and investigative (I & I) .... • .
field sufficiently hazardous to require special compensation? Second,
is an incentive needed to help resolve manning or retention problems?
Section One will address the hazard issue, while Section Two will deal . ..

? with I & I manning and retention. As previously mentioned, this review
was initiated by the Air Force who also provided the preponderance of

s information for the study (Coast Guard also provided information). Thus,
the analysis will center primarily on data pertaining to the Air Force
Office of Special Investigations. The third section will present public- .O
sector and Armed Services compensation comparisons. Finally, Section -.

Four will address the cost asociated with implementing such a proposal.

V. ANALYSIS.

A. SECTION ONE: SERVICE PROGRAMS. The Air Force has current O"". - , "

authorizations for approximately 1,438 intelligence and investigative

agents within its Office of Special Investigations (AFOSI). This number is
'.:! . -, . ... .. , ... .

'o. ..4-. .. . % . ,. - .- ' ,
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comprised of 482 officer, 842 enlisted, and 114 civilian agents. Assign- --

ment of both officer and enlisted personnel to duties in the intelligence

and investigative field is made on a voluntary basis. Duty within
AFOSI constitutes career fields for military personnel where members can
serve continuously throughout a career. .. .

The Army has a similar organization, the Criminal Investigation
Division Command (CIDC), of roughly the same size as AFOSI. CIDC investi- -. -'.....

gators are all military. The agent force is approximately 60% warrant ...... .
officers and 40% enlisted personnel. CIDC duties constitute a career
field for these agents. . O • "

In contrast, the Navy employs approximately 700 civilian investiga-
tors who represent over 90% of the Naval Investigative Service (NIS). .

The Coast Guard has authorizations for 87 enlisted agents who normal-
ly serve only one, four-year tour assigned to Coast Guard Intelligence * "O * -

(CGI). These duties do not consist of a career field for Coast Guardsmen.

Duties and Hazards: In support of the overall mission of the Air

Force Office of Special Investigations, agents perform duties in the
following areas:

1. criminal, counter-terrorism, internal security, and special
investigative services; ....- .. :

2. personal protective services and operations; ... *..--....-

3. collection and reporting information pertinent to base securi-

ty and resource protection; and IV S P -

4. counter-intelligence services and support.' - '..

During the course of a career in AFOSI, Air Force agents may expect to '-.

serve in positions requiring the performance of all of the above duties. ,-.- -. . -
Work as a special agent generates a great deal of job related stress. -- .
For the most part, agents work relatively independently facing the unique
challenges of a wide variety of cases. The nature of the work often ._

requires long and irregular working hours. Of the multitude of duties -' " -' -
performed by AFOSI agents, two areas appear to present a greater potential ..-. '.:-, ,
for personal risk than the remainder: undercover operations and protective ... . . " _ ."

service/anti-terrorist operations (PSO/AT).

Undercover operations generally require agents to penetrate hostile -'

organizations or groups in order to gain information concerning crimes or ,'%e .. , %

planned criminal activity. This type of duty imposes stress on undercover . .

agents and sacrifice in their personal lives. Further, the risk of *- ."' "-" "

*' discovery by target group members poses a potential hazard. In recent -
years, a large number of the cases handled by AFOSI agents have been drug "'! 2. '!,.- .

'.4 related.
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Protective Service/Anti-terrorist Operations (PSO/AT) duties also
provide a possible degree of hazard. In Protective Service Operations,
agents perform duties similar to those performed by U.S. Secret Service
personnel while safeguarding senior Air Force Commanders or government

dignitaries. Agents are trained to respond to threats on the protectee 0 0

regardless of personal risk.2 AFOSI agents also conduct covert surveil-
lance of senior personnel to determine if the dignitary is a possible
target of terrorist activity. Conducting these countersurveillances may
place agents in potential danger in the event of a terrorist attack. -..

During FY82, AFOSI agents expended approximately 96,000 manhours (46
manyears) conducting PSO/AT operations.

The Air Force estimates that agents spend a minimum of 50% of their .-.

time performing duties such as criminal and counter-intelligence opera- "- . '

tions, PSO/AT, undercover operations, criminal apprehensions, vehicular . .',' '.

surveillance, developing and handling sources, high performance driving ,; ..
and security surveys. From FY78 through FY82, 52 incidents were recorded
involving AFOSI agents. Most of these incidents involved threats to . O
agents made either telephonically, in person, or through a third party. "

.*~. Other incidents involved damage to personal or government vehicles, bomb ..N ..-

threats to AFOSI offices or agent homes by criminal elements, or attempted -
.- , assault with a vehicle. None of these incidents resulted in injuries,

fatalities, abductions, or agents being fired upon. The Coast Guard'-"
reports a number of similar incidents including one agent being injured

,,.,y' as a result of being physically assaulted while on surveillance in 1981, ..-.
and another agent, also on surveillence, being fired upon in 1979. - : -. '.

% %.. p . . . o -

In general, agents of all Services perform duties similar to those '.' ., e 1
performed by Air Force agents. -*.

B. SECTION TWO: THE AFOSI PICTURE. "

1. Manning. Table 1 shows officer and enlisted manning levels
for AFOSI agents, comparing the number of authorizations for agents to
the number of agents assigned. Data is shown for fiscal years 1981
through 1983. Data for earlier years is not available. Manning for both
officer and .enlisted is in excess of 100%. Although enlisted manning
has fallen from 118% to 102%, an increase of 108 authorizations occurred ..
during the period. Projected agent authorizations through FY87 are shown
in Table 2. A growth of 17 officer and 54 enlisted authorizations is --

expected over the period, with the bulk of the growth occurring in FY84. .. '',.- .
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Table 1

APOSI Manning FY81-FY83 (Authorized/Assigned)

FY81 FY82 FY83

Officer 104% 101% 102%
(447/465) (473/480) (482/494)

Enlisted 118% 107% 102%
TTL(734/867) (834/892) (842/861)
TTL1132 105% 102% ________

(1,181/1,332) (1,307/1,372) (1,324/1,355) k. : .

Table 2
Projected AFOSI Agent Authorizations

FY84 -FY87

FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87

Officer 496 497 498 499 *

Enlisted 882 889 893 896

TOTAL 1,378 1,386 1,391 1,395 WON.~

In summary, adequate manning of AFOSI positions has existed in recent
years. Only moderate growth is projected over the next four fiscal years. .>--

Table 3 shows AFOSI manning for the current fiscal year (1983) by pay V
grade. For officers, the most serious grade imbalance occurs at the 0-
level, manned at 732. However, overmanning in the 0-1/0-2 grades should \~...\
rectify this situation in the future as these officers are promoted. The *'~

enlisted authorized/ assigned match is generally good, with the largest -

shortages at E-8 and E-9. Shortages have been numerically alleviated by Y ~..~
accepting personnel at the E-4 level for whom there are no authorizations.
This action reduce. the current overall experience of the AFOSI career
field, but may serve to Increase experience over the long term. Serious .4 grade Imbalances are not evident.
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Table 3
FY83 AFOSI Manning by Grade

Pay Grade Authorized Assigned Percent Manned "-".-__-___'.-

0-6 27 22 81%
0-5 51 65 127%
0-4 115 103 90%
0-3 209 153 73% -

0-2/1 80 151 189%
Total Officer W 494 "02%

E-9 21 18 86%
E-8 45 40 89% " -.- -

E-7 166 168 101%
E-6 253 247 98%
E-5 357 332 93%
E-4 0 56 * 4-

Total Enlisted T42 861 102%"
4. 4S • •~° .•

Total Agents 1,324 1,355 102% :c-:- "

2. Attraction. Assignment to duty as an AFOSI agent is made
strictly on a voluntary basis. Thus, the ability to meet manpower re-
quirements for agents relies on the ability to attract qualified person- " '.. ...
nel to the field. Further, AFOSI does not recruit new Air Force acces-

sions, but relies on obtaining volunteers from personnel already serving.* .. ..-, ,
in other career fields. The Air Force states that they have had no -
problems in obtaining sufficient volunteers to meet accession require-
ments. However, they indicate that they have had difficulty in accessing =
the quality of personnel desired. Recently, they have accepted personnel ..-. '-. -"-..

in pay grade E-4, while the desired grade level remains E-5.

3. Retention. Reenlistment rates for AFOSI enlisted agents are ...- :.......
compared with overall Air Force reenlistment rates for the first, second
and career terms in Figure 1. It should be realized in evaluating this
Information that personnel typically do not enter the AFOSI career field
until they have reached pay grades E-4 through E-6 and have approximately
3 to 5 years of service. Also, prior to attending APOSI training and
entering the career field, trainees must have four years of service 4 -

obligation remaining. Therefore, the number of AFOSI agents eligible to
~ &~ reenlist at the first and second terms Is quite small, usually between 1

:. . 20 and 50 at each term per year. The small numbers involved cause re-
enlistment rates to vary widely from year to year in comparison to the '- -
more stable, overall Air Force rates. The obligated service requirement

%~ for new agents also helps to explain the comparatively high first term
reenlistment rates which have exceeded Air Force rates for the years

775 '
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Second term reenlistments generally show an upward trend and arecomparable In all years but FY79. Careertemenitensaeheotimportant for APOSI, as the majority of reenlistment eligible agents are ________
in this category. Career term agent reenlistment rates also exhibit an0upward trend and are comparable with overall Air Force reenlistment

5 for -
the last three fiscal years shown. It was during this time frame,I October 1980 to 31 March 1983, that a Selective Reenlistment Bonus(SRI) was offered to AFOSI agents In Zone C (10-14 years of service).The SRI multiple was one.
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0 :

Continuation rates for officer AFOSI agents are not available. How-
ever, for the five fiscal years, 1978 to 1982, 185 AFOSI officer acces-
sions were required to support an average annual authorized strength of
approximately 475. During the period, authorizations grew by 20 positions " 6
Thus, on the average, 33 officer accessions were required annually, mean-
Ing that the entire AFOSI officer force would be replaced approximately
every 14 years. This figure compares favorably with replacement times

for Air Force Officers as a whole. Table 4 shows officer losses from Z.,
AFOSI for FY8O-FY82. The "other" category includes officers cross-flowing
into other career fields. The average annual loss over the period was

29 officers per year, while separations from the Service averaged 7 per
year. Total losses were about 6% of the AFOSI officer force, a reason-
able rate in view of the reduction in requirements between the 0-3 and
0-4 level and the 0-4 and 0-5 level.

Table 4 * -
AFOSI Officer Losses FY80-82

FY80 FY81 FY82

Separations 11 3 8
Other Losses 28 24 12 ..,'.,O' .... .
Total 39 27 20

C. SECTION THREE: COMPENSATION COMPARISON. AFOSI agents receive
little compensation other than basic pay and allowances. As described . g -r "-
previously, a Selective Reenlistment Bonus (SRB) was offered for a limited
period. Enlisted agents receive an initial clothing allowance of $760
upon entering the career field and $380 every three years thereafter. . .-.......

Clothing allowances are also common in civilian agencies.

Federal law enforcement agents enter an agency at a variety of
General Schedule (GS) grades from GS-5 to GS-11. Agents hired by the
U.S. Secret Service, Drug Enforcement Agency, and U.S. Marshalls Service .
generally start at the GS-5/7 level with higher starting levels offered ..
by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (GS-10) and Central Intelligence .--. -..-:- .

Agency (GS-9/11). The entry level positions reflect the agency's entry . , ....
qualifications in terms of education and experience. While most require, " -" "" * "-
or eventually hire college graduates, those agencies with the higher ?,0.. .. :
starting grades usually require additional, fairly extensive, educational/
experience qualifications in technical areas. While an exact count of -. '.'-''- .,

federal agent positions is not available, discussions with a number of . . .. ,
• federal law enforcement agencies indicate that turnover of agents is %

relatively low and competition for the limited available positions is
keen. The U.S. Secret Service, for example, estimates approximately 200 .
applications are filed for every available agent position. Personnel --
advance through the grades at varying rates. Initial promotions are . .

generally based upon time up through the journeyman level. .
-
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In some agencies, the F.B.I. for example, promotions are not auto-
matic and agents have no assurance of reaching the higher agent grades,
GS-12/13. The average field agent level reported by agencies ranges -.. * ... .
from GS-9, through GS-10/11, to GS-12. The GS-13 level is normally the -

highest field grade, encompassing administrative/supervisory duties as S
well. In addition to the General Schedule salary, agents can be authori-

. zed Administratively Uncontrolled Overtime (AUO) at a rate between 10%
and 25% of their base salary, not to exceed 25% of the salary of a GS-10,

'-". step one.

Figure 2 compares the average earnings of a "composite" federal agent O -
with the average Regular Military Compensation (RMC includes basic pay
and allowances, variable housing allowance, and tax advantage) of officer
and enlisted personnel. The "composite" agent was constructed utilizing
general promotion practices of a number of federal agencies and reflects
an entry level of GS-5, promotions through grades 7, 9, and 10 at one
year intervals to grade GS-11 after 4 years' service. Promotion to GS-12
comes after 8 years' service and grade GS-13 after year 16. Salaries also
include continuous AUO at the 25% rate for all years. AFOSI entry levels
were 0-1 with no service for officers, and E-4 with 4 years' service for
enlisted personnel. Due course promotions were assumed. FY83 military
and Civil Service pay scales were used.

Figure 2

FEDERAL SALARY COMPARISON
AVERAGE RMIC VS SALARY PLUS A.U.O.
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Figure 2 shows that earnings for AFOSI officers are quite comparable '

. to salaries for federal investigators. There is a decided gap, however,
between earnings for enlisted AFOSI agents and the salary of the "compo- '. ., .* . -. .- F
site" federal investigator. This gap is generally in the $10,000 to 1..-.-.:..-.'

% % $14,000 per year range.
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Figure 3 shows the same comparison between salaries for officer and

enlisted personnel arnd salaries earned by criminal investigators employed

by the Fairfax County, Virginia, and District of Columbia Police Depart-

ments. These jurisdictions are in high cost of living areas. Criminal

investigators are not generally hired "off the street" but are selected 0
*from among the current police officer force of the jurisdiction. Data

* for the Fairfax County Police Department assumes that the officer is ..

advanced to the "Master Police Officer" level after year 8 and reaches

the maximum earning level after 12 years. The most rapid advancement .-

path was assumed for Washington D.C. investigators. For both departments,

8 hours of overtime per week is included.

Figure 3

DETECTIVE SALARY COMPARISON *
AVERAGE RHC VS SALARY PLUS OVERTIMIE
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Figure 3 also shows that officer earnings compare favorably to earn-
ings of the two local level police organizations shown. Again, a con-

siderable difference exists between enlisted OSI agents and civilian "
investigators.

. D. SECTION FOUR! COST. Current rates of Hazardous Duty Incentive
Pay are $110/month for officers and $83/month for enlisted personnel. -

Based upon these rates, the estimated cost of HDIP for AFOSI agents is -.- '..-. -. .--

" estimated below for fiscal years 1984-1987.

Table 50 0
Estimated Cost of Proposed HDIP for AFOSI Agents

FY84-FY87
Enlisted Cost Total

Fiscal Year Officer Cost ($000) ($000) ($000)

1984 655 878 1,533 3 "' * -

* 1985 656 885 1,541
1986 657 889 1,546
1987 658 892 1,550

VI. FINDINGS.

A. Duties in the intelligence and investigative field may present
potential hazards greater than those experienced by some servicemen.
However, sufficient evidence is not currently available indicating a

.~.., hazard level warranting a Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay to be paid to all
agents. 

B. Aggregate current manning and that in the recent past within the
AFOSI career fields is generally satisfactory. Attraction and retention *....

are comparable with overall Air Force norms.are

C. Officer compensation is comparable to that offered for similar
work in the civilian sector of the economy.

• ....,..: .. .. : . .

D. Enlisted agent compensation is significantly lower than compensa-
..' tion received by civilian criminal investigators; this may create some ." . -. "

. draw to the outside market. However, competition for these positions is... .. - ..- "-','- .-b

.. ** considerable, particularly for the more prestigious and higher paid %

agencies. * O--O .

E. Authorizing HDIP for the entire career field is not considered ,
an appropriate method of increasing compensation for the enlisted force. "..'
Greater financial incentives can be offered, and more effectively tar-

• . geted, through use of the SRB should significant manning problems develop..

VII. RECOMMENDATION. A new HDIP for Intelligence and Investigative -.

. duty should not be adopted.

J*%..4.O o ° °./%°,- 4
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V;. W. V.

SUMM4ARY OF RESPONSES

Intelligence and Investigative Duty (Proposed)

ISSUES: 4z ? ~

1. Sufficient evidence that intelligence and investigative duty pre- N' N' -

A sents hazards justifying payment of a Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay is not ~
available.7

2. A Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay for the performance of intelligence
and Investigative duties, In addition to those special and incentive pays

> ~ already available, Is not justified.

Department Comnts * '%:

Army Concurs.*

Navy Concurs.

Air Force Does not concur. Believes a special
UDIP is justified for enlisted 4

AFOSI agents.

Coast Guard Concurs.

NOAM Defers to Services with intelligence ' 7:_ '

and investigative personnel.

Public Health Service Concurs.%

-. . Joint Chiefs of Staff Concurs.*
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RESPONSIBILITY PAY

. I. PURPOSE. Responsibility Pay provides an additional payment for offi-
cers in special assignments carrying responsibilities over and above
those of other officers of the same grade. The pay is simply recognition p •
for the heavy, direct personal responsibility required of personnel in
selected duties. With this purpose in mind, Responsibility Pay was
examined to determine both its appropriateness in terms of need and
level of payment.

II. DATA SOURCES. Data was obtained from the Service Staffs of the Army,
Navy, Marine Corps, Air Force, and Coast Guard, and selected historical
reports and studies. The Public Health Service and NOAA are not author- ...

ized the pay and submitted negative reports. Although not a primary "". "
data source, limited field interviews were conducted at Navy commands in - .

Washington, DC, Norfolk, VA, Charleston, SC, and San Diego, CA. .

III. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. Differentation in pay for military person-
nel has existed since the Revolutionary War. Officers of equal rank in

the cavalry and the infantry received different payments. During this
time, various ranks and branches of the Army were also granted additional

amounts of pay or rations. It was recognized that certain positions .,-. -. -.

with equal rank carried with them factors that dictated extra compensa- .-.

First authorized in the Military Pay Act of 1958 (P.L. No. 85-422),
Responsibility Pay was intended as the officer counterpart to enlisted
Proficiency Pay. Rates were established at $150 a month for pay grade
0-6, $100 for pay grade 0-5, and $50 for pay grade 0-4 and 0-3. The -

Senate Armed Services Committee recommended this provision because: , -

(1) Under the present pay system, an officer's
pay is determined principally by his rank. It is
recognized that both the abilities and responsi-

bilities of officers within a particular grade vary
to a considerable degree.

(2) The changing nature and complexity of our

weapons systems are creating demands for unusual re-
sponsibility in both staff and command assignments,
or a combination of both. These responsibilities,
in many cases, may be distinguishable from the bulk
of others held by those in that rank.

(3) Neither the present pay system nor the pro-
motion system adequately acknowledges this type of in- . -....... .._

dividual. An example is shown by the fact that even -... .

though an officer may be occupying and adequately

performing in a position of unusual responsibility, p .. . .,g
* ~. he nevertheless may be prohibited from receiving .

additional pay because of the fact that he is not ". .
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within a so-called zone of consideration for promotion,
which is based solely on the length of service in the

particular grade.1

This action was taken in the wake of the "Sputnik scare" which re- 0 0
sulted in great concern over the real or perceived technological lag of

the United States behind the Soviet Union. It was a means to superimpose
the "pay for the position" concept on the military's "rank invested-in-
the-man" model in which rank is equated with responsibility. The Cordiner .-.........

Committee Report, published in May 1957, reinforced this approach by stat- :. "
Ing that the program proposes:

A modern compensation plan to pay people what their
services are actually worth, instead of paying people .. -.

on the basis of longevity of service, and in this way
encourage and reward outstanding performance, advanced

skills, and military careers for high quality person-
nel.*2

Soon after passage of the Responsibility Pay legislation, the Serv-
ices were requested to study the implications of the legislation and to
submit plans for administering the pay. At that time, Service reaction *. . "
to the pay was somewhat negative. The Department of Defense's position - .>' 9 "
was reflected in a February 1960 Defense letter to the Chairman of the 0WhSU'i ..

Senate Armed Services Committee. The key paragraph read:

We have also taken reasonable pause in this matter

because of our belief in the historic concept that

officers are trained for, and expect to assume, in-
creasingly heavy responsibilities in varying assign- .

ments and that present promotion systems afford those
officers of demonstrated ability recurring opportun- - " .

ities for advancement to higher rank. Our prelimin- .. -.,...,., ..-. :,;.

A ary review of those billets for which we would auth- ...-..
orize responsibility pay, were it to be implemented, C-

indicated that these same billets are the ones to -'-
which the conscientious, forward-looking officer

aspires in order to demonstrate his capabilities '.
and qualifications for promotion

3  -C.*.,

Based upon the recommendation of the Defense Study of Military Com- ..--. ' .-.
pensation, 4 the Department of Defense in 1963 urged that the authority
for Responsibility Pay be repealed for the following reasons: . -

1. That there should be no distinction between persons ,
of equal rank and length of service for the purpose

of pay since rank itself should be considered equal
with responsibility.

2. That it would be difficult to administer without . -
serious problems of equity and morale.
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The House at first agreed and passed the repeal provision in the
pay bill. The Senate, however, deleted the repeal provision and the-.-.
House later concurred in this action. the Senate Armed Services Committee ---... -

gave the following reasons for retention:

1 The fact that the system has not been used does not
necessarily mean that the provision is unsound. Both .--. '. .*.- *

the Navy and the Air Force have urged its implementation. ".

2. The basic premise of the provision is that the rela-
tively small number of officers holding positions of such
greater responsibility than occur in normal assignments

might well be rewarded with some additional compensation.
Both the abilities and responsibilities of an officer
within a particular grade vary to a considerable degree.
The military services already recognize this variance for

the purpose of assignments. Both the additional responsi- - .4w." .
bility and often the longer hours that accompany such
assignments would provide an added incentive for superior
achievement. 6

With the heavy involvement of the United States in Vietnam in the

late 1960's and early 1970's, Army and Navy officers holding civil-mili-

tary positions of senior province/district advisors or riverine forces
N advisors were paid Responsibility Pay as an inducement to remain longer. .'..

V V than the one-year prescribed combat zone tour lengths. Since 1973, the
pay has been used only by the Coast Guard and the Navy. , ,..

The Third Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation (1975-76) found . .- .

that Responsibility Pay provided flexibility in the compensation system. E--
It, therefore, recommended retention of the pay.

7

The current authority for Responsibility Pay is established in Title -

37, United States Code. Through this provision of the code, the Secre-
tary of the Military Department concerned may designate positions as . .

unusually responsible and critical to the operations of the Service.
Medical officers, optometrists, dentists, and veterinarians are not
authorized the pay. Officers meeting the Services' prescribed criteria
a re entitled to a monthly payment of $150 for an 0-6, $100 for an 0-5,

, and $50 for an 0-4 or 0-3. Each Service is limited to paying not more
than five percent of their total personnel in pay-grade 0-3, and not more

- than ten percent of the total personnel in each of the pay grades 0-4,
0-5, or 0-6. By March 1, of each year, the Secretary of Defense and the k-o

Secretary of Transportation are required to report to Congress their dis- .'

bursement of Responsibility Pay. The limited scope of this program is .. '...,'-. --.

shown in Table 1. .. ,-" "'.
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Table I
Responsibility Pay Recipients and Costs

*-. Fiscal Year Army Navy Coast Guard Cost ($000)

1971 238 143

." 1972 200 128 202
1973 82 65
1974 Not Avail 109
1975 Not Avail 109

1976 Not Avail 109
197T Not Avail 28 0 -

. 1977 Not Avail 109

.- 1978 105 106

1979 104 108
1980 852 106 997 4 '4-..

1981 878 95 1,249
1982 879 99 1,257 - O' -to

Since July 1, 1973, Coast Guard officers in pay grades 0-3 through
0-6 assigned and serving as commanding officers, have been paid Responsi-
bility Pay. The Navy has, beginning March 7, 1980, authorized Responsi-
bility Pay for officers who are entitled to wear the Command-at-Sea prw,4Or',j'i -

Insignia.

IV. METHODOLOGY. Since Responsibility Pay was not designed as an incen- ." .. "
tive to attract and retain officers for certain positions, the evaluation
must of necessity take a subjective approach. Thus, this review was . -*.-._. *

structured in a non-analytical manner to consider, based upon tho collec-
tive experience and judgment of this review group, along with Service ": -

inputs, the following aspects of Responsibility Pay: • "-' . -:

4i A. Appropriateness and Effectiveness .
A N ."'. .- . , - '- .'-

:4..
' _' B. Eligibility,,,-,.2. ' """" ""% \* .** ." ,* . .

"'. -' C. Rates .' "
* 4 .4 . '4 . % '- . 6- • *

-, V. ANALYSIS.
A. APPROPRIATENESS AND EFFECTIVENESS. There is some disagreement

among the Services on the merits of this pay. From those who oppose the bO O _.--SY
pay, the crux of any discussion on the appropriateness of Responsibility '

Pay is that officers will aspire to and perform in demanding leadership -.

positions of unusual responsibilty without additional pay, particularly '

those who occupy commander or commanding officer billets. Usually the
assignment to these positions is sufficient reward in itself, and the
esteem of such assignments, regardless of how arduous the duties, is O " .. ,,g
recognition beyond any monetary value. Further, since such assignments ... _
frequently enhance or accelerate promotion opportunity, additional reward .
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and recognition is later provided both in actual dollars and in other -'' " ""
intangible benefits. Therefore, they argue this special pay is not -

required.

Little of this argument can really be refuted. In fact, a comman- '
der's position should not be viewed any other way. The Services are
certainly not experiencing a reluctance by officers to accept positions
of unusual responsibility and of a critical nature. However, the question -
is not whether officers are willing to perform such duties, rather that - - '
they do perform them. The pay is one of recognition, not incentive. It .--_'..--"..__

is intended to compensate individuals for performing duties that exceed . '
the normal span of control and carry with them greater than normal respon- -.
sibilities. Command at sea, for example, is an arduous, inescapable
twenty-four hour a day Job. Few individuals have the direct responsibil- -:

ity for a ship, the people and equipment in it, the requirement for con- ..

tinuous vigilance, and the unusual attention to duty requirements of the ' "  "

at-sea commanding officer. In addition to shipboard responsibilities, •- ** ..

the at-sea commander often acts as a representative of the U.S. Government
wherever the ship is ordered. The manner in which the commander handles
himself and the conduct of his crew has a direct impact on politically

sensitive issues of international importance. Unlike the commander of a
shore based unit, the at-sea commander must frequently operate without

benefit of rapid, direct access to supervisors - decisions must be made
quickly, decisively and correctly based on his personal evaluation of
the situation.

When discussing the appropriateness of Responsibility Pay, it is

helpful to look at its intent, together with its likeness to civilian

sector positions, as Senator Stennis did in the March 25, 1958 Congres- .-----.---

sional Record : 
Ir ".-s- r

To continue [from the discussion of proficiency pay .

for enlisted personnel] the principle of extra pay -

based upon the responsibility which an officer may ". .

have, or based upon the criticality or the unusual ,
responsibility of his service, the [Senate Armed . .
Services] Committee included an amendment... The
amendment provides that any officer who is serving
in a capacity of unusual responsibility and is sup- ' %
plying a critical need, may be selected for addition- v->,. _ ." - '

al compensation. I remember asking General Twining, -.

when he was on the stand, if, in the bill without ,,l
the amendment to which I have referred, there was any ,
way by which special pay could be granted to an offi- V' *-: '- * %*

cer having a special skill. He said there was not,
and an illustration was given... The illustration -. - ,

was of a colonel who had charge of an air wing. .:4* . .

He was a commanding officer. He had under him many
trained crews and trained officers. He had the re-

sponsibility for the care of hundreds of millions
of dollars invested in equipment... The pay of the

:............................................-,...............
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vice president [of a medium-sized corporation] was 2
or 3 times as much as that of the colonel. I asked

if there was any way to increase the compensation of ..

the colonel in question, because of his special respon-
sibility, without also increasing the pay of other , O
colonels in the Air Force, and the corresponding officers

in the Army and Navy. The answer was that there was
no way. So that was a part of the reasoning which led
to the formulation of the amendment to which I am.-"
addressing myself now--- the amendment providing for " - -
Responsibility Pay within the ranks of officers. Frank-
ly, we present the amendments in a modified form and on
very small scale.., that it will not be necessary to
increase the pay of all groups in order to reach one.

In other words, the system will tend to place the ad-
ditional pay where the additional responsibility is
and where the additional work is.

8  " O -. " -*

The intent of Congress to provide this pay in recognition of the

responsibilities borne is clear. Further, the comparison of these crit-
ical positions to the private sector remains pertinent. Private companies

reward their "front runners" with jobs, status, and monetary incentives.
The military compensation system, however, is much more limited.

Another criticism about Responsibility Pay is that the value of an .
officer's service is not measured by the assignment he holds, but by the
level of responsibility for which he has been found qualified and ranked.

. . . . . • - oO .

However, this is only part of the total valuation. Measuring the value
of an officer goes far beyond his current grade or assigned level of -. ,"--_
responsibility. When Congress established Responsibility Pay, they rec- I - ,
ognized that both ability arl responsibility of personnel within a -'
grade vary considerably. Individuals are often assigned to responsible . '.

positions while carrying a rank lower than that established for the
position. The present military pay and promotion systems do not fully
recognize and compensate certain individuals filling positions of a
critical nature that require unique leadership abilities. Responsibility - ~
Pay permits the recognition of exceptional officers who perform in unus- . "
ually responsible jobs, but who cannot be immediately promoted or other- e' -
wise compensated. It should be noted that the 1978 President's Commis- - . -

sion on Military Compensation (Zwick Commission) cited the limitations '..- . P
of the current basic pay system on this issue. In fact, they went so ok"." '

far as to recommend a time-in-grade pay table, but their recommendation
was not adopted. Lacking such a scale, the only means available to
recognize quality leaders was Responsibility Pay. . .

Only the Navy and the Coast Guard are currently using the pay. This .'
has not always been the case, however. As noted earlier, the Army and - "
Navy used it for its senior Regional Advisors in Vietnam. Moreover, ' -. A% %
there are several pays in existence that are not used equally by all the .O " "O
Services. Aviation Officer Continuation Pay was used only by the Navy . :'. -......

792 . . ,.---
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and Marine Corps. The Air Force currently uses Engineering and Scientific
Career Continuation pay, the other Services do not. -' -

There are those who say that singling out certain positions for extra
pay tends to relegate all other positions to second class status. Within
the Coast Guard and the Navy, experience shows that just the opposite
occurs. The fact that the commander of a Coast Guard or Navy vessel .'* . .'"+ -'
receives extra compensation has tended to further enhance the position
of the commanding officer in the eyes of his people.

Finally, there is the question of whether the dollar investment for S • 0

this pay is worth the benefits derived. Most believe that it is. The
positive effect felt by the selected officers receiving this pay, in
terms of recognition for performing special duties, in association with
the prestige viewed by their subordinates are clearly what the pay was
designed to accomplish.

B. ELIGIBILITY. Under 37 U.S.C. 306, the Service Secretaries may
designate which positions should be identified for Responsibility Pay,
provided not more than 5% of active duty officers in grade 0-3 and not
more than 10% of the officers in each of the pay grades 0-4, 0-5, or 0-6
receive the pay. Currently, an average 6% of 0-6s, 7% of 0-5s, 1% of
0-4s, and 0.1% of 0-3s receive this pay. We do not propose to change

-J the limiting percentages (except for a possible expansion for 0-3 and
below at 5% of active personnel in those grades). Maintaining this
provision will reinforce the need to restrict the pay to only those

.: positions that are truly of a highly responsible and critical nature.
Judicious application will not only enhance these positions of great "--.-_'-."
responsibility, but will insure that those who are truly deserving ".
receive it, further lending credibility to its need as an appropriate
form of recognition. - .

C. RATES. Because the pay is one of recognition rather than in- .
centive, determining appropriate rates becomes a matter of judgment. We

4 -._believe that the graduated amount based on grade, normally associated
with level of responsibility, is appropriate and that this aspect of the S .
present system should be maintained. Responsibility pay rates have
never been adjusted and have lost much of the reward value associated
with the pay. Because this pay has been in existence since 1958, applying

-. the CPI from 1958 would result in a level of payment that would be cost
prohibitive. Therefore, we believe that a fair and reasonable approach --.- '.....
to determining appropriate rates is to apply the CPI beginning in 1980,

,.. the year that the Navy, the largest using Service, began authorizing
-. the pay. Although the Coast Guard had begun using the pay in 1973, the . ..
". numbers were small and the level of payment was satisfactory during that

period of time. Hence, the rates contained in Table 2 are proposed:

1. -.- . ... V, - -
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Table 2
Proposed Responsibility Pay Rates

Paygrade Monthly Rate*

•4 -0-1, 0-2, W-1 - W-4 $50
0-3/0-4 $75
0-5 $150
0-6 $200 -

*All rates are rounded. I O 0

Some Coast Guard vessels are commanded by lieutenants, ensigns, war- .

rant officers, or officers-in-charge (E-6 - E-9). Of these, only the
lieutenant is presently eligible for Responsibility Pay even though

* those of lower rank are performing similar functions. If a position has -

been designated as a Responsibility Pay billet, the individual serving O '  O
* in that position should receive the pay based on the scale by grade, but

otherwise regardless of rank. Care must be taken to insure that all the
billets are truly critical and of unusual responsibility. The current

*. Responsibility Pay statute requires modification if officers in the
*' grade of 0-1 and 0-2, and warrant officers are to receive this pay,.

However, for enlisted personnel, this recognition may be accomplished, 14
if the billet is deemed appropriate, through use of the proposed
Special Duty Assignment Pay (replaces Proficiency Pay; similar to that -
now paid by the DoD services to drill instructors and recruiters). "" "" " "

9 VI. FINDINGS.

1. Special pay for positions of unusual responsibility, and of a
critical nature, is appropriate and has been effective in providing proper
recognition. It should, therefore, be retained.

2. The provision allowing the Secretaries concerned to designate ..--.-.

which positions are truly of a highly responsible and critical nature is \.-.-

appropriate. S -

3. Eligibility should be expanded to include grades 0-1, 0-2, and .

W-1 to W-4. Payment should be limited to 5% of the personnel in each of

these pay grades. Similar recognition of enlisted personnel should be
through the judicious use of the proposed Special Duty Assignment Pay ..

(replaces Proficiency Pay).

4. Responsibility Pay rates should receive a fair and reasonable .. %%,

- adjustment. - - -

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS. " -.

1a Retain special pay for positions of unusual responsibility
and of a critical nature. <*'" ..

...... ....... ...... ...... ...... ........ . . ... ".-
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2. Set Responsibility Pay rates for pay grades W-1 through W-4,and 0-1/0-2 at $50 per month and Increase the rate for 0-3/0-4 to $75,* 0-5 to $150, and 0-6 to $200, monthly.

3. Amend Title 37 U.S.C. 306(c) to provide that payment be limited 0to not more than 5Z of the active duty officers In pay grades W-1 through11-4 and 0-1/0-2. Limits established for other pay grade. should remainunchanged.

.4.
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SUMM4ARY OF RESPONSES

1%.

Responsibility Pay

Issues: 1. Pay to be continued.

2. Extend pay to W-1 through W-4 and 0-1/0-2 grades and limit
payment to 5% of the personnel in each of these pay grades.

3. Set monthly rates of $50 for 0-1, 0-2 and W-1 through W-4;.
$75 for 0-3 and 0-4; $150 for 0-5 and $200 for 0-6.

Service Conments -

ArM Concurs.*I 0 '

Navy Concurs.

Marine Corps Concurs.

Air Force Concurs.

h. Coast Guard Concurs.

~. PHS Concurs.%

NOMA Concurs. ______

JCS Concurs.

X.~
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'S. LEGISLATIVE IMPLICATIONS
'%S

Responsibility Pay

1. Amend 37 U.S.C. 306(a) to include active duty officers in pay grade
W-i through W-4, 0-110-2 at $50 per month and to increase the rate f or
0-3/0-4 to $75, 0-5 to $150, and 0-6 to $200.

2. Amend 37 U.S.C. 306(c) to include not more than 5% active duty officers
in pay grades W-1 throguh W1-4, 0-1/0-2.

.W16

%* ,
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I 0 0
V. RELATED ISSUES

A. Multiple Pays: During the course of the S&I Pay review It was

found that in a number of cases Individuals can draw concur-
rently two or more S&I Pays for the same or related skills. 0 0
Whether or not receipt of two or more S&I Pays Is really neces-
sary to acquire and maintain force management levels became an " --

issue. A detailed discussion of this issue appears on page 801.

B. Wartime Considerations: Statutes providing authority for seve-%
ral S&I Pays allow for suspension of payments during wartime or
periods of national emergency; some may be suspended by the ..

President while others may be abolished by the military Secre-
tary concerned. Still others are terminated by law on a speci-
fic date. To assure objectivity and consistency in the admini- p ..
stration of S&1 Pays, the Services were asked for their offi-
cial position in determining which S&I Pays should logically
be paid to members during wartime. A complete discussion of -
this issue is located on page 821.

*e '.- °" -
' 

"
%  -

" '

C. quality: The 5th QRMC's review and evaluation of the S&I Pays
was not based solely on cost and the ability to meet manning
authorization requirements. The S&I Pays must also be assessed
in terms of their capability to attract and retain the kinds ..
of people who possess the physical, moral, professional, and
leadership traits or capabilities necessary in an effective

fighting force. A detailed discussion of this issue is found ..

at page 837. - --. .

D. Officer/Enlisted Differential: During the review of the Hazard- I .
ous Duty Incentive Pays, the 5th QRMC found no sound basis for
retaining a differential rate of payment for officer and enlist- .' .
ed personnel receiving certain Hazardous Duty Incentive Pays. ,.

These pays were viewed primarily as an incentive for assumption . ' .
'5' of a more dangerous type of skill but not as an attempt to quan-

tify the value of a life or an absolute level of risk. Hence, ' . .-.
the QRMC position was to eliminate the differential since
both officer and enlisted personnel were experiencing similar . .

risks. A discussion of this entire issue appears on page 921.
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THE MULTIPLE S&I PAY ISSUE

I. PURPOSE. During the initial QRMC review of Special and Incentive

(S&I) pays it became apparent that some occupations were targeted for
receipt of more than one pay--sometimes because an individual performs 0 0
multiple hazardous duties and sometimes due to a severe shortage in
certain skills. In the past, Congressional or Presidential Executive

Orders have placed limitations on multiple payments. In addition, when -

'N addressing problems of the military compensation system, frequently the
focus is on extremes in receipt of multiple pays. The issue is further
complicated by an apparent misunderstanding regarding the difference -

between a pay and an allowance. The purpose of a pay is to compensate

an individual for services rendered (e.g., Basic Pay) or expected to be

rendered (e.g., Selective Reenlistment Bonus). An allowance, on the - * .- .

*""" other hand, is a reinbursement to the individual for costs incurred as a . . .. .

result of performing official duties, not income; for example, travel .. - .

costs associated with executing Permanent Change of Station (PCS) orders
or Temporary Duty (TDY) orders, or establishing and maintaining a house- °O O "

hold when government quarters are not available.

The purpose of this study was to determine the extent to which the
Services rely on the multiple use of the S&I category of pays within indi-

vidual occupational skills, and whether these payments are necessary and
appropriate to acquire and maintain these skills at stated force manage- 0

ment levels.

II. DATA SOURCES. The majority of the data were derived from calendar
year 1982 automated finance records provided by the Service Staffs of the - - -

Army, Navy, Marine Corps and Air Force. The other Services' pay records
are not computer based and, therefore, could not be used in this study.

-w Additionally, comments solicited from all the Uniformed Services, appli-

cable 5th QRMC S&I Issue Papers, Executive Orders, and governing legis-
lation and Service Regulations were reviewed.

III. METHODOLOGY. This study was conducted in two phases. In the first, ...

the issue is clearly defined and quantifed. In phase two, it was deter-
-... mined whether the multiple pay condition (MPC) identified and measured

*.\-- in the first phase is desirable. This was achieved by evaluating the... .
specific career fields involved in terms of manning, continuation beha- ."

- • " vior, private sector draw, and projected requirements as addressed in . .. -..- ..-

2:"c the respective issue papers and Service comments. ".."-

IV. ANALYSIS. . 4 "*.

%, A. IDENTIFY AND QJANTIFY. In the first step of this phase, a mul-
4%

- tiple pay condition (MPC) was defined to be any occurrence of an indivi-

dual receiving two or more Special and Incentive ($&I) pays during the
same calendar year. This meant that if an enlistec member received a
Selective Reenlistment Bonus (SRB) in January 1982 and was awarded Hostile ...
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Fire Pay (HFP) for the month of September in that same year, an MPC was
considered to have existed. However, pays like HFP are not skill-speci-
fic, i.e., all individuals performing duty in the designated hostile
fire zone would qualify for the pay irrespective of their career-field.
The fact that a recipient of such a pay might also receive another S&I
pay during the year is purely coincidental. Therefore, the next step in
the analysis restricted the MPC definition to include only the following ""
skill-specific pays:

Aviation Career Incentive Pay (ACIP)
Aviation Officer Continuation Pay (AOCP)
Nuclear Officer Continuation Pay
Nuclear Officer Annual Incentive Bonus
Nuclear Officer Accession Bonus
Submarine Duty Pay
Enlistment Bonus (EB)
Selective Reenlistment Bonus (SRB) 0 O
Proficiency Pay

Diving Duty Pay (DP)
Hazardous Duty Incentive Pays (all)
Dental Officer Continuation Pay
Dental Officer Special Pay
Veterinarian Special Pay ..- .-
Optometry Special Pay
Medical Officer Board Certification Pay (BCP)
Medical Officer Incentive Pay,-, '

• e Medical Officer Additional Special Pay '.,- .- .
Medical Officer Variable Special Pay

The following S&I Pays were not considered skill-specific: 4.
-_* . . .- ... .

Career Sea Pay (CSP)
Hostile Fire Pay (HFP)
Responsibility Pay
Special Duty at Certain Places Pay.
Overseas Duty Extension Pay O .. S

While a distribution of the frequency of MPCs by Service and grade " .
-  -.

is of interest, a raw number in itself is not particularly meaningful. -..

Therefore, the third step was to express these values in terms of each
Service's end strength as of November 1982 in an effort to measure the
magnitude of the situation. Table 1 is a summary of the number of mul- O " " "
tiple S&I recipients (MPCs) 1982 with respect to their parent Service's T -.,

officer, enlisted and overall end strengths. The detailed frequency
distributions by grade for each Service from which these values were , .. . .
derived are contained in Appendix A. Table 2 documents the end strengths
used in the percentage calculations for Table 1. It should be noted
that the MPCs displayed in Table 1 were generated from a review of the
automated finance record of each individual on active duty any time during O .

..." .. ~ ~ ~ ... .. . . . . ..
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calander year 1982. Since end strengths are snapshots in time while the
number of multiple pay recipients Is cumulative, and it was not necessary
for the persons to be receiving two or more S&I pays simultaneously to be
considered a MPC, these percentages are likely to be high. Nevertheless,
the relatively common belief that a significant percentage of military 0 0
personnel are receiving several different S&I pays for performing the
same or related task is unsubstantiated.

I.

Column 1 of Table 1 represents the number of individuals who received
two or more S&I pays during the year, irrespective of type. Column 2
figures include only those persons who received two or more skill-specific
S&I pays. Columns 3 through 5 further categorize these same personnel
by the actual number of skill-specific pays received. As can be seen,| O' ":
the resultant values are relatively consistent across Service lines with -.
the exception of the Navy. Therefore, the Navy is addressed separately.. .

In a subsequent section of this analysis.

of . Army, Marine Corps and Air Force. Even when including all types S

of SoPays, less than 5% of any of these Services' total members received -
multiple S&I payments. Eighty-one percent of all the multiple S&I recipi-
ents (including Navy) were enlisted members. Eighty-four percent of them

" were in pay grades E-3 through E-6, indicating that the major beneficiar-
ies of this practice are mid-grade enlisted members who have been identi-
fled in previous studies as requiring monetary incentives to continue
in either their skill categories or in the Service in general.- -

Columns 2 through 5 of Table I more clearly describe the true multi-
ple S&I Pay situation. Again excluding the Navy, less than one percentO-".-
of all enlisted personnel received two or more skill-specific S&I pays. .'

Further, 76% of them fall in the "Only 2" category (Column 3). A dispro-
portionate number of officers earned multiple skill-specific pays (ranging
from 4.5% to 10.5%); however this is explained by the fact that dentists,
physicians and aviators, all of whom are targets of more than one, though
quite different S&I pays, are exclusively officers. For example, 99%

.i tof all Marine Corps officers identified received "Only 2" skill-specific ....

pays, AOCP and ACIP. Nearly all of the officers appearing in Columns 4
and 5 are medical practioners. For this reason, the Marine Corps, which 9 _ '='i_.

m has no Medical Corps of its own, shows less than one-tenth of one percent -V \.

of its personnel in these multiple pay categories. It is clear from these
ratios that the magnitude of the multiple pay situation is significantly *2 " "
smaller than generally perceived. ... -
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Table 1
Number of Multiple S&I Recipients

with Respect to End Strength

Col Uen I Columan 2 Col unn 3 Cal unn 4k Col umn S '-

2 or "orm 561 2 or WoreSkll- Only 2 Skill- only 3 Skill- 4 or More Skill-
Irrespective of Type Specific I3's Specific S&I's0 Specific 541., Specific S&L's .'-

Sevie ff EML O2rl Off 1El Overall f La Overall Off Eul Overall 2 a Oveal

AMf 6,709 29,860 3859 462 ,5 8.979 2,1 4,156432 1.798 3 1.835 054 - 060
3.42 4.4 4.942 4.52 0.421 .2 i 2.22 0.62 ;.9% 1.7Z 0.02 0.22 0.51 - 0.52

9W 4,40 17.169 21 79? 3.020 2,136 3.156 932 1.798 2,730 1,33 2671.8,22 3553 351 0604
4.39 3.42 3.762 3. 0 .42A 012 0.92 0.42 0.32 1.5Z 0.11 0.32 0.32 0.02 0.2I

ow 21,082 106.022 127,104 12,755 15.490 26,245 j 11,19 12,610 23.799 1,349 2,202 3.751 17 678 6935
31.42 22.22 23.42 19.22n 3.2 3.2 14.92 2.42 .4 2.32 0. 52 0.72 02 0.2 0.12

IO5 1.8 2.4 0:3 0.52 1.32 10.41 0.52 1.52 0.12 a 0 . 02* .. * -

*Adjusted for change In DiIng Pay Policy

** IF. %

% Table 2
DoD End Strengths -November 1982* .,.---*

Officer Enlisted Total ___

Marine Corps 18,922 175,185 194,107
Air Force 102,328 477,856 580,184
DoD 290,847 1,803,409 2,094,256

*Excludes Cadets and Midshipmen

% Figure 1 demonstrates graphically how the number of multiple skill-
specific S&I pay recipients drops dramatically between the "Only 2" and
"Only 3" groups. The relationship between the officer and enlisted totals
is dependent upon the structure and mission of the given Service. For
example, the Air Force is a flying service; therefore, their officer-to- -

enlisted ratio is much higher than the Army which is largely a ground
force. This results in Air Force officers representing a higher percent-
age of the multiple skill-specific recipients (ALL) for their Service

A.(58.6%) than do Army officers (51.5%). The officers appearing in the
"Only 3" and "4 of More" groups of these Services are almost exclusively
Medical Officers. As was shown earlier, most of the Marine Corps recipi- ....

ents were officers paid both ACIP and AOCP. This explains the virtual ~ ' -"

discontinuance of the MPC in the Marine Corps beyond two.
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Figure 1 -
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2. There are, in effect, three arms of this Service (surface,
subsurface and air). This diversification of the Navy's misslion, coupled - . - .-with the existence of an element common to all arms, sea duty, results ,in what is often interpreted to be an inordinately high utilization ofmultiple S& pays. However, if one removes the influence of Career Sea -Pay (CS?) and other nonak ll-specific pays, the percentage of Navy end %strength receiving more than one S&I pay (Table 1, Column 1) drops from
23.4% to 5.2Z (Column 2). Although this Is a smaller proportion than., generally believed, it is still high in comparison to the other Services.

Table 3 decomposes the Navy entry in Table 1 into the four occupa-
tional groups which were found to be most S&I pay-intensive. (The detail- -ed frequency distributions for each of these skills are in Appendix B.)It demonstrates that, contrary to appearances, the use of multiple S&Ipays by the Navy is not particularly wide-spread. As can be seen inColumn 1, the largest group represented are Submariners, 80Z of whom - . . - -
were enlisted members, a group who are not found in any other Service.Another 2,878 of the 28,245 skill-specific recipients were divers. Navy _,-,i'p , divers represent approximately 90% of all divers DoD-wIde. Sixty percent -
of Navy divers are SEALS who also perform parachute and demolition duties..*. .*d,"- 
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Originally, Diving Duty Pay (DP) recipients were prohibited from con-
- currently earning DP and any of the HDIPs. Consequently, most chose to

* ","draw the two HDIPs, parachute and demolition duty, which was allowable,
rather than only DP. However in July 1982, DP rates were significantly
increased and the law was changed to make DP recipients eligible to re- .
ceive DP and one HDIP simultaneously. Most divers elected this option.
Because the HPC logic counted these individuals as having received three
S&I pays (Diving, Parachute and Demolition Duty) the initial frequency
distribution for the Navy in this category was artifically high. There- .- -

- * fore, the Navy data (unless indicated otherwise) was adjusted in recogni-
tion of the fact that this was a one-time occurrance in that these reci- 6 '
pients simply replaced one pay with another. The largest officer corn-
munity receiving two or more skill-specific S&I pays is Aviation. If one
examines Columns 2 and 3, it becomes evident that the cause for this is
the combination of ACIP and AOCP. That is, all but 13 of the 6,585 Naval
Aviators earned "Only 2" S&I pays. AOCP was authorized for the Navy and
Marine Corps due to severe aviator shortfalls peculiar to those Services O -
at that time. The existence of two skill categories, nearly exclusively ,-... ,.-. - ---.
Navy, and a third experiencing unique manning difficulties inflate the ""?'":">-'"" .. "*
percentage of Navy personnel receiving multiple S&I payments in respect -

- to that of the other Services. The effect of the Medical/Dental group
is similar to that observed for the Army and Air Force.

* iiTable 3 .w-., , - - .

Frequency Distribution of Navy Multiple Skill-Specific
" Pay Recipients According to Skill Group %

"*,,,. .. . .. . . ., .

0.2mn 1 0.1mm 2 CQ&Uift3 Ca q
2 or Nre Only 2 Only 3 4 or More .. j. .

kiil-S ecif Ic 561 SkWll -Specific S& Sk ill-Specific Skil l -pecf, %,

!W _ Group Off ML Orl Off E1e Over Off L Overall l Off 1!L Overall % *-. ,

leuari,. Duty 1.$"9 7.565 9,474 I1,616 6.303 8,119 73 1,282 1355 3 ~.*
lIVIM Wty 403 2,475 2,878 281 1,234 1,515 122 920 1.042 - 321 321 I
W CAd i LIktal 3,78 - 3',8$ 2,520 - 2,520 1,341 - 1.341 17 - 17 a
Avlati, 6,565 6.M5 6,572 - 6,572 13 - 13 - - 13 .

,."~~~ ~ -* . *o. + *'-' ' .. % . - '.+

Eighty percent of all Navy multiple skill-specific SbI recipients Y Qr',' ,
(100% of the officers) fall within these four skill groups. Table 4
displays the results of removing these skill groups from both the number '--'-......-.."...."
of MPCs and end strength (except Medical/Dental whose program is not not -. -. .

unique to the Navy). The Navy officer percentage overall (Column 1) is " '- . "'.".".."
*" thereby reduced from 31.6% to 6.7% and the enlisted percentage drops

from 22.2% to 1.1%. Consequently, when adjusting for Navy-unique career .
. fields, the Navy use of multiple S&I pays is consistent with that of the

other Services.
, . % " . .+.,- -,.. - . -* "..* " "
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Table 4
Effect of Navy-Unique Career Fields

on the Frequency of Multiple Skill-Specific Payments

clum 1Clmw 2 Calmwn 3 Cotlumn 4

2 Ormr only I only 3 I or~S ~ mor
Skill-spaCifc $1 sk±l-Speclfc 86 Icselt kl-"il

OrIgluAL: 2ff a. Overall 2 g ff ML Ovrl f_ L oerall 2 ff W. Overall ..

b pmte 12.753 15.490 28,245 11,189 12.610 23,799 1.549 2,202 3.751 17 676 6,95
2serlaib 19.2Z 3.22 5.22 16.3 2.62 4.42 2.3% 0.52 0.72 0.02 0.12 0.12

"dJested.

k pl tS 375 540 9,3011 2.520 5,073 7.593 1,341 - 1,341 17 357 374

Z strength 6.72 1.2Z 1.72 4.42 1.12 1.42 2.09 0.02 0.22 00 .2 00

Figure 2 is a visual display of the Navy skill frequency distribu- J
tion. Clearly, in those general career fields which are comprised of

bot oficrsand enlisted, the enlisted members are the predominant

recipients. The utilization of more than two S&I pays for officers, for

* all practical purposes, occurs only in the medical fields.

Figure 2 ...
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B. QUALIFY OR JUSTIFY. In paragraph A it was shown that, while all i -

the Services utilizes multiple skill-specific S&I pays to some extent, no ..

Service relies upon this procedure to the magnitude generally thought.
However, that does not mean that the practice is appropriate and necessary
for the Services to achieve their force management objectives. That issue
is addressed below.

If monetary incentives are to serve as a basis for an an effective
"""" attraction and retention program they must possess the following char- . .......

acteristics at a minimum:
0 0

1. That they be paid only when attraction and retention pro-
blems exist;

2. That they be sufficiently flexible to adequately address .<* * .

changes in the nature of the problem (e.g., sudden growth in requirements, -. _.
new career field created, etc.) without immediate amending legislation; p ' 0
and

chang in 3. That the minimum amount necessary to effect the desired "...-.... . ".
change in behavior is paid (i.e., that the level of payment be predicated
upon the type and magnitude of the problem). .. . -

The recently completed QRMC review of proposed and existing S&I pays . .-,
demonstrated that, in all but a few instances to be discussed later, mul-
tiple S&I pay authority is neither undesirable nor abused. In fact, in

one case it was found that this authority should be expanded. -

The combination of non-entitlement type pays such as SRBs, which can
be turned on or off as the situation dictates, with long-term, skill- " "
specific pays, e.g., Crewmember Flight Pay, allows for a high degree of
flexibility and ensures that expenditures are focused properly. Each

N. S&I layer tends to further define the specific skill group experiencing
the problem, thereby increasing the probability that only those individ-
uals who possess the needed qualifications and who require increased
compensation to continue are the sole recipients of the additional monies. -O '9 0
For example, in the case of Crewmember Flight Pay, the need for an incen-
tive pay for the general occupational category of air crewmember was ... ,-'...-.

identified. However, manning problems of each of the encompassed skills
were not equilvalent. Some specific air crewmember skills (e.g., inflight .- -

refueler) were suffering considerably greater shortfalls than were the
majority in this category. Rather than setting Flight Pay at a level high O _ , '
enough to solve all crewmember manpower shortages, thereby "overpaying" -..
most to retain a few, another S&I pay layer is added (usually SRB) which

is paid only to those who require it. This demonstrates the cost-effec-

tiveness of multiple S&I pays.

The most common enlisted MPC is a combination of SRB or EB and one
of the Hazardous Duty Incentive Pays (HDIPs). However, as a consequence .O...

of their highly marketable skills and the arduousness of their assigned '' .
p.,. duties, enlisted nuclear qualified submariners are targets for four S&I - ..-
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pays; SRB, Submarine Pay, Sea Pay, and Proficiency Pay (Shortage Spec-
i jalty Pay). In view of the QRMC recommended changes to SRBs, Submarine
Pay and Sea Pay, only the use of Shortage Specialty Pay is considered
questionable. On the other hand, the Diving Duty Pay (DP) study iden- -_-"_"

tified a number of individuals (both officer and enlisted) who routinely •
performed multiple hazardous duties but, due to current legislation

that restricts DP recipients to one HDIP, were not being compensated for .,.

the associated added risks. The QRMC recommended that divers be author- -

.-,. ized to earn up to two HDIPs as are members in other occupational fields.

The same flexibility and efficiency found in the application of -- --0 "
multiple S&I pays to enlisted manpower management problems exists for the
officer corps. As mentioned in Phase I, officer MPCs generally fall
within the Medical/Dental, Aviation, Diving and Nuclear Power/Submarine
specialties. Each Pay is designed, and generally used, to address ape- "
cific problems within the given career field. The existence of numerous
S&I pays and the authority to combine them as necessary facilitates the

, accurate targeting of the S&I monies.

V. FINDINGS.

A. The practice of using varying combinations of S&I Pays is an effi- "- - -.-
cient, cost-effective means of addressing manpower problems, particularly
since the character and severity of the problems tend to differ across .O .. -
service and generalized occupational lines.

B. No Service utilizes multiple S&I pay authority to excess.

C. Over 80% of all multiple S&I pay recipients are enlisted members,

an overwhelming proportion of whom are in pay grades E-3 through E-6.

*.W\ VI. RECOMMENDATION. The Services should periodically review their appli-
cation of multiple S&I payments to ensure that they continue to use them - -..-

only in cases where this practice is necessary for the achievement of

force management objectives.
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DISTRIPUTION OF MULTIPLE $0I RECIPIENTS IN CY82 0
ARMY

NUMBER OF SKILL-SPrCIFIC PAYS RECEIVED

GRAME 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1ITOTAL0
* -- -4-------------------------- -------------- -+---------------------------

le1 1 43 1 348 1 186 1 0)1 0 1 OW 1 7
------------------------ +------------- 4 ------ +--------------------------

102 1 103 1 1026 1 701 1 0 1 0 1 01 1830
- -------------------- -- +----------- -4-----------------------------

103 1 880 1 1912 1 771 1 0 1 0 1 0 135630 0
------------------------------- -+-------------4------------+-------------

104 1 4071 1 2376 1 461 1 0 1 0 1 1 6908
----------- +-------------------+-------------+----------------------------

105 1 4090 1 3027 1 872 1 4 1 0 1 0 1 7993
-- ---------------- +-----------+------------------------------------------

106 1 3230 1 2496 1 1061 1 27 1 CI e1 6814 *. s
------------------- +-----------4------------------------------------------

107 1 2373 11069 1 236 1 1t 01 0 1 3683
--- ------- +--------------------------------------------- 4~'~~

108 1 815 1 191 1 21 1 1 1 CI I 1028
-- - - -+-- -- ---------- -- -- --+ - -- -- -- -

309 1 152 1 45 1 6 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 203
-------------- --- ------------------- 4-------------4--------
001 1 0 1 15 1 a 01 0 -1 1

------------------------ 4--------------+--------------

002 1 0 1 65 1 12 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 77
A.---------+---------------------------- +--------------4-----------

003 1 0 1 313 1 783 1 294 1 27 1 0 1 1417
---------- +------- -- +--------------------------+------------- 4-----------

004 1 5 1 141 1 700 1 727 1 128 1 3 1 1704
------------- +------- -- +----------------------------+------------ ----

025 1 6 1 59 1 482 1 446 1 177 1 3 1 1173
------------------ 4---------------------------- -+---------------------------

006 1 0 1 5I 315 1 318 1 172 1 1 1 811
-------------- +------- ---------------------------- +--------------

007 I 0 1 01 2 1 7 1 1 1 i 10l
------------------ +------------ -4------------ -+---------------------------

008 1 1 0 1 1 1 5 1 0 1 0 1 6
-------- +------+-----------4--------------+--------------f--------------

009 1 0 1 1 01 1 1 1? 01 1

Vol I 4 1 178 1 5 1 0 1 01 0 1 167
---------------- +------------------------+---------------- --------

V02 1. 2 1 1Q0 1 11 1 e1 0 1 01 203
a.-----4-------.------------4--------------+---- ----------.--------------

I0 3 I 269 1 1 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 273
--------- +-----------------4--------------4------------- -+------------- 4-----------

V94 1 0 I se I 2 1 p 1 0 1 0 I 90 ~ @~~*"~
--------------- -- 4----------+------------4------------.------------.%a

TOTAL 15777 13813 6632 1835 505 7 38569
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DISTRIBUTION OF MULTIPLE S&I RECIPIENTS IN CT82 -
NAVY *

NUMBER OF SKILL-SPECIFIC PATS RECEIVED _"___;__"____

GRADEI 0 I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 5 I TOTAL
-- -- 4------------4------------+------------+------------------.

101 I 18 1 117 1 26 1 21 01 I 163
S+---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------
102 I 91 I 414 I 67 1 5 I 0 1 . I 577
----------.- -- - ------------------ + - - - - ---------------- - - --

103 1 534 1 1732 1 177 1 60 1 2 1 e 1 2505
--------- +--------------------+-------------------------+------------

104 I 7862 I 12155 I 1483 I 175 1 41 I 10 1 21726 "-"-..-' '
----------- +- -------------------------------------.-

105 1 12602 I 17316 I 4527 I 745 1 430 1 46 1 35666
S+---------------+------------+------------+------------+------------ _____

106 113816 I 9951 I 4035 I 750 1 164 1 16 1 28732 " O
-------------------------------- +-------------------------------9

10? I 6636 I 3825 I 1588 I 237 1 72 1 4 1 12362
-------------------.------------ +--------------+--------------------------

108 I 1421 I 1126 I 503 I 40 1 28 1 0 1 3118
---- ------------------ 4--------------+---------- -4--- --------------

109 I 537 1 379 1 204 1 32 1 21 1 0 1 1173
-------------------------------------------------

001 I 1981 194 1 263 1 27 1 II I 682
--- - -------------------------- -------------------

002 1 359 1 1671 1 2151 58 61 0 1703
-------------------------------------------------------
003 1 942 1 1703 1 3180 1 4501 17 01 6292
--------------..-- +--------------,----------------------------
004 i 998 1 429 1 4690 1 6881 23 1 2 1 6 830 .

.----------------- .----------+ ------------------------
005 I 611 I 538 I 1612 I 401 I 44 1 0 I 3206

-- --- ------- +------- --- 4------------4------------4-------------

006 I 199 1 238 1 488 1 3411 49 ! 3 1 1318 --- -

----- +------------- ------------------ --------------

0079 1 0 391 4 1 5 1 I 0 1 0 12
4.-------+------------+------------4------------4------------9 - -,'

... -4 -z t't -

008 II I 0 1I 81 1 1 I 9
---------- 4-------.------------ -4-------------+------------4-------------

009 I 0 i 0 1 0 I 11 0 1 I1 1
-- -+-- - -- - -- - - - - - - ------- +-- -- - -

V02 I 335 I 111 I 19 I 4 I 0 I 0 I 469
------------.-------.----------- +--------------+--------------------------4

V03 I 233 1 701 27 1 5 1 l 01 335
----------- 4------------------+--------------+----------------------------

V04 1 65 1 30 1 9 1 1 e 1 I 105 -
----------- 4-------+------------4--------------+------------4-------------

TOTAL 47457 51402 23118 4035 891 81 126984 :. . "

* UNADJUSTED TOR DIVING PAT POLICY CHANGE

.., o . .. " ° .°
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DISTRIBUTION OF MULTIPLE S&I RECIPIENTS CY820
MARINE CORPS

NUMPER OF SKILL-SPECIFIC PATS

PATYGRAD1I a 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 TOTAL * 0
--- ---------------------- -+---------------+-----------4

101 1 2 11 1i 01 0 1 3
--------------------------- ----------------------------

102 1 131 9 1 0 1 0 1 22 ..

- - -- -- -- -- -- ----- ------ 4- -- -- ----------- -- - - -- 4

r03 1 122 1 168 1 9 1 1 1 301?
-------------- 4----------- -+-------------------------------

104 I 221 1 267 1 5 1 0 1 493
4,. ~ ~ ---- ---------------------- +----------------+--.--- -----

105 1 190 1 592 1 228 1 6 1 1016-
-------------- +-----------+--------------------------------

106 I 52 1 390 1 453 1 6 1 901.
-------------------------- +---------------+----------------* -

le? 1 42 1 144 1 190 1 2 1 378
--- +--------------------- -.--------------- +----------------.---

its 1 17 I 7 1 0 1 e I 24

tog 1 3 1 01 0 1 91 3 ~4
-------------------------- +-------------------------------- fLvr~~
002 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 c 1 1

003 I 0 1 0 1 698 1 1 7 09
--- +---------------------- ---------------- +----------------**,.

004 1 0 1 LF 1 1021 1 7 1 1028.4
- +------ -----+----- --- - ---- -- -- -4----- - -- --- -- -- -- - - - --

005 I 0 1 0 1 240 1 0 1 240
- ------ --- +---- - - --- - -- -- -- -- 4---- -- -- -- -4--- -- -- -----

006 I 0 1 2 1 CI I 2
.44.. ~ ~ - ---- ------------------------------------ -1----------------

Wei 1 0 1 2 1 2 1 eI 4
~~~o ------------- +-------- -+---------------------------------.. .

V93 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 ' ~
-4. +--------------+-------- -----------------------------------

TOTAL 662 1582 2848 33 5125
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DISTRIBUTION OF MULTIPIF S&I RECIPIENIS IN CT82 9 O
AIR FORCF

S. * % .Il 
".l 

l.

NUMBER OF SKILL-SPECIFIC PAYS ____"_______'_

•~ • *
GRADEI 0 I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I TOTAL
S-------------------------+--------------+--------------+--------------
,I 1 11 1 0 1 e I Ie 01 1 11
----------------- +------------ --------------- +--------------------------

102 1 19 1 3 1 0 1 el1 0 1 0 1 22
------------------ -- +------------+-------------------------- 4----------

103 I 6631 190 1 101 1 27 1 0 1 0 1 981

104 1 2025 15401 5411 61 11 1 e 1 4183
------------------------------- --------------- +-------------------------

1105 1 3495 1 2061 1 844 1 109 1 28 1 0 1 653?
S+--------------+------------+--------------+--------------+--------------
106 1 2171 1 5991 270 1 391 91 0 1 308e "
------------------------------- --------------- +-------------------------- 4 C
10? 1 1480 1 204 1 41 1 %3 e1 3 1 C 1 1758
----------- 4------------------ --------------- +-------------------------+.

108 1 426 1 48 11 1i il I a1 0 1 485
--------- +------ ------------- -4---------------------------------- ~
109 1 108 1 10 1 0 1 6 1 LI I 124 -- '---
------------------------------- ---------------.-------------------------- w!tq
001 1 0 1 21 1 3 1 1 0 1 0 1 24
----------------- ------------------------------------------ 4--------- 4

002 1 0 1 26 1 13 1 0 1 1 0 1 39
-------------------------------- 4------------+--------------------------

003 1 0 1 452 1 484 1 514 1 16 1 0 1 1466
--- -- -- -- '--- - --------------------------- ""-,.---,- ,-

S004 I 1 461 1 224 1 4741 119 1 7 1 1285 .
A-------------+----------------------9-------------+--------------4------------

005 I 0 I 3281 141 1 3641 1761 281 1037

006 I 1 1 298 1 59 1 171 1 146 1 61 1 736
-- --------------- ---.----------- +------------4----------+------------

007 I 1 11 8 1 0 1 I 4
------ +---------------------------------------------

008 1 I II 11 31 01 0 1 4 4.4--- ...
-------------------------------------------------------

S009 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 2
------------------ -- 4-----------+------------------------------------

010 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 ~ 4

.... ,.... , ... .. ....... .. ...-" . .-
------ +---------------------+--------------+--------------4---- --------

V' TOTAL 10399 6242 2730 1822 508 96 21797 4
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DISTRIBUTION OF MULTIPLF S&I RECIPIENTS BY SKILL
NAVY DIVERS "

# SKILL-SPECIFIC PATS
PAY GRADMI 2 I 3 I 4 I TOTAL

.4 +-------------------------+-------------

el I 3 1 1 0 4 0
----------------. -- - .

1 102 I 11 1 5 I 0 I 16
------------------------ 4--------------

103 1 41 1 5681 0 1 99S+------------+------------------------- ____

104 1 107 1 143 1 22 1 272 ' o
------- ---------------.------------

'"' 105 I 329 1 269 1 330 1 7M '".. " -.-.-

V ---------- +---------------4----- ---------
106 I 353 1 2451 94 I 692

10? I 226 1 1221 40 1 388 "! .,
+---------+----------------4---------------

N8 I 89 1 501 13 1 142
+----------+-------------+----------------

o 09 I 75 I 38 1 11 I 124
------------------- --------------------
001 I 291 I 0 1 40
--. --------------------.------------
002 1 48 1 29"1 1 77

003 I 102 43 1 II 145
----- ------------------------------------------ .

004 5 8 51 20 1 II 73
---- ---------------------------------

005 1 161 9 1 01 25
--- +-------------------------4-------------

006 1 7 1 1i 8 -A1

------------- +------------------------------+

V92 I 6 1 3 1 0 9
-------------------------------------------- +S *-I5.~W

V@3 I 14 1 5 1 0 1 19
*1, ~ ~ --- ------------------------- +--------------

V04 I 6 I 1 1 0 I 7

TOTAL 1515 1042 321 2878

• ADJUSTED FOR CHANGE IN DIVING PAY POLICY

I.. -'.J-,, J- w. ...r 0 %

"" .I .

.' "% .- '.' .. ' . -
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DISTRIBUTION OF PULTIPIE S&I RECIPIENTS BY SKILL0
NAVY PHYSICIANS AND DENTISTS -

SKILL-SPECIFIC PAYS

PATYGRAME 2 1 3 1 4 1 TOTAL
------------------------- +------------

002 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1
-. +~-------------------------.------------

003 1 878 1 73 1 1 1 952
--------------------------------------

004 1 781 1 499 1 3 1 1283
----------------------------------

005 1 452 1 380 1 8 1 840
---------------------------- +--------------

006 1 404 1 375 1 5 1 784 -.

---------------------------- +---------------

00? 1 3 1 5 1 0 1 8
- --------- +----- - - -------- -- --- -- - - - - - - - --

008 1 1 1 8 1 0 1 9
----------------------------- +-------------- .

009 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 *

TOTAL 2520 1341 17 3878

S~.817
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DISTRIBUTION CF MULTIPLE S&I RECIPIENTS BY SKILL
NAVY SUBMARINERS

# SKILL-SPECIFIC

PAT GRADE 1 2 1 3 1 TOTAL 0 0
------------------- ---------------

10 6 1 2 1 8
-------------------------------- +---------------- ~
102 1 3 1 0 1 3
------------------ +----------------

E03 1 27 1 5 1 32 .
-----------------------------------

104 1 272 1 31~ 1 303
-------------- ----- +--------------4

105 1 2473 1 628 1 3101
------------------- ---------------

106 1 2127 1 472 1 2599
-------------- ----- +---------------+Ie " -

107 I 963 1 136 1 1099

Zoe 1 318 1 8 1 326
4 +------------ --------------------

109 I 14I 0I 114
----------------- +----------------

*001 I 223 1 4 1 22?
-------------------- ---------------

002 1 166 1 0 1 166
-------------------- ---------------

*003 I 554 1 49 1 603
-------------------- ---------------

004 1 491 1 19 1 510
----------------------------------

005 I 275 1 0 1 275

006 1 87 1 0 1 87
- - - - - ---------------- +---------------- -~.'.r.

W02 i is 1. 1 1 11
-------- ------------------------- +- "

W03 9 91 0 1 9 - ,~- ~
-------------------- --------------- %.

----------------------------------

TOTAL 8119 1355 9474

4b 'p ka % %
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

Multiple S&I Payments

Issues:

1. The practice of using varying combinations of S&I Pays is an
efficient, cost-effective means of addressing manpower problems, particu-
larly since the character and severity of the problems tend to differ_____
across service and generalized occupational lines. 0

2. No Service utilizes multiple S&I pay authority to excess.

Department Comments

Army Concurs.

Navy Concurs.

Air Force Concurs.

Coast Guard Concurs.

Public Health Service Concurs.*.

'~ NOMA Concurs.*..

JCS Concurs.

* -~ %

%I *

%~
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SPECIAL AND INCENTIVE PAYS DURING WARTIME

During the course of the review of Special and Incentive (S&I) Pays,
it was found that the statutes providing authority for several of these
pays also allow for their suspension during wartime or periods of national
emergency. These provisions, however, are not consistently applied to all • O
S&I Pays. Some pays may be suspended by the President, one automatically
stops upon declaration of war, while for other pays the issue is not
addressed. Since this issue was raised by the Navy and J-1, subsequent -..- "'- - '.
to one of the 1982 War Planning exercises, several agencies have expressed . -. -

concern about how these pays would be handled during wartime. Some - -

believe that the continuance/discontinuance of payment during wartime S 0

-o . can only be determined once the nature of the scenario is known. Others .
believe that it is more appropriate to have a plan "on-the-shelf" to .
preclude "eleventh hour" decisions. The QRMC Staff is a proponent of

Z.".. the latter position.

The QRMC Staff believes that in initial periods of war or national r -

emergency, operators and planners are so involved with the conflict or
situation at hand that they should not be expected to turn their atten-.-
tion to making determinations about the payment/non-payment of the various

..- S&I Pays. There are, after all, nearly forty of them. Instead, there

should be a plan in existence capable of being implemented within a
short period of time that clearly states the required actions for each
S&I Pay. This does not mean that all S&I Pays will be discontinued

.-. during wartime. It simply means that it may be appropriate to terminate
*-:-:- some, fully continue others, reduce payments, etc. These determinations

need to be made for each of the S&I Pays since there are a myriad of
.. factors that must be considered, i.e., the various wartime/conflict --
" scenarios, declared or undeclared war, draft versus no-draft, etc. A

predetermined plan that has already addressed these issues would go a
.*, long way in avoiding confusion during the early phases, and enable planners
r..rto make decisions that are both timely and in the best interest of the

**' operation.

The Services were asked to comment on the applicability of all the
S&I Pays during periods of war or national emergency. Appendix A contains
a breakout of each S&I Pay along with its current wartime payment status
and Service comments. The Air Force did not address each pay individually
in their response; a summary of their comments appears in Appendix B.
As can be seen by the Service responses, there are significant differences %
among them about the utilization of S&I Pays during wartime; therefore, ..- .
considerable work is likely to be required to achieve a mutually agreeable " " -

- position.

It was not possible for the QRMC to adequately analyze the various -.-......
./... issues associated with the wartime application of each of the S&I Pays.

%, It is recommended, however, that this task be carried on by a Joint Serv- - --..--.-

ices Group headed by a representative from the office of the Assistant :"...
Secretary of Defense (Manpower, Reserve Affairs and Logistics).

* • .. %S'. -,% %.
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SERVICE RESPONSES TO ISSUE OF
SPECIAL AND INCENTIVE PAYS DURING WARTIME

CURRENT STATUTORY SHOULD PAY
STATUS OF PAY STATUTE CONTINUE

IN EVENT OF WAR 37 U.S.C. DURING WARTIME?*

1. AVIATION CAREER
INCENTIVE PAY

President may 301a Army - Yes
suspend in time Navy - Yes, necessary to
of War attract and retain

adequate numbers of. .

volunteers. '0
Marine Corps -Yes --

Coast Guard -NC

PHS -NC ~
NOAA-Yes ..

JCS -Yes

2. AVIATION OFFICER
CONTINUATION PAY

Statute expired 301b Army - No
30 Sep 82 did Navy -May not be re-_ _

not address in time quired during mobili- !

of war zation since for reten-
tion.

Marine Corps -No

Coast Guard -NC N
PHS5- NC
NOAA -NC N/A .~ ~
JCS -No

- N-

*N/C -No comment 0
N/A -Not applicable

%. 5.
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3. SUBMARINE DUTY
K INCENTIVE PAY

Termination in 301c Army - Yes. * .
war not addressed Navy - Yes,-:
is subject to necessary to at- . .-

regulations pre- and retain adequate . r.
scribed by the volunteers .-.--.

President Marine Corps -NC N/A
Coast Guard -NC-

PHS - NC
NOA NC N/A
JCS - Yes

4. SPECIAL PAY FOR
CAREER SEA PAY

Termination in war 305a Army -No

not addressed - Is Navy -Yes -Pay .-

to be under regu- reimburses for
lations by the arduous nature of .

President duty at sea. This
would not decrease during

* ~~wartime, could be *. .-

expected to increase. * -

Marine Corps -Yes
Coast Guard -NC

PHS - NC ~.'' ~ .~

* NOM - Yes
JCS - Yes

5.SPECIAL PYFOR
HEALTH PROFESSIONALS

A. Physicians: Variable
Special Pay

Under Regulations pre- 303a Army -Yes -pay

scribed by SECDEF - Does in consideration ~ a

not address time of special skills
of war Statute for and training required a
Physicians specifically Navy - Yes - need doctors

*states that under 302 will Increase. Unless
.. regulations of SECDEF there is a draft, will.**-**.

~~ the SEC'Y of a DEPT need for attraction. > ' ' .- a

may terminate entitlement Marine Corps -NC N/A
at any time. Coast Guard - C

PHS - Yes - ~!.* a .

NOAA -NC N/A
JCS -Yes

V %,
'~%

% % %.

%: %* %
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B. Physicians: Additional
Special Pay

Under Regulations 302 Army - No
prescribed by SECDEF- Navy - Yes will need
does not address for attraction unless
time of war- a draft
Statute for Phys- Marine Corps -NC N/A
icians specifically Coast Guard -NC -

states that under PBS - Yes
regulations of SECDEF NOAA -NC N/A
the SECOY of a DEPT cs -NO
may terminate
entitlement at any
time.

P~z 
%

C. Physicians: Board P

Certification

Under Regulations 302 Army - Yes .

prescribed by SECDEF- Navy - Yes -needed7

*does not address for attraction without
time of war- a draft
Statute for Phys- Marine Corps -NC N/A --
icians specifically Coast Guard -NC

states that under PBS - Yes .

regulations of SECDEF NOAA -NC N/A
the SEC'Y of a DEPT JCS-No
may terminate_______
entitlement at any I ' W'

time.

D. Physicians: Incentive
Special Pay

Under Regulations 302 Army - No
prescribed by SECDEF- Navy - Yes -needed ... *

does not address for attractionjtime of war- without a draft
Statute for Phys- Marine Corps -NC N/A *(.**

- icians specifically Coast Guard -Nc *

states that under PuS - NC
regulations of SECDEP NOM - NC N/A
the SEC'Y of a DEPT JCS - No
may terminate
entitlement at any % %'.\ ~
time.

Ile.*~ -e.4O

'*~~~ 
*&0 

% t %%
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E. Dentists: Special Pay

Under Regulations 302b Army - Yes
prescribed by SECDEF- Navy - Yes w ill
Does not address need f or attraction *.

time of war - Statute without a draft. .

for Physicians apecif- Marine Corps -NC N/A
ically states that Coast Guard -NC..

under regulations of PUS - Yes
SECDEF the SEC'Y of a NOAA -NC N/A0
DEPT may terminate JCS -Yes -
entitlement at any
time.

F. Dentists: Continuation
Pay________

*Under Regulations 311 Army - No
prescribed by SECDEF- Navy - Yes w ill* ~
Does not address need for attraction
time of war - Statute without a draft.*
for Physicians specif- Marine Corps -NC N/A
ically states that Coast Guard -NC

under regulations of PIUS - Yes :::
SECDEF the SEC'Y of a NOMA - NC N/A - *.

DEPT may terminate JCS -NO

entitlement at any 
'~ -.

time.

G. Optometrists:
Special Pay

Under Regulations 302a Army - Yes
prescribed by SECDEF- Navy - Yes -will

Does not address need for attraction
time of war - Statute without a draft.*
for Physicians specif- Marine Corps - NC N/A
Ically states that Coast Gurad - NC
under regulations of pUs - Yes
SECDEF the SEC'Y of a NOAA - NC N/A .

DEPT may terminate JCS -Yes .~ .*

entitlement at any
time.

827
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H. Veterinarians:
Special Pay

Under Regulations 303 Army - Yes*, *
prescribed by SECDEF- Navy - Yes -have no
Does not address vets but as with
time of var -Statute other medical
for Physicians specif- pays would need .

cally states that for attraction
under regulations of without a draft.
SECDEP the SEC'Y of a Marine Corps -NC N/A 6 0
DEPT may terminate Coast Guard -NC 44-

entitlement at any PBS - Yes -.-- .. *.

*time. NOAA-NC
JCS-Yes

6. NUCLEAR PAYS

A. Special Continuation Pay N

Statute terminates 312 Army -No 4

30Sep 87 -No Navy-Yes-may
reference to state need for attrac-
of hostilities. tion and retention *...4~.*

of volunteers.
Marine Corps - NC

N/A __________

Coast Guard - NC
PBS -NC V
NOAA -NC N/A -

JCS-No ****

B. Career Accession Pay

Statute terminates 312b Army -No

30 Sep 87 -No Navy-Yes* may be .. ** 4

reference to state necessary to at-
of hostilities. tract. and retain -

wartime volunteers. 4

Marine Corps -NC , -. ft.a

N/A
Coast Guard -NC .4'- '..:

PBS - NC :1
NOAA -NC N/A %..~ %'4

'-41

IWI
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* C. Career Incentive Pay

*Statute terminates 312c Army - No
* 35e87NoNavy -Yes-may be

reference to state necessary to at- 0
* of hostilities. tract and retain V

wartime volunteers
Marine Corps - NC

N/A
pCoast Guard - NC

PBS-NC 0 0
NOAA -NC N/A
JCS -No

7. PROFICIENCY PAY-
(or the proposed Special
Duty Assignment Pay) * *

Under regulation30Amy-N

SNavy -Yes -re-

SEC'Y ~quirements wilil~.~
OF TRANS-. Does not decrease in
not address tine skills where paid.-
Of war. Marine Corps - Yes

Coast Guard.- NC '
PBS - NC

NOAA - NC N/A
JCS -No ~.

8- SELECTIVE REENLISTMENT BONUS 
-&y.

Temporary statute 308 Am e amns*- ' X
expires 30 SEP 84 Ahoul e tayem-ts
- under regulations Shated if terms-

prescrbed bySECDEFof service extended; -
and SEC'Y of Trans. Past obligations

should be honored. ''%

Navy - might not be k

necessary but con-
sideration should \ N
be given to paying . .. ,.

of obligated anni-
versary payments.

Marine Corps -No

Coast Guard -NC

PHS -NC
NOAA -NC N/A ~*.
JCS -No

829 ~ai~q
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9. ENGINEERING &SCIENTIFIC
CAREER CONTINUATION PAY

No expiration date- 315 Army - No
Does not address Navy -May be re-
termination in time quired without a ,.

A of war - However, draft :-. -

regulations are Marine Corps -NC . - .-

to be prescribed N/A
by SECDEF Coast Guard -NC ________

PHS -NC0 0
NOAA -NC N/A

*JCS - NO

10.* ENLISTMENT BONUS

Temporary statute 308a Army - May be re- Pit %)q
expires 30SEP84 quired until

-Regulations conscription Is .0~ %.

are to be pre- implemented. Past \

scribed by SECDEF obligations should
and SEC'Y of Trans- be honored.
portation. Navy - May be re-

quired without a -
draft. ' . -

Marine Corps-No '

Coast Guard -NC

PRS - NC
NOAA - NC/NA IL~
JCS - NO -

A. Army Bonus

Temporary statute 308f Army - May be re- 4

expires 30SEP84- quired until Con- of*:.--, ~
Regulations are scription is is-
to be prescribed plemented * Past - - .
by SECDEF and obligation should

4 SEC'Y of Trans- be honored.
portation * Navy - N/A

Marine Corps -No-

Coast Guard -NC

PHS - NC
NOAA-NC N/A
JCS -No

W -F '. V. ..

4~. .s -. . *a*4
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11. FLIGHT PAYS

President may sue- 301 Army - Yes
pend In time of wa Nay-Ye ic

A. Crew Members risk. will not
decrease ;$.\.

B. Non-Crew Members Marine Corps - Yes*.:, .

Coast Guard -NC
2.C. Air Weapons PHS-NC %
'.Control Officer NOAA-NC N/A

JCS -Yes0

12. CAREER FLIGHT DECK
.4. DUTY PAY

President may suspend 301 Army - Yes
in time of war. Navy - Yes corn-

pensation for
additional ,~--

dangers associ-
ated with air -

operations on
ships.

Marine Corps-Yes '

Coast Guard -NC *...*.-

NOAA -NC N/A
JCS -Yes

M MIA K

S13. GLIDER DUTY PAY --

(QRMC has proposed .. ~~
elimination of this pay)

*President may sus- 301 Army -Yes -pro- " -

Pend in time of war. vided the pro-
- .% vision for pay is .

not repealed
Navy - No objection

to pay's elim- .. 4 . .

ination, if future

crews are eligible
for ACIP or Haz-

cniePay for%%
Marine C lightNC N/A ~ >*.§

PH$ -NC
NOMA - NC N/A

831
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14. PARACHUTE DUTY PAY

President may sus 301 Army - Yes.
pend in time of Navy - Yes, the re-
war quireuments and dan-

ger of this duty
would increase.

Marine Corps -Yes

* Coast Guard -NC

* PHS - NC
* NOAA -NC N/A

JCS -Yes .

15. DEMOLITION DUTY PAY ~.'- -. N.

President may sus- 301 Army - Yes

pe d in t m e o Navy - Yes - chance § K - N > .

war ~~of injury increased * r~y z
during wartime with
increased operations ..

Marine Corps -Yes

Coast Guard-NC -

PHS -NCN/

16. EXPERIMENTAL. STRESS
DUTY PAY

A. High/low-pressure 301-.
chamber

President may sus- .. :
pend in time of Ary-Ys% * ~ .:
war Navy - Yes -pressure

training would in- K: - '

crease. Risk as-
B. Human Acceleration/ sociated with all

deceleration types of stress V
President may sus- duties would not 7>::: - *~ %.

pend in time of decrease. %
war Marine Corps -NC N/A '-.X:

832
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C. Thermal stream 301 Coast Guard -NC

President may sus- PHS - NC

17. LEPROSARIUM DUTY PAY- i
(The QRHC has proposed .

elimination of this
pay)_______ _

President may sus- 301 Army -Yes -Pro-

pend in time of vided the pro- :,-
war* vision for the .~'7

pay is not re-

pealed.
Navy -Have no . *

objections to pay ~> .-

being repealed.
Marine Corps -NC N/A ~
Coast Guard -NC

PHS - No
NOAA NC N/A
JCS - No KU!3t-

18. DIVING DUTY PAY

President may sum- 304 Army -Yes

pond in time of Navy -Yes require-
war&* ments and hazards

4 will increase-
required to attract
and retain. .

Marine Corps-Yes --.

Coast Guard -NC

P115 -NKC
NOAA -Yes
JCS-Yes

e.. W .

% 4,.
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19. TOXIC PESTICIDES AND

AND DANGEROUS ORGANISMS

President my sus- 301 Army - Yes
pend in time of Navy - Yes-
war* for retention

of experienced
personnel and
increased risks. *

Marine Corps -NC N/A_______
20. TOXIC FUELS &PROPELLANTS 301 Coast Guard -NC6 0

PHS - No (Toxic
Pesticides&

Dangerous Or-e

N/C (Fuels)
NOAA-NC (N/A) p* q~
JCS-Yes

21. HOSTILE FIRE PAY

Not effective in 310 Army -Yes

time of war de- Navy -Yes during
dlared by Congress. unideclared hos-
Regulations are tilities - No, ... ~..
to be prescribed by during full mobil-

~.. ~SECDEF. ization because
practically all -

members may be X~

subject to
hostile fire. *.

Marine Corps -Yes
should be permitted *.--: -

during wartime with
law change.

Coast Guard-NC ~* * -

PHS -NC -.....

NOMA- No
JCS - No

22. SPECIAL DUTY AT CERTAIN *~'4

PLACES PAY (FOREIGN DUTY)

Under regulations 305 Army - No
prescribed by the Navy - No unless
President - Does modified into an
not address time Isolated duty pay
of war. for arduous lo- ' ' t

cations, then yes.
Marine Corps -Yes

834 ... m
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22. Conte Coast Guard -NC

PHS - NC
NOAA -NC N/A
JCS - No

23. OVERSEAS DUTY EXTENSION *

* ~PAY -

Under regulations 314 Army -No

prescribed by Navy-Yes-is a
Secretary of Service cost savings

*concerned - Does not program to re-
address time of war. duce long term

PCS expenses.
Marine Corps - Yes
Coast Guard -NC-

PHS-NC 0 * '

NOAA -NC N/A
JCS -No

24. RESPONSIBILITY PAY

Under regulations 306 Army -Yes

prescribed by SECDEF Navy -Yes -since . .

and SEC'Y of TRANS the burdens of the* ..

-Does not address sea going commander
time of war. will be increased. )'.

Marine Corps-NC N/A *:~'~
Coast Guard -NC -

PHS - NC
NOAA -NC N/A %.

JCS - No

V 25. FAIYSPRATION47 e

of war or national Nay Yes
emergency declared understands

v by Congress. requirement.
to delete
entitlement____ _____

.~ -.. Marine Corps - Yes, -
should change ..... .- *

law to permit
payment. 4.. '

Coast Guard -NC

PHS - NC _____ ___
S4  NOAA -No

JCS -NO

835 * *
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SUMMARY OF THE AIR FORCE POSITION REGARDING
THE PAYMENT OF S&I PAYS IN TIME OF WAR

-- SKI Pays attract and retain quality and quantity for readiness O 0
and recognition of hazards .

-- basis for payment equally applicable as in peacetime and warrants -*-.- - -.

continuation during armed conflict

several factors require evaluation before any decision to suspend •
any S&I Pays

negative impact on morale, e.g. aviators make financial
commitments based on total compensation - these don't cease in
times of conflict

-- certain S&I Pays are more combat related than others
--- military members are accustomed to "on/off" nature of bonuses .

but view S&I Pays as having some permanence
--- relative importance of some skills may change dramatically

during conflict
--- S&I Pays have been continued in limited conflicts

, •during conflicts, experience shows that certain critical career
fields remain difficult to fill or new such career fields may
appear . -

--- may be justification to treat careerists differently from
inductees in view of need for career force after conflict -

-- infinite combinations of armed conflict can occur
--- the nature of the conflict and draft/no draft situation will __ ___

help dictate which S&I Pays will be appropriate U -". --. r
--- should not limit flexibility by predetermining for a scenario

that has not yet occurred. - - - . .-

--- the range of possibilities will require different leadership
decisions regarding personnel utilization which will influence -?'..

compensation policy, i.e., " :'>','..

we would not eliminate Sea Pay in a limited naval action or ACIP -
-* in a military action predominately involving air combat- . ', . '

Summary: Air Force position generally is to continue S&I Pays in - .

armed conflict unless overriding considerations of National policy -'-

militate against doing so - no need for a major legislative initi-
ative to consolidate or modify the authority to suspend payment -* .l O

of S&I Pays in time of war is seen .-..-
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QUALITY

I. PURPOSE. The purpose of this review is to initiate an assessment . -.

which would determine what impact Special and Incentive Pays have or -" -

should have on quality force considerations. I 0 ,

II. DATA SOURCES. The primary sources of information used in this dis- '..

cussion were data received from the Services and data derived during the
analysis of the individual Special and Incentive (S&I) Pays. Other -J*'-
sources of information included the computerized information base of the
Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC) and assorted Department of Defense
(DoD) studies, briefings, and reports. Although not a primary data
source, field interviews were conducted at several locations encompassing .

sites from each of the DoD Services and the Coast Guard. *.i.

III. BACKGROUND. The capabilities, abilities and skills of its military .....

personnel are a matter of concern to any society. The level of concern,
however, fluctuates as a function of historical events. In the United
States, the end of the draft in 1972 marked the beginning of a period of
increased interest in, and concern about, the "quality" of our Armed
Forces. The interest arose primarily because of the need to replace

A draftees and draft-motivated enlistees with volunteers and, after consi-
derable training investment, to retain those volunteers. Discussions of
attraction and retention have been complicated by two somewhat independent P tw4W~lW -
positions. First, there has been an assumption that the proper mix of ..- .
capabilities, abilities and skills had existed prior to the all-volunteer .

. force. It has been stated that the present "quality" profile should be,

at minimum, similar to that of an earlier era. Second, there has been .. .
'A the assumption that, as a result of the increasing complexity of military --____.-.-....,-_-

weapons systems, personnel possessing different capabilities, higher .,
abilities and more technical skills may now be required. Thus, it has -- --....

been suggested that a compatibility between weapons systems and personnel
i\ may not exist with our current "quality" profile and that it needs im-

provement.

Depending on the context, and the particular perspective of an

observer, definitions of "quality" differ. Above, "quality" was equated,
in a general sense, with "capabilities, abilities and skills." If faced
with providing measurements for each of these terms, discussions tend to
move from quantitative to qualitative terminology. Even in examining the

qualitative terminology, we find differences in opinion about the static, -"

as opposed to dynamic, nature of "quality." Some commentators prefer to ..- . .
assume that "quality" is an individual attribute, constant over time; g___"_,_____
others assume that training and proper leadership can bring about change
in "quality."

Among quantitatively-oriented observers, the word "quality" has .
generally been reserved as a descriptive term for personnel upon entry % . .

into the Armed Forces, and has been measured in terms of scores on the "'. . . -

Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFOT) and educational level. For person- . .-. ..-.
.,A' nel in the military, AFQT and educational level have been supplemented ".-" . -.. ,

.'. by a myriad of measures, including promotion rates, on-the-job performance
.' ,' ,, ' ..'.".". . . .:.
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measures, experience levels, and rates of indiscipline. While quantifi- -"" "
....

able, each of these measures presents analytic difficulties (some of . .

which will be discussed later in this paper).

IV. METHODOLOGY. The 5th QRMC review and assessment of the individual 0 O
Special and Incentive Pays dealt with "quality" considerations only in-
directly. This was not by choice; rather, as a result of a recognition,
which emerged in the course of the analysis, that there are few, if any,
direct relationships between S&I Pays and quality. The Services control
their own "quality destiny" through various force management devices. ____'___ __
These include Service-specific entry standards, promotion systems, and O •
policies governing reenlistments and/or discharges. The S&I Pays are -.-

viewed as a management tool -- one which is used to "fine tune" the -
system, after other management techniques have been employed.

In reviewing the S&I Pays, the 5th QRMC assessed each one to deter-
mine if whether it was appropriate as an attraction or retention tool and *' * '-
if whether the level of pay was appropriate. Ideally, desired quality --. .---.

", distributions would have been available for each occupational group eli- , .-.-.
gible for S&I Pays, together with precise definitions for the components ..- '.'.

of quality. Unfortunately, these distributions are available only by in-
ference, and are generally identified in terms of quantity, not quality.

To determine properly what impact S&I Pays have, or should have, on
quality force considerations, data well beyond the scope of the present -

review would have to be assembled, analyzed and presented. The present
effort can only provide a start. In this review we indirectly superim-
pose, on the individual papers which have preceded this one, a sketch of '
some of the more commonly accepted quality measures and their distribu- _ -----
tions in the force during the past several years. Optimally, the next *0 -
step in an analysis would be a more direct comparison of trends in quality
with trends in specific pays. If, as we suspect is the case, there are .. ... .
few observable relationships, the analysis would then try to determine , .'

if, and how, such relationships should exist. ........-.. -

4" In the remainder of this section, we first provide justification for
restricting the subsequent analyses to enlisted personnel. Then, we re-
view several pays which might be used as direct management tools with .' . '-.

which to influence quality distributions. (For. the present, "quality" '. '
is defined as capabilities, abilities and skills which can be measured in .'.".. ..."

a quantifiable manner.) Finally, we present the factors to be discussed% in the analysis. 
- "

A. STUDY POPULATION.

This issue paper primarily discissed enlisted personnel for several
reasons. First, the capabilities of enlisted personnel, about 85 percent ....

of the active force, have been the focus of greatest continuing concern
in "quality" discussions. Second, more data, for a broader range of 10 ". _•
Indicators, exist for enlisted personnel than for officers. In addition, ,
data for enlisted personnel is more heterogeneous than for officers. For

: '.. .. ,. , .,-- .... . .-.- ..
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example, the 1982 DoD commissioned officer force was comprised of 96.9
percent college graduates (as compared to 72.9 percent in 1967).1 While
not all readers will agree with the enlisted force quality indicators

reported in this review, sufficient data were available to provide com-
parable trend data across all Services. Similar data are not available S O '

for officers. At times, the available data included officers and was
used in preference to no information.

The exclusion of officers is not to say that, within the Services,

officer quality problems are non-existent. Quite the contrary. In cer- --- "'-"---
tain fields the Services are very concerned about quality. For example,
the "Findings and Recommendations" of the Report of the DoD-University
Forum Working Group on Engineering and Science Education (July 1983)
stated, inter alia, "DoD also faces a range of related quality problems,
primarily centering on the ability to recruit and retain high quality
S&E's (scientists and engineers] for civilian and military positions."'

The Army Science Board, 1982 Summer Study: Report of Panel on Science O .  * .-

and Engineering Personnel (November 1982), in addressing commissioned
.I officers stated,

...it is very difficult to attract high-quality -.
individuals who have a strong technical interest "-.

as well as a desire to make a career in the Army.
3

The Board concluded that quality was a much more severe problem than , - -..-
quantity.4  A year ago, the Air Force implemented the recently authorized

5, Engineering and Scientific Career Continuation Pay to retain career

officers and thereby address quantity problems. However, during field ,.

interviews comments indicated that the quality problems remain unsolved.

* The Navy has experienced difficulty in attracting the desired

quality of personnel for nuclear power training. Refusing to compromise,
in the past, on quality has resulted in a shortage of nuclear submarine
officers. The pre-screening of officers, compared to enlisted personnel,
provides yet another reason for this review's focus on enlisted person-
nel. Officers of all Services undergo extensive pre-screening prior to * ... . -
acceptance into academy, ROTC or officer candidate programs. The lengthy
academy and ROTC programs allow for additional screening. The Services
also require another screening and an intensive observation period upon

- commissioning, prior to entry into many career fields. This extensive
y J pre-screening alleviates much of the officer quality problem. .

B. APPLICABLE S&I PAYS. -o +0X

There are several Special and Incentive Pays which, if properly
• used, offer the Services some "pay" tools to assist in obtaining and U *"

-..i. maintaining quality personnel. Some of these can be used to bear more
~ directly on quality than others. "

-- U-.... . ..
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1. Officer S&I Pays.

a. Nuclear Officer Accession Bonus. This bonus is used
to attract personnel to the nuclear field. In that sense, it is directly 1 .

related to quality since applicants must be higly trained, skilled and
motivated. The screening process for entry into the field is so strict
that it could be termed as the identification of a few individuals among
mainly high quality applicants.

b. Medical Officer Board Certification Pay. This S&I Pay "
is directly related to quality because to receive it a physician must • 0 •

pass oral and written examinations (and in some specialties evaluations of
operating room techniques). Similar to examinations for entry, medical
specialty boards measure knowledge but do not relate necessarily to on-
the-job performance.

c. Medical Officer Incentive Special Pay. As this pay is
currently implemented, some Services have a review board to verify attain-
ment of a minimum level of on-the-job performance prior to receipt of this
pay. Thus, the pay is, in those cases, directly related to quality. -.-.

d. Responsibility Pay. This is paid to Commanding Offi- --.-.

cers of Navy and Coast Guard ships. Since there is extensive screening -.

for command, it can be said that this pay is related to quality--but only
very indirectly.

2. Enlisted S&I Pays.

a. Enlistment Bonus. This is the pay most directly re-
lated to quality of personnel in the Services. The Enlistment Bonus,

when authorized in 1972 with the advent of the all-volunteer force, was
for attracting volunteers only to the combat arms areas. It has since .
evolved to a bonus directly related to quality in both combat arms
and technical areas. The payment is dependent generally upon approval .

to enter certain shortage fields based upon physical, aptitude and moral .

qualifications, some of which are determined by aptitude test scores. --I .
The bonus is paid after successful completion of training for the .. -.

specialty but is, of course, unrelated to follow-on performance.

b. Selective Reenlistment Bonus. This S&I Pay is indi-

rectly related to quality since the bonus goes to all personnel in a par- -. . *

ticular MOS, rating, or specialty which is experiencing shortages. It . , *.-,._

is useful as a tool in retaining quality personnel only if sufficiently ... .

high standards to qualify for reenlistment are established and maintained. 
- * -. 6.*

Presumably these standards are based upon on-the-job performance evalua- .
tions and may not be related to the criteria applied for entry into the ..

.9 field. .

c. Proficiency Pay. This pay was intended to give the O . '
Services an additional management tool in meeting the competition for
critical skills. As implemented, only one aspect of the pay was directly -. *....,.

"."+ .. . " ,,.-."". "" .''. .. '. '
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related to quality and only the Coast Guard uses that category of Profi-
ciency Pay (Superior Performance Pay) for those personnel exhibiting a . . ..... ... -..-
high degree of effectiveness in the performance of duties. (Currently "''"' ."-

only 32 personnel receive this pay and the QRMC has recommended that the
Coast Guard make these payments under the proposed Special Duty Assign-..
ment Pay.) Other Proficiency Pay provisions are at best indirectly re- . ..-.....*-...... ,
lated to quality, since the money is intended as an inducement for quality

"- personnel to volunteer for special duty assignments or for fields short - - .
of personnel. However, payments are not based on quality; they are
based on performance of the minimum requirements to remain assigned to
the position qualifying for the pay. I O •

Of course, other Special and Incentive Pays go to personnel who must
meet stringent Service requirements prior to entering a program and becom- "-.-.a-.-
Ing entitled to the particular pay (e.g., Aviation Career Incentive Pay
or Diving Duty Pay). '-

C. FACTORS TO BE EXAMINED. V.
- ..- * % .' ..*. . .- *% .

As indicators of current Service quality and of quality re-
quirements, there are several factors worthy of examination. Among them

are:

- Educational attainment of entrants, including the number of high
school graduates accessed.

- Results of scores on the Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT),
shown by aptitude (AFQT) category distributions in and among the
Services.

- Experience level in the Services -- measured by the percent of the
enlisted population with more than four years of military service. -

.. -:... - .- :.-.
- Aggregate population stability -- measured as personnel stability

across all Services by comparing inventory changes between years;

i.e., measuring those who remained in the force. P' i_-

- Unit personnel stability of the enlisted force -- measured by
comparing unit inventory changes between years; i.e., those who

remain from year-to-year. -- - -,

- State of discipline within the Services -- measured by examining | O . -
incidence rates of courts-martial, desertions, unauthorized ab-
sences (AWOL), and non-judical punishments. .

There are. several factors commonly considered as indicators of per-
sonnel quality which are not reviewed here. One of these is the mission
readiness over time of our military forces. Some would observe that this
is the only meaningful indicator -- the proverbial "bottom line." We agree
that this is a paramount factor in our defense posture. However, we also
believe that readiness information, much of which is classified, is more
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- properly provided to Congress through existing channels and reports. As
will be seen, some unclassified data from readiness reporting are used

S., as quality indicators in this review.

Other indicators of quality not included in this review are perform- 0

ance evaluations and promotion history. After entry and initial training,
the individual's on-the-job performance is key--this is recognized and
reinforced by the Services' promotion systems. Both of these have been K.........
excluded for different reasons. Performance measures have varied over
time and across Services, both within and between fields. At present, a "-."_ .'--_
common measure is not available. A careful consideration of promotion 6 0 .
data would entail an unravelling of changes in promotions systems in the
past decade. Apart from its complexity, it has not been undertaken due ..'.,..-..,.',.
to the fact that few Services maintain promotion data at a level of -.- ','-

detail that lends itself to this type of analysis.

Although all of the Uniformed Services responded to the data request .** .e
for this review, only the four DoD Services are discussed. Since the
review focuses on enlisted personnel, the NOAA Corps and Public Health --.•- ..'.
Service are automatically excluded (they have none). In addition,
the automated files of the Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC) used in -. -
the analysis do not contain data for non-DoD Services; hence, the exclu- -
sion of the Coast Guard. prA4 --t"gr --'-yj

With the above qualifiers, the next section will first discuss Serv- "
ice responses to the data requests on quality. The quality indicators
will then be examined and data review or analysis presented. . :.-.: •

V. ANALYSIS..

A. SERVICE RESPONSES TO DATA REQUESTS. As is self-evident, each of
the Services have differing missions and assorted personnel requirements.
Of necessity, they develop and implement their own quality requirements.
A common theme among them, however, is the requirement for technical
skills; the Navy amd Air Force require about 50 percent of their personnel
in technical skills, the Army about 40 percent and the Marine Corps about *-- ...... "0. '.
30 percent. As has been discussed in other papers in this volume, S&I-.
Pays are used as a management tool in many of these skills. The relation- ": -
ship of Special and Incentive Pays to the quality standards of personnel .- -- .

in both technical and non-technical skills is, at the present, somewhat "
tenous. -

The Services were asked to provide measurement indicators of quality .-
and their estimates of key factors to be used by the QRMC in determining - ... .... ...

a measure of effectiveness for the Special and Incentive Pays. In res-
ponse, the Army stated that they use Special and Incentive Pays as a re- ..

cruiting incentive and to complement other management initiatives. Pres-
ently they are not adversely constrained in using these pays to assist
in the force alignment process. However, to achieve and maintain their " "'""
desired AFQT category distribution, the Army states that additional in-
centive resources will be required as well as either legal clearance or ..... -,
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legislative authority to target Selective Reenlistment Bonuses (SRB) by -

aptitude within certain MOSs. The desired AFQT distribution or a method- -

ology for its derivation have not been provided. . .

The Air Force indicated that they do not anticipate any difficulties 0 0
in meeting Congressionally mandated quality constraints in the short-term, ......... :
provided appropriation of adequate recruiting resources is forthcoming. . -.

However, they are concerned that no cushion of quality and experience. ." ..... .-. .

exists should an improving economy and adjustments in compensation or
• ".'-'. retirement programs drive personnel into the massive exodus experienced ..- ___.-__-___

in the late 1970's. . •

The Marine Corps stated that in the late 1970's they had an un-
acceptable number of low quality Marines. This was measured by the

.-- , large percentage of accessions who scored in Category IV on the Armed
,- Forces Qualification Test (AFQT), the large percentage of non-high school

graduates, high rates of unauthorized absentees and excessive attrition ,. .
_ prior to the end of enlistments. In the last two years these trends

have been reversed by emphasizing quality enlistments and discharging . - -

. undesirables," or low performers. The Marine Corps intends to retain ... %r. ..- '.
its quality standards. ,

The Navy provided the following indicators that they consider
in monitoring readiness and quality in addition to standard factors

, such as possession of a high school diploma and high AFQT scores. Those
indicators and their status as of October 1983 are: *'".

- quality recruiting: increasing
- retention: increasing
- attrition: decreasing V : .yx.
- desertion: decreasing
- unauthorized absence: decreasing
- extensions for sea duty: increasing ,.'..,-'.
- requests for sea duty: increasing "'' -

- requests for retirement or transfer to the fleet reserve: ,' >*''.- :,',

decreasing ....-.....
- fleet manning: improving .

In reviewing the various responses, it becomes clear that although
each Service may be defining "quality" somewhat differently, the underly- "
ing quantitative definition is quite similar. Namely, educational level "'"-"
and AFOT performance are used by each of the Services as entry-point
indicators and (with modification) continue to be used for assessing
force quality. In the next section, then, these indicators are examined. ... ..-.

B. INDICATORS OF QUALITY.

* q.'" 1. General. The 1981-82 Military Manpower Task Force (MMTF)

in its Report to the President on the Status and Prospects of the All- __-_______.______

Volunteer Force, November 1982, examined the "Characteristics of the Armed V

'.- Forces Personnel." This was a review and analysis of many indicators of %t % - % %
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Service personnel quality. The 5th QRMC assessment is not intended as'
another analysis of the same indicators nor is it necessarily an attempt
to refute anything contained in the MMTF report. Quite the contrary,
this study will cite or utilize data from the MMTF final report as a
basis for additional analysis. The comprehensive review of AFOT and
education contained in the OSD Profile of American Youth, March 1982, and
unclassified portions of the OSD FY 1984 Force Readiness Report, Volume
III: Personnel and Training Readiness, April 1983 (Classified) also will

be used.

The Military Manpower Task Force (MMTF) extensively examin- •

ed characteristics of military personnel, particularly new accessions.

In opening that chapter, the MMTF discussed quality as follows:

The relative ability of military person-
nel to learn military skills and perform cred-
itably in military units is usually referred '" • '
to as the "quality" of the personnel. The nor- "... - --

mal measures of quality for enlisted accessions
are the percentage that have graduated from high
school, a sound indicator of the likelihood of .

successfully completing an enlistment, and scores
on the Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT),
a good predictor of success in military training. - .

These two measures of quality are very useful

to manpower managers because of their proven relia-
bility and because they can be readily quantified.
However, they do not necessarily capture all aspects
of quality. They are imperfect indicators of such
attributes as dedication and motivation, and they
cannot predict the growth in personal ability and

dependability as a "team player" that can be devel-
oped through good training and leadership.

5

This issue paper first will discuss highlights from the MMTF report "S .. .
on educational attainment, without further assessment. Second, additional .'.

analysis, based on data from the Defense Manpower Data Center, of the . .
impact of AFOT distributions on the total force is included to supplement -- -"

a discussion of AFQT. Several other indicators of quality are then
addressed. '-

This review discusses both new accessions and the career
force. It is generally accepted that quality of the force is driven by
accession policy. Cooper, in Military Manpower and the All - Volunteer .'-
Force (September 1977) noted, "The key AVF issue is not manpower supply; ..
it is enlisted accession requirements.-6  We do not minimize that impor- .--.

tance. However, the impact of any problems in accession policy cannot
be mitigated solely by changing the policy or improving the quality of -. .
future accessions. Perturbations or "valleys" in the system created by
a mistake in accession policy might be dealt with by Special and Incentive
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Pays which can provide needed temporary adjustments. Thus, errors in

accession policy are appropriate to Special and Incentive Pay solutions.
First, however, the indicators of quality must be understood.

2. Educational Attainment. The MHTF compared the 2.1 mil-

lion military people on active duty with the population in the civilian -

labor force in terms of educational attainments. An extract of this
S MMTF comparison is shown in Table 1. .. " -'. ...... .

Table I O .
Educational Attainments:

Active Duty Military Compared to Civilian Labor Force 7

(Percent)

, Maximum
Educational Civilian*** Military Personnel* * "
Level Labor Force Total Officer Enlisted

College Graduate 19% 14% 92% 2% b .6

Some College 18 11 5 11 . - -'

High School 41 67 3 78 -.
Graduate**

Non-HS Graduate 22 8 0 9
TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 100%

* Data as of 30 June, 1982.

•* Includes non-diploma graduates with high school equivalency cer- .
tificates.

•** Source of civilian data: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Special p -,

Labor Force Reports, as of March 1982.

These data shows that 91 percent of the total enlisted force are -
high school graduates or better. The MMTF stated that the above data

Indicated the following: .-

The educational level of the active duty
force compares favorably with that of the civil- -¢ -. '...

ian labor force. There are proportionately fewer
who lack a high school education in the military -

population (8 percent) than in the civilian labor
force (22 percent). The civilian labor force has

.r- % 4 a higher proportion of people with "some college",
*,,'.-. but military personnel receive technical training

while in service that is not reflected in the data
in the table. Much of this technical training is

comparable to courses offered by civilian junior
colleges and technical schools, and is generally 0 '' ,"

accepted for college credit by these schools.8  -
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The March 1982 Profile of American Youth noted that, "A . ..

person who did not graduate from high school is twice as likely to
*"-i leave the military before completin, the first three years of service as .- '. -

is a high school diploma graduate."" High school graduate data for new 0
accessions as presented by the HMTF is shown in Table 2 with FY83 added. .
It should be noted that in 1980, 74 )ercent of the 18-23 year old

Table 2
High School Graduates* as ------

a Percent of Enlisted Accessions I0  I "

Draft Years AVF Years

Service FY64 FY68 FY72 FY74 FY76 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83

Army 70 71 61 50 59 54 80 86 88 - , .
Navy 57 82 71j 64 77 75 76 79 91
USMC 61 58 52 50 62 78 80 85 92
USAF 84 93 83 92 89 83 88 94 98
DoD 69 74 67 61 69 68 81 86 91

*High School Grariates" includes those with post-secondary education.

Excludes non-diploma graduates with high school equivalency certifi- .- ,
cates.

, ~ .. .. . . .. .-

population in the United States were high school graduates. In the last
two years, each of the Services has exceeded that average with 86 percent
of overall DoD accessions possessing at least a high school diploma. Note ' --, 't * -
that in FY83 the Services averaged 91 percent high school graduates in
their accessions. Congress has set a requirement for the Army that 65 --

percent of Army male enlistees from 1983 through 1987 must be high school . -. - --

graduates. The Army is reaching this goal during the current period of
high unemployment. 1

S3. The Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT). As previously
mentioned, the AFQT is considered a good predictor of success in military
training. The definition of the AFQT categories is displayed in Table 3. - .'--' "-.-
AFQT Categories of I, II or IIA are considered above average in train- -

ability; Category IIIB and IV are below average. Category V personnel
are not accepted for military service. Currently, those in Category IV ,O- g.. .O
who are non-high school graduates are also not accepted. In addition,
each Service sets a "floor" score within Category IV below which appli- -

cants are not accepted. At present that is set by Army at 16, Navy at ... ,
17, and Marine Corps and Air Force at 21. As with the Congressionally
mandated high school graduate minimum percentage mentioned above, Congress -. "
also recently required that no more than 20 percent of non-rior service . . .O.. .-O "

accessions in any of the Services score in AFQT Category IV. 2

S ~~850 9 * 9
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Table 3
AFQT Categories

Percentile Rank AFOT Category

Above Average
93-99 I " -65-92 "' '" """"""

50-64 IIIA

Below Average . 0
31-49 IIIB
10-30 IV
1-9 V

Disagreement does exist over the use of AFQT scores as a p, O -
measurement of *quality" and also over the Service requirements for cer-
tain percentages of personnel in varying AFQT categories. Floors on
*scores and Congressional restrictions force the Services to compete for -

-' ",.. quality" personnel. 13  For example, Enlistment Bonuses (EBs) are gener-". .
."- ally paid only to personnel scoring in AFQT categories I, II or IIIA.

(Navy is an exception.) This excludes 47 percent of the American youth . ..
* -' population from consideration (Table 4, presented later). The Navy pays -O .

...- .- the Enlistment Bonus to personnel in AFQT Category IIIB and IV. They.-.' ::-.. -

._ argue for this approach stating that they do not pay the bonus until the
successful completion of training and that no evidence exists to show
that "lower APOT category personnel who complete training and receive
an EB experience higher post-training attrition." Further, "it is
likely that Category I1IB and IV personnel have higher retention at the I " *- t .,

. completion of first term." 14  Navy states that current recipients have
.- ,.-. shown the ability to learn and apply these skills for which they are --

-.. . paid an Enlistment Bonus. .-

V.-' -', The AFQT as a measure of general trainability is considered -'- '-""
a reliable index of basic verbal and numeric skills. The AFQT score is
a composite derived from the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery
(ASVAB). In the March 1982 Profile of American Youth the validity of
the APQT and ASVAB composites were described as follows: . .* .-"

The experience of the last 35 years suggests .-
that individuals who score low on the AFQT are less
likely to be successful in military training than
are their higher scoring peers. Additionally, they . . * -
are more likely to have disciplinary problems.
Though there are many high-scoring personnel who
prove ineffective and many low-scoring persons who
perform well, on the average, the higher an individ- ,." -'. . S.

ual's AFQT score, the greater the likelihood of suc-
cessful military performance. ..

•*.. ., . 5% , .5 .-
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Scores on the ASVAB aptitude composites (e.g., .'

electronics, combat, administrative) have also shown
their usefulness. Many training courses are highly -

technical and require a degree of mechanical experi-

ence, and others an ability to deal with clerical and 6
'' administrative tasks. Again, yet not perfectly pre-

dictive, the higher the scores attained on ASVAB apti- - . ..

tude composites, the greater the probability that an
individual will perform well in training and develop
the specific skills needed to be effective on the
job 15  1 0 0

Some have expanded the AFQT beyond just an enlistment
"A . predictor measuring trainability to become an indicator of force quality. .

As noted earlier, this issue paper treats AFQT scores in the latter manner
but only as one of several factors examined when determining quality.
Many disagree with this approach, maintaining that on-the-job performance se*'  *
evaluations should be the measure once an individual has entered the
military and completed initial training. Lack of historical data and a

4. common evaluation method across the Services has hindered that approach.

Some studies have indicated that AFQT scores can be used

as a limited measure of productivity beyond initial enlistment standards;
however, there are no in-depth studies substantiating this use. In a + -
December 1981 review of manpower research and policy issues, Warner of

the Center for Naval Analyses stated, ..-.. .

Perhaps the most controversial productivity issue." .* " .

is the relationship between productivity and personnel -

quality, as measured by attributes such as high school _911

degree status and mental group [AFQT category]. Most
5. pronouncements of the failure of the AVF are made on

the grounds that the Navy and the other services need
high quality recruits, but only low quality recruits -" '.*

have been attracted. Despite these contentions, the
empirical evidence of the effect of personnel qual- : -p -

ity on productivity is scant. Some evidence ,. .-
may be gleaned from the attrition research..,[and .-..

from] the Horowitz-Sherman study, unpublished work ." ,,. '

by Gay cited by Cooper, and the Gates Commission P-., ''studies by Sullivan, and Reaume and Oi. The studies . .

by Horowitz and Sherman and by Gay are generally . O
consistent with findings of attrition studies.

First, high school degree status is the factor

most correlated with productivity, especially in - ""-
medium and low skill jobs. Second, while there are
differences in productivity according to mental
group, these differences are most pronounced in
high skill jobs. Gay estimates that in high skill '

-

jobs the difference in productivity between mental .- "- "

. ' .,..- , -..'. .... , ,
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roup I and mental group III high school graduates
is 18 percent. For medium and low skill jobs, the
difference is estimated to be only 6 percent. Im- **~

portantly, differences in productivity by high
school status and mental group are decidedly smaller S 0. 0

than productivity differences by experience level.1
6

Lacking any one sure measure of quality for Uniformed .." _-. ..-.-.

Services personnel, trends in AFQT scores can be one of the several... ..... .
factors considered as an indication of quality, perhaps as surrogates,...... .

for capabilities and skills.

Table 4 summarizes much of the MMTF AFQT review regarding ...

enlisted accessions. This reflects the quality of recent accessions and

shows that the cross-section of military entrants score above the "youth' "

population" as a whole.

Given the economic and unemployment situation in 1981 and
1982, these results are not unexpected but are encouraging. Less encour- ... -

:~ aging, however, is a view of the AFQT profile in historical perspective. ::::-::.-
Figure 1, extracted from the Profile of American Youth report, provides a --.. *4,

view of the percent of male non-prior service accessions who had A.FQT
scores in Category I, II and i A (at or above average of 50) during the

period 1961-1981. There was a very noticeable dip, albeit explainable, f "- " 1,#0"V-

-" in scores during the years 1976 to 1980. The Services may be facing
4potential problems caused by these changes in quality of personnel

.,• accessed, measured either by AFQT or educational attainment.

Table 4
Comparison of AFQT Scores: 1980 Youth Population (Age 18-23)

and Non-Prior Service Accessions, FY81 and FY82 n -a

(Percent)

Youth 7  DoD DoD Enlisted Accessions -FY8218

Ag oT Population Total
Categories 1980 FY81 DoD Army Nav USMC USAF

1 4 3 3 3 4 2 3
II 33 30 34 29 36 32 41
IIIA 16 22 23 21 26 25 25

(Subtotal- (53) (55) (60) (53) (66) (59) (69)**
Above Avg.)

IIIB 16 27 27 28 24 32 25 h
?IV 24 18 13 19 10 9 6

V 7 0 0 0 0 0 0
J Total 1006 100 100 100 100 100 100 ~

. .,%

4%'r.%.... ..

-F- - %

period 1961 -P981 h r ae y n a i , a b fP. *%- %

InOA#-$ey a % . ...
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There are various factors which can be used to explain the changes in
the distribution, by AFQT, in Figure 1. As explained in the Profile of
American Youth:

* 0 0
The proportion of accessions in Category I re- - -. I.-

mained fairly constant from FY 1961 through FY 1969,
both for total DoD and for the Army. However, since e

1970, there has been a downward trend in the propor- , . b-,

tion of Category I accessions --a trend that is sim-
ilar to the decline in scores on the Scholastic Apti- O . 0
tude Test (SAT) and other standardized aptitude and
achievement tests during the same period. - -:-

For FY 1961 through FY 1976, the percentages
of Category II DoD recruits were greater than the --

28 percent level in the World War II reference -.

population. However, in the Army the Category II O *O "
accessions during this period remained consistently .. . .

close to the World War II level. From FY 1976 -.

through FY 1980, the proportion of Category II .. . -.. :C .y.-
accessions decreased, both for total DoD and for
the Army, followed by a significant increase in . .

FY 1981. Two major factors that may have contri-
buted to this decline were an improved national O" -
economy following the recession of 1974-75, with " ."

attendant improvements in civilian job prospects,
and a relative reduction in military pay (i.e.,
In relation to changes in the cost-of-living).

The distributions of Category III and IV
accessions, both total DoD and Army, tended to be 'i --. t..-
inversely related**. [When] the proportion of
Category III accessions decreased, the proportion .-.. .

of Category IV accessions increased, and vice
versa. The three major shifts in the proportion : " - ' -

of Catgeory IV accessions -- the sharp rise during "
the late 1960s, the rapid decrease in the mid
1970., and the rise in the late 1970s -- seem to
be related to specific events or changes in re- .
cruiting policy. During 1966-71, "Project 100,000" 4%.
resulted in the entrance of 322,000 lower-ability ..-. --

individuals, thus increasing the proportion of ..,, . "
Category IV accessions. The sharp decrease in the
proportion of Category IV iccessions during the ,
early 1970s was a function of several factors --

the end of the Vietnam conflict and consequent
drop in accession requirements, and heightened
recruiting efforts and increases in military com-
pensation in connection with the introduction of
the All-Volunteer Force, which tended to attract
more highly qualified recruits. The higher per- ..-..-. ,. ...

. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . ... . . .
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centages of Category IV accessions during FY 1976-
FY 1980 resulted primarily from the ASVAB miscali-
bration, which originally placed many recruits ir
Category III when they should have been in Category ____"._-'"__ .-'.,

Special note needs to be made of the ASVAB miscalbration cited in
the above quote. Specifically, an error in calibration of the ASVAB in -.-..--.. '.---.

use from January 1976 through September 1980 resulted in inaccurate
category designations for some recruits taking the test. (Calibration
is a method through which test raw scores are converted to percentile
scores, since raw scores on a test are of limited usefulness by them-
selves. When they are calibrated against the scores of a defined and

relevant population, here all military personnel under arms as of
December 1944, percentile scores from different versions of a test have
the same interpretive meaning.) As noted in the Profile of American
Youth the ASVAB tests which,

..... ... .-...

... went into use in January 1976 had been miscalibrated
to earlier forms of the test, and this error inflated
the AFQT scores of lowscoring enlistees. The problem -
was corrected with introduction of the new, accurately
calibrated test in October 1980. In addition, the _"__--_"_"__.".

inflated scores for the FY 1976-1980 period were recom-
puted, and the corrected norms were made available. ,'
This recomputation resulted in a significant decrease .'

in the percentages of Category III recruits [from that
originally reportedi and an increase in Category IV en- .,- . ,listees recorded as having entered the Services during'

the late 19708.20 entered Service.durin

. All of the data in this review has been renormed to account for the miscal- ,.-.
ibration discussed above. .

The drop in AFQT scores reflected in Figure 1 has impacted
the total DoD-wide enlisted force. This is shown in Table 5 which pro-
vides an AFQT category breakdown for all DoD enlisted personnel over the
years 1977 through 1982. AFOT Category I is merged with Category II .

".. primarily because both reflect above average ability. Appendix F pro-
v rides a display of the impact of the miscalibration on DoD accessions -".'.

-sP' during period the 1976-1980 extracted from the Profile of American Youth. .-

' It should be noted that Table 5 and all other references to the AFQT " -
category distribution of the force in this study are underestimates of
the abilities of its members, since AOT category is determined at the *.'.'" -

. . time of entry into service. Although the Army encourages retesting, .. ...- '

even for that Service, APQT scores do not reflect military training, ..

SIn-service educational opportunties, or experience gained subsequent,-"'.."'."" ..

Sto entry* In Table 5, the most significant changes are the decline in
percent of enlisted personnel scoring in AFQT Categories I and II from .. ,.
about 43 percent in 1977 to about 35 percent in 1982 and the concurrent .

- increase in Category IV personnel over the same period from about 11
. percent of the total enlisted force to nearly 21 percent of the force.."
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Figure 1

Percent of Nonprior Service Accessions
21 l

(Total DOD) Scoring At or Above AFQT 50, ' -

Fiscal Years 1961-81 .-
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Table 5
DoD-Wide AFQT Category Percentages*

All Enlisted Personnel (0 to 30+ YOS)

AFQT Fiscal Years : .::-;
Category 77 78 79 80 81 82

I 1I 42.9 41.1 39.1 37.0 35.1 35.2
IIIA 22.4 21.5 21.3 20.5 20.0 20.2
IIIB 24.1 23.5 23.5 23.4 23.4 23.9
IV 10.7 13.9 16.2 19.1 21.5 20.7

*The data available does not identify AFQT Categories
f or all members. Unknowns (no more than 15% of the
population) were not included in the strengths for L~ ~ ',
the purposes of percentage calculations.
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As noted earlier, 1976-1980 accessions did not score as well
as those in previous and succeeding years, to a large extent unbeknown

~Ii to DoD at the time as a result of the misnormed test. A close look at
the total enlisted force reveals that, currently, about 56 percent are in
0 to 4 years of service (YOS). This percentage creates the lowered ,
scores of the entire force, as displayed in Table 6.

Table 6 .

DoD-Wide AFQT Category Percentages* " "
. "

Junior Personnel (0-4 YOS) "__" "_'_-__...

AFQT Fiscal Years
Category 77 78 79 80 81 82

I & II 42.3 39.3 36.7 32.9 30.1 31.0

IlIA 23.2 22.0 21.3 20.0 19.3 19.7
IIIB 25.8 24.7 24.3 24.1 23.9 24.7 Ito .vo. V
IV 8.7 14.0 17.6 23.1 26.7 24.5

*The data available does not identify AFQT Categories --

for all members. Unknowns (no more than 15% of the
population) were not included in the strengths for ".j "
the purposes of percentage calculations.

To date, the junior personnel with lower AFQT scores have impacted

the career force personnel little, as can be seen in Table 7 which dis- " .

~ plays data on the group with 5 to 20 years of service. However, there
has been some minor change in the last year, when 1978 enlistees started .____-_"__-_-_
entering the career force. It will take a few years to observe the full p. -.
impact of the reduced accession quality as indicated by AFQT scores, ;
unless the Services continue to take steps to impose strict standards %,-..*.

,".- for reenlistment eligibility and thus deny these personnel the opportunity *",%"

loo to continue service. % - - -

Table 7

DoD-Wide AFQT Category Percentages* -.
Career Personnel (5-20 YOS)

Fiscal Years

AFQT
Category 77 78 79 80 81 .82

I & II 44.1 44.1 44.1 43.5 43.9 41.6 "
IliA 20.8 20.9 20.9 21.2 21.4 20.7
IIIB 20.8 21.2 21.2 21.9 22.1 22.6 ":., .- "

IV 14.3 13.8 13.8 13.5 12.7 15.1

*The data available does not Identify AFQT Categories for all mem- I nip

bers. Unknowns (no more than 15% of the population) were not in-
cluded in the strengths for the purposes of percentage calculations. .-" •  --

' .'
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I The passage of the enlisted personnel who accessed during the misnorming
period, is presented graphically in Figure 2, shoving the junior enlisted
personnel, length of service 0-4 years.

Figure 2

COM1PARISON OF AFQT SCORES .
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*The data available does not identify APQT Categories ,-

for all members. Unknowns (no more than 15% of the ..

population) were not included in the strengths f or . .

the purposes of percentage calculations.

The impact of a decline on DoD occupation groups, as defined
in the OSD Occupational Conversion Manual, 2 2 can be seen in Figure 3 and .-.

Tables 8 and 9 which indicate a general decline in the above average
military population based on examining APQT scores. Figure 3 shows
Chat the percentage of military personnel in AFQT Categories I, II, and
IIIA, i.e., average or above AFQT scores, has experienced a continuous *

downward trend in most occupational fields in each of the past six fiscal - So 0,
years. The only exception is in the DoD occupational field "0" which
include. the Army combat arms skills.
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In FY82 there was a slight Improvement in the average or
above scores from 38.0 to 38.2 percent of the personnel in the combat

.- arms. However, this followed a five-year decline from 52.6% in Categories
1, I and IlA for FY77. Some of this recent reversal may be due to
increased Enlistment and Selective Reenlistment Bonuses for the combat 0 '0
arms MOSs, the 1981 implementation of the Ultra Veterans Educational
Assistant Program (UVEAP), an enhanced contributory program applicable
only to Army enlistees, and the Army test program to provide bonuses . -"
based on an APQT score of 50 or higher. Z

Figure 3 also graphically portrays the fairly consistent O
... selective categorization of personnel into occupational fields. That -

is, personnel with certain AFQT scores generally have been assigned to
,.' specific fields, on a graduated basis, presumably technical or other - -
.\ skill needs. Fields have maintained their relative position. However, - .

: . the scores of personnel in the electronics area have not declined as .
much as other fields (from 91.6 percent to 86.4 percent) while the medical -

and dental specialists field showed a more drastic drop (from 81.3 percent
to 66.0 percent in the average or above categories). Categories IIIA .......

'. . and IIIB changed little over the years. .. . .
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Figure 3
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Tables 8 and 9 depict where changes occur by Service in
each occupational field for personnel scoring in AFOT Category I & II
and in Category IV, respectively. (Similar data for Categories liA and

and IIIB personnel are not available.) This is the aggregate. for all
personnel at all lengths of service in that occupational field for FY77 " -
and FY82. ..

It can be seen in Table 8 that Category I & II Electronic '.- ....

Equipment Repairmen dropped little while Medical and Dental Specialists ...-..-.

Category I & II declined by nearly 30 percent (i.e., in FY77, 60 percent
of the DoD enlisted personnel in that occupation scored in AFQT Category
I or II while in FY82 only 43 percent did), a decline of 28.3 percent. ".

,.* Similarly, personnel in Service and Supply scoring in AFQT Category I &
II show a decline of 27 percent. These changes are alarming only if
previous standards are required today.

Of the problem of quality requirements, Warner of CNA noted:
• %o . 4 - . -

It is not clear from these analyses what the .. ..

>4'. optimal force mix is or how it has changed
over time. Gates Commission work by Sullivan " - -

-A' and Reaume and 0i suggests that the services - . otend to overstate their quality requirements.

This conclusion was based on an occupation- ,

by-occupation comparison of the mental group". ..

and educational mix of military and civilian
labor forces. Whether such a conclusion would .:-. -
be warranted today is debatable.

23  ......

Certainly, efforts need to be continued to refine such requirements. As
another example, Marine Corps personnel in the Service and Supply Field
have increased from 5 percent in Catgeory IV in FY77 to 27 percent by
FY82. However, the other Services had higher percentages of Category IV

• in that field in FY77, and the DoD average now is 30 percent in Cate-
gory IV for the Service and Supply field.

The overall value of compensation obviously affects the
shifts in the quality distribution in the population. In a November 1982
study for the Army Center for Economic and Manpower Research, Baldwin,

Daula and Fagan found the following with respect to quality: .

High quality, mental category one to three A,

high school graduates have a much higher re-
sponsiveness to pay and bonuses than lower..
quality potential reenlistees. This elasti-

city varies by MOS...However, in every MOS, '. " : -...4

the high quality elasticity is roughly twice '. --.-.as much as the lower quality elasticity. The .

implication is that when pay is "capped" or when _.____.____O___.

bonuses are reduced, the Services will lose pro-
portionately more high quality young soldiers.

24  ".
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The question, of course, still remains on the impact of compensation
vis-a-vis force management policies, i.e., entry into the Service, promo- ....
tions, and reenlistment discharges. The Baldwin, Daula and Fagan study
also found, as expected, that "all other variables being constant, if you
are promoted rapidly you are more likely to reenlist." 2 5  Kim, in the 0 0
National Longitudinal Survey of Youth Labor Market Experiences: Military :.-

* ~Studies (May 1982), also observed, to no one's surprise, that the status .- ..

of an individual's job satisfaction was a most important factor in the
reenlistment decision for those youths who enlisted between 1975 and
1977.26

0 0 0
Obviously, no studies can be taken as applicable to every Service

*and to all of their occupational fields. However, the existence of
* automated data and the availability of data from longitudinal and

crosasectional studies should lead to a better understanding of the
- - reactions to changes in both management policies and compensation which

may be causing these shifts in AFQT categories within the Military *
Services. These insights may, in turn, assist the Services in better
defining their quality requirements...

Table 8

Percent of Personnel in Each DoD Occupation Code
Who Scored in AFOT Category I & Il N@0 *S iu@T

FY77 and FY82

Service ICategory-
Population .

DOD Nowe Air Marine All IAll DoD.5. -'@
acup o Army Uavy Force Corps o 00 . -

Wed Group 77 82 77 82 77 62 77 82 77 82 177 82

0 Infantry, Cum 2818S 32 36 38 38 261t9 28 21 165 53
crews, & Sea-
manahip Spec. .

I Electronic Equip. 53 62 83 76 83 80 81 78 77 70 127 110
Repaira

*.2 Come. &Intel. Spec. 67 32 60 51 59 56 47 36 53 42 77 65
3 Medical & Dental Spec. 5931 60 46 63 51 - - 60 43166 35
A Other Technical 590 67 66 53 52 46641 57 48 22 199

& Allied Spec.
3 Functional support 60 25 47 39 67 60 48 60 44 33 102 96

6 alrcl/eh 27 18 53 66 38 36 68 36 41 33 137 120
Equip Repair

I Crafceeen 30 16 61 36 36 31 37 26 382826 20

I Servic:ISupply 33 20 17 18 33 30 29 20 30 22 52 37

9 Nn-Occupst tonal 31 30 31 31 56 69 39 35 35 33 I98 73
(students a
ecruits)

*The data available does not Identify A47T Categories for all memers. Unknown* (no more
than 152 of the population) were not Included in the strength* for the purposes of percentage
calculations.
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Table 9
Percent of Personnel in Each DoD Occupation Code

Who Scored in AFQT Category IV*
FY77 and FY82 0 0

Category
.5. Population 4*.. .... .. '.

0 DD Nis Air Kerin All All DOD . -.% ~~Ocup of Army Navy Force Corp o 00 ""''"" "-"" '" ' .
Code p "77 2 7C o2 77 82 77 2 77 82 77 82

0 Infantry. Gun 14 41 19, 25 5 S 6 29 13 35 1 29 86
.re. A Sea-
aship Spac.

; Zlectronic 9quip. 718 1 2 1 1 0 1 2 5 3 7
Repahirman

2 n. A Intel. Spec. S 24 2 7 4 4 4 11 5 15 7 24\A 3 ldicl & Dental Spec. 6 20 3 7 4 4 - - 4 12 1 3 "
4 Other TechiIcal 5 20 4 3 7 7 4 11 6 13 2 5

G Allied Spec.
5 Functional Support 14 30 11 17 10 11 3 10 11 20 31 5 +' 0 - O  '@- '-- +

6 BlectricallNech. 16 41 7 is 6: 9 6 9 2 29 76 N
% Equip Repairatan 14 39 9 14 II 14 3 24 11 21 8 is'-

•
• "-+- % . .A7 Craftseen 1 11 

*6 Service & supply it 3 6 3I0 1 5 2 6 3 : 5
Wandler

9 fet-Occupational 24 29 17 19 3 6 11 13 17 18 1 47 37 . .*. _
(students 8 :Recruita)

Te data available does not Identify AQT Categories for all mber@. Unknown@ (no more . .
. then IS of the population) were not included in the strength@ for the purposes of percentage

calculat ions. 
. . .

To provide perspective on this shift of personnel within
AFQT categories, DoD retention rates at the end of term-of-service (ETS)
were calculated using DMDC data. The results are reflected in Figure 4
for personnel with 0 to 4 years of service and for those over four years "-

4 of service. (Since this is the sum of those retained who were within one %

I year of their ETS, these rates are not reenlistment rates.) There are ,., -- ,- .,
distinct differences in the reenlistment behavior of personnel grouped by %;N
AFQT Category, particularly in the career force. Many would argue that '-
by 4+ years in any Service, the AFQT category does not matter. However,
there is also a difference in the behavior of personnel in the first term
(0-4 years). More importantly, as can be seen in Figure 4 (note, 1979
data), when the economy is good and/or pay is relatively low, more higher
ability personnel leave the Service than is the case for Category IV .-. t

personnel. Thus, although accessions or accession policy may drive .,.-,* ,;
the "quality" issue at the entry point, the effects of differences in ....... . ...
behavior at reenlistment points, of different AFQT category personnel,
must be understoode
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Figure 4

DOD RETENTION AT ETS
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*See note, Table 5.

The issue of differential retention by AFQT categories is not simply *'

a matter of accessions. It can also be seen by a category distribution . *

of personnel year by year, before ETS and after ETS. Figures 5 and 6 ~.--~-a-
are comprised of four vertical bar charts, present the results of this
retention analysis for first-term and career personnel, respectively. r'
Category IIIA personnel are retained according to their representation. : :-*::-.
Category I & II have more personnel leaving the service, while higher .''--*

numbers of below average AFQT personnel are retained.
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Figure 6

DOD AFQT CATEGORY DISTRIBUTION *
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Generally, the retention of personnel within occupational -. 1
fields follows the trends shown in Figure 4. As would be expected, -

there are differences. In Figure 7 retention of personnel within one
year of ETS is shown for four occupational fields. The fields included

in Figure 7 are as follows:

: . DoD Occupational Occupational Total DoD* -

Field Number Field Name Population FY82 ...

0 Infantry, Gun Crews & 248,000 0Seamanship Specialists

(Combat Arms)

1 Electronic Equipment Repairmen 156,000 .

6 Electrical/Mechanical Equipment 361,000 O -
Repairmen . -

8 Service and Supply Handlers 167,000

* "*Rounded to nearest thousand

iThe lower "percentage retained" (bottom set of lines in each plot of of *..-.,

this type) in each occupational field, represents personnel with 4 years
of service or less. The higher percentages (upper part of each plot) -,

"\. reflect those with greater than four years of service. As with the over- " - "

all DoD retention trends in Figure 4, in most cases AFQT Category I & II .. - .
personnel have lower retention than those scoring in other categories.
For junior personnel, the low point for average and above personnel '

:"C (Categories I, II and IIIA) is usually 1979, while retention frequently
increased for Category IV personnel at this same time.

In general, Category I & II, IlA and IIIB personnel, al- . ..., :.

though distinct from each other in retention percentage, track fairly 21
closely in trends with about the same differential. Personnel with Cate-
gory IV scores do not follow or respond similarly, although the general , *--*-,

trend has been improved retention. In examining the electronics person- J.

, .• ; nel, the data from Tables 6 and 7 must be considered, that is, 70 percent - . ,
of DoD personnel in this occupational field are in Category I & II. Only .-

5 percent are in Category IV. :...

,A.
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the estimated difference of 3.7 produced by the least squares technique
can be .999 higher or lower if it were to be reestimated using different
sample data, but the high t statistic (3.7) and the low probability of
a higher t statistic (.0002) show that the higher retention among Category
IV personnel is statistically significant. The chart also shows that the
Category I & II group has a lower retention rate but the relatively high
probability of a larger absolute t statistic (0.1149) may indicate that
this group is not significantly different from the excluded group. Navy .
and Marine retention behavior is clearly different from Army behavior,
but Air Force behavior may be no different. Details of this analysis ---.
are provided in Appendix G.

Parameter Standard
Variable Estimate Error t Prob>[tl ."-' .. ," - .

Intercept (Category I1) 30.9 .897 34.5 0.0001 * .- ,
Category I & II - 1.6 .999 - 1.6 0.1144
Category IV + 3.7 .999 3.7 0.0002

.*'K. Navy - 6.5 1.184 - 5.5 0.0001
Marine Corps - 6.7 1.129 - 5.9 0.0001
Air Force + 0.4 1.129 0.4 0.7187

A similar analysis for career personnel provides the following:
.;.. >..! ~ - ' .... . --

Parameter Standard .
Variable Estimate Error t Prob>it,

Intercept (Category III) 62.0 1.277 48.5 0.0001 1 .. - Ut'
,VI Category I & II - 3.7 1.423 - 2.6 0.0099 .

Category IV + 6.4 1.423 + 4.5 0.0001 -. -- -\.. .

Navy -14.4 1.687 - 8.5 0.0001
Marine Corps -10.6 1.608 - 6.6 0.0001 -
Air Force + 0.5 1.608 0.3 0.7761

This shows that once an individual enters the career force there is a 10 . :
percentage point spread between Category I & II personnel and those - .
who scored in Category IV. Navy personnel reenlist at significantly -,. .-
lower rates than Army and Air Force personnel. r "

_ 4. Experience Level in Services. Experience is a key factor
• emphasized by both military leaders and in civilian industry. The Serv-

ices frequently cite the loss of experienced personnel in the late 1970's """
as a low point which must be avoided. During the course of the analysis
of the Special and Incentive Pays, experience levels also often have been
the subject of Service inputs, discussion and concern. The discussion of .
loss of personnel is usually focused on personnel in pay grades E-5
through E-9. However, since promotion flow points vary among Services,.' . ... ...-,.-, .

POO
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experienced personnel will be considered here as those with greater than
four years of service, rather than being defined by pay grade.

Although experience is important, just as with other quali- ' 0'
ty indicators, the measurement and effects are complex. Warner, then
of the Center for Naval Analyses (CNA), noted the following concerning
the relationship of experience to productivity referencing another CNA
study:

It is useful to know how productivity grows
with experience and the rate at which first-term
personnel can be substituted for careerists, keep- . -. -.
ing readiness constant. We also need to answer .

questions about careerists. What is the rate at . .-

which younger careerists (e.g., second-termers)
can be substituted for older careerists (e.g.,
YOS 10-20 careerists)? Is substitution even pos- S O " "
sible among personnel with different experience
levels? ...

Horowitz and Sherman analyze the productivity
of maintenance personnel in six ratings (BT, MM, FT,

GM, ST, and TM*). Using a sample of 91 ships, they
related the downtime of equipment maintained by per-
sonnel in those ratings to personnel characteristics . .-
and various other determinants of ship condition.
They conclude that equipment on ships with higher
manning levels is in general better maintained --

personnel marginal productivity is positive. But, .,
the contribution of higher overall manning compared
to improved crew characteristics (holding manning ,".. -

constant) varies considerably. Variations in crew
size make the most difference on ships with simple . " ' - ".
equipment; improved crew characteristics as measured
by experience, paygrade, and training make the most
difference on ships with more complex equipment. 1  . . .
[Underlines added for emphasis]

*BT: Boiler Technican, MM: Machinist Mate,
FT: Fire Control Technican, GM: Gunner's Mate, 0%.
ST: Sonar Technican, TM: Torpedoman's Mate

*. These results are not surprising and they confirm one's . -.

47 intuitive reaction. It is a fact that ships, tanks, aircraft, guns and
other equipment are becoming more complex as time progresses. Thus,
retention of experienced, trained senior enlisted personnel is of ever N. %
increasing importance if we are to maintain quality Armed Forces.
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Warner also took note of Albrecht's November 1979 study:

For 17 different Air Force Specialty Codes (AFSCs),
Albrecht estimates the marginal rate of substitution
(ratio of marginal productivities) of careerists and
first-termers. The ratios range from 1.45 to 2.25. .-.- -
That is, at the current input mix observed in the 17 -

different AFSCs studied, additional careerists add .-
between 1.45 and 2.25 times as much to output as ad-
ditional first-termers. Generally speaking, career-

.. ists were found to have higher (relative) marginal
productivities in higher skill AFSCs.

2 8

Warner further commented upon some interesting findings . -

concerning experience on the job - not just total length of service -
-,*-:, and of pay grade level as relating to productivity: '.' .-

The hypothesis of the interaction between equipment " O
complexity and marginal productivity of different .

labor inputs is borne out by a March 1979 CNA study
by Horowitz and Sherman. A particularly interesting ."'. "
finding was that in the ST (sonar technican) rating,
time at sea rather than total service experience was

... , the experience factor most related to downtime. One
other important result is that the manning level of

S..-. . high grade enlisted personnel (E8 and E9) was almost

always associated with reduced down time, even on
less complex equipment.

29

'"''"*-'-' To review Service gains in experience, examine Figure 8, which -"--- -' ,
.C."::-.".:, ts based on data from the Defense Manpower Data Center. This figure is

a plot of the percent of each Service's personnel with greater than four
years of service for FY63 and FY73 through FY82. As noted above, this
measure may be meaningful only if personnel are given proper training

" - and actual experience in their field. In addition, each Service has a .
different requirement for technical and supervisory level personnel. -

,, Therefore, cross-Service comparisons are not necessarily meaningful. i@ .
.~ The general improvement in experience level is, however, of note. Fiscal

Year 1963 figures, reflecting the period prior to the Vietnam build-up,
are shown for comparison. Some would argue that the Services, particu- , .

. larly the combat arms elements, are growing too fast. Again, requirements '.. .. "
are key but not clear.
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Examination of Table 10 shows that, in the past twenty years, several
changes have occurred to the age distribution of DoD male military person-

nel. While the median age has risen approximately half-a-year, the pro-
portion of the force over age 40 has declined. This suggests a slight
age squeeze; that is, fewer number of very young and very old personnel.
In short, the age distribution is more concentrated about the mean. If
experience is defined in terms of completed years of service (YOS), so .

that you may assume that a person with two years of service has twice
the experience or skills relevant to carrying out a mission than a person
with one year, it would appear that over a twenty-year period, there has
been an increase in experienced personnel, i.e., the force appears more " .z
skilled. •

.4m.
''  

" - .

Table 10 "

Median Age of DoD Military Personnel
30

Fiscal Total Male Median 2 of Force % of DoD Enlisted

Year Strength Age Over Age 40 with > 4 YOS .-..- .-

1962 2,755,606 24.2 9.0% 41.1% "
1967 3,341,707 22.6 6.0 31.2

- 1972 2,278,046 23.9 7.1 38.8 .

1977 1,955,577 24.4 6.7 41.4 .,

.' 1982 1,920,013 24.8 6.4 45.9

. •.:.-. ...-. - ....-.

5. Aggregate Population Stability. This term, as used in the

OSD FY 1984 Force Readiness Report, is a measure of the personnel stabi- " " -
4 •:":4 lity of the overall Service. It does not refer to continuity at the unit

level. It is calculated by comparing personnel inventory changes between
two points, one year apart. Individuals who were in the Service at both

:..'.'. '.. points are considered stable. Thus, "100 percent stability" would mean ~ e .,.,. ,....+. .

that everyone in a given Service at the beginning of the year was still
in the Service at year's end, i.e., no losses. Increased stability,

-. **A therefore, reflects the sum effect of lower attrition and higher reten
tion. No "Judgments" are made of other factors such as skill match, pay too

> : grade, and training or experience levels in this measure. In addition,
there is no defined standard or requirement for what an optional stabil- " "

oity measure should be.

for Figure 9 is a plot of aggregate population stability cal-
.... culations for each Service based on the data in the OSD FY 1984 Force .. ,O

Readiness Report. 3 1  The reader should note that the vertical axis of V
%l

- .Figure 9 showing percent is truncated to visually display changes, i.e, -

the scale only goes from 76 to 84 percent. With this in mind, the changes
for Army, Air Force and Marine Corps are impressive and the Navy had a . ''".. "

~ small improvement upon an already high stability rate. \ :,4" ' 4,

. .. . "4..5 o *:' 4 h. -',: 873 ".'-".->v - ~ ~ 44

*4449e. *4 .. 4... . ... ) :....., . 4A 4 . . . -. .4. ..- \' _ . '- . " ••4".. ' -,.• " .''
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6. Unit Personnel Stability. Of interest to all commanders/
comamding officers are the changes in time not of the aggregate Service .-. *..

population but of personnel in their individual units. The trends in unit :.::

.5. stability are displayed, separately for each Service, in Figure 10. Unit

personnel stability is measured by comparing the number of personnel who .---

remain in a unit population from one year to the next. By this measure, *. . ~
"60 percent stability" decribes a population which retains 60 percent of
its Individuals from one year to the next; i.e, 40 percent are not there. d% 4% * 5

Unit population is determined by a sampling of the units. Note in *

* Figure 10 that the large vertical axis is again restricted and, in this
4case, varies for each Service. The Army data is broken out by officer, ~~

enlisted pay grades E-1 to E-4 and pay grades E-5 to E-9.* The OSD ______

Force Readiness Report commented on the Army trends as follows:

* ~~~The unit personnel stability trend in grades El- *..j~ -5S-

E4 is not consistent with the aggregate population
stability trend, which reflects an upward trend.

5' Since the EI-E4 population is more stable in gen- :,

eral, what the trend at the unit level shows is
that more junior soldiers are staying with the Army %5 ~
to complete their enlistments, but they are moving
around more among units.
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p This is attributed to an October 1981 change in the
Army's tour length policy for European assignments.

i.. On that date the European tour length for three-year
enlistees dropped from 24 to 18 months, and from
36 to 24 months for four-year enlistees. This

4, change had the corollary effect of increasing
turnover in CONUS-based units, which both receive
returnees and provide replacements for European
duty.3

3

The Navy, Marine Corps and Air Force show 4 6.8%, 9.4% and 7.4%0 0
improvement, respectively, over the period shown reflecting the Service-
wide improvements in overall population stability.

Figure 10 ______

DoD Personnel Stability by Service
32  u 0
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7. Discipline. Figure 11 reflects what the Military Manpower
Task Force considered "indicators of indiscipline."34 This review is in-
cluding the KMTF figure as an indicator of "quality" or lack of it. At ________

the aggregate level, except for desertions, one could argue that these
data may not be valid for either purpose. For example, increased nonju-
dicial punishment may well reflect changes in policy to ensure higher 9

quality standards are maintained. Of Figure 11, the MMTF report stated,- . .-

Rates of indiscipline rose sharply during the Vietnam
War and have since declined. This pattern is normal
- disciplinary problems typically increase in wartime 0
and subside in peacetime. As a result, indiscipline
rates for the volunteer force are roughly similar to
the rates experienced in the early 1960s. The non- .K ~ ~judicial punishment rate remains higher than it was . .

in the early 1960s because of the increased use of ~-
this method of punishment for minor drug offenses. @ w. 4
The rate of unauthorized absences declined in 1981,
in large part because of improvement in the quality
of enlistees.3

5

Figure 11 ~r' g

Indicators of Indiscipline -DoD Totals

175 -Non-Judicial
175Punishments eve;-

S1251Juy7

A100 ~.' 9*

Unauthorized. ... *,... .

*75 Absences (AWOL)* .

Courts-Martialiiii!Y-:C: .

25 Desrton

,,64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 11

* Fiscal Year Calendar Yeaw

*AWOL rates include desertion rates.
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Although each Service showed an improvement in FY82, there are large,. .

variations among the Services apparently unrelated to quality. It should
be noted, however, that service duty and service policies do vary which
can skew both data and trends derived from that data. Appendix H provides
detailed service data on unauthorized absentees and deserters. - . -

C. THE SPECIAL AND INCENTIVE PAY CONNECTION. To this point, little
has been said about the relationship between Special and Incentive (S&I)

* Pays and quality. However, having now reviewed the quality data in the
preceding sections, it is not surprising to find very little relationship.

With most of the Hazardous Duty Incentive Pays, for example,
the dominant factor is the hazard. Accordingly, all those exposed to
the hazard receive the pay. As for more incentive oriented pays, in
most cases quality has been measured through other means, i.e., at the
time of initial entry into the field; through performance and, therefore, -

continuing progress within the field; via reenlistment or discharge I'' @ 4
- actions along the way. All of these hinge on quality assessments that

are unrelated to monetary rewards, except very indirectly. . .':.... .
.- . . ..-. --

Eligibility for reenlistments is normally determined through - -
a screening process, e.g., by a special board in the Air Force. If .

individuals who are selected for reenlistment choose to do so and their -_MP,1 -P
career fields have an active Selective Reenlistment Bonus program, all
who reenlist will receive the bonus. The fact that the bonus is availa- .' . -

" ble may have influenced some, but how many individuals would have re-
enlisted without it? For example, Air Force first term and retirement -.

eligible members, prior to the expiration of their enlistment, are all
automatically screened by a local command board to determine suitabil-

ity for reenlistment. Like the other Services, the Air Force has main- -
_ .. tained fairly strict standards. The member does not have the option of

accepting a monetary bonus until that satisfactory board screening.

. -. Therefore, for those whose decision to reenlist may be influenced by the

Selective Reenlistment Bonus (SRB), only those of already acceptable
quality are offered a bonus. There is not, however, a distinction made
between the quality or performance of members within the "acceptable/
recommended for reenlistment" category. (The Air Force has recently ¢,.' -.-.-.--..-

announced plans to extend this reenlistment board screening to all per-
sonnel.) Other pays, like Hostile Fire Pay and Certain Places Pay, is -"\..¢,..* ...- ,.v
based on conditions of assignment in which all members experiencing

* those conditions receive the pay.

This is not to suggest that the QRMC believes that it is in-

appropriate to address quality through the use of S&I Pays. Simply, that "'"
at the present time, in most cases, there is only a tenuous and indirect ,-

%'~~' relationship. • -" -'

.... . .. . ., ..) ...
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It is clear from the data presented in the analysis section
" that the Services accessed during 1976-1980 many personnel who had lower
*-" AFQT scores than those in the career force. It is also clear that the _ '_-_.___ '._-____

propensity to reenlist and remain in the Services is higher for lower AFQT 0

category personnel. This trend is neither unexpected nor necessarily
* totally undesireable. Within many civilian companies the reliable,
, steady performer, though of lower ability or aptitude, is likely to re-

main at the same or slightly higher level of employment with a given
company for many years and is probably the backbone of their blue collar
workforce. Similar individuals in the military will show the same pro- ,.
pensity to stay, particularly if the earlier promotions have been attained

" and the pay is good relative to their civilian counterparts.

"r'y Hence, it is recognized that lower category personnel, if prop-
erly trained and motivated, will often become solid, productive members ......

for whom "quality assessment" should be based upon their recent perform-
ance and service potential, just as it should be for all personnel beyond * * "
their first enlistment. The key is to find the right mix which will . ,

provide the combination of leaders, middle managers, and others that will
make the system work. Therefore, the current increase in Category IV
may or may not portend some serious problems depending on whether they
are properly understood and effectively managed. Effective management ,
may take the form of either examination of reenlistment standards or RIwnSrt l.

decisions about specific utilization of such personnel -..
:"':"";""

The complex issue with respect to military personnel management N--.-. -
- .-a - a. - . .- - .

is that the military is a closed system with entry from the bottom and %
- an up-or-out philosophy. Thus, proper use of the Enlistment Bonus is . ., 1.

important because it is the one S&I Pay that does bear a direct relation- -
ship to quality at the initial point of entry (the base on which the
closed system is structured). It may be that other S&I Pays can also
play a more direct role in assisting the development of a quality force. .'.'- -"
The question is, should they? The answer -- possibly, but we simply are .. -

not sure. We are not suggesting that monetary rewards in the form of *.-

osro S&I Pays control quality; however, they may be able to contribute to the " "
quality screening process in some instances. At this point, there is 0
insufficient data to make that determination; further study is definitely . -,. -
required.

Among other aspects, such a study should examine specific
impacts of the large increase of personnel scoring in AFQT Category IV
who entered in the 1976-80 period. While the Services may have, as a e9__ 4#- '4',e'.,..--. --..- ., ,,,-a .. -....-.-.-.
result of enforcement of strict reenlistment standards, reduced the num- .. ..

ber of Category IV personnel in the last year or two, it is clear that -"
substantial numbers of such personnel will enter the career force. The
Service requirements should be reexamined. The mechanism in each Service
to screen personnel prior to reenlistment and the actual success of these
mechanisms must be studied. Most important, the actuea performance of "." , ,* -. ,*
these individuals must be examined. Of equal or greater concern to the .

increase in Category IV personnel is the decrease in Category I & II
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personnel and their higher propensity to leave the service. In addition,
the distribution of both high and low scoring servicemembers within
occupational fields, must be reviewed.

During this review we have, along with others, identified several O O
trends which may suggest a decrease in the quality of our force. While
precise measures of the various facets of quality are elusive, AFQT scores .. ...

do provide a common measure, across Services and time, that is both useful
and instructive. In our examination of AFQT scores, the presence of a
"bow wave," resulting from the 1976-1980 period when the Services exper-
ienced an increase of Category IV personnel with accompanying high reten-
tion rates, stands out. The extent to which the "bow wave" impacts on
our career force remains to be seen. Certainly, we have the capabilities
to reduce its negative impact and should be willing to take appropriate
steps.

The S&I Pays are effective management tools at our disposal, both
for dealing with existing quality problems and with those which may arise ' * "
as a result of changes in the demographic composition of the youth popu-
lation and improvements in the marketplace. A robust S&I Pay policy, one
which is tied -- whenever possible -- to well-defined quality standards is
within our grasp. We would urge that a study be undertaken, as quickly as
possible, to address the relationship between S&I Pays and quality force
considerations . 1,, 6r V .,

J " VI. FINDINGS. . . .

A. There are many indicators which can be used to assess the capa- -
bilities, abilities and skills, or "quality," of military personnel to .'
perform their missions. Comparative analyses, across Services and over P:
time are difficult, since "quality" is a function of accession and reen- . -

listment policies, training, experience and performance as developed by
the individual Services and reinforced by promotion systems.

B. Currently, most S&I Pays bear only indirect relationships to the
* issue of quality. The Services control their own "quality destiny"

through various force management devices. These include Service-specific r
. entry standards, promotion systems, and policies governing reenlistments .4

and discharges. The S&I Pays are viewed as management tools -- used to , ' ' .
- "fine tune" the system, after other management techniques have been em- . -. .. '.

ployed. However, a robust S&I Pay policy, one which is tied -- whenever
' possible-- to well-defined quality standards may assist in maintaining

and improving the quality profile desired. 'O.
• o p

,.: , ~C. The quality of accessions, as measured by educational attainment
,..- V and AFQT, has shown significant improvement since the low point of 1979. .--.-. .

D. Given the increased number of 1976-1980 accessions scoring in .
AFQT Category IV, there is a potential "bow wave" of these personnel r-..- -, .

, . should they exhibit higher retention rates than desired by the Services. -
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E. Across various measures examined in this review, there is a sug-
gestion that a decrease in the quality of the career force can be expected
if the Services ignore the Category IV problem in their reenlistment _"-___'_"-____"

policies; an oversight which they are not likely to let happen, but a O .
problem which should be closely monitored.

F. There is a need to maintain adequate compensation and to ensure . . -

that the Services have flexibility in both Special and Incentive Pays and
in manpower policies to address potentially adverse shifts in the quality __,"_.....__-_-_-

of personnel. i •

G. An in-depth study which would determine what impact Special and
Incentive Pays have or should have on quality force considerations is

required. While on-going studies of accession and attrition may bear on %
this issue, special attention should be paid to retaining quality per- ...--......

sonnel, via S&I Pays, currently in the force. --

VII. RECOMMENDATION.

The Department of Defense should pursue an in-depth study of the
existing and potential relationships between Special and Incentive Pays
and the attraction and retention of quality personnel. . --.
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Army
AFQT Category Distribution

(Percent)

Table A-i1

0 to 30+ Years of Service

Cat: I &II IIIA IIIB IV

FY:

77 35.2 20.9 29.0 14.9 4

78 32.2 19.5 27.9 20.4

79 29.7 18.6 27.2 24.6 w

80 26.7 17.4 26.1 29.8
4.~ .%*.

81 24.2 16.4 25.3 34.0

82 24.3 116.4 25.9 33.41

Table A-2 < 4

0 -4 Years of Service V-

Cat: I&II IIIA IIIB IV ~-*~

FY: .. %.-

77 35.5 20.6 30.6 13.3

78 30.7 18.5 28.9 21.9

79 26.6 17.1 27.6 28.6 *.

80 21.8 15.2 25.3 37.7

4.81 18.6 14.0 23.6 43.9 -

1.'82 119.8 114.2 124.7 141.21

e .

.. -- %- %0 4
% %.

88 ___%_.__%

%. % .4 S %4



Table A-3

5-20 Years of Service

Cat: I &II IIIA IIIB IV

FY:

77 34.6 21.9 25.3 18.3

78 35.2 21.7 25.7 17.4 0 0

79 35.3 21.5 25.9 17.3
%... *

80 35.2 21.5 26.9 16.5

81 33.8 20.6 27.8 17.9 p .

82 31.0 19.4 27.4 22.11

NO" or,

.........

lot-10 !0 0-*0 - 0 . ~

*% %a
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.1Army Retention atES yAFQT Category*

0 to 4 Years of Service___________

Cat: I1&11 IIA II11 IV

FT: legin End Rate Begin End Rate Begin End Rate !gin End Rate

*77 38620 10846 28 22531 5770 26 28372 7917 28 12693 4130 33

*78 33856 8927 26 18901 4097 25 24773 7217 29 6571 2170 33

79 31829 7479 23 18744 4733 25 31814 9006 28 17374 6157 35

80 23855 6240 26 15064 4239 28 25213 7937 31 32397 11140 34

$ 1 17414 5422 31 12547 4460 36 18451 7180 39 29250 12475 43.

0 2 13787 4770 35 10585 4059 38 17726 7272 41 33216 14349 43

Table A-5

______________ 5 to 30+ Years of Service________

Cat: I & 11 IIIA 1113 IV .

FT:. Begin End Rate Eei nd Rate Begin End Rate Begin End Rate

77 15275 9226 60 9850 6150 62 11495 7280 63 8968 5687 63 . -

78 10956 9557 56 10127 5956 59 12180 7338 60 8095 5184 64

79 16823 8858 53 9710 5467 56 11966 6843 57 7801 4918 63 %

Be 19188 11001 57 10777 6413 60 13563 8148 60 8150 5546 68

%81 20291 12742 63 11556 7645 66 15285 10315 67 8799 6414 73

82 19415 13303 69 1 12231 8616 70 17749 12529 71 12185 8869 73 '~'

*Category unknowns excluded from strength.F

% % *% ,-

djm- % %

0 .- . . ....

%..* **.
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A NAVY

AFQT Category Distribution
(Percent)

Table B-i1 ~-*.

0 -30 Years of Service __

Cat: I & II lIIA IIIB IV

0
FY:

77 49.1 21.8 18.9 10.1

78 47.5 21.4 18.9 10.1

79 45.6 22.2 19.2 13.0

80 44.3 21.7 19.7 14.4 ..

81 43.3 21.6 20.0 15.1

82 43.3 21.7 20.6 14.41

Table B-2

0-4 Years of Service

Cat: I &II lIIA IIB IV4
FY:

77 46.1 23.9 21.0 9.0 ~-

4:78 43.8 23.1 20.7 12.4

79 42.2 23.5 21.5 12.9

80 39.4 22.6 22.4 15.6

81 38.2 22.3 22.6 16.9

82 38.5 22.7 23.3 15.5 _____

%;- ~ * a %%

'p 'e.~ Ip
01 46 '", 'I

'ha--~~~ % . ~ ~ ~ ~ t~~',a

N-'~.:%%~ 4'-a /a 'a . -- ., . *-a/,

%.. ~ P..a'p *' ~ Aa -~



Table B-3

5 -20 Years of Service

Ca: I I I I I.

JFY:j 

~*.'.\77i 54.2 18.8 15.3 1 11.81

78 53.5 I 18.8 I 15.2 1 12.41

79 53.9 1 19.1 1 13.7 113.31

80 1 53.1 1 19.7 14.7 12.51
081 I 52.5 I 19.9 15.2 12.31

821 51.1 1 19.9 j 16.2 J12.91 ..

a *. WNW

%p %

ir~S f . F

-. ~~~~A 'aa ALA.~- - --



Table 5-4
Navy Retention at LPTS7 by ANYT Category*

(rates rounded to nearest percent)

______ ______ 0 to 4 Tears of Service 6

___t 1 & 1 111 iA 1 IV:-.

FT: Basin End Rate Begin End Rate Begin End Rate Beg n d Rate.\ '

79 14910 3075 21 10976 2270 21 7764 1929 25 2496 621 33

60 14719 3409 23 10600 2496 24 94R6 2563 27 4169 1274 31

ft 14654 4576 31 10326 3068 30 10789 34.09 32 7695 2756 36

62 10637 3996 30 6427 3147 37 8832 3557 40 6696 2997 45 - '.. :~C

Table B-5

.1

- _________________ 5 to 30+ Tears of Service __________

Cat: I & 1! IIA 1115 IV

VTY: Oesis Rn ate Bogle End late Begin End Rate Bein nd late

79 14674 5708 38 5285 2765 52 3473 2004 58 2930 2035 69 '..

60 293 92 5 16 4240 52 5691 3317 58 4189 3003 72 **~ *

61 22796 11856 52 8827 5388 61 6657 4295 65 5143 3805 74

62 21593 12120 56 8572 5533 65 1 7137 4811 67 5705 4422 78

*Category unknowna ad all 7T7-1T76 were excluded due to lack of data.
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.. . . . . . . .

* MARINE CORPS
AFQT Category

(Percent) _______

Table C-1

0 30+ Years of Service

-CCat: I &II IIIA IIIB IV

FY:0 0

77 39.5 27.7 27.2 5.6

78 37.9 26.0 26.2 9.9

79 35.9 24.2 25.7 14.3 ' 0

80 35.7 22.7 26.2 18.4

81 30.9 21.9 26.5 20.8

82 31.7 22.4 27.1 18.81-

Table C-2

0 10 4 Years of Service

Cat: I &Ii IIIA IIIB IV ~. .

77 38.9 28.3 27.4 5.4

78 37.1 26.1 26.3 10.5

79 34.8 23.8 25.6 15.8

80 30.6 21.8 26.3 21.9

81 28.0 20.9 26.8 24.3 .. .~... .-

,,82 29.3 21.8 127.6 121.31

900

rC -A .* Ile

%*~~ % 77%

*.J-vC*.j

.z...mruL~ #~W ~'@4~'1 ~*b .,C. 4 * @.

~~~.*~~~~ e.- :%.! C*.'C- ~ C ~ -



Table C-3 -

5-20 Years of Service0 0 0

ICat: &I1111 tIAi tuB IV *

7 425 124.6 1 26.1 1 6.91

78 I41.7 j25.2 126.1 16.9

79 41.3 25.7 26.1 6.9

80 41.7 126.4 25.9 5.91

81 41.7 25.8 25.5 7.1j.* -,

82 J39.5 j24.4 25.7 j 10.4

.q.

- -------



UStMC Pltention tbl Cf-y AFPQT category*
(all rates rounded) _____________

_________________ 0 to 4 Years of Service __________

I____________ itIIA IllS IV

Cat: r61_______

"I: Begin Ind Rate Begin End Rate Begin End Pate Begin End Rate

77 8139 1741 21 6307 1353 21 7414 1553 21 .1090 360 21

78 8302 1773 21 I 6203 1300 21 5842 1231 21 518 150 29.0

79 11717 2480 21 8311 1715 21 7506 1578 21 1786 433 24 -- ''V..

so 9736 2613 27 6511 1649 25 6797 1758 26 4010 1250 31

81 7789 2494 32 5541 1657 30 6806 2026 30 6077 1955 32 '

82 6825 2472 36 3168 1878 36 1 6715 2362 35 1 6701 2459 37

~~~ ~Table C-5 . ~ 'NN

Ox -I_______________ ~5 to 30+ Years of Service________ :V . . '

*Cat: I 4 it lIlA 1113 IV '*-.

FN T: Begin End Rate Begin End Rate Begin End Rate Begin End Rate

77 2114 1080 51 1281 644 50 1535 809 53 428 266 62

478 3094 1445 47 1831 897 49 1912 1010 53 442 284 64 . ,N

79 3807 1874 49 2353 1201 51 2284 1273 56 667 409 61

s0 3811 2085 55 2426 1357 56 2401 1468 61 581 421 72

$1 4371 2515 56 2719 1642 60 2705 1702 63 760 494 65 % % jo

82 14011 2505 62 1 2542 1623 64 2665 1776 67 961 588 61

*Category unknomns excluded from strength@. WI

% '
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AIR FORCE
AYQT Category %

Table D-1

0 -30+ Years of Service

Cat I &II lIIA IIIB IV

* ~FY:I

77 49.7 123.3 20.7 6.31
78 49.6 123.4 20.6 6.41

79 48.8 123.6 21.0 6.61 ~9
80 47.1 23.5 21.9 7.5

81 45.5 23.5 22.9 8.2

82 14500 23.6 23.1 8.3

Table D-2

-.- 0 -4 Years of Service

Cat: I &II lIlA 1113 IV ~

77 52.5 24.8 21.3 1.4 .* >:--*

78 52.2 25.2 20.6 2.1

79 I50.5 25.3 20.6 3.5 '.- .*

80 46.9 24.7 22.5 5.6

81 43.1 24.6 24.6 7.8

1.82 142.4 24.6 124.9 18.1 ' '

906 -

-a \d..W% A
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9 . . . .

Table D-3

5-20 Years of Service

Cat: I&II lIlA II13 IV

FY: .-.-

77 45.9 21.1 20.0 13.0

78 46.5 21.3 20.8 11.50 0 0

79 46.7 21.6 21.7 10.1

80 47.4 22.0 21.5 9.2

81 48.2 22.1 21.1 8.6 ter, ''

1 82 148.1 J22.3 121.2 18.4
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* Table D-4
USAF Retention at STS by APQT Category**.- .*.-

(rates rounded to nearest percent)

__ _ __ _ __ _ 0 to 4 Years of Service 9__ _ _ __ _ ,

Cat: I & 11 lIIA ills IV

VT1 Begin End Rate Begin End Rate Begin End Rate Begin End Rate

77 13360 3408 26 6505 1717 26 6830 2133 31 802 249 31-

78 8730 2481 28 4749 1440 30 5098 1669 33 96 27 268*

79 14372 3203 22 7599 1647 22 5297 1260 24 121 38 31

80 17584 5015 29 8430 2466 29 5978 1879 31 620 209 34

81 15602 5582 35 7869 2965 38 6571 2585 39 1539 637 41

82 14440 6463 45 7863 3640 46 7407 3615 49 1906 956 50 _________

Table D-5

A'. S~~~~ to 30+ Tears of Service___________

Cat, I it I IIA Ills IV W W~rS~" W 1

PT: Begin End Rate begin End Rate Begin End Rate Begin End Rate * .-. . 1

.~AA P~A ~
77 14069 8738 62 6603 4321 65 6217 4100 66 4171 2770 66 .4.JI

78 13064 7511 57 5863 3597 61 5638 3617 64 3409 2258 66 ..

79 157714 8141 52 7070 3845 54 6566 3739 57 2952 2039 69

s0 18319 9094 53 8628 4859 56 8101 4781 59 3122 2293 73 --

81 19486 11730 60 8860 5680 64 8213 5562 68 3199 2487 78 P.~

82 19296 12770 66 8981 6177 69 8363 6128 73 3127 2503 80 A

p O~~~Category unknowns excluded. > :>-- -

A % % %.A

*A~d 1. % .. %

.J 1P~,-'~Y~ J.

* Ae- - - %

% %

A. %

% % % %
%A % % .AV P % A A

''..' % -'% AS . %* %.A - ~A



Number of Personnel
InDo Occupational

Field by Service -1982 (000)

DoD
*% Occup Air Marine..........
' Code Dsrpion Am Nay Force Corps DoD *-*. . .

0 Infantry, Gun 162 16 30 40 248 .0. 0 .

crews, & Sea- 7

manship Spec.

I Electronic Equip. 32 60 56 8 156 %-.
.. Repairman P

wow;~
2 Comm. & Intel. Spec. 74 40 32 11 158

3 Medical & Dental Spec. 38 25 19 -82 ~- '..

4 Other Technical
& Allied Spec. 16 5 16 3 41 RV~I

V 5 Functional Support ~...
&Admin 119 47 9924 288

6 Electrical/Mech.
Equip Repair 104 122 107 27 361

.. 7 Craftsmen 17 26 25 5 73 *

. 8 Service & Supply '4 .

Handler 78 26 42 21 167

9 Non -Occupational
~. * ~ (Students & Recruits

Prisoners, etc.,) 34 102 40 33 209 * -

TOTAL 674 469 466 172 1,783

%p. 4.'*A

%4%

.77*
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DoD Retention at ZTS by APQT C.ategory*
(rates rounded to nearest percent)

______________ 0 to~ 4 ears of service _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Cott 1U IIIA Ilia IV .

F T: Begin and Rate Begin End Rate Sellin End Rate Begin End Rate

77 50119 15995 27 35343 6640 25 42616 11563 27 15185 4739 31

*76 50666 13181 26 29653 7443 25 35713 10117 26 7165 2347 33

79 72826 16237 22 45632 10365 23 52381 13773 26 21779 7449 34*60

so 65894 17279 26 40605 10652 27 47476 14137 30 41196 13673 34

61 55659 16074 32 36283 12150 33 42617 15200 36 44561 17623 40 1

62 45669 17701 39 32043 12724 40 40660 16606 41 46519 20761 43]

_________________ 5 to 30+ Year@ of Service __________

Cat: 16!! IIA ills IV

loPT Bgin and Rate Begin End Rate Begin End. Rate Begin End Rate -

77 315 94 1 174 115 63 19247 12169 63 13567 6723 64 a* .

31458- 194 1 173-11
76 33114 16513 56 17621 10450 59 19730 11965 61 11946 7726 65

79 51276 24561 46 24416 13278 54 24269 13659 57 14350 9401 66 -

0 0 631S3 32700 52 29979 16669 56 29756 17714 60 16042 11263 70 4

$' 1 66946 36645 56 31962 20355 64 32860 21674 67 17901 13200 74

62 64"315 40696 63 132326 21949 66 35914 25244 70 121976 16382 75

*Categogy mnknovns not Included.

.* a.

%

?.. P a... -.
-~~ *'a %~....q
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AFOT CATEGORY I ACCESSIONS AFOT CATEGORY 11 ACCESSIONS

N %. ~ 30A00.

15.0 -I

I 25.

I I I a_______I________ fit__________

196 63 G 76 17 57 96 916 66 17 67 96

FICLYEAR FISCAL YEAR

AFQT CATEGORY III ACCESSIONS AFOT CATEGORY IV ACCESSIONS 2

70.0 35. t tVt.5t tC1M uS4 S ~u~

*65.0 30.

60.0 2.

Z255.0 z~ 20.

45.0 -ttt4 10.0*

40.0 - 5.0 .4.

134%L "

1961 63 65 61 69 71 73 IS 17 79 81 1961 63 6667 69717 7 S77 79 81

FISCAL YEAR FISCAL YEAR

Source: Daia on 1961-70 accessions are frorn Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense IManpowrer.
Reserve Affairs, and Logistics). Data an 1971-81 accessions provided by Defense Manpow'er Datae~

Pt ~Center. Detailed statistics appear in Table U.4. Appendia B. a.Figue 1. DoD istrbutin Ared ~ :~k~ %k<
0 Ootren lines show the percentage of accessions scoring wihnthe respective AFOT category. as

originally reported prior 10 the discovrery of test nsoscatibration. Solid tines for this period IFY 1976 801
reflect the percentage of accessions based on test scores that wsere later tefotrmed.

Fgr1.Total Do:Percentage Ditiuinof Nonprior SrieAccessions byAre
Forces Qualification Test (AFOT) Category, Fiscal Years 1961-81.

'5912
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AFQ? CA'rE.-ORY MODEL Ar Er5 . .
YOSz 2 '-*

UP? VARIAbLE: RATE 0-4 Yea~rs of Service _________

First Term Personnel *,.* .

Sum o' IMEAN Z-
SOURCE £7 SQUARES SQUARE F VALUE PROW>

Ki'LAl 5 12686.26a 2537.252 19.423 a.zao '"ri
!RROR 922 113224 137.713 :

C TOTAL 82? 1258-91 *.'

LOCT MSE 11.735345 fl-SQUARE 0.1038
DEP MEAN 28.381425 ADJ R-SQ 'Z.Z953
C.V. 11.3*86E

PARAMETER srANDARD r nOT tio.
VARIABLI OF ESTIMATE ERROR( PARAMETER=0 PROD > ITI

I?.ThCEP 1 30.903913 0.896611 34.46? 0.0001

CAT12 1 -1.57S5 9 0.99?979 -1.580 a.1144
CAT4 1 3.589514 0.399979 3.5?3 3.001
seAV1 1 -6.52.1'*8- 1. 1813b1 -5.498 0.00O1 ,.

N;1 -6.6?3360 1.129234 -5.910 aze
A? 1 a.405964 1.129234 Z.5 D.7187

V '.f

.~~U . .' . .. I

% OF'

% %U
41~ ~*%~

APEDI%



4- . . . . . . . . . .

sumOF*.EA
0OR4 -y SQUARE4

SN RE F VALUE PROM .4'

MOE 5 4-.30 87.243.29.30

AYBALT CATSIMTEER ORY PAAETSR- PR*B > I

INIECIP 61.?956 1.26834is..*2 30001

914v

DEP A~tABL: RAI 4 Yers o Sevic
Caree Peronne

SUM~~~~ NF~ EN..
~~UNCE% DI' SQAE QAE%'VLEPO>

922- 2257 2T. .8. %
B~~~~~~~~~ %~6.4 93~6 2193~

C TOTL 92?2?&I%
hO~~i% A15 A.?11 -SUR .85 ____

LiP~~~~~~~~~~~~e dhN b.73 DJRS 5,~W~'w~~v.'
%9~6b

% S, %



DoD Military Absentees/Deserters
(FY74 - FY82)

Average Average__________
Enlisted Enlisted* *
Monthly Number of Monthly

Number of End Deserter End
Absentee Strength Incidents Strength

C;Fiscal Incidents Rate (over Rate Per
Service Year (30 days or less) Per 1,000 30 days) 1,000

Ary74* 87,807 129.9 27,788 41.1 0 0
75 64,018 95.4 17,966 26.0 -

76** 47,180 70.3 11,883 17.7 *

77 31,790 47.0 11,287 16.7
78 26,964 40.4 10,301 15.4 . * . -

79 24,897 38.0 11,889 18.1 .- f-.-
80 27,733 41.6 13,129 19.6 0 ~~
81 24,079 36.0 10,676 15.9
82 18,511 27.3 7,396 11.0

-~Navy

74 25,948 53.8 10,208 21.2
75 34,698 73.0 10,659 22.4
76** 35,635 77.5 11,413 24.8
77 35,348 76.9 14,539 31.6
78 35,900 78.3 13,949 30.4 -

79 38,200 83.4 13,552 29.6.*.>-
80 37,548 82.0 12,131 27.0
81 36,375 77.9 10,181 21.8
82 30,262 63.9 8,537 18.0 1P3 i

ArForce .-.-

74 11,585 17.3 1,667 2.4
75 6,679 13.0 976 1.9
76** 3,738 7.8 568 1.2
77 1,779 3.8 267 .6
78 2,165 4.6 323 .7
79 2,765 5.9 494 1.1
80 2,902 6.7 571 1.2
81 2,346 5.2 442 1.0
82 1,759 3.7 303 .6..'. .:,'-

%rne Corps28
74 50,200 2875 15,582 8.

75 52,719 300.9 18,396 105.0 _ ______

76* 35,503 201.8 12,153 69.2
77 17,679 103.5 8,024 47.0
78 16,772 97.5 6,858 39.9 '~.. -

79 14,512 86.7 6,341 34.2
80 13,864 83.6 5,675 3.
81 12,587 73.9 4,915 28.8 .. *.,,.

82 11,349 65.4 3,448 21.1 .*

(Continued on next page)
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Military Absentees/Deserters .*
(FY68 - FY82)

Average Average
Enlisted Enlisted
Monthly Number of Monthly

Number of End Deserter End
Absentee Strength Incidents Strength

Fiscal Incidents Rate (over Rate Per
Service Year (30 days or less) Per 1,000 30 days) 1,000 .. '. . . .

DoD ,. *

74 175,540 95.0 55,245 29.9

75 158,114 86.6 47,997 26.3 * -.
.,76** 122,056 68.2 36,017 20.1 ;.,*

*77 86,596 48.5 34,117 19.1
78 81,801 46.0 31,431 18.0 ' *
79 80,374 46.2 32,276 18.5
80 82,353 46.8 31,576 17.9
81 75,387 42.3 26,214 14.7 ~.'
82 61,881 34.3 19,684 10.9

*A slight distortion is present in the Army's figures due to there inclu-
sion of officer incidents, which could not readily be excluded from the -

* reported data.

**A change in reporting procedures discontinued the practice of counting -'~

individuals who departed AWOL and were later administratively determinedV1
to be deserters from appearing in both categories. There will be some-.'
variance between these data and the standard strength of the Army report U~~2~
(DCSPER 46, Part TI), which continues to count individuals whose absence
progresses to desertion as both an absentee and incident (double-
counting). :. '

NOTE: Cumulative Annual Incidents -Rate
* Average of Enlisted Monthly End Strengths (TosandTY

01 .

% I
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OFFICER/ENLISTED DIFFERENTIAL FOR
CERTAIN HAZARDOUS DUTY INCENTIVE PAYS i' " .'--:- -

During the process of reviewing the various Hazardous Duty Incentive
Pays, it became increasingly clear that, although there is some incentive
associated with certain pays, the primary purpose is recognition for the
hazards or risks involved. It was, therefore, believed that officer/
enlisted personnel should receive the same level of payment for seven of
the Hazardous Duty Incentive Pays: parachute, demolition, experimental
stress, toxic fuels, toxic pesticides, flight deck, and flight - non-
crewmember. Based on the concerns (pro and con) of the Services (see
summary of responses at Appendix A) regarding elimination of the differ-
ential that currently exists, this issue was briefed to and discussed .0 0
with the 5th QRMC Steering Group. The main pros and cons on the differ-
ential issue were presented as follows:

For Maintaining the Differential

-* 1. An assumption that the rationale of the Hook Commission (1948) is O " .
valid today. Thus,

- special pay must be in proportion to basic pay to provide for
added responsibility;

- higher paid and more highly trained personnel need a greater Oe,, ... . _
" "dollar inducement;

- officers are usually given greater responsibility; and

- with respect to flying, death rates for enlisted personnel are
consistently lower than for officers.• , ~~~'U- " . '-.

2. The responsibility shouldered by officers and the added dollars
spent to train them in the modern military is a sound argument. -\.._. .: -.

3. It is necessary to provide an appeal for the pay to induce officers . .. . .
to serve in hazardous skills today more than in 1948 when enlisted
personnel were not paid as well as in the AVF. S . " O

4. No problem exists in the current system with respect to the .
officer/enlisted differential, except that the rates have been allowed to
erode to unacceptably low levels. Thus, to change something that has
worked for 35 years is unsound and will adversely impact officer morale.

*' ,.- '- .

For Eliminating the Differential,

1. All personnel, officer and enlisted, experience the same hazards. - -

2. One can never really compensate for risk of life, no matter the
I~'1 level. O *.

3. Basic pay and bonuses are adequate to cover any differential. ... .

919
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* 4. The Hook Commission rationale was based primarily upon an examina-
tion of the needs of the aviation and submarine communities. Times have .

changed and those communities now have their own separate career incentive
* pays and bonuses.

5. Most hazard-related pays nov cover skills that are not necessarily
career oriented (across all Services); hence, a differential is not nec-
essary for purposes of retention. However, exceptions may occur and ..

should be Individually addressed, as required.

6. QRMC field interview with both officer and enlisted personnel
indicate "same rate for same risk" is perceived as equitable in the e
hazardous duty areas.

Upon completion of the Steering Group discussion, the decision was
made to eliminate the officer/enlisted differential for the seven Hazard-
ous Duty Incentive Pays in question.*

rqolr-- W~er -- Mil
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES -'.

Officer/Enlisted Differential -". .

Department Comments .

"-p Army Strongly favors elimination of differential. -"

Navy The Navy believes that for duties requiring the
(includes assignment of volunteers exclusively, rates --

Marine Corps) should be scaled by grade. For duties in which . 0
the assignment of non-volunteers is acceptable, - -

elimination of the differential is appropriate.

.* Air Force Favors retention of the differential in all . ...
instances except Flight Deck Duty, Toxic Fuels -

and Toxic Pesticides, believing that incentive *" O ,
is an important factor in all pays, including
HDIPs and the pay differential is based on mis-
sion-related activities and responsibilities and
not predicated on an assumption or quantifica-
tion of risk.

J-I Strongly favors elimination of differential for ?: .-/. " '-
certain HDIPs. J,

Coast Guard Favors elimination of differential in several
cases; defers to judgment of QRMC when CG does
not use pay; recommended "Hazardous Duty In- Ir- -

centive" be dropped in case of Flight Deck be-
cause it serves as recognition for extra hazards
not necessarily on a volunteer or career basis.

NOAA Favors elimination of differential in some cases
and defers to using services in others.

PHS Favors elimination of differential in all cases.

NOTE: Departmental comments were summarized from responses to the _- - ._
various S&I issue papers and comments during Steering Group ..
meetings. . .... ,

921
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VI. FIELD INTERVIEWS

A. Schedule. Field interviews were scheduled for the purpose of
providing the QRMC staff the opportunity to discuss as many
of the S&I pays as possible by visiting as many locations as
time would permit. It may be noted that a greater number of .-

Navy than other Services installations was visited. That is .'-*.

because the Navy is the largest user of S&I pays, therefore, :-

it was necessary to visit more Navy stations in order to ~ .--- '

obtain a clear understanding of Navy S&I pay utilization.
The field interview schedule is located on page 928. S 0 '

B. Selected Comments. Only a representative sampling of serv-
icemembers I comments are presented here. A more detailed
version of the analysts' interview notes, covering the numer-
ous issues discussed during each of the field trips, may be
found in the 5th QBMC background materials, Volume III-A.
Comments begin on page 929. *. :-~**-

. - "Al % .. % _k

N-. .
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4-..A. SCHEDULE

MIuf DATES LOCATION
- OCl ONAtALVSTS PAYS

DEC 2 Andrew& AFB Cci finger ACIP(AF & NAYT) Hunter MOCI
Payne

DEC 3 Navy Annex Coifingert Sks
Schrauss Proficiency
Murphy
Seletsky

DEC 7 Dover APB Hunter N)CP
Payne ACIP

Eb* Flight Pays
DEC 8-10 Norfolk Naval Schauss Ncer Sbai

Station Murphy Nuclear. Sebarie

Vaughn Responsibility
NODEC 10 Bethesda Naval Seletaky Health Prof..1,..Hospital 

Hunter

DEC 13 Ft. Myor Seletaky Enlistment $onus
Payne

DEC 14 Patuxent River Coffinger ACIP, AOC?,Naval Station Hunter Plight Pays
Payne

s/.DEC 16 Hoffman Bldg Schmause $1
Seletaky Prof iciency
Murphy

JAY 101 t.Bag Seletaky Parachute, AC!?,Cherry Point raye M0C?, SIB,Camp laiameo Proficiency,.in.

a., 
Health Prof.

FEB 7-9 HAS Norfolk and Oceans. Hunter ACI?, AMC?, Diving, %.Langley All, Little Vaughn SOa, IWD, Flight, 4,, r~Creak CC Air station SEE. Reponsiblity. d
Flight Dark,
Parachute. Health * ~ 9"5

MAR 14-18 naval Station San Diego. Schmaea Sroa. *CP SAC, SubmrinSub Sam San Diego. Murphy Diving, 3)0,El Toro. March AnI. Payne Proficiency, SEE,Mraw, Amphib. Sae, 3B, Plight, Plight
LA Ar Prt. tatonDock, Reaponsibility.HAS North Island,

Norton API, EdwardsAP Eng. a Set. Esp. StressParachute, IsA, personnel Exp.,Air Witapons Control
A~ 1-1 t. Jackson, Nuclear, Soa. . . , . ..

Charleston, Saletsky, Submarine, a.,
King* Say Murphy SIM, Proficiency 

--
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S",B. SELECTED COMMENTS BY SERVICEMEMBERS

S 1. General Comments Pertaining to S&I Pays:

(a) Prefer lump-sum bonuses to anniversary payments. "' .1

(b) Officer and enlisted personnel exposed to the same hazards .
should receive the same level of Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay.

(c) Persons qualifying for and performing duty in more than one .. .'* 2
hazardous duty skill should be paid more than one Hazardous Duty Incen- - -

tive Pay. ,- .

(d) Personnel policies, including the administration of pay, . . .

are as important as the pays themselves.
C.- * . 4. - 5 " '.-

(e) Many senior enlisted personnel perceive that the S&I Pays . -.
are structured in favor of the lower enlisted at the expense of the * "*O O

senior.

(f) S&I Pays are not a substitute for poor leadership and
questionable personnel policies. -. , -

(g) An apparent lack of understanding exists in the field about " --
the purpose of S&I Pays; members not receiving any believe the pays
should be spread across the entire force. , .

(h) In jobs where the hours are such that the individual cannot.'4 ., .. ,.-
seek part-time employment, recipients view the pay as helping make ends ,'
meet.

(i) There exists very little understanding about why pays are ,
structured as they are. *p..-. F 

-

2. Members Comments About Specific S&I Pays: . - - -

(a) Air Weapons Control Officer Flight Pay

- believed they deserved extra pay because of unstructured ,
operational tempo, family separation, and undesirable -.. '-.. - .4
duty location

- aware that consideration was given to treating these non-
*:= ~ .- rated officers as a rated resource, without designating -

them as such, so rates were structured similar to ACIP . ..

(b) Demolition Duty Pay . .Z.....
4 " - 4- - -

- many members enter this career field for the challenge .% .. -.
and excitement, not the money "O _

925
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-officer and enlisted personnel should receive same pay ..- .*.. -

for same risks

(c) Experimental Stress Duty Pay_________

-should pay for risk/exposure, not by grade

- people would not volunteer for this duty without extra -~

Pay*...

(d) Flight Pay (Crew/Non-Crew) _______

- all non-crew aviator personnel in aircraft exposed
to same hazard, so should receive same pay

- no enughcompensation for risks involved

- can make more money moonlighting " * @

- perceptions of unfairness drive people out, not money .

- rates too low, have lost incentive value

- need greater pay differences between grades (Crewmember) PO

- junior people should get more since they fly more

- pay makes up for ..-

-slow promotionsOw

-- money lost during TDY/TAD (per diem) **

-- missed meals

(f) Parachute Duty Pay.

- all persons should be paid the same

- jumpuasters should receive special consideration because --. .

of their responsibilities

- most enlisted personnel do not jump for the money but
it Is a retention factor once they enter the career -

field

-most officers do not jump for the money; jump dutyis ,..-..<K
viewed as a career enhancement

(g) Toxic Fuels and Propellants Pay

V%5'S to * *6

0 0 no -. 0
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. '-, .i. -. ... .

11,1 - $83 per month is not an incentive for this kind of duty ..

- all fuel work is hazardous, but only certain fuel duty
is being paid -

- some would not do this duty if they were not ordered to
do so

(h) Toxic Pesticides and Dangerous Organisms ." "" .

- $83 per month is not an incentive for this kind of duty

- people don't fully understand what they are being expos- - 0
ed to

(I) Aviation Career Incentive Pay (ACIP)

- provides only a base level of pay for aviators

- other factors affect retention, i.e., more crew rest, '-.

better crew treatment

- job satisfaction often more important--like to be treated
as professionals--concerned about assignments and family -

separation

- most did not enter flight training with idea of going to

airlines but over half would do so if airlines begin hir-
Ing again in spite of higher ACIP rates

- ACIP system much better than "old" Flight Pay system

(j) Aviation Officer Continuation Pay (AOCP)

- should be lump sum

- many aviators believe drawing ACIP at the reduced rate '
in conjunction with AOCP constitutes their financing | ----- p---.O .
their own bonuses, ",'.'."% .'.,:..%. .. \ '

- bonuses would not be effective if economy was better andairlines were hiring

- predict morale problems if all aviators not given bonuses |, - -". .
(refers to pay-by-type-aviator proposal) .-.

- personnel management policies carry equal weight with
money In retention decisions *' -

- bonuses keep flyers in the Navy but not necessarily to fly "

- pilots tend to want to fly--dissatisfied with staff work

..... ~ ~~927 ,.U . O -% Jk P-.R 0.% % %
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(k) Special and Continuation Pays for Dentists

-any cut in dental pays would cause many dentists to leave-
4', the military I

-'0 0 4
-current freeze of rates at the FY80 level will be detri-

* mental to attraction and retention of dentists in the.
future

(1) Diving Duty Pay

- Special Warfare personnel who maintain qualification 0 0

for Diving Pay and two HDIPs (demolition and para-
chute) should be paid for all three :4~

- initial draw to diving duty involves challenge of job .V........

and excitement more than extra pay -- may change now
that money providing a greater incentive as diver gets 0*'- -A'
older 4

(in) Engineering/Scientific Officer Continuation Pay . *

- concerned that because pay is based on academic degree,. * *44'

even if two people are doing the same job equally well,
one might receive the bonus while the other might not

- individuals believe scholarship and advanced degree pro-
grams are best non-monetary recruiting and retention
incentives

- individuals very knowledgeable about civilian salaries,
duties and responsibilities ~:*--

(n) Enlistment Bonus -~:::~>%

- bad economy drove many into the Services

- those who did not take the bonus did not want the extra 'k'~~.

commitment. .

- many would not have enlisted in a critical skill without 's~
the bonus while others did not know their skill had a . . ..

bonus until after they enlisted IMIMS"',_I ____

(o) Nuclear Officer Pays ~

- $1,000 additional pay for Continuation Pay vs Annual :- .* > -''

Incentive Bonus not incentive to commit for 4 years . ,* -4

- nuclear officer believe they have more difficult duties * : . 4.~

than other officers . -.... ~,..*

%4%

%<4.4
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- Accession Bonus works vell with Nuclear Power Officer

Candidate, NROTC, and USNA

- career pattern very limited

- some felt the purpose of the bonus was compensation -" -
for time invested

- about half who leave Navy avoid civilian nuclear power
--it has poor growth and stability , O

- nuclear surface officer consider their duty as difficult
as nuclear submarine officers

4

(p) Medical Officer Pays
DI Vo. .

- many physicians who were leaving the military stated .'-'

that the Services could not pay them enough to stay

- considerable dissatisfaction with personnel policies and
administration of career fields rather than with pay
only vw

- some resent the fact that not all doctors receive cer- ; . ,

tain special pays

(q) Proficiency Pay

- Special Duty Assignment Pay does not provide incentive V 
'

- career enhancement of special duties is just as impor- .'P. '.
tant as special pay

- Shortage Special Pay has little or no effect on indiv- --
idual's decision to reenlist * .

(r) Selective Reenlistment Bonuses ..,-., -.. \,, '
4* 

.. . ,,. . ,

should be paid in lump sum, some indicated that they " .
would reenlist for a lower multiple if paid lump sum

- contractors coming aboard ship take good people; SRBs
help retain

%- need to incorporate some kind of quality standard in - -o

SRB program - -

- 90-day SRB window is too small for many .

929 S. ~ ' v
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4. - inconsistent administration of SRB frequent complaint
-- number of skills, multiples, reenlistment window

change too rapidly

- duty location often cited as more important to retention O
%°,*., than SRBs . .. . - ''

- frequent complaints about tax withholding of SRBs

- people who cross-train aren't really qualified in field -' i
for a couple of years but still draw higher SRBs O .
in the new specialty (complaint by experienced member)

, - many people are told their specialty is critical but

don't get SRBs. Most services have a dual system .-. '-.."....
for rating the criticality of skills - one for train-
ing/retaining, and another for bonus determination. *,- , ..
Many enlisted people are confused.

- several comments from senior personnel prefering the '-''-."'
old VRB or RRB system

% .-... 4

- for some who would reenlist anyway, the bonus encour-
aged longer commitment, but works in reverse if there.
is a bonus ceiling

(a) Career Sea Pay

- Sea Pay makes up only for the loss of subsistence and
quarters for single personnel--would need to be Increas- 4.,%.
ed to provide a true incentive

*
1

q- should be a greater dollar difference between longevity
steps

- grades E-1 to E-3 and 0-1 to 0-2 should receive Sea Pay . .... wW'-h""
because they undergo the same rigors

- Sea Pay goes a long way toward improving the morale of .
the seagoing community, giving them equal status with , "% "
other naval communities %.... - . .

- Sea Pay is a good incentive

(t) Submarine Duty Incentive Pay .-4  -- '. -..

- helps compensate for long hours and long deployments -....

inherent in submarine duty .

- nuclear retention low because of nuclear adminis-

trative burden 0:N~

930 __________
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* r*.* - frequent comnts from officers, "No honorable way
to get out of nuclear or submarine community," enlisted
expressed similar opinion

*.- - submariners may be setting up a financial base to have..
when they get out; works to keep borderline people but

*- aids others in civilian transition

.. - sub pay is good; now getting out because of job dissat-
isfaction, hours, family separation

- sub pay not adequate for the hardships of sub duty

(u) Certain Places Pay

- rates are a joke--would not cause anyone to volunteer ._-_-_-..._-_-.-_
for overseas assignments * ,

(v) Family Separation Allowance (Type II)

- current rate is so small that it is meaningless

- current rate not realistic

- allowance creates friction between married and single
personnel

(w) Responsibility Pay

- does not provide an incentive but does add to prestige "

of comand '~ *~~..;%
- commanding officer afloat in pay grades 0-1 and 0-2 " .- "... . .

should receive the pay

(x) Special Pay for Optometrists -

- this pay is the only incentive left to join the Services
now that the scholarship is not being offered ,'

- $100/month too low to serve as an incentive; com-
ments range from "it's better than nothing" to the
pay's purpose is to serve as "recognition of prof-
essional status" only. •
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VII. SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

Final Draft-Volume III *-

Department Comments

Army Makes minor data changes and suggests min-
or changes in other areas for clarifica-
tion and consistency.

Navy Clarifies minority positions; comments on ~ ~~
wording in selected sections of SRB; re-

*commends comment on Schroeder Amendment _%%%
pertaining to Hostile Fire Pay; of fers a .. .

few technical corrections; states concur- .,.~~

rence on QRMC recommendation to study war- ~ -

time and quality issues further. .

Air Force Restates and clarifies minority positions ~ .~

* on certain Hazardous Duty Incentive Pays A
and elimination of forgiveness of obliga-
ted service pertaining to SRB; recommends
elimination of QRMC recommendation to re- .k..

evaluate effectiveness of ACIP. (Note: .Y: kw 2 4

QRHC recommends reevaluation of rates .

only.) k- --

Coast Guard Concurs.

PUS Concurs. Provides minor data addition and :.:- ..-.

general changes for clarity. -

NOAA Concurs. Requests minor changes to a leg- ~ ~ 7 -
islative entry and position on Flight Pay.

JCS Concurs. Recommends Hostile Fire Pay be %, - . ~-
reviewed and updated In light of 1984 DoD
Authorization Act (refers to Schroeder *-

Amendment.)
,% %

Note: All changes for clarification and consistency pertaining to minor- *.. -** .

ity positions, data, and technical corrections have been made. A
comment regarding the Schroeder Amendment has been added to Hostile -

fire Pay.

*U.8- OOUJSUIT PRINTING OFFICE: 1984 43-08J
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